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'1. Resolution issued by the Government of India, Department of 
Commerce, No. 260-T.(8)/33, ~ated the 26th August,;-,l933- • 1 

2. Preas communique issued by the Tariff Board on the .4th Septem-
ber, 1933. . • • . . • • . . • 3 

,!le-BoZZea Steel. 
3. Representa.tions received hom-

(1) The In~ CO., Ltd., Madras:-
(i) Letter dated the ;t6th September, 1933" submitting 

that they propose to start' a rolling mill and re
questing to keep the ad 1ialorem ,duty on billets 
at the present level . • • . . • 7 

(ii)' Letter dated the 28th November, 1933, millmitting 
, their viewil on the repreSentation of the Tata Iron 

Bnd Steel Company' - '- ;' •.... 10.. 

(2) The 'L~i Iron and .SteeI :Manuf~uring Co~, Ltd.,·-
, 'Ghaziabad-;- ". 

Letter ~ated th~ 21st September, 1933,' submitting the 
diffioultiett under, which' the firm is, labouring !Pot 
present '11 

(3) Mr. Gayadin'Ram;'Calolltta-, .. 
MIttel' dated thw.22nd SepterQ.ber,.:1933; submitting their 

views regaraingrailway freights, the prices of 
BOrap and the duty on billets • .. iii 

(4) Mukund Steel B.ollliIg :Mills,Lahar-- _ . 
Letter dated the 28th September, 1933, submittmg the' 

kind of protection they re!luire. for' the eq;anaiOD: 
of their .business • , ; .,'~. • ... .! 17 

(5) Oawnpore Rolling Mills, Ltd., Cawnpo~ 
Letter daW the 25th Novembe;,I~33, 8ubmi~ that 

the duty on imported billetS be entirely abolillhed· i III 
(6) Mr. S. K. Ba'riay, Calcutta"-'-

Letter dated· the 16th Sep1iel!lbert 1933, Criticisib,g' ~e 
. policy of the T~ta Iron and Steel ~mpany With 2' J 
regard to the c:bsposaI of scrap. • . . 

4. Lette. from the TarUi BoaI'd ,No. 439 dated the 4th October;, 
1933, to certain re-rolling mills ;king, for certain iilforma:: 
tion • • . • • • • • ••. " • 23 

O. Replies to the above ·letter received from
(1) Mukund Steel, Rolling Milla;Labor-. 

(i) Letter dated' theist November', 1933 
(ii) Letterda~ the 14th Noiember~ 1933 

(2) Lakshmi Iron . and Steel Manufacturing. 
Ghasiabad--' , 

Letter datAld the 2nd November, 1933', ,~ 
(3) Mr. Gayadin Ram, Calcutta--

Letter dated the·W No_her.' 1931(- •• '. 
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(4) The India Co., Ltd., Madras-
(i) Letter dated the 10th November, 1933 

(ii) Letter dated the 2nd December, 1933 

Fabricated Steel. 
6. National Federation of Iron and ,Steel Manufooturers in' the 

United Kingdom, :Westminster-
(1) Letter dated the 9th November, 1933, forwarding repre

sentation from the iron and steel industry of the United 

33 
34. 

Kingdom in connection with the Board's enquiry . 39 
(2) Letter dated the 12th December, 1933, forwarding suppie-

mentary representation . • • . • • . 51 
(3) Letter dated the 24th January, 1934, forwarding a state

ment showing the current invoice prices of British 
tested bars' c.i.f. Bombay without landing charges or 
duties 67 

(4) Letter dated the 24th January, 1934, submitting views in 
regard to the possibility of "the evasion of duty leviable 
on articles imported . 57 

(5) Letter dated the 24th January, 1934, submitting views re
garding the adjustment required to give effect to the 
difference in prices of tested and untested steel 68 

(6) Letter dated the 26th January, 19M, regarding the com
parative incidence of depreciation, interest on working 
capital and overheads on the cost per ton in the British 
steel practice 58 

(7) Letter dated the 3rd February, 1934, submitting certain 
proposals for the safeguard of the Indian structural 
engineering industry against competition by certain 
British firms and in this connection forwarding a memo
randum submitted by Messrs. Dorman Long & Co., 
Ltd., Calcutta. • .'. . .• 59 

7. MellSl"s. Dorman Long & Co., Ltd., Calcutta-
Letter dated the 26th February, 1934, forwarding estimates 

of fair selling prices for common types of fabricated 
steelwork 77 

8. Indian Engineering Association, ,Calcutta-
(1) Letter da.ted the 21st October, 1933, drawing attention 

to the anomaly that arises in connection with the im
portation of steel lattice work towers for electrical trans-
mission system . 82 

(2) Letter dated the 12th December, 1933, pointing out the 
anomaly that exists in connection with the importation 
of rivetted steel chimneys 82 

9. The Bindusthan Construction Co., Ltd., Bombay-
Letter dated the 4th October, 1933, recommending the kind of 

steel that should be used in the construction of the pro-
posed Bowrah Bridge. 8ll 

10. Messrs. Braithwaite & Co. (India), Ltd., Calcutta-
(1) Letter to the Government of India, Department of Com

merce, dated the 30th August, 1933, submitting a repre
sentation regarding the proper classification of towers 
required fer electrical transmission systems 86 
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(2) Letter from the Tariff Board No. 437, dated the 4th 
October, 1933, asking for certain information rega.rding 
fabricated steel required by the engineering firms .. 87 

(3) Letter dated the 4th November, 1933, in reply to the above 
letter . 88 

(4) Letter from the Tariff Board No. 520, dated the 3rd 
November! 1933, asking for information reg.trding the 
prices of Imported machinery. . 103 

(5) Letter dated the 7th November, 1933, in reply to the above 
letter 103 

(6) Letter dated the 9th November, 1933, submitting repre-
sentation 103 

(7) Letter dated the 21st November, 1933, explaining some of 
the figures used in the representation. . . . 123 

(8) Letter dated the 27th November, 1933, elucidating certain 
statements made in the representation 123 

(9) Letter dated the 2nd December, 1933, explaining the effect 
of an increased tariff on the cost of ~ representative 
hydr~lectric scheme 124. 

(10) Letter dated the 4th December, 1933, submitting views 
regarding the suggestions for an agreement with British 
fabricators as regards quotation of prices of fabricated 
steel work 126 

(11) Letter dated the 4th December,. 1933, quoting examples 
showing dumping of foreign plain materials fabricated 
in Indi<t by foreign rolling-mill-owned fabricating shops. 126 

(12) Letter dated the 13th December, 1933, SUbmitting that 
their estima.tes regarding cost of transmission towers 
may be suitably amended if fair selling price for Indian 
plain material delivered in a fabricator's works in . India 
is found to be otherwise than the figure quoted by them. 128 

(13) Letter dated the 19th January, 1934, submitting their 
views on the proposals of the Natioual Federation of 
Iron and Steel Manufacturers of the United Kingdom 
regarding agreement between the Indian and the 
British fabricators 129 

(14) Letter dated the 24th January, 1934, SUbmitting the effect 
of foreign competition on Indian· fabricators . 131 

11. Messrs. Jessop & Co., Ld., Calcutta-
(1) Letter dated .the 23rd September, 193~> submitting their 

representatIOn . . . . . . . •. . 132 
(2) Letter dated the 23rd October, 1933, submitting their 

views on the representation from the Hindusthan 'Cons
truction Co., Ld., regarding the new proposed Howrah 
Bridge . . . . . . .'. . . l4." 

(3) Letter from the Tariff Roard No. 433, dated the 4th Octo-
ber, 1933, asking for certain information regarding 
fabricated steel U6 

(4) Letter da.ted the 3rd November, 1933, in ~eply to the 
ahove letter . . . . 147 

(5) Letter froin the Tariff Board No. 520, dated the 3rd 
November, 1933, asking for certain information regard
ing the extent to which the prices of imported machi-
nery have varied between the years 1926 and W33. 141'3 

(6) I..etter dated tlie lith November, 1933, in reply_to the. above 
.letter. • • '. • • . • • • • 163 



12. :Messrs. Burn &; Co:, Ltd., Calcutta- . 
Letter dated the 23rd October, 1933, submitting their views on 

the representation from the Hindusthan Construction 
Co., Ltd., regarding the new proposed Howrah Bridge. 15' 

13. Messrs. Burn & Co., Ltd., Jessop & Co., Ltd., and Braithwaiw 
& Co., (India), Ltd., Calcutta- . 

Letter dated the 16th February, 1934, submitting their joint 
views on the proposals made by the National Federation 
of Iron and Steel Manufacturers of United Kingdom 16' 

14. Messrs; Henry ;Williams India (1931), Ltd., Calcutta-
(1) Letter dated the 22nd September, 1933, asking for the 

total abolition of the existing duty on billets imported 
from abroad 1M 

(2). Letter from the Tariff Board No. '32, dated the 4th Octo-
ber, 1933, askin~ for certain information . . . 166 

(3) Letter dated the 3rd November, 1933, in reply to the above 
letter 167 

(4) Letter dated the 6th January, 1934, submitting costs of 
typical items of manufacture from billets . . • 175 

(5) Letter dated the 6th January, 1934, regarding agreement 
with the .Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., in connection with 
the supply of billets'189 

(6) Memorandum dated the 9th January, 1934, forwarding 
supplementary memorandum regarding sleeper position. 190 

(7) Letter dated the 8th February, 1934, regarding fair 
selling prices of var.ious engineering al".ticles l;Danufac-
tured . in India. . . . . 191 

15. Messrs. George Turton Platts & Co., Ltd., Sheflield-
Letter dated the 19th September, 1933, submitting that in the 

measure of protection for the Steel industry some dis
crimination should be made between the British and 
Continental manufacturers 201 

16. Messrs. Guest Keen and Nettlefolds, Ltd., London-
Letter dated the 1st February, 1934, submitting views in 

respect of the present protective duties on. certain rail-
way materials . . . . 201 

17. Messrs. Richardson and Cruddas, Bombay-
Letter dated the 12th December, 1933, submitting their views 
.. in connection with the pr9tection of the Steel industry. 208 

18. Messrs. Alcock Ashdown & Co., Ltd., Bombay-
Letter dated the 16th December, 1933, supporting the remarks 

made by Messrs. Richardson and Cruddas in the letter 
referred to above • . . • • • • • 20D 

19. Letter from the Tariff Board No. 438, dated the 4th October, 
1933, to the Governments of Madras and the Punjab, and 
His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore regarding the possible 
effect of an increase in import duty on steel towers used for 
transmitting high tension electricity . .' • • . il0' 

20. Replies to the above letter received from-

(1) the Government of His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore-
.. Letter dated the 3rd November, 1933 210 
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(2) Government of Madras---

Letter dated- the 20th -November, 1933 210 

(3) Government of the Punjab-
Letter da.ted the 17th March, ,1934 . 212 

21. Port Commissioners, Calcutta~ 
(1) Letter from the Tariff Board No; 453, dated t~e. 10th 

October, 1933, to tbe Calcutta Port. CommlSSlOners 
asking for certain information in connectiQn witl;l the 

. proposed Howrah Bridge. 213· 
(2) Letter dated the 16th October, 1933, in reply 1;Q, the above 

letter . ~. . . . . . • . . Z13 
(3) Letter dated the 23rd October, 1933, s.upplying. further 

information 213 
22~ Indian Stores Department, SimI&-

(1) Letter from the Tariff Board No. 435, dated the 4th Oct()o 
ber, 1933, to the Indian Stores Department asking for 
certain information regarding the' orders for fabricated 
steel placed through the Department which have been 
lost to the Indian engineering firms since 1925-26 , 2140 

(2) Letter dated the 10th November, 1933, in reply to the 
above letter 215 

Tinpzate. 
23. The Tinplate Company of India, Ltd., Calcutta-

(I)'Letter dated the 29th S"ptember, 1933, forwarding their 
representation 225 

(2) Supplementary Statements Nos. 1 to 8 2440 
(3) Letter dated the 16th March, 1934, regarding interpret&-

.tion of the Company's agreement with the Tata Iron 
and Steel Company Limited regarding steel, prices . 252 

24. Metal Box Co., Ltd., London-' 
Letter dated the 6th March, 1933, asking for 'permission to 

import tinplates either free of duty· or on substantially 
revised basis ..• 253 

25. Welsh Plate and Sheet Manufacturers' Association, London-
(1) Letter dated the 1st November, 1933, submitting their 

representation . 2M 
(2) Letter dated the 9th November, 1933, submitting addi-

tional information . . " 256 

26. The National Petroleum Company, Bombay-
Letter dated the 19th December, 1933, opposing the claim of 

the Tinplate Company of India, Ltd., for protection by 
tbe imposition of differential duties which would be 
tantamount to preferential duty in favour of foreign oil 
companies . 256 

27. The Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay-
Letter dated the 19th February, 1934, opposing the claim of 

the Tinplate Company of India, Ltd., for protectioJ!. 267 

28. The Buyers and Shippers Chamber, Karachi-' 
Letter dated the 22nd March, 1934, opposing the enhancement 

of duty on non-British tinplates . . • ' . . 2&7 

29. The United Provinces Chamber of Commerce, Oawnpore-
Letter dated"the 9th April, 1934, ,opposing the enhancement 

of duty oD non-British tinplates 262 
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Wire and Wire Nails. 
30. Questionnaire issued by the Tariff Board regarding wire and wire 

nails 265 

31. The Indian Steel and Wire :products, Tatanagar-
(1) Letter dated the 30th September, 1933, submitting their 

representation . '. • . . . . • ; 266 
(2) Letter dated the 18th November, 1933, submitting state-

ment on the recent developments regarding th" supply 
of billets by the Steel Company • 2li9 

(3) Letter dated the 12th December, 1933, submitting further 
statements 307 

(4) Letter dated the 13th December, 1933, submitting details 
of materials required for the manufacture of wire and 
wire nails '. 310 

(5) Letter dated. the 14th December, 1933, submitting cost 
sheets for the month of May, 1933, for all the products 
manufactured in the Works 312 

~6) Letter dated the 9th January, 1934, forwarding further 
correspondence between the Steel Company and the firm 
on the supply of billets 318 

(7) Letter dated the 20th January, 1934, forwarding revised 
freight rates introduced by the North-Western Railway 
Administration . 318 

(8) Letter dated the 24th January, 1934, forwarding cost 
sheets of rod mill for the months of November and 
December, 1933 . 319 

(9) Letter dated the let February, 1934, SUbmitting represen-
tation regarding the protection of barbed wire 320 

(10) Letter dated the 27th February, 1934, forwarding copy of 
letter from the Steel Company regarding supply of 
billets . . . • . • . . . . 323 

(11) Letter dated the 3rd March, 1934, forwarding copies of 
further correspondence between the firm and the Steel 
Company regarding supply of billets 33' 

32. Messrs. Devidas Jethanand & Co., Karachi-
(1) Letter dated the 16th September, 1933, submitting rep~ 

&entation for the continuance of the present concession 
enjoyed by the Company in the shape of rebate of duty 
on imported wire rods J'equil'ed for the manufal·ture of 
wire nails . 327 

(2) Letter dated the 11th September, 1933, submitting rcpre
sentation for the protection of the wood screw making 
industry 330 

33. The Indian Burne Pipe Co., Ltd., Bombay-
(1) Letter dated the 21st September, 1933, submitting repre

sentation regarding maintenance of the present position 
of the importation of wire rods, wire and wire nails 331 

(2) Letter dated the 4th December, 1933, submitting note 
explaining their position regarding drawing wire. . 334 

(3) Letter dated the 5th January, 1934, submitting a note 
giving descl'iption of ",ire required by the Company . 3M 

(4) Letter dated the 8th January, 1934,' forwarding copies of 
letters from the Bengal Nagpur Railway and the Indian 

,Stee~ an~ Wire Pry-ducts ~egarding freights on wire rods 33' 



M. The Pioneer Wire Nail Manufacturing Company, Calcutta
Letter dated the 30th November, 1933, submitting representa

tion asking for substantive protection to the wire and 
wire nails industry a36 

35. Messrs. Vishram Narsi and ,Brothers" Bombay-
(1) Letter dated the 8th December, 1933, submitting represen

tation for the protection of the wire and wire nail 
industry 336 

(2) Letter dated. the .lIth, December, 1933, forwarding further 
representation o~ the ;tbove subject . 331 

36. Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, New Delhi-
. Letter dated the 11th 'December,' 1933, representing the 

necessity for keeping the cost of :agriculturalappliances 
including wirl! fencing and netting as low as possible . 337 

37. Upper India Meta.IWorks, Amritsa~ 
Letter dated the 6th December, 1933, submitting their 

representation ' 338 

38. Mr. B. N. Gupta, Shikohabad-
Letter dated the 20th September; 1933, requesting that 

certain bright drawn. wires be exempted from import 
duties 339 

39. Associated United Kingdom ~.anufacturers of Wire and Wire 
,Product&-:-

Letter dated,thl! 1st febrJla,rr, :1.934, submitting their views 340 

ITO1/, anui ITon producta. 
40.- The Bengal Iron Co., Ltd., Calcutta-

(1) Letter dated tbe 29th August, 1933, forwarding copy of a 
joint representati(ln with the Mysore Iron Works to the 
Government of India on the subject of the protection of 
the iron and steel pipe industry 349 

(2) Letter from the Tariff Board No. 475, dated the 14th 
.october, 1933, asking for certain information. 351 

(3) Letter dated the 21st .october, 1933, in reply to the above 
letter • 351. 

(4) Letter dated. the 12th December, 1933, submitting further' 
information ',' . . . . . • . 35Z 

(5) Letter dated the ,14th December, 1933, forwarding state" 
!Dent showing freight disadvan~ages' cOlllpared with 
Imported price.. . 365 

(6) Letter dated the 17th January, 1934, regarding domestic 
prices of pig iron . • . • •• 358 

41. 'The M:ysore Iron Works, Bhadravati-
(1) Letter dated the 20th September, 1933, submitting their 
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No. 260-T. (8)/33. 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

pEP ARTMENT OF COMMERCE. 

SimlA, the 26th August, 1933. 

RESOLUTION. 

TARIFJ!S. 

The protection afforded to certain manufactures of iron and steel 
by the Steel Industry (Protection) Act, 1927, as subsequently 
amended, will determine on the 31st day of March, 1934. Clause 3 
of that Act provides that the Governor GeneraJ in Council shall, 
not later than the 31st day of March 1934, cause to be made by 
such persons as he may appoint in t.his behalf, an enquiry as to 
the extent, if any. t.o which it is neceBBary to continue the protection 
of the steel industry in British India and as to the manner in 
which any protection found necessary should be confen-ed. The 
Government of India have decided that the prescribed Statutory 
Enquiry should be undertaken by the Tariff Board and th~ following 
terms of reference have been framed for its guidance;-

(a) The Board is requested. to re-examine the measures of 
protection now enjoyed by the steel industry under the 
Steel Industry (Protection) Act of 1927, as subsequently 
amended, the Wire and Wire Nail Industry (Protection) 
Act of 1932 and the Indian Tariff (Ottawa Trade Agree
ment) Amendment Act of 1932 and to report in respect 
of each protected article whether it is still necessary 
to continue protection and, if so, whether the existing 
measure of protection should be increased or diminished 
or whether the manner in which protection is conferred 
should be altered. 

(b) In dealing with the wire and wire nail industry the Board 
will bear in mind the considerations set forth in para
graphs 3, 4 and 5 of its 1931 Report on the Wire and 
Wire Nail Industry and will consider whether the first 
of the conditions prescribed by the Indian Fiscal Com
mission in paragraph 97 of its Report is now satisfied. 

(e) In making its recommendations the Tariff Board will take 
all relevant c.onsiderations into account including that 
stated in part (b) of the Resolution adopted by the Legis
lative Assembly on the 16th February, 1923. 

(d) The Board will also be at liberty to examine the claims 
for protection of industries making iron and steel pro
ducts which do not r.ome within the scope of the present 
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Acts and to report whether; having regard to the prin
ciples laid down in paragraph 97' of the Report of the 
Indian Fiscal Commission such claims should be 
admitted, and, if so, the natur~ and extent of the pro
tection that should be given. 

2. Firms or persons interested in the iron and steel industry 
or industries dependent on the ul>e of iron and steel, who desire 
that their views should be considered by the Tariff Board should 
address their representations to the Secretary of the Board. 

ORDER.-Orde~ed that a copy of the above Resolution be com
municated to all local Governments and Administrations, all 
Departments of the Government of India, the Director General 
of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, the Central Board of 
Revenue, the Indian 'I'rade Commissioners, London and Hamburg, 
the Secretary, Tariff Board. the High Commissioner for India, 
London. His Majesty's Tl'ade Commissioner in India, the Canadian 
Trade Commissioner in India, all Chambers of Commerce' and 
Associations, the French Trade Commissioner· in India, Burma and 
Ceylon, the Secretary, Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, 
and the Chief Controller of Stores. 

Ordered also, that it be published in the Gazette o/India. 

T. A. STEWART, 
Oflg. Secretar.'1 to the Government o/India. 
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Pre .. Communique illued by the Tariff BOArd on the 4th September. 
1933. 

III t.Iw ltl'lIolllt,ioll 01' t.hll (]OVIlI'IlIll11llt of IllIliu. (J)('llILl't,lIInllt, oj' 
(1 111111111'1'1'1') No, :.!(i(l-'l',(M)/ail, Ilnt,I'11 011' 2Ht.h AIIg'IIMt" lIlaa, t.1t., 
Turill' 1111111'11 ill tlil'lll,t,I'11 t.o I'XllllIilll' U1I' I·' X t.1'1i I; , ii' lillY, t,o whil,h 
jj, ill 1I1'1'1'MMIII'Y t.o 1'011 t.i 111111 t.ill' )Irllh,t,t.illfl IIOW IJ,'I'U.II t,11I1 t:o UIII Nt.nl.1 
i III!tlllt,I'Y 111111 t.hl! 1111111111'1' ill wh il'll 1111 Y pl'ot,nl,t,ioll 1'0111111 IWI'I'MMILI'Y 
1111111111111 .. ('IIIlI'('I'I'H!l. 'J~11l' 11011.1'11 ill ltl~o ltut.llOl'iMnll to tHH}uirll illt,() 
lltl' I'lniltl 1'01' )Il'ollwt;ioll wltit,1t wily 1111 l'uiM!'(1 h,Y nlly IJllhIMt,l'it'lI 
1II1111l1l'udlll'ill,..,. il'oll 111111 Mt.!'lll prolllll't,M wlli .. h (10 lint ('01110 wit,hill 
t.lto MIII1lw of t.111' t.x ii'lt.i II,..,. MdwIIH' 01' 1)J'Oi.t1l'tillll, A 11 )'npl'I'Mllllt,ntiollll 
ill h'lIllt.11 for thll 'l'nd If 1I0ltl'II ill l'OII1H'I,tioll wi t.1t t.h iM 1'llIllIi I'Y 
MIIIIIIlt1 ho MllhllliHllll (wit.h Hix "1)(11'11 popil'i'I) lin IlII to I'I.u .. h LIlli 
NIWI'I.t.tIl'Y 01' thl! HmU'll Ilt 1, Cllllllllil lIoui'lI, St)'('nt, CUicuttll, Ilot 
lui.t.r thlLlI tllll :.!:ll'd H"pt'I~llIhtl1" lOa:1. 



Re-Rolled Steel. 



The India Co., Ltd., Madras. 

(1) Letter dated th~ 16th September, 198$. 

Over 10 years have elapsed since the qnestion of protection to the Steel 
Indnstry was mooted. In the first period of protection the 'l'ariff Board 
recommended to the Government that a subsidy should be· giveu to the 
Steel Industry for a. period of about three years. In the seoond enquiry in 
1926 on aceount of the objections raised by those interested in the Steel 
trade and allied industries, the Tariff Board had to revise their recolll
mend~tions with regard to the manner of protection that was to be given 
to th~s Industry and they recommended differential protective duties on 
steel llllported from the Continent and that imported from England into 
this Country. . 

There is no reason to assume that the manner of affording relief to the 
Steel Industry in the next period will be any other t.han an indirect taxa
tion on. the consumer as in the last. 

Though the Tariff Board had no other materials on which to base their 
recommendations than those supplied by the Tata Iron a·nd Steel Co., Ltd., 
they clearly stated that any relief that was given to this ooncern should 
bring other steel concerns in tbe field. 

The calculations of the Tariff Board that there is a wide scope for 
further steel manufacturing concerns to spring up to meet the gap in the 
demand ·of the country that existed beyond the production of Tatas' have 
unfortunately been temporarily set at naught owing to the lower pur
chasing power of the people on the one hand and the high prices ruling 
on acconnt of the heavy duty on the other. hand. 

The reoommendations of the Board took into account a return of 8 per 
cent. per annum on the block capital in the year 1926 assessed according 
to the prevailing world prices of machinery at that time. The Tata Iron 
and Steel Company have passed six years since the protection was given and 
they have not been able to declare any dividend to the shareholders except
ing in the year 1932, when they had to utilise a portion of the reserve 
for declaring the dividend. 

It is unnecessary for the purpose Qf this representation to go either 
into the causes that contributed to the failure of tbe Tata Iron and Steel 
Co. to produce results anticipated by the Tariff Board in their Report in 
1926, or into the causes of paucity of other industrial concerns growing 
up under the aegis of th~ protection granted, as expected by the 'far iff 
Board; suffice it to say that the method adopted has proved a failure for 
two reasons, Tiz.:-

(a) that the large capital that is required to smelt and roll finished 
Rteel could not be drawn from the public on account of the 
failure of the Tata Iron and Steel Co. to produce enough 
profits to declare dividends to shareholders in spite of protec
tion, 

(b) that small mills could not spring up owing to certain difficulties 
which are being overcome. 

The 'fariff Board have definitely refused to eittertain the idea that the 
taxpayer in India should meet any of the charges that Tatas have had 
to incur on account of the over-capitalisation of their plant, as will be. 
seen in the Tariff Board Report, Vol. I, 1926. It is not possible to anti
cipate the reoommendations of the Tariff Board in the present enquiry for 
protection of steel, but it is not at all doubted that their recommendations 
will attempt to solve the defects that have been found in the method 
suggeRted by them previously. There will he distinct disadvantages in 
allowing this ·gargantuan steel company of Tatas to have its own way 
without allowing other concerns to come into the field. 



As experience has shown that the present method of tackling the problem 
01 assistance to the Steel Industry 111 general has failed ot its purpose, 
ot!).er methods reqUire consideration and we submit that no obstacles should 
be placed in the way of small mills coming into existence in this Vount!') 
to roll from semis, reSUlting in the following benefits:-

(1) overcome the disadvantages that now exist on account of the 
heavy railway freight trom one portion of India to the other, 

(2) bring down the cost of production which is /lOW difficult· for Tatas 
to attain, by having c.U"eful and c10>16 supervision and by reduc
tion of overhead expenses and thus encourage capital, 

(3) encourage other small industries that may be started from this 
key .jndustry, 

(4) utilise the cheap electrical power that is available in different 
parts of India for purpose of rolling, 

(5) utilise in course of time the scrap steel that is being exported 
in large quantities from Indian and also the surplus pig iron 
that is available in this Country after export. 

'1'he average export of scrap mostly consisting of either mild or cast steel 
for the three years ending 31st December 1931 amounted to about 80,000 
tons per annum and this national wealth which brings only about Rs. 20 
to Rs. 25 a ton at the ports or about Rs. 15 in the interior could all 
he utilised in course of time by the re-rolling mills by smelting and cou
version into billets, when once this industry is established. 

If the billets are imported for re-rolling they will replace 'Only the 
finished sections that are coming into this Country to supplement 'l'atas' 
production and will benefit India to the extent of about Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 
per ton being the cost of conversion in Europe of billets into finished goods. 
This is another advantage to Indian industries. 

It will be almost impossible to get capital for a steel sm~lting furnace 
alld rolling mill on a large scale as the investoQ; have at the present time 
lost all confidence in the Steel Industry. 

An assurance therefore is necessary for industrialists who are desirous 
of establishing factories that no protection will be given to the Tata Iron 
and Steel Co., Ltd. for billets. 

If this assurance is given only for a period of 5 years, i.e., up to 31st 
March, 1939, it will give an opportunity for the expansion of this industry 
and confidence will be created in the minds of investors to bring capital 
for the purpose of steel smelting also. The protection on steel billets call 
be given nfter 5 years to encournge other capitalists to start smelting 
furnaces as the next stage in the steel industry. It will be eutirely 

. against the interests of the consumer to look to one steel company to cater 
for the entire needs of the Country on account of the long distance and 
the consequent heavy freight and this is a point that we have no doubt 
will be given careful consideration by the Tariff Board. 

It is the intention of our firm to put up one or two small Rolling Mills 
with private capital to demonstrate to the public that steel materials can be 
rolled from imported billets and sold at such rates as a·re not possible for 
Tatas'. 

When once this is worked successfully, other industrialists will come 
forward to start similar rolling mills in all the Provinces, thus giving an 
opportunity for existing pig iron manufacturers or other new companies to 
smelt st<.>el on a In·rge scale eithE'r from available scrap in the country or 
from pig iron and sell the billets to the different rolling mills that are 
hound to be ~stahlished in several places within the next five years. 

Ry arranging this, the Tat~ Iron and. Steel Company ~il\ have other 
competitors and therehy they Will have to Introduce economu'al methods tc. 
produce steel a·t· as nearly the cost of other small rolling mills, whirl!. will 
be to the benefit of the consumers. 



In spite of the fact that the Tariff Board hav~ made it abundanti, 
clear that the protection that was given to Tatas' was not intended to any 
particular -set of shareholders but was "to be availed of by other _ steel 
manufacturers, no other firm llas come forward to smelt steel and roll the 
same into finished products for purposes of marketing in India, on account 
?f the difficulties expressed above. The duty therefore of the 'farilf Board 
~s to fi;'ld ways and means o~ ~ncouraging a.s many rolling mills as possible 
III Indla, so that by competltlOn the cost of production may be cut down 
and the consumer may be benefited. 

It will also create an opportunity for other industrialists to start other 
subsidiary industries such as bolts and nuts rivets screws ba.rbed wire 
!"ire n~1s and other steel materials, so that 'the imports of 'these produc~ 
mto thls country may be ultimately stopped. 

Even in the depressed days the imports of bars, beams' and channels 
into this Conntry to supplement the manufactured goods of the Ta.ta Iron 
and Steel Company amounted to 100,000 tons in 1931. 

When conditions improve or when the price of steel is reduced, there is 
bound to be an increase in the imports. " 

We are not concerned in this submission as "to the extent of "protection 
that may be applied by Tatas and the exten~ to which the Tariff Board 
might think that Tatas are entit.led to, as we 'are perfectly certain that 
any protection that is given to 'l'atas' Steel will be more than ample for 
any other small rolling mill that may he started provided that no .. addi
tional duty is imposed on steel billets and provided that the duty on" the 
finished steel is at least Rs. 25 per ton more than the billets. 

. It is not at all unlikely that Tatas may feel uncomfortable at the 
position that may be created by se..-eral" small rolling mills in different 
parts in India rolling steel from imported billets and mlllY ask for special 
protection for billets even. 

In the interests of the Industry and in the interests of the consumer; 
we would request the Tariff Board not to countenance any such application 
as this will set back the establishment of Steel Industry by many years, 
which cannot be the obiect of the Tariff Board. As the cost to Tatas' of 
(-roducing pig iron and semi-finished steel should be much lower than the 
cost in other countries, the protection that they have been obtaining all 
this time is only for the purpose of ('onverting the semi-finished steel into 
finished steel and· it is hut right for other industrialists also to get similar 
I,rotection to that of Tatas' in the matter of developing the Indian Steel 
Industry. " 

We ha.ve already completed negotiations for starting one Rolling Mill 
in the Madras Presidency and before we commence the erection of the 
plant, we would request the Tariff Beard to gi!e us the assurance above 
requested of keeping the ad 'Valorem duty on hlllets at the present level, 
even though the "duty on finished steel sections such as squares, Hats, 
rounds and channels, angles and tees is reduced or increased. It is not our 
intention to roll any sheets or plates now. 

Messrs. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., have been getting concession 
rate of railway freights from Tatanagar to almost all the importa'nt 
stations in India and we understand that the contract with the Bengal 
Nagpur Railway and other Railways for this concession is over from the 
beginning of this year. If Messrs. The Tab Tron and Steel Co. get the 
same concession again both for bringing their raw materials to Tatanagar 
and sending out their finished products from their Works, it is but right 
that all Rollihg Mills in India must get si~ilar concession of railway 
freight for bringing their raw materials, 'Viz., billets and scrap steel from 
different ports and other places and for de~patching finished bars from 
the places where the Rolling Mills are situated to a radius of 500 miles. 

We are prepared to give any oral evidence that may be required by thl' 
Tariff Board. From the figures that we have on hand we can convince thl' 
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Tariff Board that these rolling mills can be made a complete success, 
provided there are no'special handicaps for the small mills, crea·ted by 
logislation. 

(2) Letter dated the 28th November, 1933, from The India Co., Ltd. 
Since sending you our representation of the 16th September, we have 

had a chance of studying the representation of the Tata Iron and Steel 
Co., Ltd., alld we submit the followillg points for your consideration. 

1. In Para. 131 the Tata Iron and Steel Co. expresses the hope that 
other outlets for steel will de\'elop and' promises to support them. In 
the evidence so far gathered we find thl1't they insist as a condition pre
('edent to their supplying billets that the sections rolled by them should 
IIOt be rolled by the mills which purchase their billets. In this connection 
we would refer to the Statement 4 on page 71 of their representation 
where the total demand of protected bars in the country during 1932-33, 
which was the lowest on record for a considerl1'ble time was 123,000 tons. 

2. Even assliming that during the next few years the demand does not 
ill any way rise above this figure, there will still he a deficit of 43,000 
tons per annum to be met from other sources than tha,t of Tata Iron and 
Steel Co. as they have programmed to roll only SO,OOOtons of protected 
bars per annum as stated in table 1, paragra·ph 33 of their representa-
tion. _ ' 

3. The annual demand during normal times of protected bars ma-y be 
taken on a conservative basis of 150,000 tons, leaving a deficit of 70,000 
tons. ' 

4. 'Ye, therefore, submit tha·t the restriction on rolling of sections from 
Tata's billets is not fair to those mills which are being put to meet the 
deficit in the demand of the country especially in distant areas which are 
distinctly disadvantageous in the matter of freight, to the Tata Iron and 
Steel Co., Ltd. . 

5. The total imports of protected bars in the Madras and southern ports 
run at an average of about 26 to 27 tIlOusa,nds during normal times and 
may be reckoned as 20,000 tons during sub-normal times. . As this tonnage 
is very much below the deficit and as we do 1I0t expect to roll more than 
12.000 tOilS per annum this restriction of I'olling only sections which are not' 
rolled by the Tata's if imposffi, will be unfair to us. We have no doubt 
tha·t the BOal'd will give their usual careful consideration to this point. 

6. 'Ye also note from the representation of the Tata Iron and Steel Co. 
that in addition to asking for fair selling price at their works they want 
an additional protection for the disadvantage in freight to be fully added 
on the fair selling price instead of working on a total quantity of billets 
produced and sold by them. 'fhe method adopted in the case of finished 
products is to reckoll the total disadvantage in the freight and work out 
the rate on the entire tonnage sold in all areas namely advantageous a·nd 
disadvantageous areas. 

7. As it ('an not be the intention of the Board 'to discriminate between 
mills situa·ted at or neal' Tatanagar and those that are 01' will be situated, 
away from Tatanagar and as the protection given will be applied auto
mati('ally at all ports it is submitted that tho freight disadva·ntage should 
be distributed over the entire tonnage of semis sold by Tata's whether at 
Tatanagar or at otht'r pla('es in India. If this method is not adopted, 
it will result in the Board granting more prot(lction on billets than what 
Tata. Iron and Stpel Co. will require. 

S It would no doubt be rt'cognised by the Tariff Board, that any industry 
selli~g its finished products will Im·ve to ~ase its fair selling pr~ce on a 
landed, duty paid, imported prices of ('ontmental or I?ther materl.al~ and 
works that are estahlished away f\"Om Tatanagar. WIll suffer dlstmctIy 
from the disadvantage if the basis of the fair selling price should be f.o.r. 
Tatanagar for supplies to them. 
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9. The Tab Iron and Steel Co. have applied for an additional protection 
to compensate the disadvantage to them of freights a.t distant 'centres and 
though we do not make any claim on similar basis we do submit to the 
Board that it will be the barest justice to us to distribute any disadvan
tage in freight on billets over the entire tonnage sold. 

10. In view of the a.bove we leave to the Tariff Board to consider our 
claims before fixing the protective duties on billets so that it does not work 
any hardship to our new industr)' in the South as we do not come in 
competition with the Tata Iron and Steel ,Co. and as we are only starting 
up an industry for meeting the gap in the demands left by the Tata. Iron 
and Steel Co. 

11. There are apprehensions in our minds based on complaints from 
other re-rolling mills that the Tata Iron and Steel Co. might wage a rate 
wa·r against new entrants into the field and if the Tariff Board have satis
fied themselves that there is a foundation for such complaints it will be 
to the interest of the country if the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., are 
advised not to adopt snch methods in future. 

The Lakshmi Iron and Steel Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Delhi. 

Letter No. H. O./K 280/3;1, dated the 21st Septembe1', 19.1;:1. 

As desired by the communique issued by the Government of India we 
enclose herewith our Memorandum for kind and ('areful considera·tion of 
yonr Board. We are prepared to lead oral evidence to further elucidate 
the points raised in .our enclosed. Memorandum. 

We have purposely avoided details, and ha.ve reserved the same for our 
cral statement. 

Enclosure. 

THE LAK8HHI IRON AND STEEL MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., GHAZIAB~D, U. P. 

1. Early History. 

Towards the close of the year 1930, Lala Dina Nath Khandelwa.J, 
realising that Tata alone could not meet the df;1mand of the country a.nd a 
.. ery large quantity of the Bar Mill material was being imported from the 
foreign conntries, thought of starting a Rolling Mill, in close vicinity of 
Delhi, jnst sufficient to deal with the lIJanufacture of square, round and 
8at steel bars of smaller sections and got the patterns made for a complete 
Rolling Mill with 10" Roll"rs early in the year 1931. He was so keen and 
interested in this partiCUlar work' that during a short space of six months' 
time, he got the said Rolling Mill, casted, turned, machined and fitted up 
and the .MiIl was cut into service to start with square bars on the 21st 
of July, 1931. • 

It was only a month after that he was eonvinced that the goods turned 
out .of the said Mill found an immediate ma.rket; and served exactly the 
same purpose as the bars manufactured by any -other firm in India, rather 
on the other hand, there was a. great demand for square and round 
bars. from the neighbouring districts, which the factory could not meet at 
that stage- and he was compelled to start manufacturing round bars as 
well as the square bars and the round bars were put in the market in the 
month of November, 1931. -

The whole of the year 1932, was spent in reducing the production cost 
and bringing up the efficiency of the works, by vital modifications in 
the design of the machinery, furnace, etc., a·nd improving the quality and 
the workmanship of the goods manufactured and being convinced, that 
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while purchasing the ''raw material at slightly higher cost than Tata could 
get his steel for Rolling, we could very easily manufacture bars at much 
lower production cost than Tata~ keeping at the same time the quality 
and workman ships of the bars exactly identical with Tata. The said Lala 
Dina Nath Khandelwal, floated a company from the 1st of January, 1933, 
liS given in the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the above 
Company. Copy enclosed herewith for your perusal.* 

2. Capitul Invested. 

The capital of the Co. is Rs. 3,00,000 consisting of 300 shares of 
Its. 1,000 each with the power to increase,- l'.S the works expands. 

3. Objects for which the Company is p.stublished. 

The objects for which the Company is established are:-
(a) To manufacture Bar Mill Materials such' as square rour.d. flat, 

angle, channel bars, etc. 
(b) To manufacture Sugar Cane Mills and Coldruns, etc. 
(c) To manufacture Workshops machinery, such as lathes, etc. 
(d) To manufacture vll.rious other articles and goods as fully descFihed 

in the Memorandum of AssocIation enclosed herewith. 

-'. Sources of the Raw Material. 

Unfortuuately the Northern India, heing deprh·ed of any suitahle -Mine 
from which the steel could be manufactured, has to search for steel pieces 
for Rolling purposes and we get our supply from the following sources:

(1) D. H. Steel Rails from the North Western, East Indian and Great 
Indian Peninsular Railways. 

(2) Carriage axles from the above Railways. 
(3) Mild Steel pieces from any place where it is ohtainable. 

We can very well foresee that this supply is to end one day and we 
have to fall back upon ma.nufacture of our own steel, or to purchase from 
Tatas as ingots and we seek Tata's support in the manner as stated below 
hereafter. 

• -S. Product of the Mill. 
We manufacture bars frolU i" to li" rising by 1" of inch both square 

and round and of mild steel as well as of high carbon. 
We are putting in 'market by the middle of October 1933 Hat bars of 

various sections, for which our aU arrangements are complete and waiting 
t,ill our all orders for square bars have been complied with. 

6. Daily out-turn of the. Rollill!] Mill. 

In the beginning' the out-turn of Mill on the average was just over 
two tons in the year 1931 and the average of the- year 1932 was· jm;t over 
4 tons, while working the 10" Rolling Mill ahout 8 hours a day and 
manufacturing bars mostly from i" to 1" in ·section. 

This year we expect that the an'rage out-turn of the Mill "·ould he 
about 5 tons a day and. we had realised that the existing 10" Rolling Mill 
could 110t increase tbe out-turn a'ny further, with that in view we have 
alreaay manufactured another Rolling Mill of the same size and are 
assembling the same. So that the capacity of the plant would be douhled. 

Ordinarily the factory works 8 hours- a daoy, hut during the season, 
it works double shift turning out about 8 tons of bars each day, but by 
the present arrangements as mentioned abov"" we hope to manufacture 
bars at the rate of about 15 tons a day, during the season. 

"Not printed. 
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r. Production Cost. 

As already pointed before we have to purchase our J:QW material from 
t~e Railways either in the ~hape of D. H. Steel 'Rail or carriage a:xles 
hence our Raw material cost fluctuates with the ups and downs of the 
market, but from the past three years experience we can say that we 
could obtain. D. H. Ra:iJs at an average of Rs. 35 per ton f.o.r. Ghaziabad 
and we had to spend another seven rupees per ton to cut the rails and 
make into ingots or in other words we purchase our raw material at about 
42 Rupees per ton. • 

" But the works costs and the overhead charges are compara·tiveJy very 
low when compared to Tatas and it is really very strange to note that 
the production cost of a firm, manufacturing about 300 tons of bars each 
day, is much higher than a firm only manufacturing about 5 tons of bars 
each day, which clearly impresses that we have been more successful in 
Iweping our production cost a minimum and if we are givcn the same 
facilities which the Tata enjoys at present and our difficulties removed as 
in numerated hereafter, we are confident that our selling price wC:lUld be 
much below than Tatas, th~ details of the production cost would be very 
gladly supplied to the Tariff Board if asked for. 

8 .. Area 0/ the supply. 

The area through which our product can find its market is very limited 
or within the radius of 150 miles of Ghazia·bad as beyond that the sclling 
priee of the Mill plus the Railway freight, when takeneollectively is 
higher than the bats which could be imported from the foreign countries 
or supplied by Tata, as we have to pay 2nd class Railway freight on the 
goods we manufacture and Ta:tas only pay 40 per cent. of 2nd class Railway 
freight. Hence if we keep the same selling price f.o.r. Works Tata has the 
privilege of supplying 2* times the distance we can supply at ·the same 
rates and if we want to increase the area of the supply we have na:turally 
t.:> cut down our profits and we earnestly seek from the Government thJ 
same privilege as enjoyed by other Steel Manufacturing Companies. 

9. Tatas efforts to elimina.te .~mall enterprises. 

1. Selling at lower price than production cost.-In April, 1933, a repre
sentative of Tata Iron and Steel Manufacturing Co., Ltd. had a tour 
round Northern India and sold about 2,800 tons of square' and J'ound hars 
at Rs. 90 per ton f.o.r. Ghaziabad a:nd Lahore, to their agents totally 
disregarding his. own production costs and the ·Railway freight of Rs. 17 
per ton from there to Ghaziabad which means that the selling price f.o.r. 
works was Rs. 73, which is much below their production cost and when 
supplying to Lahore at the same ra·te as to Ghaziaba:d, f.o.r. Works selling 
price would be still 1!elow the production cost. 

2. Oontracting with a firm to purchase raw material jor the Rol/infl 
MiUs and exporting it to JapOIn.-(a) In January, 1932, Messrs. Tata Iron 
and Steel Co., Ltd., contracted with .a firm to supply all Tatas output of 
Rcrape sheets, bars, joists, etc., etc., including rejected and defective 
material at a special low price and in return .the same firm contracted 
to export the entire Rolling Mill material available in Indi3! to Japan. 

(b) Moreover, Tata issued a circular in the fourth week of December, 
1931, prohibiting his dealers to purchase double headed rails from Railway 
auctions on pain of forfeiture of the Tata u€alers rebate which on repre

sentation of several big dealers wa~ withdrawn in the .third week. of "Feb
ruary, 1932, intendir,g that no firm should ,purchase and sell.the same. to 
t he Rolling Mills. - . 

. (c) The movements· of the firm contracted to export availablo Rolling 
Mills raw material from India to Japan were very closely watched bv Tata. 
All details are being dropped for lengthy description. • 
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(d) At Alambagh auction sale held in Luclmow in March, 1932, the 
said firm received a letter signed by the Managing Agents of Tatas to 
purchase aU Steel rails and carriage a"les lip to Rs. 70 per ton f.o.r. Luck
now and the said firm did purchase the rails at that price. In short the 
said agreement to export rails to Japan was determined for the reasons 
that ca'll be hE'tter narrated than written at this stage. This was done 
with a view that the raw material cost for the Bolling Mills should be 
abnormally high. 

3. Tatas compefition v·ith ot1lcr .~mall Rolling 1Ililb in I11dia.-It is but 
a hare fa<'t tha·t Tata since the year 1929, competed with all the small 
Rolling Mills in India and made them to incur heavy losses hy reducing 
the selling price very low and these small Rolling Mills had to kneel 
down and come to a compromise on snch terms and conditions that no 
small Rolling ?t[iIIs in India. could e'l"er rise or prosper in the years to 
come. We have ample proof in support of the above statement and if 
asked for we can very /tladly supply. In the current year two Rolling 
Mills at Lahore and our Rollin/t Mill are the prey of Tatao and it is very 
I'arly to foretell the results of this competition. 

4. Forfritllrl' of Tata dealers reba.te if they pll.rcha .• e material .• from the 
other Rolling lIfills.-In a circular issued on the 23rd .Februa-ry, 1933, 
Tatas have clearly forbidden their dealE'rs to purchase materials ma·nufac
turl'd hy othl'r Rolling Mills, failing which the Tata dealers reh'lte agree
ment would he <,onsidered as cancelled. Consequl'ntlv no Tata dl'llrlers on 
the above restriC'tions in force would purchase goods ~annfact\1red by us as 
Tata manufactures variou~ other articll's and we onlv manufacture Ba.rs 
with the result that small industries finding no market" for t.he goods manu: 
factured would ultimately die down. 

Hence from the foregoing facts it is quite explicit that Tatas efforts, 
to ~top supply for the Rolling Mills raw material, stopping Tata dl'alers to 
purchase materials manufactured hy other Rolline; Mills and reducing the 
prices extremely low irre.~pective of the coot of production, are taking 
undue adva·ntage of the GovElrnmf'nt hounties and various other privilegElS 
f'njoyed hy them and with the help of this hounty he wants to eliminate 
all small enterprises in India. What a fine it would have been if Tats 
would have allowed' the small Tndustrrl'S to flourj);;h and would have reaped 
a good profit by supplying them the Steel he manufactures for the Rolling 
Mills. 

10. OUf' diffirlllti('.~ and if f'emnvl'(I, I/O", 11'(' are pff"ctl.'d. 

(a) Railway freight on fiuished goods. 

As already pointOO out under para. R ahove .. we have to pay second 
class R.ailway freie;ht, on the goods. manufactured hy us a·nd sent to onr 
customers to "arious placE'S whereas Taw only pay ahout 40 l>er rent. 
of the actual 2nd class freight. if we are granted the same ('On('('ssion 
a" enjoyed bv Taw, we ('an -extend Ol1r area of Ol1r supply six timElS the 
prl'SI'nt· area· of supply and can mPl't the demand of the country six times 
greater than we can meet at present. 

If the above ('on('es8ion is grant<'d we "an make another Rollin~ Mill 
which may be capable of manufn('turing hars from I" to 31" both squares 
;md round and we are Quito eonfidl'nt that as our out-turn increases our 
('ost of production would he reducl'd still further. 

i 
(b) Railway Freight on raw material. 

(i) ('nal.-The R.ailwav fT<'ieht on the steam ('oal is ahnormally hi!!1i. 
'l'hA ro~t of t.hp ('001 ;<1 lh. ::\-4 per ton hut tIll' railway freight from thp 
Molmda ('.()lIiprieR is 11<1. 9-12-6 per ton or I'xllctly thrf'A t.;mes the i:ost· of 
the ('oal llUr('hn~ed. The Railwav administration should he prcs'!ed for a 
rp;,,~onah1e revision of coal freight. 
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(ii) Easy way 0/ procuring raw material.-Bearing in mind the Govern
ment of India's sincere desire to uplift the Indian Industries and helping 
local small enterprises by giving them bounties and allowing them various 

- other privileges and restricting the imports, it would not be out of place 
to seek protection from the Indian Government to l'estrict the export of 
D. H. Rails in India, by issuing necessary orders to the Indian Rail
ways to sell the said r3lils to the Rolling Mills in preference to other 
dealers at the same rate obtainable elsewhere. 

(iii) Competitio1l$.-As described under para. 9 "Tata's efforts to 
eliminate small enterprises", competition should not be allowed to such 
an extent as the selling price in much below their cost of production. 
Tatar can very easily afford to sustain any amount of loss in Bar Mills 
and can recoup the same in Angles, Channels, Plate, Sheet, etc., etc., 
but the fate of a Mill dealing only with the manufacture of square and 
round bars in such competition is quite e:>..»licit-wiser to stop and foolish 
to incur loss in proportion to out-turn of the Mill. 

'fVlr. Gayadin Ram, Calcutta. 

Letter dated the 22nd Septe1ltber, 1999. 

I am the proprietor of a Rolling Mill at Benares. My Works are called 
the Kashi Iron Foundry and I ask the leave to place before the Board~ 
my interest in the matter of protection for steel which the Board is about 
to enquire into. 
~ • r I 1 

R3Iilway Freight. 

It is a standing grievance of myself and others in similar position that 
the Railways carry steel from Jamshedpur to compete with us at very 
cheap rates while t.hey r.,fuse to carry our materia1!l at any thing but the full 
rates. On the East Indian Railway t.he rates for Tab Steel Works work 
out to ahout ·12 pie per maund per mile while we pay '43 pie. On .the 
Bengal Nagpur Railway the rates were formerly under a contract with 
Tata and we could say nothing. New rates have been published which 
mean to us '166 pie per ma-und per mile. We have applied to th" East 
Indian Railwav for similar rates without j!"etting a reply. The Bengal 
Nagpur Railway freights are for ev"ry one but they anply to material 
booked from Tata only so in effect they are only for Tatas. . 

We Dray that the Tariff Board will look into this grievance. It is 
useless for the East Indian Railway to say that special rates are justifi"d 
hy the- volume of traffic. T3Itas may deliver three or fonr wagons .daily 
of Bars at Gomoh and it can be argued that that justifies giving th"m 
rates equally favourable rat.es for "mall onantities from TatR.nll2:ar. The 
only re-rolling mill that enjoy similar facility is the Eagle Rolling Mill, 
Barakar. 

These rates have been used to "ell ma·terial at very cheap rates which 
have been less than those obtain"b1e bv ordinarY sales and made only to 
try to cripple mills like mine. There is no justification for a hig concern 
nut on its feet by the taxpay"r taking up this attitude and still less 
justification for a state Railway helping it therein. 

Scrap. 

Wf't would like to draw att .. nt.ion to the fact that. Mills like Fline 
are of considerable aicJ to th" Railways in consuming their' "Cran and in 
thi. case too th., poli<"y of the Tata Company should be enquired into. 

I hs,vf't with me an ~.e:reement drawn I'n' hv their solicitor" ME'.ssrR. 
Morgan & Company whiC"h indic-ates most clearly tbat at one time .thei" 
policy was to so rE'gulate the price (If scrap that no competitor could 

STEEL--m c 
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live. _ Needless to say hav.ing killed their competitors they would not have 
('oontlnued to help the Railways. I shall be glad to show this to the 
Board. I submit that no big corporation which does this sort of thing' 
IhQuld be /l-ided by protection. 

Duty on Billets. 

I have not started to use billets yet but hhall have to do so when my 
production increases and I W'l.nt to roll angles and tees, etc. 

The duty is now 10 per cent. British and 20 per cent. continental. 
r urge that on no account should this be increased. I shall be glad to 
buy billets from the Ta-ta Iron and Steel Company if they will supply at 
competitive rates and if they ask for an increase in the duty on the billets 
it' is not because tbey want to supply at higher rates but because they 
wish to make it impossible fOJ· mills like mine to succeed. 

We are not asking for any special measure of protection. We are 
content with whatever duty the Board determines is right but we do ask 
as the fore-runners of many more mills of our sort which will roll first 
bars, aud then angles and small joists and then sheets that we should be 
allowed to live and not put at the mercy of the only big works in this 
country which has started and which· as far a<'l we are able to say can 
never be imitated. 

A cutting from the " Stat~8mall " is enclo.;ed herewith which will show the 
publio feelings 8S regards the future of the Industry based on Scrap 
materials. 

Enclosure. 

Oopy 01 cuttill.g from the "Statesman", dated the 19th November, 1932. 

JAPAN'S TRADE IN IRON AND STEEL GOODS . . -
INDIA UNDERSOLD. 

Be-manu.facture 01 Local "Scrap'''. 

Growing Trade. 

A trade which has been steadily growing of recent years and shows still 
further signs of great development, is the export from India of. scrap iron 
and steel. This trade in scrap metal is, on first thought posslbly, all to 
the good· a use has to be found for the waste material and it might as 
well be ~xported and be out of the way. This however is not so for 
various reasons. 

It means that Japan, who is the principal buyer, can secure all the 
material she wants a·t very low prices, melt it, improve it and, with it 
produce goods which she ultimately returns to India; to compete in the 
latter's markets and at lower rates than any rival can possibly offer. 
_ That to-day is the position, Rnd valueahle opportunities for Indian 

manufacturers would appear to be going a begging. 
Japan now builds her own sbips, her own Railways and makes all the 

various metal products which modern civiliza·tion has brought into general 
use and, therefore constan~ demand. In former years Japan would import 
all her ,steel requirements from Britain and America; now, she is in a 
position almost to supply them. ' 

Cheap rates. 

She CR·n improve the scrap stuff she buys and with it snap her fingers. 
at any competition. At the mGment of CGurse, slle has the advanta!!;e of 
Jow money TRtE'lS, hllf. ('fen should Exoh/lnge veer round. it is reckoned 
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that Japan would still be able to retain this position which she has slowly 
but methodically been' acquiring. 

Ja'pan is now buying scrap material-as much of it as she wants-at 
extremely cheap rates, while pig iron, the real 'raw' material as it were, 
costs on an a ... erage ,'ery much more, 

Kidderpore Docks where the Japanese Steamers load, is well worth "
"isit. Yesterday, 8t ship was loading old rail bogey wheels, rails and the 
like-all excellent steel which can be turned to good use. As soon as this 
ship is full, another will take its place and another shipment will go off. 
Scarcely a month passes without thousands of tons of scrap being exported 
and the following rough figures show how much Japan. is tak!ng:-

1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929~ 

1930-31 
1931-32 

"Amazing Figures". 

Tons. 
29,141 
41,869 
60,306 
64,967 
50,354 
83,830 

In the last six years, as will be seen the growth of Export has' been 
almost steadily maintained. While, of course, Japan has to pay duty on 
these manufactured articles which she seuds back to India, there is, never
theless, still a. fair margin of profit which allows her to put them on the. 
Indian market at cheap and very competitive rates. . 

One striking comparison which might be given to show to what extent 
Japan can vie with other competitors is in the price of bicycles. She ca·n 
sell complete machines for Rs. 20 while a saddle of the best English make 
costs equally as much. A tour of the bazaars, too, will provide plenty more 
evidence. Knives are sold at amazingly low figures and in various small 
lines the cost is a trifle. In bigger things such as gah·anized iron sheetings, 
for instance, the same applies. 

It is agreed that most of the goods are possibly not as good as those of 
British make, but the cheaper price attracts the buyers just as Japanese 
shoes because of their low price, are being eagerly sought by the poorer 
class of the walking public. 

Indian industry in these days is crying for help; here possibly is one 
small way in which it can indulge in a little self-help by turning to 
advantage what is at hand and not allowing competitors to use it as a lever 
against them. 

Mukund Steel Rolling Mills, Lahore. 
Letter No. 8620, dated the 28th September, 1933. 

With reference to the communique issued by the Government of India, 
regardin~ the examination of the question of the continuance of the protec
tive duties on iron and steel, we have the honour to submit hereunder our 
views on the said question. and to thank. you for }our kind reply to our 
letter No. 5388, dated the 24th August, 1933. on this matter which we trust 
will be given deep consideration. We are glad t{) learn that due consideration 
is to be given hy the Tariff Board and recommendations made for bounties 
to deserving firms Buch as ours after going deeply.into det.ails submitted by 
various bodies, submitting their views on this matter. , 

We trust from what we have seen in the leading Indian dailies that 
Government and the public are ready to help Indian industries: and our~ 
being in ita infanc;V W!lllld be treatect .liberally !ln4 h!l~p!'4 W ~urvive and 

c2 
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make greater progress,- For we have been striving from the year 1928 
to bring it to its present· condition after spending ten lacs of rupees 
and a great deal of experiment and failures in doing so. It is a matter 
therefore for gratification to learn that the Indian Government has referred 
the matter for the imposition of duties on foreign products to the Tariff 
Board who have undertaken to make certain recommendations on them after 
weighing opinions submitte~ by producers and consumers. 

In our opinion the safeguarding of the smaller growing concerns should 
be equally looked after as that of the bigger ones like Tat~. 

The steel and iron producing concerns in India are so few and far 
between and .it is incumbent therefore that every assistance should be rendered 
to them to thrive. Undoubtedly Tata Iron and Steel Company is the largest 
and premier concern: but of late several smaller concerns have been started 
in various parts of India and we are one of them. From the time these 
mills were brought into existence we were hoping that Government would 
have come forward and given us all the assistance they could afford. We 
regret to say up to date nothing has been done. On the contrary by giving 
Tata facilities in freight transport for their finished articles, bounties and 
every assistance they could. the Government have allowed Messrs. Tata and 
Company to crush the smaller industries now springing up. 

In the interest of a healthy /!:rowth of the steel industry and trade 
in the whole of India we trust that cut-throat competition is practised 
at present by Tata Company should be put a stop to, for it will be noticed 
from circular letters No. S./24880, dated the 21st July. 1932, issued by Tata 
Company to their merchant houses and semi-circular letters of Tatas, copies 
of some of which we attach for your kind peru~al, they undoubtedlv mean 
to injure us with determination and thus scotch not only ours but other 
smaller rising firms. 

Now that the Tariff Board is to enquire into the ouestion of protection 
to the several branches of these industries we would request that the:v 
would make ~urh recommendations to Government. to prevent this internal 
useless competition being allowed to continue. The idea of giving Tatas 
these facilities, bounties. etc., was to compete al!ainst foreign competition 
and not to try to suppress internal competition with indigenous firms. 

Some time hark such an unhealthy competition between Tatasand thA 
Eagle Rollin", Mills at Kumardhohv as is now goin!>: on bet.ween Tat" and 
ourselves made the merchant.~ dealin/!: in steel and iron and hal' producing 
firmR. suffer largel:v due to the fluctnating nrice prevailing. Tatas bv their 
Relfishness went to the ext.ent to forhid mPTrhants dpaling with their products 
from purchasing stocks from the latter firm. 

Whenpver certain Rollin!" Mills Rtart hURinpss. Tatas lit onrp crpate bv 
issuinl!' circulars. induring thp merchant hOllSP~ and {'onsumer not tOPllr
rhase tl".ir mAterial Ilnd by threats compels them from encouraging snrh 
firms. Spe(1ially was thi", 1'10 in our ,caM as t.hey nre nnder al!'rAement. wit-h 
him. he "donts this IT'Athod of uRing force hv rerlllcin!!!: the Tehate due t.o 
them anrl even cancellinl!; t.hem in some caReR. th'lS compelling thpm to 
ahide bv his wiRhpR. whirh are not. to huv matprinl from them. even thnn!!"h 
they a~ ,.heaper than his own. Tf this wpre dnne against forpign "rodn<'1;,,, 
one conlrl spe the force of t,heir Iri~t, bn+. t.o trv to cru"h indi"pnon~ 
concerns iR bonnd t·o rp-art. bv rp~t.rictin .. thP out"nt ",. nt·herwi~· iniure 
the O'Tow+h and trade of th.. ~wadeRhi iTon and steel intlustry bringing in 
untold misery and ruin to Tndian mpr('hantR as a whole. 

Aft",. aoinP' through the Tariff Board RAnort. on Tllta'R mam,fqctnre we 
noticed that their cost for bnrs is ahout -P ... '10 ppr ton ,,+ Tllt.nn""Ar. 
Freight from Tat·ana!!"ar t.o T,nhnre ." Ilh011t R". ~!i n .. r ton. The total ,.nst 
nor ton iTl f'nn0f!llnl1pn",n ~hnl11tl hn 'R~. 'd~ np.r ton 11"'hI!lll"pnQ tl" .. v nrp QPl1intl' 
their materipl which t.hev call high ,.arbon for romnetition'R Rok,,' at Fs. ,,)0 
per ton nt Lahol'A whirh is onlv rlue tn U,eir enjovin!>: thp chpAn freight 
and Government help and bmlntips of whirb thpy Are taking a<1vantap:e, 
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'l'he Tariff has rendered the Company immune, from foreign competition 
and owing to its long established and organised system of distribution-, and 
sale, combined with the facilities granted by the Railways, they are in a 
p06ition, to kill all internal competition, and the newly started small busi
nesses. If the smaller firms were scotched, by this action of Tatas, as he 
is endeavouring to do, it would be disastrous not only to the firms concerned; 
but the Government will be a great loser in the deal. As these firms 
purchase large quantities of axles, rails and other scrap material from the 
several State Railways, it brings them and through them the Government 
large revenue; which will automatically cease in case they are compelled to 
close down. As for instanr,e, the original price of old axles, sold as scrap 
by the Railways, were then sold at about Rs. 16 per ton, as against the 
current price of the axles; on account of the keen competition among the 
smaller growing firms requiring them, the price has gone up to Rs. 50 per ton. 

In our case, they have taken it upon themselves to issue circular letterE 
and instructions, singling out our firm by name and asking their dealers 
under threat to see that they do not buy our bars. They have sent large 
stocks of bars of the sizes we manufacture (and not others) of high carbon to 
the Punjab and Lahore in particular with definite instructions to sell them 
at Rs. 100 per ton or in other words to undersell us while this is not the 
case in other places; where they still sell tlreir material at the higher prices 
quoted by them; which is by far higher than what we sell ·in market and 
also the other material which we do not manufacture they sell. at higher 
all round prices. 

The principle on which the state railways allow concession rates to this 
particular firm of Tatas should be extended to all the· rising smaller firms 
too; so as to enable them, to still further help the merchants, situated at 
longer distances from their .places of business to purchase stocks at reasonable 
prices; instead of being· compelled to place a monopoly in the hands of 
Messrs. Tatas. We are as much entitled to the same concessions and privileges 
of the bigger firms for we have spent our all, to bring our places of busi
ness, to the high standard of perfection, in the output of our material 
involving large sums of money in doing so. 

If these concessions, bounties and other privileges were extended to us 
as well, we too could compete with foreign firms by producing articles of 
equal quality and finish and secure greater sales. Adding more and more 
income to ·the Government coffers; encouraging trade largely and bringing 
prosperity to India as a whole. 

, We appeal to Government to assist us in gradually extending our business 
premises by granting us the help we need and see: 

(1) That Tata be forbidden from hindering these smaller firms from 
manufacturing and selling their produce in the open market and 
boycotting these firms through their dealers so as to enable mer
chants to carry on their business with whomsoever they please 
instead of being bound by the wishes of Tata and Company. 

(2) Tata not to be allowed to draw up such binding agreements and 
contracts so as to compel the merchants to only carry out 
what is wanted by them; instead of being allowed to please 
themselves which is against all rules of business and the law. 

(3) The facilities of freight now granted by' the State Railways to 
Tata and the Tariff Board be asked to recommend the same in 

-the interest of all growing smaller swadeshi firms. 
(4) The bounties now granted to Tata should be equally distt'tbuted to 

all small concerns in proportion or it shOUld completely be stopped 
in the case of Tata where he has the advantage of making use 
of it against smaller firms. Finally we request that should the 
Tariff Board come to Lahore we would be prepared. to give our 
views in person if so desired or if the Board considers our 
presence neCessary at Simla or any other place, we shall be most 
happy to come down in person. 
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Enolosure. 

Copy 0/ Oircular No. Oir./2992, dated. the 8th August, 1932, 0/ the Tata 
Iron and. Steel 00., Ltd., at .Lahore. 

Re: HIGH CARBON MATERIALS. 

It is hereby notified that we are prepared to supply to all our Tata 
Dealers and bond fide consumers in the Punjab only in lots of 5 tons only 
to each customer at a time, the following High Carbon Round and Squares 
from our Jalle, Jullundur and Meerut stockyards:-

Rounds :-1", Ii", Ii", Ii", 2", 2i", 2l" and 2i". 
Squares: -1", 11", li'l, Il", 111/ and 2'1. 

2. The price of these high carbon bars to Tata Dealers would be Rs. 100 
per ton f.o.r. Lahore base, plus actual freight from Lahore to destination. 
There 'would be no stockyard extra,. and no cash discount and no Tata 
Dealers' rebate. 

3. All orders should be sent direct to us with a deposit of 50 per cent. 
of the value of the order in advance and the balance payable against railway 
receipt. If, however, the dealers or the consumers do not desire to deposit 
the advance then they may book the orders through anyone of the following 
merchant houses:-

R. B. Shivratan G. Mahatta, Charing Cro~s, Lahore. 
Messrs. Beharimal Jaggamal, Nisbet Road, Lahore. 
Messrs. Sudarshan and Brothers, Grand Trunk Road, Jullundur Cantt 
Messrs. Bhanamal Gulzarimal, Chawari Bazar, Delhi. 
Messrs. Delhi Iron Syndicate, Ajmeri Gate, Delhi. 

4. We can also supply to any bona fide consumer direct at Rs. 3 per 
ton more than the above base on the above terms. . 

5. These materials are sold to our dealers to enable them to sell in 
competition with Mukand's materials and -a list of the stations to which 
these materials would be sold is attached herewith.· 

6. We would like to make it quite clear that the materials would be 
supplied in strict rotation as and when we find it to supply. Thus we may 
not be able to book the orders for a particular dealer, as our object is to 
distribute this all over the places where our dealers are at a disadvantage 
owing to Mukand's competition. Moreover it is distinctly understood that. 
all orders would be booked on the strict understanding that no dealer should 
make more than Rs. 3 per ton profit otherwise r.uch steps as thought neces
sary. would be taken agains\ him. 

7. Finally we have to request all our dealers, to co-operate with us to 
make this Bcheme a success. 

The above sales are subject to our usual terms of business. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO ALL CANVASSERS. 

Copy 0/ Tata's letter No. S/2.488 0/21st J1I,1y, 1932, to Messrs. The Delhi IrOR 
Syndicate, Ajmeri Gate, Delhi. 

To conlpete with the Mukand Steel Rolling Mills, we have booked approxi
mntely 600 tons of high carbon rounds and squares for immediate delivery and 
distributed them between Jalle, Jullundur and Meerut Stock Yards. 
Further. stocks will be sent later when these stocks require replenishment. 
We have asked our J,ahore Office to sell this material in maximum lots of 
5 tons at a time to dealers in those pla.ces where Mukand's competition is 

* Not printed. 
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most felt. ';l'he price will be B.s. 100 f.o.r. Lahore plm freight from Lahore 
and there will be no rebate or rebates or discounts not even the cash discount 
Lahore Office will control the sales. . 

The Cawnpore- Rolling Mills, Ltd., Cawnpore. 

Letter dated the 25th November, 1933. 

This Company has recently been formed for the purpose of erecting a 
Rolling Mill in Cawnpore, and the order for the RoIling Mill has been placed 
in England. 

This Company has been formed by Indians and entirely with Indian 
capital and the objects of the Company are to roll light sections for the 
market. It is not the intention of the Company to manufacture such 
quantities of sections as to affect the other producers in India nor is it the 
intention of the Company to undercut present prices. The Company's 
objects are to use Indian material and to purchase their billet requirements 
from the Tata .Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., provided their price is competitive 
and allows of a profit being made. 

With the prices of billets in India at their present level, it is impossible 
to re-roll at a profit and we combine with other Companies with the ques
tion, that the duty of imported billets be entirely abolished, as otherwise, 
the other small RoIling concerns like ourselves, cannot possibly exist. 

We are, like other interests, agreeable to purchase our billets from the 
Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., at the equivalent price of imported billets, 
less duty, and the only safeguard that we have in restricting prices of the 
raw material to an ~conomical level, is by a total abolition of duty and 
having competitors for the supply of raw material in the market. 

S. Ie. Sawday, Esq., Calcutta. 

Letter dated the 16th September, 1938. 

With reference to the invitation from the Tariff Board to persons interested 
ill the Steel industry-I have some knowledge of this subject and beg leave 
to put the following observations before the Board. 

1. The Board will find that the works have worked very closely to th" 
standard set by the Board and perhaps may have improved on it in some 
cases. In the past Boards have devoted most of their time to the works costs 
problems. I would like to suggest that in the present enquiry matters of 
general direction and C9mmerce are likely to be more profitable lines. 

2. Although it will be found that works costs have approximated closely 
to Tariff Board's anticipations and that prices of imported materials have 
not been very greatly different from anticipations, there is a very great 
difference between the results achieved and those which the Tariff Board 
calculated on;-

I am without any information as to recent costs but from calculations 
made a year or two ago I believe that this is due to errors in the cost 
sheets. If the costs shown to the Board were too low it would follow that the 
Company eould not achieve the results expected. 

Taking the costs for one year and multiplying them by the output will 
not, after making all the allowances required for pig iron sold, by-products, 
etc., give anything like the figure shown in the revenue accounts. I believe 
this line of enquiry is well worth pursuing. Mr. Marshall's report of 1930 
or 1931 on the costs might be called for. 

3. Protection was started to encourage the growth of an industry. No 
industry has grown and I believe the Board bas always been mistaken lEI 

thinking it can ever grow. The Jamshed'pur works have done well but 
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cosis cannot fall a great deal further and indeed for Borne reasons may 
rise. I anticipate that the .steel Company will ask fer much the same protec
tion as they are getting now and it that is so it would seem tantamount 
to a confession that protection must always continue. Moreover the Tariff' 
Board estimated formerly that a works 'to be efficient must produce ilOme
where round 4 lakhs of tons a year. No enquiry was ever made as to what 
material that would cover and it will be found that there is no scope for 
such production unless the same range as the ~l'ata range is covered. Further 
the competition would inevitably be in the good areas and another workf 
would ruin both itself and Tata's. I do not think there is any denying this 
conclusion and if it is correct no amount of protection will start another 
such work~. 

4. The Board, then will be faced with the difficult problem of deciding 
whether it has ,to drag on a country's policy for one big concern. To fail 
to do so now would cause too big a stir to be faced but at any rate the 
Board should be certain that a continuation of protection cannot be justi
fied by the hope that others will start on the same lines. 

5. It remains then to see whether any other variety of a steel industry 
is possible in this country and I would suggest that the Board enquires into 
the prospects of the various_rolling mills which are springing up in various 
parts. I am in a position to say that their growth would have been more 
rapid of late but for the uncertainty introduced· by the Board's re
appointment. These' mills can roll from scrap. Most are using rail heads. 
Kumardhubi used to packet and one works will do that. One is relying on 

, imported billets. India is a big exporter of scrap at cheap rates and what
ever happens that source of supply will be available and will be used. 
These mills are cheaply constructed and their overheads are almost nil. 
They produce an article which is acceptable enough in the bal!!aar and would 
seem to be in accord with the genius of this country. Above all they 
overcome that appalling difficulty. of distribution. That is a figure to which 
the Board has given little attention in the past but the difference between 
the best of Tata sales and the worst due to freight only goes as high as 
Rs. 40 per ton. That figure is so large as to outweigh minor considerations 
in works costs. ' 

6. These small works have been started by the present scale of protection 
and will continue to grow under it. You will undoubtedly be faced with a 
demand from Tata's for an incI:ease in the duty on billets and sheet bar. 
The argument must necessarily be used that the manufacture of steel from 
imported billets and not from the original ore is not in compliance with the 
formula of the Fiscal Commission. That is certainly true to a large extent. 
On the other hand it is fair to say that protection for the sake of a single 
works or a continuance of protection after a period of years which have had 
no effect on the need for protection is also against the tenets of the Fiscal 
Commission. In any case these works cannot obtain their billets at anything 
like the cost of billets to Tata and they have all .the advantage of their 
efficiency and size. 

7. I am interested in some of these small works and submit that it will 
be out of the question for the Tariff Board to recommend a policy of 
smothering these infants for the benefit of their big brother. 

S. In this connection I would urge the Board to enquire into the policy 
of the Steel Company in this matter. There are very definite indications that 
they are prepared to sacrifice their profits to squash these little works. 
That may be very well in ordinary competition but a Company enjoying help 
from the taxpayers who include the owners of these little works should 
have other standards. Note may also be taken of the considerable help given 
to the railways by these works. They have helped to use railway scrap 
and one at least have given to the railways bars of special steel which 
they certify to be better in quality than anything obtainable elsewhere. 

9 The policy of the Company in the sale of scrap should be enquired into. 
r submit that there are mathematically certain principles which have been 
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forgotten of late to the Company's detriment. The consumption of stool in 
any area at a certain price level is independent of the efforts of the Company. 
Most scrap replaces good material up to almost 100 per cent. If good material 
in that area gives a -certain works profit, it cannot be worth while selling 
scrap there unless the price is the export price plw X. -Under certain 
circumstances it is better to dump some scrap in the Bay of Bengal than 
sell it in good markets. This principle has been recognised in the past but 
forgotten of late. " 

10. Protection has in the past been based on certain freights. These are 
disappearing and are likely to disappear still faster. The main objection to 
them is that they help the Company to compete against smaller rolling mills 
to whom the railways offer no corresponding facilities. This state of things 
offends so clearly against the provisions of the Railway Act that it cannot 
continue for long. The rates to Bombay or Madras are logical because they 
Are what the traffic can bear. In other cases they are very much below this 
standard and I suggest that the Tariff Board might work on the assumption 
that this cannot continue for long. If protection is worked out accordingly it 
will be very much to the benefit of Tata's. The freight advantage system has 
brought in a lot of money but is difficult to work. Selling is for them 
much simpler in Madras than in the United Provinces. 

11. I suggest that the methods of bazaar distribution should be a subject 
of enquiry. This Company has been made a monopolist by Govern~ent action 
and owes consideration to the difficulties of the trade which have been 
considerably enhanced. Traders will probably make their own representation 
so I leave the matter at that. _ 

12. The direction of the Company has always been at Bombay. Latterly 
thl! Company has wisely appointed a local agent but even now much detailed 
control is exercised from Bombay. This is very harmful to the interests of 
the Company. Calcutta is the centre of the steel and coal trades besides 
being near the works. Clearly the Board should be at Calcutta. One 
drawback is that the directors are seldom able to visit the works and have 
very little knowledge of the problems of Jamshedpur. -As an instance, I 
will mention that I was- -urged to abandon the wb.ole of the selling to get 
freight advantage system because two directors were "unable to understand it. 
That is clearly very wrong indeed. There are obvious difficulties but if the 
taxpayer is to help they ought to be overcome. The Board would have little 
sympathy with an appeal for assistance from a coal manager at Tuticorin. 

13. This para. should really be part of para. 9. There is really one 
logical way of disposing of scrap and defective material. A search of any 
Indian bazaar will show many articles of which an inferior but acceptable 
substitute is made out of Indian scrap. Such articles have to be made so 
cheaply that they can be made only of scrap. The Steel Company can 
iVlprove its own sales and do a great service to Indian cottage industry 
by reserving its scrap for such purposes. It needs boldness -trust and a 
willingness to make promises. I tried to adumbrate such a policy once but 
was deterred by misguided opposition again from Bombay. 

I shall be glad to give oral evidence if desired by the Board. 

Letter No . .439, dated the .4tTl October, 1933, from the Secretary, Tariff 
Board, to (1) Messrs. Gayadin Ram, 8, Muktaram Row, Calcutta, (2) 
Messrs. _S. K. Sawday &: Co., Norton Building, 2, Old Court House 
Corner, Calcutta, (3) The Indian Co., Ltd., MO'Unt Road, Madras, (.4) 
The Lakshmi Iron and Steel Manufactu'l"i'llg Co., Ltd., Delhi, and (5) 
Mukund Bteel RoUing MiUs, Lahore. 

With reference to your letter No. ,dated _ , I am 
to ask that the following information may be suppIled to the Board ,(with 
six spare copies) not later than the 4th November, 1933:-

(1) When were your works started (or )Vhen do you propose to start 
them)? 
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(2) Total capacitx of existing (or proposed mill). 
(3) Classes of steel products which you roll (or propose to roll). ~ 
(4) In the case of bars, please state what proportion of your output. 

fails or is likely to fall within the categories which are now 
unprotected (see serial No. 102-C Indian Customs Tariff issued 
by the Department of Co=ercial Intelligence.and Statistics). 

(5) Actual 'output per year of each class of steel. 
(6) What is the principal material used-steel scrap or billet? 
(7} Principal kinds of steel scrap used. 
(8) Sources from which steel scrap is obtained. 
(9) Prices of steel scrap· (if possible for the past three years)

(i) F .o.r; source. 
(ii) Freight from source to works. 

Total. 
(10) Approximate total quantity of suitable steel scrap available in 

your area. 
(11) Please give a full description of your plant and process of 

manufacture. 
(12) «,otal capital expenditure incurred or proposed

(i) On plant and machinery. 
(ii) Buildings. 

(iii) Land. 
(13) Works cost (actual or estimated) under the following heads:

(i) Steel scrap. 
(ii) Other materials. 

(iii) Labour. 
(iv) Power and fuel. 
(v) Establishment, office charges. 

(vi) Repairs and maintenance. 
(vii) Miscellaneous. 

Total. 
'(14) Works cost in the same form as in question (13) if imported billets 

are used instead of steel scrap. 
(15) Countries from which steel biilets are or are likely to be imported. 
(16) Current prices of imported billets-

C.i.f. Indian port. 
Port dues, landing charges, etc. 
Duty. 
Freight to your works. 

Total. 
(17) Prices at which steel billets mlly now be obtained from the Tata 

Iron and Steel Co.-
F.o.r. Tatanagar. 
Freight to your works. 

. Total. 
(18) Prices realized for your products-

(i) at the principal market or markets to be named, 
(ii) f.o.r. works. 

(19) Prices for corresponding products at the same market
(i) manufactured by the Tata lron and Steel Co., 

(ii) imported. 
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(20) How does the quality of your products compare with Tata's and 
with imported articles? 

(21) Do you make steel of standard specifications? If so, please state 
the quantity made so far and supply copies, if any, of certifi
cates obtained from the Government Metallurgical Inspector. 

(22) Please state (i) the quantity of coal consumed per ton of finished 
steel in your works, (ii) the quality of coal used and (iii) the price 
of coal delivered at your works. 

(23) Please state the rates of wages paid to the principal classes of 
labour in your works. What is the total labour force employed? 

Mukund Steel Rolling Mills, Lahore. 
(1) Letter No. 8891,. dated the 1st November, 1933. 

We beg to enclose herewith our replies to the general questionnaire 
received with your letter No. 439, dated 'the 3rd October, 1933. We beg, 
however, to point out that the following remarks require special consideration 
which are relevant to the protection case but in :which our interests are some
what different from those of Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. 

1. 'We are subjected to a competition by Tata which is unhealthy, un
reasonable and mischievous in as much as Tata sell their steel in order to 
~rush us at rates which may be considered below their cost as per their 
statements. Before granting protection therefore we request and earnestly 
hope the Tariff Board will consider the' control of sale policy of Tatas as 
against other Rolling Mills, which are likely to grow up in near future all 
over the country. 

2. The railway freight rates for Tatas are favourable and similar freight 
concessions are not available to the smaller units either d'Ue to small quan
tities dealt with or. due to special contract by Tatas with the railways con
cerned. It is absolutely essential that the question of railway freight conces
sion with reference to protection of iron and steel should be dealt with at 
the same time as of tariff, and the Government of India should include in 
the reference this question of freights now. 

3. With a view to reduce the chances of establishment of small rolling 
mills producing bars and commercial sections, Tatas, suggest protection at 
a lower scale,. to this class of production in their representlltion. This 
appears from the brief notes which have appeared. Whereas the small 
rolling mills at present stand in· need of protection of the commercial 
sections. Protection for sections here referred above should also be on the 
same scale as protecti.on for sections which the small rolling mills are unable 
to undertake at present. 

4. In order to make a demand for suitable tariff we request to be supplied 
with a copy of representation by Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. 

5. That in view of providing us with cheap and abundant raw material 
in this country the export of Iron and Steel from India in all forms may 
be restricted by law, at the same time along with tariff protection. 

6. That Tariff Board may be pleased to visit Lahore and inspect ,our and 
other works. 

Generally we would support the representation of Tatas for protection, 
Bubject to a settlement by which our interests are equally protected and provi
sion of arrangements in the Act by which Tatas cannot attempt to crush 
us by unreasonable means. 

Enclosure No.1. 
"Repliel to q1Leltion~ir8.. 

1. Works started 1930. 
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2. 45 tons for 24 hour~existing plant and 60 tons on completion of New 
Mills under construction. 

3. (i) Commercial sections of rounds, squares and flats. 
(ii) Plates. 
4. We do not manufacture unprotected sectio'ns at present; nor do we 

propose to undertake them in the near future. 
5. Our Mills have worked intermittently and had to be closed down for 

long periods; due tQ circumstances beyond our control of technical and un
t'l'onomica.i factors. 

Actual out-put has been 1931 worked 8 hours a day of 6 months and 
made about 1,000 tons of round square and flat. 

Actual out-put has been, 1932 worked 8 hours a day of 9 months and 
made about 2,500 tons of round, square and flat. 

Actual out-put has been 1933 worked 8 hours a day of 6 months and made 
about 1,500 tons of round, square, and flat. 

Plate Mill has only been lately erected and it started working on the 
20th October, 1933. The out-put of the last day is about 60 tons. 

6 & 7. Steel scrap from Railway, mainly axles, rails, tyres, Steel sleepers 
and boiler plates. 

8. Indian State and Company Railways. 
9. (i) 1931 and 1932 from Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 and 1933 from Rs. 35 to Rs. 40 

per ton. 
(ii) 1931 to 1933 freight average Rs. 10 per ton, i.e., a total of Rs. 35 to 

Rs. 40 in 1931 and 1932 and Rs. 45 to Rs. 50 in ]933 per ton. 
10. About 3 to 4,000 tons per annum. 
11. Our plant consists of steam ~ngine for driving which develops about 

250 H.P. and 4 sets of Rolling Mills with different varieties of rolls for 
different sections 9f steel and two sets, for rolling or thinning down plates. 

We have also 4 sets for new mills under construction and other spare sets 
either for additions in the near future or for replacement. 

There is also a workshops and foundry, consisting of a variety of machine 
and steam hammers; for manufacturing our own equipments and repairs. 

12. (i) About two and a half lacs. 
(ii) About one lac. 
(iii) About two lacs.-
1:3. (i) About Rs. 50 per ton. 
(ii) Do not use. 
(iii) Labour, about Rs. 12 per ton. 
(iv) Power and fuel about Rs. 20 per ton. 
(v) Establishment Rs. 5 per ton. 
(vi) Repairs and maintenance about Rs. 3 per ton. 
(vii)' Miscellaneous about Rs . .'5 per ton. 
Total of the above=Its. 95 per ton. 
14. No experience will obtain billets Iwreafter only if it wOl'ks ont 

favourably as compared with scrap. 
15-17. We are not in a position to answer. 
18. Lahore, Amritsar, Batala, Ambala, Ferozepur, Gujranwala, Multan, 

LyaUpur, Sialkot 'and Delhi, etc. 

(it F.o.r. prices at Lahore are based on adding the public freight, viz., 
II Class, to our works f.o.r. price. - , 

(ii) Our price f.o.r. works were about Rs. 115 to Re. 125 per ton prior to 
Messrs. Tata & Co.'s {)ompetition 'in August, 1932. After that reduced to 
Re. 100 to Re. 110. 
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19. Tata prices in competition with us for such sections manufactured by 
us is B.s. 95 to B.s. 100 per ton f.o.r. Lahore. 

(i) To such places in the markets where we sell at public rates, II ClasH. 
Tata also sells his products at the same public freights added to the figures 
quoted by him, 'Viz., B.s. 95 to B.s. 100 per ton. Those not manufactured 
by Uj!, he sells at Rs. 145 to Rs. 160 per ton. f.o.r. Lahol·e aud other 
Htations. 

(ii) Practically no imported matei·ial of the sections we manufacture is 
sold in the market. 

20. Since we roll sections from acid open hearth .steel of British make, 
our steel in uery respect is superior to Tata's basic steel and as good as 
imported tested steel. We had our steel tested by the Metallurgist, N. W. 
Railway, and has been approved of as "B " Class for that Railway. Copy 
attached. We have so far never sent it to Alipur for test. But if need be, 
·we are prepared to do so as required. 

21. No. 
22. Quantity for power generating 12 cwts. to l'ton product of Steel, 

and 8 cwts. for re-heating the material in furnaces. 
(i) Steam Coal, selected grade. 
(ii) Price at works, about R.s. 17 per ton f.o.r. works. 

23. Power, RoIling, Mechanic, Labour, and machine shop. Engineer 
B.s. 200. FDreman B.s. 250, Tongsmen Re. 1-8 to Rs. 2-8, Fitter B.s. 70, 
Turner B.s. 70, Coolies B.s. 20 to B.s. 30. 

Copy 0/ letter No. Met. F. C. 9/289, dated the 3rd Fell'ruary, 1932, b·on, 
the Metallurgist, N. W. Railway, Moghalpura, to -U,e District Controller 
of stores, Moghalpura. 

Samples S. M. Round bars marked Nos. 1 and 2. 2l" and a" " B " Class, 
manufactured by Mukand Steel Rolling Mills, Badamibagh, Lahore--sample 
submitted by D. S. K. P. L. D., Mogh~lpura, for examination lind report. 
I have given the samples a very thorough examination and beg to report as 
follows:-

1. Sttu<'ture.-Microscopically, the structure is practically ideal for this 
type of steel. Evidently, the rolling has been finished at precisely the 
correct temperature. This confirms my personal observation during a visit 
to the works. 

2. Physical.-The hardness is very uniform and agrees with the proper 
tensile strength for" B " Class Steel. Actually, the tensile would be about 
30-31 tons. 

3. Finish.-Here my report is not so favourable. The 2l" bar has 
numerous radial hsircracks extending a short distanc.e in from the surface. 
I have indicated them by pencil marks in red, and return the section for 
your inspection. 

These defects are superficial,' and would not matter if, say, in is going to 
be machined" off the bar. 

The 3' bar had no small haircracks, but there i~ a lare:e in of rolled-over 
metal which is not integral with the main bar. I return the samples for 
your inspection. 

Conclusion.-'l'hi~ firm evidpntlv c~1'1 produ('e "ood work. but the finisn 
is aoparentIv li~bl .. to he impprfect. This is not aJtop-etl"'T unexpected from 
"n.insppction of the "Jant. MetalJurp-i('aJ1y t.hE' ('hief difficulty worki,," at 
incorrert temperatures. _"'s to have been trinmnhant.\v overcome. anil th" 
Arm is t.o h" I'onl!r"tnJ .. t .. d. T would SUI!e:pst .t.hnt hnrs may be orderecl 
F,-ppJv fro .... thpm' hnt i+. will he np('('s~ary ·to give thpm a· very c",-eful 
insnE'ction for surface defects. 

I enclo~ sulphllr prints, which l!how absolutely no 8E'gregation. 
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Enclosure No.2. 

Copy oj letter dated theist .N01'embe-r, 1939, /1-oln the Manager, Mukand 
Steel llolling Mills, to tile Secreta7'Y, llailway Buard. 

We beg to submit that, in view' of the reference 'to Tariff Board by 
(kJvernment of India of cOll~ideration of measures for protection of iron 
and steel industry in India and the effect of freight rates on the industry, 
the Railway Rates Advisory Committee may be directed to study :l·ud 
formulate rates on iron and steel immediately in co-operation with or inde
pendent of the Tariff Board and in consultation with all the railways con
cerned. The smaH units of iron and bteel industry which exist in Northern 
India and which are rapidly growing all over the country sufferN!;tvariably 
due to invidious treatment· available to Messrs. Tata Iron a.nd Steel Co., 
Ltd., in ma·tters of freight. In view of the growing industries it is 
necessary in our opinion that an equitable and just policy may be adopted 
and freight rates should be available to all concerned on the same basis. 
In view of these facts, w:> soli,·it the fa\'our of an early action. 

Hoping to Le favoured with early attention in this behalf. 

Enclosure No.3. 

Copy oj letfer dated the 1st November, 1998, from Messrs. Mukall~ Steel 
Rolling Mills, Lahore, to the Secretary to the GOl'en..,nellt oj India, 
Department oj Commerce. 

Subject ,-PROTECTION OF hlON AND STEEJ. lXDl'STlIl' IX Fl'Tl'RE, 

'Ve beg to submit for your ('ollsideration and decision of (kJvemment oi 
India the following points:-

(1) That we, amongst se\'oral others, are mauufadurcrs of commer
cial steel section in Northern Iudia on a small scale. 

,(2) That although our interests so far as protection of iron is con
cerned are identical with Tata's we are subjected to unreason
able competition by Tata by .. dumping" and other methods 
with a view to crush our existence. 

(3) That we propose in the near future to put up steel "turnacos 
and extend our works considerably. 

(4) That railway freights and other concessions assist Tata Iron and 
Steel Co., Ltd., amongst other factors materially to crush us, 

(5) The Tariff Board iR incompetent under the refel"enCe to go into 
the question of railway freights on iroll and steel and products 
of iron and steel. 

(6) That the GO'l"ernment of India JIlay therefore he pleaS(>d to add 
to the reference study of freights and require the 'fariff Board 
to report and recommend freights on iron and steel in differ~nt 
directions either hy themselves or in co-operation with Railwa~' 
Rates Advisory Committee and the Railways concern!'d, 

We beg to add that we have approached the Tlll"iff Board to take into 
(·rmsid!'ration the control of sales policies of Iron and Steel by Tats Iron and 
Steel Co., Ltd., when p:ranting protl.'ction to this industry so that dumping 
against small units by them i~ avoided. This we b!'li",'e they are compet.>nt 
to consider und!'r the )lres!'ut tN'ms of referenc!', 

We have also repr'e'ellted that in "iew of pl'l,\'iding us with cheap and 
ahundant rllw JIlaterial, the expor·t of iron and st!'el from Indill may ·Le 
restricted by IlIw at the same time. 

We hope the Government of India will he please.t to give this matter 
their earnest and close attention nnd direct the Tariff Board to take nece$. 
SRry artioT\ in this behalf,. 
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(2) Letter No. 899"" dated the 1.6th. N01lember, 1999, from Messrs. Mukand 
Steel Rolling Mills, Lahore. 

With further reference to our representation dated 1st November, 1933, 
we are in receipt of your letter dated 7th November, 1933, \ along with 
enclosures, for which we thank yon. , 

We notice that Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., have rep1'esented, 
that they have suffered a certain loss due to external factors. 

We would point out, that Tatas must have secured lower prices inten. 
tionally, due to internal competition with us, and other small rolling mills, 
of which there seems to be no tpention, in the representation. 

" 
Lakshmi Iron and. Steel. Manufacturing' Co., Ltd., Gbaziabad. 

Letter No. ODI8211~93, dated the 21ld N01lember, 1933. 

ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRES. 

With reference to your letter No. 439, dated the 3rd October, 1933, 
we have the pleasure in submitting herewith our answers to the questions 
asked therein, along with six spare copies and seven copies of the Memo
randum already submitted to you for your kind perusal:-

1. The Works started on the 2nd .day of. January, 1931, and the Rolling' 
Mill started manufacturing bars since the 21st of July, 1931. 

2. The capacity of the existing plant is 5 tons a day of 8 hours and 
about 9 tons a day while working double shifts but the capacity of plant 
would be doubled to about 18 tons a day with 2 Rolling Mills from the 

. commencement. of the year 1934; as fully described under para. 6 of,·the 
enclosed copy of the Memora·ndum. 

3. We manufacture bars from 1" to Ii", rising by 1" both square and 
rounds and the flat bars of various section would be shortly put in the 
market. 

4. We only manufacture square and round bars suga·r cane Mills, and 
small machines. 

5. The annual output at present is 1,800 tons but the output would be. 
doubled in the next year, while working 2 Rolling Mills side by side .. 

6. The principal material used in the manufacture of bars is scrape 
steel. 
. 7. The principal kinds of the scrape steel available are as under:

(a) .Double headed rails. 
(b) Bull headed ra·ils. 
(c) Meter Gauge Railway axles. 
(d) Broad Gauge Railway axles. 
(e) Railway steel tyres. 
(I) Broken Kolhu axles . 

. (g) Various other steel scrapes. 
8. (a) The scrape steel is purchased from the Railways auction or from 

the contractors who may carry the stock of item (a to e). 
(b) Broken Kolhu axles are collected from. the ·Kol~u ma»:ufacture~s, ~r 

Godown keeper,who ply the sugar cane !I·hIls on h11"e, ~h1S quant1ty 1S 
found in abundance as in our area. from Cawnpore to Ludh18na sngar canp 
is cultivated in a v~ry large quantity and a handsome supply is effected of 
the broken axles. 

9. The prices at which we could obtain . the scrape steel f.o.r. Works 
during the past three years were as. follows: -

(a) D. H. Rails from Rs. 22, 25, 27, 30 and 35 per ton. 
(b) B. H. Rails from Rs. 22, 25, 27, 30 and 35 per tall. 

(c) Metl!r Gauge al<les from Its. 35-40 per ton. 
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(d) Broad Gauge' a.xles from Rs. 55-61 per ton. 
(c) Steel tyres-not yet purchilsed but can get about Rs. 30 pcr 

ton. 
(f) Broken Kolh'u axles, from Rs. 28, 30, 35 and 40 per ton. 

N.D.-The prices of the raw material are increasing. 
10. If the export of the steel rails to Japan is stopped as requested in 

our Memorandum under para. 10 (ii) we have sufficient supply in our area 
to pull on our manufacture without using billets manufactured either by 
Tatlll or imported from the foreign countries, as Broken Kolhu axles to. 
gether with D. H. Rails, tyres and Railway axles could be obtained in large 
quantities from Railways, as there are only 4 Rolling Mills in India 
besides Tata:,. 

11. As gil-en in details under the early history of our works in the 
enclosed Memorandum the 2 Rolling Mills have been manufactured at our 
own works with 10 Rollers and is capable of manufacturing bars from 
i" to Ii" ill section both square a'nd round. 

Process of manufactwre.-The said Rolling Mill can take up billets up to 
31" squares and any raw material of bigger section is first brought to that 
size, the rails a·re cut in two pieces and are rendered tit to be taken up 
by the machine, of thl! required length to give a definite length of a 
definite section of the bars rolled and such pieces are heated while not in 
the furnace specially designed, such that Imy required section can be rolled 
in a 1Single opera·tion and the piece is not put in the furnace for the 
second time. The bars after passing through the graduated openings of 
the rough Rollers, to the required section are polished in the polish Rollers 
and their straightened and put on the l)ooling bed, wherefrom they are 
removed when sufficiently cold and the ends are cropped. We, of course 
admit tha·t there is a great manual work in the process of our -manu
facture but our attention is already directed to eliminate as far as pos
siQ.le the manual labour, and to make the pllllnt more or less automatic 
and we hope that it would not be long before we find that our ideas are 
put in practical shape. 

12. The capitllll expenditure incurred are as under:-

Machinery 
Buildings 

Total 

R.M. A. 

40,320 0 
9,002 8 

49,322 8 

, The land for the Rolling Mills, machines shop and foundry measuring 
7.000 sq. yalds is on lease and the office, Godmyns, 'Y0rkmen quarters, 
Staff Bungalows al'e' on rent ~.ttached to the Rolhn~ MIlls and on a plot 
measuring 8,250 sq. yards, which we are contemplatmg to purchase at an 
earliest opportunity. 

13. The actual working cost for the year ending 30th September, 1933, 
was as under.: - I 

Per ton. 
(1) Steel scrape-

(a) Rails . 
(b) Cutting charges 

(2) Oil Grease and' Stores 
(3) Labour . . • 
(4) ElertriC'ity for Moti'-e Pow!'1' 
(5) Coat . 
(6) Rent' and taxI's. . 
(7) Postage and tpl£'p:rallls 
(8) Repa·irs and Rem·walR 
(I) Misc .. lh\neoll~ 

(10) ~tablishment, Head Office 
Director's fE'e, etc. 

and Managing 

or Total cost 

Rs. A. P. 
35 0 0 
700 
140 
810 
fl II 0 
550 
240 
o 2 Ii 
283 
350 

27 1 6 
98 5 2 
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14. We do not feel the necessity of using imported billets. 
15. We presume, that billets, imported from the foreign countries and 

after paying port dues, landing charges, duties and freight to our works, 
under no circumstances, can be cheaper tharn steel scrape available in our 
area, and we conclude that no foreign country can import b~Uets at, or 
about the prices we pay for the steel scrape in India. 

We have absoiutely no idea if any country is importing steel billets 
or is likely to import billets art' or about the price we pay for the steel 
scrape. 

16. We have no knowledge as to on what price the billets are imported 
in India. 

17. We had asked Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., 'Ltd., in our 
letter No. CD/3/33, dated the 9th October, 1933, copy enclosed and two 
tiubsequent reminders to quote the prices of the steel billets, but as far 
we have not received any reply. Under the circumstarnces, we regret very 
much that we cannot give a definite reply as to on what rate the steel 
billets can be had from Tata. 

18. Selling price.-During the years 1931-32 when Tatas did not com
pete with U8, we 80ld our prodnct at Rs. 115-]20 per ton f.o.r. Ghaeiabad. 
But early in the year 1933, a representative of Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel 
Co. realising that our production cost is about Rs. 98 per ton sold about 
3,000, tons of H. C. Bars at Rs. 90 per ton f.o.r. Ghaziabad, and also 
at Rs. 90 per ton f.o.r. Lahore (fully described under para. 9 of our 
enclosed Memorandum) with the instructions to their House Mercllants not _ 
to see below Rs. 98 per ton to their dealers, who in return sold the bars 
at Rs. 100-106 per ton. Tata in addition to that said 3,000 tons orders 
hooked further orders upto an extent of 2,500 tons extra in small quanti
ties, but did not supply, further Tatas. when started supplying bars, 
supplied only a Part of the orders and, Tab's booked orders stand uncom
plied with even to-day. 

Under the foregoing circumstances we were compelled to sell first 200 
tons of H. C. bars to a single merchant at Rs. 95 per ton f.o.r. Ghaziabad 
for his U. P. Districts, which was much below our production cost. 
Fortunately, Tatas intention to make the Rolling Mills to incur heavy 
108s by the said cut throat competition failed and could not supply the 
promised quantity of the bars to their dealers during the promised months 
for the reasons best known to them and their dealers annoyed with Tatas 
delay had to purchase bars from us at the prices varying between Rs. 115-125 
per ton f.o.r. Ghaziabad. However the price of our mild steel 'bars remains 
constant at Rs. 125 per ton during this competition as Tatas mild steel 
rates were between Rs. 155 to 162 per ton f.o.r. Delhi. 

The markets through which our pro<lucts are supplied, are within the 
radius of 150 ·miles of Ghaeiabad all round, and we cannot extend further 
owing to the Railway freight being so high and difficulties beset in our 
way as 'described under para. 8 of our Memorandum enclosed. 

19. The Tata's rate for H. C. bar~ were Rs. 90 per ton f.o.r. Ghaziabad 
and Lahore and Rs. 160 per ton for mild steel bars at f.o.r. Delhi. 

The sizes of the bars, we manufacture, are not imported' from foreign 
countries in the area we sell our product only bars either from Lahore 
Holling Mills or Cawnpore Rolling Mills are only sold in the market 
hesides that of Tata. 

20. The quality and the workmanship of the bars, we manufacture, is 
more or less identical with the bars manufactured by Tata Iron and Steel 
Co:, Ltd. 

, 21. 'We do 1I0t manufacture steel' of our own. 

22. The coni consumption for the' furnace is 10 maunds 22 seers and 4 
chhataks for each ton at the bars manufactured, while using Mohuda 
collieries 13 Seam Steam Coal purchased Es. 3-4 pE'r ton and paying 

STEEL--III D 
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Rs. 9-12-6 per ton as ~he Railway freight or in other words we purchase 
coal at Rs. 13-6 per ton f.o.r. Ghaziabad. 

23. The wages ·of the labour varies from annas 5 to Rs. 2 per d~y_ 
according to the nature of the work done, the rate of the wages paId 
to the princip8ll classes of the labour are as under:-

Engineer Rs. 250 per mensem. 
Mistry Rs. 100 per mensem. . 
Assistant Foreman Rs. 60 pel' meusem. 
Turners from Re. 1-4 to Re. 1-10 per day. 
Fitters from As. 8 to Re. 1-8 per day. 
Coolies lrom As. 5 to As. 12 per day. 

There are 137 men working in the Mill at present out of which (.0 
men are working in Rol!ing Mill Section. 

We are prepared to give Ilny further information on the said points un 
our examination. 

Enclosure. 

(Jop'Y oJ letter No. CD. 8/93, dated Ghaziabad, the 9th October, 1933. 

'l'he Sales Manager, Tata Jl'On and Steel Co., Ltd., 
100, Clive Street, 

Calcutta. 
Dear Sir, 

We ha·ve been given to understand that you supply billets for the 
Rolling Mills, if so, we shall be llieased to know your rates at which you 
can supply suitable billets for our Rolling Mill, f.o.r. Ghaziabad while 
manufacturing the following sizes and undernoted le~gths:-

(1) Squares, in to li" 12 to 18 ft. long. 
(2) Rounds, in to· Ii" 12 to 18 ft. long .. 
(3) Flats; 18 to 21" 12 to 18 ft. long and I" to 1" wide. 

We are, Dear Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

For the Lakshmi Iron and Steel 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 

(Sd.) B. S. Yamdagni, 
Chief Engineer and Manager. 

Mr. Gayadin Ram. Calcutta. 
Letter dated the 8rd November, 1999. 

[:Reference your letter No. 439 of 3rd Octo~r, 1933:] 

With )'eference to your a·hove I have the honour to submit below the 
following informations:-

(1) Cast Iron Foundry started on December, 1931, and Rolling l\lill on 
December, 1932. 

(2) 400 tons per month. 
(3) Bars Rnd later on angles lind tees. 
(4) All protected. 
(5) Now producing 200 tons of bars only per month. 
(6) Scrap at present; I want to use bi\lets later on. 
(7) Scrap, double-heR~ed rails, axles, rod, etc., but ·lllt!lf on I will luak~ 

scrap illto pOl'kets. 



(8) Railways at present. 
(9) (i) Rs. 35 per ton since 1931. 

(ii) About Rs. 10. 
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(10) About fifty thousand tons of double-headed rails alone I estimate 
in next 3 or 4 years. 

(11) This consists of a re-heating furnace and 4 stands of rolls of 11 inches, 
and Machine shop. Propose to make 16/1 Rolling Mill very soon. 

(12) (i) Rs. 5li,uOO for .Plant and Machinery and propose to layout 
another Rs. 50,000. 

(ii) Rs. 8,000 for the buildings. The land I have ~akeII i~ under 
long lease and I had to spend about Rs. 1,25,000 on 'Rollmg Mtll, and 
Foundry. '-.'. 

(13) (i) Scrap allowing for wastage Rs. 40 per ton. 
(ii) Power and Fuel Rs. lOper ton. Re-heating Rs. 6 per ton. 
(iii) Labour Rs. 8 per ton. 
(iv) Repair and miscellaneous Rs. 4 per ton. Depreciation Rs. 2 per 

ton. Total Rs. 70 per. ton. 
(14) If imported billets are used costs will be about Rs. 35 more. 
(15) Belgium and England. 
(16) No enquiry been made. 
(17) Tata would not supply but they exported to Japan at Rs. 44 per 

ton f.o.b. approximately. • 
(18) Now selling for about -Rs. 100 per ton at Benares and Cawnpore. 
(19) Tata mild steel bars at about Rs. 140: High Carbon bars not sold 

at Bena·res by Tata as far as I know. 
(20) Mine is high carbon and so, much inferior to mild steel. 
(21) No. 
(22) Per ton of steel, one ton of coal or a little more. I use steam 

coal from Dishergarh costing about Rs. 11 per ton. 
(23) Roll making mistry about Rs. 60 per 'month. Roll turner Rs. 60 

per month and Rolling mllln about Rs. 40 per month and some cooly. 
Altogether 5{)" men. 

The India Co., Lt~, Madras. 
(1) Letter No. 670, dated the- 10th November, 1999. 

With reference to your letter No. 439, dated the Brd October, 1933, 
we enclose herewith the answers to your questions. We will give any 
further information that may be required in our oral evidence. , 

(1) Machinery expected. Expect to start in about May; 1934. 
(2) Proposed initial outputs-l,OOO tons per month to be increased to 2,000 

tons after a period of two years. ' 
(3) Bars, viz., squares, rounds ~nd Hats and, light section ioists. 
(4) It is not intended to roll any materials, which are now unprotected 

according to Serial No. 1020 of the Indian Customs Tariff issulld by thE) 
Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics. . 

(5) In proportion of 3 to 1 between bars p,nd J:oists, 
(6) Bundled scrsp and billets. 
(7) Rails and bridge scrap for re-rolling. 
(8) Railways and P. W. D. 
(9) The estimate of price delivered works will be between Rs, 25 to 

Rs. 30 per ton. 

(10) ,-\bou~ 4,000 ~n, of 4IJrap, WI! i~~1l4 ~ fSllJ m.?~tlr from billets, 

D2 
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(11) The Mill consists of 3 stands of 3 high 
rolls in one tra.iil. The barrel lengths of the 

I'olls and 2 stands of 2 high 
rolls are as under:-

1st Roughing 4'-6" 
2nd Roughing 3'-6" 
Strand Rolls 3'-6" 
Guide Rolls 2'~" 

It is intended to drive this mill with electricity tha.t will be available. 
It is also intended to put up a re-heating furnace to be fed by coal. 

(12) Capital cost on plant and machinery 
BUildings. a.nd Land 
Working Capital 

(13) (1) Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 a ton, (2) (ii to vii) Rs. 
ton. 

Its. 
2,00,000 

50,000 
2,50,000 

25 to Rs. 30 a 

(14) Works cost with imported billets are likely to be lower by about 
Rs. 5 or Rs. 20 to Rs. 25 a ton. Price of billets if importE'Ci is always 
based on the price of finished articles. 

(15) Great ,Britain and the Continent. 
(16) Current price of imported billets, c.i.f. Indian port is 20s to 223 

lower than finished ma.terials. Port dues and landing charges about Rs. 5 
pet ton. The actual figures will be given later. 

Duty: -Rs. 10 to Rs. 20. 
Freight to works: -Nil, as it is a port. • 
(17) The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., have not so far. made us any 

definite offer for the supply of billets. 
(I8) (1) It is expected to realise at our Works Rs. 10 lower than th .. 

o.i.f. la.nded price for Continental materials, v1.z., £5-10 to £6, pl".~ 
the duty and landing ('harges, this being, the price fixed by the Intrr
nationa.l Cartel. The duty will depend upon the Legislative enactments fo!" 
the next period of protection that may be considered hy the Tariff Board. 
As there is no freight advantalle from the Works to the markets, viz .. 
Trichinopoly. Madura, Salem, Erode, Palghat and Dindigul, whit'h we 
expect to tap in the heginning a.nd as these markets will be very nearl~' 
of the same distance from· our Works as from other ports, the question 
of freight has not been taken into account. (2) Please see answer above. 

(I9) (1) About Rs. 5 lower than the imported price, with duty and 
'anding charges added. (2) This question is answered above. 

(20) It mav be expected that there will be a certain inferiority in the 
materials produced hv us in the beginninll. but it is expected to reach thp 
standard of either Tatas' untested materials or the imported articles, in 
due course of time, :;;ay a· year. 

(21) No. 
(22) m About 6 cwts. for heating one ton of semis for rollin!!: into s.>"tions, 

(ii) Qualitv of coal used: Benl!"al roa). Calorific value: ahout 10,000 til 
12,000 B. T. U. (iii) Between Rs. 17 to Rs. 19 per ton. 

(23) Not in a position to give . 
..... ---

(2) Lettp.T No. eTAIS, dated th" 2nd ])trr,m.hp.r, 1fI3S, from The Indin ('0 .. 
Ltd., P-H, (!entral A1!et'l1le .'~01/.t7t. P. O. Rot/·hnznr. ('aTrlltfn .. 

In our rE>prE'RPntations and oral evidence a point of import::'nre in 
connection with t.he Rrriving :It thp fair RP11i,,!!: 1'ric" on hi11pb W""- wft 
regret., not prE"-qspil. WA hpvp foO c'101,ht thnt thp T'uiff Roqrd ""o,,M h~,'" 
alrE'ac'lv hp"n thinlrin .... of thi" important "oint hnt. if it i .. not, In',," WI' 

r.r8lVe the induJgenr.e of mE'ntioning thp same in t.his )pttl>r. . 
In tbe rl>oresentation of tbl> Tata Iron and f.\tpE'1 Co .• Ltd .. the calcnlation 

on overhead charges and profit and the depreciation was taJtE'li at "Rs. 24 
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per ton based on an estimated slIIle of 90,000 tons of sheet bars and biliets 
per year. 

Since this representation was made it was admitted by the ·Tata Iron 
and Steel. CO.'8 representatives in their oral evidence that they will be in 
a position to offer for Billie a further tonnage of 60,000 tons per year over 
and above the quantity mentioned in their r(lpresentation. 

It is submitted, that a correct fair selling price can be arrived at only 
by taking the additional tonnage of available semis which would minimise 
the overhead charges, etc., to Rs. 15 per ton. 

The total of 199 lacs per year for overhead charges, etc., has been 
distributed over a tonnage of 5,30,000 tons and an incidental of Re. 24 
per ton has been arrived at for semis. As the Tata Iron and Steel Co., 
require only Rs. 21,60,000 as overhead charges, etc., on semis at Rs. 24 
per ton on 90,000 tons, the average overhead will work out to art least 
Re. 15 per ton, on 150,000 tons of semis availabIe·for sale per annum. 

We leave to the Board to consider any revisions in figures of overhead 
charges in the light of the above alteration in the estimate of tonnage that 
will be available for sale. 

Thanking you in advance; 



Fabricated Steel. 
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National FederatioD of lroD and Steel Manufacturers in. the United 
Kingdom, Westminster. 

(1) Letter dated the 9th November, 1933. 

ENQUIRY INTO THE STEEl. b,nUSTRY (PROTECTION) ACT, .1927. 

I have the honour to enclose herewith, for the consideration of your 
Board in their forthcoming Enquiry into the Duties applicable to imports 
of iron and steel into India, six copies of the Application of the Iron and 
Steel Industry of the United Kingdom, aud to inform you that the industry 
has appointed Mr. 1. F. L. Elliot, a Director of the British (Guest, Keen, 
Baldwins) Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., to gi~ such oral evidence in support 
of the Application enclosed herewith as the Board may require. Mr. Elliot 
will be accompanied by Mr. J. W. Baird, who is in charge of the 'fariff 
Section of this Federation. 

I am to add that the services of this organisation are at the disposal 
of the Board to furnish any additional information or assistance that may 
be required, though it is fully anticipated that the representatives of the 
industry will be able to deal adequately with any questions tha~ may arise 
in connection with tl~e Enquiry. 

Enclosure. 

APPLICATION OF THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF ·IRON AND STEm. MANUFAC
TURERS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM. 

1. The period of protection which the Indian iron and steel industry 
has enjoyed which is now coming under the review of the Tariff Board 
has been remarkable for the fact that, in spite of a general world depres
sion, the results anticipated both by the Tariff Board and the Indian 
iron and steel industry in 1926 have been so fully realised. This progress 
has naturally been followed by the industry in the United Kingdom with 
the greatest interest, India being one 'of the most important markets for 
United Kingdom iron and steel products. Although the progress tends 
to reduce the' consumption of iron and steel products of the United King
dom in the Indian m8!rket, the industry believes that the consuming power -
of the Indian market can be greatly increased, and that this progress has 
itself rendered possible much closer co-operation between the iron and steel 

• industries of India and the United Kingdom, in the interests of the Indian 
consumer, than was the caRe when the last review took place in 1926. 

2. The National Federation of Iron and Steel Manufacturers, on behalf 
of the iron and steel manufacturers of the United Kingdom, request the 
consideration by the Indian Tariff Board of Items in Schedule II of the 
Indian Customs Tariff with a view to their amendment. 

The following appendices are attached:-
(1) Representation of the .Railway Tyre, Axle and Wheel Makers' 

Associations. 
(2) Representation of the Railway Carriage and Wagon Builders' 

a.nd Financiers' Parliamentary Association. 
(3) Representation in regard to Wrought Iron and Steel Tubular 

Poles. 
(4) Lists of the items· in Schedule II which this memorandum is 

designed to include. These lists include:-
(a) List of alterations desired in the classification. 
(b) Items in Schedule II for which free entry is requested. 
(c) Items at present classified with certain other items for 

which separate classification and free entry are 
requested. 
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Separate representations will be made to the Board on behalf of the 
Sheet and Tinplate Industries. 

3. The Federation desire to place on record their appreciation of the 
courtesy of the Tariff Board and also of the Tab Iron and Steel CO'1 
Ltd., in forwarding for the consideration of the Federation the representa
tion .submitted to the Indian Tariff Board by the Tata Iron and Steel 
Co., Ltd. The Federation propose to comment in the first place on the 
submissions of the Tata Company, a·nd secondly to put forward their own 
proposals for the consideration of the Board. In all cases where a para
graph or page is quoted, the reference is to a paragra·ph or page in the 
Tata Company's representation. 

4. In the introduction, paragraph 1, page 1, reference is made to the 
adoption by the United Kingdom of a policy of substantial protection for 
its iron and steel industry; this was the result of the very unfair and 
uneconomic competition at prices below the cost of production' which the 
producers in the United Kingdom experienced in their home market from 
Continental makers, and to which the Indian producers are still subject 
in the Indian market. Moreover, it should be noted that the United 
Kingdom import duties do not apply to Indian iron and steel products 
which are subject to neither protective nor even revenue duties. It is 
also claimed that a further measure of protection is necessary to enable the 
Tata Company to live in competition with older established industries. 
The relatively high wages in the United Kingdom, which are approxi
ma-tely 100 per cent. above the Continental wage levels, preclude the 
possibility of competition in India from United Kingdom makers. 

5. It is stated at the end of paragraph 3, page 2, th~t "the fall ot 
many of these prices to unprecedentedly low levels is an important factor 
in the failure of the cnrrent scheme of protection to the 'steel industry 
to achieve its aims." In the opinion of the Federation, the fall in world 
demand has been the major influence in the fall in prices. Indian pro
ducers have no doubt been faced with the "dumped" prices of Con
tinental steel as have producers in the United Kingdom, and the scheme 
of protection may well have failed in its intentions' in regard to Con
tinenta·l steel. It cannot he said, however, that the scheme of protection 
has failed in its application to imports of iron and steel from the United 
Kingdom, as it can be shown that United Kingdom prices throughout the 
whole period have been higher than those estimated by the· Board, with 
the consequent effect that Indian producers have received protection against 
makers in the United Kingdom in excess of that which was intended. 

6. It is further stated in paragraph 5, page 2, that it is due to the 
failure of the protection granted that no new works ha·ve been established 
during the last nine years. The Federation submit that this is not an 
argument for increased protection, but is due to the natural effect of 
world depression. It is the opinion of the Federation that the reason 
no new steel works ha·ve been established in India during the last nine 
years is because there has been no economic justification for any such under
taking, and not because of the failure of the scheme of protection. 

7. In paragraph 11, page 5, attention is drawn to Sta·tement No. " 
as being evidence of the large extent to which the Tata Company has met 
the demand in those classes of steel which It can produce. Exa-mination 
of the statement shows that the Tata Company's percentage has, in the 
main, increased as the consumption has fallen. The a·verage consumption 
of those classes of steel produced by the Tata Company over the ten years 
in question was 936,150 tons, and the average annual percentage supplied 
by the Tata. Company over this period was 39'28 per cent. If, however, 
the Tata Company are able to maintain during the next seven years an 
average a·nnual output of 530,000 tons, and taking the average 'consump
tion over the past ten years in those classes of steel wbich can be produced 
by the Tata Company as a reliable indication of future demands, it is 
evident that the Tata Company would then supply a maximum of 56'6 
per cent. of this ma.rket. 
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8. In regard to the prices for structural sections, bal's and plates, shown 
in Statementa 5 and 7, the Federation submit that these figures do not 
represent the prices which have ruled for some time. The Federation have 
been advised by the United Kingdom makers that prices of structural 
sections and plates have ,been controlled for a number of yea-rs. .These 
controlled prices have remained unaltered for the past seven years at 
£8-7-6 per ton basis for structural sections, and £8-15 per ton lin. 
basis for plates, both c.i.f. Indian ports. It bhould be noted that the lin . 

. basis price of £8-15 c.i.f. Indian ports is for plates lin. thick, and that 
extras apply to thinner plates. The extra on plates 3/16/1 thicI!: is 15 
shillings per ton, and the price of 3/16/1 thick plates is therefore £9-10 
per ton c.i.f. Indian port, and not £8-7-6 per ton as stated by the Tata 
Company. The Federation have ascerta-ined that the present United King
dom price of untested bars is £7-12-6 per ton c.i.f. Indian ports. This, 
however, is the lowest price quoted, and when the price of tested bars 
is taken into consideration, the average United Kingdom price of bars 
c.i.f. Indian ports is considerably higher than £7-12-6 per ton. It there
fore follows that in the submissions, where the Tata Company use United. 
Kingdom prices, the conclusion dra-wn by the Tata Company should be 
amended to take account of the difference between the prices which the 
Tata Company quote and the actual United Kingdom prices. 

9. The Federation invite the attention of the Board to the additional 
protection which the Tata Company have received in the past aga-inst United 
Kingdom iron and steel products by reason of the extras on United King
dom iron and steel material. The Tata Com?any in their representation 
to the present Board have not taken into account Rlny extras chargeable 
on United Kingdom material. 

10. Statement ]4 shows the change in the proportion of tested to 
untested steel as sold by the Tata. Company over the past six years. No 
doubt the falling.,off in orders for J,'ails has been an' important contributory 
factor, but it may also be _ that the spending power of the consumer in 
India has been lowered by world economic conditions resulting in the 
greater use of cheaper gr!Lde steels. The fall in the per!!entage of tested 
steel sold is quite marked, but it will be noted that it is within the last 
two years that the biggest change has taken place, admittedly the worst 
two years in industria-I history. If the averages over the past six years 
are taken it will be seen that the position is not very far rt'moved from 
the estimations of the Board in 1926, except in regard to structural sections. 
The figures are as follows:-

A",erage percentage or order3 booked, tested and 'Untested materials. 

Product_ 

Structural Sections 

Bars 

Pla.tes 

Tariff Board Average 192'1-28 
Estimates, 1926. to 1932-33. 

Tested Untested Tested Untested 
per cent. per cent. per cent. per cent. 

57'1 42'9 39-15 60'85 

28·6 

71'4 

7104 

28'6 

25'85 

66·03 

74'15 

33·97 

11. The Tata. Company estimate that their average annual output of 
steel for sale during 1934-41 will be 530,000 tens. It follows therefore that 
in a normal year when India could be expected" to consume from 1,500,000 
to 2 000 000 tom: of iron and steel products per annum, the Tatlll Com
pan;s ~aximum proportion of the total market for iron and steel would 
bR of the order of one-third. It would appear that the duties should be 
adjusted to the condition that in a normal .year two-th!rds of India's ~on
sumption of iron and steel would be. subject ~ d~tles, and take mto 
consideration -the fact that any undue mcrease m prIces to the consumer 
must limit his powers Qf consumI!tion. 



12. The Tata Company have stated that the progress and efficiency of 
their plant have exceeded the estimations of the Tariff Board at their 
Enquiry in 1926, and the Federation therefore submit that the Tata Com
pany do not now require protection aga-inst imports of iron and steel from 
the' United Kingdom. On the other hand, they have referred to estimated 
losses due to various factors. The Federation submit that many of these 
factors were comlllon to iron and steel pToducer~ all over the world, and 
that the losses of the Ta-ta Company have been over-estimated. It is interest
mg to cUllside;' what the 'rata Company's position would have been had the 
world economic conditions which have prevailed not so affected their returns. 
The latest balance sheet of the Tata (;ompany sho_ws a profit which is satis
factory. during a period when most other British steel ,companies showed a 
loss. The production of the 'rata Company has a:lso increased in a. period 
when reduced outputs were general. 

13. The F'ederation do not propose at the moment to comment on the 
other submissions of the Tata Company, as these will no doubt have been 
fnlly investigated by the Board. The Federation, however, a.re anxious 
to assist the Board to the fullest possible extent, and are a·rranging for 
their representative to be present during the oral evidence. 

14. On the Tata Company's submissions it is clear that they do not 
now require protection against imports of iron and steel from the United 
Kingdom. The Federation therefore request the Board to consider favour
ably:-

(i) The granting of free entry to iron and steel products of United 
Kingdom manufacture. 

(ii) The extension of' the policy adopted by the Board in 1926 in 
regard to the difference in prices between tested, and untested 
iron' and steel. by increasing the existing duties on iron and 
steel items of other than ,United Kingdom manufacture. 

Ilree Entry into India 0/ United KinYMm Iron and Steel Products. 
15. United Kingdom makers consider that greater facilities for the 

export of their iron and steel to India should be extended to them by 
removing the duties on iron and steel items of United Kingdom manufac-
ture, while increasing the duties on items of other than United Kingdom 
manufacture. In the first place, while India enjoys at present free entry 
into the United Kingdom it is necessary to the development of a p?licy 
of c<H>peration between Indian and United Kingdom producers that such 
free entry should be reciprocated; and secondly, because of the very unfair 
(,ompetition of a dumping cha·racter which the United Kingdom manufa~ 
turers now experience in the Indian market from Continental, and may 
in the future experience from Japanese suppliers. 

16. One of tho conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Report 
of the Indian Fiscal Commission was that if un industry desired to apply 
for protection, it would require to prove that it would eventually be able 
to face foreign competition without prote:Jtion. The Indian iron and steel 
industry satisfied this condition, and the. Tariff Board at their enquiry in 
1926 no doubt had this point in' view when they stated:-

- "We believe that by 1933-34 tIle Indian industry should be able to 
meet British competition without the assistance of any protective' or 
revenue duty, but that if Continental prices remain at their present 
level some measure of protection may still be required." 

17. It appears to the Federation that the Board at their Enquiry in 
]926 estimated with remarkable accuracy the I'osition which has undoubtedly 
arisen to-day, an~ the. Federation sub!llit that ~aving regard to the progress 
made by the Indlan Iron and steel Industry smce 1926 the industry does 
not now require protection against imports of United 'Kingdom iron and 
steel. 
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18. Experience has shown that- &ny industry ~n ~nly opera.te effi~ie,:,tly 
and economically within a radius of-.the cen~re of l~ operatIOns, limIted 
by the cost of tra~s'port, whic~, all o~her things belDg ~ual, defines the 
limit of its competItIve power lD relatIon to other p.roducmg centres mo~e 
favourably situated for such mMkets. The FederatIOn, therefore,. submIt 
that it - is necessary in the interests of the consumer, and to ~he lDcrease 
of consuming power in India, that there shonld be co-op~ratlOn b~twee!, 
the Indian and United Kingdom producers, possibly governed by geograplu
cal considerations. 

19. The Federation a·re of the op.inion. -that the Ind~an ir~n lind s.teel 
industry is sufficiently protected agamst .Imports of Um~d KlDgdom. IrOn 
and steel by the cost of freight and landlDg charges .. H .lD any p~rtIcular 
items further consideration in the interests of the IndIan producer IS neces
sary, -suitab~e provision could be made in this respect under such a scheme 
of co-opera,tlOn. 

20 The Federation submit that the granting of free entry to iron and 
steel products of United Kingdom manufactU1:e would ultimately, by reason 
of lower cost to the ~onsumer, result in increased demand which would 
benefit both Indian and United Kingdom producers. It is only by the 
consumer being able to purchase at such economic prices that consumption 
and, therefore, production can expand. 

Increasing the Existiltg DutIes on other than- Uriited KillgdOln Material. 

21. The Iudian exporter not only enjoys free entry of his iron and steel 
products into the United- Kingdom, but also henefits under a margin of 33! 
per cent. ad valorem preference over non-Empire suppliers. It lllay he 
pointed out that all iron and steel items of United Kingdom- manufacture 
enjoy differential treatment on entering all parts of the Empire with the 
exception of India, where differential duties at present apply to certain 
items only. The }'ederation submit that the reasons whieh persuaded the 
Board at its Enquiry in 1926 to recommend differential duties apply in 
greater force to the conditions which exist to-day, and that. apart from the 
implications of the Ottawa Agreements, there is ample justification for an 
extension of the poli~y of the Board in this direction. Due to the uneconomic 
price warfare on the part of the Continental suppliers, the differenc.e 
between the pricea of tested and untested qualities of steel has greatlv 
increased since the Tariff Board Enquiry in 1926. The Board then held 
thM the only' way of protecting the interests of the conSllmer which was 
administratively pos.~ihle was to apply lower duties on U,!ited Kingdom 
than tin other than United Kingdom material. The Federation, therefore 
submit that unless the duties are increased on iron and steel items of othe; 
than Unit~ Kingdom manufacture. there may be. as was contemplated bv 
the Board lD 1926, a danger that the standards of the steel consumed will 
be lowered by the very low a~tual and potentia.! pricps of Continental and 
Japanese ma·kerB. It 1S universally admitted that United Kingdom iron 
and steel is of a much higher quality thall Continental or _Japanese iron 
and steel. 

22. Prices of United Kin.g~om. iron and steel products are practically 
un,chs.ngedfrom t~ose prevatlI,:,g lD 1~ .. while. those of Continenta~ sup
plters, . due to theIr uneconomIc competItIOn. show a verv serious decline 
with a very adverRe effp('t on pxports from the United Ki;,gdom. 

23. Exports to India from Relgillm. for 1nstan~ ... I,a"p shown a steadv 
increase, and in ("ommon with ot.hpr C'-",,,tinpntal ('ountrips RpIginm is 
makin!!: R determined pffort to oust United_Kingdom makprs from thp Indin·n 
market. This comnetition is both unfair and nnp('onomi" as in the h,.llr 
of cases th .. Continental make", al"e sUllOl"ing the mntprial llt pricps wl,ioh 
bear .n.o relation wha·tever to the actnal cost of nroduC'tion in the cOllntry 

- of origin. Tn tIli. "" .. .,prHo., it, is np~;Tpn to draw thp attention of H;p 
Board to the first rpport of th~ Nl\tional Committee for the Iron and St~el 
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Industry to the Import. Duties Advisory Committee which is published in 
Cmd. 4181, dated October, 1932, in which it i~ stated that:-

"For example, .it was admitted iii the annua·1 report of the Comite 
des Forges de France at a meeting held in May, 1932, that at the 
beginning of the year steel was being exported at 30 to 40 per cent. 
below the cost of production. Prices have fallen considera·bly since 
that date. In the journal of the German iron and steel industry, 
Stahl und Eisen, for June 30th, 1932, Dr: Reichert, the head of the 
German Iron and Steel Federation, states 'the confusion in prices has 
never ()aused such la·rge losses as it did from the summer of 1930 to the 
spring of 1932. Price losses of £2 to £2-10 per ton were the rule. 
. .• A mania prevailed for maintaining the exports, especially with 
the object of being able to claim as high quotas as possible in con
nection with future international syndicate negotill:tions.' 

" The following table showil the prices of typical products on a gold 
basis f .0. b. Antwerp at the end of August, 1929, 1931 and 1932:-

Aug., 1929 Aug., 1931 Aug., 1932 
£ s. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. 

Sheet Bars 4 17 6 2 19 0 1 19 0 
Joists 

Merchant Bars 

Heavy Plates 

530 

5 13 6 

660 

3 2 0" 2 2 0 

340 276 

3 17 0 2 15 0 

.. In order to offset" the effects first of sterling depreciation, a·nd 
secondly of protective duties, Continental producers nre now quoting 
prices even below the levels at which they were admittedly incurring 
losses previously. It will be seen that current prices aro about 60 per 
cent. less than the levels of three years ago." , 

24. The continuance of such competition "must clearly operate to the 
detriment of the Indian consumers by lowering the competitive power of 
both Indill:n and United Kingdom producers in the Indian market. If and 
when such competitive power is weakened or ultimately destroyed, prices 
will rise to any level dictated by Continental producers acting together 
under the International Steel Cartel. 

25. The following are prices of Continental steel 
bases f.o.b. Antwerp at the end of June, 1933:-

on gold and sterling 

Sheet Ban 

Joists 

Gold. 
.£ s. d. 
2 8 0 per ton. 

2 15 0 " 

Sterlina. 
£ s. d . 

3 4 1 per ton. 

3 13 5 " " 
Merchant Bars 3 0 0"" 4 0 1 " " 

Heavy Plates 4 1 0 "" 5 8 1 " ., 
26. The safeguarding of lndustries Act, 1933, by giving the Governor

General in Council power to impose Oil any goods " a duty of such amount 
as he considers necessary to safeguard the interests of the industry affected," 
affords protection to the Indian industry, but from the nature of the case 
t.his can only operll>te after such competition has been experienced. 'Vhil!' 
this is useful as an emergency measure to meet a deliberate attack on 
Indian industry, it dOEls not dispense with the necessity for higher duties 
on Continental material. 

27. The United Kingdom industry feels that it cannot be too strongly 
emphasised that the dumping of "manufactured products in a market is a 
dangerous form of economic war. The result must be the weakening, if 
not the ultimate destruction, of domestic industries in the country suffering 
therefrom. It is essential, therefore, that the existing measures for dt'IlJ
I!'IS with !1l!mpln~ ~houl<J be ~pp)je4 promptly wJlIlIl ll'''''lsity arlm. 
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28. On the other hand, the United' Kingdom industry fully recognises 
that a national policy must be so designed as', to protect the consumer 
against exploitation, and submit that neither tne Indian nor the United 
Kingdom industry, even if it so desired, is in a position to exploit the 
Indian consumer under any form of tariffs either 'Ciomestic, or differential 
as applied to United Kingdom products, since the result of so doing would 
bl' to defeat the object which both industries have in view, namely, to 
secure a larger consuming power in the Indian market and a greater volume 
of production for 'their respective industries. 

29. The United Kingdom industry is prepared, in thia connection, to 
co-opera·te with the Indian producers to the fullest possible extent to 
ensure that the lowest economic price for iron and steel products is quoted 
to the Indian consumer. One method is by t.he allocation, on a &.eographical 
basis, of markets most readily accessible to the Indian and United King
dom producers respectively, another the adoption of a policy of comple
mentary production, both of which are designed to give the Indian consumer 
the best service at the lowest price. 

30. The Federation submit that the evidence adduced demoustrates that 
the Indian iron and steel industry does not require, under present condi
tions, any protection against the United Kingdom producer. Experience, 
however, in the United Kingdom home market has proved conclusively 
that the economic warfare waged by Continental countries as a result of 
competition between themselves can only be met by an adequate margin 
of protection. On the basis of free entry of all iron and steel items of 
United Kingdom manufacture, the Federation submit that the duties on 
material of other than United Kingdom manufacture should be increased to 
the extent necessary to make the protection effective. 

Complemental·Y. Agl'eements. 

31. The Federation submit that the interests of the Indian and United 
Kingdom producers, and also those of the India:n consumer, would be best 
served by the Indian and United Kingdom producers arriving at an agree
ment whereby the iron and steel market in India would be retained to the 
fullest possible extent between them. 

32. There is a point of common interest between the Tariff Boai:d. 
Indian industry and United Kingdom producers, that of the interests of' 
the Indian consumer. It is essential to the welfare and ecoQ.omic expan
sion of any community that it should be able to purchase its supplies of 
iron and steel at prices which are economic to both supplier and con
sumer. 

33. It will be apparent to the Board"that although the Indian industry 
may be able under existing abnormally depressed conditions to meet, to 11/ 

considerable extent, the requirements of the iron and steel market in India, 
this would not be the position if ~onsumption was normal. 

34. In conclusIon the Federation desire to assure the Board that, while, 
their objective is naturally to improve the position for the United King
dom industry in the Indian, market, they fully recognise that the position 
of the Indian industry, having due rega·rd to the, interests of the consumer, 
must be reasonably safeguarded. They are of the opinion that the consum. 
ing power of India in iron and steel could be materially developed by an 
active policy of co-operation between United Kingdom and Indian pro
ducers. Also that such developmel'lt of the Indian market-since iron a.nd 
steel products are for the most pa.rt capital goods-~ould have the effect of 
assisting materially the economic progress of India in other directions. 
The United Kingdom industry is prepared to take the requisite steps to 
ensure the maintenance of an effective organisation, provided it is assured 
of co-operation on the part of the Indian producers and t.he benevolent 
interest of the Government of India in its development. Recognising that, 
a~ the consuming pow~r of India deve!ops, it. is li~ely t~~ the Pl',oductivlI 
ppwer pI the lndianll'Qn lind steel \IldustTles wlll JegltJmllt\llr IIIcrease, 
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the basis of the co-operative policy which they envisage is tol\6cure at 
any moment to the Indian consumer the most efficient service at the 
minimum econpmic price. 

For and on 'behalf of the National Federation of 
, ,Iron and Steel Manufacturers. 

(Signed) 

APPENDIX No. 1. 

RAILWAY TYRES, AXLES AND WHEELS. 

W. J. Larke, 
Director. 

(Serial No. 99 Stat. Sched. No. 59D and Serial No. 118, Stat. Sched. 
No. 63A.) 

The Railway Tyre and Axle and Wheel Makers' Associations strongly 
urge the amendment of the tariffs on loose tyres and axles and complete 
wheels and lI·xles for railways and tramways which are scheduled:-

(a) 15t l)er cent. ad valorem on tyres and axles and complete wheel'! 
and axles for ca·rriages and wagons. 

(b) 10 l)er cent. ad valorem on tyres and axles and complete wheel ... 
and axles for locomotives. 

The railways of the Indian Empire have always evinced a preference 
for tyres and axles and wheels and a'xles of United Kingdom manufac
ture, and it is unquestionable 'that the responsible officers have a greater 
('onfidence in the reliability and enduring service of these important com
ponent parts of rolling stock imported from the United Kingdom than 
supplied from other countries. Such preference has been appreciated by 
United 'Kingdom makers, and they ha·ve been encouraged in the past by 
the realisation that the great bulk of the requirements of the Indian 
Railways were orderl'd from them. 

The proportion of orders awarded to United Kingdom makers has, how
ever, {,onsiderably declined, and within fairly recent times it has been 
disappointing that United Kingdom tenders have been very frequently 
unsuccessful, and many important orders have been given to makers in 
foreign countries, whose reciprocal imports of Indian produce do not com
pare, with India's shipments to the United Kingdom. The differences in 
the prices tendered by the United Kingdom and by foreign makers are 
understood to he often quite nanow, and the officers responsible for the 
maintenance of rolling stock on the Indian Railways will appreciate that 
it is real economy to purchase at higher prices United Kingdom tyrl'S 
a·nd axles and wheels and axles which afford the maximum durability in 
sel'vice,' and enahle thE' III to maintain their locomotives, carriages and wagons 
on the road, and produc'e re,'enue, for longer periods without being inter
rupted hy hnYing them brought into the shops for retuI;'ning or replace
ment. There is th" further saving in workshop costs, and the longer 
ultimate running lifl' of tyres, axles or wheels, postpones replacement and 
is an important offset to first cost, 

With pa:rticular regard to the percentage of orders placed in Sweden 
as compared with the rnited Kingdom, these Associations wish to suggest 
that it may be disproportionate to the import of Indian produce to the 
two countries respectively .. 

It is recalled that a prefE'l'ence of 10 per cent. in favour of scheduled 
United Kingdom steel was talked of at the Ottawa Conference, but that is 
deemed to he inadequate in tht' case of tyres and axles, and wheels and 
axles where lahour entt'l'S so lal'!!:t'ly into the cost of production, We 'are 
direeted t.o qU!!!'l'st that in lien of the existing scheduled tariffs herein
hefore mentiollt'd, that tyres and axles and whl'els and axles--for locollloti,'es 
as well as railway carriages and wagons and tramcars-supplied from the 
United Kingdom be admitted free of customs or revenue duty, and that a 
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auty of 331 par cent. ad 1Ialorem be imposed on these products if not of 
United Kingdom manufacture. 

Tyres and axles and complete wheels are not manufactured commercially 
in India, and the question of providing for the iuterests of the Indian 
iro" and steel industry does not, therefore, arise. 

APPENDIX No.2. 

STBEL RAILWAY CoACHES. 

(Seri~l No. 117, Stat. Sched. No .. 63.) 
The members of the Railway Carriage and Wagon Bnilders' and :!finan

ciers' Parliamentary Association are aware that it is now the pohcy of 
the Government of India to order locally everything which can be manu
factured in the country, and that following that policy all thei! wag~n 
orders and steel nnderframe orders will, in future, 1!e placed 1U IndIa 
up to the capacity of local works. 

There remains, however the question of steel ClPaches. It seems prob
able that in future steel ~aches will be widely adopted in India in place 
of wooden stock. At the present time. no facilities exist in India for th~ 
manufacture of steel coaches and it would probably be considered uneconomic 
to develop such manufacture in India. 

At the present time, United Kingdom manufacturp.rs receive no prefer
ence at all over German a·nd other foreign manufacturers. The existing 
duty on all snch stock is 15i per cent. ad 1Ialorem. 

The members of the Railway Carriage and Wagon Builders' and Finan
ciers' Parliamentary Association suggest to the Indian Tariff Boa'l'd that 
it wonld be reasonable to admit steel cOaches of United Kingdom manu'
facture free of duty, and impose a duty of 33! per cent. ad "aTorem on 
those of other than United Kingdom manufacture 

The reasons for asking for a differential duty on steel coaches are that 
united Kingdom builders have alone been responsible for the development 
of the all-steel coach desie;ns for India. They incurred considerable expense 
in developing these designs. Every order which has been received by 
foreign manufactnrers for steel coaches has been to British designs. 

The members of this Association are not aware whether the Indian 
Tariff Board will cover railwa·y rolling stock in the enquiry which is to be 
instituted, but it is hoped this is a subject to which they will be able 
to give consideration.-

APPENDIX No.3. 

WROUGHT IRON AND STEEL TmroLAB POLES. 

Wroue;ht Iron and Steel Tubular Poles are at present classified under 
Serial No. 96. Statutory Schedule 59a (5) and are snbject, therefore, 
to the standard rate of duty for Electrical Goods of 10 per cent. ad "alorem, 
with no preference for United Kingdom manufacturers. 

These Tubular Poles are es.«entiallv an iron and steel prodnct, being an 
importl.1nt sideline of the Iron and Step.l Tube Manufacturers, and have a 
wide range' of use outside of Electrica·1 Power Transmission Lines. They 
are used, for exarnpl~, as Trarn-.yay Poles, for St~t Lighting, Railway 
Signal Postq, etc. -

We would request that they be classified, therefore. under Serial 
No. 103 H, Statutory Schedule No. 236, and we propose that the wording 
of this Clause be 3('('ordingly altered so as to read:-

"Iron or steel pipes: a·lso fittings therefor, that is to say'. bends, 
boots, elbows, tees, socket.q, flang;es, plugs. valves, cocks, and the like, 
also iron or steel tubular poles, h\lt .. xcllldin~ pipes, tubes, and fittings 
therefor otherwise' specified." , 

sTEElr-m E 
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It should be noted, that in making this Application we are not putting 
any additional burden on the Indian Electrical Industry, insofar as pur
chases of United Kingdom Tubular Poles are concerned, since United 
Kingdom pipe pays at present the same rate of duty of 10 per cent. 
ad valorem. We are, howe"er, asking that the same differential duty com
pared with that applicable to foreign supplies should be given to these 
Wrought Iron and Steel Poles as is at present, or will at any future 
dp.te, be given to pipe and matE-rial classified under Serial l03H, Statutory 
Schedule ~o. 236. . • 

It should also be noted that this reclassiJication need not prejudice in' 
any way the developn~ent of the Indian Electrical industry, since: 

(a) A very considerable quantity of these poles is already supplil'd 
from the United Kingdom proving that the United Kingdom 
article is already almost competitive. 

(b) They are usoo in India in competition with poles made locally 
from wood, concretE-, lattice steel, old rails, etc., all of which 
sell at prices substantially below the tubular pole. whose only 
claim lies ~n its superior quality and fitness for the job. As 
a·n instance, it may be taken that the average selling price 
of tubular poles is in the region of £16 per ton, whilst old 
rails are sold for about £8 per ton and lower. 

APPENDIX No.4. 

ITEMS IN SCHEDULE II OF THE JNDIAN CUSTOMS TARIFF (EIGHTH ISSUE) 
COVERED BY l\IEMORANDUM OF THE NATIONAL FEDERATIO!'r OF IRON AND 
STEEL MANUFACTURERS. 

Elerial 
No. 

75 

77 

96 

99 

(a) List of alteratiolls desired in the classification. 

No. in 
Statutory 
Scbedule. 

142 

87 

59a 

59d 

Names of Articles. 

Add to definition (( excepting underframes, draw bars, 
hooks, links, wheels and axles. pooestals, tub greasers 
and prop withdrawers, and tub controllers". 

Insert "excepting springs, tyres a·nd axles, spring plates 
and spring buckles," after "component parts and 
accessories thereof." 

(5) Add "excepting wrought iron and steel tubular 
poles" at end of definition. 

Add at end of definition "excepting drill chucks ~or 
use on power machines requiring not less than i brake 
horse power. High-speed steel hacksaw blades, 12" long 
and upwards. 
(a) Hacksaw blades of Do l!>ngth not less, than 14", 

and width not less than in, or, 
(b) more tllan 14" long whatev!>r th!> width. 
Machine r!>amers for power over 1 •. 
Machine kni'l"!>s, shear lllades. 
Railway tyres and axles for locomotives. 
Milling cutters of high speed ~teel. 

Lathe chucks above 12". 
Band saws !" wide and above. 
Twist drills, higb-speoo or carbon over I •. 
Drill sleev!>s and ~ockets for taking drills over 1". 



Serial 
No. 

]00 

10Id 
10le 
l02c 

l02d 

l02e 

l02f 

l03d 

No. in 
Statutory 
Schedule. 

194 

144 
235 
237 

152 

237 

237 

236 
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Names of Articles. 

Circular saws for wood. 
'Circular saws for metal. 
Steel balls, capable of being used' in be.arings" if the 

diameter exceeds i". Forgings and baIls (if parts of 
industrial. machinery). Springs for locomoti,ves, 
spring plates, spring buckles ". ' 

Add at end of definition "excepting twist drills, h,igh
speed or carbon' up toand inchiding l'l. ' 

Drill sleeves or sockets for. taking d~'ills tiP to !". 
Stocks, dies; taps, chaser die stocks, tube expanders, 

ratchet braces, Clyburn spanners, tube wrenche~. 
double-ended spanners', blacksmiths' tools, hand reamer". 
lathe chucks up to'1.2" diameter, drill chucks for 'lianu 
machines, ·baud saws np to til wide, crowbars. cramps, 
cold chisels, wire gauge; ,coach ,wrenches, ratchet brace 
planes, rasps. files, hacksaw frames, pick axes, m~'lers' 
.picks, hammers (handled or unhandled), shovels, spades, 
forks (except agricultural); ~oke and stone forks, till 
openers, augers,' adzes, axes, brada'wls, chisels, gimlets. 
pliers, pincers, vices, squares, spoke shaves, gouges, 
carbon and tungsten ,alloy hacksaw bl~des below 14" by 
i", hand saws, a~d' hand saw' blades ", 

Add "including hammered 'bars" at end of definition. 
Add "including hlllmmeredbars" at end of definition. 
Add after "vi., all .other shapes," "any· size includ-

ing:- . , 

Alloy steels or high-speed steels. 
Nickel chrome steeL Stainless steel bars. 
Flat bars, 8" wide and over, and not over!" thick. 
Silico-manganese spring steel. 
Cold rolled hoop steel. Cold rolled belting steel. 
Steel in bar and special shapes.' 
Hollow drill steel. Solid di-ill steel. 
Coal cutter steel. 'rool steels. 
Special alloy steel (heat resisting and corrosion.resist,. 

ing). 
Die steels. Road studs, manganese anCl other alioy 

steels. 
Mining drill steel. Carbon spring steel ill cel·tain 

shapes and sizes. 
Wire rod in ,coils." 

Add at, end of definition: 
"includi~g carbon st.eel not otherwise specified, carbon 

spring steel ,anq' c!,-r)lon ~teel ,billets." 

'Add at end ,of definition: 
"stainless steel sheets, die blocks of alloy steel and 

steel forgings." 
Add at end .of de!i.n.it~on,: 

"including springs~eel." 
Add at end of defi~ition:· 

" including, stee) ~trip." 



Serial No. in 
No. Statury 

Schedule. 

l03h 236 

1030 236 

lOOp 236 

i03r 149 

104 195 
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. I 
Names of Articles. 

Insert after "vllllves, cocks and 1he like,"
"also wrought iron and steel tubular poles." 

Add at end of definition: 
"links and pins, ramps and' sole-plates." • 

Add after "switches, crossings "-" linl~ and pins, 801e
plates." 

Add to (a) at end of definition-" including round or 
square spring steel win. and welding wire." 

Add at end of definition: 
"including steel in coils for the manufacture of band 

saws, die blocks, and excluding crusher balls." 
117 63 Add at end of definition: 

after "railway administration "-" excepting all-steel 
coaches." 

118 6311. Add to definition:' 
after" for any.other purpose "-" excepting tyres and 

axles, wheels and wheel centres, and axle boxes. 
Springs for cranes and carriage springs." 

; I 
(b) Item, lOT which free ent1'1j i, requested. 

lOla (235), 101b (143), 10lc . (235), 10ld (144), 
101e (235), 101f (235), 10lg (235), 10211. (237), 
l02b d51), l02c (237), l02d (152), l02e (237), 
l02f (237), 102g (237), l02h (153), 103a (236), 
':Joob (145), 1030 (236), lOad (236), 103e (14511.), 
lOSf (236). 103g (146), 103h (236); l03i (147), 
looj (2"~6). 103n (150), 1030 (236), l03p (236). 
103q (236), 103r (149). 103<0 (236), lOOt (149a). 
104 (195), 

(c) Item. at present classified w~th certai", other item" for which separo.te 
classification and free entry are requested. 

Serial No. in 
No. Statutory 

Schedule. 
75 142 

77 87 

99 59d 

Names of Articles. 

Underframes, drawbars, hooks, links. wheels and a·xles. 
pedestals, tub greasers, prop withdrawers and tub 
controllers fot' coal tubs, tipping wagons and the like 
conveyances for use on light rail track. 

Sprin~, tyres and axles, spring plates and sprinl!: buckles 
for tramcars. passenger lifts. ·and other sorts of convey
ances not otherwise specified. 

Drill chucks for use on power machines reqUlrm/l: not 
less than t brake horse power. High-speed steel hack
saw blades 12" long and upwards. 
(a) Hacksaw blades of a length not less than 14" and 

width not less than t". or. 
(b) more than 14" long whllltever the width .. 
MlIIChine reamers for power over I". . 
Machine knives, shear bJades, springs for locomotivE's. 
Railway tyres and axles for locomotives. 
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Serial No. in 
No 'statutory Names of Articie~. 

A.-

100 

104 
117 
118 

Schedule 

Milling cutters of hlgh-speed steel, lathe chucks abo':e 
126 • Band saws 1" wide and above. Twist drills, 
high-speed or. carbon over 18 • Drill sleeves and sockets 
for taking drills OV!lr 1'. Circular. saws for wood. 
Circular saws for metal. Steel balls cap!loble of being 
used in bearings, if the diameter exceeds I". Forgings 
and balls (if parts of industrial m~hinery), springs 
fOl" locomotives, spring plates, spring buckles. 

194 Twist drills, high-speed or carbon up tQ and including 
·1". Drill sleeves ·or sockets for taking drills up to 
1". Stocks, dies, taps, chaser die stocks, tube expanders, 
ratchet braces, Clyburn spanners, tube wrenches, 
double-ended spanners, blacksmiths' tools, hand reamers, 
llllthe chucks up to 12" diameter, drill chucks for hand 
machines, band saws up to I" wide, crowbars, cramps, 
cold chisels, wire gauges, coach wrenches, ratchet brace 
planes, rasps, files, hacks!low frames, pick axes, miners' 
picks, hammers (handled or unhandled), shovels, spades, 
forks (except agricultural), coke Itnd stone forks" tin 
openers, augers, adzes, axes, bradawls, chisels, gimlets, 
pliers, pincers, vices, sCjuares, spoke shaves, gouges, 
carbon and tungsten alloy hacks!low blades below 14N by 
I", hand saws and hand saw blades. 

195 Crusher ba,.lls. 
63 "All steel" railway coaches. 
63a Tyres and axles, wheels and wheel centres and axle boxes. 

Springs for cranes and carriage springs. 

(2) LetteT dated the 12th DecembeT, 1933, fTom the Natio1lof Fedem.tion of 
ITon and Steel MafllUfact'UT~TII in the United ,Kingdom. 

l have the honour to enclose a MemorandUlIL supplementary to the printed 
Memorandum of this Federation which is already in your pOBSCsaion. 

APPLICATION' OF THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF mON ANt) 
STEEL MANUFACTURERS TO THE INDIAN TARIFF BOARD. 

SUPPLEMENTARY MUlORANDUM. 

GeneTai. 

1. The application of the Federation referred to above was prepared 
without knowledge of certain local factors and conditions and it has been 
the duty of the Federation's representatives to investigate these after arrival 
in India. ' 

2. It is now desired to make further submissions for the consideration of 
the Board particularly in regard to the question of Complementary Agree
ments referred to in paragraphs 31 to 34 9f the Federation's application. 

3. The need for such Complementary Agreements is, in the Federation's 
view, based on the fact tha.t the Tata Company's estimated production of 
steel represents approximately ird only of the normal consumption of iron 
and steel in }ndia. The average consumption during the six years ending 
1932, which includes years of extreme depression, was substantially in excess 
of It million tons. It is submitted that a scheme of protection for a period 
of years cann9t be based on present day exceptional conditions. 



4. The Federation wish' it to be clearly understood that they are in full 
sympathy with the further development of the Steel Industry in India and 
of secondary industries using iron and steel products. In their view, any 
scheme of co-operation must provide for such further development on econo
mic lines. The Federation have no doubt that the Board themselves will 
take the view that any further scheme of protection will be judged not so 
much by its effect on the balance sheets of existing Ipdian industries as ~y the 
encouragement it gives to the further development of existing and the mcep
tion of new industries. 

5. The Federation, therefore, submits that the protection proposed fol' the 
next period should be based not solely on requirements of the Tata Company 
but should be $0 designed. as to give such security as will lead to the erection 
of new steel works and the development of secondary industries using iron 
.and steel products.· 

6. It is probably unnecessary to point out to the Board that the some
what monopolistic growth of a company such as the Tata Company may in 
itself be a powerful deterrent to the full development of the Steel Industry 
in India. The Tab Company is, at present, b:y reason of the existing duties, 
in a position to secure the most profitable parts of the country's requirements 
of iron and steel and if conditions are created which establish, in fact or by 
inference, that the Tata Company has a prescriptive right to this trade, 
the prospect of the eIPction of new steel works in India must be regarded 
as very remote. Naturally as the enquiry concerns the Steel Industry as a 
whole and not the requirements. of any individual company engaged in the 
industry, the Federation requests the Board to give full weight to. this 
consideration. 

7. The Federation, therefore, considers it essential in the' best interests 
of India that Complementary Agreements should be effec.ted under which 
the lndian' industry would associate itself with a "temporary partner" 
in a manner which would not prevent the existing Indian industry dispos
ing of its whole output but which would secure that the output would be 
Apread fairly over all iron and steel products which can economically be pro
duced by the.existing Indian industry. 

8.' On the question of providing security for . the further development of 
the steel industry in India and the secondary industries using iron and steel 
products, the Federation desires to submit that only by such a scheme of 
co-operation as they have in mind can the requirements of India be fully met 
without serious hardship to certain classes of consumers and at the same time 
effectively protect the Indian producers. 

9. It is the ,·iew of the Federation that protection to be effective must,' 
provided that the whole requirements of the Indian consumer can be met from 
other sources, be sufficiently high to prevent the possibility of a continuance 
of the kind of competition which the Indian producers have experienced 
during the past seven years from Continental countries and which they are 
otherwise likely to experience in the near future from Japan. 

10. The Tab Company in its representation paragraphs 112-113 deals with 
this point. The Federation is of opinion that the proposals of the Tata Com
pany in this respect fall far short of what is required and suggests that a 
more satisfactory method of dealing with an emergency situation (the 
possibility of which may not be entirely eliminated at the outset) is' that 
which is provided under the Sheet Agreement at present in force -between 
the Indian and. the British industry,. Vi3.:-

Ie (1) In the event of further reductions in the price of sheet imported 
into lndia and not made in the United Kingdom, the Govern
ment of India, as soon as they are satisfied that a. fall in prices 
had in fact occurred, would, without an enquiry bv the Tariff 
Board, take prompt and effe('tive action to meet the situation 
by the imposition of 'an additional duty. The amount of the 
additional duty would not necessarily be limited to the amount of 
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the price reduction actually made but would be sufficient to make 
clear the intention of the Government of India to maintain 
prices. 

(2) Each Government would remain at liberty to take appropriate 
measures to prevent sales at unfair prices by the manufacturers 
in the other country or to check an unnecessary increase in 
prices against the consumer by a combination of manufacturers 
m both countries." 

11. It is clear, however, if effective protection on these lines is introduced 
that until such time as the whole requirements of India ean be met by the 
Indian_ industry under other than monopolistic conditions, the consumer has 
a right to expect that his requirements will be supplied at economic prices. 

12. The Federation desires to take this opportunity of assuring the Board 
that the British Industry is able and willing to meet the whole of the require
ments of India in untested as well as tested steel at such prices as may be 
decided by the Board to be the fair selling prices for the Tata Company 
which would include reasonable allowance for overhead expenses, depreciation 
and profit, provided that the cost to the consumer of the British product is 
not increased by duties. 

13. The Federation also wishes to suggest that the industrial needs of 
India demand discrimination in regard to the levying even of revenue duty 
on iron and steel prod~cts and that British imports of iron and steel for 
industrial purposes which can be classed as "Capital Goods" should, at 
any· rate, be granted free entry even if a revenue duty is still considered 
necessary on iron and steel products for general consumption. 

14. In conclusion to the foregoing general considerations, the Federation 
desires to emphasise the great value of stability of prices in developing 
consumption when prices are liable to wide fluctuations and, particularly 
when the general direction is downwards, there is naturally a reluctance to 
embark on lIlajor or even minor expenditure of a' capital nature, and the 
tendeItcy inevitably is to restrict consumption to the barest possible minimum 
both in capital goods and in goods for general consumption. 

15. The Federation also submits that specific duties are less disturbing to 
trade than duties on an "ad valorem" basis and that only by the imposi
tion of specific duties whether revenue or protective can a proper balance be 
preserved. 

Further Comments on the Tata Company's submissions relating to the 
Question 0/ Co-operation. 

16. The Federation feels that the Tata Company's system of establishing 
an average fair selling price for the different products for the purpose of 
calculating duty required, tends to obscure the rea~ position and leaves the 
consumer without any guarantee that the sales pohcy of the Tab Company 
will be framed: to meet the needs of the country rather than the convenience 
of the Steel Company itself. For instance, it has the effect of raising the 
imported price of certain products in the untested category M a higher price 
than for the same products in the tested category. If this were reflected 
in the actual selling price, -it would appear to penalise the consumer of un
tested steel to the benefit of the consumer of tested steel and would thereby 
tend to restrict the demand for steel at its weakest points. 

17. The 'rata Company's admission that by establishing theoretical uniform 
duties a surplus for remission of duties might be made available clearly 
indicates that they are asking for protective duties in excess of those which 
are actually necessary. 

18. The Federation submits that the only sound method of establishing a. 
fair selling price is to base on the average estimated costs of the Tata. 
Company for the period for each product, in the tested and 'Untested categories 
uparately so that the fair selling· prices established may be regarded as 
approxim;te actual selling prices bearing a. relation to cost and not as 
theoretical averages: 
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19. ;It would follow from this that there would be no inducement to :the 

Tata Company to develop the sale of one product or quality rather than 
another in a manner contrary to the requiremllnts of India (its profit in ;ill 
cases being approximately equal). 

20. It is felt that the' Tata Company has nut, in its representation, 
brought out the advantage and even necessity for having a certain balance 
in the various products between tested and untested material to secure econo
mical operation. It is a matter requiring the highest form of works manage
ment to ascertain the proportions of tested and untested material which 
give the best result in terms of yield. 

21. In this connection it is interesting to compare the Tata Company's 
statement of yields f9r 1932-33 (Statement 33) with average British practice 
which is as follows:-

Sheet Bar and Billet Mill 
*New 2S. Mill 
*Rails 
*Fishplates 
Merchant Mill 
Plate Mill 

Tat& Company. 
1932-33. 

SO'6 
71-2 

73·3 
69'1 

Average 
British 
practice. 

83'8 
79'9 
7S'3 
80'0 
78'6 
65·2 

* These represent average British practice for structural sections, rails 
and- fishplates respectively. 

22. It is only to be expected that the practice of Lhe British industry 
due to its long establishment, its varied market and other factors, should 
show better yields than those of the Tata Company. notwithstanding that 
the yields given above are based wholly on tested steel. 

23. The Board's attention is, however, particularly drawn to the Tata 
Company's yield in .the Plate Mill. This is a remarkable yield and the best 
American practice gives no more than 65 per cent. It would appear to be 
due to the large proportion of untested material which the Tata Company 
admits it has had to roll as well as to the selection of the most suitable 
specifications and sizes in tested material. 

24. If this assumption is correct, it will be seen that the production of a 
fair proportion of untested material in conjunction with tested material has 
great advantages in the case of the Tata Company which advantages should, 
it is Bubmitted, be reflected in its costs for the two qualities. 

25. In this connection reference must also be made to the Tata Company's 
statement No. 36 giving the" Cost above net Metal". This shows that the 
Cost of open-hearth ingots is S·S rupees higher than for Duplex ingots. It 
is assumed that the whole of the open-hearth ingot output goes into tested 
material with a proportion of the Duplex ingot output, untested material 
being rolled entirely from Duplex ingots. The inference from these figures 
would certainly appear to be that a substantially lower price for untested, as 
against tested, material would, from a proper costing point of view, still 
give the Tata Company equally satisfactory results. 

26. AR ,regal'ds the sales policy of the Tata Company in the past, this 
would appear to have been, frankly, opportunist. That is to say the Tata 
Company's selling prices appear to have been fixed in relation to the price of 
the imported product and without any special regard to the cost of produc
tion. As submitted earlier in this representation, if the Tata Company is 
to be protected effectively in future, the consumer also has the right to 
demand protection. 

27. Before elaborating the British industry's proposals in this regard, 
reference must also be made to the question of the support for and develop
ment of secondary industries using iron and steel products, e.g., the building 
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of rolling stock, bridges, and fabricated steel structures, the manufacture 
of tinplate and re-rolling of railway material and rods for wire products. 
It is noted that the Tata Company in. paragraphs 131, 132 and 133 of its 
representation refers to the encouragement it has already given and will 
continue to give to such industries and the need for their effective protection 
in order to secure the market for the basic industry. 

28. It is submitted, however, that something much more definite than 
such an assurance as this is required to encourage the flow of capital into 
such secondary industries, particularly if there is a possibility of competition 
with the Tata Company resulting, e.g., in the rolling of small sections, bars, 
etc., in order to secure an economic load for a mill primarily producing 
products complementary to and not competitive with those of the Tata Com
pany such as wire rod. 

29. It may be of interest at this stage of the representation to indicate 
briefly for the Board's information the steps which are being taken in Great 
Britain to protect the Re-rollers and secondary industries generally who, as a 
result of the introduction of the policy of protection, are now virtually cut,-
off from supplies of imported steel. . 

30. The Steel makers of Great Britaui. have, after very full investigation 
and discussion with. the Re-rollers and other secondary industries, estab
lished national prices for all classes of semi-finished steel. The Re-rollel's 
and secondary industries; wherever situated, are therefore enlLbled to obtain 
their raw material at a. common price. Further the Steel makers who, in 
many cases, themselves are engaged in rolling the same product as tl1e Re
rollers have agreed to observe national minimum prices for the various 
classes of rolled products which prices represent a sufficient differential over 
the price of the semi-finished material to-1:over the conversion costs of the Re
rollers and secondary' industries p~us a reasonable margin for overhead 
expenses, depreciation and profit. 

31. These and similar arrangements have been urged insistently. upon' 
the British Steel Industry by His Maiesty's Government even with the 
implication that the steel protective duties might· otherwise have to be 
lowered or withdrawn altogether, or alternatively, the industry placed under 
statutory control.. The Import Duties Advisory Committee, a standing body 
which corresponds ill a general way to the Board, has closely scrutinised 
the progress of these arrangements at every stage and will no doubt continue 
to do so. 

Governing Principles lor Oomplemen.tary Agreements. 

S2. Having dealt with certain main considerations which appear to the 
Federation to indicate the governing principles which should -apply to any: 
scheme of co-operation resulting in Complementary Agreements between the 
British industry and the Indian. producers, it remains to state for the 
consideration and, it is hoped, approval of the Board, w:hat-in the Federa
tion's view-these governing principles are. 

SS. The Board will appreciate that the British industry cannot advance 
this matter further at the present stage since they have received no indica
tion either from the Tata Company's representation 01' subsequently that they 
are prepared to enter int" any arrangements for co-operation in the Indian 
market. This notwithstanding the fact that they have already reaped a 
very substantial benefit from the co-Operation in the British market which 
resulted,from the Ottawa Agreements, co-operation entered into by the British 
industry in a liberal spirit in the full expectation that the earliest possible 
opportunity would be taken of reciprocation in the Indian market. 

S4. The governing principles in any scheme of co-operation. to which 
the British industry would subscribe are as follows:- _ 

'(a) That the Indian producers must be enabled tq sell the whole of 
their output. 

(b) That the consumer must be given the benefit of the lowest possible 
price for each class of product based Qn the Indian prodUC!!l'1I 
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actual cost' and: a reasonable allowance for overhead expenses" 
depreciation and profit. 

(c) That subject ,t() (a) agreed minimum basis prices and extras where 
applicable shall be established both for the Indian producers 
and the British industry which shall be the same in the Indian 
producers freight disadvantage areas as in their freight 
advantage areas. 

(d) .In the event that the Indian producers are unable to dispose of 
their output on the basis of the niinimum prices and extras, 
the British industry would advance its prices temporarily, firstly 
in the Indian producers freight advantage areas and thereafter, 
if necessary, in the freight disadvantage areas, by such amounts 
as may be mutually agreed. 

(e) That the Tata Company's output of steel shall be apportioned to 
its various rolled products in order of priority on the following 
basis:-

(1) For rails and fishplates. 
N.B.-No· price arrangement would appear to be necessary 

here, the price of the imported product without duty being, 
i.n any case, higher than the Tata Company's probable selling 
prices. . 

(2) For the requirements of Re-rollers of steel, wherever situated, in 
the ~orm of billets, tinplate bars, merchant bars, sleeper 
plates, etc., on the basis of national prices for such semi-. 
finished material with agreed prices for the finished products 
if competitive with the 'fata Company's products. 

\3) In the case of steel sold both in the tested and untested cate
gories in the proportions of the two categories (approximately) 
which have been established over the last seven years. 

(4) In the case of sheets in accordance with such agreement as may 
be entered into between the British Sheet Makers' Conference 
and the Indian industry. These very broadly would appear to 
the Federation to be the requisite governing principles as far 
as they can be stated without discussion with -the Indian pro
ducers themselves. 

N.B.-The Federation has already stated in its main application that 
the United Kingdom industry is prepared to take the requisite steps to 
ensure the maintenance of an effective organisation, provided it is assured 
of co-operation on the part of the Indian producers and the benevolent 
interest of the Government of India in its development. This organisation 
would be responsible for the effective co-ordination and satisfactory working 
of the scheme of co-operation. 

35. The smooth and satisfactory working of the agreement at present 
in force between the Indian producers and the British industry with regard 
to sales of pig iron in the British market gives the Federation every con
fidence in saying that the co-ordination and satisfactory working of such agree
ments as may be entered into for the Indian mlU"ket should present no 
difficulty. 

36. While under the proposed scheme of co-operation, the interest of the 
British industry in the Indian market for products produced in India would, 
in effect, be limited to requirements surplus to Indian production, the 
Federation desirlls to make it clear that the British industry could only 
agree to such co-operation if it is reasonably secured in regard to its interests 
in such sUi"plus requirements by the imposition of adequate duties on iron 
and steel products from all other countries whether of a size, class or kind 

. at present produced in India or not so prClduced. . 
37. The Federation has already in this representation assured the Board 

in regard to the ability of the British industry to supply all the surplus 
requirements of India in untested as well as tested steel at fair selling 
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prices based on the Tata Company's actual cost provided that the Britllih 
iron and steel products ar~ admitted to India free -of duty or bearing a 
small revenue duty only. 

3S. Effective protection for the Indian producer against the competition 
of the Continental and Japanese steel makers is clearly necessary in any case 
and it is submitted that the proposals of the British industry, so far from 
imposing any additional bnrden on the consumer, go a very long way to 
mitigate the hurden which-the policy of protection for the producer must 
impose in any case. 

39. At the same time they provide a means of assuring that the surplus 
requirements of India will be fully met without injury to the Indian producers 
pending the legitimate increase of the Tata Company's output or the erec
tion of further steel works in India. In this connection the Federation 
desires it to be understood that the British industry's scheme of co-operation 
includes not only the Tata Company but any other producer. 

40. Further such co-operation encourages the expectation that other 
branches of British industry would co-operate in the same spirit with any 
other allied industry in IndIa and it is hoped that the Government of India 
","ill assist such development by instituting further preferences and increasing 
existing preferences for British products. 

(3) Letter dated the 24th January, "1934, from M1·. I. F. L. Elliot. 
As requested by the President of the Board during t4e-' hearing of my 

evidence on the 18th December, 1933, I have pleasure in giving as attached 
two recent instances showing the current invoiced prices of British tested 
bars c.i.f. Bombay without landing charges Or duties. 

I regret that I have been unable to obtain a wider range of invoiced 
prices owing to tl}e apparent absence of orders for British imported bars 
for some time. The instances given, however, show that the Board can rely 
upon the price of such bars as are at present or are likely to be imported 
from the United Kingdom being based on the Steel makers recognised basis 
price of £8-7-6 per ton f.o.b. for bars with varying extras according to the 
specification for tensile and other factors ranging from Rs. 10 per ton to 
considerably higher figures. 

Actual Invoiced Prices 01 British Tested Bars c.i.!. Bombay without landing 
charges 01' duties. 

I Actual in voiced 
Date. Size. Quantity. 

I' 
pricce c.i.f. 

Bombay. 

22nd August, 3!' dis. 10 tons. £9·17-6 (includes 108 
1933. extra for 23/27 tons 

tensile quality). 

30th September. 5', 41',41' an.d About 3 tons each size £9·7-6. 
1933. 31'· (supplied along with 

considerable quantity 
of plates, angles, etc.). 

(4) Letter dated the 24th January, 1934, from Mr. I. F. L. Elliot. 

I beg to refer to a question put to me by a Member of the Board in the 
cOurse of the evidence tendered by me on the 18th December last in r~gard 
to the possibility of steel being admitted to India at a lowel:. rate of duty 
than that applicable for the country of origin. 

1 have discussed this matter with the Member for the Central Board of 
Revenue and with the Assistant Collector of Customs in ·charge of Imports 
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and it does not appe'ar, in fact, that any evasion of duty has occurred. 
Furthermore, it is considered that the .Indian Tariff Act and the arrange. 
ments made under the Ottawa Agreements preclude' such a possibility. In 
order to qualify for preferential rates of duty, the Indian Customs Authori
ties insist upon the invoices being signed by the Indian Trade Commissioner 
in London and, in the case of galvanised sheets, the invoices must also bear 
the signature of the Oriental Steel Company. 

(5) Letter tfuted the 24th January, 1934, from Mr. 1. F. L. Elliot. 
I 'beg to refer to the request made by the President of the Board during 

the course, of the evidence tendered by me on the 18th December last for a 
statement of the Federation's view on paragraph 100 of the Tats Company's 
,·epresentations. I have to reply as follows:-

It is noted that in paragraph 100 of the Tata Company's representations 
it is suggested that the adjustment of Re. 7 per ton required to give effect 
to the difference in prices of tested and untested steel, should be weighted 
in accordance with the proportions of tested and untested steel sold by the 
Tata Company in 1932-33 .. 

The Federation agree with the principle of enabling the purchaser of 
untested steel to purchase his supplies at prices less than the prices of tested 
steel. While the method of apportionment adopted by the Board in 1927 would 
appear to be something of a mathematical "tour de force" if the Board 
is satisfied that it has the desired effect, the Federation does not wish to 
suggest any change in the method. The Federation is, however, of opinion 
that the prices and proportions of tested and untested steel shown by the 
Tata Company for the year 1932-33 do not represent normal 'conditions and, 
if this period were taken, there would undoubtedly be placed upon the 
consumers of tested steel an undue burden. It is stibmitted that the 
apportionment should be made on the basis of the figures used in this 
connection by the Board in 1927 as more applicable to normal conditions of 
trading and with the object of avoidiBg any undue incentive to lower the 
standards of quality in structural work in India. 

(6) Letter dated the 26th January, 1934, from Mr. 1. F. L, Elliot. 

In the course of a recent interview with the President of the Board when 
the question of the comparative incidence of de~recia~i~n, interest o~ work
.ing capital and overhllads. on the cost per ton m. BritIsh steel practIce ,was 
under discussion I mentIOned that the FederatIOn had already exammed 
this question and had ascertained that, in the case of six representative. 
BritlRh Steel Companies, the average cost per ton worked out at 4Is. lId., 
based on interest on working capital for three months (this is in accordance 
with general British practice) or if six months wer~ taken 4!is. I,ler ton. 
Since however "overheads" for the purpose of tillS calculatIOn mcluded 
work; overhead~, which it is understood that the Tata Company cover in their 
cost, the figures would lIOt, or ('ourse, be strictly ('omllRrable with those sub
mitted by the Tata Company, 

In accordance with the President's reql\est I have communicated with 
the Federation in the hope that it might be possible to adjust these figures 
to a strictly comparable basis, but I regret that the Federation .are unable 
to do this owing to the imposlIibility in British practice of separatmg general 
administration charges from works overheads. 

The Federation inform me, however, that, according to the inland 
revenue valuation the average depreciation of steel plant is taken at 7t 
per cent. No all~wance is made for buildings or furnaces but the inland 
revenue allows renewals as charges against income. . I trust that this 
information will be of service to you. 
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(7) LstteT dated 3rd February, 1934, from Mr. I. F. L •. Elliot. 
I beg to refer to the request made by the President of the Board during 

the course of the evidence tendered by me on the 18th December last that the 
Federation should consider the difficulties of, the Structural engineers in 
India, both in regard to the supply of steel for fabrication in Indill> and 
the competition of imporled British fabricated steel work, and to submit, 
proposals in regard thereto. 

To enable me to arrive at a clear understanding of these difficulties I have 
by the kind permission of the Board, studied the representations made by 
the structural engineers established in India and the replies given by them 
to questions put by the Board. 

I have also had numerous discussions with the structural engineers them
selves, and with the representative_of the Indian Branch of Dorman Long & 
Co., Ltd., as well as discussions with certain important consumers aJ;ld 
purchasing authorities. 

As a result I have been able to make a very full report through the 
Federation, for the consideration of the British Steel Makers and British 
Structural Enll;ineers, and I am now in a position to make certain proposals 
and to j!:ive the Board certain assurances, which the Federation hopes will 
completely satisfy the Board. 

There are two main aspects of the problem with which I propose to deal 
separately: -

(1)- A correct appreciation of the circumstances which are represented 
as being the cause of the difficulties referre~l to and the infer
ences to be drawn therefrolll. 

(2) The British industry's proposals for the future . 
.In order ,that the Board may understand the general point of view of the 

British industry in regard to this problem, I wish to emphasise the fact 
that, in the case of two of the- leading structural engineers established in 
India, the parent companies in the United Kingdom are two of the most 
prominent members' of the Structural Engineering Industry and as such are 
intimately associated with the Federation of the British Steel Makers. In 
the case of Dorman Long & Co., Ltd.,~important steel manufacturers

'they are of oourse also prominent members of the Federation. Further 
the structural engineers in India as .. hodv are probl'blv the most important 
actual and potential ronsumerA of British steel in India. The Federation 
is therefore concerned in regard to tbe prosperity of the structural engineers' 
in India and must rej!:ard their difficulties from the most sympathetic point 
t)f view possible. eRpecial1y when it is represented tbat such difficulties hll>ve 
been aggravated, if not caused, by the action of their members. 

The Board will also appreciate that the last thing the Federation desires 
ill to attempt to apnortion blame or to minimise the difficulties of the 
structural enE!ineers in India. The Fed.,ratinn's main concern is to make 
constructive proposals. which it is hoped will relieve these difficulties and 
will hring back prosperity to the Indian industry. 

With regard to the first aspect of the problem_ In order that the Board 
may have M ('omnlete a lli~t.ure as llossihlp from th" noint of view of 
those engaged in the structural engineering industry in Tndin. Ht mv reqnest 
the representatives of thfl Indian Bran~h of Dorman Long & Co .. Ltd .• has 
prepared a memornndum <{enlinE! wit,h a number of points raised by the other 
structural engineers in India which memorandum I endose herewith. 

The federation. naturally. can accept ,no reRnonsihilitv for the statements 
m3de in this memorandum. whi"h in'e made from t,he point of view of an 
individual f'on"ern engaged in the Industrv in India. nna' onp which lDay 
nerhaps feel thnt some misrep_Tesentation- ha. taken plll~e with_ Tpgnrd to 
their activities. 

The Federat.ion desires however t,o point Ol1t that. while the t'npitlll 
investment of Dorman, I .. ong & Co .. Ltd., in Indi" is not comparable with 
that of Braithwait!l ~ Co./ it is at any rate, sufficient to epaure that the 
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parent 'Company wo~ld' not willingly' adopt a policy detrimental to the 
structural engineers in India, including their Indian branch,. and to /iiUggest 
that the primary causes of the present deplorable state of the structural 
engineering industry in India are to be sought elsewhere. . 

As it. is possiblj that the Board may desire further information, parti
cularly In regard to conversion costs and effective output capacity of the 
Indian industry, ;r have to state that Dorman Long & Co.'s representative is 
prepared to appear before the Board to answer. questions or to give any 
further information in his power, if so desired. . 

It would appear to the Federation as self evident that the primary cause 
of the present position of the Indian industry is insufficient .demand, a 
feature which, unfortunately has been common to industry all over the world, 
and secondly, the failure of the Indian industry to adjust itself to this 
state of affairs in a manner which would at an.y rate minimise losses, if not 
actually conserve profits. It would appear that the industry instead of 
cutting down expenses and capital commitments has tended to expand more 
rapidly than could be justified under conditions existing. 

This has led to a suicidal internal competition in every branch of the 
industry, and as a result, unfortunately feelings have become embittered and 
possible grievances exaggerated. Under these conditions it "'would seem that 
all the' structural engineers have felt compelled to compete for every kind of 
structure regardless of the comparative suitability of their plants for fabri
l'ating such structure. 

It will be noted, for instance, Messrs. Jessop & Co., in paragraph 35 
of their representation suggest a fair selling price, based on full" output 
and steel at Rs. 120, of Rs. 245 in the case of heavy bridge work and 
Rs. 225 for ordinary structuml wor:t On the other hand Braithwaite & (',0. 
in paragraph 38 of their representation, item 4, indicate the cost of conver
sion for heavy bridgework as Rs. 80 per ton and for structural work Rs. 90 
per ton. That is to say, that in the case of one plant heavy bridge work. is 
stated to cost Rs. 20 per ton more than ordinary structural work whereas 
in the other case it is stated to cost Rs. 10 less. There would seem to be 
only one explanation of this discrepancy possible, 'Viz., that the one plant is 
laid out for ordinary structural work and the other plant especially for 
heavy bridgework. It is clear, under these circumstances, that very substan
tial savings could be effected by some arrangement to con('('ntrate, so far as 
possible, the most suitable type of work in each plant. 

The Federation cannot avoid the conclusion that the crying need of the 
Indian industry to-day is some kind ·of rationalisation and suggests that, in 
view of the seriousness of the position, the Board should even consider 
making a continuance ·of protect.ion. conditional upon satisfactory assurances 
being given that this will be done. 

Where anything approaching such conditions have existed in British 
industry, His Majesty's Government has not hesitated to adopt this attitude, 
with most benefidal results to the industry itself. 

The alternative remedy proposed by Messrs. Jessop &, Co. and Messrs. 
Braithwaite & Co., that there should be, in effect, prohibition of imports of 
fabricated steel work. within which framework the consumer would be 
protected from having to pay undue price by continuance of internal ('ompeti
tion, appears to the Federation entirely uusound and uneconomic. 

Under the present protective duties, the British structural engineers have 
found that, except in the case of special products of their industry in which 
reputation and design are at least as important a factor .as cost, the 
')Jossibility of competing with the Indian industry does not exist. The figures 
of importation!'t during reC'ent years fully bear out this view. 

It is noted that l\fessrs. Jessop & Co. at the commencement of their 
representation state " that the (Indian) manufacturers have done their part 
in meeting the expectations of the Board by up to date improvements in 
the plant and organisation, and they could now stand on their own ('ould 
they but secure enough work". The Federation is satisfied that this is 
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indeed the case ,and that the conversion <)Osts of the structural engineers 
in India, including a fair allowance for deprec~ation and profit, would 
certainly not exceed conversion costs in the United Kingdom with little or 
dO profit. In addition the structural engineers in India are likely to receive 
substantial relief in the fair selling price established by the Board for Indian 
rolled steel. . 

The Federation therefore submits that, so far from increased protection 
being necessary, the position of the Indian industry will be secured agaitlJ:lt 
British competition with no protective duty whatever, particularly having 
regard to the assurances which I am now authorised to give to the Board on 
behalf of the British industry, and which will be stated later in this 
representation. 

As regards the request of the str,!ctural engineers in India, that protec
tion should 'be extended to various classes of structures not at present subject 
,to protective 'duties, the Federation desires to comment as follows:-

Electric transmission l'ine towers or pylons, 

Apart from any other consideration, it appears that the cost of galvanising 
such structures in India is prohibitive owing to the fact that no suitable 
galvanising plant for such work exists. Since there is no regular demand for 
.uch structures, it could not be considered an economic proposition that the 
'heavy expense of· installing suitable plant should be incurred to meet occa
sional demands, but which spread over a period of years can hardly be 
expected to give a satisfactory return. 

Here the question of freight disadvantages is likely also to be a serious 
difficulty. A galvanising plant situated in one part of India would be ill
suited from the point of view of transport charges to carry out the necessary 
work for the whole of India, and it would, certainly be impossible to consider 
installing more than one galvanising plant, for this purpose . 

. Xn the question of freight disadvantage generally the ,Federation )Vishes 
to suggest that a very onerous burden would be placed upon the consumer if 
this consideration were entertained for the benefit of an industry mainly 

• ('entered round Calcutta, and that some scope should be allowed for the 
operation, and develoJlment of smaller structural engineering concerns in 
other parts of India who can use Indian steel'upon which freight disadvantage 
,has already been allowed for. 

Pressed Steel Tanks. 

The Federation considers that in view of the reduced fair selling price 
for steel plates of Indian manufacture, which is likely to be established 
by the Board, so far from there being need .for any surcharge on the present 
duty to ensure fabrication in India for this class of work; fabrication 
will be hound to take place in India based on Indian steel, even without 
any duty at all. 

Structural part 0/ C1'anes and conveyin(J. machinery. 
" 

The efficiency of the Indian steel and structural engineering industries 
are, in the opiuion of the Federation, upquestionably such as to ensure a 
progressive development of the manufacture in India of special structural 
products of this character, even if duties existed. The importance of design 
and reputation from the purchaser's point of view should not, however, be 
lost sight of. The Federation submits that it would be a great mistake to 
attempt to accelerate this development by the imposition of unnecessary 
duties. ' 

Barrage gates and Canal regltlators. 

In regard to ,these special products which are only in occasional demand 
in connection with major capital projects. the same considerations apply 
with .,vengreater force. partiCUlarly in view of the fact that the proportion 
of the CORt of fabricated 8~eel worlr is only ,about 50 per cent.' . 
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" Wit~ the ?,x~eption. of pres~ed steel tanks, these products are, in any case, 
Machlllery Imports to whICh the Government of India has decided that 

special considerations with regard to the imposition of duties apply. _ 

The Federation appreciates that the proposal that protective duties should 
be applied to these products is due to the desperate need for a greater 
volume of wo.rk for t~e ;Indian industry. In the opinion of the Federation, 
however, an Increase In the volume of work, having regard to the needs of 
the country as a whole, should be sought in other ways. , 

It i~ noted that ~essrs. Jessop & Co. on page 34 of their representation 
,deal. WIth the quest.lOn of "State competition". If the figures given, as 
apphca~le; to one raI~wa!, are correct, it would appear that the Government 
of IndIa Itself has III Its power to remedy most of the difficulties of the 
atructur.al engineers, probably with a substantial saving to itself. The 
FederatIon, however, cannot help feeling that there must be 'some mistake 
about these figures. Nevertheless it seems very desirable to investigate this 
matter further. 

In all industrial countries the realisation is rapidly growing that the 
competition of railway workshops with private enterprise is a very 
undesirable feature in any national economy. Vested interests are thereby 
created which naturally seek to defend themselves, generally contrary to 
economic factors, and there is no doubt that grave injury to the national 
economy results. 

It would perhaps interest the Board to know that efforts are 
being made with increasing success in the United Kingdom to deal with 
this problem by the gradual elimination of railway competition with private 
enterprises. A notable example is furnished by the closing 'down some two 
vears ago of the railway and structural mills of the London-Midland and 
Srottish Uailway at CrewI'. by an arrangpment with British Steel Makers 
who are paying to this railway in annual instalments spread over ten years, 
a sum of monl>y representing an agreed valuation for the value of the pro
ducts transferred hy this railway to the steel makers. The incidence of these' 
Ilavments, haying regard to the yalne of the additional work, IS ,extremely 
light. 

The Government of India also has in its power to assist structural 
pngineering industry to a verv marked degree by instituting and encourag
ing the devl>lopment of capital schemes and rpplltcements. 

The Federation rpspectfully submit-q tl,at a bolder policy in this direc
tion is overdue. With finanC'i1l1 stability and c-hpap money the conditions 
favourllble to suc-h dp\'elonment Illready exist. Tho psychologic-al effect of 
Governmout giving It bold lead in this way ('annot he too strongly emphasised. 
It ('an not he regarded as merl'ly a c-oinc-idence that the remarkable revival 
of the basic industrif's in thl?' lTnitt'd Kingdom. whic-h took place during the 
latter part of 193.'3. datt's from the inauguration with Goyernment assistance 
of suc-h sc-hemes as. for example. the huilding of lllrge numbers of wagons 
of increasc-d ('anltrity, in collaboration with the coal owners, to replac-e exist
ing wagons still in serviee. hut not It''nding themselves readily to maximum 
eronomy in transport. owing to l,,"s of working time for constant repairs, as 
,,-ell as' to inndl'ouate c-apncity. A similar situation has developed in the 
ship building industry. whc-l't' R rE'yival is taking place in spite of the 
volume of tonnage laid up. on ac-c-ount of the infinitely greater eronomy of 
operating ships of modE'rn dc-sign. 

'Vith regard to tlle sec-ond nspert of the prohlem, it is c-Iear to the 
FE'deration that the British stl'pl makers have. although without any such 
delibE'mtl> intention. contributed to the difficulties of the structural engineer. 
ing industry in India, through their export refund arrangements, designed 
for ~ho assistance of the Uritish structural engineers. 
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. Reference ill made to this in Braithwaite & Oo.'s representation and in 
the memorandum prepared by Messrs. Dorman Long & Co.'s representative. 
As a member of the Joint Committee operat~ng these refunds ~ince their 
inception, I am able to inform the Board that the original intention of the 
refunds, so far as the Indian market is 'concerned, was to bring the home 
price of British steel supplied to the British structural yards down to the 
current export 'price for ,India and, with this object, for a long time, no 
refunds were granted in excess of 10 shillings per ton, representing approxi. 
mately the difference between the home price and the export price for rolled 
steel for India. 

Owing to shortage of work in the British structural yards and uhder 
preSsure from the British structural engineers. these ,refunds were increased, 
notably in the case of the Nerbuda Bridge to a' figure of 30 shillings per 
ton. Otherwise, so far as I can recollect, no refund in excess of 15 shillings'to 
20 shillings per ton has been granted. 

On beh;If of the British steel makers. I am now authorised to inform 
the Board that, subject to the continuance of differential duties on fabri
cated steel at such a level in the case of countries other than the United 
Kingdom, as may reasonably be expected to eliminate their competition'. 
the British industry undertakes not to grant refunds for fabricated steel 
work exported to India beyond what is necessary to bridge the gap between 
the home price cunent at the time and the established export price for plain 
material for India. 

The Federation hopes that the Board will be fully satisfied by this assur
ance that one aspect of the difficulty is thereby completely removed. 

There remains the Question of the competition of an integrated concern 
such as Dorman Long & Co. with a Branch fabricating steel work in India. 
There is no other concern in the United Kingdom at present in this peculiaI' 
position but it is of course conceivable that this .might result in other ,cases 
from amalgamations. 

The Federation believes that the probable lowering by the Board of the 
fair selling price for Indian rolled steel will entirely remove the possibility of 
what might be con!!.idered. under the circumstatfces. unfair competition of 
this nature. The Federation is however satisfied that, Dorman Long & Co. 
and any other British Steel Maker who might, b" amalgamation, be 'in the 
same position. will be willing and anxious to fall in with any equita,ble 
scheme of rationalisation for the Iridian industry which may, be proposed. 

'I am also authorised bv Dorman Lone: k Co. to inform the Board that 
it is their intention, 'seriously and energetically to discuss with the Structura.l 
Engineers in India co-operation in regard to fabri<;lttion in India, parti
cularly in connection with the project of the Howrah "Bridge and. at the 
same time, general arrangements for such co-operation in j;he future. 

While the precise form for co-operation, both in regard to fabrication in 
India and the use of a very substantial proportion of Indian steel, is a 
matter for Dorman Lone: & Co. themselves to arrange with their present 
('ompetitors in India and one which cannot be pursued ·very far until the 
desill"n of, the bridge is definitelv settled and the proportion of steel within 
the Indian industry's capacity known. the Federation is satisfied. from the 
indications given by way to meet the desires of the Indian Steel industry and 
of the structural engineers in India. 

It may be mentioned that Dorman Long & Co. are prepared to negotiate 
with the Indian steAl indnst,ry for th" right to lllanuf,tctllre. for thA Indian 
market., their snAcial fl'igh TenRHe "Chromador" steel, .hould thiR he. .pe~i
fied for the bridge. They would naturally require to be satisfied that the 
Indian steel industry is able to produce" Chromador " to their satisfaction
a difficult material to manufacture involving special heat treatment-since 
otherwise its reputatioll might be seriously daJ!lagec:l, ~ ~heir de~!"jJ!lent. 

STEEL-m • F 
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In this connection, the proposals made by Braithwaite & Co. for special 
duty on high tensile steel are not understood. The use of large spans in 
the Howrah Bridge would have been inevitable for economic design with 
mild steel just as mueh as with high tensile steel. Messrs. Braithwaite & 
Co. 's proposals, if adopted, would appear to have the effect of denying to 
India the benefits to be gained by the use of high tensile steel as against 
mild llteel. These benefits may be greater in the case of large strnctures, 
but they also apply to a large extent to small structures, and, on that account, 
it is understood that high tensile steel is likely to be used on an increasing 
scale in other kinds of structural work such as wagon building. 

There can be 110 doubt that the Indian steel industry will be able to 
manufacture high tensile steel at least as economically as it can be manu
factured in Great Britain, and there cannot possibly be any adequate re860n 
for distinguishing between high tensile steel and mild steel for purposes of 
protective duty. 

The Federation hopes that the obvious advantages of co-operation amongst 
the structural tlngilleers in India with regard to fabrication of the steel work 
for the Howrah Bridge in their own interests, will ensure that discussions 
to that end will be brought to a satisfactory conclusion. 

To appreciate the position fully, however, it is necessary to state for 
the information of the Board that Dorman Long & Co. are, in this instance, 
in a somewhat unique position, in alone hliving in their possession very 
expensive equipment necessary for the erection of a bridge of this magni
tude-.:....a competitive advantage which the Federation feels sure the Board 
will agree should not be denied to the purchasing authority under any 
scheme of co-operation covering the supply of steel and its fabrication. 

The position resulting from the assurances which the Federation has 
already given in regard to plain steel and is now able to giv~ with regard to 
fabricated steel, 80 far as the British steel industry, which it represents, is 
concerned, can therefore be summarised as follows:-

(1) The possibility of British rolled steel being 'imported into India 
. for fabrication at any lower prioe than is likely to be established 

by the Board as the fair selling price for the Indian steel industry 
can be dismissed. In any case the provision for the ~pplication 
of off-setting duties would entirely remove the incentive to do 
so, even if it were possible. 

(2) The British Structural Engineers will not in future subject to the 
continuance of adequate differential duties in India on imported 
fabricated steel work from countries other· than the United 
Kingdom, be able to obtain steel at less than the export price 
for rolled I1Iaterial. 

In addition to this, the Indian fabricating industry is protected by 
the higher rate of freight applicable to structural steel work 
from the United Kingdom, as compared with plain steel, which 
is at present 428. 6d. per ton (rebated by special arrangement 
for large tonnage to 30s.) as against 208. per ton. 

Since British conversion costs are certainly not lower than conver
sion costs in .India, it is impossible to see how British fabricated 
steel work can be sold in India at a lower price than any fair 
selling price which the Board is likely to establish for the Indian 
structural industry, even if no duty at all applies. 

(3) The possibility of a cOllcern suc·h as Dorman Long & Co. having an 
advantage in the use of their own ste!>i for fabrication in India 
Jnay be l'egardeda.~ entirely removed by the probable I'eduction 
in the fair selling price of Indian structural steel. 

The fact that Dorman Long & Co. have been compelled recently to quote 
/lucl 1!-\lCf\p~ ruinous prices for fabrioati!<'I steel work i}l explained, not by any 
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advantage with regard to the supply of steel but simply as suggested by a 
representative of Braithwaite & Co. during their evidence as follows:-

" They may~ have got rolled .steel at Rs. 145 and they are recovering 
.onlymaking wages and no overhead expenses whatever at this 

- end:" 

As Dor\llan Long & Coo's representative states in the attached 
memorandum, it is possible to incur even greater losses through failure to 
obtain any work at all. 

The desire of Dorman Long & Co. to terminate this state of affairs can 
certainly be no less than that of the other structural engineers in India. 

The Federation earnestly hopes that the assurances g{ven and the sugges
tions made in. this representation will serve to that end. 

Enclosure. 

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY MESSRS. DORMAN LONG & CO., LTD., CALCUTTA. 

We, the Bran~ in India of Dorman .Long & Co., Ltd" wocl.d like to 
make the following observations on the Representations to. the Tariff Board 
o.f our competitors which if not corrected would undoubtedly cause incalculable 
damage to. British Steel Makers generally and to British Structural Engineers 
in particular. 

It should be clearly understoo.d that our activities alo.ne are referred 
to. in these Representatio.ns, for no other Steel Maker possesses large Bridge' 
Shops in England and a Branch Works in India. 

It is no. doubt a matter of concern to competitors that our bridge and 
steel works in close' proximity to one another at the Sea port of 
Middlesborough are excellently placed for the world wide export trade we 
enjoy, but we do not think there is a parallel case in the whole of Great 
Britain. -

Undoubtedly if we thought fit we would be quite within out' l'ights in 
transferring material from the Mills to the Bridge Department at specially 
low rates. Our competitors, however, have endeavoured te give the Board the 
impression that the possibilities of the inter-departmental arrangements of 
our Company in Great Britain are common practices throughout the British 
Steel Trade, which is not the case, and that British Structural Engineers 
in league with British Steel Makers are making a deliberate attempt to 
capture the Indian market by methods calculated to defeat the purpose 
of the present Tariff system. ~ 

(a) Imported Bridgework. 

Our competitors have cited the contract placed in the early part of 1933 
for the Nerbudda Bridge as proof of their allegations. In selecting this 
solitary contract from several similar ones let in recent years, they have been 
influenced by the knowledge that a comparison of British and Indian prices 
was less unfavourable to themselves in this case than in any other. 

Tabl~ No. 1 gives a comparison of Dorman Long's and Braithwaite's 
prices for this contract and Table No.2 a List of all the Tenders received 
and it will be seen that in every case British prices were substantially higher 
than those quoted by Indian firms. It will also be observed that although 
3 British Firms tendered for this work, our tender alone has referred to in 
the representations made to the Board: Furthermore, of the 'six prices 
submitted by UB, one only has been taken and without reference to the con
text used as a basi~ Oil which to pu~ up a Case agains~ the B.ritis4 Jndustry 
~s a ",401e, ..,' 

r2 
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TABLE No.1. 

THE NEBBUDDA BRlDGB. 

Schedule. Deacription. 

lb. About 11,390 tons of fabri
cated steelwork in the Bridge 
proper delivered f.o.r. site . 

III. Erection of the above 

Total 'cost of 11 ,390 tons of 
steel superstructure deliver
ed and erected 

Ia. About 1,747 tons of fabri
cated steelwork in curbs 
cylinders and grillages for 
the piers f.o.r. site 

.n. Cost of pier construction on 
the site 

Total cost of the Bridge 

Tender by 
Dorman Long 
'" Co.,Ltd., 

London. 

Re. 

24,12,303 
12,32,039 

36,44,342 

3,94,570 

.31,73,616 

72,12,528 

The Winning 
Tender'by 

Braithwaite '" 
Co., (India), 

Ltd.. CalCllltta. 

Rs. 

21,54,564 
6,76,270 

28,30,834 

3,19,157 

22,05,008 

53,55,599 



TABLE No.2. 

BOHBAY, BARODA AND CENTRAL INDIA RAILWAY. 

l«erbudda Bridge. 

List of Tenders. 

Sechedule No. 
r 

Ia. lb. (A 'bout 1,747 
tons of fabric (About 11,390 

n Tot&! 
Name of Contre.otor. Address. oated steel tons of fabric In 1&, lb, n 

work in ourba, cated Itrel. (Cost of pier (Erection of & In. 
oylinders and work in the construotion the bridge 

bridge proper on the site.) proper.) grillages for , delivered f.o.r. the piers lite.) " 
f.o.r. site.) 

Ra. Rs. Ra. Rs. Rs. 

Martini, Burns and Jessotl • • Calcutta 3,30,180 21,38,886 22,48,486 14,57,664 61,75,217 
Rai Bahadur Seth Fatehc und and Sonl Sukkur . .. .. 29,50,872 .. .. 
The Rindustan Construction Co. Bombay 3,26,649 21,76,711 22,21,163 8,72,533 55,97,056 

Xumardhubi Engineering Worke Kumardhubi • .. 24,f7,454 .. .. .. 
Rai Bahadur Jagm&! Raja Allahabad .. .. 28,76,058, 14,98.397 oo 

Dorman Long & Co., Ltd. · London · 3,94,569 24,12,303 31,73,615 12,32,039 72,12,528 

Ditto · Calcutta · 4,42,663 25,84,298 .. .. oo 

Cleveland Bridge Co. · · Darlington 4,58,783 28,72,592 31,19,570 14,93,801 79,44,748 
Sir William Arrel ~nd Co. · Gl&Sgow 0 4,26,689, 28,23,447 oo .. .0 

KruPE. •• . · . Germany . 6,18,137 34,51,288 oo .. .. 
Bre.it waite and Co. . · . Calcutta · 3,19,157 21,54,564 22,05,608 6,76,270 53,55,599 
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We were most anxious to carry out the entire Mntract for this Bridge 
and tendered what 'were thought to be the keenest possible prices: that 
our tender was much higher than others submitted in India is in itself a 
commentary on the unreasonable internal competition then and now 
prevailing. . ' . 
' .. When making up a'tender of this nature the l'ight reserved to the pur
chaser of dividing the work has to be taken into account. In tbis case the 
order only for the erection of steelwork was not desired by us as it. would 
have meant the provision of plant and organisation on a. Bcale dispropor
tionateto the !alue of this section of the work .. 

As a safeguard against this contingency the price for erection was kept 
high and the price of steelwork delivered to site decreased correspondingly, 
the estimated total cost, 'viz., 36,44,342 being maintained. 

It may therefore be taken that the figure of 24,12,303 does not apply to 
imported British Fabricated Steelwork but is actually based on and is some
what lower than the amount of the alternative tender submitted by our 
Calcutta Works for steelwork fabricated in India. 

This alternative tender amounting to Rs. 25,84,298 when divided by the 
tonnage 11,390' gives a rate of Rs. 227 per ton f.o.r. Broach corresponding 
to Rs. 205 f.o.l'. Calcutta Works: the latter rate allows for fabrication with 
Tata Tested Steel at an assumed all round figure of Rs. 115 per ton delivered 
f.o.r. Calcutta Works. On making the further assumption that Tatas would 
supply similar material f.o.r. Bombay at an extra of Rs. 5 per ton over 
Calcutta prices, the figure of Rs. 210 f.o.r. Bombay or Rs. 217 f.o.r. Broach 
is obtained as the probable basis of competitors tenders. 

Our tender for British steel and British fabrication, viz., Rs. 24,12,303, 
i.e., at the rate of Rs. 211-8 f.o.r. BrQach-Rs. 205 f.o.r. Bombay, could 
therefore be reasonably assumed as meeting internal competition, but at the 
sanie time leaving open the door for SUbletting, it beiBg inconceivable that 
the work would be permitted to go abroad. 

Had we been quoting for imported British Bridgework without reference 
to erection, the rate on this occasion would have been Rs. 222 f.o.r. Bombay, 
equivalent to £12 per ton f.o.b. Middlesbrough.· 

With material costing £6-10 per ton this would leave a margin for conver
sion of £5-10 say Rs. 73 at which price we think big lots of repetition work 
of this character would have been attractive to our Middlesbrough Works 
at the end of '1932, the time of the tender, but not necessarily so at the 
present time. 

Since December, 1929, British FJxport Prices for Plain Materials have 
been as' follows:-

Beams and Sections 

Plates 

which are considerably below home prices. 

, 
~ 8. d. 
776 

715 0 

There is however an arrangement in force whereby Constructional Firms 
can obtain an export refund on plain material delivered to their works for 
fabrication and ultimate export. 
, The· actual amount of the refund varies according to the' merits of the 

enquiry but is arranged to bridge the gaps between home and export prices 
for plain material and the difference between ocean freights on plain and 
fabricated· material. 

. The price for material on this occasion was fixed exceptionally low, but 
it should. be remembered that unusually keen competition was anticipated 
for this contract • 

. We .are informed that up to the present no large contracts have been 
booked fOI: India under this scheme. 
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It should he pointed out that when preparing. our alternative tender for 
Indian fabrication our Calcutta Works· had to assume a rate for Tata 
material due to Tatas refusal to quote us except on unacceptable terms. 

From table No. 2 it will be seen the ioint tender of Messrs. Martins, 
Burns and Jessops for the supply of this bridge f.o.r. Broach was Rs. 21,38,886 
Dividing by the tonnage 11,390 we obtain a rate af-

Rs. 188 delivered Broach. 
=Rs._166 f.o.r. Calcutta Works. 



TABLE No. S. 

IMPORTANT INDIAN BRIDGE CoNTRACT&, 1928-33. . 
Tenders by Dorman Long & Winning Tenders. 

Quantity Country Co., Ld.· 
Date of Tender. Name of Bridge. of of 

Steel. Fabrication. Total price. Price per ton. Total price. Price per ton. 

TODS. Re. Rs. Rs. 
March,1928 . - Bally or Willingdon, 17,000 British Steel Fabri- . 481a.khs. 262 f.o.r. Caloutta. 47lakhs . Rs. 276 f.o:r 

E.I.R. eated in England. Calcutta Works. 

December, 1929 • -Irrawaddy, or 
BurmaRlys. 

Ava, 9,741 Ditto . 2411akhB. 250 i.o.r. Rangoon. 2311akhB . Rs. 240 f.o.r 
Calcutta Works. 

February, 1932 Betwa ancf Narayan, 2,429 Ditto 6,39,132 263 f.o.r. Bomba-y. 4,74,269 Rs. 195 f.o.r. Bam 
G. I. P.Rly. bay Works. 

July, 1932 . tJumna, N. W. Rly. 5,663 Ditto . 13,05,000 230 f.o.r. Karacbi. 11,73,798 Rs. 207 f.o.r , Calcutta Works. 

J anuary, 1933 Rutla-m.Khandwa, B., 488 Ditto 1,25,478 257 f.o.r. Bombay. 99,393 Re.203 f.o.r, Bom 
B. & C. I. Rly, bay Works. 

March, 1933 Chambal, G. I. P, Rly. 3,636 Tata Steel Fabri- 7,68,693 
oated in India. 

212 f.o.r. Calcutta. 8,97,175 Rs. 192 f.o.r 
Calcutta. Works. 

March, 1933 Sindh, G. I.P. Rly. 832 Ditto 1,76,542 212 f.o.r. Calcutta. 1,57,391 Rs. 189 f.o.r 
'Calcutta Works. 

- The prices for the Willingdon and the Ava Bridges are approximate. Except in the case of the Ava Bridge, the above-mentioned contracts were 
10le1y for the supply or fabricated steelwork-the rates were not influenced by related tenders for erection and civil engineering at the site. 

tIt ahould also be pointed out that the Jumna Bridge has two floor_one for a roadway and the other for a railway, consequently a larger 
proporpon than usual of the weight consi6ted of relatively cheap floor construotion. The price for this work is therefore lower than that given for other 
imported Bridges. " 



Table No. 3 shows the prices quoted by ourselves and the sucoessIUI. 
tenderer for all the more important, Bridge Contracts let since the Company 
opened an .Indian Branch at the end of 1927. ~t will be seen, that works 
prices for high class Indian bridgework including Cast Steel bearings, have 
fallen from its. 276 per ton to lts. 189 in 5 years. Prices for plain tested 

, material have varied very li~tle throughout the period, so the margin for 
conversion has been lowered il'om Rs. 125 to Rs. 50 pel' ton approximately; 
in other .words conversion figures were 150 per cent. higher In 1928 than 
1933. If the Calcutta Works price' apparently based on by Jessops and thei:' 
associates for the Nerbudda bl'idge is taken into account, viz., Its. 166 pet' 
ton, the fall in the margin for conversion is even more startling. We are 
of the opinion, however, that this price should not be taken for' comparatiw 
purposes any more than the price deducted by Braithwaites for Dorman Long 
Bridgework delivered f.o.r. Bombay, viz., Rs. '202 ller ton, as obviously both 
are inseparably linked to the relatively much higher prices concurrently 
quoted for Ere<;tion. 

(b) SteeZwork Fabricated in Oalcutta by Dorma~ Long &: 00. 
In Appendix v of their Representation, Braithwaites have given a partial 

list of the orders we ,have carried out at our Victoria Works, Calcutta, in 
the course of 2 years. 

These orders are described as "Examples where a Foreig'n, rolling mill 
which has put up fabricating works in India has imported plain 
material' and converted it into bridgework and sold it, at dumping 
prices ". 

, This statement is quite misleading. 
In the case of the first item on the list, viz., The' Bharat Insurance CO.'8 

Building, 112 tons of Broad Flange Beams of Continental manufacture were 
used under instructions from the Architect. and the cost of this material 
delivered into our Works was Rs. 123 per ton. 

A proportion of Tata material was used for niost of these orders: this 
was acquired from Tata stockists and other sources on account of Tatas 
refusal to sell to us direct. ' 

These orders amount to 2,130 tons out of a total output of approximately 
5,000 tons and as they were taken in keen competition do not show representa-
tive prices. ' 

It should be pointed out that the loss of an order is not necessarily proof 
of lower rates having been quoted: of the 2,130 tons in 'question approxi
mately 1,400 tons .. ,wel:e. lump . .Bum contracts awarded to us, on our own 
designs and goodwill excellence of design and speed of delivery are often 
determining factors: the large stocks of plain material carried at our Victoria 
Works frequently enable ,us to give earlier deliveries than competitors . 

. Were they so minded, no doubt Braithwaites could give much longer lists 
of the orders they l1ave lost to their other competitors whose operations are 
on a larger scale' than our· own. judging from, their 'clainls of. effective capacity; 

TABLE No.4. 

CALOUTTA. TENDERS. 
" 

Dorman Accepted Date. ,Name. Tonn~ge. Long's' 
Price. Price. 

Per 'ton. Rs. per ton. 
lI3y, 1929. Great Eastern Hotel '. '. 1,250' 256 230 

December, 1929 • New Offices for O.E.S •• .. 750 230 205 

~ 



Dorman I Accepted Date. Name. Tonnage. Long's 
Price . Price. 

• Per ton. Rs. per ton. 

September, 1930 New Offices for .. The States. 750 203 Not divulged. 
man. " 

May,1933. . Southern Generating Station, 
C.E.S. 

175 197 .. " 
September, 1933. New Offices for United India 

Life Assurance (,0. 
500 173 

" " 

Above prices include delivery in Calcutta and erection. 

TABLE No.5. 

RANGOON TENDERS. 

Date. Name. Tonnage. Price 
Remarks. per ton. 

£ .. d. 

January, 192~ University · 2,150 
~14 17 .6 

" ,~ 
New Law Courts · 3,000 

December, 1928 • Town Hall . 1,005 16 12 6 

January, 1929· N ationa.l Bank · 865 16 13 0 

May, 1929. . Strand Hotel • · 675 16 10 0 

July, 1931. . Irrawaddy Flotilla 900 16 17 6 
Co.'8 New Offices. 

Total, · 8,595 15 12 0 Rs. 208 per ton o.i.f. 
average.. Rangoon ux:luding 

duty equiva.lent to 

\ 
Rs. 252 duty paid. 

Extension to the 
Date. Municipal Tounage. Tender. Rs. per ton. 

Offices. 

Re. 

February, 1932 • Dorman Long, Calcutta 

} 
·r 1,04,225 218r-Jessops ... I 94,298 

duty Free. 
197 Works price 

478 0{ would be 
Braithwaite. .. . 

l 
95,628 200 abeut 1\23 

per ton le88. 
Burns .. . ) 82,875 173 



TABLE No.6. 

Purchaser. Tender No. Date. Description. . Quantity. Na.me of Tenderer • Rate per ton. 

Tons. Rs. 
N •• W.Ry. . 211·S/11i0 lJIt Deoember, 1931 M. S. Bea.ring Plates for 3,412 Dorman Long & 00. ' . 174 f.o.r. K.a.ra.chi. 

75 lb. Rails. Continent. . 164 .. 
Ca.l;utta. • Henry Willia.ms • ll9·S .. 

Braithwaites .. 112 .. Bombay • 
Jessops 104 .. Calcutta. . 

M. S. Bearing Plates for 482 Dorma.n Long & Co. 174 .. K.a.rl'ocbi. 
60 lb. Rails. Continent. 164 .. .. 

Henry Williams. 127.8 .. Calcutta. 
Bra.ith waite. . 115 .. Bomba.y. 
JeBSops . 105 .. Calcutta. • 

We underst&nd Ta.ta's oft'ered plain bars to Indian fa.bricators at Rs 86 per ton f.o.r. Calcutta. 
The oontra.ot Was awarded to Jessop & Co. (see cutting .. India.n Tra.de Journal" dated the 11th February, 1932) and aSBuming Te.tll·s figare 

.of RI. 86 is correct, the margin for oonversion was Rs. If! and Rs. 19 per ton respectively. 

'N.-W. Ry. • ··1 ~1l.S/161 14th January 1933 •. M. S. Bearing Plates for I 585 Dorman Long & Co. ./157.8 £.0.:. Karaohi. 
60 Ibs. Rails. Braithwaites. 108·15·4 .. Calcutta 

• ~ . or Bombe.y. 

:N.-W. By. 211·B/170 

(See outting "Indian Trad!l Journal" da:ted the 27th April, 1933.) 

24;th July. 1933 •. M. S. Steel Sleepers a.t 
1711bs •. each. 

13,800 Nos. 
1053·9·2·16 

Dorman Long & Co. • 10·2 Each. 
Ta.tas (a.ccepted tender) 6·14 

Steel Loose Je.ws at· 6'12 59,340 Nos. Dorman l.ong & Co. • 0·5·9 
lb. each. 162·2·2·0 Te.te.s (e.ccepted tender) 0·3·11 

Steel Keys at 4'5!! lb.. 59,340 Nos. Dorman Long & Co. • 0-4.3 
6&oh. 120·15·3·26 Tatas (accepted tender) 0·2·4 

Dorma,n Long's a.Il round price per ton • • Rs. 131·2·6 . 
Tate.s .,...... .' ." 89·10 
(See outting .. Indian Trd.de Journa.l" dated the 9th November, 1933.) 
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We think the Board. win nbw realise that India has beeii ptactlcaiiy cfosed 
_ market to the Bridge builders of Great Britain for, the last 5 years and 

during that time no important Bridge contract has been placed with 
Continental fabricators. Dumping has not occurred and prices quoted by 
British Bridge Builders while unremunerative have not been cut throat in any 
sense of the word: far from their competition having been of a sporadic 
and erratic nature, it has been continuous and consistent, but unsuccessful. 

So far we have confined our remarks to Bridge' building, which demands 
the highest class of workmanship and in which branch of structural engineer
ing we. are chiefly interested. We have however found internal competition 
just as severe for ·the other classes of fabl'icated steel mentioned hereafter. 

'fable lio. '4 shows th\l competition we have experienced for steel framed 
buildings for private owners in Calcutta, while 1'ablli No. 5 indicates the 
contrast in prices we received for fabricated steelwork in Rangoon in the 
years 1928-31, with those subsequently tendered by Indian Fabricators when 
they commenced to compete in this market at the beginning of 1932. 

Table .No. 6 gives prices quoted in recent years for Bearing Plates and 
Pressed Sleepers for which lines it will be seen .that the mere fear of non
existent Foreign competition has depressed ,Indian prices to levels at which 
this market is also closed to the British. 

· With regard to other classes of fabricated work referred to in' the 
-representations, we would like to make the following comments:-

'P·ransmission Towc1'S.-ln recent· years huge grid systems of overhead 
electrical transmission have been constructed in Great Britain and the 
consequential demand for Transmission Towers has been so large that works 
specialising in this form of construction have come into existence. The 
closure of this source of cheap supply by high tariffs would, ih our opinion, 
put Electrical Undertakings and the public they serve to needless expense 
solely for the benefit of Indian Fabricators whose works ani not laid out for 
this class of work. 

Indian fabricators are also handicapped by the high cost of Galvanising 
which works out at about £9 per ton in Calcutta and also by the fact that 
lengths are limited to 10 ft. for one immersion and 20 ft. for two-we under
stand that lengths up to 30ft. are Galvanised in England for about £5-10 
per ton.. . 

On the rare occasions when Towers are in the market large numbers are 
generally required, quite beyond. the capacity of existing galvanising plant 
and the capital expenditure fOF additional plant to cope with such work is 
not warranted on account of the ,spasmodic nature of the demand. 

Sluice Gates and Cranes.--'Experience, reputation and individuality of 
design, which is usually protected :in some measure by patents, and the inter
dependence of the. electrical,. mechanical and structural components are 
factors that have led up to the practice of specialist firms of keeping technical 
work of this character largely in their own hands. 

This practice permits complete assembly of the finished article in work
ing order for test and insp.ection which is most important from the point of 
view of the overseas buyer who' generally has to make payment against 
shipment and welcomes previous proof that his purchase complies with makers 
guarantee of performance. : 

We therefore do~bt whether the separation even if practicable, of the 
structural framework from the rest. of the work, for assessment at a higher 
rate of duty would have much effect on imports as buyers are alive to the 
advantages of established practice. ,The value of the imports in question is 

· we imagine relatively small and if structural work accounted for half of it, 
we do not think the total ~lum& of such work could assist the Indian 

· fabricating industry appreciably. : 
Admittedly there are advarltages of manufacture within the country from 

:the point of view of transport; but, they carry most weight in the case of 
10verhead gantry cranes of large span, the demand for which is not extensive; 
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it is only fair to assume that when makers in competition forego this obvious 
advantage they ha.ve sound reasons for. doing so a.nd furthermore that buyers 
can be relied upon to look a.fter their own interests. 

High. Ten8ile Steel and th.e 'new Howrah. Bridge. 
The advent of the new High tensile steel that this Company has pa.tented 

in Great Britain under the name "Chromador Steel" has disconcerted our 
competitors in India.. 

After many years of research we -ha.ve found it commercially practicable 
to make and sell t.his steel at a. price at which its adoption is' economical 
for all structural purposes where strength is the governing factor. Com
pared with Mild Steel, Chromador Steel provides 50 per cent. greater strength 
at an increase in cost of only 15 to 20 per cent. with much greater resist
ance to corrosion. 

l'here appears to be confusion of thought with regard to the exigible 
duty; Chromador is a structural steel and as such is subject to the same 
tariff as structural steel of ordinary quality as distinct from expensive 
Alloy Steels. 

The essential metallic elements that are added to give Chromador its 
unique properties are present in . small amounts, viz., none exceeding 1·1 
per cent. and it is incorrect to state that this material can be classified· as 
an ... Alloy" Steel such as Tool Steel, Sta.inless Steel for Cutlery, etc., in 
which metals other than iron occur in proportions up to 50 per cent. and the 
duty on which is assessed at 10 per cent. ad valorem. 

The proposal that a.ny fees we might fix for the royalties under which 
this material may be made in India should be nullified by the fiscal policy 
of Government is one which we venture to suggest should not b!l consid!lred 
by the Tariff Board . 

.In .th!lir writt!ln r!lpresentation Braithwaites have ref!lrred to a. multi 
storied building in China. for which the use ~ High Tensile steel resulted 
in substantial economies and thereby. they contend that Indian export trade 
was "robbed" of 2,500 tons of steel. Adoptmg this line -of argument, it 
would appear that a. robbery is committed every time a steel structure is 
erected, no matter-where, of steel not of Indian origin. We can only say 
that until the Steel Trade in India is conducted in all its Branches with 
an efficiency approaching that of Foreign Industry, it will find 'it impossible 
to compete in free markets overseas should such exist. In oral Elvidence. 
they have given the Board to understand that' the wide spread use of 
Chromador will render much of their existing plant obsolescent. We however 
know from experience tha.t it is just as workable a.nd behaves in identically 
the same manner as Mild steel at all stages of fabrication which is borne 
ont by the foot that our mills are constantly receiving orders from users 
of steel in diverse industries. Braithwaites ha.ve also contended that there 
will be a general increase in the size of bridges so that in many case.~ the 
spans will exceed the capacity of their present Works : as practical bridge 
builders we have no hesitation in stating that except in the c&se of the 
Howrah Bridge their fears in this connection also are groundless. 

India. contains many of the longest bridges in the- world but they invariably 
consist of a. series of spans of ·modera.te length-a span of 350 ft. having 
been exceeded in three instances only. so far &S we are aware .. The New 
Howrah Bridge of a clear span of 1,500 ft. will be the first really hig hridge 
attempted and we do not think the need for another such will be felt for 
many years. 

The importance of this Bridge to the Steel Industry of India has, how
ever, been exaggerated-the steel required for its construction. is approxi-· 
mately 25,000 tons, which sprea<i over a construction period of 4 years 
will average 500 tons a month or about 1 percent. of Tata''S monthly' 
capacity. . 

We do not think it is. generally realised in India that we are the only. 
:Qridge Engineers ill> tqe Britisp 1iJmpiFe wqo ·hOlve designed, manufactured lind 
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erected work of greater magnitude. If contrary to its welfare the com
munity is denied the benefit of our experience and the economies that would 
result from the use of the expensive plant we already possess for such work, 
it will be at a price. 

Nevertheless no stone is being ieft unturned· by Steel makers who have 
never made high tensile steel on a commercial scale and Bridge builders who 
have never built a span longer than 350 ft. and whose yearly capacity is less 
than our monthly output, to make it impossible for ns to carry out this 
work. Our patent for Chrorruulor Steel, though fully accepted in Great 
Britain is being opposed in ,India, and if trade interests could bring it 
about they would. have the tariff policy for the whole of British India 
modified with a view to confining to themselves the contract for this Bridge, 
which when al! is said and done is only of local interest. 

'We have no hesitation in saying that the advent of Chromador has 
made the building of the Bridge at long last possible with the funds available 
for the purpose and if our competition for the work is eliminated, costs 
will rise to such a level that construction will be postponed indefinitely. 

St1'uctural Enginee.ring in India. 

Th~ deplorable condition to which the fabricating Industry of India has 
. been reduced at the present time is in no way attributable to British 
'fenders but is entirely due to internal competition resulting from insufficient 
work. 

Bridge works have been equipped and staffed on too lavish a scale, even 
should Trade revive, and figures for overheads based on the restricted produc
tion to whieh they are consequently committed should not enter into .t'Illcula
tions of fair, selling prices. 

The necessity of constantly employing 'large covenanted staffs in this 
Branch of Engineering results in overheads out of all proportion to labour 
costs: the latter for example for heavy Bridge work with much repetition 
are of the order of Rs. ,20 per ton, whereas the salaries of covenanted staffs 
are between Rs. 30 and Rs. 40 per ton. For lighter work, labour costs 
might easily be doubled-say Rs. 40 per ton. but as output would be halved, 
the fixed charge for salaries would also be doubled, 1,iz., Rs. 60 to Rs. 80 
per ton. 

Five out of six of ou1' competitors are not dependent on structural 
engineering for recovery of general overheads but can look to their depart
ments engaged in other branches of Engineering and tbeir interests in other 
industries to make good the losses they incur on bridge building and 
consequently such firms can quote extremely low prices without j~opardising 
their financial position as a whole. To meet such competition a firm like 
the Calcutta Branch of this Company, relying principally on Structural work 
for existence must in turn sell weH below absolute cost and be satisfied 
with a small margin over the prime cost of material and labour 
to keep unavoidable overhead losses as low as possible.. It might 
~ound paradoxical but the fact remains that less money is lost by taking 
('ontracts below cost and keeping works open than by closing down altogether; 
it should be remembered that fixed charges such as rental, depreciation, 
salaries, etc., have to be met in all conditions of trade. 

This state of affairs cannot be remedied by high duties on non-existent 
imports but only by agreement between the Works affected to quote higher 
p!"ioes. . 

A good deal of our rivals' representation is devoted to a fanciful descrip
tion of the imaginarv diHkulties of the future that will arise out of thE" 
proposals for rationalisation only recently initiated for the resuscitation of 
tho British Steel Industry. 'Ve ourselves prefer the view that now Great 
Britain has embarked on a poi Icy of protet'tion as a result of whil'h the home 
market is assured, export prices for plain material which have been steady 
for years will rise and with a revival of shipping ..due to the' t'onstantll 
impfQvili/l tr~d~ position of (if~l\~ :Pri~lIll1, fNiSht raws will also rise. 
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On the other hand if it is admitted that the Indian Steel Industry no 

longer has a case for protection and as a consequence a reduction in duties 
is probable, then Indian fabricators can reasonably expect a fall in prices 
for plain material. 

We hope that all these factors will be ~considered by the Board in their 
attempt to establish a fair selling price. In this connection we also hope 
that our rivals will be told that one of the objects of protection is not the 
suppression of British trade, but the raising of costs of imports to established 
fair selling prices; they should also be reminded that protection cannot be 
devised where there is nothing to pl'Otect. 

MeslSrs. Dorman Long & Co .. Ltd., Calcutta. 
Letter No. AO/MB/1081,5, dated the 26th February, 19:;1,. 

Before Mr. I. F. L. Elliot, Delegate for the United Kingdom Iron and 
S~el Tndust.rv, left Calcutt,a he asked liS t.o Rend estimates of fair selling 
pnces for com~n types of fabricated steelwork direct to the Board. 
. We ~ave ~herefore prepal:ed this information in the form of an Appendix 
In contInuatIOn of our prevIous Memorandum which Mr. Elliot attached to 
the proposals he submitted to the Board on 3rd February, 1934. 

APPENDIX No. 1. 
Tables -Nos. I and II give estimated fail' selling prices of five common 

types of fabricated steelwork. 
These Tables are -based on experience gained in our recently established 

Works at Calcutta. 

We estimate the total capacity of the 7 leading Bridge Firms in this 
country to be 50,tJOO tons to 60,000 tons of high class work per annum 
which divided over their 10 workshops gives an average of about 500 tons 
per month pel' shop, We have therefore taken as representative a Works 
designed for a maximum output of 500 tons of high class bridge work pel' 
month. 

In practice it is found that maximum output cannot be maintained over 
long pedods and in our opinion the effective capacity of such a works would 
therefore be' about 5 000 tons per annum for bridge work: 'furthermore we 
have assumed that o~tput for simpler work would' be greater in inverse pro
portion to the labour cost per ton. 

We have made the following assumptions:-
(1) A block value for the buildings and plant of Rs. 8 lakhs exclusive of 

land: depreciation on this sum ha.s been taken at the rate of 
6!- per cent. per annum, i.e., Rs. 50,000. 

(2) Another 8 lakhs would be necessary for working capital. 
(3) During times of good trade shareholders could reasonably expect a 

dividend of 10 per cent. per annum and 10 per cent. of the total 
capital of Rs. 16 lakhs is' Rs. 1,60,000: on the other hand if 
trade were so bad that production was reduced to 50 per cent. of 
capacity most probably they would be very pleased witll a 5 
per cent. dividend 01' Rs. 80,000 in all. 

(4) Overheads comprising chiefly: Salaries, Rel1;t, Stores, Repairs, 
Fuel, Electricity and General Expenses .would be Rs. 2l lakhs 
pf3r annum for production to capacity' and Rs. 2 lakhs pel' 
annum for production to half capacity. 

(5) For facility of adjustment the cost of material has been taken at 
Ri, 100 per ton:, any variation in this rate wouli! CRUSe. an 
equllol VRJ'jation in the fll,ir sellin~ price. 
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Fair selling prices established on the above basis only apply to works 
specialising in one particular class of work: in a limited market this is 
never possible and different classes of work in varying prop.ortions must be 
taken into account. 

Table III has therefore been based on an assumed proportion of work 
of different classes. It will be seen that in the two cases (I) :rroduction to 
Capacity and (II) Production to Half~apacity; average fair selling prices 
are Rs. 97 and Rs. 126 per ton higher than the cost of plain material. 

These figures should however be used with caution as they are based on 
two indeterminate and variable factors, viz., the proportions of mixed work 
and the ratio of output to capacity. 

NOTE.-With regard to the figure we have estimated as the effective 
capacity of the 7 leading bridge firms in India, viz.,.50,OOO tons to 60,000 
tons per annum it should be puinted out that 2 of these firms have wagon 
building departments, the operations in which are not very different from 
those in bridge building shops and could therefore undertake a certain 
amount of structural work in their wagon shops should it be expedient. 

There is also a considerable amount of fabrication carried out in small 
workshops all over the country and in the case of multi-s~ried buildings 
the steel framework is not infrequently fabricated on the site by primitive 
methods: for such work either Tata Untested or Continental Steel is generally 
used. 
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TABLB No. I.-Fair Selling prices for Constructional Steelwork Fabricated in a works designed for an output of 5,000 tons 0/ 

high class bridgework per annum. . 

Total prices e1tclusive of J30lts and Castings. 

11~ 
Plate Girder .and 

Truss Spans. 

First Class Bridgework. 

(2) 
Plated· beam 

Spana. 
(8) 

Beam Spana. 

(4) 
Steel Framework 
for multi·storied 

Buildings •. 

(5) 
I,ight Framework 

with dispropOltionate 
amount of labour. 

Effeotive· annual capa· 
oity • • • TqDa. 6,000'7,500 10,000 12,000 4,000. 

Restrioted output-50 pili --------------:.-.- ----.------ ----.--------.--_ 
cent. annualoapaoity 0 Tons. 2,500 _--;;::-_".--,;8;!,..:.:75:,;0:..., _--;;:-_;----;5;f'O_0"'0..,: __ ~-..,...-;6:...,0_0..;.0-1-__:n_-;___,;2~,O.:..;00;.;.. 

Material 
Waste 
Rivets 
Paint 
Labour 
Shop Ereotion 
Inap.otlon 

-""'Rn:'s.---';;R'f-s"'. -,-;,1 Rs., Rs. RI. Rs.: Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
o 5,00,000 2,50,000. '7,50,000 ~ 8,75,000 10,00,000 5,00,000: 12,00,000 6,00,000 4,00,000 2,00,000 
~! i 

: I 5 75,000 37,500 II 93,750 46,875 1,00,000 50,000 I. 90,000 : 45,000 40,000 

.1 ~ 
:: 51,25,000 62,500! 1,25,000 62,500 1,25,000 62,500 : 1,25,000, 62,500 62,500 

20,000 

1,25,000 

! --- --- ---- ----- ----- ---- --_. --------
Prime oost .: 7,00,000' 3.50,000-. 9,68,750 - 4,84,375 12,25;000 -fl,12,500 I 14,15,000 - 7,07,500 5,65,000 2,82,500 

Overheads • ' 2,50,~ 2,op,OOO: 2,50,000 2,OO,~~ 2,50,~ ~OOO I 2,50,~ 2,OO,~. 2,50,~ 2,00,000 

- 9,50,000 '5,50,000 i 12,18,750 6,84,375 14,75,000' - 8,12,500!, 16,65,000 9,07,500 ' 8,15,000 4,82,500 
Depreciation 61 per cent. of I 

8 lakh.. 0 0 0 50,000 50,000 . 50,000 50,000 50,000 '. 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 

Total cost 
Profit 

Fair selling price • 

--------- ----- ----- ---
10,00,000 
-1,60,000 

6,00,000 12,68,750 7,34,375 15,25,000 8,62,500: 17,15,000 
80,000 1,60,000 80,000 1,60,000 80,000: 1,60,000 

9,57,500 
SO,OOO 

8,65,000 11,32,500 
1,60,000 SO,OOO -------------1----1-·-1----/-----/----/----

11,60,000 6,SO,OOO 14,28,750 8,14,375 16,85,000 9,42,500 18,75,000 10,37,500 10,25,000 6,12,500 .---------------1----
Tonnage • . . . 

Ijl Fair seiling price per ton f.o.r. 
works 

5,000 

Rs. 232 

2,500 7,600 3,750 

Rs. 272 Rs.100·5 Rs.217·1 

10,000 5,000 12,000 6,000 4,000 2,000 

Rs. 1e8·. Rs. 188'5 Rs. 156'2 Rs.172·0 Rs.256·3 Rs.306·3 



TABLE No, n,-Fair· Selling prices for Oonstructional Steelwork Fabricated in a works designed for an. output of 5,000 tons of 
high class bridgework per annum, 

Prices per ton exclusive of Bolts and Castings, 

First Class Bridgework, 
(4) (5) 

- (I) (2) Steel Framework , Light Framework 

Pla.te Girder and Pla.ted·beam (3) for molti,storied with disproportionato 

Truss Spans. ' Spans, Beam Spans, buildings, amount of la.bour. 

Effective annual capo.· Tons, 6,000 . 7,500 10,000 12,000 4,000 
city, ---._-- ----.----------. ---.--- ---_._--
estricted OU!fut=50 per Tons, 2,500 3,750 5,000 6,000 2,000 
cent, annu capasity • 

R 

Rs, Rs, Rs, ,Rs, Rs, Ra, , Ra, Rs, Rs, Ra, 
Material · · · · 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Waste. · · · · } Rivets. · · · · 15 15 12'5 12'5 10 10 7'5 7'5 10 10 
Paint · · · · Labour · - · } Shop Erection · · 25 25 16'7 16'7 12'5 12'5 '10'4 10'4 31'~ 31'3 
Inspection · · · · ------- ------ ------

Prime cost · 140 140 129'2 129'2 122'5 122'5 117'9 117'9 141'3 141'3 
Overheads · · · · 50 80 33'3 53'3 25' 40' 20'8 33'4 62'5 100' 

'-' - --------------._-- ----
190 220 162'5 182'5 147'5 162'5 138'7 151'3 203'8 241'3 

Depreciation 61 per 'Cent, of 10 -20 6'7 13'3 5' 10' 4'2 8'3 12'/1 25' 
8la.khs, ---------- ------- --------------

Total cost · 200 240 169'2 195'8 152'/1 172'5 142'9 159'6 216'3 266'3 
ProSt. · · · 32 S2 21'S In's 16' 16' IS'S 13'3 40', 40' 

--------------------- ---- ------- --".---
Fair lell~ prices 

f,o,r. Wor s. 
per ton 2S2 272 190'/1 217'1 168'5 188'0 156'2 172'9 256'3 306'3 

00 o 



1'ABLB No. 111.- The same Bridgework8 as in Tables 1 and II producing different classes 0/ works in an a88umed ratio. 

Class of work. 

1. Pla.te Girder and Truss Spans . 
2. Pla.ted·bea.m Spa.ns • • " . 
3. Bea.m Spa.ns. • • • • • 
4. Steel Fra.mework for multi-storied buildings 
o. Light Framework with disproportiona.te 

amount of labour. 

Prime cost-
Ma.terial • • • • 
Wute, Rivets, Paint and labour 

Overhea.da • 
Depreoiation 01 per cent. • 

Ii) Profit • ••• 

I):) Avenge fair Belling price f .o.r. W orka • 

Production to Capacity. Produotion to half oapacity. 

Annual Prime Annua.l PrUne Ratio. output. oost. Ra.tio. outpl1t. coat. 

Tons. Rs. Tons. 'Ra. 
6~ per cent. of 5,000 = 3,000 4,20,000 60 per cent. of 2,500 = 1,500 1',10,000 
10 .. .. 7,500 = 750 96,875 10 .. .. ,3,750 '= 375 4'1,487 
5 .. ,i 10,O~0 = 500 61,250 6 .. .. 5,000 = 250 30,626 

20 .. .. 12,000, = 2,400 2,83,1)00 20 .. .. 8,000 = 1,200 1,41,1100 
0 .. .. 4,000 = 200 28,250 5 n .. 2,000 = 100 14,126 

Tota.l 6,850 8,89,375 Tot&l 3,425 1 4,44,687 

Detail8 01 008t8. 

Output 6,850 tons. Output 3,425 tons. 

Tot&l eoat 

Per ton. 

Rs. 
100'0 '( 
29'8 J 
36'5 
7'3 

J73'0 
23'4 

197'0, 

'l'ota.l. 

Ra. 
8,89,375 

2,50,000 
50,000 

11,89,375 
1,80,000 

13,49,375, 

Per ton. 

Ra, 
100'0 } 
29'8 
58'4 
14'6 

226'2 

Tot&l. 

Ra. 

4,44,687 

2,00,00:) 
50,000 

6,94,687 
80,000 

7,74,687 



, The Indian Engineering Association. Calcutta. 

(1) Letter No. 133-1. E., datcd the 21st October, 1933. 

THE STEEL INDUSTRY (,PROTECTION) ACT, 1927. 

I am directed to refer to the Department of Commerce Resolution No. 
260-T .. (8)133, intimating that the prescribed Statutory Enquiry as to ,the 
necessity for continuing the above Act will be carried out by the Tariff 
Board. Paragraph (d) of the Board's terms of reference empowers it to 
iBvestigate the daims for .the protection of industries making iron and 
steel products which do not come within the scope of the present Acts. 

2. My Committee would invite your attention to the anomaly that arises 
in conll.ection with the importation of steel lattice-work tower!! for electrical 
transmission' systems. These obviously should come under the heading of 
structural· steel work, and since they can be made in India are entitled to 
whatever prQtection it may be thought fit to afford the industry. Under 
the Indian Customs Tariff, however, theSE' can be classified under serial No. 
96 (5) (electrical transmission equipment), and therefore because they happen 
incidentally to be used in electrical transmission systems can be imported on 
payment of an ad valorem duty of 10 per cent. It appears to my Committee 
logical, and more in accord with the intentions of the Act, to classify such 
goods under aerial No. 102h, whereby a duty of 21t per cent. is payable. 

8. I have to express the hope therefore that the Tariff Board will give 
this point their consideration, and take such steps as are necessary to prevent 
the clear intention of the Act being defeated by a technicality. 

(2) Letter No. 161-1. E., dated the 12th, December, 1933, Irofl~ the Indian: 
Engineering Association., Calcutta. 

THlI STEEL INDUS'rRY (PROTECTION) ACT, 1927-CollPONENT PARTS OF 
MACHINERY • 

.I 'am 'directed to 'refer to the Department of Commerce Notification No. 
260-T. (8)133, intimating that the prescribed Statutory Enquiry as to the 
necessity' for contifluing the above Act will be carried out by the Tariff 
Board. Paragraph (d) of the Board's terms of reference empowers it to 
investigate clail1\S fQr the protection of industries making iron and steel 
products which do not corne within the scope of the present Acts. 

In Nevembu, 1926, the Committee of this Association addressed the 
Tariff Board on the subject of rivetted steel chimneys imported into India 
for use with boilers alreadv in the country. It was the contention of the 
Committee then,' as now, t:hat surh chimneys should pronerly be classed as 
manufactured articles, and classified under serial No. 103q of the present 
Customs Tariff; whereby a duty of 21:1: per cent. would be payable, It is 
the practice, however, for such goods to be admitted under Serial Nos. 96 
and 99 a8 component part.~ of machinery, at an ad 'Valorem duty of only 10 
per cent. This seems to the Committee inconsistent with the intentions of 
the Act" and ~hey would he glad if you would find it possible to make 
suitable representations to Government with a view to having the anomaly 
removed. . 

The mDdustan Construction Co., LtcL. Bombay. 

Letter dated the .6th October, 1999. 

He HOWBAH BRIDGB. 

We are apl'lroachinlt you in connection with tbe enquiry for protection 
to the Indian Steel Industry which you are now holding. 
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2. We are Constructional Contractors carrying out a variety of construc

ti?nal works on exteJisiv:e scale throug~out .IIidla and BUrma. We have along, 
with one o~ two asSOCI~ted Compames uJider the. same management, viz., 
The All-India ConstructIOn Co., Ltd., and others been coJInected with most 
of the important Railway Bridges that have been constructed in India during 
the last .tew years. We completed the whole of the Civil Engineering por
tion, well .sinking including pneumatic sinking of the Kalabagh Bridge on 
the Indus worth about U,s. 2~ lacs. Immediately after this, we secured the 
contract for the Irrawaddy Bridge at Sagaing in Burma in keen competition 
with Brit~ and other firms. 'I'his we recently completed, our portion of 
the work bemg about Rs. 27 lacs. We have been recently entrusted with the 
Oivil Engineeri.!J.g portion including deep well sinking of .the Nerbudda 
Bridge at Broach- for the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway 
wherein our portion will amount to about Rs. 23 lacs. Here also the 
competition was keen and we believe we were lower than British firms. At 
Irrawaddy and Nerbudda Bridges the steel used for girders by fabricating 
firms was mostly Indian. The 'cement used by us which . comes to a big 
amount was-also Indian. Our staff at all the Bridge works can be said to 
be entirely Indian. We understand even for Bally Bridge where the Civil 
Engineering portion was not given by plicca contract, as in the case of other 
bridges, the bulk of the steel used .was Indian. 

3. It is now -known that the Howrah Bridge tenders will be issued very 
shortly. The undermentioned facts make us fear that the contract for this 
bridge might be placed. outside India. It is understood that between 50,000 
and 60,000 tons of steel would be used and that the Fabricators' and Erec
tors' work may amount to about Rs. 80 lacs, while the foundation work 
without the approaches, might come to about Rs. 50 lacs. The following 
are the reasons that make us fear that the contract might be placed out of 
India:- . 

(i) It has been recommended that high tensile steel should be used 
to the extent of about 60 per cent. as it is claimed that it would 
reduce the weight and the consequential cost. So far high tensile 
steel is not made in India. It might be possible to make it in 
India but it might require some experiments and time before 
it can be made to compete commercially and also to give the 
necessary tests uniformly. Even if Indian Steel Makers are 
confident about making it, one is afraid, that the Consulting 
Engineers or the Port Commissioners might be justified in argu
ing that the .Indian Steel Makers not having made it commer
cially, they might not like to take the risk of entrusting such 
a big and important contract to' makers new in the field. 
Although according to the COnsulting Engineers co the use of 
high tensile steel in large bridges has been a common practice 
in America for some years past, recently' European Firms have 
produced high tensile steel which have been used for numerous 
large bridges and 11-010 t~at Englisl~ fi~ are. also i~ a f~8i
ti01ll to produce these special steels there IS suffiCIent competition . 
to . ensure supply of suitable high, tensile steel at competitive 
price and we consequently feel justified iIi recommending its use_ 
for the Bridge", it is clear that the Consulting Engineers Jiad' 
only English Firms in view. EyeD. tli.ese E!lglish Firms. seem to.. 
have taken several years to begm to make It, although It was a' 
common practice in America ~n.d was used on numerous large 
bridges by European (non-British) firms. Th~ never. ,cared 
whether Indian Steel Makers would or could make It nor did they 
obviously anticipate a tender from Indian Steel Makers or 
Fabricators. 

- (ii) This is further brought o~t ,!hen they refer to .resid~al value of 
the plant used for fabrIC~tlOn ~he loss o~ which Will be much 
more in the case of Indian Firms puttmg up new Plant as 
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against the one or two British Firms who already own it, the 
value being mostly debited to important work that they have 
already. done and the balance to be debited in future on jobs 
whillh they expect frequently to get. 

(iii) There is still another reason .;vhy we think the contract may be 
placed outside India and that is, it is known that the Port 
Commissioners are arguing that no preference would be given to 
Indian material or labour on the ground that the Port being 
dependent on shipping of all countries, discrimination in favour 
of mother country would be resented by other countries. 

This last point is rather a novel theory to say the least but 
the cumulative effect of the 3 above points ~ake us fear that 
the whole contract might be placed outside India. The prac
tice rece"ntly has been and rightly too to place such big con
tracts in the hands of one firm, so that the Administration will 
have only one responsible firm to deal with. If the contract 
is placed outside India, we are afraid that not only steel makers 
will lose such a big contract for about 60,000 tons but the Indian 
Fabricators who have invested in their " Block" huge amounts 
of money and who have done justice to all important bridges in 
.India during the last 5 CT' 6 years will lose the job as also 
Constructional Contractors like us doing Civil Engineering por
tion 01 well sinking and foundation work. 

4. The reason of 'our approaching you is that you are trying to find ways, 
means and methods' to make the steel industry in India established if not 
prosperous in the country, and such big orders like 60,000 tons of steel
work should not go outside the country. The only result of such an action 
would be, to our mind, tha~ you would have to supplement the loss of this 
60,000 tons of one big order by various small orders amounting 60,000 tons 
for the Indian Steel Makers which means various small consumers or local 
Industries will have to make good what the Port Commissioners will lose to 
the country. To our thinking, the Government should consider it a moral 
binding to buy this 60,000 tons of big size steel as they could not buy rails 
from Indian Steel Makers which they undertook. Stoppage of Railway 
construction has hit Fabricators and Contractors like us and Government 
should therefore not lose such opportunity to find employment for them. After 
all if the Port Commissioners have to spend something more in order to 
keep all the money spent on this contract in the country it would be paid 
for by the Shipping of the world while in the other case India alone would 
suffer. 

5. Another important reaSon why we claim that this contract should be 
kept in the country is that contracts of this magnitude involving some 2 
crores of Rupees and more do not come everyday in one's life time. The 
experience gained in putting up organisations for. such big jobs is a National 
asset and this should not be lost to the country particularly wben you will 
observe from the facts given above that tbe country has organisations which 
can do justice to such jobs. If the country loses this job, when the second job 
comes, it would be said that we have no experience and tbat a particular firm 
of "X" from Great Britain did the job and therefore having experience 
they should do the second job also. 'Moreover having had the plant, this 
non-Indian "X II firm would be able to quote' still lower than even in the 
second job where Indian firms will have to start afresh and write off a decent 
portion of the residual value of the plant. This is a vicious circle and 
therefore we earnestly appeal to the Tariff Board to recommend to the 
authorities concerned that the whole of this contract should be placed in India 
even if it costs a little more. We do not mean to suggest that we should 
be purposely behind time and always so. We appreciate the necessity of being 
upt? d.ate but what we sub~it is .that it ~hould ~ot be at the .risk of losing 
a big Job for .the country ~Ike thiS. If high tensile steel makIng is making 
progress and IS useful, .Indian Steel Makers should begin to make it and sell 
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it for small pridges or works. When they get their experience as regard!! 
the quality and cost, then it would be time for them to bring this up in 
competition to non-Indian Firms. It is believed that the Store Purchase 
Department while following this policy laid down by the Indian Legislature 
have in many cases given preference to Indian goods to the extent of 10 
per cent. We submit that for various obvious reasons this case justifies 
owing to its unique feature a protection, if required, of a bigger percentage 
than 10. per cent. It will be admitted that. when opportunity was given to 
Indian Firms as regards various other Bridges mentioned above they could 
and did under~uote non-Indian firms in spite of the experience, organisation 
and resources of the non-Indian firms. 

6. We therefore requ.est the Tariff Board firstly either to instruct the 
Port or the Bridge Commissioners through the Government of India or the 
Bengal Government to so design the Bridge that it will be based entirely on 
mild steel which the Indian Steel Makers have successfully made in good 
quality and in which Indian Contractors have so far successfully com
peted with non-Indian firms, even if the total cost of the Bridge is con
cerned. We submit that this should be done. We further beg to submit 
that an interim recommendation in this connection should be made as W'l 
are afraid the tenders on the 'present design and probably based on present 
duties might be,invited and received before your recommendations have been' 
acted upon by the Government of India and the Legislature consulted in 
the normal course. As regards duties there seems to be a, doubt whether 
the duty on high tensile steel should be the same as on mild steel or whether 
owing to a technical or a literal reading of the schedule the Customs authori
ties might allow it under cheaper rates. This is quite possible because at 
the time of framing duties or the wording of the custom schedule, high 
tensile steel was never thought of as intended to be brought in. We under
stand high tensile steel is being at present imported under low duties 
as alloy steel or of some, nomenclature. If we may point out the history of 
the last 50 years, by the time Indian began to produoe a particular article 
something new was. invented and an excuse found to use non-Indian 
materials. Being admittedly backward in the industrialisation this process 
is bound to continue and we therefore emphasise that the objective must 
be, even if we have not the vanity or credit or luxury of being most up to 
date in Engineering; the money should be kept in the country to foster 
indigenous industry whether of Steel Makers, Fabricators or Civil Engineer
ing Contractors. It is no satisfaction to be told that even if the contract 
is placed outside India the coolies employed or probably the mechanics and 
subordinate technical staff required will be Indians. What should be aimed 
at is that the direction and organisation of such big projects should be 
done by Indians and every opportunity shQuld therefore be ta!<en. 

7. Or secondly .Indian Steel Makers, if they are very confident of making 
high tensile steel on commercial scale and upto specification~, the Port 
Commissioners should be instructed that preference should be gIven' to not 
only Indian Steel but to Indian Fabricators and Civil Engineering 
Contractors. 

8. As the Port Commissioners or the Howrah Bridge Commissioners are a 
separate body, it might be asked who the authorities are to give th.em 
instructions as to the steel to be used and also as to extra cost for placmg 
the contract in India. We might here cite an analogy that the 'Government 
of India are understood to have exercised their right to emphasise the. neces
sity of giving preference to I~dian m~terial and lab~u~ in the c~e. of 
Company-managed Railways whICh are Independent entItles and domICIled 
6 000 miles away although this is diplomatically called "advice". The fact 
that the construction of the Howrah Bridge is entirely a domestic affair 
must empower the Government of India or the local Government of Bengal 
to do the best in the interest of the country. 

9~ We should be pleased to give any further information on these points 
that you would like to have or give evidence 'if so desired on this question. 
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Messrs. Braithwaite &: Co. (india), i.td., Calcutta. 
(1) Letter P; L. 372, dated the 80th Aug'USt, 1933, to the Department of 

Commerce, Got'erwment of India, Simla, 
At the present time towers for transmission lines are imported into India 

under section 59A (5) of the Customs Statutory Schedule and whether they 
be of Continental or British manufacture are subject to 10 per cent. 
ad 'Valorem duty. This is confirmed by letter No. A-6570 of the 4th August 
(copy enclosed) from ti).e Assistant Collector of Customs sent to our address in 
response to queries which we instituted in this connection. 

In order that you may familiar with the nature of the structures to 
which we refer as transmission towers we enclose herewith a sketch which 
shows the typical construction of transmission towers and from which you 
will observe that they are entirely composed of fabricated structural sec
tions. Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company are equipped to supply all 
the. raw steel required in the manufacture of transmission towers aud the 
fabrication presents no features or difficulties which might enable it to be 
classed as special or which would demand special equipment and experience 
during fabrication which is not available in the large fabricating shops in 
India at the present moment. 

It is our desire to secure contracts for the manufacture of transmission 
towers in India. In the past where transmission towers have been required 
tenders have usually been called for the complete transmission system the 
towers forming only a section of the complete tender. We have therefore 
been compelled to quote to the various electrical companies direct for this 
section of the work. . 

In connection with the Pykara Hydro Electric Scheme tenders were 
recently called for the construction of the Ernakulam Coimbatore section. 
The result of these tenders show that for transmission towers imported from 
the Continent prices are slightly lower than for towers made in Calcutta 
from Tata steel and shipped to Cochin. 

The lowest prices quoted per ton c.i.f. Cochin including Customs duty 
for towers galvanised after fabrication were as follows:-

(a) British Towers c.i.f. Cochin including Customs' £22-19-6 per ton. 
(b) Continental Towers c.i.f. Cochin including Customs £20-7-6 per 

ton. 
(c) Indian made towers c.i.f. Cochin £21 per ton. 

The two lowest prices for the towers required for the scheme compare 
as follows:-

Continental towel'll delivered site Rs. 3,70,000. 
Indian made towets delivered site Rs. 3,82,000. 

. These comparisons are based on duty at 10 per; cent. ad 'Valorem on 
Continental towers. 

We submit that these towers cannot reasonably be classified under any 
other heading than fabriC'.ated structural steel and duty should in our opinion 
be assessed under Section 151 or 153 of the Statutory Schedule, or where the 
material is galvanised after manufacture under section 237 of the Statutory 
Schedule. . - . 

We also submit that such structures cannot reasonably be classed as poles. 
Transmissiun poles which are specified in the Statutory Customs Schedule, 
section 59A (5), are not to our knowledge manufactured in India and we 
submit that in applying this section to transmission towers there is at present 
a misclassification which seriously handicaps the structural fabricator in 
India and incidentally loses revenue to the Government of India. 

We believe that in the not distant future a. number of extensive schemes 
for hydro electrical development are likely to be launched and the steel 
work required for transmission towers will amopnt to many thousands of 
tons. Partil)ularly when the structural industry in India is undergoing 
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extreinely difficult times as at present, we submit that the adl'aniiages accru
ing to .India by retai~ing this work in the country far outweigh the fallacious 
savings which, are involved by importing such structures from the 
Continent. 

In addition to the fact that many thousands of tons of taw steel would 
be made in India and carried on Indian Railways there is opportunity for 
Government to assist the fabricators during the leanest period in the history 
of the trade by retaining this work in the country in preference to placing 
it on the Continent. 

We shall greatly appreciate any action which you inay take which will 
tectify the present position. 

Enclosure. 

COP'll 0/ letter No. A-6570, dated the. 3rd/4th A~ust, 1933, /'i'om the 
AsSistan.t Collector' 0/ Customs for Appraisemimt, Calcutta, to Messrs. 
Braithwaite d: Co. 

With reference to your letter dated the 29th july, 1933, I have the honour 
to inform you that the transmission ,towers as described in the sketch 
forwarded by you will be assessed to duty at 10 per cent. ad valorem under 
serial No. 96/59A (5) of the Indian Customs TariH irrespective of the country 
of origin. 

(2) Letter No. 437, dated the 4th October, 1933, from the,Secretary; Tariff 
Board, ,to Messrs. Braithwaite &: Co., Ltd. 

In connection with the application submitted to the TariH Board by 
certain engineering companies in India for protection of fabricated steel, 
I am to ask that you will be so good as to supply the following information 
to the Board (with six spare copies) not later than the 4th Nov/ilmber, 1933:
. (1) A full statement, as far as the information in your possession 

will permit of orders for fabricated steel lost to Indian engineer
ing firms since 192-5-26. The statement should contain the follow
ing particulars:-

(a) Quantity of order. 
(b) Date of order. 
(c) Class of work. 
(d) Price at which order was placed. 
(e) Price of lowest Indian tender. 
(/) Party by whom order was placed. 
(g) Country of manufacture. 

• 

(2) The total capacity of your works for production of fabricated steel. 
(3) The quantity of fabricated steel manufactured in your works in 

each year since 1925-26. 

(4-) A statement of the orders for big bridgework executed in your 
works since 1925-26 with the following particulars:

(a) Quantity of order. 
(b) Date of order. 
(c) Class of work. 
(d) Price at which order was placed. 
(e) Party by whom order was placed. 

(5) A statement of the cost of conversion .in your works of a typical 
class of (a) big bridgework and (b) light and medium structural 
work. The term "Cost of conversion" as used here excludes 



the cost of steel sections, wastage of steel sections and the duties 
on them but includes, besides the cost of manufacture, all over
head, charges and a normal allowance for profit. The Board 
will be prepared to regard your answers as confidential, if so 
required. . 

(3) Letter dated the 4th November, 1993, from Messrs. Braithwaite &: Co., 
Calcutta. 

With reference to your letter No. 437 of the 4th October, we have much -
pleasure in attaching hereto statements giving the information you ask for. 

We . have endeavoured to provide all the particulars enumerated in your 
letter and we trust these meet with your requirements. 

The attached Statement A gives all the information available from our 
records regarding orders for fabricated steel lost to Indian engineering firms 
since 1926. 

'Ve are not able to give the prices of lowest Indian tenders but we e;ive 
the price quoted by this Company on each contract. 

In Statement B we deal with items Nos. 2 &.3 of your letter. 
Statement C attached shows all big bridgework fabricated in our works 

since 1926 together with the particulars called for. In the case of our 
Clive Works this statement takes into consideration only orders of 200 tons 
and above, and in the case of Mulund Works orders of 100 tons . and above. 

We ·have dealt very thoroughly with conversion costs in Part A, pa;ras. 
37-40 of our Representation, which will be submitted to the Board .within 
the next few days and we would ask the Board to kindly refer to that 
for ·their information. 



Enclosures. 

l'&rtioulara and l'.mmaser. 

, 

B. N. Railway, 11 spans, 
100'. 

E. L Railway, 14 spans. 
213', Allahabad·Jumna 
Bridge. 

Eo L Railway, 28 spans, 
157', Lower Sone. 
Bridge. 

N.W. Railway, 9 spans, 
258', Kalabagh Bridge. 

Bombay Port Trust, 
P. S. Troughing. 

STATEMENT A. 

List 0/ Orders lost to Horne Firms and Dorrno;n, Long &: 00., since 19S5. 

Details of Tender. Braithwaite & Co. (India), 
Ltd., Tender. Successful Tenderer: 

Date of __ Tonnage. Dilivery I'rioe parti- Name. Delivery I'rioes 
tender. offered. oulars. quoted. quoted. 

1927 .. .. .. .. .. .. 

" 
.. .. .. 1'. & W. MoL ell· .. .. 

an& Co. 

5th April 6,328 spans 28 weeks Rs. 19,61,491. Not known Not known Not known 
1927. 14'4 Trolley' oommenoe Rs. 309 Steel-

refuges. and 1 span work. 
every five Rs. 362-8 Tro-
weeks. lley refuges 

f.o.r. Works. 

February 3,OlO Commenoe 'Rs. 346·10 P. & W. MoLel- Po. £42,891 
, 

or 
1928. in 30 f.o.r. Mul· lan & Co. £14-5-0 per 

weeks and undperton. ton f.o.b. 
finish in Glasgow. 
60 weeks. 

Rs.225 per 
ton f.o.r. 

, Bombay. 

April 1928 • 800 .. Rs. 1,62,789 Teesside Bridge Do. Rs. 1,50,250 
and Engineer· 
ing Co. 

Remarks. 

.. 

.. 

Bridge Engineer 
merely stated 
order placed 
in England at 
lower prioe. 

.. 

.. 

00 
CO 



·'DetailS of Tender. 
Braithwaite & Co. (India). 

Successful Tenderer. Ltd .• Tender. 
Particulars and Purchaeer. 

; Date of Tounage. Delivery Price Name. . Delivery Price Remarks. tender. offered. particuls rs. quoted. quoted. --_._--
G. I. P. Railway. 4 spans. 9th-January 735 Complete in Rs. 2.25.000 Teesside :Bridge Not known £15·6·1\ ; ., 

140', Sukkur :Bridge. 1928. 10 months I 
and Engineer. ·f.o.b. United ; , ing Co. Kingdom. 

! j Port. . ; 

B. N. Railway. 19 Sp8illS; 7th Fel1r· 1,014 steel 12 months Re. 3,06,172' Patent Sha.ft & Do. I £14 f.o.b. ... 
. 1O<Y. Rusbikulyia uary1928. 4670.1. erected, I Rs. 74.957' , Axletree Co. I 

:B,idge. Erection. I Re. 2,86,934 I , 
, 

Re. 6.68,063 
I 

I , 
I I 

N. W; Railwsx,' 8 spans, 26th July 5,695' .. .. p" & W. McLel· Do. £76,341 .. 
258'. . damwaham" 1928. Ian & Co. f.o.b. ; 

. B.idge. I Glasgow 
£13·8 per i 

ton-
I Rs.241 

.' : per ton ; 
f.o.r. 

., .. Kar~hi • 
B. N', Railway; 60' &j 80' 

.pan&-
17th May 

.. 
135'6 26/3~weeks Rs., 30,646 iNo particulars Other Miscel· 3-80# .. 

1928. : but placed in .. laneous' spana 
: United, K~g- inoluded in 

26-60' .. "'728'26 16/28 weeks Re. 1,74,572 dom. this tender 
, were placed 

R. v. Railway. 
, 

with Jessop. . , but we Were· 
unable to aeoer-
tainprioe. 



M. & S. M. Railway, Mis. 
oellaneous spa.ns-

3-30' • 

3-15' 

1-21'9 
}

21st July 
1928. 

B. N. Railway, 18 spans, 26th August 
60'0'. 1929. 

B. N. Raliway,7/300' 21st August 
spans, Ruphardin 1929. 
Bridge. 

'Bh&rat Insuranoe Co., 30th June 
Steel frame Building. 1931. 

Luoknow Suga.r Mills • 16th Ma.y 
1931. 

55'56 

534'86 

4,622 

350 

23'75 

20/22 
weeks { 

'Rs • .. .. 
, .. 

5,370 'Tees side Bridge 8 
5,772 & Engineering 
.2,525 Co. 

13,667 

f.oor. Works 

28 to 40 534'86 tons at Patent Shaft & 
weeks. . Rs. 220- Axletree Co. 

6hveeks • 

Rs. 1,17,669 
f.o.r. ,Caloutta. 

11,42,790 or 
Rs.247·4 per 

ton f.o.r. 
Caloutta. 

The Cleveland 
Bridge Co. 

weeks 
f.o.b. 

British 
Port •. 

Shorter 
delevery. 

Did not give Rs. 197 erec· 
de finite ted. 

Dorman Long Not ·known 
& Co., Ltd. . 

promise. 

£809·3·8 
f.o.b. 

Middles· 
brough 

Rs.14,448 
f.o.r. Madras. 

Not known We were in· 

£15 per 
ton or 
£66,000 

f.o.b. Home 
,Port. 

Not known. 

formed that 
oontraot was 
plaoed in Uni· 
ted Kingdom 
on account of 

. shorter deli 
very. We off 
ered for m· 
crease of 4·4 
per ton to 

. commence m 
'22 weeks and 
complete in 32. 

6/8 weeks Rs. 245 per 
ton. 

Ditto • Do. " Do 

Rs.6,819. 



Details of Tender. Baithwaite & Co. (India), 
Ltd., Tender. Suocessful Tenderer. 

Partioulars and Purchaser. 
Date of Tonnage. Dilivery Price parti. Name. Delivery Prioes Remarks. tender. oftered. oulars. quoted. quoted. 

E. I. 'Railway, 2 spans, 30th Sep. 10S'5 22'24 weeks Rs. 216- Dorman Long .. Re.201 Our rate repre. 
SO'. tember 10S'5 T. & Co., Ltd. sents 1088 of 

1931. 7 per cent. _ 

E. L Railway, Sundry 14th Dec· 19'65 S weeks Rs.3,614. Ditto Not known Not known. 
spans, S/2S' spans. ember 

1931. 

Bangodaya Cotton MilIa, 24th Dec· 173 10 weeks Rs.187·Sf.o.r. Ditto Do. · Do. . We were told 
Mill Building. ember Works Dormans had 

1931. Rs.33,239. underqu 0 ted 
us. 

Mawalkiahore Maniklal 21st March 79 15 weeks Stanchions Ditto Do. · Do. . We were told 
Steel frame Building 5 193~. erected. 34'5 Re. 168·0 Dormans were 
storeys. Cleated beams lower than us. 

44'8 Rs.160 We quoted for 
Delivery Untested mao 

Rs.2·12 terials. 
Erection 
Rs.IO·O 

N. C. Bose--Stanchions 7th May 40 Commeno e Stanchions Ditto Do. · Do. . 
1932. in Sweeks. Rs.164·8 

Beams cleated . 
Rs.158·0 

Beams holed 
Rs.I44-O 
Delivery 
Rs.2·12 

Erection 
, 

Rs.I0·0 



F • B. Bloomfield, Archi· 8th May 400·5 , 15 weeks Rs.97,900 in· Ditto .. Rs. 79,600 Burns price wns 
tect, Delhi Ranpur 1933. erected. eluding bought 69,000 but 
Sugar Factory. materials design did not 

and erection. conform to 
Aroh i tee t's 
specification. 

ada Sugar Factory lOth June 103 10 weeks. Re.20,645 Ditto 6 weeks Approx. We were told 
1933. f.o.r. Works. Re.17,645 Dormans "W'ere\ 

Kh 

. 3,000 under 
our price. 

• I. Ra.iIway, 4 spans 64' 26th June 123 18 weeks Rs.24,134- Ditto . Not known Not known 
1933. 123 tons 

s 
at Rs. 197-4 
f.o.r. Calcutta. 

• I. Railway, Steelwork 31st Jan. 784·17 Commenoe Rs. 1,46,991 Alex. Findlay Comple t e £8,282.9-5 
for Bridge spans- uary 1933. in 14 to -759·5 tons & Co., Mother· in 12 weeks f.o.b. Alex. Findlay & 
Shoranur Conversion, 16 weeks. f.o.r. Mulund well. from date Glasgow. Co.'s price is 
Cochin Railway. Complete Balance f.o.r.- of reoeipt based on a 

in 24 to Madras. of order. tonnage of 
26 weeks. , 777·66 only. 

S 

. 
E • I, Railway, 21 Well 7th Auguet 101·2 20 weeks Re_ 20.364 or Dorman Long & Approx.l0 Not known We know their· 

Curbs. 1933. .. 201-8 per Co., Ltd. weeks. price was higher 
ton. than ours but 

delivery better. 

I 

~ 
16 weeks .57-4 at Ditto . .. . . We offered low E. I. Railway, 14/18' 9th Septem. 57-4 Rs.194-3-5 price and • long 

spans. ber 1933. Rs.ll,148 delivery with 
1 month •• Re.14,129 alternative for 

shorter deli. , very. 



S~A.T~MENT B. 

Item 2.-Thetotal J:(lmbin!ld capacity of our Calcutta and Bombay Works 
is 25,000 tons per ,+nnum. . 

Item S.-The quantity of fabricated steel manufactured in these Works 
over the last 6 years is as under: 

Clive Works, Mulund 
Year. Works, Total Tonnage. Calcutta. Bombay. 

Tons Tons 
1927 -3,937 8,582 12,519 
1928 4,287 7,533 ·11,820 
1929 6,9~!) 6,838 13,807 
1930 11,755 7,534 19,289 
1931 8,229 6,600 14,829 
1932 5,852 5,545 . 11,397 

41,029 .42,632 83,661 

The figure given above represents actual fabricated steel and excludes 
rivets, bolts, C. S. bearings, handrail tubing, C. I. Cylinders and all other 
such materials which ar" not made by us. 

The total weight of steel and all other materials supplied by us during 
the above period is:-

Clive Works. 
Calcutta. 

47,180 tons. 

Mulund Works. 
Bombay. 

49,027 tons. 

Total 
Tonnage. 

96,207 tons. 



STATEMENT C. 

01 Orders lor big Bridgework made in MuZ'ILnd Works since 1925-1926 . 

. ~ -------------------r------------~.w--------------~------------_r------~-------------------------------.toJ Tonnage. 

T 
E 

Name of Bridgework. 

ViII ... pumm-Triohlnop 0 1 y . 
Chord, S. I. R ... ilw ... y. 

Spanafor Pandarpur and· 
lfuaj Bridges. 

Jleaballt. Bridges . • 
.Mabalumi Road Over-

bridge. 

Jandola B.idge . 

'III 

Sher and AD.jan Bridges 
at Narsingpur. 

Date of order. 

Odtober 1928 . 

11th May 1926 .• 

... 
16th 

1926. 
February 

12th Sune 1926 

7th September 
1926. 

Class of Work. 
Steel C. Iron. 

r----

t 

8 Bridges, hee.vy r&1 on 
sorew cylinder found ... • 

4,28S 5,600 

tions, 
nfl6S'. 

total 160 spans' 

Heavy fran bridges, 8 4.0, .. 
spans of 100', plate 
girders. 

Hee.vy rail spans, 111:. G., .. .. 
23 spans of 20'. 

Road overbridge and 
steelwork for elevated 

823 .. 
booking offioe, etc. 

Road bridge 1>n screw 660 .. 
piles foundations witla 
P.S. trough decking, 36 
spans of 30'. 

Heavy rail bridges on 973 1,493 
screw cylinder founda· 
tiODS, 10 &lid 'spans of 
76'. -

Value of 
contract. 

Rs. 

39,93,000 

1,08,000 

. .. 
2,88,050 

4,12,750 

8,00,000 

: 

party by whom 
order was 

placed. 

S. I. Bo.ilway • · 

Barsi Light Ra.ilwa,y 

B.,B. &: C. I. Rail. 
way. 

Ditto · 

The Secretary, N.-
W.P.P. 

• 

G. L P. Railway 

Remarks. 

Supply & Erection 
oomplete. 

ElIIFPly only. 

Ditto. 

Supply & Ereotion • 

Supply only. 

Supply &: Erection. 

CCI 
Q1 



Tonnage. 
Party by whom 

Name of Bridgework. Value of Remarks. Date of order. Class of Work. 
contract. order was 

Steel. C. Iron. placed. 

---
Rs. 

Dhorenaro and Jumrao 13th September Heavy rail spans, 14 155 42,780 Jodhpur Railway • Supply only. 
" Bridges. 1926. Nos., 40' clear for M.G. 

Nerbudda Bridge at August 1926 , Heavy rail bridge of 6 3,006 .. 22,06,574 G. I. P. Railway Supply &; Erection. 
Jubbulpore. spans, 165', and 1 of 

40' on steel trestles, 
106' high. 

'Reond NlIllah Arch Span 18th October 180' arch with 2/40' 276 .. 97,428 N. W. Railway Supply only. 
1926. approach spans for 

heavy rail, 2'6" gauge. 
CO 

. Ketkei .Bridge . . 30th June 19~7 Road bridge, 664' long 
on screw pile founda. 

313 .. 2,36,500 The Secretary, 
W.F.P. 

N.· Supply &; Erection. 
~ 

tions and P. S. trough 
decking . 

.:Abmedwan Bridge • . 16th September Road bridge, 288' long 138 .. 68,466 Ditto , Ditto. 
1927. on sorew pile founda· 

~ion8, P.S. trough deck· 
mg. 

Kaza Kutch Brdge , 16th September 
1927. 

Road bridge, 324' long as 
above • 

156 .. 77,843 Ditto Ditto. 

..Tanjal Bridge . 16th September Road bridge, 324' long as 156 .. 77,843 Ditto , Ditto. 
1927. above. 

Bridges on Tongaturn, 11th November .Heavy rail bridge spans, 215 .. 53,864 M. &; S. M. Railway Supply only. 
Baptala and Ongole Sec. 1927. 12 of 20' and 89 of 12'. 
tion. 



ooQutbh. Road Bridge ./ J4th November Road bridge over railway 153 37,537 N. W.Railway Ditto. 
1927. 

Oollia&a Bridge . 21st Novembe~ Heavy rail bridge, 20 383 94,718 G. I. P. Railway Ditto • 
1927. spans of 40' and 1 of 

60', 

" lPanjnad Weir Bridges 31st _ Janua~ Combined light rail and 635 1,93,059 Indian Stores De- Ditto. 
1928_ road bridges, total partment. 

length 1,988', plate 
girders. 

Nalganga Bridge 9th March 1928 Heavy rail bridge of 12 201 47,924 G. I. P. Railway Ditto. 
spans of 30', plate 
girders. 

lLudhiana Bridge 27th March1928 Heavy rail bridge of 19 191 45,300 N. W. Railway Ditto. 
spaus of 30', plate 
girders. 

CO 
.Cochane Canal Bridge 21st April 1928 Heavy railway bridge 636 880 5,28,770 M. & S. M. Railway Supply & Erection. ~ 

skew on screw cylin-
ders. 

Bhoreghat Spans 12th June 1928 Heavy railway. 
with trestles. 

bridge 264 77,600 G. I. P; Railway Supply only. 

;Sukkur Bridges 27th July 1928 • Heavy rail bridges,' 13 
spans of 50'. 

430 1,09,038 Ditto Ditto. 

Adilabad Road Bridges 7th August 1928 19 bridges for roadway 709 1,98,355 Chief Engineer, 
Hyderabad State, 

Supply & Ereotion 

Deccan. 
Udaipur Rail Bridges 21st September Joi.t and plate girder 259 58,500 U. C. Railway Supply only. 

1928. spans for M.G. 9/6', 
-1II 7/12' and 66/20'. 

~ Baran Bridge lot October 1928 Heavy rail bridge, 
spans of 60'. 

48 1,479 3,64,465 N. W. Railway Ditto. 



'Tonnage. Party by whom Value of . 
Name of Bridgework. Date of order. ClaB8 of Work. IlOJltract. orderwaa Remarkll. 

Steel. C. Iron. pla.ced. 
, ! ------

Rs. 

~ootha Bridge · 8th October Heavy rail bridge. 13 465 570 3.99,750 S. I. Railway Supply & Erection. 
1928. spans of 60', plate giro , 

dera on screw cylinder 
foundations . 

.8ukkur Bridges • • 23rd November 22 spans of 40', heavy 316 .. 75,634 N. W. Railway Supply only. 
1928 • railway spans. 

.J'ubbulpore Bridge · 5th March 1929 Heavy rail bridges, 16 
spans of 30' • 

115 .. 24,100 G. I. P. Railway Ditto. 

.J'olara Bridge • · 9th May 1929 Heavy rail bridge, M. G., 
25 spans of 40' • 

241 .. 50,625 Jodhpur Railway · Ditto. 

.Bridges at Vridhachalam 20th May 1929 • Heavy bridge spans, 106 773 .. 1,81,522 S. I. Railway • · Ditto. 
and Trichinopoly. spans of sizes. 

'Tiarza Bridge · · 13th November Road bridge truB8 spans, 126 .. '17.740 Secretary, N.·W. F. Supply & Erection. 
1929 . 150'. P. 

.Bridges' on Bhopal Bina 11th November Heavy rail spans . 236 .. 52,182 G. I. P. Railway · Supply only. 
Section . ., . 19'29. 

Inzer Nullah Bridges • 16th April 1930 Road bddge, 4/80' trass 123 .. 44.666 Seoretary, N.·W. F. Supply & Erection. 
• pans. P • 

N'athavalsa Bridge • • 15th April 1930 Road bridge on screw 212 300 2,48,000 Diet. Board Engr., Ditto. 
cylinder foundation, 11/ Guntur. 
63' spans. 



Nerbudda. and Gadaria 12th February 
Bridg.... 1930. 

Wane. Toi Bridge. • 7th May 1930 

Mysore Bridges 

Panjnad Weir Bridge 

Vamao.dara Bridge. 

Bhuaaval Spana • 
Gundlakamma Bridge 

Udaipur Spans 

Tawi BIidge • 

Parapananguadi Bridge 

Nilgiri Railway Bridges • 

Betwo and Keotan 
Bridges. 

Perambqr Bridges 

Jumna Bridge 

Nerbudda Bridge , 

10th March 1930 

13th May 1930 • 

21s1 J.u1y 1.930 • 

16th July 1930 • 
2nd Aug~st 1930 

17~h October 
1930. 

17th October 
1930. 

2nd January 
1921. 

4th February 
1931. 

21st March 1931 

18th .February 
1931; .' 

13th August 
1932. 

3rd April 1933 

Udaipur Spans • 4th February 
1933. 

KhandwlL Metre Gauge 19th April 1933 ~ 
Bridge •. 

Girders for Bina Bridge 5th May 1931' 

Heavy r&il bridges. 18 
spans of 160'. 

Road bridge on screw 
piles. 8/50' spans. 

Heavy rail bridg.... 8 
spana of 40' and '1. spans 
of 60'. 

Combined rail. and Toad 
bddge. 

Road bridge on maBonl'Jl 
foundations. 

Heavy rail spans. 12/40' 
Road bridge on masonry 

foundationl. 
lIea vy rail bridge spans • 

Road bridge. II Ipans of 
153'. 

Road bridge. 1/150' and 
4/ilO' spans. 

Heavy rail bridges. 3/40' -
and II/~O/ spans. 

Heavy rail truss spans. 
6/80' and 9/106'. 

44/20' and 2/15' spans • 

Heavy combined rail and 
road bridge with 
trough fiooring (2.744 
tons fabricated at Clive 
Works). 

Heavy rail bridge on con· 
crete cylinder pier •• 

Various spans for M.G. 
heavy rail. 

He.y railway. M.G •• 4/ 
103' and 3/97' spans. 

-4 s~ans 156' O· 

3.364 

287 

251 

258 

590 

223 
305 

96 

613 

137 

58 

1.388 

156 

5.663 

13,259 

451 

505 

764 

7.59.102 G. I. P. ltailway Supply only. 

1.02,611 Secretary, N.·W. F. Supply & Ereotion •• 
P. 

159,609 Mysore Railways Supply only. 

Ditto. 

1,78,705 Diet. Baord Engr.,. Supply & Erectlon.
Vizagapatam. 

49,874 G.I. P. Railway • Supply only.' 
3,07,000 Diet; Board Engr., Supply & Erection. 

Guntur. 
21,107 U. C. Railway Supply only. 

3.44,000 Kashmir State, P. Supply & Ereotlon. 
W.D. 

50,500 Contractor. Mudaliar Supply only. 

12,600 S. I. Railway • 

2.91,!l26 G. I. P. :Railway 

Supply & Erection. 

Suppiy only. 

30.298 M. & S. M. Railway ; Ditto. 

11,73,797 N. W. Railway Ditto. 

53,55.579 B., B. &. C. I. Rail· Supply & Erection. 
way. 

47,700 U. C. Railway 

1,02.143 B., B. & C. I. Rail· I' 
way. 

l,57,S19 G. I. P. Railway • 

Supply only. 

DiUo. 

Ditto. 



Calcutta Order,. 

,Order 
No. Party. Clay of Work. 

- --

676 Chief Engineer,C. I. C. Railway 24apans, 60' . · · · , 
20 " 40' 

2 " 20' 

599 
" O. & R. Railway 21 spans, 10' o 0 0 0 0 

1 
" 15' f.o.r. Works. 

4 JJ 30' 
17 .. 40' 

614 Executive Engineer, Sardo. Ca.na.1 0 Sardo. Bridge, 34 SPILDS, 50' (Supply and 
tioa.) 

653 Controller of Stores, E. I. Railwa.y · 45 spans, 60' f.o.r. Works · 
685 Bridge Engineer, N. W. Ra.ilway 0 Assorted spans f.o.r. Works ' 0 0 0 

696 Chief Engineel', E. I. Railway · 155 SpILDS 15' f.o.r. Works · · 0 

-753 
" B. N. Railway · 29 spans 50' f.o.r. WQI'ks · · 

793 Bridge Engineer, E. I. Railway 42 spa.ns 26' 7M f.o,r. Dina.pore · .. 
22 JJ 29' 81N 

808 !Engineer.in.Chier. E. B. Railway · 6-60' spa.ns . . · · · 10-40' .. 
41-20' .. 

Price at 
Tonnage. which order 

booked. 

Ra. A. 

909 3,31,102 0 

0 340 89,185 0 

erec· 463 1,79,443 0 

1,320 3,49,588 0 

. 830 1,98,882 0 

0 437 99,362 14 

0 1,300 3,22,399 0 

475 1,11,823 0 

. 426 1,05,040 0 

Date of order. 

14th Febroa 
1925. 

2nd Ma.y 1925. 

5th August 1925. 

6th January 1926. 

17th June 19l16. 

29th July 1926. 

9th Ma.rch 1927. 

9th Septembe 
1927. 

21th Novembc 
1927. 

1-" 
«:> 
<:> 



806 Agent, E. I. Railway 

889 District Board, Vizagapatam 

S91) &: C. R. E., WaliriRtan • 
891 

898 Distriot Board, Ganjam 

897 District Board, West Godaveri 

900 Chief Engineer, Burma Railways 

926/935 

967/976 

.. 
Ditto 

P. W. D., Assam 

ditto 

978/979 District Board, Ganjam 

7 spanl 350' for Bally Bridge did Dakshineawar 

Nathavalea Bridge: Supply and Ercetion of Sorew 
Cylinder Bridge of 11 spaDe 60'. 

Inzer Nulla and Wana Tot Bridges:-

4 spans SO' 
8 .. 50' 
6 .. 60' 

Supply and Erection. 

16,988 46,30,426 0 8th May 1928. 

226 Stt-eJ 2,11,000 0 12th January 1930 •. 
192 O. I. 

Bombay Fa· 
brioation. 

410 3,23,650 0 25th February' 
Bombay Fa~ 1930. 

brication. 21st Janllary 1930. 

Vamsadara Bridge. Supply and Erection of Steel· 589 5,04,575 0 2nd Juae 1930. 
work and C. I. work also maBonry. Bombay Fa· 

29 span. of 64' 9". brioation. 

Nidadavole BrIdge. Supply and Erection of Steel 
work and C. I. worlt with R. C. Decking :-

1 span 120' 
1.. ISO' 

Irrawawaddy BJidge. Supply and Erection (Super
structure) of 9-360' spans and one 260' epan 
with one eervice girder and bearinge complete. 
Price did f.o.r. Rangoon and erected site. 

Supply and Erection of 85 screw pile Bridges • 

Supply and Enction of 66 screw pile Bridges. 

Blldo and Jhore. Bridges. Supply and Erection 
of Steelwork and C. I. works and masonry, 
7 spans 70'. 

256 Steel 
200 C. I. 

10,923 

2,610 

1,051 

377'98 

2,76.880 0 9th June 1930· 

39,04,978 o 27th March 1930.' 

9,34,460 0 26th June 1930. 

3,98,421 () April 1931. 

2,12,217 0 13th July 1931. 



- . 

Order 4rolUlllge. 
Prioe at 

No. Party. CIan of Work. ' whiohorder Date of order. 
booked. 

---
Rs. A. 

9S2 Chief Engineer, S. I. Railway · . Cauvery Bridg-oJl.B Ipan of 200' . 245 49,752 0 25th August 1931. 
Supply f.o.f. 

Works. , 
Erection. . 2S,656 0 

, -
1020/26 Controller of Stores, N. W. Railway Jumna Bridge-12 spans 213' 9' . . 5,404'04 '11,73.797 10 2nd August 1932. 
, 2.. 4,7' 9- (2,660 toni 

with beaflngl f.o.,. Work •• fabricated 
at Mulund 
Works.) 

~ 
. 

106S/S0 Agent, G. I. P. Railway . · Chambal Bridge :- 3,632 6,96,849 14 29th Maroh 1933. , 
2 spans 147' 

12 " 196' 
1 service span 200' . 
with bearings f.o.r. Works. 

1100 &; Distrio~ Boa.rd, Guntur . · . Musi and Ogeru Brldgell. Supply and Erection 406'04 1,14,700 0 26th June 1933-
1101 of 17 spans 60' S" 

110S Chief Engineer, E. B. Railway JhenBi Bridge. Su.ppl1/ and' Erection of 3 spans !1I'. 43,472 0 23rd August 1933. 
of 119' atter dismantilling old spans and Supply l.o.r. 
making aIt.,ations to masolllY piers. Works. 

Ereotion. 31,679 0 



t4) Lett6T No. 520, dated the 8rd November, 1939 from; the Secretary TaTiff 
Board, to Messrs. Braithwaite &: 00.,' Ltd., Calcutta. ' 

In. continuation ~f my le~ter No. 433/37, dated the 4th Octobe:r, 1933, I 
~m dJrec~ed ~o ask If you ,!Ill be so good as to supply the Board with any 
mformatlOn m your possessIOn regardmg the' extent to which the prices of 
imported machinery have var~ed on. the. ave!age as between' the years 1926 
an~ 19~3. The class of mac~ery: m view IS heavy machinery of the kind 
?rdmarll! et;nploye~ by engmeermg. works. The prices regarding which 
mformatlOn IS reqUlr~d are lan?-ed prices in India inch~ding duties, if any. 
The classes of machmery conSidered for each year mnst be more or less 
comparable. I shall be glad if an answer could be kindly sent if possible 
before November~ 15th. ' ' , , 

(5) Letter dated the 7th November, 1933, from Messrs. Braithwaite &: 00. 
(India), Ltd., Oalcutta. 

We thank you' for your letter No. 520 of 3rd instant. 
We regret that we are unable to furnish you with any particulars which 

would be of use to the Board in connection with imported machinel'J as we 
have not, purchased any machines for some number of years. 

(6) Letter No. P. L. 660, dated. the 9th. November, 1933, from Messrs. 
Braitnwaite &; Co. (India) L,td. 

;We have pleasure in submitting 6 copies of our representation to the 
Indian: Tariff Board which we hope will be of assistance to' the Board. ' 

We should appreciate it if the information given can be treated as con· 
fidential. * . ' 

Enclosure. 
PART A.-8UMMARY. 

Introductory-Paragraphs 1·2. Development of the Bridge Industry in 
Indiar--Paragraphs 3-11.-A brief history of the development of this Com
pany in India has been taken as a basis, on which we have traced the 
development of the whole bridge industry -in India. This we have done 
from the time when the tendency of the Indian Steelwork Industry was 
ra,ther inclined to prefer Steel frame buildings, sheddings, jetties and other 
varieties of steelwork where the highest skill and precision of Steel fabri
cators art is not called for,' to the present day when, due to the modern 
principles adopted by the Indian Fabricators, the influence of the Inspec
tors of the Indian Stores Department, and under the fosterin~ shelter of 
protective duties, India can supply its own needs, even for bridges ~f the 
largest size and is capable of competing with any bridge makers, m the 
world in technical performance, 

Economic Factor_Paragraphs 12-17.-We describe the difficulties 'and 
complications met with making a comparative study of prices and the 
further complications caused by the fall in the world's demand for steel-
work and the consequent dumping. -

Description of the Nature of Foreign 00mpetiti01lr-Paragraphs 18-24.
We have given a general survey of conditions prevailing abroad and the 
steps taken by foreign competitors to recapture lost markets in particular, 
the Indian Steel market. 

Recent Prices of Imported Fabricated Material_Paragraphs 25-31.~By 
a careful analysis of ;the forc:ign te~ders for a lar~e India~ brid~e enqu~rY 
it is shown that BritIsh fabrICators If connected With a rolhng mill or mills 
can and do dump in India bridgework of the highest claS!! at a landed cost 

• This stipulation WaB subsequently withdrawn. 
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of about Its. 200 pOl' ton at the present rate of duty. In Appendix Val'\! 
given numerous e:"ample~ where a foreign rolling mill whlCh has built 
~abncatmg, wo~ks. m lndla, has imported plain material of its own manu
facture which IS converted mto Bridge and Steelwork in its shops in India 
and ~old at," dumping" prices thus frustrating the whole purpose of t.he 
CXlstmg 'l'anff. 

. ~he uncertainties produced by these practices have caused the Indian 
fabrlCators to quote repeatedly heavily below cost causing the Industry 
considerable losses. 

lletaZiatory Measures and Palliatives-Paragraphs 32-86.-We have 
summarise~ the efforts made by 011:1' Industry alld the deficiencies 'it has yet 
to rectify m order to reach the pomt at whlCh it can combat rationalisatlOn 
abroad, and we hazard the opinion that a period of 7 years of adequate 

- protection Or of total prohibitlOn of imports IS necessary. 
Costs 0/ C01}-ve·,.,ion-:-1'aragraphs 37-40.-W.e have endeavoured to· give 

the fullest possl~le details of all factors affectmg costs of producing fabri
cated steelwork m India and, having arrived at a selling price comparison 
is made with Bntish fabricated bridgework. ' 

Type 0/ Protection llequired-l'aragraphs 41-42.-We discuss the 
difficulty presented on account of the internal freight rates and suggest that 
fa,iling total prohibition of imports of steelwork, protective tariffs could 
only be effective if the duty at each port varies with the distance of that 
port from the Rolling Mills, 

Recommendations-Paragraphs MJ-45.-We make definite recommenda
tions for specific duties on fabru:ated steelwork !mports calculated to exclude 
them for a period of 7 years. 

PARr A.-THE PROTECTION OF FABRICATED MILD STEEL. 

Introductory. 

1. The last six years have seen the gradual development of the world 
wide depression from which we are still suffering bringing in its 
train complete dislocation of prices. A study of statistics, average prices, 
etc., for this period is therefore sterile, the fluctuations have been too 
violent and extensive in range. 

2. In order to obtain an insight into the state of the seel trade in India 
and gauge its future requirements, We think it preferable to examine 
causes and effects which have" prevailed during the la~-t few years and 
endeavour to weigh up the factors which will affect it in the future. 

Devel~pmmt oj the Bridge Industry in India. 
~ 3. A brief histOl'I of the development in India of what is now Bl'aithwaite 
& 00. (india), Ltd" will fOl'm a convenient skeleton on which to elaborate 
our thesis. 

4. In 1913 the "English firm of Braithwaite & Kirk possessed long esta.b
lished bridgeworks at West Bromwil'h and had a very high reputation 
among8t the Westminster Consulting Engineers as expert bridge construl.'
tors of the highest cl~~, They bad just cOIU}>leted" the fabrication.. for 
Hhipment to India of several of the spalls (350 ft. long, 1,400 tons each) and 
all of the steel pier trestil's of the Hanlinge Bridge at Sara Ghat, then 
being l'onstructed under the supervi~ion of Sir Robert Gales. In like 
manner, they had fabril'ated ill England for shipment to India many bridge 
girders suppliod through the Consulting Engineers of the various Indim_l 
Railways. The later devl'lopml>'nt in India has therefore been coloured 
throughout by a deep seated tradition of bridge span making of the highest 
class, 

S. At this period, tho" firm undertook for the first time important work ill 
India itself. It secl1r('d the order for 5 Riverside Berths at Garden Rt>a('h 
fl"OJIl the Calcutta l'ort Commissioners. on the bus:s of English fabrication 
of the component l>lU"ts and their eroction in India. This contract eomprised 



bver 40,000 tons bf steel and its final value was in the neighbourhood of 2 
crores of rupees. 

6: The Great yVar intervened and it .became. necessary to fabricate a 
considerable quantity of the steel fOl' this work in India. 'fhls was the 
beginning of the Braithwaite fabricating works in India. Atter the War 
the effects of the imposition of a protective tariff on steel and Its products 
made an irrestible appeal to the enterprise of the directors of the Company's 
destinies. The experience gained in Calcutta had created a very high appre
ciation of the adaptability and industry of Indian labour and. it was deCided 
that the Company (by now Braithwaite & Co.) should take a leading part 
in seconding the efforts and vision of the Tata Iron & Steel Co. in esta.b
lishing a vast steel trade in India on a sound footing. 

7. Not only were the Calcutta Works gradually expanded into what now 
is Clive Works, at a capital cost of Rs. 34 lakhs but when the Company 
secured the order for the Tansa Pipe Line in Bombay (76,000 tons
£2,000,000) the works that had to be erected for this work were designed 
so as to be easily converted into a first class modern bridge shop. On 
completion of this contract m 1926 the conversion was effected at a total 
cost of Rs. 38 lakhs. Thus not only were the profits on these two large 
contracts invested in India, but considerable additional foreign capital as 
well. 

8. In 1930 the present Indian Company was formed and the Indian 
Assets of the English Company were transferred to it at a capitalised value 
of Rs. 66,19,720 which was· some Rs. ~,91,907 less than a valuation of the 
assets made at that time by experienced valuers. It is Braithwaite's boast 
that not only have they never taken one rupee out of the country but that 
they have offered to' the Indian shareholder an opportunity to purchase the 
fruit of their enterprise at bargain prices. In Appendix I is given a table 
of the tonnage output of .high class steelwork of every description which 
our Works have fabricated since 1927 compared with the total tonnages 
fabricated in and imported into India during the same period, 

9. The tradition inherited from the parent Company soon manifested 
itself by a marked tendency to specialise in large bridgework of the highest 
class. Up to 1928 the general trend of the Indian Steelwork Industry was 
to prefer steel frame buildings, sheddings, jetties, workshops, plate girder 
spans and the many other varieties of steelwork where the highest skill and 
precision of the steel fabricators art is not called for. Various important 
bridge spans had been fabricated in India' but these were rather the exception 
than the rule. Thesll isolated and rare attempts do not conliic"t with the 
general statement that up to that time India was dependent on imported 
fabricated materials for _ the construction of its major bridges. 

10. The reason for this is not far to seek. To turn out large bridge. 
work at low prices, the component parts must be made interchangeable. It 
is a paradox of the Industry that since the required precision can only 
be obtained by adopting foolproof methods of manufacture, the better the 
work, the cheaper it is. Indian fabricators had not yet adopted this modern 
principle on ·a commercial scale and could therefore not compete in this 
class of work,.either in quality or price, with the imported article. In fact, 
when we initiated our policy of introducing modern methods in this country 
one of the greatest obstacles we had to overcome was a deep rooted prejudice 
against bridge work of Indian manufacture amongst bridge buyers here. 
We have taken a prominent IJart in the in~roduL"tion of hig bridge. fabrica
tion in India and in this connection we Wish to acknowledge the lllfluence 
of the InRpeciors of the Indian Stores Department. By ~nsisting on Wo.rk
manship of the highest class they undoubtedly have exerCIsed a far reachlllg 
effeet on the whole Industry. 

11. It is in 1928 that our efforts in this dire.ctio!\ receiv~d ,Public 
acceptance when the Railway Board entrustell UR With -the fabrICatIOn. of 
the girdcrs for the Willingdon Br!dge. at .RallY .. The succo~sful com!JletlOn 
of thiH work followed by the fabrIcatIOn III Indm of the girders fOl ev~ry 
important b;'idge required sinco, is clear .. proof that under the fostonng 



shelter of protective duties the Indian Steel Industry has developed this 
highly technical branch of its activities to the point where India can supply 
its own needs even for bridges of the largest size known. It can therefore 
be said with assW'ance that the policy of protection has served its purpose 
and has produced a new branch of the Industry capable of competing in 
workmanship with any bridge makers in the world, acknowledged to be so 

"by all the technical advisers to the Government Purchasing Departments. 
As a corollary', practically all the steelwork fabricated by us in India if' 
steelwork which, but for our development, would have been imported. 

Econom'ic Factors. 

12. A comparative study cf prices, involves the examination of the trend 
and effects of ~any contributory causes, such as the O.I.F. prices of imported 
raw steel and fabricated steelwork, costs of raw steel and of its conversion 
in India, cost of delivery of fabricated steel~ork to the part of India where 
it is required, conditions of contract, rate of exchange, etc. . 

12. A comparative study of prices involves the examiJ!.ation of the trend 
nearly 'always require, besides the steelwork itself, additional parts not of 
OUI'- manufacture, such as spare rivets and bolts, spare rivet bars, service 
bolts and drifts, various castings, hook bolts, machined cast steel or cast 
iron bearings, etc., and frequently demand quotations in rates per ton in
cluding all or some of these supplementary materials. Thus quotations must 
be very carefully examined and analysed b"fore they can be made use of in 
comparative statistics. 

14. Even the quoted rates per ton of the steelwork itself must include 
besides the eost of raw steel and of conversion such things 118 allowances 
for rolling and sectional extras, of wastage and rolling margin, cost of rivets 
and paint. 

15. The cost of conversion also varies widely, not only for various types 
of work and the amount of repetition but also according to the tonnage to 
be fabricated on the order book and the consequent ratio of actual output 
to capacity of the Works. 

16. A further complication introduced by the fall in the world's demand 
for steelwork is that fabricators in every country including India, ha;ve been 
driven to sell their products under cost. Although such a state of affairs 
is temporary since the liquid resources at the disposal of each fabricator 
is limitedl it is a factor that ('annot be neglected as it is likely to be 
operative for some years to come. This process of du.mping introdu('l)s fresh 
nncel"ta.inties of nearly unlimited extent. When fabricators sell their pro
duct at prices based on cost, experience soon enables the careful student to 
forecast the tread of prices accurately within narrow limits. When, 
however, the selling price depends on the amount each seller is ready to 
sacrifice, it is impossible to forecast prices on any rational basis. It should 
not be difficult to fix minima below which it would be madness to go, but 
our recent experience is that the attempt to estimate the line of dema.rca
tion between sanity and dementia is a most unc:ertain speculation. 

17. After examining in detail these factors affecting the problem, we 
propose to establish the fact that in deciding on the amount of protection 
re<luired to meet any given Bet of circumstances, nicety of calculation based 
on statistics leads nowhere, only broad conclusions implying substantial 
margins to cover fluctuations and differences can be effective. 

Description of the Nature of Foreign Com-petition. 

18. The world wide depression has hit fabricators of steel all over the 
world. Some countries, owing to the trend of exchange and the divorce, 
between sterling and gold, have been placed in a position of impotency in 
regard to competing for the Indian market·. In otherI', special measures 
are proving effective in combating the depression. It is particularly by 
this factor of recent origin and, at present, of only partial development 
that India is and will be affected more and more. 
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19. It is well ImDwn that in the United Kingdom a protective Tariff 
has been introduced fill" a strictly limited period in order to permit the 
steel trade to set its MUse in order. In Appendix II we give an extract 
from the "Daily Mail" of 3rd October, 1933, illustrating results. Th ... 
effects of this spur towards rationalisation of the. Industry are making 
themselves already felt in the British export market and will be felt in 
India to an increasing degree as the prooess of rationalisation is extended 
to embrace more and more industrial units. 

20. Some of the mauifestations are the grouping of roIling mills in the 
same region to ensure working only the most efficient plant, amalgamations 
of fabricators and rolling mills to cut out avoidable transport charges and 
costly delays whilst reducing overhead expenses, rebates from a common 
~nd to mills supplying raw material to be fabricated in the country for 
specific export contracts of importance and special concessions in sea freight 
r.tes for special contracts. 

21. This powerful national effort to recapture lost markets is in. process 
of dew:elopment and its full effects have not yet been felt in this country. 
Some industrial units, however, who on their own initiative anticipated 
these developments have already given us a foretaste of what is in store for 
111 and it is these recent examples that we propose to analyse as a guide 
to the future.' 

22. This new form of attack has developed on two parallel lines-
(a) extremely low tenders in rupees for sale in .India of steelwork 

fabricated out of India entirely from foreign steel, . 
(b). extremely low tenders in rupees' for 8ale in India of steelwork 

fabricated in India by foreign firms entirely from foreign steel 
of their dwn rolling. 

23. Current prices for imported raw steel have not been decreased firstly 
because, owing to ther~ being only ,one rolling .mill in India, Indian fabri
cators are compelled to buy some imported steel for every contract they 
undertake and secondly because a lowering of prices of such a staple as raw 
steel must ,affect the whole range of the product, whether for conversion 
into steelwork or for all other. purposes. A reduction in the prices of im
ported raw ~l would also involve the delicate balance of prices all over 
the world and would ILttract with certainty the imJIlediate attention of a 
protectionist government. 

24. The cholren line of attack is much more insidious. It can be limited 
to certa.in d.efinite enquiries, only close analysis of the rates will reveal their 
true import, and by its very power of limitation it can be used as a constant 
threat, Miving the National fabricators into low prices in every instance 
for fear that each particular enquiry may be chosen for attack. The degree 
of uncertainty engendered in the Indian Industry by these tactics can 
scarcely be exaggerated. 

Recent Prices 0/ Imported Fabricated Material •. 
25. III the recent tenders for the Nerbudda Bridge ~or the Bombay, 

Baroda and Central India Railway at Broach, a British firm tendered 
Rs. 24.12,803 for 11,389-4 tons of major bridgework, delivered Broach. In 
these figures are included 300·4,5 tons of cast steel bearings, hook bolts, etc., 
which in our own (the winning tender) we priced at Rs. 98,590. The usual 
weight of rivets and bolte in this class of work is 5 per cent. so that the 
above figures include 554·45 tons of -these which at Rs. 240 per ton amount 
to Rs. 1,33.068. Deducting these items the nett BeIli~g p~ice fo~ 10,534·50 
tons of plain steelwork becomes Rs. 21,80,1145 whIch IS eqUivalent to 

'Rs. 207-(l2 per ton f.o.t. Broach. The ~peei~ed Rallway freight. from 
Bombay to- Broach is Rs. 5'38 per ton and If thIS be deductl;d we arrI.ve at 
the startling landed selling price of Rs. 201·64 fo~ large brldgework.lD .an 
pnquiry whi"h ·for size' and type is extremely desIrable to any fabrIcatmg 
works as "backbone" work. In Appendix TIl we give a ready racko~er 
by which landed prices can readily be converted into the correspondmg 
sterling llrices, allowing for ipcreased tanding charges ILt Bombay of Rs, 5-8 
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per ton for heavy bridgework instead of Re. 3-8 as assumed in the table 
the sterling price f,.o.b. British Port equivalent to the landed price of 
Rs. 202 per ton given above is £10-16. The actual cost of materials con
version and placing f.o.b. British port for this type of work to a British 
fabricator not connected with a rolling mill and whose works are on the 
seaboard as given in detail in Appendix IV is £13-4. 

26. These figures prove that British fabricators, if connected with a 
rolling mill or mills, can and do offer to sell imported bridgework in India 
at £2-8 under the cost of such work to an independent British Fabricator. 
Part of this difference is accounted for by the transfer of plain material 
from the rolling mill department to the fabricating department at cost 
inRtp,ad of .at the price the mills are willing to sell to independent British 
fabricators for export work. The balance, if any, represents a sacrifice of 
the non cash part of the overhead charges or a subsidy from the general 
fund of the Association. We know that rolling mills can transfer plain 
material to their fabricating shops without loss at £6-0 per ton, flat rate. 
In this instance therefore there must have been a subsidy to enable them 
to include in their estimate only £4-16 per ton for conversion and putting 
f.o.b. British Ports. 

27. The salient fact that emerges from this analysis is that as more and 
more alliances are formed in the United Kingdom between fabricators and 
rolling mills, the Indian fabricator will have increasingly dangling over his 
head this sword of Damocles which mayor may not drop in any pllJ"i;icular 
instance. If it is desired to protect the Indian fabricator against this. 
constant threat. it must be recognised that he is, at any moment, exposed 
to find British bridgework of the highest class dumped in India at a landed 
cost of about Rs. 200 per ton, at present rates of duty.. . 

28. In Appendix V are given numerous examples where a foreign rolling 
mill which has put up fabricating works in India has imported plain mater
ial of its own manufacture and while selling some of it ex-stock at current 
rates to local buyers, has used the balance to convert it here into bridge 
and steelwork, which it has sold at .. dumping" prices, thus frustrating 
th(> whole purpose of the existing protection. 

29. These examples comprise 2.140 tons of steelwork which although 
fabricated in India, werf! fabricated entirely from imported plain material. 
Our average tendered p,.-ice for the above was Rs. 185-13 per ton, which 
left us onlv Rs. 40-7 pel.' ton to meet our cost of ('onversion. Onr average 
nett (,OBt for these enquiries is Rs. 225 f.o.r. our Works using Tata Steel 
wherever possible. Had we estimated on using British Steel throughout 
our average cost would have been Rs. 2~4 f.o.r. our works. As all these 
orders were lost to us, they must have been secured at an average price 
well helow Us. IR5-I3 per ton let us assume Rs. 180 per ton. This is no 
In.~ t7wn R.~ .. . '>4 per ton u7Ider cost to fabricators that are not millownersj. 

30. It is difficult to devise a method of protection to cope with a system 
where a steel maker sacrifi('es his rolling mill profits on It few contracts 
which he hims!'lf fabricates whilst still realising 11is full price in his sales 
(If plain mnterial. The tonnage involved is lit prE'~ent not large, but the 
threat of th!'se low Quotations will deprive Indian fabriclltors using Indian 
steel of the bE'nE'fits of any protection scheme since it is obviously impracti
('ahle and unfair to raise the duty on all imported raw steel merely to stop 
this prncti('e. Perhaps a system of excise duties on steelwork made from 
imported rnw material~ might ('ombat the danger, but we hesitate to tread 
on ground unfamiliar to us. We merely wnnt to draw attention to the 
weakness of a system of protE'ction on E'xisting lines against It flank attack 
of this nature. 

31. We wisb to emphasisE' that both types of IItta('k whieh we have 
iIlustrate.1 ar(> ('henp to the foreigner. be('allse-

(n) thE'Y do not affe('t his ~elling mice for plain material only a 
{'ompnrntively small pllrt of which is used by fa.bricators. 

(b) he nepd only onote low o('casionally and when the enquiry is lllrgll 
to nmder the attaok as effective ae po~~ible. 
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By these means the whole Indian fabricating trade has been disorganised 
and in spite of the present scale of protection. the Tats Iron and Steel Co. 
bas been unable to realise the full prices that the Tariff is intended to 
obtain for them. The fabricators have' been put in the unbearable position 
of having either to quote heavily below cost or see the foreigner skim the 
cream of India's requirements. Unless remedied without delay the persistent 
depletion of the Industry's liquid resources will, before long, make' it im
possible to finance its trading activities even if prices rise again to an 
economic level. For every day that passes the industry is being damaged. 
Long trained and experienced labour is being dispersed, selected and skilled 
supervisors are losing their' employment, plant is wearing away without 
earning the money ,.equired for its maintenance and renewal and valuable 
buildings are depreciating as there are no funds to repair them. Time, in 
this matter, is "of the essence of the contract". 

Retaliatory Measu.res and Palliatives. 

32. We have described in detail the nature of the fierce competition to 
which the Indian fabricating industry is being expose.d and we have attempt
ed to explain that reference to past statistics cannot give a true picture 
hecause the factors which have made the present situation possible are of 
rooent origin and have not yet reached their full development. 

33. To entitle our Industry to claim protection against this class of 
unfair competition we must satisfy Government--

(1) That the Industry is taking steps to meet the threat. 

(2) That such steps will be effectual. 

(3) That the assistance asked for is of t.he nature of a' temporary 
expedient to give "\he Industry a breathing space to marshal 
its resources. 

M. We have shown that although the Fabricating Industry has been 
long established in this country, it is only during the last few years that, 
owing to the expansion of the Tata ·Iron & Steel Co., and our own influence, 
aided by the Indian Store.~ Department, in modernizing fabricating methods 
-and introducing the principle of interchangeability, the Industry has 
reached the pitch of efficiency required to make India completely self
sufficient, even for its requirements of the highest class. This achievement 
must not be underrated. There are only very few countries in the world 
that can do as much. The regenerated Indian Industry is of recent growt.h 
and is snffering hom all the disquali1ications of adolescence. So far it has 
·achieved technical efficiency. All Government departments acknowledge this. 
Also Conversion costs have been lowered so that large hridgework of the 
highest class can be turned ont to.day by any of the large fabricating shops 
in India cheaper tban they could turn out ordinary plate girders and simple 
structures in 1926. 

35. Against this the Indian Industry has not yet reached· its fullest 
development. The deficiencies it has yet to rectify in order to reach the 
point at which it can combat rationalisation abroad can be snmmarised as 
follows:-

(1) All Indian fabricators have not yet reached the highest standard 
of equipment and methods. Of necessity, ~ome have shown the 
way and others have followed. Internal competition is 
therefore still restricted to a few when work of the highest class 
is required. 

(2) None of the Indian fabricators have made this class of work during 
a boom period. Financial reserves in the Industry as a wh~le 
have not yet been 'accumulated to .the e~nt nec~ssary to t!de 
over a prolonged period of depreSSlon WIthout ser~o~s depletIOn 
of the liquid re.ourt't's ne( ... ssar~· to finan('6 a sufl!clf'llt volume 
9f trade, 
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(3) The. Industry is still .highly individnalistic. It has not yet had 
tlme to educate Itself to modem co-operative ideas. The 
Industry does not yet possess effective organisations for mutual 
protection and assistance such as the Federation of British 
Industries, British Steelmakers Association etc. to combat 
foreign competition and competition from alternative types of 
construction, such' as reinforced concrete. ' 

(4) The system whereby plain material ez -rolling mills is carried by 
some Indian Railways at lower rates than fabricated work the 
existence of only one rolling mill, the large distances from' this 
rolling mill and most fabricating shops from most of the Indian 
ports, the non-existence ot Consulting Engineers in India 
capable .of independently and authoritatively advising buyers 
on techmcal matters and the value of goodwill have all produced 
handicaps in favour of the foreigner, which only intensive 
propaganda, rigid organisation and corporate action within the 
Industry can remove. 

(5) The adverse effect of the existing Tariff classification and varying 
rates of duty on the possibility of fabricating in India various 
types of steelwork structures in connection· with cranes, tanks, 
power transmission and canal regnlators has not yet been fully 
a.ppreciated and studied. Until these tariff anomalies are 
studied and rectified, the Industry is handicapped unnecessarily 
without any corresponding advantage to the consumer. 

36. The above shows that although much has been done, much still. 
remains to be done. In normal circumstances Government might well leave 
the Industry to fight its own battles, but circumstances are not normal. 
The resources of the Industry are being frittered away in a fight for 
existence, competition is becoming daily more intense and the existinlZ 
amount of protection has proved inadequate. It is only a sufficient increase 
in duty applied at once, or a total prohibition of fabricated steel imports 
except on special license, that can prevent the Industry from being dan
gerously weakened. Although not claiming to have any qualification for 
expres.'!ing an opinion we would hazard the opinion that a period of 7 yE'ars 
of adequate protection or total prohibition of imports would be necessary. 

Oosts of Conversion. 

37. We have shown that British firms can and do offer large bridgework 
at Rs. 202 per ton landed cost in India. including present duty. We must 
now consider at what price Indian fabricators can sell their product. To 
do so presents considerable difficulty as this figure must include the price' 
at which the Indian rolling mills will supply us with plain material, which 
again depends on the amount of duty on unfabricated steel. Yet apart 
from this influence, the effect of the current ~riff on plain material does 
not affect the amount of protection required by the Indian fabricator because 
foreign competition in fabricated steelwork is based on a cost of plain 
material to the foreign fabricator which is independent of thE' prices and 
rates of duty of foreign plain material delivered in India. The only part 
of our cost affected. by 1>rice8 and rates of duty on foreign plain material is 
the small percentaj!e (121 ppr ('ent.) of our requirements which we must 
import becauREl the Indian 'Mills do not roll it. 

38. Our cost is rna-de up of the following items:-

(n Basis rate~ of Indian plain material delivered our works. 
(2) Basis rates of imported plain material delivE'red our works. 
(3) Allowan('e for mill extras, rolling margin, waste, bolts, rivets and 

paint. 
(4) Cost of conv/i'rsion. 
(5) Upturn of ('apital invested. 
(6) Freight to site. 
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Items 1 &: 2.-Assuming 1 to be Rs. 135 per ton. and '2 to be Rs. 140 per 
ton we have for every 100 tons required~ 

Rs. 
88'5 tons of Indian plain material at Rs. 135 11,947'5 

12'5 tons of imported plain material at Rs. 140 . . 1,750:0 

13,697-5 

which is equivalent to Rs. 137 per ton. 
Item 3.-Afair allowance for Mill extras, rolling margin, waste" bolts, 

rivets and paint is Rs. 22 per ton. 
Item ,6.-The cost of conversion varies considerably, according to the 

type of work and the amount of repetition, number of drawings required 
and the proportion of total works capacity to output. ' 

Our productive capacity is 25,000 tons per annum. Our average output 
over the last 6 years has been 15,172 tons, or 60·7 per cent., but our present 
output has dwindled to 11,397 which is only 45·6 per cent. of the capacity. 
Working under these conditions our average cost of conversion for large 
bridgework is in the neighbourhood of R~. 80 per ton and for structural 
,work Rs. 90 per ton. For orders in which there is a large amount of repeti, 
tion work, these figures would be reduced by about Rs. 5 per ton. :Working 
to standa.rd specifications increases the cost by about Rs. 4 per ton. At 
full production conversion costs would diminish from Rs. 10 to Rs. 15 per 
ton according to the nature of the work. 

Item 5.-During the last 3 years the c'apital invested in our business 
has averaged Rs. 69,99,200 or say Rs. 70 lakhs. Of this amount about 13 
per cent. has been used in financing erection contracts and operations in the 
field whilst about 9·6 per cent. is generally employed in financing the supply 
of articles not of our manufacture, The capital invested in the conversion 
of steel can therefore be taken at Rs. 54·5 lakhs. 5 per cent. of this amount 
'is Rs. 2,72,900 which on our average yearly output during the same period 
of 3· years (15,172 tOllS per annum) gives a figure of Rs. 18 per ton. 

With a basis price of Rs. 135 per. ton tor. pla.in materials a profit of 10 
per cent. on our average total cost would be Rs. 26-6-5. 

Item 6.-We have records of the distance in miles 'over which 1,00,192 
tons of our products have been hauled from our works to destination and 
we have calculated in each case the corresponding mileage from nearest 
port to destination. 

These figures are'-

From our Bombay Works 

From our Calcutta Works 

Average 

Miles from our Milel! from 
Works. nearest Port. 

670 

302 

510 

390 

272 

340 

Taking the average figureS we suffer from a .handicap of 170 mues as 
against imported steelwork At Railway material rates the freight over the 
distance is about ,'.&s. 2-11 and at Class' II rates Rs, 13. The average 
handicap has however little meaning in our trading, since for each enquiry, 
comparisons between our tendered price f.o.r. our works and foreIgn 
materials is made by the buyer adding freight from port to destination and 
the order is placed on the pa.rticular circumstan~es o~ the case and not on 
averages. Our reply to the Tariff Board's questIOnnaIre No. 437 of .the 4th 
October will' reveal that the greatest number of orders lost to IndIa were 
those imported through Karachi and the South .IndianPo!~sand e!early 
reveal the handicap imposed on the Industry by Internal RaIlwa,v freIghts. 
III Southern India, this natural handicap is further enhanced by the fact 

STEEL--III I 
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that the Railways there are all Company managed over which the measures 
devised by Government for assisting home Industries have little or no effect. 

Anotber freight factor is' the cost of- transport of plain material from 
the rolling mills to our Works. Although this freight is at concession rates 
considerably below the rates for the same material when fabricated (which 
/leems anomaly) the extra cost of delivery to our Bombay :Works over cost 
of delivery to any of the Calcutta fabricator's works is about Rs. 12 per ton. 

39. The bare costs of producing fabricated steelwork in India over and 
above the basis price of plain material delivered Calcutta by the Indian 
rolling mills can thus be taken to be:-

For bridgework. For Steelwork. 
Per ton. Per ton. 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 
Items 1 &: S.-Extra for addi-

tional cost of imported plain 
material not rolled in India 2 0 0 2 0 0 

Item S.-Allowance of mill 
extrll6, rolling margin, waste, 
bolts, rivets and paint 22 0 0 22 0 0 

Item ".--(Jost of conversion 80 0 0 90 0 0 

Total 104 0 0 114 0 0 
Item 5.-5 per cent. return on 

capital invested 18 0 0 18 0 0 

Total 122 0 0 132 0 0 
or if a 10 per cent. profit is 

required 130 -6 5 140 6 5 

To this figure must be added the cost of the plain material. 
40. In Appendix VI we give the fair selling price of our products cal

culated on the above basis delivered at various places in India. Against 
this we have the fact that British fabricated bridgework can be landed at 
any Indian port at Rs. 202 per ton. For comparison with the figures given 
in Appendix VI the Railway freight charges at R. M. and public rates from 
nearest port to destination must be added to the imported landed price. 

Type 0/ Protection Required. 

41. The internal freight rates present a twofold difficulty. It is im
possible for fabricators to pool the freight charges into one account and ask 
for an additional protection corresponding to the average handicap, because 
their works are scattered all over the country introducing in each instance 
varying handicaps as amongst themselves and as regards cost of carriage of 
plain. materials from the rolling mills to their works. Against this, the 
bulk of output is in Calcutta and neighbourhood. . 

42. Failing total prohibition of imports of steelwork it would seem that 
any scale of protective tariffs could only be effective if the duty at each 
port varies with the distance of that port from the rolling mills, both for 
plain material and fabricated steelwork. Further, the duty at each port 
would have to have two values, one for material destined to Railways and 
the other for material for other users in order to make up for the difference 
between R. M. and public internal railway freight rates. That no such 
differential tariff is in existence in any country is explained by the fact 
that ill no other country is source of raw material so centralised in a small 
area. 
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Recommendations. 
4~. I.n paragraph 26 we have shown that British Rolling Mills owning 

fabrIcatmg shops can. and do .use a conversion figure of about £4:-10 per 
ton, and transfer plaIn materIal from mill to shop at £6-0 without loss. 
We also know that sea freight for fabricated bridgework is quoted at £1-10 
per ton, flat rate, without shipping extras. In· paragra,ph 39 we have shown 
that our Indian costs,. in addition to price of plain material vary between 
Rs. 104 and Rs. 114 and that about Rs. 20 to Rs. 26 per ton must be added 

. to yield a fair return on the capital invested. ' 
44. In order to make a definite recommendation whilst ignoring what 

the price to the fabricator of Indian and plain material delivered his works 
will be we recommend:-

(a) That "aa valorem" tariffs be discarded in favour of a specific 
rate tariff. 

(b) That the specific rate be made up of three parts:-
(i) A fixed rate representing the difference of the foreign con

version cost, sea freight on fabricated materials and cost 
of landing and Indian cost of conversion and fair return 
on Capital. At present exchange rates this difference 
amounts to Rs. 49 per ton. 

(ii) A specific rate representing the difference .between the rest 
of the British cost, viz., £6-0 and the average cost to the 
Indian fabricator of Indian plain material delivered his 
works. 

(iii) A specific rate, different for· each Indian port, representing 
cost of internal Railway freight from Tatanagar to each 
Indian Port-

(1) At R. M. Rates on steelwork for Indian Railways. 
(2) At Class II rates on steelwork for other bUyers. 

(c) That this Tariff be imposed for a. period of 7 years c!)rtain. 

45. We believe that this tariff will exclude imports of foreign fabricated 
steelwork. Unless this is done Indian fabricators will continue to work at a 
production to capacity ratio well below unity and this process must lead them 
to ruin or force them to cease working. The point has already been ·reached 
where any Indian fabricator still in possession of liquid resources must ask 
himself whether a total close down and dispersal of hie organisation or 
labour investing any cash available is not the only way to, conserve what js 
left whilst waiting for better times. 

PART B.~HIGH TENSILE STEEL. 

SUMMARY. 

This part of. our submission is of vital importance to the Indian Steel 
Trade. 

We describe the new high tensile steels available (paragraphs '1 to 3) 
and their fal" reaching effect on the ,Industry (paragraphs 4 .to 8). We show 
that the advent of this new material has created what could be called a new 
Industry and that its rapid adoption by the Indian Steel trade is essential 
to its continued progress (paragraphs 9 and 10). 

We then discuss the incidence of existing tariffs and the protection 
requirements of the Industry (paragraphs 11 to 14) and after giving examples 
of the economic value of the use of high tensile steel in steel structures 
(paragraphs 15 to 18) we make a suggestion as to the amount (paragraph 19). 

High TensiZe SteeZ. 
1. The development of metallurgical science has recently produced a 

series of steels of greatly increased strength, suitable for steel structures, at 
comparatively low prices. 

!2 
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2. High Tensile Steel is nothing new. Various alloys of much greater 
strength than the usual mild steel have been known for a number of years 
and used in large . quantities in the most important bridges of the world. 
But their cost above that of mild steel was considerable, so that their use was 
financially justifiable only in the largest strqctures where the weight of the 
structure itself is by far the greater part of the load which the structure 
. has to carry. . 

3. In the last two or three years quite suitable high tensile steels with 
increased corrosion resisting properties have been produced at prices low 
enough to render them economical for an increased proportion of structures. 

4. Except in the shore arms of large cantilever bridges, -where -weight is 
an advantage, these new steels can be used economically in 100 per cent. 
of the parts of large bridges and about 60 per cent. in large buildings. Even 
in small bridges, espeoially where live loads are high their use in many 
~omponent parts is economi~al. 

5. The leading Consulting Engineers of the world have accepted this class 
of steel as II; safe and suitable material, its use is being actively pushed by 
its makers and is being adopted by Engineers - in the design of structures 
in every direction. 

6. Those fabricators who have adopted this material have been able to 
compete successfully, not only against mild steel offered by Continental 
competitors but against reinforced concrete designs offered by Scandinavians 
who are, perhaps, the world's leading experts in that branch of engineering. 

7. In Shanghai a multi storey building is being erected in which the use 
of· high tensile steel resulted in a price 181 per cent. below the lowest 
mild steel price which was tendered by us on the basis of' Indian steel and 
fabrication. The use of high tensile steel has thus robbed the Indian steel 
trade of 2,500 tons of export steelwork. -

8. It can be truly said that the a.ppearance of a cheap high tensile steel 
which can replace mild steel with economic advantage in practically any type 
of structure, has created a new industry. 

9. If India is not to lose the place she has won for herself in the steel 
industry of the world, she must produce this new steel on a commercial 
and competitive basis. The fabrication in India of work like the Willingdon 
Bridge at Bally, the Ava Bridge across the Irrawaddy at Burma, the 3 
Nerbudda Bridges and the Jumna Bridge at Delhi to a precision and at 
a speed unequalled anywhere else in the world proves that Indian fabricators 
are fully capable of carrying out bridgework of the largest size and to use 
high tensile steel to the furthest limit of its usefulness if made available to 
them. 

10. The development process, under ,normal trade conditions would be 
slow and costly because on a comparatively small scale. The maturing of 
the Howrah Bridge project not only presents an unique opportunity for 
large scale operations but it obviously justifies bold progress and considerable 
expenditure on experimental work and special equipment. It also intro
duces the time factor. If this work is executed in India the development 
of the new industry need not be gradual, it can be sudden and complete. 

11. The industry is therefore very glad to hear that high tensile steel 
of the required quality can be and will be produced in India, but we submit 
that the new product must be given time to find its feet, 

12. When the existing tariff was set up the prospect of the fabrication and 
erection of bridges large enough to warrant the use of high tensile steel at 
the prices then ruling for it was remote. Its use was limited to machinery 
components, cutlery and the like and the duty, if of British origin, was 
fixed at 10 per cent. The advent of the cheaper high tensile steel and the 
immediate prospect of the construction in India. of a bridge of the largest size 
renders it imperative that the Tariff be changed without delay. 

1:!. Ultimately we believe, it will be proper to impose upon high tensile 
steel the same tariff as applies to mUd steel. For the moment, however, we 
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are satisfied that some special mel!:sure of protection should be afforded so 
that the steel maker on the one hand may proceed in confidence with the 
development of the new material and the fabricator on the other hand may 
not be further embarrassed by a new weapon in the hands of his foreign 
competitor. 

14. This special protection, we suggest, should be of two kinds first there 
should he an enhanced tariff on all high tensile steel of a kind ~hich could 
be used for structures, and second, because some such steels are already the 
subject of patents and other steels may in future' become so the above 
Tariff should be susceptible to increase by the amount of any royalty or 
license fee which may be imposed by patentees for the manufacture of such 
patented steel in India. :rhis protection while encouraging patentees to 
manufacture or to have thelr products manufactured in India, would prevent 
~hem from competing with the ,Indian licensee over whom they would have 
a price advantage equal to the amount of the royalty or license fee which 
they charged. 

15. With regard to the degree of protection which should lie afforded to 
high tensile steel during the development period, we think that it should be 
Buch as to counterbalance part of the economic advantages which its use 
confers on the existing large scale makers. 

16. In the case of the Shanghai building the reduction in cost attribut
able to the use of high tensile steel was £6,235 which, represents 1st per cent. 
of the mild steel values. The saving in weight was 21 per cent. and the 
extra cost only 21 per cent. 

17. In the case of 'a bridge at present being built in Europe which is 
made entirely of high tensile steel, of whieh it contains over 19,000 tons,_ 
the saving due to the use of high tensile steel was approximately 25 per cent. 
over mild steel by weight. 

IS. In the case of a. cantilever bridge of about 1,500 ft. spa.n, we 
calculate that mild steel would have to be delivel'ed into makers works in 
India at Rs. 69 per ton to compete with high tensile steel selling f.o.b. British 
Port at £9-16-3 per ton and subject ,to the existing import tariff of 10 per 
cent. ad valorem at a time when ordinary mild steel is being imported at 
£7-11-3 f.o.b. British Port and subject to the existing import duty of Rs. 23-12 
per ton. When British mild_ steel is at this price Indian made steel can 
sell in India. at Rs. 135 per ton, so that to place imported high tensile steel 
on the same basis the duty would have to be increased, in addition to the 
existing 10 per cent. ad, valorem, by Rs. 66 per ,ton or )t~. S0-8 in all. 

19. If no high tensile steel were available in India it might be" desirable 
to protect to the full amount mentioned above. ,Seeing .that Inciian makers 
can produce the material we believe that an import duty for 5 years on 
high tensile steel of an elastic limit of IS tons per square inch or over 
of about double the tariff on mild steel, fabricated and unfabricated would 
give this new industry a. fair chance 9f establishing itself. 

PART C.-MISCELlANEOUS. 

SUMHARY. 

In this pa.rt of our Submission to the Tariff Board we make suggestions 
tending to increase the amount of steelwork fabricated in India. by making 
it convenient and economical to the buyer to specify Indian fabrication in 
many side lines where, as things are, it does not pay to do so. 

We point out tha.t the existing system of collection of Duty in Indian 
States on the seaboard acts disadvantageously towards both Indian Rolling 
Mills and Fabricators (paragraphs 1 and 2). 

We also describe h~w an enhancement of the Tariff on the steeiwork parts 
of electric tra.nsmission line towers and pylQns, tanks, cranes and conveying 
machinery, and river barrage and canal regulator gates would increase 
considerably the amount of Indian steel fabricated in India. and incre-ase the 
Revenue without increasing the cost to the user beyond the value of the better
servioo and convenience which he wOl,lld enjoy (paragraphs 3 to 21). ' 
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Inddence 0/ C'U8t~s Duly. 
1. An important factor in the working of the existing tarifi is that in 

Indian States possessing ports, such as the Kathiawad States, Travancore 
and Cochin, the duty is payable to the State. If the State itself is the 
buyer, the fact that ,Import duty is a revenue to the State is an adverse 
factor in influencing comparisons betweeJ:!, the indigenous and the imported 
articles. 

2. In a recent case of this nature (3,000 tons) the imported prices less 
duty were such that The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., was forced to quote 
us as low as Rs. 77 per ton, delivered f.o.r. Calcutta for heavy joists (carrying 
high sectional extras). We give this as another instance of how the Indian 
Rolling Mills are unable to obtain the prices they ought to realise owing to 
loopholes in the existing Customs arrangements. 

TariH Anomalies. 
3. There are several steel products the manufacture of which could be 

carried out in India but is not owing to Tariff anomalies which in some cases 
give the foreign manufacturer a definite advantage over the Indian fabricator 
by rendering it convenient to Indian buyers to impose conditions of contract 
not only highly detrimental to the establishment of new Industries in India 
but frequently reacting 'unfavourably on the user. 

The specifio "items which we -have in mind are:-
,(1) Electric transmission line towers or pylons. 

(2) Pressed steel tanks. 
(3) Structural steel parts of cranes and conveying machinery. 
(4) River barrage and canal regulator gates. 

4. Some considerations apply generally to most of these categories. 
Besides fierce competition from outside, our Industry has suffered from 
lack of demand for our products. To increase the demand it has become 
increasingly important to keep in the country all available work, even if in 
so doing some classes of manufacture will temporarily be raised in price. 
This price disadvantage will be counterbalanced by better service to the buyer, 
as will be described in detail for each item. • 

5. In general, light structures especially if required to a high degree of 
accuracy (such as structural parts carrying mechanical units) suffer severely 
from damage during sea carriage. .If made in India, and properly loaded 
on railway trucks they can be transported to destination without damage. 
Shipping joints can be avoided and tests after assembly can be carried oui; 
before the eye of the buyer. To obtain service after delivery is impossible 
if the article is imported whilst easy if the maker is indigenous and readily 
accessible. 

6. We would also submit that as long as the present depression continues, 
and so long as protective tariffs al'El high enough to keep the foreign article 
out, internal competition will keep prices down to a figure not exceeding the 
present imported price. We do not want the Indian buyer to pay more but 
we want him to buy Indian and get better value. 

Electric Transmission Line Towers or Pylons. 

'7. We propose to deal here with the Tarifi Board's letter No. 436, dated 
the 4tb October, with special reference to our tender in connection with the 
Ernakulam and Ooimbatore section of the Pykara Hydro Electric Scheme. 

S. In this enquiry we estimated that the lowest British price, landed at 
ErnakuLlIom and including 10 per cent. duty would be £22-19-6 and the 
similar l,twest Continental price would be £20-7-6. We then made as accurate 
an estimate as possible of the cost to us of design of the structures, conver
sion, galvanising, supply of bolts and fittings, placing f.o.b. Calcutta, sea 
freight Calcutta to Cochin and landing at Ernakulam. After deducting 
these costs from the above expected competitive prices, we came to the 

-conclusion that the Indian Rolling Mills would have to supply us with the 
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plain material required, delivered our Works at a flat rate not exceeding 
Rs . .95 per ton. We put this proposition to the Tata Iron and Steel Co., 
Ltd., and they agreed to supply at this extremely low price. In these 
circumstanC!ls it is impossible for us to reply to the question asked by the 
Board in their above letter because the price quoted to us for the plain 
material and used in our tender was obviously agreed to by the rolling mills 
irrespective of any tariff and solely to make it possible for Indian fabricators 
to keep the order in India and get a footing in this important branch of the 
Industry. It may be of interest to note, in support of our previous remarks 
on the internal freight handicap, that our price had to include nearly 
Rs. 27 per ton to cover cost of cheapest route carriage from our Works to 
destination. As these towers are usually required galvanised the duty on 
spelter becomes another factor working against the .Indian fabricator. 

9. With the unequalled waterpower resources of India, the demand for 
this class of material represents a comparatively important fraction of the 
total demand for steelwork. We have therefore thought it advisable to draw 
the attention of the Board to several adverse factors which are not directly 
remediable by Tariff but which reveal the natural adverse consequences of 
low duties in speCIal cases. . 

10. As owing to the low tariff Indian made towers cannot compete with 
the imported ones, it has become the practice of the Electric Department 
of the Provincial Governments and other important buyers to invite tenders 
for complete transmission lines from the large Cable Companies only. These 
cable Companies buy the towers; they do not make them, and any fabri
cator in India wishing to compete is forced to quote to a foreign cable company 
in competition with foreign makers of towers. This adds a tremendous 
moral handicap ~ the financial one against }he indigenous article. 

11. If fabricated transmission towers were protected by as high a tariff 
as other steel structures, Government buyers in India wonld be compelled, 
in discharge of their duty towards the Indian tax payer, to invite separate 
tenders in India for the manufacture and supply of the towers. Until the 
Tariff is high enough to force buyers to buy in India, the establishment of 
this Industry here is a hopeless task. 

12. In the specific case under reference other adverse factors were noticed. 
Serious consideration was given to an offer for poles entirely different to 
the towers specified. We also understand that all tenders were sent out of 
the country to an official then on leave and that the foreign tenderers 
thus obtained special facilities f9r following up their offers, not available 
to ,Indian fabricators. We quote these influences as examples of the indirect 
effects of tariff anomalies. 

13. We believe that if the duty on all steel structures required for trans
mission lines. is raised to the same level as those for ordinary steelwork the 
buyer will not pay more and an important new industry will be created 
absorbing many thousands of tons of Indian Steel. 

Pressed Steel Tanks. 
14. For years we have been importers of pressed steel tank plates manu

Jactured in England by specialists. In pursuance of our policy to expand 
our manufacturing activities in India, we are installing special plant in Qur 
Bombay Works to manufacture these plates in India. There are also two 
fabricating firms in Calcutta who press these plates in India. 

15. Although assessed at'the same tariff rates as other steelwork,. the costs 
of manufacture are so low that any scale of duties based on averagec03ts of 
steelwork act in an anomalous manner. In this specific instance the 'plates 
can be delivered c.i.f. Indian Port from abroad at as Iowa price as £9-10 
per ton and as a consequence Indian fabricators have had to ask the Imhan 
Rolling Mills to supply the plain material at very low rates. A hi/!her 
tariff will not raise prices undnly as, with 3 fa~ricators in the count1'y • 

.. 
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internal competition will keep prices of conversion down; whilst enabling the 
Rolling Mills to obtain a fair price for the plain material. 

16. Owing to the low prime costs of this class of material, we believe 
that a surcharge of 25 per cent. over the fabricated steelwork tariff rates 
is necessary in order to bring up the average specific duty to the same order 
of magnitude as for steelwork. The increased duties should apply to all 
types of steel tank materials. 

Structural parts of Oranes and Oowveying Machinery. 

17. In this class of machinery, structural steelwork forms generally the 
greater part of the plaht and as the machinery parts have to be built into 
the structural parts great accuracy of fabrication and adjustment is necessary. 
The structural portions are generally of very slender construction, easily 
damaged in transit. .If imported, Indian buyers of cranes have very frequently' 
to carry out locally extensive repairs with quite inadequate equipment and 
under unfavourable circumstances. 

18. Another consideration is that the buyer of cranes nearly always 
requires them to be assembled and tested in the maker's works and as most 
cranes are made abroad he must employ foreign inspecting agencies to 
represent him at the tests and then run all the risks of damage in transit 
after the crane has been dismantled for shipment. 

19. The practical disadvantages are so obvious that one of the . leading 
crane makers in Great Britain has come to an arrangement with us whereby 
they design their cranes and ship to us the machinery parts whilst we fabri
cate the structural parts in India to their designs, fit the machinery parts 
to the structure, test the cranes in' our shops in India in the buyer's presence, 
despatch to buyer by rail without risk of damage in transit and erect the 
crane at destination, where the buyer takes it over in working order. This 
procedure is all to the buyer's advantage. It also suits the crane maker 
who is a specialist in the manufacture of the mechanical parts ollly and 
who is usually only too glad to have the structural parts fabricated by a 
specialist in that class of work. 

20. In spite of these patent advantages the inertia of the buyer and the 
existing organisation abroad for buying and inspecting cranes for India are 
strong enough influence to nullify our best efforts to introduce improved 
IDt'thods in this industry. If the structural' parts of cranes, conveyors, 
runways, serial ropeways and all types of handling machinery were subject 
to the same tariff as ordinary structural steelwork we believe that suffi
cient stimulus would be provided to induce buyers to get the steelwork parts 
made in India. In view of the advantages outlined above we are confident 
that the saying in agency and inspection fees abroad, the immunity from 
damage and the better service possible will more than compensate the buyer 
against the slight increase 'in cost ·due to -8 higher tariff on the less expensive 
structural components. 

Barrage Gates and Oa7Ul1 Regu.lators. 

21. Conditions in this line of steel products follow very closely those out. . 
lined above in respect of cranes and transporting machinery. In this case 
the structural parts form a greater percentage of the whole and are generally 
bulky. By fabricating in India bigger units can be fully assembled and 
finished in the Works reducing field joints and workmanship and getting 
much of the work that. is now done in the field in difficult conditions carried 
out iIf a well equipped works. In this case also we believe that the applica
tion of the tariff for ordinary structural steelwork to the structural parts of 
these gates and regulators will keep many thousands of tons of work in 
India whilst not increasing the ultimate cost of the buyer beyond the 
improved results and service he would receive. 
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APPENDIX I. 

P1'ogressive Table- of Indian, Fabrication, Statistics. 

Indian Estimated 
Estimated Tonna.g.e of 

Total tonnage foreign steel 
Year. steel used UBed by tonnage foreign of fabricated 

by Indian fabricated fabricated 
steel bought 

fabricators. Indian 
in India. steel 

fabricators. imported.* by India.* 

1925 62,491 12,498 74,989 19,351 94,340 
1926 70,645 14,129 84,774 17,961 102,735 
1927 66,050 13,210 7,.9,260 33,945, 113,205 
1928 53,262 7,989 61,251 22,696 83,947 
1929 59,546 8,931 68,477 15,530 84,001 
1930 94,258 11,782 106,040 14,254 120,294 
1931 71,308 8,913 80,221 4,775 84,996 
1932 47,665 4,766 52,431 1,452 53,883 

* The figures in the last 2 columns exclude steelwork imported on Govern-
ment account. , 

Tonnage output from our works. Percentages of our total output. 

Year. Total fabti- Total Calcut~ Bombay. Total. cated in Imports. 
India. demand. 

Per cent. Per Cent. Percent. 
1927 3,937 8,582 12,519 15;8 11,05 36'9 
1928 4,287 7,533 11,820 19'3 14'1 52-1 
1929 6,969 6,838 13,807 20'2 16·45 89'1 
1930 11,755 7,534 19,289 18'2 16'0 135 
1931 8,229 6,600 14,829 18·5 17·45 310'5 
1932 5,852 5,545 11,397 21,7 21'2 785 

Our tonnage output figures represent structural steel only and exclude 
rivets, bolts, cast 'steel, cast iron, tubes, drifts sheeting, glazing, rainwater 
goods and all items not of our manufacture. 

The above figures show that we fabricate about -t of the total output of 
the Industry and that our policy of developing the fabrication of large bridge
work has been the most important factor in decreasing the volume of imports. 

This superiority has only been maintained by a continuous and progres
sive lowering of prices to figures far below the cost of production, since the 
existing tariff was based on prices rul~ng in 1926 and has proved not sUlfli.. 
ciently flexible to maintain Indian prices at an economic level when prices 
of imports began to sag. ' 

The tariff has fostered the fabrication of high class bridgework but has 
failed in maintaining prices at an ~onomic level. 

APPENDIX II. 

(Extract from the "Daily Mail" -issue oj 3rd October, 1933.) 

TARIFF HELP TO TRADE. 

Bright outlook for Iron, and Steel. 

The effect of tariffs is reflected in returns of iron and steel imports ihto 
the River Tees presented at yesterday's meeting of the Tees Conservancy 
Commissioners at Middlesbrou!l;h. 
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Only 14,331 tons were unloaded in the river during the past 11 months 
compared with 119,067 tons in the corresponding period of the previous year. 

The outlook for the Industry is brighter than for a considerable time, and 
Messrs. Dorman Long & Co. are to relight a reconstructed blast furnace 
within a week or two. From this" it is expected, there will be record outputs. 

There is a shortage of Cleveland foundry iron, and as soon as adequate 
coke supplies are assured further furnaces will be put into blast. An ironstone 
mine at Guisborough is to be re-opened, giving employment to a large number 
of men. • 

The export of iron and steel is expanding, and there are definite signs 
of an improved steel trade with the Argentine under the new tariff concessions. 

(E(£tract from "The Times Weekly Edition", dated October 12th, 1933, 
page 399.) 

Had he gone into particulars, Mr. Chamberlain might have quoted the 
signs of better times presented by two basic British ,Industries. The new 
Master Cutler announced on the occasion of his installation at Shelffield that 
the output of steel in that city is now at the rate of 27,000 tons a month 
more than last year, and that. the output for the whole country during the 
first eight months of 1933 has averaged 99,000 tons a month more than 
the comparable figure during 1932. The steel industry has had the advantage • 
of a considerable tariff stabilized until October, 1934. This concession was 
made for the express purpose of allowing the industry to set its house in 
order free from the handicap of unrestricted dumping. 

APPENDIX III. 

Table of equivalent rates of ·Steelwork. 
A. Sterling prices f.o.b. European Port. 
B. Equivalent rupee prices landed at Indian Port for British materials. 
C. Equivalent rupee prices landl1d at Indian Port for Continental m~terials. 

A. B. c. 
£ Rs: Rs. 
8 ~ U6 
9 174 192 

10 190 209 
11 206 225 
12 222 241 
13 239 259 

Freight from Europe to India is taken at £1-10 per ton. 
Oustoms Rs. 26-4 per ton or 21-1 per cent. ad valorem whichever is greater 

for British materials. 
For Continental materials Rs. 18-12 per ton over British. 

Dock Dues and Landing Oharges Rs. 3-8 per ton. 

APPENDIX IV. 

Estimate 01 actual cost 01 the Nerbudda Bridge spans I.o.b. British Port. 
The British Steel Makers Association current rates for plain material 

delivered to an independent fabricator's Works anywhere in Great Britain 
(if for an export contract) are:-

Sections and Angles, basis £7-7-6 per ton. 
Plates, iN thick and over, basis £7-15 per ton. 
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. All0w.ing for Mill extras, rolling margin and waste and paint, these basis 
prices give an average :flat overall rate for the plain material of £7-19-6. 

If th,: !ndepe~dent fabricator's Wo!ks" a~ on seaboard (the most favour
able positlOn for export orders) a fair estimate of the cost of bridgework 
of this nature is:-

Plain material d/dWorks . 

Conversion-
Wages • 
Overheads 

Placing f.o.b. British Port 

.e s. d . 
719 6 

210 0 
2 10 0 
0 4 6 
---

Total 13 4 0 

APPENDIX V. 

Particulars from Braithwaite & Co. (India), Ltd., records of orders lost to 
them to a British. firm fabricating in India plain material rolled by 
tkem abroad. 

Price of plain Our price Date of tender. Description and Buyer. Tonnage. materi&l 
per ton. per ton. 

---- -Ra. A. 1'. 

30th June 1931 Bhe.re.t " Insurance Co., 3501) Tata, RB. 135 197 0 0 
Steel frame building. (erected) 

16th May 1931 Lucknow Sugar MillB 23'75 Tata, RB. 14.0 245 0 0 

30th Sep. 1931 E. I. Railway, 2 spans, SO' 10S'5 20'8 tons, Bri· 216 0 0 
tish, RB. 145 

SO'5 tons, Tata, 
.Rs.137·8 

14th Dec. 1931 E. I. Railway 8 spans, 28' 19'65 Tate., RB. 135 184 0 0 

24th Dec. 1931 Be.nge.de.ye. Cotton Mi1Is, 173-0 Tata, Rs. 104 187 8 0 
Mill Building. 

Tata, Ra. 104 21st March 1932 Mowalkishore Me.niklal, 79'0 164 0 0 
Steel frame building. 

7th May 1932 N. C. Bose, stanchions 40-0 Tata, Ra. 102 164 8 0 
158 0 0 
144 0 0 

8th May 1933 . F. B. Bloomfield, Archi- 400-5 Tate., Rs. 104 198 0 0 
teet, Dellii, Ranpur Suo (erected) 
gar Factory. 

lOth JUDe 1933 • KhadaSugarFactory 103-0 Tate., RB. 135 198 8 0 

26th June 1933 • S. I. Railway, 4 spans, 64' 123-0 15'6 tons, Bri-
tish, Rs. 159 

197 4" 0 

106-5 tons, Tate., 
RB.139·5 

7th August 1933 E. I. Railway, 21 Well 101'2 Tat .. , RB. 134 201 8 0 
Curbs. 

9th Sep.1933 . E. I. Railway, 14 spans, 57"4 Tate., Rs. 144·5 194 3 Ii 
18' 
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- In addition the same firm obtained the following orders for which we 
did not quote: - _ 

Raza Sugar Factory, 330 tons. 
E. I. Railway tCrane Gantry, 71 tons. 
Daga Buildings, 150 tons. 

APPENDIX VI. 

Fair selling prices 0/ Indian Steelwork' at variO'Us places in India on the 
- basis 0/:-

Plain material deli.versd our W01'ks-
(a) Clive Works (Calcutta) Rs. 125. 
(b) Mulund Works (Bombay) R~"137. 

Total cost 0/ Con-version with 10 per cent. for profit and contingencies
(a) Bridgework Rs. 130-6-5. 
(b) Steelwork Rs. 140-6-5. 

Freight. Fair selling price f.o.r. destination. 

Plain 

Destination. material Bridge work. Steel work. 
dId R.M. Publio Works. rates. rates. R.M. Publio R.M. Publio 

rates. rates. rates. rates. 

Rs. Rs. A. P • . Ra. A. P. Ba. Rs. -Ra. Rs. 

Ahmedabad 137 41010 21 9 0 272 289 282 299 

BangaJoro 137 14 14 1 56 4 0 282 324 292 334 

Bombay. 137 2 0 0 2 0 0 270 270 280 280 

Cawnpore 125 8 13 0 38 8 0 264 294 274 304 

Calcutt-a . 125 .. .. 256 256 266 266 

Delhi 125 12 4 6 54 14 0 268 310 278 320 

Lahore 137 18 14 9 5613 0 286 324 296 334 

Madras 137 13 0 6 48 5 0 280 316 290 326 

Metapalayam 137 17 2 4 62 8 0 285 330 295 3-10 

Quetta . 137 25 12 3 90 0 0 293 357 303 367 

Quilon 237 19 4 4 73 13 0 287 341 297 351 

Secundera bad 137 9 1 1 30 12 0 276 298 286 308 

Triohin opoly 137 15 13 11 58 4 0 283 326 293 336 

Vizagapatam 125 712 6 33 '1 3 263 289 - 273 299 
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Prices 01 Imparted Steelwork on the 
Pori,-

basis of Rs. 202 landed at Indian 

R.M. Public. 
rates. rates. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Ahmedabad 206 10 10 223 9 0 
Bangalore 205 8 4 215 6 4 
Bombay 202 0 0 202 0 0 
Cawnpore 21013 0 240 8 0 
Calcutta 202 0 0 202 0 0 
Delhi 214 4 6 256 14 0 
Lahore 214 3 9 249 6 0 
Madras 202 0 0 202 0 0 
Quetta 212 5 0 236 4 0 
Quilon 202 0 0 202 0 0 
Trichinopoly 206 10 10 223 9 0 
Vizagapatam 202 0 0 202 0 0 

(7) Lefler No. "P. L. 675, ,lated the 21st November, 1999, frofl~ Messr3. 
Braithwaite &: Co. (India), Limited, Calcutta. 

With our submission forwarded to the Board under our No. 660, dated 
the 9th November, 1933, we included certain statistics of, tonnage fabricated 
in Appendix I. We would like to make it clear that the figures of total 
tonnage of fabricated steelwork bought in India include not only the 
tonnage handled by recognised fabricating' firms like Jessop & Co., Burn 
& Co., Balmer Lawrie & Co., The Kumardhube Engineering Co., Richardson 
and Cruddas, etc., hut also l!1I reouirements hou(!'ht by petty fabricating 
shops, the bazaar karkhauas, repair shops of Railways, Port Authorities, 
Gardeu Reach Workshops, Mazagaon Dockyard, I. G. N. & R. Shops, etc. 
Also the reqnirements of tl>e building trade both as plain joists in masonry 
building and for simple fabrication by firms like Mackintosh Burn & Co., 
Martin & Co., The Britannia 'Building Co., etc. 

H our output figures be compared with the total output from the genuine 
fabricating firms, the percentage supplied by us averages 31l per cent. 
over the last six years and 55! per cent. for last year. We estimate that 
the capacity of our two Works represents about 39l per cent. of the major 
fabricating shops in India. 

(8) Letter dated the 27th November, 1993, from Messrs. BraUhwaite' &: Co, 
(I1Idia). Ltd. 

TRANSMISSION TOWBRS. 

In Appendix IV of our written submission giving an estimate of actual 
cost of the Nerbudda Bridge spans f.o.b. British Port we give the rates 
for plain material delivered to an independent fabricators Works anywhere 
in Great Britain (if for an export contract) as:-

Sections and Angles, basis £7-7-6 per ton. 
Plates, i W thick and over, basis £7-15 per ton. 

This statement requires elucidation . 
. The current rates for plain material delivered to an independent fabri

cators Works anywhere in Great Britain (even if for an export contract) 
are:-

Joists, basis £8-15 per ton. 
o Sections, basis £8-7-6 per ton. 

00 Plates, fIT thick and over, bas1s £8-17-6 per ton. 
o 0 
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If the 'fabricatOr has subscribed to the Mill's own "Rebate" Bcheme and 
therefore refrains from buying "foreign" steel he receives deferred rebates 
at the following rates:-

J oiBts £1-2~ per ton. 
Sections £0-15 per ton. 
Plates £0-15 per ton. 

Current "Export" prices are:
Sections & JoiRts £7-7~ per ton. 
Plates £7-17~ per ton. 

But these rates do not apply to material supplied to a British fabricator 
for an export contract and the "Rebate" scheme does not apply. The 
British Steel Export Association may function if foreign competition is 
proved. 

We would also like to take this opportunity of making cl('ar what may 
appear to be an ambiguity in our submission. In Part A, paragraph 36, 
we make use of the expression. 

"It is only a sufficient increase of duty applied at once, or a total 
prohibition of fabricated steel imports on special license that can prevent 
the Jndustry from being dangerously weakened." 

It has heen pointed to us that this expression may be read as a 
suggestion from us that we desire to suggest total prohibition of imports 
of fabricated steel. This is not so. Total prohibition is so obviously im
possible and unattainable that we never considered it as coming within the 
range of practical politics. We mentioned total prohibition merely as one 
of the two possihle cures in order to let its very impoSsibility strengthen 
our case for the sole implemenbble remedy, effective protection. 

The opening words of paragraph 42 show clearly that WI' did not enter
tain any idea that total prohihition would be seriously considered. 

A further point that may n~t be clear is the following: -In para. 38 
in calculating the part of the cost of conversion due to the higher price 
of the small percentage of foreign plain material not rolled in India, we 
took Rs. 135 as the cost of Indian plain materials. Also in Appendix VI 
we use the rate of Rs. 125 as the lowest quoted for tested material in 
large contracts., These are to-days prices and have no relation to our 
recommendations for a revised tariff. In our recommendation we based 
our figures on a fair selling price f.o.r. Jndian Mills of Rs. 97 per ton 
for structural sections and Rs. 101 for plates. 

We regret making these explanations at this late date, hut woulll submit 
that these are elucidations and not corrections. 

(9) Letter No. P. L.' 796. dated the tend December, 1999, from Messrs. 
Braithwaite &: Co. (India), Ltd. 

'l'n.\NSlIIISSION TOWERS., 

When I!:lvmg oral evidence hefore the Tariff Board on the 28th Novem
ber. the President asked us to supply him with further particulars; espe
cially to show how the total cost of representative Hydro Electric schemes 
would be affected by an increase of cost of the transmission towers by 
15 per cent., viz., the result of a tariff of 25 per cent. instead of 10 per 
cent. 

In a, hydro electric scheme, of which we possess particulars, the total 
cost of the undertaking is Rs. 1.84.48,067 and the total cost of the trans
mission lines is Rs. 24,42,938 including towers, insulators, conductors, ('te., 
etc .• of this amount the cost of the towers dId site represents 32'6 per cent. 
or Rs. 7,96,398, 15 per cent. increase on this amount is Rs. 1.19,459 which 
represents only 0-647 per cent. of the total cost of the undertaking. 

The chances of such a small increase in cost rendering the whole of a 
big scheme unremunerative seems extremely remote, especially as the crite-
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~ion of remunerativeness is the relation which the diiferenoo between cost 
of operation and income bears to capital cost. 

In the scheme in question, the income was estimated at Ra. 23,34,400 
per annum and the operating charges at Rs. 8,40,383 leaving a balance 
of Ra. 14,94,017. Deducting depreciation at Ra. 3,15,336 per annum the 
nett income becomes Ra. 11,78,681. 

This nett income represents 6'4 per cent. on the original capital cost 
and 6'35 per cent. on the capital cost increased by the extra dnty on towers. 
The difference is only 0'05 per cent.; which is only a fraction of thll 
margin of error possible in such figures due to probable errors in estimating. 

We trust these figures will substantiate our statement that an increase 
in the cost of towers of the magnitude proposed cannot really influence the 
chances of economic success of an undertaking. 

Figures will naturally vary in different schemes. The example chosen is 
quite representative. It will also be plain that even large variations in 
ratio of cost of towers to total cost will still produce percentage differences 
of a very small order of magnitude. 

In connection with the question of duty on transmission towers we 
/ would like to draw the attention of the Board to the following:-

Thft President based his calculations on the prices for British and Conti
nental Towers landed at Ernakulam and including 10 per cent. given in 
paragraph 8 of Part C of our submission. 

The rates given, "iz., £22-19-6 and £20-7-6 were our estimates of what 
prices would be, they are not the actual ones submitted. Since we based 
our tendered price to just beat these estimated figures at the present rate of 
duties, an analysis of these figures is hound to show that 10 per cent.' is 
the correct duty under the assumed conditions. 

We suhmit that to ascertain the true position, the actual tendered 
figures should be analysed. These can be obtained by the Government 
of Madras. 

Our own information, the exactness of which we cannot vouch for, 
gives the following tendered figures for towers only did Cochin:-

Ra. 
(1) Callenders with British Towers 3,22,000 
(2) G. E. C. with Continental Towers 3,71,000 
(3) B. I. with Continental Towers . 3,70,000 
(4) B. I. with Braithwaite's Indian towers 3,82,000 

As our rate was Ra. 280 per ton c.i.f. Cochin our tonnage was about 
1,363 tons. We have no information as to the tonnage in Callenders 
tender for British towers. 

We also find that our freight. rate from Calcutta to Cochin was Ra. 21 
and not Ra. 27 as stated in our submission. This was a typing error. 

Assuming Callenders tonnage the same as ours (which we doubt as our 
design was a sturdy OIle) the analysis would work out as follows:-

CaUeaders British towers c.i.f. Cochin including 
10 per cent. duty 

LessiI'fi for duty . 
C.i.f. rate lesl duty 

, Braithwaites Indian made towers c.i.f. Cochin 
Les, freight Calcutta to Cochin 

Add for difference in price of Tata plain material 
(Ra. 95 per ton quoted "ersus Rs. 111 new fair 
selling price dId our Works) 

Total 

Per ton. 
. Rs. 

236'3 
21'5 

214·8 
280,0 
21,0 

259'0 

16'0 
275 
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Difference is Rs. 60'2 or 2a per cent. o! the duty free British price. 

These figures are subject to verification from the Madras GOvernment 
as regards the amounts quoted and the tonnage of the British towers offered 
by Callenders. 

The difference of Callenders British Towers price below the prices for 
Continental towers is accounted for we understand, by Callenders having 
quoted for'these towers below their cost_to themselves in order to secure the 
~ale of their own products conductors insulators sub-stations, etc. 

(10) Letter No. P. L. 7.&2, dated the 4th December, 1933, from Messrs. 
Braithwaite &: Co. (India), Ltd. 

During our oral examination on the 28th November, the President 
- made the suggestion that the obvious need for increasing the tariff on 
fabricated steelwork could be obviated by agreement with British fabri
cators getting them not to quote below a certain minimum agreed figure. 

He asked us to express an opinion on this proposal. 

As tIle fair selling price for steelwork has been taken as about Rs. 250 
per ton on a basis of Rs. 111 per ton for Tata plain material, unless 
tariffs are raised any other method of ensuring to the Indian fabricator 
the fair selling price will attract Belgian, French and German competition 
and with the dollar depreciating daily the U. S. A. as well. 

This would mean agreements with every steel producing nation, a very 
difficult and protracted task. . 

As such agreements would be equivalent to the countries named not 
exporting any steelwork to India at all since the local makers could always 
underquote the agreed limit figure, the foreign country making the agree
ment must exact some quid pro quo arid this may be difficult to find. 

In our opinion the only way to cure the evil is by a straight tariff 
sufficient to ensure to the Indian fabricator the fair selling price and the 
duty should be specific, not a percentage, otherwise the less the imported 
price, the less the protection just when it is wanted most by those protected. 

We have received by telephone from London the views of a very good 
judge of the steel trade condition and he emphasises that the Nerbudda 
level of prices will obviously hold good for a very long time._ In his opinion 
prices may even go lower. He cannot see a recovery in prices until the 
demand increases considerably. 

In our opinion the danger of changes in the basic price on which the 
tariff is. based can be best averted by giving the Executive power to alter 
the tariff when the basic price changes. 

(11) Letter No. P . . L. 7,&0, dated tlle 4th December, 1939, from Messrs. 
B1'aithwaite &: Co. (India), Ltd. 

DUMPING OF FOREIGN PLAIN MATERIAL FABRICATED IN INDIA BY FOREIGN 
ROLLING MIT.L OWNED FABRIC'ATING SHOPS. 

With reference to the form of attack des~ribed in paragraph 22 (b) 
of Pa~ A of our submission to the Board, we promised to supply the 
Board, with. two further examples of this practice which had occurred 
as the Board is sitting .. , 
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These are the particulars desired-

EXAKPLB No. 1.-14 Pwte Girders of 40 ft. span for the E. I. Railway 
(November, 1999). 

Cost of Tata plain material, 158'41 tons at 
Re. 130 

Cost of British plain material, not rolled by Tatas, 
9'61 tons at Re. 110. • • • • • 

Mill extras, roIling margin, waste, shop and site 
rivets and bolts, paint .' 

Conversion costs on 176'65 tons at Re. 80 per ton 

Nett cost to Indian fabricator 

Rs. 

20,601 

1,634 

3,335 
14,132 

89,102 

Fair Indian selling price, using Tats plain material at Re. 130 basis 
and excluding return on Capital or profit, say Rs. 225 per ton. 

Actual selling price quoted by a foreign roIling mill owning ,firm, using 
British plain material of their own rolling and fabricating it in India in 
their own shops Re, 180 per ton. 

U an Indian fabricator had imitated them and used British plain 
material throughout, this I)!!timate would read:-

British plain material, 158'41 tons at Re. 141-8 
British plain material, 9'61 tons at Re. 170 
Extras as above 
Conversion costs as above 

Total 

equivalent to Rs. 235 per ton nett cost. 

Re. 

22,423 
1,634 
3,335 

14,132 

41,524 

Difference between dumped selling price and nett cost to Indian fabri. 
cstor on the Bame basis is Re. 65 per ton. 

ELUlPLB No. 2.~,f4 B. S. Joist spa'/lS, eo ft. span lor E. I. Railway 
(November, 1999). 

Cost of Tataplain material, 92'21 tons at Re. 136 
Cost of British plain material not rolled by Tatas, 

9'36 tons at Re. 146-8 • 
Extras as stated in previous case . 
Conversion at Re. 80 per ton on 106'4' tons 

Nett cost to Indisn fabricator 

• 

Re. 
12,448 

1,371 
1,353 
8,512 
-.-"-
23,684 

Fair Indian seIling price using Tata plain material at Rs. t30 basis 
and excluding return on Capital or profit say Rs. 222 per ton .. 

Actual selling price quoted by a foreign rolling mill owningfir'!l' 
using British plain material of their own rolling and fabricating it tn 
India in their bwn BhQP~ Ils. 183 Pill' ton 

STU1L-Dl It 
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If an Indian fabricator had imitated them and used British plain 
material throughout, his estimate would read:-

B~itish plain material, 92'21 tons at TIs. 141-8 
British plain material, 9'36 tons at Rs. 146-8 
Extras as above plus speeial mill charg~ of £1 per 

ton on 50'7 tons of 24"x 71-" R. S. Joists 
Conversion as above 

Total 

equivalent to Rs. 234 per ton nett cost. 

Rs. 
13,048 
1,371 

2,029 
8,512 

24,960 

Difference between dumped selling price and nett cost to Indian fabricator 
on the· same basis is Rs. 51 per ton. 

As an example of the manner in which. the Government purchase rules 
are ignored, even by State Railways; the following particulars regarding 
these two' enquiries may be of interest. 

'In Enquiry No. 1 we decided to quote Rs. 183 per ton. 
Although the foreign price for bridgework made entirely from foreign 

plain material was only Ii per cent. below the price quoted by ,an Indian 
firm for bridgework made nearly entirely from Indian plain material, the 
order was placed with the foreign firm. ' 

In Case No. 2 the respective foreign and Indian prices were Rs. 183 
and Rs. 184, a difference of only 1 per cent. yet the foreign firm got the 
order. 

(12) Letter No. P. L. 770, dated the ·19tk December, 1988, from Messrs. 
Braithwaite &: Co. (India), Ltd. 

During our oral examination on the 28th November the President used 
the ,figure of Rs. III per ton as the fair priee for Indian plain material 
delh'ered in a fabricators works in India. We have consequently used 
this figure as the basis of our ealculations given in our letter No: 736 of 
the 2nd instant to you referring to Transmi8sion Towers. 

Since then, we ha,"e PIldeavoured to traec the sources from which this 
rate of Rs. III per ton has been derived, but have failed to do so. 

In Table VII of Tatas submission, the prices given for imported steel 
Illnded Indian ports without duty, January to June, 1933, is given as:-

. British Structural sections Rs. 112'7 per ton. 
~ritish Plates Rs. 114'4 per ton. 

Adding to' these rates, the proposed duties of Rs. 18 per ton, we get 
rates for imported steel hinded Indian Ports with new duties. 

British Structural sections R~. 130'7 per ton. 
British Plates Rs. 132-4 per ton. 

'lU"eragin.g a"bdllt Rs. 131-8 per ton. 
From these figures it would appenr that Tatas under the new duties, 

could (',harge the Tndian fabricators about Rs. 126 01' Rs. 127 per ton for 
the plain material. 

Thiij rate differs matt'rinlly from the rate of Rs. III per ton used by 
the Prt'sident· in his calculations and we are at a IOSi in asrertaining 
which is the correct figure. 

: If the Rs. 111 rate is wrong, we write to ask that the calculations 
sent in our letter ~o, '(36 regarding Transmission Towers be suitahly 
IItllended, 
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(13) Letter dated the 19th January, 1994, from MeS8rs. Braithwaite &, 00. 
(India), Ltd. 

In the recent suhmission to the Tariff Board from the National Fede
ration of Iron and Steel Manufacturers of Great Britain the proposal has 
been made that after the Indian Rolling Mills have satisfied' ,the' require
ments' of the Country to the limit of their capacity the remainder' of the 
Indian market for Steel should be allotted by some quota system :to the 
Rolling Mills of Great ,Britain. We further understood that some similar 
proposal has been made as regards fabricated steelwork. 

Duringt our oral examination on the 28th November, 1-933, the President 
was good enough to invite our views regarding a proposal to obtain pro
tection for Indian fabricators by Agreement with British fabricators and 
we complied with this invitation in our letter P. L. 742, dated the 4th 
December, 1933, written before the British submission had been perused 
by us. 

It seems to us important to reiterate our statement that the capacity 
of the leading Indian fabricators will considerably exceed the ,Indian internal 
demand for steelwork for some years to come and that until the, demand 
exceeds some 70,000 top.s per annum there will be no surplus regarding 
which India can bargain with other countries. 

Even with the Howrah Bridge contract retained in India, unless the 
Indian fabricators can secure at a fair selling price all the bridgework 
and important steelwork offering, the Industry must rapidly deteriorate 
and the existing ,national advantage -in possessing a highly developed fabri
cating industry capable of successfully coping with bridgework of the 
largest magnitude will be destroyed in a short space of time. Our demand 
for an adequate protection to retain nearly all available orders in India 
and enable the industry to obtain a fair price for same was dictated 
solely with the object of securing the survival of our industry. This survival 
will preserve for. the country a valuable national asset, in the development 
aDd establishment of which we hllve played an unimportant role. 

We feel confident that as more and more evidence accumulates the 
Board will have opportunity to verify ·our fears that the constant threat 
of foreign tenders on th~ Nerbudda level of prices is correct and justifiable. 
To add to the evidence on this poi nt we enclose herewith a leading article 
CDt out from' tbe "Manchester 'Guardian Commercial" of the 23rd Decem
ber, 1933, and a paragraph from "The Times" of 4th January 1934. 
The proposal to subsidize exports is made no secret of. We have already. 
made reference in our communications to you of the existing arrangement 
for snbsidizing exports in steelwork by machinery administered by the 
British Steel Export Association. We would also invite the attention of 
the Board to the fact that the British Government strictly enjoins all its 
departments and all British Railways and Statutory bodies to buy British 
and that in spite of a protective duty of 331 per cent., which has checked 
nearly entirely the import of foreign steel into Great Britain, the internal 
and export prices of plain or fabricated materials have not been increased 
against the consumer either in England or abroad. 

We have been deeply impressed by the President's basic proposals to the 
effect that the universal panacea lay in arranging matters so that the 
Indian fabri"ators should obtain Indian plain material at as low, a price 
as possible. We 'believe that the President has given utterance to a great 
economic truth which deserves the deepest study of all concerned. 

In the calculations made by the President during our oral examination 
on the 28th November, the figure of Rs. 111 per ton was taken by him 
as the basic price at which we fabricators could expect to purchase Indian 
plain material under the new tariff. We take it that the Board, when 
recommending a new tariff for steel will endeavour to ensnrll' --that this 
rate be not exceeded in practiee. It is the consideration of the need for 
assurance on this fuurlam!,ntaj point tlJat has led us to the following 
~Qnel\lsiont 
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. In examining ways and means of combating low prices from foreign 
fabricators in India using their own plain material at "dumped" prices, 
the PreRident suggested that if means could be found to induce the Indian 
Rolling Mills to supply the fabricators with some 5,000 tOOlS annually of 
plll>in material at II> low rate (Rs. 55 per ton) this threat could be countered. 

Could not this principle be extended? The Maximum needs of the 
first class fabricators (on the 1. S. D. List) for Indian ·plain material could 
never el'ceed, say, 60,000 tons per annum. At the present scale of demand 
this is much less, say, 30,000 tons per annum. We suggest for the Boards 
consideJ;ation that these activities of our British competitors and the results 
of the re-organisation of the British Industry referred to in the enclosed 
.cuttings could be countered by ensuring that we Indian fabricators should 
!!;~t our supplies of plain material as cheaply as possible. It appears to us 
that in cases where foreign competition threatens, either by way of im
ported fabricated steelwork or by way of steelwork fabricated in India 
wholly from imported plain materials, tbe Indian fabricators ought to be 
able to obtain their Indian plain material at say Rs. 100 per ton, if Tatas 
average fair selling price, delivered tq fabricators works is Rs. 111 per ton. 
If Tatas had to supply as much as 30,000 tons per annum at the lower 
rate, the cost of this concession would only be 31 lakhs of rupees. This 
seems to us a bo.gateUs to pay for ensuring the future of the Indian fabricating 
industry. 

We do not venture to suggest how Tatas could be compensated. It 
could with advantage be pointed out that English fabricators can obtain 
with ease a larger subsidy than the one suggested above by sa,tisfying the 
British Steel Export Association that it is necessary. The Board will 
remember that we informed them that this Association· had offered II> 
subsidy of £1-10 per ton against us in the Nerbudda Bridge case. 

Needless to say, assistance of this nature would result in a correspond. 
ing decrease of the amount of protection by way of tariff that the fahri. 
eating industry requires. . 

A subsidiary advantage. of such a scheme is that all other questions such 
as those connected with transmissiQn towers, tanks, cranes and regulator 
gates would soh'e themselves without special treatment whilst lowering 
prices to the consumers. 

The effect of some such scheme would be that the consumers of steel 
structures, the few but vital members of the community, would be able 

.to buy these requirements considerably cheaper than if the fabricators 
Ilre protected solely by WilY of import duties. 

Enclosure. 

Copy 0/ "The London Outlook" published in "Manchester Guardian Com. 
mercial ", dated the 29rd December, 1999. 

British Steel Association.-Perhaps it was the merest coincidence that 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer's "friendly warning" to basic industry, 
when he said in as many words that the Government had been dis
IIppointed with the very slow progress of reorganisation i~" certain direc
tions, should have preceded by only a few days the dIsclosure of the 
national scheme for steel trade reconstruction. LondOOl comment on the 
point is that, if Mr. Chamberlain's hint was meant to spur the steel 
interests to a quick decision, the s('heme itself is so far reaching in its 
scope lind so drastic in many of its details that the industry cannot 
reasonably be expected to swallow it all at one gulp. To many people 
the revised proposals of tre National Committee may well be more accept. 
able than they were in their earlier form; but, in view of the hetero

'geneous composition of the steel industry and the difficulty of reconciling 
opposing interests, it is not difficult to believe that powerful -opposition 
will ailpenr, n i~ 1I0w proposed that the national boar~ for th~ illdustry 
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shall be known as the British Steel Association, instead of the British 
Steel Corporation, and that this body shall be incorporated und~r royal 
charter. A ten-year undertaking is demanded from the members of the 
suggested association. Some branches of the industry are understood to 
approve ihis term, but others regard it as too long and consider that a 
much shorter period would give ample time to show whether the scheme 
holds the germ of success. 

Subscribea Exports.-Under the scheme ahnost the whole of the British 
steel industry would be knitted up into an organisation which would retain 
its members' support by a system of rehates and quotas. It is pointed 
out that certain sections have already .. cartelised" themselves in this 
fashion; but these trades are relatively specialised and afforded a natural' 
ground . for such development. Where named brands of steels for tool 
and similar work are concerned, for instance, the pooling of orders clearly 
offers difficulties. Even if makers should agree to sink their individual 
identities for the common good, there is the customer to be reckoned with. 
Outside this example, however, the quota scheme encounters the familiar 
difficulty of the efficient works resenting the partnership of the inefficient; 
the latter has little to lose and possibly a good deal to gain, whereas 
the former sees the position in quite a different light. On export business 
·the suggestion is made of a levY on home prices in: order to permit the 
shading of export quotations when circumstances demand. The British Steel 
Export Association would, it is suggested, become a limited company doing 
the central body's shipping business, but no form of compulsion would be 
exercised over exporting members. Home consumers will undoubtedly 
be quick to ask why they should be penalised in the matter of prices so 
that British steel may be sold more cheaply over!!eas. Many manufacturers 
already feel that they can handle their export trade more satisfactorily 
than any association. It is not denied that the scheme makes a hold 
attempt to grapple with a situation rich in its own special difficulties, but 
the criticism is freely made that regimentation is not the answer. 

CO'P'!/.-" The Times '" elated the -'th Jan'IMLry, 199-'. 
It is believed· in trade circles at Birmingham that ratification of the 

proposals for reorganizing the iron and steel industry will not be long 
delayed. Negotia,tions between the, various interests bas reJP,oved diffi
culties obstructing progress and it is stated that the final draft of the 
scheme has been .submitted for approval. Details are not available, but it 
is understood that the leaders of the industry are at length convinced ,that 
prioe control must be a condition if reorganisation is to be effective. 

(14) Letter No. P. L. 819, elated thll '-,th Jcmuary, 199-" from Messrs. 
Braithwaite ~ Co. (India), Ltd. 

During the course of hearing the oral evidence of the National Fede
ration of Iron and Steel Manufacturers of the United Kingdom, the Presi
dent said when referring to foreign competition in fabricated steelwork:-

"It does injure the Indian steel producer because I will tell you 
what is happening. The particular quotation that I am think
ing of is the Nerbudda Bridge. The price quoted b;r Brit.ish 
Manufacturers was about Rs. 205 landed' Bombay lncludtng 
duty. '.rhis is an. unheard of price for bridgework in this 
country. The Indian manufacturer got the order because he 
was able to get the Tata Iron and Steel Company to make a 
correspondingly lower quotation and they lost on the transaction. 
If that .sort of thing is to go on, it is not merely the fabri
·cated steel, but the Indian rolled .steel industry that will go 
nnder." 
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On this point, we think the Board might be interested to_ know how 
we have been affected. 

The plain material coming from Jamshedpur costs us Rs. 127 per ton, 
Hat rate, delivered our Mulund Works near Bombay. 

Our quotation for Steelwork in spans was Rs. 21,76,711 gross for 11,389'4 
tons of material and including Cast steel bearings, hook bolts, etc. 

Our rate per ton, delivered Broach, therefore is Rs. 191 per ton and 
deducting Rs. 5 for freight from Works to site, Rs. 186 f.o.r. our Mulund 
Works. . 

The President worked out that the fair selling price for this class of 
work would be about Rs. 250 per ton, assuming I of the plain material . 
to be of Indian manufacture at Rs. 111 per ton but including Rs. 10 for 
freight disadvantage and Rs. 18 for a fair return on capital invested. 

Correcting this figure to suit the actual conditions we have:-

Re. 
For Indian plain material Ix 127 111-1 

instead of 1 x 111 97-1 

or an increase of 14 pel' ton. 

For foreign plain ma·terial ! x 132 16·5 
instead of Ii x 116 14·5 

---
or an increase of 2'0 per ton. 

We have therefore the following corrections to make in the fair selling 
price, as computed by the President, to represent under actual conditions 
a nett cost price f.o.r. our Mulund Works:-

Re. 
Additions on account of variation in price of plain 

material, Indian and foreign + 16'0 
Deduction on account of return on Capital and 

freight disadvantage ..,.28'0 

Nett deduction -12'0 

leaving Rs. 238 as the nett cost price f.o.r. our Works. The loss incurred 
by us, in securing this contract therefore amounts to Rs. 52 per ton, 
(lr Rs. 5,92,248 on the tonnage involved. This figure measures the nett 
loss to the Indian fabricator in addition. to the loss to the Indian Mills 
referred to by the President in his remarks quoted at the b('ginning of 
this letter. 

Messrs. Jessop & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 

(1) Letter dated September 23rd, 1933. 

We have pleasure in submitting this Representation to the Indian Tariff 
Board, and trust that it will prove of service. 

We shall be glad to have an opportunity of giving evidence, and, of 
course, any further written information required is at the Board's disposal. 

I.-INTRODUCTION. 

Since the Board's last Enquiry into the question of protection of the 
Steel Industry in 1926, cataclysmic changes have taken place in the condi· 
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tions of world trade, which must largely overshadow present consideration 
of the subject. Throughout the world, rapidly dwindling trade has produced 
disastrously falling prICes, and everywhere countries have endeavoured to 
relieve the stress of internal competition by seeking to expand external 
markets with the aid of assisted industries and depreciated currencies. 
Such endeavours have inevitably provoked counter-measures, so that the 
protagonists have finally had no alternative but to try and foster their 
iuternal trade_behind the protectiOi1 of high tariffs. Even Great -Britain, 
the home of free trade, has at last been forced to adopt this policy. 

2. The steel industry depends so largely on the prosperity of other indus
tries, since. it consists in the production of the implements, machinery, struc
tures and means of transport required by them, that it has been the most 
drastically affected by the general slump, and everywhere it is in critical 
circumstances. The intense world competition resulting from these cir
cumstances introduces new factors into the consideration of the granting of 
protection to the steel industry in India which were not present at the 
time of the 1926 Enquiry but which are of paramount importance at the 
present day. 

3. The Board is, of course, fully cognisant of this state of affairs, but 
we draw attention to it in order to emphasize to how great an extent the 
unforeseen changes in conditions have caused the results expected from the 
present scheme of protection to go astray. It is obvious that continued 
protection is essential. to the industry, and the only question is the amount 
of protection now to be accorded. 

4. Hitherto, the Board has made its recommendations on the principle 
that the Indian steel makers and fabricators should receive a fair price for 
their pI'oducts based on their works costs, in anticipation that the develop
ment thus assured would enable them eventually to reduce these costs to a 
point at which protection would no longer be necessary. The manufacturers 
have done their part in meeting the expectations of the Board by up-to-date 
improvements in plant and organisation, al}d they could now stand on their 
own could they but secure enough work; but since reduction of the costs of 
production depends to a great extent on the volume of production attainable, 
their efforts have been largely nullified by the unprecedented fall in demand. 
The "amount of work offered has for a long time been very far from sufficient 
to satisfy the capacity of the industry, and we now, therefore, base our 
claim for further protection on the vital necessity of retaining all the work 
available in the country. 

o. The present capacity of the industry in India is more than sufficient, 
to meet any likely demand for a considerable time to come, and the conse
quent very strong internal competition amply safeguards consumers against 
having to pay increased prices on account of increased protective duties. 
We are asking only for such increases as are justified by the past policy 
of the Board and would be imposed if that policy were carried to its logical 
("<Inclusion. That the measure of protection afforded up to date has not 
fully achieved the'results anticipated is, we believe, largely attributable to 
the fact that Government has at each stage failed to adopt a bold enough 
I)olicy. -

6. In this representation we deal first with the general difficulties under 
which we labour and the considerations on which we base om' claim for 
Further protection. Then we draw the attention of the Board to matters 
contingent upon our relations with various purchasing departments. Next 
we discuss cases in which our selling price is determined by the imported 
price of competitive finished articles ra~her than by the cost of ~teel, and 
the effects of competition from alternatIves to steel. We then' dISCUSS the 
problems involved in geographical ~andicaps and. freight rates, and la~tly 
we deal with miseellaneous subjects mto whIch we ask the Board to enqmre. 

7. It is hoped that this arrangement will prove conven~ent to the Board's 
consideration of our case, and we shall be pleased to furmsh. any supplemen
tary information required. 
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8. In our Introduction we have already drawn the attention of the Board 
to the world-wide factors which have operated against the success of the 
scheme of protection resulting from the 1926 Enquiry, and we now discuss 
their effect in greater detail. 

9. The history of the past few years has shewn, and, we have no doubt, 
the future will also shew, that whenever any large contract is to be put; 
through both steel makers and :;;teel manufacturers are ready to cut their 
prices to the bone in order to secure the work. The faIt in demand and 
consequent slump in prices has aggravated this pl'ocess to a disastrous extent. 

10. As far as any large contract is concerned, therefore, the· Tata Iron 
and Steel Co., have not been able to obtain the full price for their steel 
for years past, nor are they likely to be able to do so for a long time to 
come. Equally, the fabricators are unable to realise a. fair price for con
version. 

11. The Tata Iron and Steel Co. have helped to keep work in the country 
by giving the fabricators the steel for such contracts at special prices, though 
at prices which, we think, still leave them a reasonable margin of profit. 
It ha.s been left to the fabricators to make the greatest effort, and we have 
kept work in the country only by cutting prices to an irreducible minimum. 

12. Moreover, since the effect·of increased competition has been felt more 
acutely by the British and Continental steel makers than by the Tata Iron 
and Steel Co., the special prices given by the former for large contracts 
have been even keener, which has placed the Indian fabricators at a further 
disadvantage. 

13. Another factor operating in the same direction is that Indian fabrica
tors are dependent on only one steel maker for supply of steel, and it will 
never be possible for one works to roll all the sections J.'equired for efficient 
and economical structural design. A good deal has been done to substitute 
sections obtainable in India for those that must be imported, but the 
lamentable fact remains that no big bridge is designed without including 
15 per cent. to 20 per cent. by weight of imported sections. 

14. This means that the Indian fabricators are placed under the addi
tional disadvantage of not being able to obtain all their material in the 
country. Therefore, while the British or Oontinental fabricators are able 
to obtain 100 per cent. of the material they require for a large contract 
a~ special rates, the Indian fabricators can obtain only 80 per cent. to 85 
per cent. and must pay a full price for the remainder, since the British and 
Continental steel makers for obvious reasons have no desire to help the 
Indian fabricators. 

15. The failure of steel protection to enoourage the inception of even 
one other steel works in India is due, we think, to the fact that Government 
has been too niggardly. Each time the matter has been considered, the 
Itmount of proteotion deemed necessary has been worked out with mathema
tical precision, and each time the courae of the market has upset all calcula· 
tions. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., roll a very wide range of sections,~ 
wider, in fact, than anyone works should be expected to roll,-with the 
inevitable result thlj.t the fabricators are often hampered by delays in 
delivery. A bolder policy might have had different results, but the fac~ 
remains that the Indian fabricators depend on one single works for supply 
of steel, and we must expect a decrease rather than an increase in the variety 
of sectiotls rolled. 

16. All this has militated against the protection at present accorded to 
the steel makers and fabricators in India being effective. 

III.~ElI:AMINATION OJ' THB ExISTING SCHEME OJ' PROTBCTION. 

17. The amount of protection accorded to the structural industry is based 
on the fair price that the Indian fabricator should obtain having regard 
to all the conditions. This price has been arrived at by working out the 
extra cost of steel due to protection and adding to it the fair cost of 
fabrication. 
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Btee~work III: the form of a percentage figure aimed at securing that the 
Indian fabrlCator shall be able to obtain this fair price. The amount of 
this duty was at first 25 per cent. ad valorem and is now 211 per cent. 
'fa valore~, with a specific mini~um for British imports (which is virtually 
III operative) and a further specific extra against Continental imports. 

19. The amount of protection accorded to steel has been worked out on 
the assumption that the Tata. Iron and Steel Co. should be able to sell 
steel f.o.r. their works at the averag", imported costs at ports including 
duty. That is roughly the task they have been set. Adjustments were made 
in 1926 in respect of internal freights and second~class material, and their 
freight advantages have tendlld to increase their aveFage realisations, but 
the effect of these is fading with increased production or decreased demand, 
and, in any case, this possible gain :was set off against the disadvantage and 
loss on second class material. 

20. The various changes which have been made in the Tariff of late make 
it har!! to say whether the present tariff bears much resemblance to the 
scheme fathered by the Board. The figures we are concerned with now 
stand as follows:-

21. Fabricated steelwork, whether beams, angles, tees, plates, or whol ... 
fabricated structures, pays duty at Rs. 26-4 per ton or 211 per cent. ad 
valorem, whichever is higher, pl'U8 Rs. 18-12 per ton for Continental material. 

22. The figure of Rs. 26-4 per ton represents 211 per cent. on a c.i.f. 
price of abOllt Rs. 124 per ton. No British fabricated steelwork can be 
imported as cheaply as that, and this figure, which was meant to be a 
minimum safeguard, is not really operative at all. 

23. The duties per tOile on unfabricated steel are as follows: --

Bars 
Beams, Angles, Tees . 
Plates 

British. Continental. 
Rs. A. 1'. Rs. A. 1'. 

3280 4640 
23120 3780 
2500 4500 

24. Comparison of these figures with the duties on fabricated steelwork 
shews thst after allowing for wastage and for the duty on the necessars 
rivets (which amount to nearly 10 per cent. of the weight), the amount of tbe 
duty on the fabricated steelwork is not very different from the duty on tht 
raw material. The Indian fabricator, therefore, realises little protectiol!l. 
beyond the amount required to compensate for the extra cost of steel due to 
protection. 

25. Another class of fabricated steel to which we desire to draw the 
Board's attention is represented by rivets, bolts and nuts, and dogspikes 
The dut,ies per ton on these are as follows: ~ 

British. Continental. 

Rs. A. RB. A. 

Rivets • 500 500 
Bolts and Nuts 56 4 56 4 
Dogspikes 56 4 56 4 

26 These duties have been worked out so that the duty on the finished 
articl~ should be the same as the duty on the raw material plus wastage, 
and no allowance has been made for protection of the Indian manufacturer. 

27. Costs of fabrication depend very largely on the v.olume of productionl 
and whether the real difference in duty between fabrlCated steelwork ana 
the raw steel is enough, or whether the protection of rivets, dogspikes, et~., 
is adequate depends entirely on whether w,e have enough work. Th.ls, 
indeed is the main burden of this representatlOn, and we cannot emphaSize 
tha point too strongly. . 
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!:!S. We still require the protection which is due to the protection of steei 
and we have no doubt that the Board will recommend it; but the totai 
amount of protection now to be accorded, if it is to be effective must take 
into account all those factors that prevent the Tata Iron and Steel Co., 
from realising the full imported price of steel and ,must be such as to allow 
Indian fabricators III fair return. Internal competition has lowered prices 
very drastically, but the Board cannot take cognizance of that: they have 
to work on the assumption that the duties must be such as to enable the 
Indian fabricators to succeed against foreign competition. 

29. The exact meaning of this in terms of money involves consideration 
of what fabricators must receive to obtain a reasonable return on their 
investments, and'this 8ga,in depends on the amount of work they have. .We 
now, therefore, turn to this aspect of the situation. 

IV.-PRESENT POSITION 01' THB INDUSTRY. 

30. At the time of the 1926 Enquiry, the conversion figure for fabricated 
steel work was taken at Rs. 110 p<.>r ton. At that time we were busy, and 
under similar conditions we c.)uld show better figures to-day; but the depres
sion, and particularly the depression on Railways, has affected us very 
severely. We are extremely short of work, and we must lay particular stress 
on the relation of conversion costs to work quotas. 

31. Even with full production, overhead charges including rent, taxes, 
depreciation,supervision, designing staff and office expenses must always 
exceed direct labour charges, and the Board needs no evidence to shew that 
the effect of restricted production on costs is very marked. 

32. Our figures for cost of conversion are now as follows:-

Full production 
Half production 
One-third production 

J.Jght and 
medium 

structural 
work. 

per ton. 
Rs,. 

SO 
110 
140 

Big 
bridgework. 

per ton. 
Rs. 
100 
130 
165 

These are conversion figures only and do not include tbe cost of steel, 
allowance for wastage, the cost of rivets, or the cost of paint. 

33. The Tata Iron and Steel Co. sell on a base price as in tbe U. K., 
and this base price should be the full imported pI'ice of British beams if they 
are receiving the full benefit of the protective duties. , 

34. To tbis base price has to be added the steel and sec~iollal extras, 
the allowance for wastage and tbe cost of rivets and paint, and all' this 
means that on the net weight of material for which we can charge we bave 
on the average to add at least Rs. 25 11er ton to the base price. The Board 
will bave no difficulty in concluding that this is a conservative figure. 

35. With the existing duties the imported cost of fabricated bridgework 
is about Rs. 240 per ton and of ordinary structural work about Rs. 225 
per ton. If we were in full production and could obtain steel from the 
Tata Iron and Steel Co., at a base price of Rs. 120 }l('r ton, these are the 
figures at which we should want to sell, and we should haye no. complai!lt 
in spite of the small real amount of the present protectIon (hscussed In 

llaragraphs 23 and 24. These figures shew 'that fabricators have done all 
that could be expected of them towards redu('ing costs. ' 

36. Our works are, however, hardly ev(\r ill full production and have for 
a . long time been running at about one-thi~d 11rodu~·tion, so that the situa
tion is as a whole about Rs. 60 per ton In our dIsfavour apart froIn the 
cost of steel. '. 
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37. The c.Lf. price of British beams at the present time is about £8-7 
which gives a landed cost of well over Rs. 140 per ton. If to this basI! 
figure is added the &. 25 per ton for extras, wastage, rivets and paint and 
the conversion figure of &. 165 per ton required when running at one:third 
production, we shoula need to sell at well over Rs. 320 per ton. 

38. The Board can see, therefore, how far the present scheme of protec
tion has gone astray, both for the Tata Iron and Steel Co., and for our
selves. 

V.-AMOUNT OF PROTECTION NECESSARY. 

39. If the Board is going to work .on the system it has adopted hitherto 
and recommend duties that will ensure a fair price to the Indian steel 
makers and fabricators, it will have to recommend an increase of about 
&. 12 per ton in the existing duties on steel and an increase of about 300 
per cent. in the existing duties on fabricated steel, subiect to any alteration 
which the forthcoming Enquiry may shew to be desirable in the former 
figure. ' 

40. The latter increase will unfortunately not give us any better returns 
at the present time owing to internal competition, but it will at least 
prevent 'any work leaving the country; and we.claim that,this one reason 
alone justifies our' case. 

41. Whether it is possible for us to obtain enough work for successful 
operation depends on a number of factors, many of which are outside the 
Board's control and possibly outside any control; but increased 'duties will 
help up to obtain any work that is available, and we claim that the 
industrialisation policy of Government, our own efforts to reduce costs and, 
the aims of the Board all combine to justify and dema.nd such increase. 

42. Owing to the very strong internal competition that exists, and must 
exist for a long time' to come, extra duties will mean no extra price to 
consumers until there ,is a very substantial increase of work, and we are 
asking only, for such increases as are justified by the past policy of the 
Board and would be imposed were that policy carried to its logical and 
proper conclusion. 

43. That, in brief, is the essence of this representation. Fabricating 
works in India are now fully able to stand on their own legs if they can 
fill their workshops, and all theY would then need is prote~tion to cover the 
protected cost of steel. Once more we repeat that it is increased work we 
vitally need rather than increased prices. ' 

VI.-INFLUENCB OF TEB PURCHASING DEPARTMENTS. 

44. We now draw the attention of the Boara to our relations with the 
various purchasing departments, indicating how the policy of Government 
may assist the industry. 

(a) The Railway Board. 
45. We should like to express our appreciation of the ma~tner in which 

the Railway Board has helped the industry and has endeavoured to give 
work to the Indian fabricators, and we have only two suggestions to make 
for directions in which this assistance might be increased. 

46. In the first place, we feel that the control of the Railway Board 
over the Company-managed Railways in regard to the placing of work in 
the country is inadequate. This is really a matter for the policy of Govern
ment and we revert to it below. 

47. Secondly, we wish to 'urge that the adaptation of designs ~o the 
use of sections rolled by the Tata Iron and Steel Co. be pursued WIth yet 
more vigour. We gratefully acknowledge the amount of work tbat has 
already been done in this dir~ion in <:<,n~ect~on wit~ the Ra~lw:ay Board's 
standard desigus, but we conSIder that ~t IS. still "ossl~le to chmma-te ~any 
of the imported sections used by. substItutIOn of eqUIvalent ,!,ata sec~lOns, 
particularly in connection with deSIgns prepared by the Consultmg Engllleers 
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h~ E~~l~nd. We have alr,e~dy shewn in, par~grahps 13, 14 and 15 the 
dlsabliltles that, the use of Imported sectlons Imposed on the Indian steel 
~aker and fabricator, and since their elimination is of vital concern to the 
lndus~ry, we urge the Board to impress on the Railway Board the importanoo 
of thIS matter. ' 
. 48. We wish to acknowledge the very considerable improvement of condi

tIOns that has been brought about by the rupee tender system in the case 
of the State Railways. 

(b) The Company-managed Railways. 
49. Here w~ are on very different ground, for the rupee tender system 

has not been Introduced and orders are still being placed abroad without 
the Indian suppliers being given an opportunity of quoting. 

50. Even when we are able to quote, we are not able to know the basis 
011 which a comparison is made between Indian and other tenders and 
when a tender is opened we remain in ignorance on many points on ~hich 
knowledge is essential if subsequent orders are to be kept in the country. 

51. We have no hesitation in saying, too, that the system whereby 
consulting engineers are paid a percentage on the value of material inspected 
in Europe is definitely prejudicial to the industry in .this country. . 

52. Government is the biggest shareholder in these railways and ordinary 
commercial experience makes it difficult to understand why th~ biggest 
shareholder cannot control. The method is not important· to us, but we 

,understand that Government has to sanction expenditure on all major 
works and it should be 'possible to withhold sanctioll if the money is not 
~pent in India. ' 

53. Clearly we cannot give the Board the information they can better 
obtain themselves, but we urge, very strongly, that they impI'ess 011 Govern
ment the need for bringing the Company-managed Railways into line in 
this matter of placing orders in India. 

(c) The Indian Stores Department. 
54, As we understand it, this Department was formed in order to secure 

that Government orders should be placed in this. country to the greatest 
extent possible: that, at any rate, was one of the .principal objects of its 
inception. 

55. Other, departments never had any difficulty in managing their own 
purchasing, and many still do so; but at the time the Indian Stores Depart
ment was formed there was still a serious, and in some ways natural, 
prejudice against Indian manufactures, and there was no general organisa
tion whereby buyers could be assured that the Indian material offered was 
up to standard. The Indian Stores Department provided this assurance, 
and the services of its Inspection Branch and Test House to industry in this 
respect ha;ve been, and are, inestimable. 

56. We feel, however, that the sYstem of purchase through the Indian 
Stores Department has, by force of circumstances, ceased to fulfil its 
original purpose of encouraging the improvement of Indian manufactures, 
for the impersonal nature of the system puts the supplier out of direct 
touch with the buyer, 80 ·that there is a tendency for tenders to be made 
and accepted on a price basis solely and the meaning goodwill is ignored. 

57. We realise the peculiar difficulties under which the Indian Stores 
Department labour in having to satisfy their clients and at the same time 
meet criticism from disgruntled suppliers, and we desire to emphasise that 
our remarks are levelled not at the working of the system but at the condi
tions which it has perforce brought about. 

58. We maintain that goodwill is a very real asset not only to industry 
but to the buyer as well, since it is built up of services to the latter ill the 
form of technical assistance

i 
maintenance of stocks, improvement of manu

facturing methods and the ike, but these services cannot be maintained if 
theiR value is ignored. Industrial enterprise succeeds by specialisation and 
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goodwill, and both are factors to be enCouraged, but since the peculiar 
disabilities under which the Indian Stores Department purchase makes it 
impossible for them to give these due weight, we submit that the ends of 
ind~try will be forwarded, wi.thout detriment to the purchasers, if the 
Indlan Stores Department contlnues to develop its Inspection Branch and 
allows the purchasing to revert to the consuming departments. 

(d) The Army, the P. W. D., etc. 
59. It is not in our province to suggest means whereby these miscellaneous 

departments can be constrained to make all ~eir purchases in India. but 
we ask the Board to investigate whether any executive provision can be 
made to ensure that they support Indian industry to the fullest extent 
possible. 

VII . ..:...cAsBS OF SPECIAL COMPETITION PROM IMPORTED MANm"ACTURED ARTICLES. 

/ 60. Throughout this representation we have emphasised that it is in
creased work we need rather than higher prices, and we have 'made sugges
tions as to how executive policy can be so framed as to secure this result. 

61. We now discuss those classes of manufacture in which, ,owing to the 
special rates of duty prevailing, Indian competition is determined solely 
by the price of the imported manufactured article without reference to the 
cost of imported steel. In such cases, to allow of the Indian manufacturer 
competing at all, the price that Messrs., The Tab Iron & Steel Co., can 
obtain for their steel depends entirely on the price of the imported finished 
articles, and this in turn depends on the duties imposed. 

62. The classes of manufacture to which we refer include electrical 
overhead transmission towers, sluice gates, hoists and cranes, pressed steel 
tanks and other press-work, bolts and nuts and rivets, dogspikes and other 
similar Railway material, Railway wagons, and machines of aU sorts. 

63. Some of these classes of manufacture are already made in India to a 
varying extent, and some-not at all; but there is no reason why they should 
not all be satisfactorily made in this country. That they, are 'not is due 
solely to certain anomalies in the scales of duty, which ullfairly handica.p 
the Indian manufacturer. We first discuss each case specifically, and we 
then make suggestions to the Board for means whereby the situation may 
be remedied. 

<a) Electrical Transmission Towers. 
54. These consist entirely of ordinary structural llJielllwork, but for 

Customs purposes they are classed as "Transmission Gear" and are subiect 
to a duty of only 10 per cent. At this rate the duty on the finished Towers 
actually amounts to less than the duty on the steel of which they are made, 
so it is obvious that the Indian fabricator is at the outset debarred from 
competing. 

65. Some thousands of tons of these Towers have already been imported 
into India, and with the increasing development of the use of hydro-electric 
power the demand for them will grow. We therefore urge upon the Board 
the necessity of taking steps to secure that the Indian fabricators may 
speedily be placed on a footing that will enable them to compete for this 
work. 

(b) Sluice Gates. 
66. These are often of -considerable tonnage and are built up of ordina,ry 

steel sections and plates. In fact, they consist of ordinary structural steel
work but since they are operated mechanically, they may be imported as 
" M~chinery" under a duty of only 10 per cent, TIle proportion of the 
cost of fabricated steelwork to cost of mechanical parts varies with size and 
type, but it is always high and may be put at between 40 per cent.' and 75 
per cent. 

67. It is clear, therefore, that these can be ~ade in this country at a. 
competitive pric~ only with the l!6lp of very speclal l';;It~s for steel. 
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(c) Hoists and Cranes. 

68. A large proportion of tho work in these consists of ordinary struc
tural steelwork, yet they are imported as "Machinery" under a duty of 
only 10}M'r cent. 'Ve and others ('an readily undertake this class of work 
and everything ('an be made in India except the motors, baH bearings and 
wire ropps. The ('ase is, therefore, almost identical with tha.t of Sluice 
Gates. 

(d) Presud Steel Tanks. 

69. The duty on unfabricated plates is Rs. 25 pel' ton or Rs. 45 per ton 
according as they are of British or Continental origin, and the correspond
ing duties on fabricated plates are B.s. 26-4 per ton or 211 per cent. ad 
valorem with an extra of Rs. 18-12 per ton on Continental plates. 

70. The import of whole tanks made of pressed steel plates and knocked 
down for shipment is easily effected, and on imported Continental tankR 
of this nature the duty will normaHy he Rs. 45 per ton. This means that 
the finished tanks can be imported at ~ rate of duty which amounts to 
no more than we have to pay on the raw material for making such tanJ;:s, 
with no allowan('e for wastage. 

71. The Board in its 1930 Report on "Certain Railway Materials made 
of Steel" endeavoured to put Indian manufacturers on a level in regarli 
to duties with the importers of finished artiCles. That same principle 
demands action in this ('ase, and we can think of no better exa.mple of the 
growing ()omplexity of a mixea revenue and proteC'iive tariff. 

(e) Bolts and Nuts, Rivets and Dogspikes. 

72. The principle adopted in the Board's 1930 Report referred to in the 
previbus paragraph assumes that the costs of ('onversion for articles of thiK 
nature are no more in India than they are abroad. Given a sufficiency of 
work we would accept the implications of this assumption, but, as already 
pointed out in paragraphs 30, 31 and 32, the conversion costs depend to a 
very great extent on the volume of work available. 

73. Another factor that arises in this case is in respect of the inevitable 
freigllt disadvantages over certain areas of the loc'al compared to the im
portedllroducts. This point was recognised by the Board on page 86 of 
Volume I of its 1927 Report, and we revert to its more general aspect later. 

(f) Railtt'ay Wagons. 

74. The duty on these is now only Rs. 15-10 per rent., but the policy 
of late years has been that if the demand does not exceed 5,000 wagons of 
the ordinary types tenders shall be called for only in India. This poli('y 
does not include the mis('ellaneous demands; but in being assured of the 
main demands, we have been content to take our chance for the remainder. 

75. If the Board ('an secure a contill1.lBn('6 of this policy, we shall rest 
('ontent; yet the fa('t remains that India can now manufacture many more 
than 5,000 wagons a year, and sllOuld the demand ri~e above 5,000, we have 
no as~urance that aftl'r ('alJing for tenders' the whole lot will not he 
ordered from abroad. 'Ve should feel more secure if we were certain that 
tenders for the first 5.000 would be called for only in India, leaving only 
the surplus to form the subje('t of a general call. 

76. The Indian mnnufa('turers have provt'd their abilities in the buildin/l, 
of wagons; but a duty of only 15 pl'r rent. is not adl'quate to protl'C't stePt, 
and we have thl'rl'fore nevl'r bE'E'n able to pay the Tata Iron and Steel Co. 
the full price for the stl'el. "1e re('ognise the objections to higher duties. 
Yl't it is clear that thf' full pri('e of the steel ('annot be realised under the 
existing 8('ale, and we believe that tile second suggestion we make below in 
TlRragrapl1 81 would sol\'e the difficulty of our pf'rennial argument with the 
T~ta Iron ~nq Stee} Co. OVl'f the pri~ to be paid, 
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(g) Machi'nery. 

77. In the manufacture of machinery the proportion of the costs of 
material to manufacturing charges is as a rule smaller than in other classes 

'of work; but since machines are often made in larg~ numbers to standard 
designs, the competition is keener than in the case of articles made fOl' 
special orders. 

78. There is still a considerabl~ prejudice against Indian made machinery, 
though we can now turn out excellent pumps, winding engines, sugar 
machinery and other lines, and to establish these in the market against 
older, well-known makes, it is often necessary to quote a very low price. 
Since, however, the duty 011 machinery is only 10 per cent., it is difficult to 
do this. 

79~ In all these lines of manufacture the Indian manufacturer's handicap 
ill obvious, and the remedies, other than the undesirable one of increasing 
the scale of duties, are obscure; but we have two suggestions' to put before 
the Board. 

SO. The first we refer to later in paragraph 89 in considering the effect 
of the use of alternatives for steel, and it is that the protection of steel 
should be concentrated on those products of the steel makers to which there 
is no alternative, thus lowering the prices of the remainder. This sugges
tion would fairly cover the cases discussed above, except for bolts and nuts, 
rivets and dogspikes. 

81. The other depends for precedent on the treatment accorded to the 
Indian Steel and 'Vire Products Co., who were at one time allowed to import 
the raw 'material they required free of duty. It should be possible to 
arrange for a 'system of certificates from the Indian Stores Department or 
Customs Authorities whereby steel required for the manufacture of any of 
the products discussed above could be, imported at a duty of not more 
than the 10 per cent. levied on the finished product., The Tata Iron and 
Steel Co. would then have the Oi>tion of meeting the competition or allowing 
the steel to be imported. 

82. Another precedent for tllis suggestion is the arrangement whereby a 
rebate is given on salt required for industrial purposes. That arrangement 
requires a system of bonded warehouses under private control. For steel, 
this would be unne('essary, but it would probably be convenient for all con
cerned if, on steel being required for one of the special purposes indicated, 
we were enabled to secure a rebate on imported' .\lteel from the Customs 
Authority on a certificate of quantities furnished by the Inspection Branch 
of the Indian Stores Department. 

83. The idea is not too simple, and in a highly industrialised India it 
might give rise to trouble; but protection has been starled on the assump
tion that it constitutes only a passing phase, and that being so, we believe 
this suggestion to be well worth the Board's consideration. 

VIII.-~FFECT OF USE OF ALTERNATIVES, TO STEEL. 

84. In considering this aspect of the situation the Board has a much 
more complic.ated tMk than in 1926, for two, main reasons. 

85. Firstly, since 1926. there has been a very marked growth in th.e 
cement industry accompanIed by a great deal of propaganda, and a conSl
derable amount of cheap cement has been imported from Japan. Reinforced 
concrete construction' reauires much less steel than steel construction, and, 
88 the Board realises, the dependence of the steel industry on fabricators 
makes the rapid growth of cement construction a matter for its concern. 

86. Secondly, while protection ~as lrept up. t~e price of steel, the prices 
of alternative materials, such as tImber. alummlUm, and even earthenware; 
l,ave fallen with gold prices, and the high dutv hilS tended to drive demand 
to competitive materia.ls, as for "xnmple. the high duty on galvnnised 
corrugated iron sheets has, reduC'ed the d(lml\nd !I!lcl ~ausfd tj,e not to 
retqr!'l tQ the URe of t1!atch, 
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87. The increasing use of alternatives to steel is therefore a serious 
matter, and we have one suggestion to make as to a possible lin~ of action 
to meet the situation. 
- 88. T~ough so~e duties are borne by the importer, it is generally true 
that dutles are paid by the consumer, and any gain that the Tata Iron and 
Steel Co. derive from protection certainly comes from the public. Up-to
date, the duties on steel have been distributed fairly evenly on the consumers 
as a whole and on the tax-payers as a wliole' but as the competition from 
alternative§ increases, it may be expected th~t the demand for some steel 
products for ·which there is no alternative (e.g. rails) will remain unaffected 
-except in so far as high prices always affect demand,-while the demand 
for oUler products (e.g., structural steel) will decrease. 

89. On these premises, we sugg6St that if it is essential to assist the 
Tata. Iron and Steel Co., this is best done by raising the duties on those 
steel products which suffer least from competition of alternatives while 
lowering the duties on the rest. Among the former are rails fishplates, 
and bars, while among the latter are structural sections, plates: and black 
and galvanised sheets. Tinbars and semi-steels come into a separate class 
and must be treated apart. 

IX.-THI!I GEOGRAPHICAL HANDICAP. 

90. Nature has confined the Tata Iron and Steel Co. and other potential 
steel works to the Chota Nagpur-Asansol area, and logically the manufactur
ing industry is equally confined to this side of India. The geographical 
h.ndicap immanent in this is not one that the Board can remove, but we 
would suggest that insufficient attention has been paid to it in the past. 

91. Yet from the point of view of freight, about t~o-thirds of India is 
nearer to Europe even on the basis of the special freight rates accorded to 
the Tata Iron and Steel Co., while for us our natural selling area is limited 
to Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the United Provinces. the Central Provinces 
as far as Drug, and Madras Province as far as Waltair, also a small part 
of the Southern Punjab. 

92. Everywher~ else we are at & disadvantage in relation to freights 
from the various ports, and for the greater part of India. freight from 
Calcutta is even higher than freight from Middlesborough or Antwerp. 

93. At the time of the 1926 Enquiry, the effect of these freights influenced 
the amount of protection given. In its 1927 Report the Board assumed 
that the Tata Iron and Steel 00. would realise the imported cost of steel, 
and that such benefits as they might derive from their special freight rates 
would be offset by their losses on second-class material. The Board noted, 
too, that we were realising about. Rs. 6 per ton less than the price they 
had calculated we ought to realise, and ascribed this, rightly enough, to 
freight disadvantages, at the same time offsetting it against the economies 
they expected us to achieve. 

94. We cannot complain of the existing railway freight rates, for they 
are vpry reasonable; but they introduce a serious problem for the steel 
industry when it is set the task of competing with prices of imported 
products. The production of steel is confined to a. certain area, and, econo
mically speaking. fabrication should also be carried out in this' area to avoid 
unne('8ssary ('arriage of wastage; yet imported pri('es mean pri('es at any 
one of a number of ports at the option of the buyer. .. 

95. The effe('t of this is profound, and we ask the Board to I!ive it full 
weight. To take a simple example: the Board in its 1930 Report on 
" Certain Railway Materials made of Steel " a~sumed not only that we ('ould 
make dogspikes as cheaply as foreign manufa('turers,-a view with whi('h 
we have already Rtated that we agree provided that we can secure enough 
work.-but also that we ('ould sell them at the imported cost. The fallac;v 
of the latter assumption is clear when we want to sell dogspikes for (say) 
Ajmer. 

96. In this connection we haVE! only one small lIuggEll',tion to make in 
regar!\ tQ material supplie!\ to the RailwllYIi. Railways have 1\ ""bomq, 
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material" rate which is presumably approximately the cost of carriage and 
they also charge .. foreign material" rates which are considerably higher; 
but now that most of the railway system of India consists of State Railways,. 
and as·the Government is the preponderating shareholder in the others this 
differentiation is illogical. If it were removed and there were ·onIY one 
uniform rate,-the .. home material" rate,-we should know better how 
we stand and should be aided to some slight extent. 

X.-INPLUKNCB OJ' SPECIAL FREIGHT RATES ACCORDED TO THE TATA IRON 
AND STEEL Co. 

97. The special freight rates accorded to the Tata Iron and Steel Co.,' 
demand separate consideration. On the Bengal Nagpur Rail~y there are 
clearly special reasons such as the convenience to. the Railway of dealing 
with full train-loads which justify special freights. On the other Railways, 
however, and particulaHy on the East Indian Railway, these special rates 
of freight are nothing more nor less than a hidden subsidy from the tax
payer and are, moreover, of very doubtful legality. 

98. In pre-war days certain low freights prevajled from Calcutta to 
various stations on the East Indian Railway, and when the Tata Iron and 
Steel Co. started operating, freights from Gomoh were so fixed that, having 
regard to the Bengal Nagpur Railway rates, they should not be at a dis
advantage in comparison with Calcutta. During the war, the low rates 
from Calcutta were abolished, but, presumably through an oversight, the 
special rates from Gomoh .were maintained. 

99. In 1924 imported material from Calcutta began to find its way to 
Northern India via Tatanagar and Gomoh, and the East Indian Railway 
were induced to change the rules so as to make these special rates for the 
benefit of the Tata Iron and .steel Co.'!! material only. We understand that 
the East Indian Railway i~ nnwiIling to reconsider the position until the 
Tariff Board has met again; yet it is anomalous that the commercial policy 
of a Railway should be fettered by protectionist considerations. If lC1W' 
freight rates are held to govern the amount of the protective duty on steel 
to this extent, the argument can be reduced to absurdity by suggesting that 
Indian made steel should be carried free. 

100. The suggestion must commend itself to the _ Board that Railways 
should keep within the Act and that any concessions made should be based 
strictly on their value to the Railways, and we urge that whatever assistance 
is given to the Tata Iron and Steel Co., should be in the form of straight 
duties or subsidies. The advantages would be two-fold: firstly, the Country 
would have a better idea of what it is paying for steel protection, which 
is surely an advantage; and secondly, the Tata Iron and Steel Co. would 
be freed from the necessity of having to despatch direct to every little 
station in order to make the best advantage of their freight rates. 

101. The result of this would be the rejuvenation of those natural centres 
of distribution, Lahore, Delhi. Cawnpore, Indore, Calcutta, etc., where the 
organisations still exist capable of handling the Tata Iron- lind Steel Co.'8 
products in a large way. The Steel Company too would be saved the con
siderable expedse of their Up-country stockyards which have come into 
existence in an attempt to make the most of their freights, and this again 
would be helpful to the Railways. from the point of view of haulage. 

102. Steel distribution, in short, would follow the course that experience 
has proved to be advantageous for other commodities such as cotton goods, 
which are distributed in Northern India from Delhi and Amritsar. 

XI.-MISCELLANEOUS SUBJBCTS FOB CoNSIDBBATlON. 

(a) Penalties. 
1m. This is an important matter of detail. Manufacturers are com

pelled to accept clauses imposing a penalty for late delivery in contracts 
lVith Government or Q1'4si-Govern!Dent bOdies i but the 'fata Iron and Steel 

L 
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Co. on their part refuse to bear the impact of these penalties in respect 
of late deliveries of raw material. 

~04. The solitary position of the Tata Iron and Steel Co., makes us 
entirely dependent on them for supplies, since the policy of (rl)vernment IS 
such that we are prevented from buying elsewhere. It is imperative, there
for~, that 0!lr contracts should absolve us from all liability in respect of late 
dehvery oWing to delayed delivery of material from the Tata Iron and Steel 
Co'" or that the Steel Company should be refused ilie benefit of protection 
untll they agree to accept liability for these penalties. 
. ~05. They are claiming protection for one single works, and with supplies 

. lImIted to one works only difficulties are sometimes unavoidable; but there 
are ~J~ obyious advantages in being the only available source of supply, 
and It IS l'Ight and proper that these penalties should be accepted by the 
Tata. Iron and Steel Co. Even at the present time when the market is 
restrl~ted we are frequently faced with serious delays in delivery of raw 
materIal, and when normal demand returns these delays will be intensified. 

106. The justice of our claim is clear. If we are compelled to buy only 
from one works and are liable to penalties on account of late deliveries 
from that works, we should prefer free trade without duties. 

(b) State Competitioo. 
i07. We ask the Board to enquire into the competition of various Railway 

Workshops with private enterprise. • 
108. These works ecolve out of units bought for individual .erection jobs, 

and we believe that they carry no block account and no charge for deprecia
tion. If this is so, these Shops are competing with private enterprise on 
unfair terms. We understand in one case that out of some 100.000 tons of 
structural steel supplied in the last eight years only allout 30,000 tons has 
been fabricated by engineers such as ourselves, and this indicates the serious
ness of the competition. 

109. Further, we believe that these works sometimes fabricate for the 
Military and for the P. W. D., and if that is so, the material required is 
taken a·t railway material rates of freight which is a still further handicap 
on private enterprise. 

XII.-SUMHARY. 

110. If we could obtain the steel we require free of duties, and if we 
could be assured of a volume of work within a reasonable measure of our 
full productive capacity, we should be able to become pronounced free 
traders. 

111. The Board will have pleasure in the vindication of their policy 
represented by this statement, and we make it in order once more to 
emphasise that it is increased work and not higher prices we need. 

112. We regret that Tariffs appear to be the only means of meeting the 
present-day conditions in the steel industry, and the measures we have 
recommended to the Board in the body of this representation are sum-
marised as follows: - • 

(a) We urge that every possible step must be taken to ensure that 
the maximum amount of work shall be retained in India.. 

(b) Subject to the amount of the duty on unfabricated steel, we 
submit that a very large increase in the duty on fabricat('\d 
steel is needed to put the Indian manufacturer on a level with 
imported steelwork. 

(c) We draw attention to the fact that if thl' Indian manufacturer 
is to receive adequate §upport from the Tata Iron and Steel Co. 
in keeping work in the Country, the protection on steel must 
take into a('count tIle special cases in which the prices for ste('\l 
cannot equal the imported pril.'es or do not depend on them lit 
p.ll, 
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(d) We ask that a still greater effort be made to adapt designs to the 
use of sectiollB obtainable from the Tata Iron and Steel Co. 

(e) We ask the Board to urge Government to foroe the Company
managed Railways into the rupee tender system, and to 
constrain them to call for quotations in India on alj. occasion" 
and to place their orders in. India. 

(I) We suggest that the activities of the Indian Stores Department 
should be confined to its Inspection Branch and that purchasing 
should be left to the individual departments concerne~, on the 
grounds that the Indian StoTes Department's own difficulties 
compel them to adopt a system of ignoring goodwill and good 
service to an extent which is definitely prejudicial to Indian 
industrial development. 

(!l) We ask consideration for our suggestion that when the general 
interests of the Country are not consonant with the steel pro
tection policy, as exemplified, for instance, by the low duty on 
machinery, facilities should be given to the Indian manufacturer 
for the use of imported steel at a low rate of duty, leaving to 
the Tata Iron and Steel Co., the option of supplying the ste.el 
at a correspondingly low price if they so wish. 

(h) We ask the Board to consider the possibility of meeting the 
growing use of alternatives to steel consequent upon the artifi
cial inflation of steel prices due to protection, by concentrating 
protection on those lines which admit of no alteJ;natives and 
relieving the amount of duty on the others. 

(i) We draw the a.ttention of the Board to the anomalous situation 
created by the granting of special freight rates to the Tata 
Iron and Steel Co., and we urge the advantages of abolishing 
them in favour of straight duties or subsidies. 

(}) We ask the Board to make the acceptance by the Tata. Iron and 
Steel Co., of liability for penalties imposed on accou,nt of late 
delivery a condition definitely precedent to the contmued pro
tection of unfabricated steel. 

(k) We ask the Board to enquire into the unfair competition of Rail
way workshops with commercial enterprise. 

(2) Letter dated the e.1rd October. 1999, /rom Messrs. Jessop &: Co., Ltd., 
Calcutta. 

REPRESENTATION PROM MESSRS. TUE HIlfDUSTAN CoNSTRUCTION Co., Urn., 
REGABDIlfG NEW HOWRAH BRIDGE. 

1. With reference to vour letter No. 458, dated the 10th instant, we 
desire to state that in principle we. fully concur with the representation 
made by Messrs. The Hindustan Construction Co., Ltd., regarding the 
new HO";'rah Bridge. We strongly support the view that every .reasonable pro
vision should be made to secure the placing of the contract in India. 

2. As· already emphasised jn the Representation submitted by us to 
the Tariff Board on the 23rd ultimo, the vital need of the engineering 
industrv in India at the present time is more work; and indeed our 
claim for further protection is based principally on the neoeS:Sity of ~nsur
ing that all work offered shall be retained in the country to the greatest 
extent possible. 

3. As rej!;ards the nroposed use of high tensile steel, though this has 
been in use in America for some years, its production in England has 
only recentlv been undertaken: and we understand that Messrs. The Tata 
Iron and Steel Companv, Limited, are equal1y prepared to undertake the 
produC'tion of such steel for this contract. It will be necessary however 
to ensure that they ar", assured of protection in respect of tbis speciai 
steel Commensurate with that alread.f flCCOrd{ld I,! respect of ordinary 
structural steel. 
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4. We have no hesitation in affirming that a number of Indian firms 
are now fully capable of undertaking this contract, but consideration mnst 
be given to the point raised by Messrs. The Hindustan Construction Co., 
Ltd., regarding the extra expense such firms would have to incur for the 
special plant required for so large a work. Many British and foreign 
firms already have such plant available, but owing to the fact that such 
a large contract has not up-to-date been placed in India the plant required 
is not at present fully available in the company and Indian Firms are 
therefore at a disadvantage in this respect. 

5. In the present depressed state of the engineering industry in this 
country, we cannot see any justification for allowing a contrad; of this 
magnitude to be placed abroad. Even if it should cost more to have 
the work carried out in India, the extra cost would be amply justified by the 
fact that the money would be spent in India: the impetus that would be 
given to the steel and cement industries and the benefit to Indian labour 
that would result cannot be ignored. 

6. We strongly urge that the Board should take every step to ensure 
that Indian firms may be in a position to submit competitive tenders 
for this contract and that the widest possible ('onsideration should be given 
to secure the placing of it in India. In view of the fact that tenders 
will be called for very shortly, we trust that the Board will be able to 
give the matter their early attention. 

(3) Letter No. 493, dated the -'th October, 1933, from the Secretary, 
Tariff Board, to Messrs. Jessop &: Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 

With reference to your. representation to the Tariff Board dated Sep
tember 23rd, 1933, I am to ask that the following information may be 
supplied to tbe Board (with six spare copies) not later than the 4th 
November, 1933:-

(1) A full statement, as far as the information in your possession 
will permit, of orders for fabricated steel lost to Indian engi
neering firms since 1925-26. The statement should contain the 
following particulars:-

(a) quantity of order, 
(b) date of order, 
(c) class of work, 
(d) price at which order was placed, 
(e) price of lowest Indian tender, 
(I) party by whom order was placed, 
(g) country of manufacture. 

(2) The total capacity of production of fabricated steel in your works. 
(3) The quantity of fabricated steel manufactured in your works in 

each year sinee 1925-26. 
(4) A statement of the orders for big: bridgework executed in your 

works since 1925-26 with the following particulars
(a) quantity of order, 
(b) date of order, . 
(c) class of work, 
(d) priee. at which order was placed, 
(e) party by whom order was placed. 

(5) See paragraph 47 of your representation to the Board. Please 
supply detailed information in sub~tantiation of your statement 
that "it is still possibl.a to Elliminate many of the imported 
sElCtions by substitution of equivalent Tata sections, particularly 
in connElCtion with designs prepareCl by the consulting engine~~ 
in England". 



(6) piease supply detailed information in substantiation of the sta~ 
ments made in paragraphs 49, 50 and 51 of your representa
tion to the Board. 

(7) With regard to each of the following articles mention~d in section 
VII of your representation to the Board

(a) Electrical transmission towers, 
(b) Sluice gates, 
(c) Hoists and cranes, 
(d) Pressed steel tanks, 
(e) Bolte and nuts, rivets and dogspikes, 

please state-
(i) the quantity manufactured in your works. so fal', 

(ii) the actual or estimated cost of production, 
(iii) the c.i.f. price at which imported articles have recently 

been landed in India, 
(iv) an approximate estimate of the total demand in India 

based on recent figures. 

(4) Letter dated the Brd November, 1933, from Mes81's. Jessop d; 00., Ltd. 
We have to acknowledge receipt of your No. 433, dated October 4th, 

1933, but we observe that in certain cases information is desired from the 
year 1925-26. We regret we are unable to give you complete statements 
from that year as some of our records have been destroyed. We have, 
however, pleasure in replying to the best of our: ability in detail to your 
questionnaire aa follows:-

(1) The attached Schedule A is all the inform,ation we have been 
able to gather, but we feel confident this list is by no means 
complete and that a considerable tonnage of structural work 
haa been placed abroad by Company-managed Railways, and 
we would instance the comparatively new Golden Rock Work
shops of the South Indian Railway but regarding which we 
have no information as to .prices and so on. 

(2) Our Structural Works at Dum Dum are capable of an output 
of l,250 tons per month and we also have a Structural Works 
at J amshedpur with a capacity of 600 tons per month. 

(3) Schedule B attached gives this information. 
(4) Schedule C attached gives this information. 

(5) Modifications to the Consulting Engineers' designs could conve
niently be made:-

(a) The frequent use of bulb angres is largely unnecessary and 
Tata sections of unequal or equal angles could be used. 

(b) In tension members where large unequal angles appear, Tata 
sections of equal angles could generally be substituted. 

(c) The use aa lacing bars of expensive hydraulic tubes appears 
unnecessary and in any case could be substituted by Tata 
sections. 

(6) The system of indenting direct on London is still in force on 
Company-managed Railways. We would not go so far as to 
Bay that all requirements are obtained by direct indent on 
London, but we have during the past few years, from enquiries 
made in. London~ ,ascertained that o~ders ~ave been placed 
abroad Without glvmg manufacturers In India an opportunity 
to quote. As an instance may we illustrate the case of a 
consignment of Bearing Plates for a certain Company-managed -



Railway, it serves as an illustration though admittedly perhaps 
irrelevant to Structural Work. In this particular c~ we 
eventually secured the contract not by tender in India but 
ouly by chance. We heard in London that a certain tonnage 
of Bearing 'Plates was on offer. We were not asked to quote 
although we had at that very time a large parcel (4,000 tons) 
of the same plates from Tata rollings in courSEl of manufacture 
for tbe North 'V estern Railway and it was after some difficulty 
we were given an opportunity to quote in LooJ.don and finally 
secured the contract. 

(7) We can only guess very approximately the total demand in India 
of these ·manufactured articles as not only is the demand 
spasmodic but the figures are difficult to trace as the Customs 
Classifications are not in sufficient detail. For instance the 
heading of Machinery and Electric Equipment covers (a), (b), 
.(c); Fabricated Structural Work (d) and Permanent Way 
Equipment part of (e). As. to costs (b) and (c) vary so 
largely in design that it is impossible to give an average cost 
and a price can only be ascertained against individual en
quiries. Fabricated I;teel cover (a) and (d) except that (a) 
has an additional charge for galvanising. We have yet to 
arrive at the cost of machine forging work that is (e) for 
since 1916 we have received no orders of any tonnage until 
this year when we secured an order for 1,000 tons, i)f dog
spikes and though manufacture is in progress it is not S11ffi
ciently advanced to arrive at the cost. We estimate, however, 
that the cost of conversion will fall within the limits for 
Fabricated Steel. 

Schedule D gives the information as to quantity manufac
tured and annual demand. 

May we now before closing draw the Board's attention to one very 
important point npon which we feel our Heprf:,elltation of September 23rd 
did not lay sufficient stress, namely, the question of imported prices in 
the near future for all classes of work that our Representation covers. 
We fear a heavy fall in prices due to the re-organisation of the steel 
industry in England. Never in the history of Bridgework in India has 
the British price, allowing for present duties, approached the level quoted 
for the recent Nerbudda Bridge. Contract, and the re-organisation of the 
steel industry in England has yet to be accomplished. We ask the Board 
to consider to what level prices are likely to fall when the re-organisation 
is an accomplished fact. • 



Enclosure. 

Quantity of older. Date of order. Class of work. 

A large number Decem ber, 1927 Sluice Gates for 

do. . 
9 Spans of 258 ft.. February. 1928 

A large number • Mlnoh, 1928 

do. 

April,1928 

10 Spans of 150 ft. May, 1928 

A large number do. 

ISpans of 258 ft.. July, 1928 

,Sukkur Barrage. 

Sluioe Gates for 
Damodar Canal . 

Railway Bridge Gir 
ders for Kalabagh 
Bridge. 

Road Bridges over 
Sukkur Canals. 

M. S. Tie Bars 

Steel Sleeper B.G. 

Ruskulia Bridge 

800 tons Steel 
Troughs. 

Adamwahan Bridge. 

Road Bridges November, 1928 Bridges for Lloyd 
Barrage. 

7 Spans of 500 ft.. August, 1929 Rupna-rain Bridge 

SCHEDULE A. 

Prioe at whioh 
order was 
·placed. 

Price of lowest 
Indian tender. 

Rs.8,78,OCO Not·known. 
(Jessop's 
Rs. 9,20,000.) 

.. 1,59,800 Jessop & Co.'s 
Rs. 1,64,056. 

.. 8,41,195 Not known. 
(Jessop's 

£11,110 

£15,230 

Rs. 9,05,558.) 

Not known. 
(Jessop's 
Rs. 2,79,640.) 

Not known. 

£106,037 Not known. 

Rs.6,39,"73 Jessop's 
Rs. 6,31,600. 

.. 1,54,828. Not known. 
(Jessop's 
Rs. 2,03,232.) 

'-
.. 14,00,000 Braithwaite's 

Rs. 14,52,123. 
£22,760 No known. 

Rs. 13,34,000 Jessop's 
Rs. 11,60,250. 

Party by whom 
order was placed. 

l\laker and country 
of manufacture. 

Indian Stores De· Ransome & Rapier, Eng.· 
partment. land. 

do. do. do. do. 

North Western P. & W. MacKellan, 
Railway. Scotland. 

Indian Stores De
partment. 

do. do. 

The Tee's Side Bridge 
and Engineering Works, 
England. 

The .Ame de la Provi. 
dence Marchienneen. 
Port, Belgium. 

Railway Board • Home Firm. 

Bengal Nagpur 
Railway. 

Bombay Port Trust, 
Bombay. 

North Western 
Railway. 

Indian Stores De· 
partment, New 
Delhi. 

(W. Dederick Ltd.) 
Home Firm. (Not known.) 

Tee Side Bridge and 
Engineering ·Works, 
Limited, Middles-
brough. 

P. & W. MacKellan, 
Scotland. 

Dorman Long & Co., 
England. 

Bengal 
Railway. 

Nagpur P. & W. MacKellan, 
Scotland. 
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SClIEDULE B. 

Tonnage of steel itructures and bridges fabricated in Jessop &: Oo.'s works 
since 1925-26 at Dwm Dum. 

1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 

i'ons. 
9,440 
4,500 
4,772 
9,250 
6,896 
6,326 
9,989 
3,061 

54,234 

Tonnage of steel structures and bridges fabrica.ted in our works 
(Jamshedpur). 

1925·26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 

SCHEDULE C. 

Tons. 
2,363 
2,949 
4,393 
3,136 
4,235 
5,253 

221 
292 

22,842 

Maior orders for bridgework executed by Jessop &: 00., Ltd., since 1925-26. 

Quantity Prioe at Party by whom 
of Date of order. Class of work. which order order was 

order. was placed. placed. 

Tons. Rs. 
607 11th February 20 Spans of 60 ft. Plate 1,76,630 The Contro lIer of 

1925. Girders for the Grand Stores, E. I. Rail-
Chord Doubling. way, Caloutta. 

1,328 6th January 411 Spans of 60 ft. M.S. 3,64,648 do. do. 
1926. Plate Girders (Open 

Deck) for Grand. Chord, 
Asansol Distt. 

1,376. 15th April Caisson's Nos. 1,2,3 and 3,66,005 Engineer·in.Chief, 
1926. 8 for the Bally Bridge. Caloutta Chord 

Railway, Bara-
nagore. 

N.B.-In the year 1925-26 our Steel Structural Works were fully occupied 
in fabricating the steelwork for the 3 Import and one Export Shed at 
K. G. Docks which involved a tonnage of 10,808 tons, the value of the 
order being Rs. 34,00.000. 
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). 

Quantity Price at 
which order 
was placed. 

Party by whom 
order was 

placed. 
of Date of order. Class of work. 

order. 

Tons. 
216 9th August Screw Pile Bridges on the 

1928. Assam Trunk Road. 

388 30th June 12 Road Bridges for the 
1927. Lloyd Barrage Cenals 

Coostrnction. 

Rs. 
to,793 Executive Engineer, 

Lakhimpur Divi
sion, Dibrugarh. 

1,23,370 The Chief Contro 1-
ler of Stores, 
L S. D., Simla. 

,,2 2nd February 155 Spans of Girders of 1,00,388 Chief Engineer, B. 
1928. . sizes. and N. W. Rail

way, Gorakhpur. 

218 21st July 24 B. G. Deck Span Gir-
1928. ders of sizes. 

260 23rd May 1928 f2 Compound Girders of 
sizes. 

f28 2nd June 1928 2 Erection Stagings be
tween Piers 8 and 7 and 
7 and 6 for the, Bally 
Bridge. 

1,0n 11th June Supply of 244. B. G. Deck 
1928. Span Girders of sizes. 

50,162 Chief Engineer, M. 
and S. M. Rah'way. 
Madras. 

64,486 Controller of 
Stores, B. N. 
Railway, Calcutt&. 

1,13,063 Engineer-in-Chief, 
C. C. Railway, 
Celcutta. 

2,16,559 Controller of Stores, 
B. N. Railway, 
Celcutt&. 

f28 15th October " 30 It. Clear Spans 1,01,013 Engineer-in-Chief, 
1928. of Girders. C. C. Railway, 

Calcutta. 

340 25th June 1928 119 Spans of Girders of 75,064 The Chief Con-
sizes. troller of Stores, 

I. S. D., Simla. 

21st Septem. Pile Bridgee on the Pur-
ber 1927. nea Murliganj Railway. 

288 'th October 8 Spans of N. G. and 
1928. B. G. Girders of sizee 

for Hamirpur Subway. 

295 22nd January Girder Brid"ae 290 ft. 
1929. Span over the Kolab 

River near Jeypur. 

110 27th April One Span. 156'-0" era. 
1929. of Bearings Steel Girder 

for Kokradha Ilridge. 

608 18th July 1929 

238 4th September 
19'29. 

8 Sate Spans of 100 ft. 
Lattice Steel Bridge 
Girders. 

B. G. Steel Bridge Girdere 
for Ishurdi AbdnJpur 
Doubling. 

1,80,000 Engineer-in-Chief, 
Construction, 
E. B. Railway, 
Calcutta. 

61,tOO Controller of Stores, 
E. I. Railway, 
Calcutta. 

1,08,000 E~tive Engineet, 
Koraput Division, 
Vizagapatam. 

29,584 Chief Engineer, 

1,56,160 

53,554 

E. B. Railway, 
Calcutta. 

do. do. 

do. do.. 



Quantity 
of Date of ordor. Class of work. 

order. 

Tons. 
913 21st November 26 Steel Girder Spans of 

1929. sizes. 

284 25th January 
]930. 

412 5th February 
1930. 

1,510 7th May 1930 

Erection Staging between 
Piers 1 and 2 of the 
Bally Bridge. 

2 160 ft. Erection Spans 
for Nerbudda and Gada· 
ria Bridgt-.8. 

14 Spans of 155 ft. Gir
ders for Kanker and 
Mahanady Bridges. 

Price at 
which order 
was placed. 

Rs. 

Party by whom 
order Wll.S 

placed. 

2,15,742 Engineer-in-Ch i e f, 
C. C. Railway, 
Baranagore. 

1,01.950 

95,306 

3,22,248 

do. do. 

The Secretary, 
G. I. P. Railway, 
Bombay. 

Chief Engineer, 
E. B. Railway, 
Calcutta. 

467 19th July 1930 10 Spans of 80 ft. Plate 1,01,464 Controller of Stores, 
Girders. B. N. Railway, 

Calcutta. 

356 H<th August 20 Spans of 60 ft. Girders 
19JO. for Swarnamukhi River 

Bridge. 
870 15th October False work for placing 

1930. the 300 ft. Spans on the 
Roop Narain Bridge. 

568 4th November 80 ft. and 40 ft. Spans 
1930. for Sohan and Dina 

Bridges ou Rawalpindi 
Section. 

069 6th November 4 Spans of 175ft. Girders 
1930. for the Kalabagh Bridge. 

2,960 14th January Steelwork for Kotri 
1931. Bridge Strengthening 

5 360'·6" Spans and one 
105 ft. Span. 

222 11th March 4 Spans of 80 ft. Girders 
1931. for Bridge over the 

Manu River. 

98 16th November Girder Road Bridge of 
1931. one 150 ft. Span and 

, 4 30 ft.· Spans over 
Bhandan River. 

963 Hst June 1932 One 200 ft. Span and 
6 100 ft. Spans for the 
Barakar Bridge. 

278 16th July 1932 

877 1st November 
1932.' 

574 2nd March 
1933. 

One Double Track Skew 
Span Il2'-81' Cre. 
of Bearings. 

301 Spans M. G. Girders 
of sizes ranging from 
6'-6· to 40'-0". 

One 452 ft. Spans and 
2 112 ft. Spans fO'!" the 
Akhnoor Bridge over 
the Chenab River. 

96,940 The District Board 
Engineer, Nellore. 

2,28,282 

1,21,405 

Chief Engineer, 
. B. N. Railway, 
lalcutta. 

Controller of Stores, 
N. W. Railway, 
Lahore. 

1,57,616 The Agent, N. W. 
Railway, Lahore. 

6,55,725 The Controller of 
Stores, N. W. 
Railway, Lahore. 

50,235 Chief Engineer, 
P. W. D., Assam, 

, Shillong. 

29,504 The State Engineer, 
Mayurbhanj State, 
Baripada. 

2,29,253 The Chief Engineer, 
E. I. Railway, 
Calcutta. 

62,550 The Agent, N. W. 

1,48,195 

2,04,175 

Railway, Lahore. 

Controller of Stores, 
B., B. and C. I. 
Railway, Bom
bay. 

Chief Engineer, 
P. W. D., Jammu 
and Kashmir 
State. 
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SCHEDULE D. 

Item. 

(a) Electrical Transmission 
Towers 

(b) Sluice Gates 
(c) Hoists and Cranes 
(d) Pressed Steel Tanks 
(e) Bolts and Nuts, Rivets and 

Dogspikes 
(J) Mild Steel Bearing Plates • 

Quantity 
Manufactured 
since 1925. 

Nil. 
Nil. 

3,00,000 
;1.,50,000 

1,00,000 
7,00,000 

Total average 
annual demand. 

6,00,000 
5,00,000 
6,00,000 
9,00,000 

30,00,000 
10,00,000 

(5) Letter No. 520, dated the Sri November, 1983, from the Secretary, 
Toniff Board, to Messrs. Jessop &: 00., Oalcutta. 

In continuation of my letter No. 433}437, dated the 4th October, 1933, 
I am directed to ask if you will be so good as to supply the Board with 
any information in your pm.session regarding the extent to which the 
prices of imported lI\achinery have varied on the average as between the 
years 1926 and 1933. The class of machinery in view is heavy machinery 
of the kind ordinarily employed by engineering works. The prices regard
ing which information is required a're landed prices in India including 
duties, if any. The classes of machinery considered for each year must 
be more or less comparable. I shan be glad if an answer could be kindly 
sent, if possible, before November 15th. -l6) Letter dated the 9th November, 1933, jrom Messrs. Jessop &: 00., Ltd. 

I. We are in ,receipt of your letter No. 520, dated November 3rd, and 
we are pleased to forward you a Statement given some information which 
we trust will be of use to you. 

2. The range in the Statement is, we fear, somewhat limited for your 
purpose, but although we have imported during those years a large quantity 
of machinery, it has been of such a varied nature that in most cases it is 
Quite impossible to draw comparisons. 

3. Our Statement, as you see, only includes a few items of standard 
pattE!m and lrize, of which a true comparison can be made. 

Enclosure. 

Landed corl in rupees 01 machinery imported between years 1926-1933. 

Desc~rion 
1926. 1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 1931. 1932. 1933. 

:Machinery. 

-- ----~ --.-~ ~ --
Each Each Each Each Each Each Each Each 
Rs. . Re. Re • R •. Re. Rs. Re. Re. 

Cochran Boilers • 2,604 2,466 2,524 2,560 2,520 2,800 2,550 2,553 
Boiler Feed Pump. 384 388 388 383 381 380 392 390 
Lathes • • 1,665 1,563 1,500 1,480 1,368 1,384 1,500 1,500 
Radial Drilling Machfue. . 1,857 1,853 1,800 1,802 1,821 1,800 1,836 1,862 
Screwing :Machines • 1,147 1,262 1,217 1,238 1,238 1,238 1,250 1,160 
Vertical Drilling Machines 385 379 378 383 384 382 480 420 
Planing :Machines . 2,104 2,104 2,150 2,080 2,066 2,066 2,017 1,964 
Wet Tool Grinders . 223 220 220 216 217 234 224 224 , 



Messrs. Buro & Co. Ltd., Caicutta. 

Letter dated the 23rd October, 1933. 

We have to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 458 enclosing a copy 
of a l~tter dated the 4th instant addressed to you by the Hindustan Con
structIon Co., Ltd., Bombay, regarding the possibilities of th~ contract .for 
the prollosed new Howrah Bridge being placed out of Indla. Speakmg 
generally, we are in entire agreement on the question of principle that 
the contract for this bridge should be placed in India. 
. 1. It would appear from a statement made by the Hindustan Construc

tlOn Co., Ltd., that one of the obstacles Indian firms are likely to encounter 
~B the d~ffic~ty of obtaining in India High Tensile Steel. We believe that 
In certain clrcumstances there may b~ some difficulty but we understand 
th~ Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited, will be in:- a position to supply 
sUltable steel containing the necessary physical qualities and recognised 
analytical properties. We presume, if the use of High Tensile Steel in 
the construction of this bridge is likely to receive serious consideration, 
that the specification would be one to which the Tata Company would be 
able to manufacture and not to any specification which might prove to 
be the sole property or product of any particular firm. No doubt the Tats. 
Iron and Steel Company, Limited, would be able to deal with this matter 
more fully. 

2. In any event, the question of duty on High ,Tensile Steel to be in
corporated in bridge, structural or other work of this. naturaj where hitherto 
mild steel has been exclusively used is one that requires investigation and 
adjustment (not necessarily in connection with this particular contract only) 
and the matter is one that should receive. early consideration so that any 
adjustment made would be effective and applicable to steel required for 
the construction of the Howrah Bridge. 

3. The question of erection plant and tackle for a. :work of this magni
tude referred to by the Hindustan Construction Company, Linlited, deserves 
80me measures of oonsideration. That Indian manufacturers may not be 
as fully equipped to undertake this work with existing erection plant and 
perhaps only with the addition of much more plant than would be the 
case with one or two British firms is explained by the fact that heavy 
fiJlancial investment on plant of this description by firms in India must 
necessarily be limited in the same proportion as the work requiring its 
employment. British firms with a world-wide market have opportunities. 
of thus equipping themselves and are in a far better position to I:ompete 
than firms in India who, though perhaps pe.rfectly willing to meet the 
necessary financial outlay either individually or collectively, have not the 
opportunities of doing so. 

4. Technically, and in point of ability and experience, Indian manufac
turers are quite well able to undertake the complete work and we believe 
the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd" would do verything to place themselves 
in the position of being able to supply lIS much as possible of the steel 
requirements. 

5. We do not suggest that British and foreign manufacturers should 
be prevented from tendering or be placed at any undue disadvantage but 
we do feel that Indian manufacturers. ~hollid be given evel'Y oppor
tunity of fair competition and the fullesl;' consideration shewn and such 
steps as might be :necessary taken to relieve the disadvantages with which 
Indian firms may be faced. 

Letters dat~d the 16th F!cbx.'f!,llTY. 1994. 

We, the tlnee structural engineerinr,; Companies in Calcutta, have 
pleasure in forwarding herewith six copies of our joint representation to the 
Tariff Board. 
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Enclosure. 

REPRESENTATION TO THE TARIFF BOARD SUBMITTED JOINTLY BY MESSRS. BURN 
& Co., LTD.; MESSRS. JESSOP & Co., LTD., AND MES~B. BRAITHWAITE 
& CO. (INDIA), LTD. 

<?n the 6th F~bruary, Mr. Elliott, the cepresentative in India of the 
NatIOnal FederatIOn of Iron and Steel Manufacturers of Great Britain 
very courteously circula.ted copies of the Federation's further representatio~ 
to the BOlI;rd (dated 3rd February, 1934). We are indebted to the Board's 
office for SIght of Messrs. Dorman Long & Co.'s memorandum which accom
panied it. 

We the three largest fabricators in India welcome the Federation's 
sympathetic attitude in respect of our difficult'ies, and find satisfaction in 
the ample' corroboration of our evidence which ma\y be found in Messrs. 
Dorman Long & CO.'8 memorandum. 

It may assist the Board if we now summarise the main facts adversely 
affecting the Indian fa.bricating industry as admitted by its competitors. 

The British Rolling Mills Association controls the price at which plain 
material can be purchased by fabricators, both for delivery to destinations 
in the United Kingdom (" Home" prices) and for delivery f.o.b. (" Export" 
prices). 

The United Kingdom is our only alternative source of supply of tested 
steel up to the British Standard (which forms the bulk of our raw material). 

One member of the Federation, viz., Messrs. Dorman Long & Co., Ltd., 
operates fabricating shops both in Great Britain and in Indil/.. This 
" integrated" concern has the right to transfer the plain material it rolls 
to it~ fabricating shops at whatever rates it thinks fit and admit.~ doing so 
'whenever it has found it e:rpedient. 

The power to quote extremely low prices for fabricated steelwork has 
been nsed by integrated rolling mills in the United Kingdom for a consi
derable period as an ever present threat for the purpose of inducing non
integrated fabricators to afford them preferential treatment in the placing 
of orders for plain material. It has also given these concerns a·n overwhelm
ing advantage in competing for orders for their "fabricating" section and 
the inevitable result has been the reduction of prices below the non-inte
grated fabricators cost of production. It is this pressure, applied year in, 
year out. that has aggravated the effects of the world depression and has 
assisted in bringing the whole of the British steel trade, roIling mills and 
fabricators, to its present state. 

In India Messrs. Dorman Long & Co. established a stockyard. They 
also established a fabricating shop of one bay and eQuipped it to a· standard 
capable of turning out sheddings. steel frame buildings and plate girders, 
and it is in these lines that their competition has so far been felt. For 
bride:ework and the higher classes of steelwork they have hitherto depended 
on the output of their Middlesbrough fabricating shops. At both their 
English and Indian fabricating shops thev are able to transfer plain material 
lit prices below the controlled prices which all non-integrated fabricators 
have to pay. 

We would remind the Board that both in India and the United Kingdom 
the controlled price for raw material is a profit carrying, economic price. 
An integrated concern can, whenever it sees fit to do so, sacrifice-

(a) the profit, 

(b) the overheads, 
without losing any part of the cash cost and by . doing so can reduce the 
" transfer 'I price to well below the controlled prIce. At a time when an 
integrated rolling mill is working at low canacity. an increase in output 
se('ured bv transferring stMl to it.s fabricating section at anything ovpr 
the cnsh ~hop ('ost lowers th", overhead (',-,st .of production over tIle whol~ 
output, 1'hll Pp,ic1 thereforA ha,s 11,180 ~u ludlrllct advantage, 
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The Federation offers a concession which, on the face of it, appears 
important. Mr. Elliott informs the Board that the British export rebate 
arrangements were meant to bridge the gap between the" Home" and the 
" Export" controlled prices, but that owing to shortage of work in the 
British Structural yards and 'Under pres.~'Ure from the British Structural 
Engineers rebates have been increased to a figure of 30 shillings per ton. 
The advantage given by these rebates was available to all British fabricators 
but, of course, was not available to Indian fabrica.tors. 

It follows clearly that so long a~ the federation cannot in. fact prevent 
its integrated members from transferring to their fabricating shops plain 
material at prices below the controlled prices, its conditional undertaking 
to limit the export refund arrangements so as not to exceed the gap between 
the "Home" snd " Export" controlled prices is a con.cession which has no 
value to the Indian fabricators except in so far as it limits the competition 
of non-integrated British fabricaors. As shown in Appendix II competition 
from these fabrics.tors under the. existing Customs tariff does not prevent 
us from trading at fair selling prices. 

The Federation realises this position only too well since it finds it neces
sary to invite the Indian fabricators to respond to advances to be made by 
Messrs. Dorman Long & Co., who are stated to have the intention to 
approach the Indian fabricators regarding:-

(i) The Howrah bridge, 
(ii) The future generally, 

and makes the shggestion tha.t a proprietary brand of high tensile steel may 
be specified by the consulting engineers for use in the Howrah bridge. 

We await with interest Messrs. Dorman Long & Co.'s proposals and shall 
give them earnest considera.tion. None the less, we consider that these 
proposals should be addressed to the Indian rolling millS' and not to us' and •. 
for the following reasons:-

(1) As regards Howrah bridge the facts are these:-
(a) The Chairman of the Calcutta Port Commissioners has informed 

both ourselves and the Press that their consulting engineers 
will not specify Messrs. Dorman Long & Co.'s proprietary high 
tensile steel, but a material possessing certain physical proper
ties and which can readily be ~upplied by many other mills, in 
the United Kingdom, in India and elsewhere. Considerable 
quantities of high tensile steel complying with the Howrah 
bridge specification are being used by the Railway Board for the 
construction of their requirements of railway wagons for this 
year. 

(b) These are rather early days to assess at its true value the uuique 
position claimed by the Federation for Messrs. Dorman Long 
& Co. in that they possess expensive equipment necessary for the 
erection of a bridge of this magnitude. The reference is pre
suma.bly to plant used for the erection of the Sydney bridge, a 
very heavy arch structure. It is at least conceivable that a 
considerable portion of this plant will not be suitable for the 
erection of a lighter bridge of the cantilever type. In any case 
the value of this plant, whatever it may be, need not necessarily 
be lost to the buyer. The Indian fabricators will be ready to 
purchase or hire at fair rates all such plant as may be suitable 
and available. 

(2) As regards the future generally-
(a) The very nature of our industry forces those engaged in it to 

equip on a s('ale adequate to take ('are of peak load demands. 
It is probable that equipment on this s('ale has resulted in our 
"peak load" ('apacity ex('eeding normal demand by 10 per 
per cent. t.o 15 per ('ent. Demand during recent years has been 
very far below norma) and we sugge.t it i. only prudent to 
Ilssume that the pro<'eSS of re('overy will be long and painful, 
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To state therefore that the Indian fabricators have nothing to 
offer Messrs. Dorman Long & Co., or any other British fabrica
tor is to state the bare fact. 

(b) An arrangement between Messrs. Dorman Long & 00. and the 
Indian rolling mills (assuming that the Federation is content 
that arrangements for the future shall be made solely with 
Dorman Long & 00.) as to the terms on which our Industry 
is to be supplied with the imported plain material which it 
consumes might be possible, but we have no means of knowing 
what can be done in this direction. The Indian fabricating 
industry cannot continue its conversion operations at uneconomic 
prices and failing supplies of plain material from the IndIan 
rolling mills at prices which enable it to compete on level ternis 
with integrated foreign concerns it must lose orders and thus 
give entry to imported fabricated steelwork. 

We would therefore invite the Board to give careful consideration to the 
position. Unless the Indian rolling mills care to come to such terms with 
Messrs. Dorman Long & Co. and the Federation as shall prevent sales in 
India of steelwork fabricated either here or abroad from British plain 
material transferred at rates below the controlled prices. the Indian rolling 
mills must inevitably be faced with the choice between:-

(a) Selling the plain material required by the Indian fabricators at 
com peti ti ve rates. ' 

(b) Losing that portion of the Indian market which is provided by 
the Indian fabricators. 

Throughout his representation Mr. Elliott assnmes that as a resnlt of 
,·the Board's recommendations to Government prices of Indian rolled steel 
, will be fixed at certain lower levels. We have no evidence that the Board 

has any intention of recommending a limitation of the usual freedom of a 
commercial undertaking to sell its products at the best prices obtainable. 

With regard to the suggestion in Messrs. Dorman Long & Coo's memo
randum tha~ the Board should instruct us regarding the objects of protection, 
may we pomt out that we cannot find that any member of the Indian 
fabricating industry has asked for more than an assured home market for 
the industry's output. We note with great interest that on the same page 
the memorandum refers with justifiable complacency to the embarkation by 
Great Britain on a policy of protection "as a result of which the Home 
market is assured". ' 

In the following appendices we substantiate. from the documents under 
reference, practically every vital statement made in our several representa
tions to the Board. The figures in Appendix IV relating to cost of conver
sion are taken from Messrs. Braithwaite & Co. (India), Ltdo's representa
tion to the Board. 

APPENDIX I. 

Tmnsfer Prices of Plain Material from Mill to Fabricating Shop in 'Inte
grated Concerns. 

Messrs. Dorman Long & Co., Ltd., on page 4 of their memorandum, 
show that a rate of Its. 222 f.o.r. Bombay equivalent (owing to the! specially 
reduced ocean freights 'in this instance) to £12 per ton .f.o.b. Middlesbrough 
entails a transfer price of £6-10 per ton for material. On the next page 
it is stated that the British export prices for material since December 1929 
have been £7-7-6 for joists and sections, £7~15 for plates. 

Even assuming that the conversion figure of £5-10-0 given by them 
includes all such costs as cast steel' bearings and hook bolts (shown in oral 
evidence to be equivalent to. Rs. 8·7 per ton on the whole tonnage) rolling 
Pla.rgin, waste sectional extras, site rivets ani! l1olts, spar~ rivllts a,nq rivet 
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bars (all of which items are usually included in the term "materials") we. 
have the following: 

Rs. per ton. 
Rate quoted by Messrs. Dorman Long & Co. for 

11389·4 tons of bridgework f.o.r. Bombay as per 
their own statement . 205 

Rate f.o.r. Bombay given by them in the example 
quoted above 222 

Difference 17 
Equivalent at 18. 6d. to £1-5-6 

Correcting this figure for Customs duty at 211 per 
cent. this difference becomes £1-1-0 

, 
The rate of transfer from Mills to fabricating shop must therefore have 

been in this case, on their own showing, at least £6-10 less £1-1, viz., £5-9 
and considerably less if their figure for "materials" includes cast steel 
bearings, hook bolts, rolling margin, waste, sectional extras, etc. 

Messrs. Dorman Long & Co., on page 4 of their memorandum claim 
that the steelwork rate of Rs. 205 f.o.r Bombay is not a true one as their 
tender was deliberately unbalanced, the tender for steelwork erection being 
artificially lifted and the tender for supply of steelwork being correspond
ingly lowered to avoid the risk of their being landed with the erection only. 

It would seem that by this manoeuvre they also ran a very real risk of 
being larlded with the supply of steelwork only at their tendered rate of 
Rs. 205 f.o.r. Bombay. 

The following are the facts of the case:-
(1) The conditions of contract published by the Bombay, Baroda and 

Central India Railway in their invitation to tender stated:-

"1. Division 01 u,ork.-Tenders may be sent in lor the whole of 
the work covered by the three schedules, or for the work 
included in anyone or more of the schedules, or in the 
case 'of Schedule I for the works comprised in Section (a) 
or in Section (b) only". 

(2) In the winning tender, the stipulation was made:-
":With regard to Clause 1, page 3, these tenders are lor the 

work aI a whole, viz., for everything comprised in Schedule 
I to III inclusive. We do not offer to carry out the work 
specified in anyone or part of a schedule by itself at the 
rates quoted." 

(3) On the 21st November, 1932 (15 days before the date for tender
ing), Messrs. Dorman Long & Co. approached Messrs. 
Braithwaite & Co., with the suggestion that collaboration should 
be arranged, Dormans to do the pierwork and Braithwaites the 
steelwork. 

On the 25th November, 1932, they again invited co-operation on 
the following alternative bases:-

1. Dorman's fabrication of steelwork in Middlesbrough, Braith
waite's erection of spans, Dorman's pierwork. 

2. Braithwaite's fabrication of steelwork in India .a.nd Dorman's 
pierwork with-

(a) Erection of steelwork by Dormans. 
(b) Erection of steelwork by Braithwaites. 

These invitations were not aceepted. 
Tenders were depositccl in Bomhay and London on nth DeC'ember, 193~ 
'rhese facts present a pomplete refutatio~ of their claim, 
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APPENDIX II. 
Competitive Prices. 

On page 1 of their memorandum, Messrs. Dorman Long & Co. claim 
that they alone are referred to in the submissions of Indian fabricators to 
the Board and imply that our concern is due to their possessing bridge and 
steelworks in close proximity to one another at the sea port of Middlesbrough. 
Th~y abo complain that Braithwaite & Co. (India), Ltd., in their represen
ta~lOn selected as a solitary example of competitive prices the Nerbudda 
brIdge tenders and of failure to refer to the tenders of Messrs. Sir William 
Arrol & Co., and the Cleveland Bridge Co. 

Taking these statements together no better corroboration could be desired 
of the statement that it is the threat from integrated concerns and from 
them only that is adversely affecting tho Indian fabricating industry. Com
petition from non-integrated concerns depending for plain ma,terial at con
trolled prices has not been responsiblE; for forcing lIidian prices below 'II. 
fair level. ' 

What concerns us is the power of integrated concerns to quote prices 
much lower than others, not because of higher efficiency, but because they 
are not affected by price regulation of the raw material. 

In Table No.2 of Messrs. Dorman Long & Co.'s memorandum the follow
ing results are given in respect of the 3 British tenders for Nerbudda:-

For supply of about 11,390 tons of steelwork f.o.r. Broach
Dorman Long & Co., Rs. 24,12,303 or Us. 211 per ton. 
Sir William Arrol & Co., Us. 28,33,4.47 or Us. 247 per ton. 
'fhe Cleveland Bridge Co., Rs. 28,72,592 or Rs. 251 per ton. 

Messrs. Sir Willia'w Arrol & Co., and The Cleveland Bridge Co" are' 
non-integrated fabricators and the fact that their prices exceed Dorman 
Long & Co.'s ptice by Rs. 36 and Rs. 40 per ton respectively confirms as 
little 'else could all we have to say about the competition of integrated Mills 
and fabricators. • 

We reO"ard Sir William Arrol & Co.'s price as perfectly fair and point 
out that had the "Export subsidy" been Rs. 15 instead of Rs. 30 per ton 
their price (corrected for customs) would have been at the rate of Rs. 259 
per ton. 

APPENDIX III. 
HigT. Tensile Sted. 

On page 13 of the Dlemorandum, we read passages such a8 these:-
.. The advent of the new High Tensile steel that the Company has 

patented in Great Britain under the name "Chromador" SteeJ 
has disconcerted our competitors in India. We have no hesi
tation in saying that the advent of Chromador has made the 
building of the Bridge at long last possible with the funds 
available for the purpose and if our competition for ,the work 
is eliminated costs will rise to such a level that construction 
will be postponed indefinitely." 

Messrs. Dorman Long & Co. not unnaturally appear to hold ont tha,t 
there attaches some particular virtue to this proprietary high tensile steel. 

This is not our view and in support we beg to cite the following 
evidence:-

(1) The Chairman of the Calcutta Port Commissioners writing to 
Mr. W. A. Radice on the 31st July. 1933, states:-

.. With reference to my letter of the 26th instant Palmer says that 
the physical properties of the steel they propose to use are 
such that it can be obtained from steelmakers in England and 
elsewhere and is therefore obtainable by anybody on a ('om-
mercial and ('ompetitive basis." '. 

A similar statement was made to the Press, 

81.'EElr-m 
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(2) With this appendix will he found 11· specification, communicated' 
by the Calcutta Port Commissioners lIB emanating from their 
consulting engineers, describing the high tensile steel they pro
pose should be used in the Howrah bridge. We are informed 
that the maximum copper content has been increased beyond 
0'5 per cent. permitting the use of high tensile rust resisting 
steel outside the range of "Chromador". 

(3) We also enclose;-
(a) ~ quotation by the Frodingham Iron and Steel Co., to the 

London Agents of Braithwaite & Co. (India), Ltd., dated 
11th July, 1933, offering a high tensile steel falling within 
the Howrah Bridge specification, accompanied by a note com
paring the analysis and prices of this steel with "Chroma
dor ". 

(b) A letter from The United Steel Companies (India), Ltd., to 
Braithwaite & Co. (India), Ltd., a.nd a brochure describing 
" Kuplus" steel which also falls within the Howrah bridge 
specification. 

(c) Copy of a letter from the Railway Board dated 2nd February 
1934 asking Burn & Co., Ltd., and Braithwaite & Co. (India), 
Ltd., to employ the high tensile steel made by The Tata Iron 
and Steel Co., in India for the construction of railway wagons 
for which they have orders. This is practical proof ,that 
India. can and does produce high tensile steel of approved 
quality. 

Properties of the High Tensile Steel Requind for the HOtl-'Tah Bridge as 
Spscijied by the Calcutta Port Commissioners' Consulting Engineers. 

Ultimate strength 37-43 tons per sq. inch. 
Yield point, not less than 23 t~ns per sq. inch. 
Elongation (minimum) 18 per cent. on 8" specimen. 
Reduction of area (minimum) 40 per cent. 
Chemical analysis-

Carbon maximum 0'3 per cent. 
Sulphur maximum 0'05 per cent. 
Phosphorus maximum 0·05 per cent. 
Copper 0·25 to ()O5 per cent. 

Bend tests-
Fusion and welding properties as for mild steel rivets not yet fixed, 

but will have slightly lower ultimate strength and greater elonga
gation. 

COpy 

FRODINGHAl\{ IRON & STEEL Co., LTD. 

Messrs. Braithwaite & Co., Ltd., 
Broadway Buildings, 

London, S.W. 1. 

High tensile Steel. 
Dear Sirs, 

Scunthorpe, 
Lincolnshire. 

11th July, 1933. 

We desire to acknowledge with thanks your letter of the 6th July, and 
in reply have to state tllat we are not makers of the .. Chromium Copper 
Steel" which is sold under the trade name of "Obromador". 
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As an alternative we ca~ offer High Tensile Structural Steel with 
corrosion resisting "properties. 

Up to now, although we have sold steel of this quality for some time, we 
have not given it a brand name, and we therefore for the purpose of this 
enquiry prefer to call it our "Frodingham Brand High Tensile Steel for 
Structural Purposes" in the ca6e of Sections, and "Appleby Brand High 
Tensile Steel for Structural Purposes" in the case of Plates. -

Our steel has the follpwing propertie.s, which we claim are equal to those 
of other marketed special brands:

Carbon '20 per cent. about. 
Sulphur and Phosphorus ·05 per cent. max. 
Manganese 1'25/1·50 per cent. 
Copper ·60 per cent. max. 

This steel will give the' following physical tests:
Tensile stress 37/43 tons per square inch. 
Yield' point 23 tons minimum. • 
Elongation 17 per cent. minimum on 8". 
Reduction of areas 40 per cent. 
Cold Bend tests as British Standard Specification, Grade A. 

The copper contents can be omitted without interfering with the 
mechanical properties of the steel.. The omission of' the copper will, of 
course, effect the corrosion resisting properties, which are similar to our ' 
" Kuplua" Steel, and are shown in the enclosed pamphlet. . 

Our prices for steel of this quality are as follows:-
8ections.-Rs. 30 per ton over basis of £8-7-6 per ton delivered West 

Bromwich-other extras in accordance with Extra List "D" da.ted 
the 25th June, 1930. 

Joists.-Rs. 30 per ton over basis £8-15 per ton deli,vered ;West Brom
wich-other extras as per Extra List "G" dated the 25th June, 
1930. 

Plates.-Rs. 45 per ton over basis of £8-17-6 per ton delivered West 
Bromwich-other extras as per Extra List" A" dated June 25th, 
1930. 

As regards delivery we could no doubt accommodate ourselves to your 
requirements. 

TeTms.-Nett cash on the 10th of tile month following despatch. 
We hope this matter ma;y receive your consideration. We have been 

making High Tensile Structure Steel for many years now, ,and are, there-. 
fore, in a position to offer it with every confidence. 

Yours faithfully, 
peT the Frodingham Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 

Sales Manager. 

Frodingham. Chromador. 

Carbon, '20 about. '30 max. 

Sulphur '05 max. '05 max. 

Phosphorus '05 max. '05 max. 

Manganese 1'25 to 1'50, '50 to 1'0. 

Copper , '60 max. '25 to '50. 

Tensile , 37/43. 37/43. 

y2 
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. 
Frodingham. Chromador. 

Yield Point 23 min. 23 min. 

Elongation 17% min. on S". 17%on S". 

Reduction 40%. 40%. 

Cold Bend B. S. S., gr&de A. B. S. S., Gr&de A. 

Silicon • Not specified. ·iOmax. 

Chromium Presumably absent. '70 to 1'1. 

Sections Basis pltl8 £1-10. Basis pltl8 £1-12-6. 

Plates plu8 £2-5. .. plw £2-7-6. 

Joists plUB £1-10. .. plu8 £1-12-6. 

CoPY. 

THE UNITED STEEL C08. (INDIA), LTD. 

Sassoon House, 
4, Lyons Range, 

Calcutta. 
Dated the 22nd September, 1933. 
Our Ref. P-I06. 

W. Lamond, Esq., 
Messrs. Braithwaite & Co. (India), Ltd. 

Dear Sir, 

Clive 'Yorks, Hide Road, 
Kidderpore. 

Kuplw Steel. 

We are taking the opportunity of enclosing you a brochure on the subject 
of the above steel which we trust you will find of interest. We do not 
propose to dilate here on the merits of this steel as particulars will be found 
inside the pamphlet: suffice it to say that as its name implies it contains a 
percentage of copper varying according to the purpose for which it is 
required and can be supplied in any form, i.e., as Bars, Sections, Plates, etc. 

We would, however, mention the fact that we are also in a position to 
supply High Tensile Steels with or without an addition of copper which are 
particularly advantageous for certain types of constructional work. We 
are already marketing a high-manganese steel for this purpose, and will_ 
shortly be offering a chrome steel with similar properties. Both these steels 
cnrry a comparatively small extra. over the ordinary 28/33 1;on tensile steel. 
Tlwse steels ean bE! supplied to give the following tests:-

Tensile strength 37/43 tons per sq. inch. 
Yield point 23 tons per sq. inch minimum. , 
Elongation 17 per cent. minimum on 8 inches: 
Reduction of Aren 40 per cent. 
Cold Bend tests as B. S. S., Grade A.' 

The copper content can be omitted without interfering with tIle m!'chani
cal prop!'rties of the st!'!'l, though thiq omission will, of ('ou rse , affect itll 
\'QrrQ~io"-r~sistin~ properties, as s~t out ill the ~nclosed pal!lphlet, 
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We trust. that you will be interested in these steels and would always ill! 

pleased to glve you further particulars with regard to price etc. on receipt 
of details of your requirements. ' , 

Yours faithfully, 
lor the United Steel Cos. (India),Ltd., 

COpy. 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT. 

(sd.) G. Hale, 
Manager. 

CENTRAL STANDARDS OFFIOE FOR RAILWAYS. 

No. CW/WO.· February 2, 1934. 

Messrs. Burn & Co., Ltd., Howrah. 
Messrs. Braithwaite & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 

Railway Board's Combin,ed Call lor Ten"lcrs for the Supply 01 1994-35 
Requiremen,ts 01 1. R. S. Goods Stock. 

Dear Sirs, 

With reference to Railway Board's letter No. 34/956/S, dated the 27th 
of January, I have to inform you that Messrs. The Ta.ta Iron and Steel Co. 
have agreed to supply 500 tons of high tensile steel for trial purposes at the 
same rate as for ordinary mild steel. 

As the· Board are anxious to tryout high tensile steel of Indian manu· 
facture, I am to enquire if you are agreeable to utilise 10 x3l x 24·4Ib. high 
tensile channels for the solebars, headstocks and end longitudinals of 300 tons 
(Burn & Co.) and 200 tons (Braithwaite) of the" 0 " type wagons for which 
you have received an order, in which case it is requested that you will 
make the necessary arrangements with Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co. 

I am further to request that this office may. be in due course be advised 
of the numbers and owning Railways of the wagons in which these high" 
tensile channels are incorporated. 

Yours faithfully, 
(sd.) 

for Chief Controller of Standardization. 

APPENDIX IV. 

Messrs. Braithwaite & Co. (India), Ltd. are solely responsible for 
Appendix IV. 

Making Prices. 
On page 4 of Messrs. Dorman Long & Co.'s memorandum a conversion 

cost of £5-10 (say Rs. 73 per ton) is considered attractive to their Middles
brough Works for big lots of repetition work of the Nerbudda type. 

In Appendix IV of Messrs. Braithwaite & Co. (India). Ltd.'s submission 
to the Board there is given an estimate for this steelwork showing the cost 
to an average non-integrated bridgework fabricator in Great Britain. The 
conversion cost is given as £5-4-6 per toii: Discounting the "attractiveneR~:' 
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of the £5-10 per ton rate given by Dorman Long & Co., their memorandut 
confirms the accuracy of the information placed before the Board. 

_On page 7, the inference is drawn from Table III that the margin fo 
conversion has been lowered from Rs. 125 to Re. 50. In Messrs. Braithwait 
& Co. (India), Ltd.'s submission they stated that their price for conversio~ 
'Under prese'll,t low ov,tp-ut conditions and taking an average of all types (J 

work, whether with plenty of repetition or not. is about Rs. 80 per to 
for bridgework and Rs. 90 for steelwork. These rates compare well wit 
the £5-10 rate (say Rs; 73) per ton mentioned by Messrs. Dorman Long , 
Co., as attractive to their British works for a large job offering plenty (J 

repetition work. H also supports the claim that the Indian fabricator 
have found it impossible to sell their steelwork unless they voluntaril, 
incuned a. loss of Rs. 30 to Rs. 50 per ton. This loss has been carrie 
entirely by the fabricating concerns. 

On page 15 the Indian fabricators are accused of equipping and staffin, 
. their Works on too lavish a scale. The Board is told that in India labou 
costs are Rs. 20 per ton and salaries of covenanted staff from Rs. 30 t 
Rs. 40 per ton for heavy work, whilst those figures should be doubled fo 
lighter work to Rs. 40 for labour and Rs. 60 to Rs. 80 for staff. 

The conversion cost figures which Braithwaite & Co. . (India~, Ltd. 
communicated to the Board were based on experience gained by them durinl 
the past 5 years, during which period in spite of depression their work 
have fabricated approxima,tely 73,000 tons in a.ll, including 50,000 tons 0 

heavy bridgework. They can at least lay claim to possession of ampJ 
experience in the production of bridgework and miscellaneous .. tructura 
steel in India and are able to assure the Board that the "cost" figure 
put before them by Messrs. Dorman Long & Co., are very different fro~ 
figures which can be proved from Braithwaite's records. 

On page 14 a statement is made that Messrs. Braithwaite & Co. (India) 
Ltd.'s yearly capacity is less than Messrs. Dorman Long & Co.'s monthl; 
output. The outpv,t of Braithwaite & Co. (India), Ltd., at present i 
averaging 2,000 tons per month. The suggestion that Dorman Long & Co.': 
monthly output is, say, 24,000 tons is amazing. We would hazard a gues: 
that 24,000 tons per month is well in excess of the output of the combine. 
British fabricating industry. 

Henry Williams India (1931), Ltd" Calcutta.; 
(1) Letter No. 171/4076, datea the 22nd September, 1933. 

IRON AND STEEL. 

We beg to request permission to represent before the Tariff Board a cas 
for the total abolition of the existing duty on billets imported from abroac 

Our existing Works at Shalimar have recently been considerably extende 
by the addition of rolling mills to be' used in conjunction with our prese.] 
plant for the production of various kinds of manufactured articles of 11'0 
and Steel. 

We should he pleased if your Board would inspect these rolling mill 
together with the remainder of our works, the whole of which forms a vel' 
substantial addition to the productive capacity of the Indian Engineerin 
Industry. 

The existence of these rolling mills and the ability of the manufacturin 
side of our Workshops to compete in Indian marke'tfl and to secure fa 
manufacture in India a large proportion of certain classes of iron and stel 
products depends 011 the economical supply of billets to us. 

The rolling mills under present conditions form an essential adiunct t 
our :Works. 

Our rolling mill extension has not been erected for the purpose of definit 
competition with the existing steel manufacturing industry in' India. I 
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h8.8 been erected, because it has become more and more evident in recent 
years that the markets which we wish to secure in India, and for which 
we are particularly equipped, can be secured if billet is available to us at 
the same price as it is available to our competitors abroad. 

Our finished manufactures fall largely within the category of Railway 
Permanent Way Materials, to which a greater part of our manufacturing 
l'allacity is devoted. Under this heading are included, in particular, Sleeper 
Fittings of various special designs, many of which necessitate specially rolled 
sections. Other classes of fittings, notably Fish Bolts, Fish Nuts and Rivets, 
nel'essitate material being rolled to within closer limits than are commonly 
obtainable, in order that the specified limits for the finished article may be 
maintained. Most of this special Permanent Way Material is now imported 
and at prices with which we are unable to compete owing to the high cost 
of billet. -

Cases often occur where only small quantities of a particular section are 
required at one time, and such a rolling is not an economical item of 
production for a large rolling mill. It is our intention to produce such 
sections in comparatively small quantities as required from time to time 
to suit market demands. The possibility of our being able to capture this 
market is entirely dependent on the price of raw material. 

A large quantity of the special sections referred to is at present imported 
from abroad and the whole of this work can conveniently be undertaken 
locally by our rolling mill from indigenous raw material provided the same 
is available at an economical rate. 

There is in addition a large potential market for commercial bolts and 
nuts, practically the whole of which is at present in the hands of Continental 
bolt and nut makers. We have made strenuous efforts to capture this 
market, but ill view of the inferior quality of the articles accepted by the 
market in general and the high local rates of finished material for their 
manufacture it is impossible to compete in this market at present. An 
economical supply of billet for rolling purposes will contribute largely to our 
ability to capture a portion of this very large market and to reduce the 
imports into India from abroad. 

Our rolling mills are not capable of producing heavy sections nor is it 
intended that they should do so. Heavy sections are produced by the 
existing iron and steel manufacturers in this country and they represent 
their main items of production. I 

It cannot therefore be stated that our mills are erected for the purpose 
of competing with existing interests, but rather for the purpose of enlarging 
the iron and steel industry in India and placing it on a self-contained basis. 

At present the iron and steel industry is not self-contained in that there 
are many commonly used sections which it does not produce and which are 
necessarily imported on this account. A total abolition of the import duty 
on billet will place us in the position to manufacture in India for this 
particular market. 

It will be seen therefore that it is of the utmost impOl'tance that we 
sllOuld be at liberty to purchase our raw material at the lowest competitive 
'rate, and at a price which will enable us to C(l1ll.pete with imported lJ!ap.u
factured articles, rates for which are commonly based. ,Qll ,a much lower cost 
of raw material than is at present available in this country. 

It is our desire to support the producers of raw material in India to 
the fullest extent by purchasing this additional material from them, pro
vided the rates are more nearly competitive with those available to manu
facturers abroad, and :we feel sure that in this other rolling mills will 
co-operate. 

We believe that the policy of the Government of bdia, with which your 
Board has been in sympathy throughout, was and still is to assist and foster 
the development of new industries. We submit that the time has now 
arrived for the abolition of all duties on raw material, on which such new 
industries depend. The necessity for increasing India's favourable trade 
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balance has recently been much in evidence, combined with the intention 
that India should be as self-contained as possible in its manufacturing ability. 
We submit that Ii substantial reduction in importB and a definite step 
towards the end in view ('an be made by the abolition of the duty on billets. 

We shall therefore be glad if your Board will kindly furnish us with the 
opportunity of repreaenting our case fully before them. 

(2) Letter No. 432, dated the 4th October, 1933, from the Secretary, TariH 
Board, to Messrs. Henry Williams India (1931), Ltd., Calcutta. 

With reference to your letter No. 171/4076, dated the 22nd September, 
1!J33, I am directed to ask that the following information may be supplied 
to the Board (with six spare copies) not later than the 4th November, 1933:

(1) When were your works started P 
(2) When were the rolling mills installed P 
(3) Total capacity of the roIling millsP 
(4) Principal classes of railway permanent way materials manufactured 

or likely to be manufactured? 
(5) Annual production of each class of material sin('e commencement? 
(6) Quantity of billets used so far (a) Indian, (b) imported. 
(7) Price of billets--

(a) Indian-
(i) f.o.r. Tatanagar, 

(ii) freight to works, 
Total-

(b) imported-
(i) c.i.f. Calcutta, 

(ii) Port dues, landing chargea, etc., 
(iii) Duty, 

Total-
(8) Countries fro~ which imported billets are or are likely to be 

obtained. 
(!J) Average prop'ortion of billets wasted in conversion. 

(10) Works cost (actual or estimated) of two or three typical classes 
of permanent way materials under the following heads:

(i) Billets, 
(ii) Other materials, 

(iii) Labour, 
(iv) Power and fuel, 
(v) Establishment, 

(vi) Repairs and maintenance, 
(vii) Miscellaneoul, 

Total-

(11) Total capital expenditure incurred
(i) on the whole works, 

(ii) on the rolling mills. 

(12) Recent prices of imported railway permanent way materials of th9 
typical classes referred to in question (10)-

. (a) c.i.f. Calcutta, 
(b) Port diles, hnding charges, etc., 
(c) Duty, 

Total-
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(i:l) Countries from which these materials are generally imported. 
(14) Are there any other works in India equipped for the. manufacture 

of permanent way materials from billets? 
(15) Estiniated' total market in India for the classes of materials you 

propose to manufacture. 

(3) Letter No. 171/4987, dated the 3rd November, 1933, from Henry Williams 
India (1931), Ltd., Calcutta. 

In reply to your letter No. 432, dated the 4th October, 1933, we beg to 
submit the information required as per attached list. 

IIi amplification of the details furnished in the abovementioned list we 
should like to put forward the following reasons for our request that the 
present duties on billet should be abolished:-

1. .1;' all highly developed countries the industry of Re-Rolling exists side ~ 
by side with and sometimes actually owned by the major industry of Rolling 
direct from ingots produced by the Steelworks themselves. 

2. A~ an example, the very large Corporation of Messrs. Guest, Keen 
and Nettlefolds, who import their own ore, and make everything from 
the raw material to the finished article, own the Re-Rolling firm of Exors 
)f James MiiIs who roll from billets only for all their requirements. 

3. In Belgium the very modern Re-Rolling Works of Soc. An de Forges 
et Laminoir de Nimy roll exclusively from billets and they have a very large 
business in Tube Strips and other special and small sections. This firm is 
controlled hy the "ery large steeiW0rK of .Ougrce Marihaye. 

4. In Sheffield and the north of England there are large numbers of small 
and medium sized re-rollers who roll exclusively from billets, but the total 
forms a very important industry. The function of the re-rolling industry is 
as follows:-

(a) To roll bars to special sections and limits as required by the firms 
themselves, e.g.:-

(i) Ibbotson Bros., who roll rounds to their own 'particular limits 
for bolts and bars to their own special sections for nuts. 

(ii) Exors of Jam~ Mills, who roll a large variety of special 
permanent way sections from billet made by their principals, 
Guest, Keen and Nettlefolds, or purchased from other sources. 

(iii) Darlington Rolling Mills, who roll window casement sections 
and small and difficult sections from billet and who roll very 
light rails from short lengths and crop ends of heavy section 
rails. 

(b) To roll bars of special sections which are required by other trades 
in quantities insufficient to justify Steel Makers' high produc
tive plant being used. 

A few of those sections in .India would be as follows:-
(i) Special wagon. secpions of various kinds required by the wagon 

building industry. 
(ii) Special light sections for Steel Shelving. 

(c) To roll bars to special limits where the limits are other than 
standard and cannot be worked to on a large Steelworks high 
production mill without undue expense and very heavy decrease 
of output, e.g.:-

(i) Rivet Bar for manufacture of rivets to British standard speci
fication limits which necessitate not only a finer grade of limit 
but a different dimension which would make these bars practi
cally useless for commercial purposes, i.e., they necessitate 
special rolls and special rolling. 
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(ii) Bolt and Nut Bars. 
The Bolt bars are also I'olled in similar limitl:l to rivetl:l but 

frequently they must be of higher tensile than for comm~rcial. 
uses. 

Nut bars are not only rectangles of very unusual dimensions 
involving nil sizes, but in addition frequently the edges require 
to be a special shape to get the correctly finished nut. These 
sections are only suitable for a Re-Rolling Mill. 

(d) To roll small quantities of ordinart sections which are at prestlut 
supplied almost exclusively from imported stocks. It is impos.sib:e 
for any Steel Works even of the size of the Tata Iron and Stelll 
Co., Ltd., to stock every section, neither is it their province. 
(i) This trade is thllrefore lost to the country by being supplied 
from importers and (ii) Industry is handicapped, because im
porters cannot always have the stocks required. 

In highly productive countries this forms almost the chief form of 
employment of re-rollers, viz., the supply of 1 to 10 tons for 
any manufacturer, which thereby enables hundreds of small 
manufacturers to obtain the material which they want for their 
trades and carry on their business. 

It would be most uneconomical for steel works to turn their high 
productiv.e plant on to manufacture these small quantities; 
their plant is designed for fulfilling a greater service to the 
country by supplying large quantities of steel sections. The two 
trades and two industries run quite parallel in all highly 
developed countries. It is almost impossible- for countries to 
develop unless the small manufacturer can secure his supplies 
generally from the re-roller direct. ' 

Although we are aware that sub-agents exist in various parts of 
India for the purpose of distribution of materials from the'Tata 
Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., such men obviously cannot stock every 
section and therefore the Uller is frequently forced to accept 
another section which is not the best for the purpose and entails 
extra expen!les to him in adaptation to his purpose. 

5. The imposition of import duties on iron and steel was originally made 
principally with the object of assisting the Tata ,Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
during its development. 

6. Special tariffs, special rail freights and State assistance have been 
given to the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., ·for close on 25 years, with 
the natural result that other subsidiary industries are springing up all 
over India with the object of participating in the enormous benefits granted 
by the State to enable the original concern, the Tata Iron and Steel Co., 
Ltd., to develop. While we agree that a tariff on imported finished steel 
was and still is a necessity, we submit. that a State-aided concern should not 
be permitted to sell raw materials in the shape of billets to competitive 
countries at a lower price than they are agreeable to sell to consumers of 
raw material of the same type in India. 

7. As an instance of this, quotations have been made and billets im
ported into England at a price of £5 per ton f.o.r. English Port. We have 
definite evidence, which we can produce to the Tariff Board, of recent quota
tions made to British Competitors at this rate. This is below the price, at 
which this material can be purchased in India, and enables it to be used 
to compete against the Indian industry making the finished products. The 
cost of producing raw steel and finished sections in India is stated by those 
at present engaged in this industry to be greater than that of producing 
similar material in competitive countries which fact gives rise to the neces
sity for protection which has been enjoyed by the Tata Iron and Steel Co., 
Ltd. for so many years. In the same manner the cost of producing finished 
artidles from billet by subsidiary concerns is <likely to be higher than that 
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bf coinpetitive concerns abroad. It is therefore necess31"y that lndial1 
industry should obtain its billet at least on equal terms with its foreign 
competitors. 

8 The seIling abroad of cheap raw material at prices lower than local 
(:onsumers can purchase at militates. ve.ry severely against consumers like 
ourselves, fl.g.:-

(a) It allows the manufacturers of finished articles abroad to compete 
with success against manufacturers in India. 

(b) It imposes a severe handicap on the extension of the Engineering 
and Iron and Steel Industry in this country. 

(c) Finished sleepers manufactured by the Tata Iron and Steel Co., 
Ltd., have been sold at a price of Rs. 8-7 each including fittings 
and delivered at railway site, which price is equal to Rs. 6-8 
for the finished manufactured sleeper f.o.r. Tatanagar; deduct
ing an amount of Re. 1 as the cost of finishing the sleeper and 
the on-cost and proportionate profit on this work, the price for 
the steel rolled bar for the manufacture of the sleeper is not 
greater than Rs. 72 per ton. If therefore sleeper bar can be 
rolled and sold at a profit at this price of Rs. 72, it is certain 
that billet can also be rolled and sold at a lower price with 
an equal margin of profit. As the sleeper bar is rolled on the 
same Mill whic~ produces billet and requires more expensive rolls 
and finer limits, it must obviously follow that the cost of billet 
from the same Mill must be less and therefore be able to be 
sold at a lower "price with the same margin of profit. 

The prices of finished sections which we require for the manufacture of 
certain classes of articles such as bolts and nuts, coach screws, trenails, 
rivets, and many other permanent ·way requirements are so high that it is 
impossible to compete with the imported finished articles in most cases in 
spite of the duties which exist. We should like to instance a price of Rs. 155 
per ton for fish bolt steel to specification which is a quotation made by the 
Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. It is impossible to convert this material 
into bolts and nuts and compete with an imported price of about Rs. 205 per 
ton which obtained at that date or a present price of Rs. 215 per ton for 
the finished product, because 26 cwts. of steel are required to make one ton 
of bolts and nuts and cost Rs. 201-8 before any manufacture is put on. If 
the billets were supplied to us at a reasonable price we could roll the bars 
ourselves and compete for the finished article. 

We have therefore had no option but to erect our own re-rolling mills 
in order that we may ourselves carry out the re-rolling of the semi-finisI1ed 
material in the form of billet, and thereby save the excessive cost of paying 
for the finisI1ed product which prevents our competing in the markets for 
manufactured articles for which we are equipped. 

We have experienced such difficulties in obtaining the classes of material 
which we require from the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., in the past that 
it appears that this company is endeavouring at the present time to use its 
influence together with the aid which has been granted to them by the 
State to prevent the natural development of legitimate iron and steel 
industry in India which is not with~., its direct control. We submit that 
it is not nor was it the intention. when the protection was originally 
introduced, that the State aid shoula he granted to the extent of many 
millions of pounds to develop the iron and- steel industry in India in such a 
manner as to create a monopoly by one partiCUlar interest. Such a monopoly 
tends to prevent the natural development of subsidiary industries from 
their very commencement. We believe that we are fully justified in expect
ing that the State in its own interest will give equal encouragement to other 
classes of iron and "!!teel manufacturers, particularly where such industry 
has been establisI1ed by individual enterprise and initiative without pecuniary 
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I\ssititance from the State.. We therefore ~ubmit that the supply of billet 
to us by the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., should be made:-

(a) At exactly the same price as it is supplied to other consumers in 
this country. 

(b) At a price nbt greater than that at which it is sold abroad. 
(c) At the same price as billet can be imported from abroad without 

import duty. 
(d) At a price based on the cost .of production of the billet with the 

relative proportion of on-costs only and not at a price which 
includes either the total on-cost necessary for rolling the billet 
into finished sections or of the profIt which might have been 
made if these billets had been rolled into finished sections. 

These requirements are the reasonable outcome of the development of 
the industry in India and are, we submit, one of the principal objects held 
in view by the State in granting such a large measure of protection of 
industry for the past 25 years. . 

If the above considerations are accepted we and other like industries 
in India are ready to support the local producers of raw material to the 
fullest extent provided equal facilities are offered to all. lt is essential 
that the necessary raw material should be available in India at such prices 
as will enable finished products to be manufactured in India at prices 
reasonably competitive with the imported. 

There is an enormous available market for various finished products in
India which is not and is never likely to be covered by the output of the 
Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. In support of tire above statement we would 
draw your attention to the statistics of Customs Return available for the 
last few years. These reveal the following instances:-

(a) In 1930-31, an average post-war year, 86,773 tons of beams, 
channels and billets were imported into india. 

(b) In the same year 87,370 tons of mild steel bars were imported. 
(c) Over 9,000 tons of bolts and nuts were imported. 
(d) 16,000 tons of sleepers and keys fOI' Indian State Railways were 

imported. 
(e) Large quantities of miscellaneous special sections were imported 

such as fencing materials, rivets, etc. 

The above is ample evidence that a very large market exists with which 
the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., cannot cope largely for the reasons already 
advanced, but which can be successfully obtained by Indian manufacturers 
if an adequate supply of the simplest form of semi-finished product, namely, 
billet is obtainable by subsidiary manufacturers. 

The above will show that the desire of the re-rolling industry to obtain 
an adequate supply of cheap billet is a legitimate one and not harmful to 
the existing Iron and Steel InteIest. 

If rates for billet are not reduced the existing discrepancies between the 
prices charged by the local steel producers and those obtainable by Eu.ropean 
competing firms will be so enhanced as to preclude reasonable competition 
by the Indian manufacturer with the imported finished article. 

Retention of all possible manufacturing orders in India is of extreme 
impOl·tance to the country in that it provides additional employment for 
the people of India and assists in the industrial development. 

At the present juncture the '1tlaintaining of a healthy trade balance in 
favour of India is of grent importance and an ample supply of billet at 
cheap rates will definitely assist in improving this balance, as the whole 
Jf the work on many articles now manufactured outs~de India can be 
carried on in this country. High prices for billet will necessarily mean 
reduced employment in this country for the people of India and increase 
in the manufactured articles which India purchases outside. 
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The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., fixed with, us a contract earlier this 
year (referred to elsewhere) for a large parcel of billet for the re-rolling of 
Steel Taper Keys, Rivet,Bars and various special sections. They have recently 
attempted to avoid completion of this contract by an interpretation of one 
phrase in the contract in a manner which we do not accept, and have peld 
up further supplies. 

They have either done this on account of subsequent rise in price or a 
desire to handicap and destroy our re-rolling ability. , 

We submit that this example of how a monopolist concern can harass 
and refuse to assist a subsidiary concern which is legitimately entitled to a 
part in the manufacturing industry of India indicates the utter depend
ence of other Engineering firms on the Steel producer, and the necessity 
for assisting them. 

We trust that the foregoing representation will receive the sympathetic 
and favourable consideration of the Tariff Board, to whom we are compelled 
to turn for assistance.· We hope that as an outcome of·this request we shall 
be placed in a position to play a useful part in the Industrial Development 
of India, and to capture the potential markets at present largely held by 
foreign competitors. 

Enclosure. 

Replies to Questionnaire. 
1. In 1922. 
2. In 1932-33. 
3. The Rolling Mill consists of the following:-

(a) 4 Bar Mills, re-rollii,gtype, not suitable for heavy billets or for 
long lengths, i.e.,- they are not repeating and not continuous 
mills. 

(1) 1 Sheet Mill, jobbing type, for breakiug down an~ finishing sheets 
in ,small quantities, not for galvanized iron sheets. 

The installation of the whole of this plant is 110t yet complete. 
4. Commercial Bolts and Nuts. 
Fish Bolts and Nuts. 
Dog Spikes. 
Screw Spikes and Trenails: 
Rivets to British standard specifications. 
Taper Keys. 
Cotters. 
Gibs. 
Liner Sections. 
Tie Bars. 
Creep Anchors. 
Poitits and Crossing Components of special sections. 
Signal Fittings. 
Small Bearing Plates of special sections. 
Special wagon sections not at present manufactured in India. 
Special Bridge sections. 
Steel Shafting. 
Miscellaneous special 'sections not at present obtainable in this country 

e.g., Beaded Rickshaw Tyres, Window sections, etc. ' 
5. No production' of these sections has so far been made froin our own -

Rolling Mills. Previous manufactures have been 'almost entirely from import
ed rolled sections, as in most cases it has been impossible to obtain the neces

,aary s(l(lti!>!ls from the Tata ;Tron and Steel Cp.,Ltd. 
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A table showing the imported tonnages of several of the above mentioned 
items is appended together with a statement of the limited quantities which 
we have been able to produce owing to the impossibility of obtaining local 
materials. 

6. Quantity of billets used-

(a) Indian.-Approximately 300 tons Used for dropstamping. We have 
been unable to obtain billets for rolling at an economical price. 

1,280 tons are on order with the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. 
(0) Imported.-Approximately 250 tons have been used for drop

stamping. , 
7. Price of billets

(a) Indian-

Probable price for a large quantity

(i) F .o.r. Tatanagar 
(ii) Freight to Works • 

Rs. 8()'" per ton. 
Rs. 4-8 

Rs. 84-8 

Tatas quoted Rs. 75 f.o.r. Calcutta in April, 1933, for very large 
parcel. A contract was ultimately fixed for 1,500 tons at Rs. 71 
per ton f.o.r. Shalimar. Tatas have subsequently attempted to 
cancel 1,280 tons of this quantity, the price of imported billet 
having risen recently. 

Prices quoted "by Tatas f.o.r. British Port, £5 per" ton. 
(0) Imported-

Prices per ton. 

(i) O.i.f. Calcutta 
(ii) Port dues, landing and clear

ing to Calcutta works 
(iii) Duty at 10 per cent. in the 

case of British and 20 per 
cent. in the case of Contin
ental billet : 

8. England, France, Belgium and Germany. 

British. 

Rs. 
84,7 

6 

8'47 

99'17 

Continental 
untested. 

Rs. 

63'2 

6 

12·63 

81'83 

9. This depends very largely on the section to be rolled, but will probably 
average at least 8 per cent. to 10 per cent. 

10. (a) Oommercial Bolts and Nuts 01 standard sizes-
(i) Billets-Rs. 85 a ton p~'U3 wastage 8 to 10 per 

cent., say Rs. 8 " 
Rolling cost estimated Rs. 35 per ton 

Oost of Bars finished per ton • 

Rs. 93 
Rs. 35 

Rs.128 

Approximate allocation of costs is as follows" per ton of finished 
bolts and nuts;-

NOTE.-One ton of finished bolts and nuts requires 26 cwts. of 
Rolled Bars including wastage to produce it. 



(ii) Other materials 
(iii) Direct Labour 
(iv) Power and Fuel 
(v) Establishment 
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(vi) Repairs and Maintenance 
(vii) Miscellaneous--Rent Rates, Deprecia

tion,' etc. 

A.dd (-oat of raw material
,~ x Re. 128 per ton 

Total 

Rolling. 

Rs. 
3 

10 
6 
3 
3 

10 

35 

Total 

Making Bolts 
and 

Nuts. 

Re. A. 

7 12 
IS 14 
814 

10 0 
412 

16 2 

63 6 

166 8 

229 14 

At the present time we ean sell these bolts and nuts at an average of 
between Re. 11 and Re. 1108 per ewt. which is less than actual cost without 
the addition of any Commercial Charges at all. 

Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., state in their representation that 
an economical sale price for hillet is Rs. 70 per ton f.o:r. Tatanagar. Th~ 
price would probably enable us to compete in this market and capture 
practically the whole of it, with their billet. At the present time they refuse 
to sell billet at this price, with the result that practically all these materials 
are imported from the Continent. 

(b) Full Boltl and Nub, Typical size to British Standard Specification, 
S* x 1'-

Weight of Steel required for 1 ton, 26 em. 

(i) Cost from Tata at Re. 155 per ton . 

(ii) Other materials 
(iii) Direct Labour 
(iv) Power and Fnel 
(y) Establishment 

(vi) Repairs and Maintenance 
(vii) Miscellaneou&-Rent Rates, Depre

ciation, etc. 

Rs.A. 
6 2 

1012 
610 
7 8. 
312 

12 0 

Total . cost 

Imported pri~e 01 rimi/ar /in.ulled boltl aM flut..-
C.i.f. 
Duty 
port dues and clearing 

Rs. A. 

201 8 

4612 

248 4 

Rs. A. 

155 0 
56 4 
4 0 

215 4 
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Tatas High Tensile Billet at Rs. 121 
Add wastage 
Estimated Rolling Cost 

Cost of finished bars 

;& X 1 \-8 
Add labour 1 etc. 

Rs. 

121 
10 
35 

166 

Rs. A. P. 

215 12 10 
46 12 0 

262 810 

Cost price of these Billets to the Continental 
. exceed Rs. 60 per ton. 

Manufacturer would not 

(c) Mild Steel Rivets, 2" x~" to B. S. S.-
(i) Billets-at Rs. 90 plus Rs. 8 wastage 

to specification} 
Rolling 

(tested 
Rs. 98 
Rs. 35 

Rs. il33 

Approximate allocation of costs is as follows per ton of finished 
rivets:~ . 

NOTE.-One ton of finished rivets requires 22 cwt. of Rolled Bar to 
produce it including wastage. 

(ii) Other materials 
(iii) Direct Labour 
(iv) Power and Fuel 
(v) Establishment 

(vi) Repairs and Maintenance 
(vii) Miscellaneous-

Rent Rates, Depreciation, etc 

Add cost of raw material
~~ x B.s. 133 

Rs. A. 

5 1 
8 2 
4 6 
5 0 
2 8 

8 3 

33 4 

146 8 

179 12 

Imported rivets .sell here at about this price, and it is therefore impossible 
to sell locally made rivets with commercial charges added except at a loss. 

11. Total capital expenditure-

(i) On the whole Works 

(ii) Value of Rolling Mills-

(a) Purchased 
[included 

(b) Under order 
plete the 
(i)] 

and installed to date 
in (i)] 

And consideration to com
scheme [not included in 

Rs. 

27,68,119 

10,39,511 

1,45,500 
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12. Recent prices of imported railway permanent way materials of the 
typical classes referred to in No. 10 above--

(i) Commercial Bolts and Nuts, standard sizes---

(a) O.i.f.- Oalcutta 
(b) Port dues, landing 'charges, etc. 
(c) Duty 

Rs. A. 

165 0 per ton. 
4 0 

56 4 

Total 225 4 

(ii) Fish. Bolts and. Nuts, 5" X 111-

(a) OJ.f. Calcutta 
(b) Port dues, landing charges, etc. 
(c) Duty 

Rs. A. 

155 0 per ton. 
4 0 

56 4 

Total 215 4 

(iii) M. 8. Rivets, 2" x £"-

(a) O.i.f. Calcutta 
(b) Port dues, landing charges, etc. 
(c) Duty 

Rs. A. 

126 0 per ton. 
4 0 

50 0 

Total 180 0 

13. England, France, Belgium, Germany and Hungary. 
14. Yes. 
15. At least 30,000 tons annually. 

Tonnages 01 certain ite'''8 in. para.ymph. 4 1nall1U/act'u'red in OUI' works 
principaUy from imported sections. 

Item. Yea.rs Years Imports 
1926-1929. 1930.1933. 1930-1933. 

Tons. ..Tons. 

Commercial Bolts and Nuts 152 202 } 

Fishbolts and Nuts 295 
445 25,562 to date. 

Dogspikes, Screwspikes and Trenails . 1,088 2,114 ) 13eparate ton-l nages for these 
Rivets 37 115 items are . not 

available from 
Taper Keys 1,700 100 I import figures 

but we known 
Cotters, Gibs, Liners and distance . that the quanti-

pieces of special section . 644 39 J ti~ are very large. 

(4) Letter No. 171/6398, dated the 6th. Jan'UOlJ'Y, 1934, from Henry Williams 
India (1931), Ltd., Oalcutta. 

SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM. 

With reference to the representation already submitted by us under our 
letter No. 171/4937, dated the 3rd November, 1933, and in accordance with 

STEEL--m N 
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the instructions of the President and the members of the Tariff Board, 
we beg to submit ,further information in reply to their request made a:t 
the hearing of our oral _evidence on the 29th of November, 1933. 

1. COST OF TYPICAL ITEMS OF MANUFACTURE ;FROM BILLET. 

We append two statements showing the estimated costs of the two 
typical items requested, based on an assumed billet price of Rs. 74 per ton 
f.o.r. Shalimar for mild steel billets:-

(q,) Commercial Bolts and Nuts. 
(b) Rivets. 

We also append three other statements sbowing tbe 
Dogspikes, Merchant Ba:rs, and Steel Taper Keys:

(c) Dogspikes. 
(d) Merchant Bars. 
(e) Steel Taper Keys. 

(a) Commercial bolts and n'Uts- • 

Statement of cost based on Billet at Rs. 74 f.o.r. 

estimated costs of 

Shalimar. 

(i) Billets-Rs. 74 per ton pl'US wastage say Rs. 7 
Rolling cost estimated at Rs. 35 per ton 

Rs. 
81 
35 

Cost of finished bars per ton . 116 

Approximate allocation of costs is as follows per ton of finished 
bolts and nuts:~ 

NOTE: -Costs are based on a. monthly average of 350 tons of 
finished articles. 

(ii) Other .materials 
(iii) Direct Labour 
(iv) Power and Fuel 
(v) Establishment 

(vi)' Repairs and Maintenance 
(vii) Miscellaneous-

Rent, Rates, Depreciation, etc. 

Add cost of raw ruaterial
t& xRs. 116 

Add--

Total 

Rolling. 

Rs. 
3 

10 
6 
3 
3 

10 

35 

Commercial cbarges estimated at Rs. 10 a ton 
Interest on Capital at 5 per cent., i.e., 5 per 

cent. on Rs. 10,10,934=Rs. 50,547 equivalent 
to Rs. ]2-] per ton on an annual tonnage 
of 4,200 . 

Making Bolts 
and Nuts. 
Rs. A. 

7 12 
15 14 
814 

10 0 
4 12 

16 ~ 

63 6 

150 13 

214 3 

10 0 

12 1 

236 4, 
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Capital cost has been &rrived at as follows:

Bolt, Nut and Spike Works- . 
Buildings . 
Machinery and Plant . 

Rolling Mill-
One quarter of capital cost of the roIling mill 

=Rs. Ii,B5,Oll 
4 

Approximate finance required for a portion of 
stock for this purpose 

Rs. 
1,65,017 
3,99,664. 

2,96,253 

8,60,934 

1,50,000 

10,10,934 

"4,200 tons of holts and nuts, ri,oets, etc., is expec:ted to ahsorb approxi
mately 5,000/6,000 tons of raw material from the roIling mill depending 
on the tonnage proportion of each class of product, as holts and nuts 
require a greater "tonnage of raw steel than rivets. Therefore one quarter 
of the capital cost of the mill has been included in the capital figure iu 
order to arrive at the interest charged per ton of output. 

(b) Mild steel rivets, 2" x 3/ J," to B. S. S.-
Statement of cost based on Billet at Rso 74 per ton f.o.r. Shalimar. 

Its. 
(i) Billets-Tested to specification at Rs. 74 per ton 

plus Rs. 7 wastage . • 81 
Rolling cost estimated at Rs. 35 per ton 35 

Cost of finished bars p"er ton. • . • . 116 
Approximate allocation of" costs is as follows per ton of finished 

rivets:-
NOTB-

One ton of finished rivets requires 22 cwts. of rolled bar to 
produce it including wastage. 

Costs are based on a monthly average of 350 tons of finished 
articles. 

(ii) Other materials 
(iii) Direct Labour 
(iv) Power and Fuel 
(v) Establishment . 

(vi) Repairs and Maintenance 
(vii) Miscellaneous--

Rent, Rates, Depreciation. 

Add cost of raw m&terial...,.. 
U xRs. 116 

Add-

Total 

Commercial charges estimated at Rs. 10 ~ wn 

Interest on Capital at 5 per cent., i.e., 5 per 
cent. on Rs. 10,10,934=Rs. 50,547 equivalent 
to Rs. 12-1 per ton on an annual tonnage of 

Rti. A. 

5 1 
8 2 
4 6 
5 0 
2 8 

8 3 

33 4 

1~7 10 

160 ]4 

10 ° 
170 14-

4,200 • 12 1 
-""-"-
18215 
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For details of additional charges please see the previous statement 
of cost of commercial bglts llind nuts. 

,(c) Dogspikes-

Statement of cost based on Billet at Rs. 74 f.o.r. Shalimar. 

Billet at Rs. 74 per ton plus wastage Us. 7 
Rolling cost estimated at Rs. 35 a ton • 

Rs. A. 

81 ° 
35 ° 

116 ° 
Approx. 22 cwts. of rolled bar are necessary to make one ton of 

dogspikes, with the most efficient manufacture. 

Cost of raw material is therefore \~ x 116 . 
ManuflliCturing costs have been found to be approxi

mately the same as for Bolts and Nuts . 

Commercil¥ charges estim:a·ted at Us. 10 per 
ton 

Interest on capital 5 per cent. on Us. 10,10,934= 
Rs. 50,547 equivalent to Us., 12-1 per ton on. 
an annual tonnage of 4,200 

(d) Merchant Bar&-

Rs. A. 

127 10 

50 ° ---17710 

10 ° 
12 1 

19911 

Statement of cost based on Bill~t at Us. 74 f.o.r. Shalimar. 

Billet at Rs. 74 per ton plus wastage Rs. 7 
Rolling cost estima~d at Rs. 35 per ton 

• 

Add commercillil oharges at Rs. 5 per ton • 
Interest on Capital-

Rs. 
30 per cent. of Capital cost of Rolling 

Mi1l=30 per cent. of Rs. 11,85,011. 3,55,503'3 

Finance for stocks, say 5 per cent. 
interest 1,25,000 

4,80,503·3 

5 per oent. interest approx. . 24,000 
With annual tonnage assumed a·t, say, 6,000 . 

Rs. 
81 
35 

116 

5 

4 approx. 

125 

The positin" of re-rollers wit,h a RUPPly of billet at nil. 74 per ton 
delivered at Calcutta i~ impnRsible. Their works cost would be more tha·n 
tbe 8al .. price ohtainable without II.nv provision for overhead~ or d .. precia
tion. They could not carry on. in fact tbev could not start. This situation 
could not be met by Il,Il increased duty on finished bars, because in 
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addition to such increased duty being against the eXPlllnsion of India's 
industry, the price could not be maintained, as Messrs. Tatas could a.djust 
the price to ruin re-rollers. This would be easily within their, power, as 
if they obtain an excessive profit on the. billet they can exist with a very 
small profit or even a loss on the rolling and still keep their present 
margin on the finished article. 

(e) Key BarB and Steel TapeT Key_ 
Rs. 

Billets at Rs. 74 per ton pZ1J,/I wastage Rs. 7 81 

Rolling cost estima.ted at • 105 

C.i.f. price of double taper key bar 
10 per cent. duty on c.i.f. price 

186 

156 
15'6 

171'6 

If the duty was 30 per cent. being the same ratio as Merchant Bars, 
duty would be Rs. 45 to Rs. 46 and the total co~t Rs. 202. 

Cost of British merchant bars approx. 

Cost of British Billet for making . 

Therefore rolling cost of British merchlllnt bars 

Cost of British double taper key bar . 

Cost of British billet . 

Therefore rolling cost of double .taper key bar, 

£ s. 

7 10 

5 10 

2 0 

1110 

510 

6 0 

The rolling costs of this bar are 3 timeS as high, as in normal bar. 
This is due to the taper, which has to be entirely put in, in the last 
pass, involving great wear on the, rolls and frequent, breakages o! roll 
necks due to the great power required. In one of the most experlenced 
works' in Sheffield the final impression is found to last only 10 tons of 
rolling, that is, less than one-fifth of an ordinary section. These rolls 
are "also very expensive ~o cut. 

Single key bar has been made for 50 years in England and is the 
product of many works and is frequently competed for at very cut prices. 
As an example, on '3rd June 1932 this key bar was quoted for the Bombay, 
Blllroda and Central India.-Railway order at £8-2-6 per ton 'c.i.f. equal 
to Rs. 116 per ton which with duty of 10 per cent. is on Rs. 127'3. A 
duty of Rs. 50 a ton, being that on the finishE\d )l:eys, is therefore only a 
very moderate safeguard' against this competition from a highly developed 
country. . 

The equivalent position for ordinary merchant sections is:
Cost of British bars c.i.f. £7-10 ,to £8, Rs. 100 to Rs. 106'8. 
Duty on same, Rs. 32-8. 
Per cent. d!lty on'c.i.f. price, Rs. 32·5 per cent. to 30 per cent. 
Cost of Continental bars £5-11 c.i.f., Rs. 74 per ton. 
Duty on same, Rs. 46-4. 

Per cent. duty on c.i.f. price, 62t per cent. 
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We submit as II. reasonable request in order to estlllblish the industry 
of rolling taper key bars in India that a protection of Rs. 50 a ton, 
equal to that on the keys, should be allowed for' a number of years. We 
visualise in a few years the duty~ould be reduced to the saine proportion 
to cost as merchant blllrs, 'Viz., 30 per cent. 

According to your instructions the foregoing statements include com
mercial· charges and an interest of 5 per cent. on the Capital involved 
which we think you will agree is the very minimum interest which Capital 
can expect. 

It is only fair and reascnable that 11 manufacturer should make a profit, 
apart from paying a. bare interest. on Capital of 5 per cent. A further 
5 per cent. should be at least a legitimate expectation, equalling IIIn 
additional Rs. 12-1 per ton. 

Such return should be possible on a volume of output of not more than 
50 per cent. plant capacity. The remainder of the plant, capacity requires 
to be available to cope with III .peakload dua to seasonal or other irregular 
demands, and without it no works would be able to give to its customers 
the service, which they have a right to expect, in the event of special 
demands being made for certain classes of article, and without which they 
would place their orders with other suppliers. 

It will be noted that for purposes of costs the full output on single 
shift from our various machines caplllble of the manufacture of Bolts and 
Nuts, Rivets and Spikes has been taken. Had we assumed an output of 
50 per cent. single shift capacity our miscellaneous overhead charges would 
be practically doubled. 

We have illustrated the'effect of a small output on misc,ella-neous charges 
in the following statement:-

Statement 0/ miscellaneous expenses and depreciation at the figure 0/ 
Rs. 67,618 based on the tonnages 0/ recent 'Years. 

Year~ Tonnages. Rate per ton. 
1929..'!0 711 95 
1930..'!1 275 245 
1931..'!2 2,150 31 
1932..'!3 493 137 

The years 1929-30, 1930..'!1 8!lld 1932..'!3 were particularly bad years, as 
although the capacity of plant existed it was impossible to obtain. ordeFs 
due almost entirely to the dumping of large quantities of Contmental 
products at prices well ,below our cost of production. 

The year 1931..'!2 shows an improved tonnage by reason of one very large 
order for dogspikes which we obtained at an extremely low price well below 
production costs, and ori which we lost heavily, although we manufactured 
the tonnage involved in about 4 months. 

All the above years ,resulted in heavy losses. 
The year 1931..'!2 may be considered as typical of half output at single 

shift, and it will be seen that the miscellaneous charges are over Rs. 31 
per ton instead of Rs. 16. It would therefore be reasonable to add It 

further Rs. 15 to the figures in our cost statements for bolts and nut~, 
rivets, and dogspikes, and these would- then be as under:-

Bolts Rnd Nuts, approximately Rs. 251 per ton. 
Rivets, approximately Rs. 198 per ton. 
Dogspikes, approximately Rs., 215 per ton. 

If the plant is able t.o run to its full capacity the additional 5 per 
cent. interest on Capital mentioned e"rlier should quite rightly be anti
,cipated. It will therefore be evident that in, the case of hal~ outp\~t, 
Borne Rs. 15 and in the case of full output some Rs. 12 per ton IS a faIr 
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additional expectation. In either event, the manufacturer is justified in 
expecting a higher price level. 

We maintain that an adequate supply of billet at not more than 
Rs. 65 per ton 'and preferably at Rs. 60, per tQP, is a reasonable demand, 
and is necessary to ensure the successful'development of these subsidiary 
industries. ! 

The duties suggested by us in paragraph 2 do not actually cover the 
charges detailed above, and we therefore beg to suggest that a lower 
price for Billet to Indian Industries is an essential solution -to the problem. 

Comparative Statement of Costs wi.th Billet atRs. 7.6 and Rs( 65., 
At Rs. 74. At Rs. 65. 

Rs. A. Rs.'A. 
(a) Bolts and Nuts . 
(b) Rivets 

236 4 223 10 
182 15 171 15 

(e) Dogspikes • 199 11 188 11 
(d) Merchant Bars, 
(e) Rolled Taper Key 

125 0 115 0 
186 0 176 0 

2. DUTIES RBQUmED ON ITEMS DETAILED IN PARAGRAPH 1. 
With regard to the duties which 'will be required for British aild Con

tinental importations in each case in order to bring them on a par with the 
cost of production for these articles, we beg to state as follows:-

(a) Bolts and Nuts-
Present duties-

British Rs. 56-4 per ton. 
Continental Rs. 56-4 per ton. 

,I 

The average import' price over the last, 3 
years for typical sizes of Continental bolts 
and nuts, on which our' cost statement is 
based, equals about. . 

. 'ldd for landing and clearing 

Estimated -cost of our production from eost 
sheet " 

Difference 

Rs. A. 

150 0 per ton c.i.f . 
4 o per ton 

154 0 per ton 

236 4 per ton 
82 4 per ton 

The duty required to bring the lande~ cost of these bolts and nuts 
OD to approximately the same level as the cost of production in India 

-would therefore be a11' least Rs. 8iS per ton. ' 
British bolts and nuts would be expected to average about Rs. 20 per 

ton higher than Continental bolts and nuts and therefore the present duty. 
of Rs. 56-4 per ton on British bolts and nuts should be raised to Rs. 65 per 
ton. 

(b) Rivets-
Present duties--

British Rs. 50 per ton. 
Continental Rs. 50 per ton. 

The average import price ovei' the last 8 
years for t~ical sizes of Continental 
rivets on which our cost sheet is based. 
equals about . .' , 

Add for landing and clearing 

Estimated cost of our production from cost 
sheet 

Difference 

Re. A. 

li6 0 per ton c.i.f. 
4 0 per ton 

12() 0 per ton 

182 15 pet ton 
62 15 per toll . 
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During the Pll6t two years dumpiIlg of imported Continental rivets has 
taken place in very large quantities at prices very considerably below 
those which appertain to-day. A rise in price has lately taken place but 
has again shown a falling tendency very recently. Until this rise took 
place it was absolutely impossible to ma.ke any rivets in this country in 
competition with these prices. At the present market prices at which small 
quantities are being sold it begins to be possible to make and sell as will 
be seen from the statement appended. The margin of profit, however, 
is negligible and it is also feared that large enquiries would still produce 
lower prices which would make it more difficult to compete. Further, there 
iH no guara.ntee that present prices will be maintained. 

It is impossible to state what the reduction in price would be for large 
or~ers, but is a st~tement. of fact t1!at the rivets for the three large 
brldges-Narbada, Smd and Chambal, were all imported although these 
bridges were expected to be entirely of indigenous manufacture. No rivet 
makers in India could compete with the import prices which. must hBlve 
been Rs. 20 below to-day's normal quotations. 

We therefore suggest that an additional duty of at least Rs. 20 per 
ton be placed on Continental rivets and Rs. 10 per ton on British rivets 
for the above reasons. 

(c) Dogspikes-
Present duties-

British Rs. 56-4 per ton. 
Continental RH. 56-4 per ton. 

Import price current for considerable quan
tities is ILPprox. 

Add for landing BInd clearing 

Estimated cost of our production 

Difference 

RH. A. 

115 0 per ton c.i.f. 
4 0 per ton 

119 0 per ton 

119 11 per ton 

8011 per ton 

The duty should be increased to RH. 80 per ton for Continental and 
Rs. 65 per ton for British Dogspikes and billet made available at Rs. 60 
to RH. 65 per ton to enable this industry to develop without loss. 

(d)Merchant Bars.-No extra duty is advocated. 
A lower price for Billet to re-rollers is required. It should not exceed 

Rs. 65 per ton f.o.r. Shalimar at present market ra.tes for Merchant Bars, 
and if the price for those should fall, a corresponding reduction in billet 
prices would be necessary. 

(e) Taper Keys.-A duty of Rs. 50 per ton on Taper Key Bar, equal 
to that on finished Taper Keys is advocated. 

A lower price for Billet is also required not exceeding Rs. 65 per ton. 
Rs. 60 per ton is a more reasonable figure. 

3. BILLET PRICES DESIRED TO lUD MANUFACTt1RB 01' BOLTS AND NUTS, RIVETR, 

ETO., REASONABLY CO:MPETlTIVB WITHOUT AN ADDITIONAL DUTY. 

(a) Bolt. and N'Ut&.-A price for billet of RH. 65 per ton instead of 
Rs. 74 would on the same basis of calculation of costs as already taken 
amount to Rs. 106 per ton for rolled bar. The corresponding finished 
cost for bolts and nuts would be RH. 223-1Q. 

(b) Rillets.-At· a cost for rolled bar of Rs. 106 per ton produced from 
billet at Rs. 65 per ton the finished cost of rivets would equal RH. 171-15 
per ton. This would malee it feasible for all rivets used in this country 
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to be supplied by Indian manufacturers, which in the past has been 
impossible. 

(c) Dogspikes.-At a billet price of Rs. 65 per ton rolled bar could be 
produced at Rs. 106 per ton and the final cost reduced to B.s. 188-11 
instead of Rs. 199-11. 

(d) Merchant Bars.-At a cost of .Rs. 65 per ton for Billet, which is 
equivalent 1;.) a cost without commercial charges and interest on Capital 
of Rs. 106 per ton, it just becomes possible to sell Merchant Bars, but po 
more, viz.:-

Rs. 
Rolled. cost of Bar . 106 
Commercial charges 5 
Interest on Clilpital at 5 p~r cent. as per separate 

statement . 4 

115 
(e) Steel Taper Kells.-At a cost of Rs. 65 per ton for billet the equiva

lent cost of rolled taper key bar would be Rs. 176 per ton which would 
make a very considerable difference in the competitive ability of Indian 
manufacturers. 

Tabular 81IR1lII'Itary of recommendations from paragraphs e and, 9 above. 

Article. Duty required. Change. 

If Billet is supplied at Rs. 70 per ton f.o.r. Tatanagar (=Rs. 74 f.o.r. our 
Works at Shalimar). 

B.a. 
RB. A. 

Bolts and Nuts Continental • 85 Addition of • 2812 
British 65 Do. 812 

Rivets • Continental : 70 Do. 20 0 
British 60 Do. 10 0 

Dogspikes - - Continontal : 80 Do. 2312 
British 6:; Do. S 12 

Taper Key Bar Continental 
British. 

and 50 Present duty 10 per cent. 

Ta~rKeys . Continental 
British. 

and 50 No change. 

Ir Billet is supplied at Rs. 61 per ton f.o.r. Tatanagar (=Rs.65 f.o.r. our 
Works at Shalimar) .. 

B.a. A. Rs. A. 
Bolts and Nuts Continental • 72 4, Addition of 16 0 

British n6 4, No change. 
Rivets . Continental • 60 0 Addition of • 10 0 

British 50 0 No change. 
Dogspikes Continental • 70 0 Addition of • 13 12 

British 55 0 No change. 
Taper Key Bar and Keys Continental • 50 0 for 3 years. 

British 40 0 after 3 years. 

4. SELLING PRICK OP BILLET. 

We understand that Messrs. Tatas state that the cost of their billet is 
Rs. 46 per ton and that a fair charge for overhead expenses is~. 24 
per ton, making a fair selling price of Rs. 70 per ton in all. 

We also understand that Messrs. Tatas 8ell co~siderable quantities of 
billet at prices which are less than the figure of Rs. 70 mentioned and in 
some cases leBS than the figure which they state to be the cost of billet. 
Instances of which we have he!p'd are· as follows:-

Indian Steel Wire Mills, Rs. 60 per ton under contract arrMlge
ment. 
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Henry Williams, Ltd.; Darlington, Re. 62 per ton f.o.h. Calcutta. 
Billet f.o.h. English,Port at £5 per ton = about Rs. 46 per ton f.o.r. 

Calcutta Port. 
Export to Japan at Rs. 42-8 per ton f.o.h. Calcutta. 

The two last prices must be below their declared cost of billet as in 
each case a· portion of this price has to be paid by them in freigl:t from 
Tatanagar to Calcutta:. . 

The inference to be drawn would seem to be that it would be much 
more satisfactory both to the Tata Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. and to the 
respective purchasers of billet in India if the surplv.s of 80,000 'tons of billet 
were allowed to be absorbed in this country at 31 price of say Rs. 60 or 
Rs. 65 per ton so as· to assist Indian manufacturers instead of consumers 
abroad who at present enjoy the benefit of cheap prices. 

We suggest that. the figure of Rs. 24 per ton for overhead expenses 
would appear excessive, as it is over 50 per cent. of the works cost. 
We ourselves in our estimates have allowed 31 figure of under 20 per cent. 
(commeI'llial charges 5 per cent., interest on Capital 5 per cent. and 
depreciation under 10 per cent. depending on output) of the works cost 
for the same purpose. Our figure corresponds to the allowance made by 
Messrs .. Tatas. 

If Messrs. Tatas are able to sell for export at prices of Re. 46 and 
under, they must either be losing money on this billet or else Rs. '46 is 
not its present cost. If the former is the Clltle then we suggest that it 
would be more profitable to them to supply manuf.acturers in IBdia, who 
ar.e willing to pay more than this figure. Such a policy would benefit both 
the· subsidiary industries and Messrs. Tatas. 

Conclusions. 

A. It is urged that a National Price for Billet to all users in India 
should be fixed atRs. 61 per ton f.o.·r. Tatas' Works. (This would be 
equivalent· to about Rs. 65 per ton f.o.r. our Shalimar Works.) This 
price shou'ld bll made to correspond to the present level of prices for 
Merchant Bars. 

Should: the .prices for Merchant. Bars fall below this level. or should 
bars be sold to competitors at lower prices for large quantities, a correspond
ing reduction in the price of billet should be made . 

. It is understood that British makers have recently arrived at a basis 
for, a N ationa·l Billet Price under a similar arrangement with the object of 
aSSisting the large re-rolling industry with an adequate supply of semis, 
and a similar arrangement is desirable in this country. 

B. A guarantee is required for the supply of at least 80,000 tons of 
Billet per annum for the re-rolling industries at present established. 

This billet supply should be made to rlllnk
(a) after the production of rails, 
(b) pro ·rata with the production of Sheet Bar for Sbeets, Tin Bar, 

Billets for Tabs' own rolling, and Billets for wire rolling, 
(c) prior to Billet for export. . 

C. Should the billet supply available for Industries in India be found 
inadequate at any time to meet tl,leir manufacturing needs, we submit 
thlIIt an artangement should be made and machinery set up to permit of 
importation of additional billet without payment of duty ('r on drawback 
of duty. . 

D. 'fhe Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., have been granted a very large 
measure of protection, ,by virtue of which they have been placed in the 
position of a monopolist concern. They have consequently the ability to 
prevent the development of subsidiary industries, and pa'rticularl;v: the 
re-rolling industry if they so desire. Tlie protection has lwen granted to 
them by the Government of India, and is paid for by the people of India, 
for the safeguarding of whose interests the Governlllent is rllsponsible. 
It therefore has the right to control the policy and output of the Tata 
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Development in this country. 

We request that such measure of control shall be established that the 
1>rovision of an adequate supply of raw material in the form of billet 
to the re-rolling industries of this country shall be ensured. 

5. INCIDENCI'! OF INCREASED DUTY. 

We understand that you wish us to show the incidence of an inllreased 
duty on such items as bridges and wagons which are two of the more 
important items in this country, on which bolts and nuts and rivets can be 
used. , " " 

The proportion of rivets on a bridge amounts to about 5 per cent. of 
the total tonnage. "An increase of say 5 per cent. in the value of rivets 
by the addition of an extra duty would therefore only be equivalent to one 
quarter per (lent. of the cost of the bridge. 

The proportion of bolts and nuts and rivets in a wagon forms not more 
than 1l per cent. of its tota,} cost. An increase of 10 per cent. in the 
value of such parts would therefore only be equivalent to an increase of 
'15 per cent. of the cost of the wagon. 

6. BILLET PRICES. 

With regard to billet prices, you requested us to get further evidence 
of current prices and also to ascertain if possible whether Continental 
(juotations for the British market were more favourable than for export to 
1ndia. 

We have been unable to obtain as full information on this point as we 
should have wished, but we find that Continental prices quoted c.i.f. 
Calcutta in accordance with a cable received oli the 19th December areas 
follows:-

Port dues. . . 
Landing and clearing super-

vision charges . . . 
Freight to- our Shalimar Works 
Total landed cost in our ShalF 

2' size. 
£4-12 per ton 
c.i.f. Calcutta, 

at lB. Od. equals 
Rs.61-5-4. 

Rs. A. P. 
214 0 

100 
390 

3' size. 
£4-10-6 per ton 

c.i.t. Calcutta, 
at Is. ed. equals 

Rs. 6O-~-4. 
Rs. A. P. 

2 14 0 

100 
"3 9 0 

mar Works without duty . 68 12 4 per ton 67 12 4 per ton 
Total landed cost free on rail 

Calcutta Jetty without duty 65 3 4 per ton 64 3 4 pel'" ton 
We understand from the Coal and Iron Trade Review that prices are' 

quoted at £3-10-6 per ton f.o.b. Antwerp- on approximately the' same date. 
This price is said to be equivalent to £5-10 per ton delivered to the
British market, including British duty. As £5-10 to £5-15 is the price of 
British Billets in Britain, Continental makers are forced to this f.o.b. 
price to secure any orders at all. The price does not aopply for export to 
India and Continental makers will not quote till they are informed of the 
destination. 

7. EFFECT OF RESTlIIcTED ALLOTMENT OF BILLET BY TA'-:AS TO RE-ROLLl!mS FOR 
THE PURPOSE 011' MAKING ORDINARY SECTIONS. 

Messrs. Tatas have stated their willingness to allot billet' for ordinary 
purposes at economical. prices to re.rolling mills .. The allotment suggested 
is 10 per ('.ant. We are not clear as to whether thls.represents 10 per cent. 
of III mill's pIaximum output, but on this assumption and in accordance 
with your desire to be informed whether the 'proposition is or is not 
workable' and to estimate its financial effect we wish to state as follows:-

(a) The proportion of billet allowed for ordinary purposes' should be 
much higher, say, 30 per cent. if the mill is to be worked 
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economically.. It is not possible for any mill to run wholly 011 
special sections. The reasons are as follows· - ' 

(i) Work on ~pecial ,section~ is largely seasonal. p'urchasing bodies, 
and ,raIiwa;rs In partIcular, order at certain times of the year 
partICular Items fo,r certain. fixed deliveries which require the 
makers of the finIshed artICle or the users of the· finished 
article to carry out their portion of the worll< within a 
definite time limit. It is therefore impossible for work on 
special sections m8lnufactured to be spread evenly over the 
whole year. . 

This condi~ion applies particularly to permanent· way fittings and 
to varIous wagon components, most of 'which have to be 
produced' early in the financial year to enable other works 

.. to go .on dur~ng the second hlllif of the year. 
(11) Most speClal sectIons can only be arranged for rolling at definite 

periods. Rolls may have to be taken out and re-dressed and 
an interval of time will probably elapse during which it is 
necessary to put on some other section to prevent the mill 
from standing -idle while awaiting fresh rolls. Stand-by 
sections, of which quantities are constlllntly required, are 
necessary for the purpose of filling in such time intervals, 
proportion of straightfol"!Vard sections fulfils this purpose. 
Such a proportion should not be less than about 30 per 
cent. of the whole output. 

Bars rolled by us for bolts and nuts and rivets to special limits 
would not satisfy this requirement, as the rolls are different 
from standard market sizes and need more attention to keep 
them within the limits required. 

(iii) Tonnage output is ,likely to be considerably restricted on special 
. sections and Borne considerable additional tonnage is there

fore' necessary to balance up the output and 'reduce over
heads. 

(b) A billet allotment of the type suggested would place Tatas in a 
position to control all small mills. This would foster the mono
poly of one big concern and place all smu,uer concerns in its 
power. 

(c) The amount of ordinary bars which sm,!J.ll mills will produce is a 
mere fraction of Tatas' output and will satisfy the small users 
only. 

(d) Practically all the ordinary. sections which would be rolled by 
small mills form additionllll trade to the country and are not 
depriving Messrs. Tatas of work, as they would make the 
additional billet, and the finished article would largely replace 
imported materials. 

(e) Re-rolling mills can only make a small proportion of profit from 
rolling bars from hillet. In most cases it is likely that they 
will be una:ble to make profit at all and may actually lose 
money. 

The result of this will be a natural tendency to roll more profit
able sections but if their tonnage output cannot be maintained 
the cost of' special sections will increase and competition in 
these sections will become more difficult. As soon as the volume 
of special work falls off it is essential that the re-rolling mills 
Hhould be able to produce a proportion of ordinary sections. 

With reference .to our statement (d) IIIttached showing the cost 
of rolling merchant bars from billet atRs. 74 per ton .at our 
Works it will be seen that allowing a reasonable amount for 
interest, depreciation and commercial charges. the cost of the 
bar will become greater than the market prIce. tt therefore 
cannot be sold except at 81 loss. 

The conclusion is that there is 'Very little danger that billet Bold 
by Messrs. Tatas at an economical price will be rolled into 
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bars as long as it is possible to substitute any other special 
sections. This tendency will cause the amount of ordinary 
sections to .be kept down to. an absolute minimum, but it is 
essential that re-rollers should be provided with the necessary 
raw material at a proportion of something like 30 per cent. 
to balance up the output as !l-lready explained. 

(/) A certain am4fUnt of time must also be given to re-rolling mills 
for development. During this period it. is likely that a greater 
proportion of straightforward sections will of necessity be rolled 
until all possible classes of special work can be fully developed. 
Special. roIlings require considerable knowledge, training and· 
experience on the part of the l!l-bour and staff which it is 
expected they may take some time fully to acquire. 

Other industries in this country have from time to time laid 
stress·,on these factors. Each industry can legitima·tely demand 
sufficient time to overcome its own peculiar difficulties and to 
develop the special training and organisation of its labour 
staff according to its needs. 

(g) Our conclusion is that Messrs. Tatas should be asked to gua.rantee 
a proportion of billet for ordinary purposes at an economical 
price and at the same price as that for special purposes, to 
be supplied from their surplus production. This billet should 
be specially allotted to re-rollers in a proportion of not less 
than 30 per cent. of each mill's capacity. 

REPLY TO QUESTION REGARDING MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES RAISED BY MR. WILES 
AND SUPPLEMENTED BY MR. NATESAN. 

The items included under the heading (vii), Miscellaneous Rent, Rates, 
Depreciation, etc., are as under:~ 

It must be understood that in order to arrive at a depreciation figure 
per ton it is necessary to make· an assumption of the annual tonnage out" 
put of the works and this has been taken at 1\ figure of 350 tons per month 
singleshift..4,200 tons per annum from Bolts and Nuts, Rivets and Spikes. 
This is a full output from our machines on single shift. 

Actually the tonnage outputs over recent years have been very much 
less than this figure and the incidence per ton of depreciation and other 
charges correspondingly higher. This is due to inability to compete against 
the Continental suppliers in the bulk of the business offering. 

Rate 
Capital of 
Cost. Depre. Amount. Remarks. 

(a) Buildings 
R8. 

1,65,017 

(b) Machinery and Plant. 3,99,664 

(e) Rent of Works site 
(d) Rates and Taxes 
(e) Cars and Lorries 

Cars Upkeep 
(I) Telephone charges 
(g) Medical charges 
(/I) Siding charge/1 

24,000 

Total 

ciation. 

Per cent. 
5 

10 

20 

R8. 
8,251 

39,967 

5,100 
3,300 
4,800 
3,000 
1,000 
1,200 
1,200 

67,818-

Steel Structures 
non-pucca. 

71 per cent. allow
ed by Income
tax is not nearly 
sUJfficient on 
plant of this 
description. 

Prese~t charges. 
do. 

approximately. 
do. . 
do. 
do_ 
do. 
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This amount -is approximately equivalent to Rs. 16-2 per ton on an 
output of 4,200 tons per annum. 

An increase in the annual tonnage output either by working two shifts 
or by any other means would decrease the rate to be charged per ton under 
heading (vii) Miscellaneous, but it must be remembered that plant running 
two shifts will onl~ last approximately half 'as long as plant running one 
shift and therefore depreciation rates per annum Qn the plant would need 
to be practically doubled. . 

Replies to questions by Mr. Natesan. 
Question: If we do not want any protective duty on billets do we want 

bolt and nut duties to be reduced correspondingly P 
Answer: There is no duty at present on the fabrication portion of bolts 

and nuts. The whole duty is already covered by the cost of the steel ortbe 
duty thereon.· Duty on 26 cwts. of steel bars=Rs. 60'2; duty on 1 ton 
of bolts and nuts=Rs. 56-4. There is therefore an adverse figure of about 
Rs. 4 on the fabrication portion. .It is consequently. necessary to have a 
reduction in duty on billet to place the production of bolts and nuts in this 
country Oil an equal footing with imported bolts and nuts at the present day. 

Any possible reduction in the bolt and nut duty which could take place 
in the future would be purely that which could take place in the protec
tion of steel bars. At the present moment a slight protection is required 
on account of fabrication to neutralise Continental dumping due to the 
world depression. We visualise conditions becoming normal in due time 
such that Continental countries would have to charge a price which would 
cover the real cost of production. The addition which we ask on fabrication 
at the present time would disappear when market conditions become normal 
and prices are not at a dumping level as during the last few years. 

We visualise the need for protection disappearing to a large extent over 
the pext 7 years, but it should be borne in mind that all industries in this 
country in their early stages of development have required protection and 
the basic principles of protection to the Tab Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
have been applied in this hope that conditions would eventually permit of 
the protective duties being reduced or withdrawn as the industry became 
more Iillicient and successful. 

Question: What average reduction per ton can be allowed in the duty 
during the next 7 years? 

Answer: We regret that this is an extremely. difficult question to 
answer with any degree of accuracy. It is impossible to forecast world condi
tions during the next 7 years and although we anticipate that once this 
industry is firmly established a steady reduction should be possible, much 
depends on outside factors such as the general level of world prices at 
various times during this period. As already stated above we visualise the 
possibility of the need for protection on fabrication disappearing or practi
cally disappearing in 7 years, but no accurate forecast is possible. 

Que8tio1lJ: Does the proposal to abolish duty on hillet defeat the main 
object of basic protection for the steel industry? 

Answer: The steel industry consists in supplying steel in usable form 
to various industries in the shape of rails, bars. joists, sheets, and other 
finished products of steel works. The working of steel industry COlI'es within 
three categories, viz.:-

(a) The production of pig iron. 
(b) The production of steel in the form of bloom or billet. 
(c) The proc!uction (that is rolling) of the final product as described 

above, viz., rails, bars, joists, plates, sheets, etc. 
The industry carried as far as the stage (c) requires a protective duty 

nnder the present cost of manufacture in India, but the part of manufacture 
which requires the protection is that of rolling, e.g.:-

(i) There is no duty on pig iron and none is. actually required, as 
this countJy produces pig iron at one of the lowest production 
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cosj;s in the world. 1his Low cost applies equlilly whether the 
pig iron is utilised in this country or exported. 

(ii) We show that the present landed cost of imported billets is higher 
than Tatas' cost plus a reasonable margin for overheads and 
profits, and is higher than they have been selling at iii. certain 
cases for export and internal use. 

(iii) As items (i) and (ii) do not require protection and as the final 
result does require considerable protection, it foHows that the 
protection is required on the rolling whether by Tatas or by other 
rollers. 

Steel making can. only be carried on on the most economical lines 
if in a very large unit, whereas the economical units of roII!ng 
can be very III uch .smaller. 

The establishment of re-rollers in India. will increase the total steel 
required, that is, in the form of bloom or billet and will tent 
to a still further economic production of steel. This can be 
done without jeopardising the rolling portion of tIie industry in 
Messrs. Tatas Works. 

It will be seen therefore that the proposal to abolish the duty on 
billet does not defeat the basic principle of protection for the 
steel industry. 

(5) Letter No. 171/6409, dated the 6th January, 19·'4, from Henry Williams 
. India,(1991), Ltd., Calcutta. 

With reference to the typed copy of the evidence given us for perusal, I 
think it well to make an explanation on the agreement by which Messrs. 
Tata lron and Steel Co., Ltd., were to supply us with 1,500 tons of billets; 
this order distinctly has the wording "to be taken, liP ", which is inter
preted in the trade as being the date by which the purchaser is to specify 
the details of his requirements. 

I give it t~ the Board as the experience of over. thirty years of placing 
contracts with steel rollers that this is the interpretation understood in 
the trooe and consequently forms the law of agreement between the seller and 
the purchaser. The statement by Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel 00., Ltd., 
that they wiII deliver in 4 to 6 weeks means that we would not be justified 
in blaming Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd.,. at any time for taking 
np to this period to deliver any of our requirements and if we took the 
whole peripd to specify our requirements, then we must understand that 
they will take 4 to 6 weeks longer than the stated periOd Qftha contract 
before we could claim the rights of delivery of our specifications. You will 
notice that in terms of this interpretation the order for the final quantity 
was placed well within the specified period. On it being brought to our 
notice by Messrs. Tatas that they -could not give delivery within - the date 
originally specified for the contract to be taken, that is, the 30th of 
September, we immediately informed then!: that a later date was no drawback 
and that we were. agreeable to accept the billet as, and when they could 
deliver it. It was the fact of Messrs. Tabs' stating that they wished to 
treat the contract as cancelled and that the contract could be renewed "On 
terms and conditions to be arranged" that gave rise tothe misunderstanding 
in this connection. No doubt this was due to certain members of Messrs. 
Tabs' staff not being fully conversant with the interpretation of steel 
CQntracts in the trade and it was finally accepted by them, pn the greater 
knowledge of their senior staff. -
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(6) Mem_o. dated th.e 9th. January, 199.&, from Henry Williams India (1931) 
U~ , 

SUPPLEMENTABY MEMORANDUM REGARDING STEEL SLEEPER POSITION. 

Present duties-

Finished Sleepers at Rs. 12-8 per ton or 12} per cent. ad valorem 
whichever is higher. 

Steel Sleeper Bar at 10 per cent. ad valO!'em. 

The prese.nt prices quoted by Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
for s~el sleeper bar range from Rs. 72 to Rl!. 85 per ton f.o.r. Shalimar, 
accordmg to Messrs. 'Tatas' own inclination. Finished sleepers can now 
be landed in India at a price of about Rs. 100 per ton for broad gauge 
and Rs. 105 per ton for metre gauge. These prices are equivalent to approxi
mately Rs. 83 and Rs. 86-8 per ton c.i.f. 

We submit that while protection exists on the manufacture of sleeper 
bar, equivalent protection does not exist on the finished sleepers. 

The cost of fabrication of steel sleepers represents a difference of more 
than the 2l per cent. which is allowed in the Customs Schedule. The works 
costs for fabrication including depreciation and miscellaneous charges are 
not less than 121 per cent. to 15 per cent. of the average cost of the rolled 
bar aud therefore the manufacturer in this country is at a. disadvantage in 
C'ompeting with imported finished sleepers, be('ause he is paying a price for 
-the stet;l which already includes an allowance for duty while no adequate 
duty eXIsts to ('ompensate for the ('ost of finishing. -

If a reasonable allowance for interest and profit be added a further 10 
per cent. is a minimum charge and therefore a fair selling price for the 
finished sleeper is not less than 20 per cent. or 25 per cent. above the price 
of the bar for the sleeper manufacture. . 

We therefore submit that the duty on ine finished sleeper should be 
raised to Rs. 20 per ton in order to enable the Indian manufacturer to 
secure the whole of the sleeper market in India. -

Messrs. Tata Jron_ and Steel Co., Ltd., hllve an arrangement whereby 
merchant bars are sold at the same price in all major Indian Ports and an 
Ildjustrnent is made on account of freight disadvantage to secure this posi
tion. In the case of sleepers supplied to the west and south of India which 
are geogranhicallv at a disadvantage for the supply of Messrs. Tatas' steel, 
the dutv of Rs. 20 per ton suggested is essential if these markets are wholly 
to be Becured. 

We, as sleeper manufacturers, would be willing and able with Messrs. 
Tatas' co-operation to secure the whole of these markets if we received 
sleeper bar at a fair price of slightly more than that of billet and a duty 
of Rs. 20 per ton on finished sleepers were substituted for the present duty. 

We submit that for the maintenance and extension of the Sleeper Industry 
in India the following arrangement is essential:-

(i) A National Pri('e for Sleener Bar rolled by Messrs. Tata Iron and 
Steel Co., Ltd., should be fixed so as to provide Sleeper Makers 
with raw material at It price which will permit of manufacture 
of the finished sleeper at a fair profit. 

(ii) Sleeper orders available in this countrv should be apportioned 
'[YTo ra.ta between Messrs. Tatas and other makers in accordance 
with their re~pe('tive present capacities for manufacture and 
Messrs. Tatas should he compelleit to provide Sleener Bar for 
manufacturers to finish in accordance with this division and 
as orders be('ome availahle. 

It should not be permissihle for Messrs. Tatas to assimilate all orders 
until a certain tonnage is reached, thAreby keeping other makers from obtain
ing any orders at all for long periods. 
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We ourselves have a very much greater capacity for Sleeper Manufacture 
than Messrs. Tatas, and yet we have had no orders since the beginning of 
1932, the available orders having been taken by Messrs. Tatas who have 
quoted us uneconomical prices for raw material. . , 

We can claim to have created the Steel Sleeper industry in this country, 
and to have placed with Messrs. Tatas orders for over 60,000 tons of Sleeper 
Bar which they would otherwise not .have obtained and which they were 
glad to have at that time. They have subsequently taken all the available 
work themselves and excluded our Industry altogether, and have .stated as a 
reason for this that as they hav~ a. Sleeper Plant, they must for political 
reasons keep it in operation. As sleeper making forms only a very insigni
ficant side to their enormous works but is a very important and highly 
efficient portion of our much smaller works, such a policy hits us very hard 
indeed and has put us to considerable loss. 

(7) Letter No. 111, dated the 8th Feb'l"Uary, 199.6, from He'Tll1"Jl Williams 
India (1991), Ltd., Oalcutta. 

We respectfully ask the Board to consider the two tables which we send 
herewith and which show fair selling prices of various engineering articles 
manufactured in India on a basis of 50 per cent. output of the works and 
5 per cent. profit; our reasons for putting forward the two tables are the 
following: - . 

(1) There is not enough work" in .India at the present moment or in 
prospect which would keep Engineering .Works at more than 50 
per cent. output; we give this as the most important c'onsidera
tion and as a complete reaaon in itself for your consideration 
with these tables. 

(2) Engineers are of the opinion generally that it is impossible to work 
an engineering manufacturing plant at a 100 per cent. output. 
over a period of even a few years; conditions alw3!ys 
do arise as to bhange of design, seasonal markets and breakdowns 
which render a 100 per cent. output impracticable. An output 
greater than 50 per cent. over the whole year can only be 
secured by working double time over certain portions, but this. 
involves double staff and is therefore a. very costly mode of 
working and involves double depreciation and expenses. 

Our first tables submitted on 6th Ja.nuary, 1934, were based on a. 100 
per cent. output and 5 per cent. interest only without profit, as we understood 
that that was the request of the Tariff Board at our examination and which 
of course followed the costs which we had originally submitted. We suggest 
that manufacturers are entitled to a. better .return on their adventure than 
what such terms would produce; at the same time the basis of our 
application is that of a duty-free billet and we therefore· do acknowledge 
that if we receive our raw material at a low cost, so also is the purchaser 
of ou\" ultimate product entitled to receive his requirements at a low price; 
we believe that the expansion of the industry in India will ,be accom
plished better by endeavours to supply material to the user, at the lowest 
possible cost and we have had such principles before us in making up our 
tables viz., to formulate them on the basis of the lowest protection which 
would' allow manufacturers to do their portion of the further development 
of the country. 

With regard to the prices of imported material, we put· forward the same 
prices which Mr. Elliot.o,:" behalf. ~f the British .Steel I~dustry. has entered 
in his table because he IS III 3! poSItIOn to know prIces whlcn BrItIsh expor5ers 
and other ~xporters are charging, whereas we as single industrialists have 
not the same means of obtaining them. For Dogspikes we have entered 
the prices recently quoted to the Eastern Bengal Railway for their contract 
for 5 lacs of Dogspikes; these prices are only given to us on our request 
that ,the information is for the use of the Tariff Board ·and on the under-
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standing that the name of the supplier, Continental or British, is not dis
closed; the Eastern Bengal Railway, however, will confirm to yo_u these 
figures and will give you the name of ·the tenderers on your applying to 
them; we give you this explanation so that you will know that the figures are 
reliable but that the Railway concerned have only disclosed these prices 
to us for your particular use. 

The prices from England and from the Continent represent a figure which 
these sources could put forward at any time, because in both places prices 
have seriously risen and they should therefore be taken as, if anything, 
above the average of what may be expected over the next years, certainly 
not below tIle average: . 

It has been suggested that there will be no further dumping from Britain, 
because the supply of Continental billet to Britain from which cheap fittings 
were made has now been stopped, but against this British steel makers of 
semis are busy and the price of finished steel in Britain to-day could quite 
conceivably be reduced; it certainly does not represent the lowest price for a 
number of' years and prices for articles manufactured from British steel 
lower than to-day are a definite possibility. 

There is no reason why Continental dumping may not take place at any 
moment; prices on the Continent to-day are considerably higher than twelve 
months ago and there is no safeguard that they may not be reduced at any 
time. 

We most respectfully ask the Board to give their consideration to Table 
B, coupled with an arra.ngement by them for supply of billet at a National 
Price of Rs. 61 per ton f.o.r. Tatanagar or in lieu of same the import of 
billet duty free, which we consider equivalent in price. If we may be per
mitted to express our opinion we suggest that the provision of billet at a 
National Price of Rs. 61 per ton coupled with the protection asked for' in 
Table B would enable re-rollers and all the industries dependent for supplies 
of finished steel to be in a position to carryon their businesses and notably 
increase the volume of industry in the country. 

The following are points raised by Mr. Elliot which we think we should 
give information to the Board on, viz., as follows:-

With reference to the Indian Custom Tariff, serial No. l03n, Schedule 
No. 150F .. namely, Gibs. Cotters, Keys. Distance Pieces and other fastenings 
for use with iron or steel sleepers; we should like to suggest an alteration to 

" Gibs. Cotters, Keys. Distan('.e Pieoos, Creep Anchors or other fasten
ings, or special bar for fabrication thereof, .for use with all 
classes of sleepers.'" 

We suggest the inclusion of Creep Anchors to this Section. these being 
a rail fastening hut presently admitted, by the Custom Authorities at a 
10 per ('ent. British and 20 per cent. Continental duty, although the original 
wording" Other fastenings" appear to cover them. All the existing types 
of creep anchors which are imported can be manufactured in India. 

The inclusion of bars for fabricating is in· the' interest of re-rollers parti
cnlarly for clips for sleepers, for taper keys. spring ke~ for bull llead rails 
and creep anchors. Specially shaped bars for fabricating the above would 
under present conditions he imported at a 10 pflr cent. British and 20 pE'r 
cent. Continental duty. The bars can be rolled in India. 

We rE'('ommE'nd that fittings for wood sleepers should also be included in 
thfl nbove section for the following reason:-

Sprin'! ~tefll kflVs n~e requirE'd in large numhers for maintenance of bull 
hflna and double head track; thfl Southl'rn Railway in England are using 
lnrge numbers of a very simple shapE'd spring kE'v which i~ not thfl subi~t 
of nny pnt.E'nt and is manufacturE'd at a Vflry low price; this key could be 
imported from British manufacturers under a 10 per Mnt. revenue dut:¥' 
at II low ... r ('ost .. thnn any mnnufn('tuN'r in Yndia could compete with; it 
('ould probably be iruportE'd chcapE'r still from ContinE'nta! SOUT('es. 
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The possible Ilumber of keys which could be used is extremely large 
and the manufacture in India, if brought to a: point to compete with wood 
keys the same as in England, is a valuable industry for India and werthy 
of your consideration. 

Regarding tbe application of the representative of the British Steel 
Association for the allowance of patented spring steel sleeper fittings at a 
lower duty than non-patented ones, we think the· Board should be informed 
of the following:-

(1) There are patentees in lndia of such fittings, e.g., for loose jaws 
for sleepers Mr. Stuart-Edwards, it seems hard on patentees in 
India that they sbould be singled out, for their patents to 
have to resist a non-protective competition. 

(2) All the designs of loose jaws or spring keys presently in use, 
patented or otherwise, could be manufactured by probably three 
firms in India at the present day either from imported billet 
or from imported rolled bar. The latest spring steel loose jaw 
of Messrs. Exors of James Mills is actually simpler to make thall 
the jaw of the Indian Standards Committee pattern or of other 
patterns previously put forward, and the simplicity of manufac
ture coupled with the accuracy obtainable is the greatest recom
mendation for the. jaw mentioned. It is quite possible for 
patentees outside India to have their patented articles manu
factured in India and to obtain competition for the manufac
ture thereof. 

We would particularly ask for the protection of Taper Key Bar for the 
manufacture of taper keys; these keys are a requirement of the latest designs 
of sleepers from the Smndar~ Committee and India is a large purchaser 
thereof; the rolling of the tapered bar and the fabrication of the keys could 
be aecomplished in India, but the rolling of the bar requires approximately 
three times the rolling cost of ordinary bars and is therefore entitled to 
~ome special consideration in order that the high cost of starting such an 
industry could be borne. 

We should like to augment our former application on the subject of 
sleepers and bar for the manufacture of sleepers as follows:-

The present import duties are: - • 
(1) Fini$hed Sleepers (Section 103n).-British or Continental

Rs. 12-8 per ton or 121 per cent. whichever is higher. 
(2) Sleeper Bar (Section 1000).-Over 8" wide and not over 1" thick 

(sleeper bar is ·approximately 12" to 13" wide and iN to in 
tbick though some new designs are specified thicker than !.)-

British-l0 per cent. duty. 
Continental-20 per cent. duty. 

(3) Section Trough Bar for making sleepers in the Continental style is 
charged the same as sleepers, i.e., Rs. 12-8 per ton. 

The provision of a duty on sleepers coupled with the words "And hars 
for fabricating into sleepers" would put the sleeper industry entirely in 
Messrs. Tataa' hands. In normal years the quantity of steel sleepers whieh 
can be used in India is much higher than Messrs. Tams' sleeper plant can 
manufacture; conRequently the position would be as follows:-

Up to their capacity or up to what suited their works to supply they 
would endeavour to compete with wood and cast iron sleepers. but beyon!I 
8ueh point they would not be interested and would not be likely to ~ive 
other manufacturers a price for the steel which would enable such manufac
hIrers to compete. 

A duty on '.!Ieeper~ but exempting sleepe~ bar, i.e., permittin~ same to he 
imported free, would enahle other manufacturers to fabricate sleepers as 
it would be a provision for obtainin!!: sleeper bar from Ml'ssrs. Tatas ~t a 
price which would allow competition in the finished sleeper market. There 

02 
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is no likelihood of Messrs. Tatas being defeated in price and sleeper bar 
imported (and such a course should undoubtedly be deprecated) as the follow
ing example will show:-

Messrs. Tatas can supply sleeper flat bar at approximately Re. 1 per ton 
over the price of billet with the same remuneration to them as billet, that 
is to say, they could profitably supply sleeper bar at, say, Rs. 62 j imported 
sleeper bar, even duty free, could not, be as low as Rs. 62, but it might 
conceivably be Rs. 67 to Rs. 70; it is therefore obvious that Messrs. Tatas 
could still secure the market, although it would prevent them quoting such 
price as Rs. 85 (as we have been charged). Supply of sleeper bar from 
Messrs. Tatas at a. price of Rs. 65 or slightly less would allow other sleeper 
manufacturers to produce finished sleepers as a very strong competition to 
cast iron sleepers and such competition would reduce the price of both types, 
and force the most economical manufacture to be adopted, and would be an 
excellent help. for further railway development. 

It is necessary to provide a duty on finished sleepers so as. to give 
Indian manufacturers the ability to supply Railways where freight is adverse 
in comparison to the imported cost; the market for steel sleepers is chiefly:-

South Indian Railway, 
Mysore Railway, 
Nizam's State Railway, 
Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway, 
,Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway and formerly G. I. P. 

Railway. 
Jodhpur" Railway, 
Bikaner State Railway, 
Udaipur-Chitorgarh Railway an.d other Native' States in that district, 
Bengal Nagpur Railway anrl 
North Western Railway (small quantities only). 

The guiding reasons for the URe of steel in place of wood are the distance 
from the forests making the wood expensive and the prevalence of white 
ants making the use of wood unsuitable. Both these conditions obtain to 
the greatest degree in South India and such is a very fruitful market, but 
in South India importers have a very strong advantage in freight over manu
facturers at Jamshedpur or in Calcutta. The competitiou in South India 
is almost entirely that of indigenous steel sleepers against imported steel 
sleepers. As a guide to. the serious nature of our request we give herewith 
the number of sleepers supplied by our own Company, some of which were 
indigenous and some fabricated from imported steel, but which could all in 
the future be fabricated from indigenous steel if supplied at a competitive 
price:-

Beepers fabricated from indigenoos 
and imported steel 

r . 
.---~ 

Number. Tonnage. 

1933 (March) 108,074 5,935 
1932 ( 

" 
) 422,120 30,182 

1931 ( 
" 

) 349,325 20,051 
1930 ( 

" 
) '776,270 50,086 

1929 ( 
" 

) 1,019,217 73,740 

1928 ( 
" 

) 121,143 8,452 

2,796,149 188,446 
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We would ask your consideration for the following wording a·nd duties 
Ill! being advantageous to th~ whole sleeper industry:-

" Steel Sleepers for any gauge "-Duty Rs. 16 per ton. 

" Bars specially adapted for fabricating into sleepers of trough section 
or of flat section having beads at both edges "-Duty free. 

The enclosed sketch shews the flat section and the defining of the beads 
would prevent plain flats for other purposes being imported under this 
heading. The sketch also shews the trough sleeper bar, for your inform .. ation. 

We appreciate the several opportunities which the Board have given us 
for putting our case, and we hope that the information has been put forward 
in the form which suits the Board and does not give them unnecessary 
trouble. It has been our' endeavour throughout to give facts which affect 
or are in some cases our actual business rather than arguments, as we have 
no fear that the correct interpretation of all the evidence put before the 
Board will be justly applied. 

May we say that our real function in the country is that of industrialists 
carrying on business and in the matter of giving evidence before you we 
are only amateurs and we therefore hope that you will pardon any short
comings on that account? 

We fully appreciate the great work which the Board are undertaking at 
present is on behalf and for the benefit of industrialists in the country, of 
which we form one humble unit, and we therefore wish to tender to the 
Hoard our personal thanks for the great trouble which they are going to 
and our appreciation of the very thorough manner in which they have inter
preted their duty on our behalf. 

Flat Bar for Sleepers. 

To be fabricated to Sleeper as follows. 

Trough section as used by Continental suppliers. 



TABLB A.-Details 01 cosb ana lair selling prices at a billet price 01 Rs. 70 per ton I.o.r. Tatanagar 
(Rs. 74 f.o.r. Shalimar). 

..: 

A. D. G. 
Costs B. Total representing fair Present 

including Additional C. selling price. F. duty. 
commercial cost based Additional E. Price 

Item No. charges on half 5 psr cent. Price of other H. 
and Duty required. 

5 per cent. output on representing British. than 
interest single profit. Per ton. Per owl!. British. Per cwl!. shift. on 

I Capital. 

Rs. .... P. Re. .... P. Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. RS.,A. P. Rs. .... P • Rs. A. P. Rs . A. P • 

1. Commercial 236 4 0 15 0 0 12 1 0 263 5 0 13 2 8 16 6 0 11 10 0 2 13 0 British--Nil. 
Bolts and vide page 12 vide page 11 vide page 10 Other than British-
Nuts. of tlupply. of Supply. of Supply. Rs.4·6. 

Memo. Memo. ?olemo. 

!. Commercial 290 1 0 15 0 0 12 1 0 317 1 0 15 13 8 17 11 0 13 11 0 2 13 0 British-Re. I. 
Black :;:~uts vide separate As above. As above. Other than British-
only. statement. Rs.5. 

3. Rivets. 182 15 0 8 3 0 12 1 0 203 3 0 10 2 7 1210 0 910 0 2 8 0 British-Nil. 
vide page 4 As above. Other than British-

of Supply. Re.3. 
Memo. 

4. Dog spikes . 199 11 0 15 0 0 12 1 0 226 12 0 11 5 5 'H 8 0 9 0 0 2 13 0 British-·Rs. 2·10. 
vide page 11 As above. 

, 
Other than British-

of Supply. Re.5·2. 
Memo. 



5. Fish Bolte and 243 1 0 15 0 0 12 1 0 270 2 0 13 8 0 13 10 5 10 2 6 2 13 0 British-\ts. 2·13 alt 
Nute. See separate A. ahove. As above. at present. 

table. Other than British-
\ts.6. 

6. Taper Key : 

Bar-

I Double Taper 186 0 0 20 0 0 8 0 0 214 0 0 .. 171 8 0 .. 10 per cent. \ts. £0 per ton from 
all souroes. 

Single Taper 161 0 0 10 0 0 , 0 0 175 0 0 .. 127 , 0 .. 10 per cent., Ditto. 
vide Sche· 
dule 237" 
Serial 1020, 
item C (vi). 

Notes 'on Itemd. 

1.3. Imported prioes taken from Messrs. Guest Keen and Nettlefolda representation. 
In 'this case the fa.ir selling price cilll'ers in our estimate from that given by Guest Keen and Nettlefolda as the miscellaneous charges in the case 

of Rivets are less per ton than, for Commeroial Bolts and Nuts, vide page' of our Supplementary Memorandu~. 
4. Imported prioes are based on aotual quotations reoeived by the Controller of Stores, Eastern Bengal Railwa.y, in January, 1934, and can be 

obtained officially from him if required. 
O. Imported prices taken from Messrs. Guest Keen and Nettlefolda representation. 
The oost of High Tensile Billet 36·40 tons tensile for fish bolts and nuts is estimated to be Rs. 20 more than that of 28·32 tons tensile, based on 

the extras usually required by Messrs. Tatas for this material. 
We ha.ve no guarantee that high tensile billet will be supplied by Messrs. Tatas at this extra. 
fl. Estimated Double Taper Key Bar Rolling cost has been taken as Rs. 105 per ton and Single Taper Key Bar as Re. 80 per ton, vide page 8 Qf 

Supplementary Memorandum. , . ,.I 
The additional allowance neoessary for ruwiing at half oapaoity(vide column B) has been taken as Rs. 20 which is double the misoellanebus 

oharge on Merchant Bar. Similarly interest charges at double the rate for merchant bar (vide oolumn C) have been taken. These charges 4re 
neoessary 011 account of the difficulty of this rolling and the fact that the rolling takes approximately twice the time. 

Charges on Single Taper Key Bar have been taken at the same rate as for Merchant Bar, bui with a higher estimated rolling cost, as this tyPe ot~ 
key bar is a comparatively, well known rolling in Britain. ' 



T~LB B.-DetaiZ, 01 costs and lair selling prices at a billet price 01 R,. 61 per ton I.o.r. Tatanagar 
(RI. 65 ,.o.r. Shalimar). 

A. D. I G. 
Costs B. Total representing fair Present 

including Additional C. selling price. F. duty. 
Commercial cost based Additional E. Price 

Item No. charges on half 5 per cent. Price of other 
H. 

and output on representing British. t!lan 
Duty required. 

5 per cent. single profit. British. interest ahift. Per ton. Percwt. Per·owt. 
on 

Capital. 

Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. RI!. .l. P. Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

t. Commeroial 223 10 0 15 0 0 12 1 0 25011 0 12 8 6 16 6 0 11 10 0 2 13 0 British-Nil. 
Bolts and vide page 12 vide page 11 vide pa.ge 10 Other than British-
Nuta. of Supply. of Supply. of Supply. Rs.3·12. 

Memo. Memo. Memo. 

!. Commercial 272 9 0 15 0 0 12 1 0 299 10 0 1 14 15 6 17 11 0 13 11 0 2 13 0 British-Nil. 
Black Nuts vide sepa.rate As a.bove. As above. Other tha.n British-
only. sta.tement. Re.4-2. 

3. Rivets • . 171 15 0 8 3 0 12 1 0 192 3' 0 910.0 1210 0 910 0 2 8 0 British-Nil. 
vide pa.ge 4 As above. Other than British-

of Supply. Rs.2·8. 
Memo. 

4. Dog Spikes . 188 11 0 15 0 0 12 1 0 215 12 0 10 12 6 11 8 0 9 0 0 2 13 0 British-Rs. 2-1. 
vide pa.ge 11 As a.bove. Other thlUl British 

of Supply. Rs.4·9. 
Memo. 



6. Fish Bolt4 and 230 9 0 16 0 0 12 1 0 25710 0 12 14 0 13 10 5 10 2 6 2 13 6 • Brltish-Ra. 2.1. 
Nuta. . See separate As above. As above. Other than British 

table. Rs.5·8. 

I.. Taper Key 
Bar-

Double Taper 176 0 0 20 0 0 8 0 0 204 0 0 .. 171 8 0 .. 10 per cent. Rs. 50 per ton from 
all sources. 

Single Taper 151 0 0 10 0 0 4 0 0 165 0 0 .. 127 4 0 ., 10 per cent., Ditto. 
vide Sche· 
dule 237, 
SeriaII02c, 
item C (vi). 

Notes on Item8. 

1·3. Imported prices taken from Messrs. Guest Keen and Nettlefolds representation. 
In this case the fair selling price differs in our estimate from that given by Guest Keen and Nettlefolds as the miscellaneous charges in the case 

of Rivets are lesa per ton than for Commercial Bolts and Nuts, vide page 4 of-our Supplementary Memorandum. 
4. Imported prices are based on actual quotations received by the Controller of Stores, Eastem Bengal Railway, in January, 1934, and can be 

obtained officially from him if required. ' 
6. Imported prices taken from Messrs. Guest Keen and Nettlefolds representation. 
The cost of High Tensile Billet 36·40 tons tensile for fish bolts and nuts is estimated to be Rs. 20 more than that of 28·32 tons tensile, based on . 

the extras usually required by Messrs. Tatas for this material. 
We have no guarantee that high tensile billet will be supplied by Messrs. Tatas at this extra. 
6. Estimated Double Taper Key Bar Rolling cost has been taken as Rs. 105 per ton and Single Taper Key Bar as Rs. 80 per ton, vide page· 8 of 

Supplementary Memorandum. 
The additional allowance necessary for running at half capacity (vide column B) has been taken as Rs. 20 which is double the miscellaneous 

oharge on Merohant Bar: Similarly interest charges at double the rate for merchan~ bar (vide column C) have been taken. These charges are 
necessary on accouqt of the difficulty of this rolling and the fact that the rolling takes approximately twice the time. 

Charges on Single Taper Key Bar have been takeu at the same rate as for Merchant Bar, but with a higher estimated rolling cost, as this type of' 
key bar ia a comparatively well known rolling in Britain. 
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l!istimated cust 01 fish bults and nuts at billet prices 01 Rs. 14 and Rs. (j/j 
per ton I.o.r. Shalimar. 

Rs. A. Rs. A. 

Dillet, f.o.r. Shalimar 74 0 65 0 
Estimated extra price required by 

1.'atas for 36/40 tons tensile Billet, 
f.o.r. Shalimar 20 0 20 0 

10 per cent. wastage . 9 0 8 8 

103 0 93 8 
Rolling cost 35 0 35 0 

Cost of finished rolled bar pel' ton 138 0 128 8 

Making charg68 pel' ton 35 0 35 0 
.idd cost of raw material-

~ll xRs. 138 186 0 
f<t x Rs. 128-8 173 8 

221 0 208 8 
Add commercial charges Rs. 10. 10 0 10 0 
Interest on Capital 12 1 12 1 

Total 243 1 230 9 

Estimated cost 0/ commercial ·bkz.ck 'l!iUts only at billet prices 01 Rs. 74 and 
Rs. 65 ,.o.r. Shalimar. 

Oost of .Dillet from Tatas f.o.r. 
Shalimar 

10 per cent. wastage . 

Rolling cost 

Making charges per ton of nuts . 

Add cost of raw material
HxRs. 116 
i! xRs. 106 

(Approximate 35 cwts. of metal are 
required to make one ton of nuts) .. 

Add commercial charges at Rs. 10 
Interest on CapitaL at 5 per cent. 

Total 

·Rs. A. 

74 0 
7 0 

---
81 0 
35, 0 

116 0 

65 0 

203 0 

268 0 
10 0 
12 1 

290 1 

Rs. A. 

65 0 
6 0 

71 0 
35 0 

106 0 

65 0 

185' 8 

,250 8 
10 0 
12 1 

272 9 
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Messrs. George TurtOD. Platts & Co.. Ltd.. She1lield. 

Lette-r dated the 19th September, 1933. 

In referenee -to the notice on page 603 of the" Indian Trade Journal" 
dated the 31st August, 1933, while we agree that Indian manufacturers 
should have some measure of protection, we do think that some discrimina· 
tion should be made between British and Continental Manufacturers. 

At present under the Ottawa Trade Agreement, Great Britain has no 
preference whatever. 

While we appreciate that our Weldless Forged Steel Railway Buffers 
are considered by the Indian Railways to be far superior to any other type 
of Buffer, especially for new rolling stock, we do think that a higher duty 
should be placed on spare parts for older types of Buffers, supplied by 
Continental Makers through Agents in India, and made in Cast Steel in 
GermIWlY, Belgium or Hungary, and which, owing to the terribly low prices 
qlloted, can only be supplied at these prices through subsidies, etc. 

It is also quite certain that the quality cannot be anything like as good 
as our Weldless Forged Steel Buffer parts, so that the results will be far 
from satisfactory. 

If the protective duty of 15i per cent. is continued, we would suggest 
that the duty on these parts from Continental makers should be at least 25 
per cent. 

The same remarks apply to Spiral and Volute Sprints, of which we are 
large makers, but with which we are unable to compete in India with the 
German dumping prices. 

Appreciating your kind assistance. 

Messrs. Gaest Keeo aod Nettlefolds, Ltd. 

Lette-r dated the 1st February, 1934. 

On behalf of Guest Keen and Nettlefolds, Ltd., the principal manufac
turers of permanent way fastenings, bolts and nuts and rivets in the United 
Kingdom,and their associated company-the Executors of Jam(~ Mills, Ltd., 
specialists in sleeper fittings·, I have the honour to address this representa
tion to you in respect of the present protective duties on these products. 

Through the courtesy of Messrs. Henry Williams India (1931), Ltd., I 
have been permitted to see the representation which they have addressed to 
you and the replies to the questions which the Board has put to them. 

It is noted that Henry :Williams India (1931), Ltd., propose the imposi
tiou of differential duties on these products in lieu of the uniform duties 
now in force, and I have to express the hope that the Board will give this 
proposal favourable consideration. 

The reasons for this are particularly cogent, while in the case of per
manent way fittings, both the raw material and the fiqished product are of 
tested quality and subject to standard specifications, in the case of bolts 
and nuts and rivets, there are two qualities--tested and .. bazar" or Ull

tested. It is an undeniable fact that owing to the existing protective .duties, 
the standards of quality in India have been seriously impaired through the 
importation of Contin,:n~al tested permanent wa:r material. which is not in 
any way equal to BritIsh or even to the Indian manufactu~ed· product. 
This also applies in the case of general bolts and nuts and rivets for the 

. Railways, where. owing ~ the apparent 9f!Onomy in pric:e. the untested 
Continental product is bemg lar~l:r ~sed With most unsatisfactory results. 
For corroboration of these facts, It 18 suggested that reference may be made 
to the Railway Board and to the Indian Stores Department. 

• Mr.. I. F. L. Elliot. 
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. T~e United Kingdom manufacturers, on behalf of whom this representa

tIOn IS ~ade, fully suppo~ th~ prin~iple of protecting the Indian industry 
on a basIs of calculated fur selling prIces, to which the price of the imported 
produ~t must be brought by duties, competition being maintained at this 
level, In order to prevent the possibility of the consumer being compelled to 
pay unnecessarily high prices for the Indian manufactured product. 

Mes~rs. Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds, Ltd., and the Executors of James 
Mills, Ltd., contemplate extending the manufacture in India of the wide 
range of products covered by this representation by associating with Messrs. 
Henry Williams India (1931), Ltd., or independently. They may, therefore, 
be ~egarded as vitally interested in this matter from the point of view of 
IndIan manufacture, as· well as that of manufacturers in the United 
Kingdom. 

While it is not desired to make any comment upon the claims and state
ments made by Messrs. Henry Williams India (1931), Ltd., relevant to the 
establishment of fair selling prices, the duties claimed by them do not appea:.· 
to be based on the facts which-it is understood-the Board generally takes 
as a basis for assessing duties. 

As a result of a very th~rough examination of prices for the last 18 
months and an analysis thereof, the attached tables have .been prepared, 
which-it is hoped-will be of service to the Board in enabling them to 
decide the amount of the duties actually required. 

It will be appreciated that the information contained in the specific 
tables, which give actual prices for the various products, must be regarded 
as confidential. The main table, however, which summarizes the position 
for the purpose of assessing duties need not be so regarded. 

The Board's a.ttention is particularly invited to the question of protective 
duties on iron and steel sleeper fittings, vide Report of the Indian Tariff 
Board regarding" Certain Railway Materials made of Steel ", of 1930, page 
6. The definition of these products in the Indian Customs Tariff, Serial 
No. 103N, Schedule No. 150F, is as follows:-

Gibs, Cotters Keys, Distance Pieces and other fastenings for use 'with 
iron or steel sleepers. 

The products included in this category are highly specialised and have 
be.en subject to great improvement of recent years both in regard to design 
and the quality of steel, such as the use, in certain cases, of tempered 
~pring steel. It will be appreciated that these products, on account. of the 
vital functions which they perform, fundamentally affect the whole question 
of sleeper design. 

It is submitted that the application of protective duties in this category, 
on the ground that products of the same type can be manufactured in India, 
imposes an unnecessary burden on the railways on account of the higher 
prices resulting from the duties and may even have the effect of denying 
to them the advantages of improvements in design and quality. We are 
of opinion that the interest of the railways in this matter can be preserved 
without detriment to the Indian industry by a different method. 

The improvements in design and quality referred to take the form of 
new patents or extensions of existing patents. Assuming that protective 
duties on 'products in this category are' still considered necessary, it is 
suggested that such duties should only be imposed in the case of designs 
and types subject to patent rights when a special application is made and 
supported by the Indian Stores Department, on technical grounds, for 
manufacture in India. 

The Board will be aware that the Indian Patent Law requires the annual 
offering of patents for manufacture in India. It is felt that this provision 
fully covers the position, inasmuch as it ensures that manufacture in India 
will be arranged as soon as such manufacture is found to be technically 
possible. 

These considerations apply equally in regard to Oreep Anchors,' which 
Messrs. Henry Williams India. (1931), Ltd., cover in their claim for protec-
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tion, although this type of railwa.y fastening is not at present subiect to 
protective duty. It is believed that there is no type of Oreep Anchor 
recognised as effective, which is not subject to patent rights. 

There is also a. difficulty in -regard to Oustoms classification in this cate
gory, since there is no difference between the keys used for flat footed rails 
and for bull head or double head rails. 

No new bull head or double heau rails have been laid in India (or a 
Ilumbe,- of years,-replacements and new lines all being laid with flat footed 
rails. Nevertheless, large supplies of special spring steel keys are necessary 
and will continue to be necessary for many years to maintain the 
bull head or double head track. The'type of spring steel keys now required 
by the railways is of tempered steel, which has not hitherto been produced 
in India, since no suitable Heat Treatment Plant (an expensive type of 
plant) exists. These spring steel keys are also subject to pa.tent and the 
suggestion 'made abOVE) would apply in this case. 

At the present time, however, the Customs authorities levy varying 
duties on these spring tempered steel keys, because they can be used both 
with wooden or cast iron types of sleepers, and the railways have been forced 
to pay higher prices since the protective duties came into force, being unable 
to give a guarantee that the keys will be exclusively used for wooden sleepers, 
thus obtaining the minimum rate of" duty. This difficulty would disappear 
if spring steel keys subject to patent were relieved from protective duty 
until such time as manufacture in India could be arranged. 

Another product in this category to which the same considerations apply 
is the Loose Jaw, the use of which with steel sleepers, instead of punched 
up lugs, is rapidly extending. The India Store Department, London, has 
a design of mild steel Loose Jaw, produced by Drop Stamping, which can 
be made in India. But this design has been superseded by a rolled steel 
jaw of heat treated steel, which is also subject to patent. 

Other examples of the same kind can be given, but these instances should 
be sufficient to indicate to the Board the extent of the difficulty. 

The Board will no doubt wish to know if, in the event of differential_ 
duties being imposed in accordance with this representation, which is made 
on behalf of in..dividual United Kingdom manufacturers, this would also 
ensure the necessary protection as against other United Kingdom manufac
turE-rs. The arrangements now in force in the United Kingdom between 
stE'e1 makers and re-rollers ensure the maintenance of minimum prices a.s 
well the supply at minimum prices of all the raw material required by 
manufacturers of bolts and nuts and rivets and permanent way fastenings. 
There are also price arrangements in force. ensuring minimum prices in 
regard to bolts and nuts and rivets and permanent way fastenings them
selves. While it cannot be guaranteed that these latter arrangements would 
be lasting for the period of protection, in view of the tendency of industry 
in the United Kingdom, it is at least a reasonable assumption to make, 
and in the event of a breaking down of- such arrangements leading to 
mat:.rially lower prices for United Kingdom products in the Indian market, 

_ the protection of the Indian industry can be effectively maintained by the 
application of off-setting duties. 

Enclosure. 

(j/S' 
3/4" 
7/S" 
lR 
11(8" 
1114' 

(1) MILD 'STEEL HExAGON NUTS. 

RePresentative prices during 1999. 
British 
Per cwt. 
R!I. A. P. 
191I 0 
1711 0 
1711 0 
1711 0 
1715 0 
lS-15 9 

Oontinental 
Per cwt. 
Rs. A. P: 
1514 0 
15 3 0 
1311 0 
1311 0 
1311 0-
1311 0 
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(2) COMMERCIAL BOLTS AND NUTS. 

Reprresen.tativ/l price, d1I.ri1l,g 1933. 
British Continental 
Per cwt. Per cwt. 

21/2" x 3/S" 
2" X 1/2/1 
21/2" x 1/2" 
2" x 5/8" 
6" x 3/S" 
7" x 3/8" 

RS •. A. p. 

2915 0 
19 14 0 
IS 14 0 
16 6 0 
22 9 0 
2014 0 

Rs. A. P. 

2115 9 
13 10 0 
1310 0 
1110 0 
16 3 0 
16 3 0 

N.D.-These prices represent an average of a large number of specifica
tions carefully analysed. 

(3) Mn.D STEEL RIVETS. 

British Price. Continental Price. 
Per cwt. Per cwt. 
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

I" x 3/8" 1614 0 11 3 0 
11/4" x 318" 1614 0 11 3 0 
11/2"x3/8" 16 14 0 11 S 0 
13/4" x3/S" 16 14 0 Ii 3 0 
21/2" x 3/8" 1614 0 ·11 3 0 
3" X 5/S" 1310 0 910 0 
2"x3/4" 1210 0 910 0 
21/4"x3/4" 12 10 0 910 0 
21/2" x 3/4" 12 10 0 910 0 
23/4"x3/4" 1210 0 910 0 
4" x3/4" 1210 0 910 0 

N.D.-Small Rivets are a more standard product" in regard to size, etc., 
than Commercial Bolts and Nuts. 

Exact representative- prices are given in this table. 

(4) FISH BoLTS AND NUTS. 

Representativ/l prices dwring 1935. 

Price of British Price of 
Qua.ntity & size. Continental Remarks. Manufacture. Manufacture. 

Rs. A. 1'. Re. A. 1'. 

15.000-5 1/4' X II/S" . 0 7 SI each. 0 5 o each. Order placM with 
_ or Henry Williams 

11 S o percwt. at Rs. 0-5-1 each 
per 

60,()()()-5 1/4' X 11/S' • 13 10 50wt. 10 2 6 percwt. Order plaCt'd for 
Continental 
Manufacture. 

N.D.-The above may be regarded as typical pri<'4's. 
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(5) DOG SPIKES. 

kepT~Se·lI.tative prices during 1993. 

Price of British Price of 
Quantity & Size. Manufacture. Continental Remarks. 

Manufacture. 

Percwt. Percwt. 

Rs. A. ~. Rs. A. P. 

300,000-5 3/S' x 5/S" • 11· 0 0 S 14 6 Order placed with 
Henry Williams 
at Rs. 7·11·9 per 
cwt. 

250,000-5 3/S' x 5/S" . 12 2 0 9 0 0 Order will be placed 

300,000-41/~'X5/S' • 
with Henry Wn-

12 2 0 9 0 0 li&ms at Rs. 9·4·0 
per cwt. 

The order for the latter two items is not yet placed, but is expected to 
go to Henry Williams at the small preference permitted, owing to indige
nous manufacture. 

(6) BEARlNG PLATES. 

Representative prices during 1939. 

Quantity and size. 

9,OOO:-I0"x9I x3/4" for 90 lb. 
Ralls. 

4.000-10" x 9" x 3/4" for 115 lb. 
Rails. 

2.000-10" X 6" x 90 lbs. 
200-103/411 x 6" x 115 lb. 

145,OOO-Combined for 60 lbs. 
R.B.S.. 60 lbs. B.S.S. and 60 
Ibs. 4" flanged rails. 

All locally made. 

Remarks .. 

Order placed with Burn & 00., 
Ltd., at Re. 1-4 each. 

Order placed wit~ Jessop & Co., 
Ltd., at Re. 1-4-3 each. 

Order placed with Henry 
William&-

Re. 1-14 each. 
Rs. 2-10-6 each. 

Order placed with ·Braithwaite & 
Co., at Rs. t)·7-2 per cwt. 

I have no information regarding the placing of other contracts during 
1933. 

The present rates of duty are as follows: - . 

Standard rate--20 per cent. ad valorem. 

Preferential rate if produced in United Kingd6m~10 per· cent. ad. 
valorem. 

The fact that all orders for Bearing Plates for a. considerable time hl'-ve 
beell eXlICuted in India indicates that this protection is ample. 



(7) STATEMENT SHOWING COlllPARATIVE PRICES 011' BOLTS, NUTS, RIVETS, DOG SI'IXES, FIBH BOLTS AND NUTS OBTAINING DU'w:GN 1933. 

Prices of Priees of 
Fair selling price 

British other than 
&8 stated by 

Manufactures British 
Present Henry Williams 

including Manufactures 
based on half including Products. duty their estimated present rate 

present rate Duty claimed by Henry Williams. Duty actually required. percwt. full production of duty and 
of duty a.nd delivery including 5 per f. o. r. delivery 

cent. profit. 
Calcutta. f. o. r. 

Calcutta. 
, 

Per cwt. Percwt. Perowt. Per ton. Per owt. Percwt. 
Rs. A.!'. Rs. A.!'. Rs. A. 1'. Rs. A.!'. Rs. Rs. A. Rs. A. 

Commercial Bolts 213 0 13 2 6 16 6 0 11 10 0 On Continental Manu. 85 4 4 Other than British 4 6 and Nuts. facture. 

On British Manufacture 65 3 4 British None 

Bla.ck nuts only·. 2 13 0 ... 17 11 0 13 11 .0 

Mild Steel Rivets 2 8 0 10 8 0 12 10 0 910 0 On Continental Manu. 70 3 8 Other tha.n British 3 6 facture. 

On British Manufacture 60 3 0 British . 0 6 

D@gspikes 2 13 0 11 5 8 12 2 0 8 14 6 On Continental Manu. 80 4 0 Other than British 5 4 facture. 

On British Manufacture 65 3 4 British . 2 0 



! 
Fisb. Bolta ema 

Nuta. 
2 '13 '0 

. The above 
( 110\'8 uniform 

duties. 

111 2 II 

(Prloe of Fish . 
Bolte and Nuts 
basell on oosts 
of Commeroial 
Bolts and Nuts.) 

All above' prioes 
are based on 
prioe of Billets 
at Rs. 70 per 
ton f. o. r. 
Tatanagar. 

102 11. All for~eroial Bolts and Nuta 

.Thele items 
. are of test. 
edqualiW· 

Other than British 

British 

5 13' 

2 5 

N.B.-It will be noted that the duties proposed by Henry Williams are insuffioient for proteotion against other tha.n British hut excessive as 
against British. 

The fair selling prices claimed appear to be for tested material to British Stannard Specifioations. 
'to It is suggested that the iair selling prices for Commeroial Bolts and Nuts, Blaok Nuts and Rivets, of " bazar" or "untested" qU9.lity should be 

lower and that a distinction should be made fOf tested and untested qualities as in the cl1se of steel. 
AU permanent way materials would, of coufse/be of 'tested quality. 
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Messrs. Richardson and Cruddas, Bombay. 

Letter dated the 12th \December, 1999. 

THE TARIFF BOARD ENQUIRy-STEEL INDUSTRIES (.PIROTECTION) ACT, 1927. 
There are two or three matters in connection with this enquiry which we 

would be pleased if you would bring to the notice' of the Board at their next 
sitting. 

We have not referred to these matters before because we were not clear 
as to whether they would be covered by the Board's terms of reference, but 
as we now understand that the Indian Engineering Association have already 
refer':..ed to one of these points in their representation to the Board, we now 
beg to submit the following facts to them for their consideration:-

(1) During the last two or three years a question of growing importance 
to Structural Steel Makers has been the fact that tanks, trestles for tanks, 
steel chimneys and other steel fabricated articles have been imported for 
Sugar Factories, Chemical and Soap Works, etc., as "component parts of 
machinery" and consequently assessed at the ad valorem duty of 10 per 
cent. under Serial No. 96 instead of the more logical duty of 211 per cent. 
payable as Steel Structures under Serial No. 102(h). While we realise that 
in the case of small articles it may bl'! difficult to discriminate when the 
whole of the plant is imported at the same time, yet it seems illogical that 
large steel chimneys for instance, in some cases over 150' in height and con
sisting of considerable tonnage of steel, should be assessed as "component 
parts of machinery" a.t the 10 per cent. rate of duty. Such chimneys can 
quite readily be made by the leading Structural Firms in this country, but 
the fact that the 10 per cent. rate of duty is payable, operates very con
siderably to their disadvantage a~d we ourselves have recently lost several 
orders for such structural work for this reason. 

Then again there is the question of steel lattice towers for electrical 
transmission systems, which although undoubtedly structural work, are also 
classified under Serial No. 96(5) as parts of "electrical transmission equip
ment" at the 10 per cent. rate of duty. This point, as we understand, has 
already been placed before the Board by the Indian Engineering Association 
and we wish to support their representations on the matter. 

We therefore suggest that the Board should recommend to Government 
such amendments to existing legislation as will compel structural work of 
this kind to be assessed as such instead of as "component parts of machi
nery" or "electrical tra.nsmission equipment" as the case may be. If 
considered desirable, a minimum weight could be given, say 5 tons, for such 
structural work in the event of its being found difficult to discriminate in 
the case of very small structures. 

This is, however, merely a suggestion and the main point we wish to 
make is that the protection afforded to the Indian Structural Industry to 
be consistent, should cover all such items which can quite easily be mad~ in 
India, and which if imported by themselves would be assessed at the rate 
for fabricated structural work. 

(2) There is a further matter which more particularly concerns Str~ctural 
Firms on this side of India. In previous years the Tata Iron and Steel Co. 
Ltd., have supplied their products to Oalcutta and Bombay at or about th~ 
same price per ton, which has been approximately just under the imported 
price of British or Continental steel as the case may be. Bombay has 
however a higher freight rate than Oalcutta from the Tata Works at Ta.ta
nagar and for some time past the Steel Company's policy has been to quote 
a higher delivered price to Bombay firms than to those in Calcutta, thus 
putting the former firms to sqme disadvantage. 

We have received every consideration from the Steel 'Company in other 
respects, bnt although this matter has been taken IIp with them on many 
occasions they have not so far agreed to put Calcutta and Bombay on the 
same basis. :We consider that any discrimination in price is prejudicial to 
the equal development of the Industry throughout the Country and we 
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contend that manufacturers of structural steelwork should be able to obtain 
their raw material at the same rates as otherwise firms on this side of India 
suffer from an unfair handicap. Prior to the present Tariff all Structural 
steel firms at the ports were able to obtain their supplies at the'same price, 
and we felt sure that it was not foreseen by the Tariff Board when the 
protective Tariff was recommended, that this situation would be altered. 

While we are not sure how. far this fact comes within the scope of the 
Board's present enquiry, we submit that similar delivered prices should be 
quoted at all the main Ports, in order that long established firms may be 
in the same competitive position as they were previously. 

We quite agree that no fixed rule can be laid down as to the prices which 
the Steel Company should quote in each and every case, but our contention 
is that under present conditions the Steel Company is in the position of a 
Public Utility Company and that delivered prices for structural materials 
quoted to individual structural firms should be lower than the imported 
material by approximately .the same amount, no matter where the works are 
situated. . 

To make our point _clearer, we maintain, assuming for instance that the 
cost of imported wsted material, duty paid and landed in both Bombay and 
Calcutta is say Rs. 142 per ton, and it is considered necessary in order to 
retain the order in India that a price of say Rs. 135 per ton should be 
quoted for Indian St·eel, then this price delivered should be quoted to both 
Bombay and Calcutta firms, The ultimate placing of the order would 
then depend. on the competitive capacity of the firm and the destination of 
the workJ rather than on a differentiation in prices of structural material 
as quoted by the Steel Oompany. 

(3) A further important point arising out of the preceding one which 
while it does not arise at present, to any serious extent, should, we submit, 
receive full consideration by the Board. 

The Steel Oompany at present is able to supply most of the demands for 
structural steel withoutunre3.IJ0nable delay but when trade conditions im
prove it is conceivable that they may not be in this position, and structural 
firms on this side of India will in all probability be faced by the alternatives 
of either paying higher and uncompetitive prices for imported steel or 
being starved of supplies owing to a much greater demand for the Steel 
Company's products. 

This would very seriously handicap business and we would suggest that 
some means should be devised whereby structural firms are assured of obtain
ing adequate supplies either from the Steel Company or imported material 
at an equivalent price at the nearest port ·totheir works. For instance if 
Tata's quotation for certain sections is Rs. 140 per ton ·but they are unable 
to supply within a certain period to be decided upon, then permission should 
be a.vailable to import this tonnage at a duty such that the imported cost 
of the steel iR not greater than Indian Steel delivered at that Port. 1£ 
this method is impracticable then we consider there should be Ii. quota 
allowed to British Makers SO that there is always an ample supply of steel 
available to manufacturers and industrialists at the same price in the main 
Ports throughout India. 

We should be glad if you would take an early opportunity of placing thiR 
letter before the Board and if any further information is required we shall 
be pleased to supply the same. 

Messrs. Alcock, Ashdown & Co., Ltd., Bombay. 
Leffer No. '1210/33; dateiL the 16th December, 1939 . 

.sTEEL INDUSTRIES (PROTECTION) ACT, 1921. 
Messrs. Richardson and Cruddas have shown us a copy of their letter to 

you of the 12th instant and, as Fabricators of Structural Steel, we strongl;v 
endorse their remarks which we trust will have the earnest consideration of 
your Board. 
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We shall be greatly obliged if you will place this letter before the Board 
at an "early opportunity. ' 

Letter No. 438, dated the 4th October, 1933, .from the Secretary, Tariff Board, 
to (1) The Secretary to the Government oj Mad'ras and (2) The Secretary 
to tlte Government oj the ,Punjab. 

The Tariff Board has received representations from certain engi~eering 
companies in India requesting that the import duty on steel towers for the 
transmission of high tension electricity should be assessed at the rates appli
cable to fabricated steel under Section 151 or 153 of the Statutory Tariff 
Schedule or where the material is galvanised after manufacture under 
Section 237. Steel Towers are assessed to duty at present as machinery 
under Section 59A(5) at a uniform rate of 10 per cent. If the present rates 
of duty on fabricated steel or galvanised structurals were applied to steel 
towers, the amount of duty payable would be considerably higher than at 
present, particularly in the case of steel towers imported from the Con
tinent. The Tariff Board is now engaged in examining the question of 
revising the duties on steel products imported into India, and until the 
enquiry has advanced, further, it will be 'impossible for the Board to deter
mine the rate of duty which may be necessary in the case of steel towers. 

2. Meanwhile the Board is anxious that in any proposals, which may be 
made for the protection of the Indian Steel industry, no undue burdelt 
Rhould be thrown on other industrial interests. I am therefore to ask that 
the Government of Madras/the G1>vernment of the Punjab will be so good 
as to supply with any information which may be in their possession 
regarding the probable effect of an increase in the import duty on steel 
towers as regards the consumption of electricity. The Board is aware that 
110 precise calculation of the effects of an illcrea&ed duty is really p06sible. 
But it would suggest that an approximate estimate of the burden involved 
may be arrived at by calculating, in the case of a typical hydro-electric 
~cheme, the extra capital expenditure due to an incrt'ase in the duty on 
steel towers and distributing the interest charges on this additional capital 
over the total quantity of electricity produced. The extent to which the 
cost of electricity is thus increased may provide a rough measure of the 
burden involved. For the purpose of such a calculation I am to suggest 
that a hypothetical increase of 5 per cent. over the existing rate of duty 
may be assumed. If the calculations are presented in a sufficiently detailed 
form, it will be possible for the Board to make any adjustments which may 
be necessary in case a different rate of duty is adopted from that suggesteq 
above. 

His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore. 

Letter No. D-2091/I. W. 18-39-4, dated the 9rd November, 1993. 
With reference to your letter No. 438, dated the 4th October, 1933, 

enquiring if there is any information regarding the possible effect of an 
increase in the import duty on steel towers used for transmitting high 
tension electricity, I am directed to state that for a number of years past, 
the Mysore Government have not beelf purchasing steel towers for transmis
sion purposes but have been using balgi wooden poles obtained from local 
forests. There is therefore no data available to estimate the effect which 
the levy of a protective duty on imported steel towers is likely to have on 
the cost of electricity to consumers, 

Government of Madras. 
Letter No. 1416, dated the 20th November, i993. 

IMPORT DUTY ON STEEL TOWBRS. 

With referenoe to your letter No. 438, dated the 4th October, 1933, on 
tllll' !1bove subject, J am directoq to forward a copy of a letter from the 
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Chief Engineer for Electricity with its enclosure, for the information of 
the Tariff Board. 

I am to observe that, as the Chief Engineer for Electricity has indicated, 
a proposal intended for the protection of the steel industry will adversely 
affect, and has adversely affected, the spread ot electrical development and 
especIally the cost of appliances required by the small consumer. Wherever 
cheap electrical power cali be' provided by 'developing the natural power 
sources of the country, it can ,scarcely be contested the benefits thus con
ferred on large sections of the population are such as should outweigh the 
interests of the small number of firms. engaged in the steel.industry. In 
these circumstances I am to urge that the policy should be to cheapen, 
and not to render dearer, not only steel towers but all materials necessary 
for electrical development by reducing instead of enhancing the existing 
duties. 

Enclo~ure. 

Copy 0/ letter /y!'m the Ohief Engineer for Electricity, No. 5264/33-2, 
dated the 20th October, 1933. 

I am fOl'warding a table showing the ,actual difference in cost of certain 
s(:hemes, if the enhanced duty IS applied. 

The eITed on the co~t of power depends enti.rely upon the. ratio of the 
percentage' cost cf the transmi.sion system to the total, cost. This is very 
marked in the cn,se of extensions. 

FoIt instance in two typical cases the 15 per cent. duty inoreases the cost 
of th.3 line by about 3 per cent. and the total cost by about 2 per cent. 

It is unfortunately not only the question of the increased cost in towers 
which has to be considered. About three years ago a similar statement was 
prepared for conductors, and it is the accumulated extra cost that is so 
discouraging. 'filere is at present a ten per cent. duty 0'Il all hydro
electric equipment plus certain surcharges, while the' cost of electric lamps 
and appliances are almost prohibitive for the poor man. 

Tariffs have forced up the cost of electrical development in general in 
Madras to a point higher than that in North America, in fact no en
couragement is given by the Central Government to such development. 
Lines and power plant cost generally more to construct than in North 
America, while small equipment for the home such as fans, refrigerators, 
etc., can be purchased for less outside India. 

With the national income per capita at a low point, it is extremely 
difficult to make much progress in hydro-electric development with the 
, present tariffs in force and if they are to be increased, then we must return 
to a small central station serving a limited area at high rates and the 
prospect of a general distribution of power at low rates will bl)come remote. 

STA1'EMENT. 

(a) Cost of Tower material at site 
(b) Customs duty at 10 per cent. 

included in (a) 
(c) Cost of whol.. liue erected 

(including telephones) 
(d) 6 per cent. ad· valorem fn

crease in customs duty 
on Tower material 

(e) Percentage of (d) to (c) • 
(I) Percentage of (b) & (d) to (c) 

Extension of supply of electric 
power from .;'Ykara to . 

Cachin. Trichinopoly: 
Rs. Rs. 

2,81,000 2,54,000 

22,000 20,000 

11,50,000 10,00,000 

11,000 10;000 
·956 1·00 
2·86 a·oo 
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Government of the Pl;lnjab. 
Letter No. 9198-1. &: L., dated the 17th March, 191M. 

Subject :-IMPORT DUTY ON STEEL TOWERS USED FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF 
mGR TENSION ELECTRICITY. 

In reply to your letter No. 438, dated the 4th October, 1933, I am 
directed to forward for your information a copy of a note recorded by the 
Secretary to Government, Electricity Department,_ on the subject and to 
say that the Governor in Council agrees with the views expressed therein. 

Enclosure. 

Subject :-CUSTOM DUTY ON STREL TOWERS. 

The Tariff Board wants to know the extra burden that would be 
thrown on the industry by the contemplated increase of duty on towers 
and has suggested that for this purpose a hypothetical increase of 5 per 
cent. over the present rate of duty may be assumed. The Tariff - Board 
further suggests that the effect of this hypothetical increase may he judged 
by calculating in the case of a typical hydro-electric scheme, the extra 
capital expenditure due to the increase in duty and distribut,ing the 
interest charges Qn this additional capital over the total quantity of elec
tricity produced. The Electricity Branch desires to point out that this 
method of gauging the effect of an increase in duty may not lead to 
correct conclusions. The towers are only one of the items which go to make 
up . a hydro-electric scheme (some of the other items being tubular poles, 
insulators, cross-arms, copper wire, transformers, generators, etc.) anti 
no one item by itself represents such a large percentage of the whole 
scheme as to make a 5 per cent. increase in its cost a very great addi
t>ional burden on the whole. It is possible however that if the cost of 2 
or 3 items is increased by 5 per cent. the increase in the generation cost 
per unit might be so much as to make it impracticable to obtain load for 
the plant in competition with oil engines or steam-prime movers. The Elec
tricity Branch does not therefore consider it necessary to go into such, 
detailed calculations as are desired by the Board as their result would be 
misleading. 

2. This Branch is constrained to oppose any suggestions for an increase 
of duty on towers for the following reasons: - • 

(i) The Uhl River Hydro-Electric Scheme of which the first stage 
has been completed was conceived and started as a measure 
of industrial development for the Punjab. From one cause or 
another the cost of this first stage has so greatly exceeded the 
original estimate that the Punjah Government is finding it 
difficult to supply energy .to industrialists at rates both attrac
tive to the industrialist-s and remunerative to the project. In 
these circumstances it would deprecate any step which would 

-tend to increase the cost of any extension it may carry out. 
(ii) The experience gained by the Punjab Government in the course 

of executing the first stage of the Uhl River Hydro-Electric 
Scheme indicated that the Indian manufacturers' cost of pro
duction was so high as compared with the Foreign manufac
turers' that a duty of the order from 10 to 15 per cent. on 
foreign material, such as that contemplated, would, though 
increasing the clLpital cost of the scheme and of energy to the 
consumer, offer little protection to t.he Indian stepl industry. 
The quotations received for the supply of towers for the 1st 
stage of the Scheme showed that in order to equalise the foreign 
and Indian tenders a duty of about 108 per cent. on foreign 
material would be necessary. In this conn,ection the attention 
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of the Tariff Board may be drawn to the concluding part of 
Mr. Astbury's letter No. 274-W. (E), dated the 5t~ November, 
1929, to the Secretary, Tariff Board. 

(iii) The steel towers designed to carry an _ overhead high tension 
transmission line are as essential members of the transmission 
system as the poles or the cables carrying the current. - All 
these materials were duty free before 1931 and have been 
subjected to a duty of 10 per cent. from that date. It is 
considered that the uniformity of ~reatment hitherto aCcorded 
to the various items should continue and that in the interests 
of hydro-electric development, the duty on towers should not 
be enhanced. 

(Sd.) B. M. STAIG, 
Secretary to Government, Punjab 

(Electricity). 

Port Commissioners, Calcutta. 
(1) Letter No. ~53, dated the 10th October, 1938, from the Secretary, Tariff 

Board, to the Chairman, port CommiS8ioners, Calcutta. 

I am directed to address you on the subject of the new HOWl·ah Bridge. 
The Board is at present engaged in the Statutory enquiry into the Steel 
industry required by the Steel Industry (Protection) Act of 1927. In the 
present circumstances of the steel industry in India the construction of a 
work of this magnitude is an event of prime importance and likely to 
prove of the greatest interest to the Board in their investigation. 

2. I am therefore desired to request that the Commissioners will be so 
good as to supply to the Board information of the specifications laid down 
by the designers for any special steel, or sections, if there be any, not 
ordinarily available in India; and in addition, if there ~ no objection, 
the quantities of steel, both special and ordinary, provided for in the design. 

(2) Letter No. 6~630, dated the 16th October, 1993, from the Chairman, 
Calcutta Port Commissioners. 

I have the honour to refer to your letter No. 453, -dated the 10th 
October, 1933, on the_ subject of the steel to be used in the construction 
of a new Howrah Bridge. 

Messrs. Rendel, Palmer aud Tritton, who are the Consulting Engineers 
for the work, have recommended the extensive use of high tensile steel 
but I have not yet received the specification. I understand, however, that 
the physical properties of the steel will be such that it will be obtainable 
from any large steel makers who desire to manufacture it. I expect to 
receive the specification shortly, and I will advise you further as soon as 
I do. 

lt is estimated that approximately 17,000 tons of high tensile and 8,500 
tons of mild steel will be required. 

I may add that the invitations to tender for the work will probably 
not be ready for issue before the end of June, 1934. 

(3) Letter No. 65850, dated the B3rdOrtobfr, 1933, from the ChaiTmlln, 
Calcutta port Commissioners. 

With reference to this office letter No. 64630, dated the 16th October, 
1933, Messrs. Rendel Palmer and Tritton inform me that our full require
Ments in the matter of high tensile steel have not yet been drawn up in 



detail, but it is believed that the enclosed sheet will give any rolling mills 
sufficient information to enable them to carry-out any experiments or tests 
that they may consider necessary .. Messrs. Rendel, Palmer and Tritton 
state that it will be necessary to have some larger sections and wider 
plates than Tatas can roll at present, but these are only a small per
centage of the total. 

Encloslire. 
NEW HOWRAII BRIDGE. 

Preliminary specification Jor high tensile Bteel. 

Ultimate Strength, 37-43 tons per square inch. 

Yield point (minimum), 23 tons per square inch. 

Elongation, 18 per cent. on 8 ins. minimum. 

Reduction of area, 40 per cent. minimum. 

Chemical Composition--- __ 

Carbon, maximum -0'3 per cent. 

Sulphur, maximum 0'05 per cent. 

Phosphorus, 0'05 per cent. 

Copper, 0'25 to 0'5 per cent. 

Bend Tests as Jor mild steel. 
Beyond the particulars given above no definite chemical composition is 

specified, but the steel must be suitable for fusion welding. 

A suitable rivet steel is also required with an ultimate strength slightly 
less than the above and with a greater elongation; these figures have not 
yet been finally decided upon. 

Indian Stores Department, Simla. . , 
(1) Letter No. 435, dated the Mh October 1933, from the Secretary, Tariff

Board, to the Indian Stores Department, Simla. 
In connection with the application submitted to the Tariff Board by 

certain engineering companies in India for protection of fabricated steel, 
I am directed to ask that you will be so good as to supply the Board 
with the following information (with six spare copies) not later than the 
oIth November, 1933:-

A full statemen'll of the orders for fabricated steel placed through 
the Stores Department which have been lost to Indian engineering 
firms since 1925-26. The statement should contain the following parti
culars:-

(a) quantity of order, 

(b) date of order, 

(c) class of work, 

(d) price at which order was placed, 

(e) lowest Indian tender, 

i./) reasons for placing order abroad, 

(g) party by whom order was pla('ed, 

(h) ('ountry of manufacture. 
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(2) Letter No. K-61 (22), dated the 10th November, 1933, b·0111. the Indian 
Stores . Department. 

Subject :-PnoTECTIoN TO INDIAN FAB~ICATED STEEL. 

Further to my letter No. K-61 (22),. dated the 19th October, 1933, I 
have the honour to forward herewith my Statement No. 1 giving synopsis 
of orders for fabricated steel placed by the Indian Stores Department which 
have been lost to Indian engineering firms since 1925-26. 

It would seem to me that you would perhaps wish to have another 
statement showing orders for fabricated steel placed' by the Indian Stores 
Department which were made from non-Indian steel, and I attach herewith 
my Statement No., 2 to give these facts. In order to give this statement, 
I have taken the liberty of changing the headings of your clauses (e) and 
(/He) the lowest Indian tender has been changed to "tenders if any for 
fabrication in India from Indian steel" , (f) reasons for placing order 
nbroad has been changed to "reason for passing over firms given in previous 
column ". 



Enclosures. 
STATIIIKBNT 1.-Order8for fabricated steel placed by tM I nrlian Stores Department which have been lost to Indian Engineering Firm8 since 1925-26. 

Price at 

Serial No. a.nd date of Quantity which Lowest Indian Reason for Party by whom order Country of 
No. order. Class of work. of order tender. placing Was placed. manufacture. order. was order abroad. 

placed. 

Rs. 
I N-7104, dated Steel sh utters 26 Nos. 23,504 Nil. .. J. S. D. on behalf of Britain E. Pollard 

30th Novem- Superintending Engi- ~ and Co., Ltd.) 
ber,1928. , 

neer, II Circle, New 
Delhi. 

2 N·8685, dated Radial gates Sets 309 _ 4,24,618 Nil. .. I.S.D. on behalf of Britain (Ransomes 
22nd August, complete with the Chief Engineer, and Rapier, Ltd.) 
1929. operating gears Lloyd Barrage, 

and bridges to Karaohi. 
carry operat-

N-9915, 
'ng pJatform. 

3 dated Sluice gates 3 Nos. 40,990 Nil. .. Ditto Ditto • 
25th Septem-
ber 1929. 

4 N-I0365, dated Rectangular steel 2 Nos. 3,100 Vulcan Iron Their quota. I. S. D. on behalf of Britain (Braithwait). 
15th October, tanks. Works, Ltd., tion for the Commander, 
1929. Rs.2,408. erection was Royal Engineers, 

too high. Meerut. 
5 N-l1005, dated Pressed steel One 8,095 Nil. Nil. Ditto " . Ditto 

18th June, tank. 
1930. 

6 N-I0857, dated Ditto One 1,884 Nil. .' il. Ditto . , Ditto • 
15th 
1930. 

July, 

7 N-68, dated Radial gates 59 Nos .. 25,419 Nil. Nil. I.S.D. on behalf of Britain (Ransome. 
23rd April, the Executive Engi- and Rapier, Ltd.) 
1933. neer, Hyderabad, Sind. 



Serial 
No. 

--

I 

2 

3 

4 

,5 

STATEMENT No. 2.-0rdera for fabricated steel placed bv the Indian Stores Department which were made 
from non-Indian steel. 

, 
Tenders, 

Price at 
if any, Reason for 

No. and date 
Quantity whioh for fabri. passing over, Party by whom Name of 

of order. 
CI_ of work. of order was oation in firms given' order was placed. Contractor. REWlIKS. 

order. plaoed. India" from in previous 
Indian column. 
steel. 

Rs. 

N-5313, dated Pressed steel One' 9,675 Burn and They offer. I. S. D. on behalf of Richards on and Tank assembled! 
10th Deoem- ~ank, and stag- Co., ed mild Exeoutive Engineer, Cruddas, Bom- in India from 
ber, 1926. mg. Howrah. steel tank Sukkur. bay. British plates 

, Rs.9,400 and not and staging 
pressed made of import-
steel. ed steel. 

N-6139-1, Bridge girders 7 spans 1,050 Nil. .. I. S. D. on behalf of Massey & Co., Fabricated in 
dated 21st the Secretary, Stores Ltd., Royapur- ,India from 
April, 1927. Purchase Com- am,Madras. ' British mate-

mittee, Eangalore. rial. 

N-6139·2, :Do. 24 .. 94,293 Nt!. .. Ditto Jossop & Co., Ditto. 
dated 21st I_td., Calcutta. 
April, 1927. 

N-6139-3, Do. 11 .. 8,690 Nil. .. Ditto Richardson and Ditto. 
dated 21st Cruddas, Bom-
April, 1927. bay. 

N-6227, dated Spllns forming 8 .. 5,132 Nil. .. I. S. D. on behalf Ditto Ditto • 
14th June, one bridge. of the Exeoutive 
1927. Engineer, Multan 

(S. V.) 



, 
I 

Tenders 

Price at if any, Reason for 
Serial No. and date Quantity which for fabri- passing over, PaIty by whom Name of 

No. of order. Class of work. of 
J~del' was cation in firms given order was placed. Contractor. REIIIAUKS. 

order. India,from in previous 
I 

placed. IndiRn column. 
steel. 

Rs. 

6 N-6214, dated Spans forming 3 spans 2,466 Nil. .. I. B. D. on behalf of T. Cosser'& Co., Fabricated in 15th JUne, one bridge. the Executive En- Karachi. India from 1927. gineer, Multan British mate-
(B. V.) rial. 

7 N-6013, dated Stl'el and Iron 3 .. 41,S53 Jessop & The design I. B. D. on behalf of Richardson and Ditto. 27th June, Work for 3 Co., Cal- offered by the District Store Cruddas. 
1927. bridges. cutta. Richardson Officer, M. E. B., 

Rs; and Crud- Baluchistan Dis-
33,S66-10-0 das, Bom- trict, Quetta. 

bay, was 
considered 
better and 
fully in 
accordanoe 
with speci-
fication. 

8 N-6592, dated Pressed steel One 4,635 Nil. .. I. B. D. on behalf of Ditto Tank assembled 5th July, tank and stag. the Commander, in India from 1927. ing. Royal Engineers, British plates 
Delhi. and staging 

made of impor,t-
ad steel. 9 N.-656S, dated Steel wora. for lot 4,06S .Nil. .. I. B. D. on behalf of T., Cosser & Co., Fabricated in 3rd August, post and t"Je. the Executive En- Karachi. India from 1927. graph building i gineer, Shikltarpur British mate. at Snkkur. I Division, Sukkur. rial. 



10 N-6214-2, Spanl forming 31pans 2,180 Nil. 
dated 8th OM bridge. 

: August, 1927. 

U N-6973-2, Steel work for 4 .. 10,277 Nil. 
dated lOth bridge. 
Ootober, 1927. 

12 N-6973-3, Ditto. 2 .. 5,891 Nil. 
dated 10th , Ootober, 1927 

13 N-Sl .. , dated Cables and steel Lot 52,068 Nil, 
23rd May, work for Choi 
1928. IU I P en s ion 

bridge. 

a N-5896, dated Collapsible steel 3 Nos. 256 Nil. 
31st October, gatea. 
1927. 

15, N-9164, dated 
13th Deoem· 

Bridge girders '. 2 spans 790 Nil. 

ber, 1928. 

16- N-9075, dated Steel work for Lot 3,430 Nil. 
31st Deoem-
ber,1928. 

bridge. 

n N -938S, dated Ditto. 69', ,1,076 Nil. 
13th Feb· owta. 
ruary, 1929. 

.. r. B. D. on behalf of 
the Exeoutive En. 
gineer, Multan 
(S. V.P.). 

.. Ditto 

.. Ditto , 

.. I. S. D. on behalf of 
, Superintending En. 

~neer, lst Circle, 
awalpindi. 

.. :r. B. D. on behalf of 
Commander, Royal 
Engineers, Quetta. 

.. I. S. D. on behalf of 
the Secretary, Stores 
Purchase Com-
mittee, Mysore 
Government, Ban-
galore. 

.. I. ~. D. on behalf of 
Exeoutive Engineer, 
Multan (B. V_ P.). 

.. Ditto 

DJtto 

Ditto 

John King & 
Co., Howrah. 

Riohardson and 
Cruddas, Bom-
'bay. 

Maobeth Bros. 
& Co., Ltd., 
Bombay. 

Riohardson and 
Cruddas, Bom-
bay. 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Cables of Britil h 

d 
m 

make and eteel 
work f .. bricllte 
in India 'fro 
British mate 
rial. 

Made in Indi 
from imported 
materials. 

Fabricated in 
India from 
British mate-
rial. 

Ditto. 

Ditto, 



Tendel'8 

Price at if any, Reason for 

Serial No. and date Quantity which for fabri- passing over, Party by whom Name of 
No. of o}'der. Class of work. of order was oation in firms given order was placed. Contractor. REMARKS. 

order. India, from in previous placed. Indian oolumn. 
steel. 

~ 

Rs. 
I 

18 N-IOI20, Pressed steel tank 1 No •• 19,600 Nil. .. I. S. D. on behalf of B. R. Herman & Fabricated in 
dated 10th and staging. Chief En~..jneer, Mohatta, Ltd., India from 
September, M. E. S., Mllrree. Karachi. British mate-
1929. rial. 

19 N-9659-2, Aeroplane Han- One 55,600 Nil. .. I. S. D. on behalf of Ditto Ditto. 
dated 11th gar at Karachi. , Director of Civil 
December, Aviation. 
1929. 

20 N-I0568, Pressed steel One 8,499 Nil. .. J. S. D. on behalf Maobeth Bros. Tank assembled 
dated 24th tank. of Commander, and Co., Ltd., in India from 
December, Royal Engineel'8, Bombay. British plates. 
1929. Dero. Ismail Khan. 

" 
21 N.I0734, Steel and Iron Lot 1,00,325 Nil. .. I. S. D. on beh .. lf of Kumardhubi En- Fabricated in 

dated 30th work for Daw- Chief . Engineer, gineerin~ Works, India from 
April, 1930. ki suspension , Assam. Kumard ubi. British mate-

bridge (Assam). rial.· 

22 N.I0564, Aeroplane Han· One 43,784 Nil. .. I. S. D. on behalf of Clark, Craig Ltd .• Ditto. 
dated 14th gar at Mingala- Direotor of Civil Rangoon. 
June, 1930. don, Rangoon. Aviation. 



23 N-ll7S7, Pressed steel Ono 14,198 Nil. .. 
dated 19th tBllk and etag-
January, ing. 
1931. 

24 N·318, dated Ditto. One 16,602 Nil. .. 
26th Febru-
ary,1931. 

25 M-613, dated Steel work, eta., Lot 1,23,673 .. .. 
31st July, for switch gear, 
1931. condenser and 

transformer re-
pair houses at 
Lahore and 
Amritsar. 

26 M-1136. dated Sorew gates for 19 spans 8,086 .. .. 
31st Janunry, Regulators. 
1932. 

I. S. D. on behalf of Maobeth Bros. 
the Commander, & Co., Ltd., 
Royal Engineers, Bombay. 
Meerut. 

Ditto Ditto 

I. S. D. on behalf of Richardson and 
Chief Engineer, Cruddas, Bom-
P. W. D. Electricity bay. 
Branch, Lahore. 

I. S. D. on behalf of T. Cosser & Co., 
the Executive En- Karachi. 
gineer, Karachi 
Canals Division. 

Tank &8sembl ad 
m in India fro 

British plates 
and staging 
made of im-
ported steel. 

Ditto. 

Fabrioated in 
India from 
British mate. 
rial. 

Ditto • 



Tinplate. 
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The Tinplate Company 'of India. ,Ltd.. Calcutta. 
(1) Letter No. T.P. 6J,68'J,2,'dated the 29th. September, 1939. 

In continuation of our letter of 18th and with reference to your letter 
of the 16th instant, we have the honour to forward herewith seven copies 
of our representation for favour of consideration, by the Board. 

Enclosure. 

Besult of Protective Policy.-The protection gr;l.nted to the tinplate 
industry under the Steel Industry (protection) Act has been very largely 
successful in establishing the industry on a sound basis. It was never pos
~ible, however, to realise the prices assumed by the Tariff Board. and the 
fall in world values which. took place in 1931 might ha,!"6 been disastrous. 
As it was, the imposition by Government of a 25 Per cent. surcharge on 
Customs Duties in September, 1931, came at III most opportnne moment. 

Steady Progress.-So far as industrial efficiency is concerned, the state
ments attached to this memorandum show what has been, on'the whole, 
a record of steady progress in all departments. There have beell set-backs, 
notably a serious Strike in 1920, but outputs have exceeded all expectations, 
and costs have been reduced greatly below estimates. 

ReOTganization of Camtal.-From the printed Accounts, it will be seen 
that the Capital of the Company was duly reduced, in acccrdance with the 
undertaking given to the' Tariff Board in. 1926. and that the present 
favourable fina·ncial position haR been achieved through the Shareholders 
giving up Rs, 42~ lakhs of their capital, and the Debenture-holders sur
rendering nearlyRs .. 25lakhR of Debentures and Rs. 37i lakhs of accllmulated 
interest,-a total sacrifice of Rs; 105 lakhs. . 

Financial Policy.-Moreover. no dividends have been paid during the 
period, and all surplus funds, after paying Debenture interest and providing 
adequately for Depreciation. have been put to Reserve, with the object of 
redeemine: Debentures as thev fall due, and carrying on the operations 
of the Company without having to resort. to borrowing. 

Renewal of p7ant.-Hitherto replacements have not been heavy, but the 
plant is now over 10 years old. and the ilevelopments in the rolling of 
sheets and plates which are taking place in other countries wiIl probably 
make it necessary before long for large sums of money to be spent in 
keeping the Works up to date. It is therefore 'essential that ample provision 
should continue to be made for Depreciation, and that cash resources 
should be accumulated to meet whatever capital expenditure may prove to 
bE:' necessary. 

Manufacturin(1 Proore .• s.-When the Company gave evidence before the 
Board in 1926, it was thought that considerable extensions to the plant 
would he necessa<ry if it was desired to attain a larger output of tin plates 
than the 36,000 tons on which the Company was then estimating. In 
actual fact, an outont of 41,000 tons was obtained in 1927 without major: 
additions to the plant, and a larger output of tinplates is now known 
to be possible. 

Manufacture of Sheets.-After two years of restricted working owing to 
the fall in the demand for tinolate.. eouipment for the manufacture of 
light /!"auge Sheets was installed in 1932. and by arrane:ement with the 
Rteel Company (.032 tons of Rla"k and Galvanized Sheets were produced 
that YE'II·r, in addition to the 42,151 tons of tinplates, making a grand total 
of 46,183 tons of tinpla:tes and sheets. 

Maximum Outp'll.t.-It is possible that this means of supplementing the 
production of our Works may not be open to us in future years because the 
Steel Company have increased their own production of Sheets and may
not be able to spare morA sheet bar for us tha-n the 60,000 tons whiclr we 
bave on contract from them. Our maximum output may accordin/!"ly he 
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put at 45,000 tons, which is the limit of productiolJ) possible from 60,000 
tons of steel. This is proba1)]y also the limit of profitable sales. 

Larg.er Rolls.-The increase in output. of thlll plant was made possible 
primarily by the use in the Hot Mills of rolls 34" and 36" in width as 
(·ompared with 28" or 30" as previously used, enabling the two standard 
sizes of tinplates,. viz., l8!" x 14" and 20" x 10", to be rolled 28" and 800 

wide respectively instead of l8i" and 20" wide as before. Similarly with 
other sizes. This meant an immediate addition to output of almost one
third, a "make" of 220 boxes or 10 tons becoming the average for' :&; shift 
of 8 hours, individual makes of 14 tons per shift being not uncommon. 

Other Equipm'lnt.-Other equipment provided for the Hot Mills inch~ded 
new doublers, a roll-grinder and electric",l heaters for warming up the rolls. 
In the intermedia.te departments an addition was made to the Black Pick
ling machine, and extra trains of Cold Rolls provided. The Tinhouse was 
re-modelled, the Machine Shop was enla·rged. the Foundry equipped for 
casting Brasses. an additional Boiler aDd a Locomotive Crane purcha.'led. 
and a Sulphuric Acid plant was installed. In a·l1. about Re. 10 lakhs of 
capital expenditure was in('urred during the period. 

Reduction of Sfaff.-Meanwhile. the labour was becoming more skilled. 
enablin/!: the number of expert EurollE'an supervisors to be reduced. so 
that. whereas we sta·rted up the Hot Mills in 1922 with 56 Eurl1peans a.nd 
still hael 35 in 1927. hy the E'nd of 1932 thE> numher had beE>u reduced to 
n. And so with tIle rest of the plant. 

La.bout' WeT/art.--On the whole. the labour has been \"eTV well contented. 
A bonus scheme was started in 1929. as well as a P~ovident Fnnd. and 
both have added materiall~ to the welfare of our employees. Working 
conditions in the faetory are extremely good. and· with the air-cooling 
system in the two most trying departments, viz., the R.,t ?\fills and the 
Tinhouse. even the hottest wMther is made hearahle. The working week 
for each man is limited. to 48 honrs. . 

Ho" .. ~in!1 .. -The propE'r honsing of. the lahour force has rontinued to 
rE'ceive ca·reful attention. We have huilt for onr E'mplovE'e.~ 51 hungalows 
and 418 pucca quarters, in addition to which 823 houses h:we heen built 
hv emploYl'es themseh'es. on land Pl'Ovidl'd hv the Companv and with thl' 
11~lp of I~ans from the ComJ>!InY. Thl' rl'ntals of the buncralowlI varv from 
ns. 18 to Rs. 92 pl'r month, and of the quartl'rs from Rs. 2-8 to Rs. 25 
per month. A feature of thl' 1'I'riod nnder review has been the occupation 
by s!'nior Indian employE'E's. at redu('ed rents. of a number of the hungalows 
previously occupied by Europeans. 

Wa.ter 811pvl1/.-·Filtl'rl'd. watf'r is laid on to the Works and to the· Town 
and Village. The higgE'r quarter!l lla,'1' watl'r-taps of thl'ir own ~ the smaller 
ones draw from t.olP' or rotal'" hflil"r. in the 1111",·-wavs. All excl'pt the 
smallest q\1artE'r~ havE' th£'ir own hnthin~ pll1('e and latrine. 

Medital F(lriTiti~.~.-ln. addition to sluuing in the cost of the Jamshedpur 
Hospital. the Company pro\'ide!l m .. dicine. "nd m!'dical and ~llr!!'ica;\. treat.. 
rnE'nt. frf''' tn a.]J ('O'"(>I" .... 11 "d. ""'lintain~ 1\ Hn.~pit.al out.~ide thl' Works gaUl 
and a first aid post insidE' the Works. The Hospital comprises a dispensa.rv, 
minor dressing-station and a ward with three heds for urgent e~es. TbA 
staff ('onsi.~ts of two (f.ullified doctors, one nurse, five ('ompounders and 
two dresSl'rs. A day and night service is maintained. 

The number of a·ttendances at the Hospital averap;es 100 per day, as is 
.hown hy the following figurl's: - . 

1930. 1931. 1932. 

Employees AC'Cidents 365 183 201 
Employee.q lIedical . 25.939 23.430 23.381> 
Non-Empl~e(>!! ?\fedit"al 10,003 1l,28B 12.220 

86,307 34,901 35,806 



AcC'idents.-Every effort is made to prevent accidents and the factory's 
r,:cord in this respect is ver~' good, althongh simple cnts and burns ar.e 
difficult to avoid owing to the natnre of the work. 

8chooZs.-The Company contribntes its share of the cost of the activities 
of the .lamshedpur Schools Board, and has in addition provided special 
facilities for schools at Golmuri. These have been much appreciated by 
parents wllo pneviously had to send their chil,hen some miles to the 'nearest 
school, or had to make ar.rangements for pri,ate tuition. 

Turning to the individual sta,tements, we have the following comments:
Works Costs.-Statement A gives our manufacturing costs each year for 

the 6 years 1927-1932. In their 1926 enquiry, the Board estimated that 
by 1933, our Works cost would be Rs. 279 per ton. This was on the 
basis of an .output of 36,000 tons. Actually by 1930, with an output of 
38,000 tons, the Works cost had fallen to Rs. ~55, and by 1932 on a.n 
cutput of 42,151 tons to under Rs. 228. 

Price oj Steel.-The most important item in ,the ('osting of tinplates is 
the steel (sheet bar). The price of sheet bar over the period was governed 
by agreement between the Company and the 'l'ata Iron and Steel ;(Jo., Ltd. 
(see Statement H), except in respect of the bala:nce stock carried ·over into 
1927 from the previous year, and in respect of a small quantity of IIheet 
bar purchased from Europe during the strike in the Steel Works in 1928, part 
of which was carried over into 1929. These account for the cost price of 
steel during 1927-1929 being highee than the contract rate of Rs. 83 ,per ton. 

Future Price.-Aiter 31st December, 1936, or after 31st March, 1934, if the 
duty on tinpla.tes is rednced, the price to be paid for steel will be 33 per cent. 
of the f.o.b. price of, Welsh in plates, or about iRs. 68 per ton, on 1932 
values. (S~e Statement H.) 

Con&umption oj Steel.-The consumption of steel ,per ton .of tinplate 
decreased progressively over the period, falling by il.932 to approximately one 
and a third tons. With steel at Rs. 68 in place of Rs. 83 ,per ton there :would 
be a saving of Rs. 20 per ton of tinplate. -

Price of Tin.-The price of Tin, which is the next most important item 
in tinplate costs, fell steadily over the 5 years from 1927 to 1931 .and then 
started to rise, regaining the 1930 level during 1932. The rise has continued 
into 1933, until in May of this year tin prices suddenly shot upwards to the 
level of 1928, as the following average sterling prices per ton indicate:-

£ £ 
1927 289 lst January, 1933 147 

1st February, 1933 ]48 
1928 227 1st Ma~ch, 1933 148 

1929 204 lst April, 1933 151 
1st May, 1933 171 

1930 142 1st June, 1933 210 

1931 118 
1st July, 1933 220 
1st August, 1933 215 

1932 140 1st September, 193;1 220 
Future Tin co,~t.---'ConsequentIy, whereas ~he average price of tin to the 

Company .iuring 1932 was Rs. 2,123 per ton, it stands to-day at Rs. 3,330 
per ton. It appears likely that the world cartel will not allow prices to fall 
below present levels and that our tin cost in future will be 50 per cent. 
more than the 1932 figure, or an increase of about Rs. 17 per ton. 

(Joflmmption of Tin.-It wiII be seen that the consumption of tin has 
not fallen over the period; on the contrary, .t has slightly increased. This 
is mainly attributable to the larger 'number of gauges which have been 
worked, but the tin coating of tinplat:es cannot of ronrse be reduced unduly, 
wd at .16 Ibs. per ten the ,consumptIon may be regarded as 'satisfactory. 
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Cost above Metal.--Costs above metal also showed a steady fall over the 
period, due to increased efficiency and the lower level of prices of materials 
and equipment. With commodity prices moving upwards, it is possible 
that the 1932 figure of costs will not again be obtaina:ble, but for estimating 
pUl'po~es an average of the 1931 and 1932 figures may be taken, vi~., 
Rs. 85'2 per ton. 

l'rovident F-und.-The Provident Funli was started in 1929. Each 
member is aJlowed to contribute up to one-twelfth of his annual earnings, 
and th-e Company contributes a similar amount to the J!'und at the end 
of the year. The J!'und may represent a charge 011 future costs of as much 
a.'J Rs. 1 lakh per annum or Rs. 2'4 per ton on 42,000 tons. Its progress 
to date is shown by the following figures:-

1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 (30th June) 

Members on Roll. Company's 
at end of year. contribution. 

55 
159 
875 

1,483 
1,501 

Rs. 

6,500 
8,970 

30,617 
58,532 

Overheads.-The Tariff Board, in their 1926 Enquiry, were prepared to 
allow us for Depreciation, Interest and Manufacturers' Profit a total of 
Rs. 14,36,000 per annum, equal to Rs~ 39·90 per ton. on an output of 
36,000 tons. We claim a continuance of at least this aUowance for an 
output of 42,000 tons, or Rs. 34 per ton. 

Total Costs.-The above data enables us to give an estimate of future 
total costs, based on an average output of 42,000 tons. It will not always 
be possible to obtain the ma:ximum output of the factory, and 1932 
appears to be a reasonable basis on which to estimate. We accordingly 
have:-

Cost of Steel 
Es tima ted sa v ing 

Cost of Tin. 
Add extra 50 per cent. 

Cost above Metal 

Head Office . 
Provident Fund 

Overheads 

Total 

Total Works Cost 

Total 

GRAND TOl'AL 

Rs. 

llo-S 
20'0 

90-S 

34'2 
17-1 

141'8,. 
85'2 

227'0 
1·6 
2'4 

231·0 
34·0 

265'0 

Salea Ret'l£rna.-8tatement B. This statement shows the tonnages of tin
plates sold and the returns realized. The bulk of our output continues 
to() be sold under agreement with the Burmah Oil Co., but a·n increasingly 
large percentage is being talten by other buyers, the figure rising from 
17 per. cent. in 1927 (excluding the 27-gauge plates) to over 30 per cent. 



in 1932. 3O-gauge tinplate continues generally to be the one most in 
demand in India, but it will be seen that a progressively larger quantity 
of other gauges is being produced yearly. This applies also to 1933, notably 

. in respect of 70-1b. plates. 
Orderl undertaken.:-Statement C shows the extensive range of sizes 

manufactured, and affords an interesting commentary on the suggestion 
made by the Welsh Manufacturers at the last· Enquiry that the India-n 
factory would not be able to undertake miscellaneous orders. 

Actually, in addition to this list, more than 30 different sizes and 
gauges of black and galvanized sheets hlllve also been manufactured during 
the past 12 months. 

Imported Prices.-Statement D. This statement gives the prices of 
3O-gauge Prime tinplates over the period, hrought up to a lauded price by 
the application of the same formula as applies to our contract with the 
Burma-h Oil Co. 

FaU in Prices, 1927-199"-It will be seen that prices fell very con
siderably during the period. The Tariff Board, at their previous Enquiry, 
estimated that the price of 30-gauge Prime tinplates, over the range of 
protective years, would be about 20 shillings per box f.o.h. South Wales, 
or Rs. 320 per ton landed in India exclusive of. duty. The actual prices 
realised were much lower, ae the statement shows. Summarised, they were:-

Estimated 
Actual-1927 

1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 

f. o. b. Landed 
S. Wales .. India 
per box. per ton. 

I. d. Rs. 
20 0 320 
19 91 311 
19 3 301 
19 6i 304 
18 101 296 
15 31 238 
15 11 252 

1933 Prices.-It will be seen that an immense fall occurred between 
1930 and 1931. Fortunately, 1932 brought a higher level, and this year 
prices have continued to move upwards, with a jump in July, when .tin 
prices began to rise, the f.o.b. prices being:-

1933--lst quarter 

2nd " 
July 
August 

8. d. 
16 4! 
16 81 
17 71 
17 3 

Future Price.-There is no doubt that the upward movement was over
done. On current tin and sheet bar costs, the price of tinplates might 
be expected to be Is. per box higher than in 1932, or 16s. lId., hut not 
appreciably more. The reaction which started in August is 8('cordingly 
likely to continue, and considering how the forecasts made in 1926 have 
"Pen falsified, we ar .. reluctant to as.~ulll" that pri('es will not go lower than 
this. 

The price of sheet bar, which has been falling steadily, may fall still 
further, and Welsh manufacturing·costs-which do not appear to hlllve 
decreased since 1927-may start to come down. 

In all the circumstances, we do not think it unreasonable to assume 
tbat, even with tin continuing at 'present levels, the future price of tin
plates may fall as low as the average for 1932, viz., 15s. lId. per box, or 
Re. 252 per ton. 
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.4.l!awa.nce lor Preigh-f a.nd W"lIters..-&ta.tement D also shows, by compa.ri
~on with Statement B. that on the average ou.r returll on total preauctioll. 
15 Rs. 3@ per .ton les8 than the imported price .of Primes. 1'his figur.e may 
he compaIod wIth the allowance OJ Hs. 3U-76 per ·tOOl (see Vag~ il.21 .of the 
1926 Report), which ,the Tariff BoaI'd then estimated as the appropriate 
adjustment on aceount of Freight a,nd Wasters, 

Bate 01 Duty requ.ired.-Addimg this .allowance to ~ estimate of Total 
Cost obtained hom Statement A above. we arrive at a fuuTe fair 1IEl1iing 
price of tinplates, as follows:-

Total Cost per ton . 
Allowance for Freight and Wasters • 

Fair aellingprice 
Deduct imported price of Tinplates 

Duty requir.ed 
• 

RI. 
265 
.3() 

295 
252 

43 per ton 

Statement 'E shows the prices relllIised under the agreement with the 
Bnrmah Oil Co. A comparison with Statement D will show that this con
tract has given us prices averaging Rs. '6 per ton 'be1ow trade-'Paper 
quotations. 

PotentiaZ Ma1·ket.--,Statement F gives an estimate of the total annua·l 
consumption of tinplates in India over the past six financial years. It 
shows that the economic depression has reduced our potential market by 
over 25 per cent. and that, to dispose of our mlllximum output of 45,000 

. tons, we should need to secure the order for every size and gauge of 
tinplate used throughout the c01mtry. It is greatly te 'be hoped that a 
return tG the old level .of demand will not be long delayed. 

Foreign Compet4tion.-The entry of Continental tinplates into India in 
appreciable quantities is a new possibility which has jlHlt recently begun 
to show itself. In the last few months, Germllln tinplates ha,"e been offered 
at, prices which appell4" to be well below Welsh levels, and although we 
have not yet been able to asCertain precise details and cannot say we have 
yet fe1t the effects of their competition, any Protective sflheme that is 
to operate over a period of yeaors should be framed to provide against 
tile possibility of foreign tin plates entering India at much lower 1Irice lAwels. 

Tariffs and Prices.-Statement G, Which has been drawn .. p on the 
lines of Table :xxxIX on page 126 of the 1926 Report, shows that the 
Protective tariff l1as not causeQ an. increase in prices. rrices Gl'er the 
Protective period have been much lower tha-n previously. 

Long Xerm Co;"tracts.--'statement H gives particulars {)f our two long 
term contracts,. for the purchase of steel' and' the sale of tinplates respec
tively. 

Home Steel Price&-C6Impe.titan Price Advantage.-8tatefIWJ1iJ J shows 
the prices ruling for British and Contm.ental sheet bar m-er the period 
1927-1932. It will be seen that, for the first four years, the price paid 
by iUS WIder the agreement with the 1'ata Iron a.nd Steel Co. was approxi
mately the same as the ·price paid for steel by the Tinplate Factories in 
Wales, but that since 1930 our Welsh competitors have had an advantage 
over us to the extent of Rs. 20 per ton of steel, or no less than Rs. 26 
,per toD. of tinplates. A reference .to the price calculations in Statement H 
will show that, had the 33 per cent. basis been in force over the whole 
six years, we should have paid for our steel very much the same prices as 
the Welsh factories. 

Employee8.~tlltemflnt K shows .the average number of employees each 
year over the peri<lld. 'The reductian in the IIllUJl,ber ·of covenanted hands 
will be particularly noted. 
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,wages ,&fIIl Ouqn,.t.-Statement L gives jihe average monthiy wages hHl 

and the tonilage per hjlad over the period_ The tonnage per head would 
bav.e been much higher during theJ'ea.rs 1928-1931 but for the successive 
hindrances to output, in the form of strikes and the lack of .dema.nd for 
tinplates_ 

Conclusion_-In asking for a protective duty at the .reduced .rate of 
Rs_ 43 per ton, we Me naming a figure that is not very much higher 
than what would be produced by the current Revenue Duty of 15i per cent_ 
oa non-ppoteoted steel. 

We would request the BO!",d to frame their recommendations so as to 
proViide for the protective duty being not less tha.n the revenue 'dutl)' in 
force from time to time, or Rs_ 43 per ton, whichever iIs higher_ It will 
Le remembered tbatthe dut,Y ·on tinplates was Rs_ ,40 p.er ton befGl'e the 
Indian tinplate industry was started. 

STATEMENT A. 
TlN:PUTB CoSTS PER TON. 

8'11UT111nary. 
1927. 1928. 1929_ '1930; 1931. 1932. 

Tinplates pro-
duced Tons 41,521 36,815 33,113 38,482 37,320 _ 42,151 

Steal consumed 58,892 50,701 46,783 52,888 59,307 56,119 
Steel cousumed 

per ion of Tin-
plates ., 1-41837 1-:17718 1-41283 1-37436 1-34799 1-33138 

Price of Steel per 
ton Rs_ 83-139 83-719 83-452 83-000 83-000 83-000 

Cost of Steel per 
ton of Tin-
plates 

" 
117'921 115-296 117-903 114'072 Ill-884 nO-505 

Price of Tin per 
ton . 9 • 4,281 .3,560 3,288 2,466 ;l,881· ~,12a 

Tin consumed per 
ton of Tin-
plates Ibs_ 34-527 ;n-639 3H09 ~5-333 .36-133 36-030 

Cost of Tin per 
ton of "Tin-
plates Rs_ 65-985 50-284 51-538 38-899 30-334 '34-156 

Cost per ton -of Tinplates---
Steel and Tin _ Bs.. 183-906 165-580 169'441 152-971 142-218 144-661 
,Cost .above 

Metal " 
108-232 106-411 128-758 101-623 87-596 82-853 
----- --

Total Works 
Cost Ita. 292-138 271-991 298-199 25£-594 229-814 22'7-514 

Head Office ." '.2-105 2-826 2-453 1-915 1-992 1-596 
Pr.vident 

Fund " 
(H96 0-233 0'821 1-889. 

Total Cost of 
Tinplates per 
ton Re_ 294-243 274'817 300·848 256-742 232'627 '230-499 

......---. --.--
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1927_ 1928_ 1929_ 1930_ 1931. 1932_ 

Ra_ Rs_ Ra_ Rs_ Rs_ Rs_ 
~ot Mill-

Steel _ 117-921 -115-296 117-903 114-072 111-884 110-504 
Bar cutting 1-687 1-379 1-567 1'385 1-128 1-219 
Producing Labgur 28·763 27-756 30-026 25-201 22-863 19'729 
Power and Lighting _ 13'971 11-290 12'498 10'754 11-037 11'226 
Coal 2'737 2-732 2;749 2'115 2-087 2-013 

Boiler and Steam 
lines 0·694 1'020 1-141 0'991 0-983 1-053 

Shearing and Open-
ing 3'078 3'244 3'825 3'502 3'444 3'294 

Rolls 4-729 3'501 3'705 3-033 2·390 3·228 
Brasses 0·907 1·041 1-155 0-997 0'798 0-716 

Hot Neck Grease 
and other Lubri-
cants 1-238 1-640 1-881 1'678 1-654 1·477 

Other materials in 
production 0-686 0'521 0'687 0-690 0'410 0·824 

Machine Shop _ 0·395 0·765 0'858 0-749 0'328 0-413 . 

Water 0-252 0'214 0-260 0'244 0·225 0-229 
Repairs 2'795 3-919 4-826 4-593· 2'212 5'624 
General Expenses 6'059 9-221 15'302 6·811 5'753 5-778 

--------- -----
185'912 183-539 198383 176-815 167-196 167'327 ------ ----

Iutermediat&-
Producing Labour 4-369 4·686 5·060 4·037 4'330 4'098 
Power and Lighting _ 2-332 1-771 1'931 1-560 1-125 1-273 
Coal 1-231 0-889 1-209 1-195 1·123 1-201 
Boiler and Steam 

lines 0·694 1-040 1-178 0·991 0'874 0-933 
Annealing Box Covers 

and Bottoms 2'724 2'239 2'921 2'798 1-640 2·625 
Cold Mill Rolls (}145 0·163 0-178 0-143 0'119 
Brasses 0'334 0-295 0·234 .0-109 0'112 0'077 
Sulphuric Acid 5'4.05 3'898 4-4.97 3-856 2-166 2'329 

Other materials in 
production 0-964 0-594 0'640 0-510 0'439 0'479 

Machine Shop 0·171 0'127 0-14.6 0'125 0·064 0-091 
Water 0'777 0-846 0'986 0'854 0'754 0·766 
Repairs 1-575 0·948 1'343 1·368 1-536 1'479 
General Expenses 2'149 1-915 2-747 1-082 0-958 0-824 -----

22-870 19'411 23'070 18'628 15-121 16'294 -----
Tinhouse-

Tin 65-985 50·284 51-538 38-899 3(}335 34-155 
Producing Labour 7-735 8·866 9-230 7-236 6'956 6'481 
Power and Lighting_ 0-791 0·398 0-526 (}519 0'419 0'514 
Coal 0-968 0'967 0'980 0'743 0'60"2 0'755 
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1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 193i. 1932. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Boiler and Steam 

lines 00(169 0'116 0'130 0·110 0'109 0·117 
Sulphuric Acid 0·474 0'582 0'675 0'597 0'349 0·272 
Palm Oil 4'268 3·347 3·892 3'443 2'844 1-772 
Zinc Chloride 1'000 0'590 (}600 0'456 0'327 0·353 
Other materials in. 

production HOO 1'002 1'549 HOI 0'961 1-284 
Tinplates used for 

packing 7·012 6·396 6·800 5'873 4-805 5'106 
Warehouse Expenses 4-'108 3'897 4'563' 4·063 3·859 3'754 
Machine Shop 0'632 0'383 0'434 0'375 0'057 0·093 
Water 0'167 (}143 0'162 0·139 0·128 0·131 
Repairs 2'548 ·1·957 4'170 5'316 3'728 4·381 
General. Expenses 3'280 6'458 8·719 3·225 2'746 2'473 

-- ----- --- ------
101'037 85'386 93'968 72'695 58'225 61·641 --- ---- --- ---- ---

Total 309'819 288·336 315'421 268'138 240'542 245'262 

Less Credits for 
Scrap, etc. 17'681 16·345 17'222 13'544 10'728 17-748 

--- --- -----. - ----.--
GRAND TOTAL .' 292·138 271-991 298'199 254-594 229·814 227'514 --- --- ------ ----



STATEMENT n. 
TniPLATB SALliS RBTDlllt. 

1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 1931. 1932. 

Tona. I! .. Tone. Re. Tona. Re. TOM. Rs. TODs. Re. ToDa. ns. 
3D.gauge Prim_ 

Burmah Oil Co. . 32,583 338 29,063 318 26,193 326 27,861 323 23,523 1i61 28,940 289 

Other buyer. 357 319 425 322 2,694 326 7,202 303 3,642 284 

---- _ ... - --
Total 32,583 338 29,420 318 26,618 325 30,5/15 324 30,725 B73 32,582 288 -_. 

Other Sal_ 

25 gauge :150 304 f2 243 ~ 
~ 

27 2,109 340 2,037 307 1,371 ,324 9Bl 314 444 270 437 297 

28 .. ... 483 253 774 228 1,320 242 

29 .. .. 34 270 59 245 1!3 246 

30 .. 0,368 321 4,960 290 4,712 272 5,773 276 4,Tl5 252 6,808 248 

liD lb •• 402 391 644 349 IS6 341 250 339 395 296 -558 278 

8/1 .. 13 1104 21 296 

70. .. .. IS 426 --
Total Other Sale-a 8,969 328 7,641 299 6,274 281J 7,771 282 U22 253 9,252 11011 

GRum TOTAL 41,552 330 37,061 314 32,892 318 38,326 315 37,147 271 41.834 28() 
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STATEMENT C. 

GO'LMURr Tl"NPLATES. 

Schedule oj orders- tllOf'lied. 

Description. Size inches. Sheets per Nett Weight 
box. per box. 

Iba. 
70 Ibs. 20 x 14 112' 70-

251 x 2r 112 134 
23 x 21 112 121 
221 x 181 112 103: 
201 x 181 -112 95 
28 x 21 112 147 

85 Ibs. 181 x 12 112 68 

90 Ibs. 20 x 14- 112 90 
28 x ,'.!O 56 90' 
18i x 14 124- 93-
28 x 181 124- 186 
20 x 16- 225 129 
181 x 12 112 72 
16i x 13 112 70' 
26i x 19- 112 160 
26i x 211 112" ISO 
26i x 181 112 156 

30 gauge 20 xU 112 10& 
181 x 14 124 ll10 

'20 xl(} 225 156 
-121 x It 282 11Q 
14 x 7 332 110 
28 x 20 56 108 
30 x 20- 75 156 
28 x lSi 62 no 
261 x IS! 74 no 
28 x 14 83 110 
261 x 181 64 110 
22 x 22 65 lOB 
30 x 21 50 lOB 
24 x 18 75 110 

29 gauge 20 x 1(}'. 157' l22' 

28 gauge 20 x 14 112 140 
1~!; x 14 124; 140 
20 x 10 157 136 
28 x 20 56 136 
22 x 22 65 136 
30 x 20-

, 
52 136 

18i x 15~ 114 140 

27 gauge 31 lC 23 56 193 
31 x 11i 112 198 
221 lIf 16 112 199 
22 lC 14 112 170 
14 lC 11 112 85 
131 x 101 112 80 

25 ~auf;e 28 x 111 112 220 
16~ x llt 112 131 



STATEMENT D. 
hiPORTJlD PRIOJlS OJ' PlmlB TUlfLATB8, 1927·1932, COMPARE WITJ[ AOTl1AL SALIS RIITURNS All I'D STATBHUT B. 

Average Market Price f.a..b. S. 
Wares over the year 8.8 per 
.. Metal Bulletin"-

Per ball: 

Per taD • £ 
Plus Tin-lining and Iron-hooping 

at II id. per bOll: • • ." 
LuB Half Cost of BOll: at 4ld. per 

bo:!. · " 
Total " 

Per Composite Ton, i.e" 2'/)6: 
1 · " ()c..n Freight · " Insurance • · " 

c,if. 
" 

At Exchange · Equals • . '. Rs • 
Landing Charges · " 
Landed Price · " 

Say · " Add Import Duty . " Imported Price of Prime Tin. 
plates • • • • • 

Actual Sales Return on Total Pro- " 
duction (see Statement B) • 

" Difference, being adjustment for 
Freight, Wasters, etc. • " 

1927. 1928. 1929. 1930, 1931. 1932. 
18!x14 20xl0 181x14 20xl0 181x1420xl0 181 x 14 20xl0 181x1420xl0 181 x 14 20xl0 ------------

19/91 27/91 19/3 27/21 19/61 27/7 18/101 26/61 15/31 20/9 15/n 22/61 - -- --- --- --_. -- --- --- - -- ---- -
20'152 19'932 19'591, 19·533 19'888 19'800 19·233 19·057 15'544 14'902 16'211 16'18\1 

'976 '688 '976 '688 '976 '688 '976 '688 -'976 '688 '9i6 '688 

'361 '254 '361 '254 '361 :254 '361 '254 '361 '254 '361 '254 -----------------------
20'767 20'366 20'206 19'967 20'503 20·234 19'848 19"491 16'159 15'336 16'826 16'623 --- --- --- --- --- ---, 

20'654 20'139 20'428 19'748 10'928 J6'769 , 
2'320 2'171 1'991 1'991 1'076 ' ,1'991 

'039 '038 '038 '037 '030 '032 ---
23·013 22'348 22'457 21'776 17'534 18'792 

" 

1/5-936 1/0·991 1/5'910 1/0'820 1/0'863 1/6'U8 
307'935 298'122 300·931 293'279 235'080 248'928 

2'750 2'750 2'750 2'750 2'828 2'844 

310'685 ' 300·872 303·681 296·029 238'408 201'772 

311 301 ' 304 296 238 252 
57 48 48 48 53 60 _. 

368 349 352 344 291 312 

336 314 318 315 271 280 

32 35 34 29 20 32 

1-:) , 
c:,.:) 
0> 



STATEMENT E. 

l'BIOllS 01' 30,GAUGH PBIMIIS UNDO TlIB AGBBI!DIIE!IT WITH TBB BUBMAH OIL CO., LD. 

19.27. 1928. 19.29. 1930, 193]. 193.2. 

18fx14 .20xl0 18f><14 20 xl0 18fx14 20x10 18fx14 20xlO 18fx14 20xlO 18fx14 20xlO 

Final B.O.C. :Prices f.o.b. South 
Wales per ton . . £ 20'110 19'607 19'665 19'002 20'157 19'446 19'887 19'230 15'287 15'844 16'.217 16'803 

Per Composite Ton, ',f" 2'56: 1 19'969 19'479 19'957 19'703 15'444 16'382 

Ocean Freight . 2'320 .2'171 1'991 1'991 1'576 1'\191 

Insurance. , '038 '037 '038 '037 '029' '032 

-,-'-.. Total 22'327 21'687 21'986 21'731 17'049 18'405 lI:) 
~- "~ 

'~ 

At Exohange 1/5'936 1/5"991 1/5'910 1/5'820 1/5'863 1/6'118 

Equals • Ra. 298'756 289'3Q5 294'620 292'673 229'063 243'802 

Landing Charges • 2'750 2'750 2'750 2'750 2'828 2'844 

Rs, 301'506 292'055 297'370 295'423 231'891 246'646 

Duty • . .. 57'250 48'000 ..48'000 48'000 52'990 60'000 

Total • Ra, 358'756, 340'055 345'370 343'423 284'881 306'646 
---' - ----

Say, Ra. 359 340 345 343 l!85 307 



Year. 

1927-28 • 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 

Pre-Tariff . 
Estimated by 
Actual~1927 

1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 

,1932 

STATEMENT F •. 

'rINPLATB 'CONSUlU':rIOK' IN lNDIA.-ToNs. 

U.K. U.S.A. Other T. C. I. I.. 
countries. Sales. 

16,407 7,393 57 42,806 
14,621 12,297 56 35,150 
21,770' 8,315 2 35,681 
8,(30 8,752 47 37,868 
7,419 143 22 38,306 
6,887 116 38,967 

STATEMENT G. 

PRIOB OJ' TINPLATBS IN INDIA.. 

(Of. llage 126 of 1926 Report.) 

Av.l'IIote Landed Price Dilty 
of Exch. Rs. per Rs.per 

Pence. ton. ton. 

16·00 .400 40 
Tariff Board 18·00 321 4B 

17·94 311 4B 
17·99 301 48 
17'91 304 48 
17·82 296 48 
17·86 238 48 

60 
18'12 252 60 

STATEMENT H. 

PUROIJASB. AND SALS CONTRAOTs-STBEL AND TINPLATES. 

Total. 

66,663 
62",124 
66,768 
55,097 
45,890 
45,970 

Tota.l Priee 
RB.per 
ton. 

440 
369 
359 
349 
352 
344 
286 
298 
312 

SteeZ-8heet Bar.-Agreement with the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
dated the 27th July, 1928, in force. for 21 years from 1st January. 1927, 
until 31st December, 1947. 

Quantity-Up to 60,000 tons per annum. 

Price-
(a) From 1st January, 1927, :to 31st December, 1936-Rs. 83 per ton 

f.o.r. Golmuri. 
(b) Price after 31st December, 1936-0r' after 31st March, 1934, if 

the protective duty of B.s. ·48 per ton is then; withdrawn or 
reduced-will be the rupee equivalent of 33 )lei' cent. of the 
average sterling. f.o.b. S. Wales export price per ton of Welsh 
Kerosene Oir Tinplates bought by Burmah Oil Company, Anglo
Persian Oil Company and/or Asiatic Petrolenm Company. 
This price to be bed quarte~ly. 
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If this method of calculation had been. in force hitherto, th.e price paid 
for steel would have been as follow~: - " , 

1921: .:1928. 11129; 1930. 1931. 1932. 
Final B, O. C, Price per Com- , 

posite ~on f.oJ>. S. Wales £ 19'!69' 19'479 19'957 19'703 15'444 16'382 

Le88 Iron-hopping and Tin-
lining , • • '895 '895 '895 '895 '895 '895 

£ 15"674 18'584 19'062 18'808 14'549 15'487 

33% is 6'294 6'133 6'290 6.J207 ·4'801 5'111 

Average :Ji:xchange • 1/5'936 1/5'991 1/5'910 1/5'820 1/5'863 1/6'118 

Rupee' Equivalent Rs. 84'219 81'814 84'288 83'096 64'504 67'703 

SayRe, 84 82 84 84 li5 68 

Tinplates,-Agreement with the Burmah Oil 00", Ltd" for 21· years 
f~om 1st January, 1927, with an option of a further 21 years, 

Quantity-The maximum output of the Golmuri works ~p to the require
ments of the Burmah Oil Co" Ltd" and/or any other Company in which 
they hold half the ordinary capitaL 
, Price-The average sterling price of Welsh Tinplates (less an allowance 
of 41d, per box for wooden cases and iron-hooping not supplied), delivered 
at whatever destinations may be required throughout India, 

This applies .to the two standard sizes of 30-gauge oil tinplates, 11k, 
18i" x 14" and 20" x 10", but if other gauges are required, an appropriate 
addition or subtraction is to be made in the price. Pending the .fixing of, 
the definitive price each year, a provisional price is charged, based on 
weekly trade paper prioos. 



STATEMENT J. 

SHEET BAR PRICE8. 

F.o.b. Freight C,i.f. r.anded Delivered 
Year. 

a.nd Duty. Landing Price, Railway Worke. £ II. d. Exch. Re, Charges Re. Charges. Ra. Freight. Re. Re. 

British-

1927 • 6 2 01 1/5'936 1'11'637 14'446 96'083 9'608 2'750 108'441 5'955 114'396 

1928 • 5 18 Ii 1/5'991 78'789 14'397 93'186 9'319 2'750 105'255 5'955 111'216 

1929 • 6 6 6i 1/5'910 84'785 14'471 99'256 9'926 2'71l0 111'932 0'955 117:887 

1930· • 6 3101 1/5'820 83'403 14'274 97'677 9'768 2'750 110'195 5'955. 116'150 

~ 1931 • 4 17 0 1/Il'863 65'443 12'882 78'325 10'403 2'828 91'c56 5'955 97'511 

1932 • 4 16 5 1/6'U8 63'859 12'699 76'558 11'962 2'844 91'364 5'955 97'319 

,.(Jontinenta.l-

1927 • 4, 10 4i 1/5'936 60'465 14'414 74'879 7'488 2'750 85'117 5'955 91'072 

1928 • 416 11i 1/5'991 64'671 14'376 79'047 7'905 2'750 89'702 5'955 95'657 

·1929 . • 5 1 4! 1/5'910 67'937 14'446 82'383 8'238 2'750 93'371 5'955 99'326 

1930 • 4 6 5 1/5'820 58'193 14'236 72'429 7'243 2'750 82'422 5'955 88'377 

,1931 • 3 7 9 1/5'863 45'513 12'852 58'3611 7'752 2'828 68'945 5'955 74'900 

1932 • 3 0 2 1/6'118 39'850 12'663 52'513 8'204 2'844 63'561 0'955 69'516 

• 



STATEMENT K. 

NVUBEBS OF EMPLOYEES. 

Covenanted and U1IoCovenanted. 

Department. 1927. 1925. l1i29. 1930. 11131. 1932. 
Oov. Unoov. Cov. Uncov. Ol>v. Unoov. Cov. Unoov. Oov. Uncov. Cov. Unoov. 

lBlIo1' Yard • 1 29 1 31 1 36 1 37 1 33 31 
'Hot MiIla • 35 825 28 791 25 848 16 855 15 824 11 785 
Millwright 159 147 136 137 124 121 
ltollTurning 1 18 20 15 12 13 13 
Shearing and Opening 2 176 2 187 2- 250 1 222 210 1 194 
.sorap Baling 67 73 86 86 73 66 
Pickling 1 85 110 1 102 1 125 1 126 122 
.Annea.Iing 2 124 2 127 2 -118 1 123 1 123 1 120 
ColdRons • . 2 91 2 90 2 83 80 1 93 1 88 ~ 
"Tinhouse • 12 311 11 317 9 331 8 366 8 374 7 352 ~ 

Warehouse 1 1.56 141 1 151 160 164 !65 
Eieotrioal • 1 107 119 104 123 119 125 
J4aintenanoe 135 135 134 III 103 97 
Machine Shop 81 77 69 SO 73 72 
'Offioe 2 83 2 94 2 87 2 82 2 79 2 81 
Stores 80 87 79 1i4 54 54 
Traffio 76 72 48 47 44 39 
Acid Plant 11 22 24 
General . 134 80 174 213 199 184 
Watch and Ward 41 .. 43 67 73 61 55 

!Medioal 9 19 20 18 18 18 
Town 143 .. 147 150 1113 139 122 ----- ------------------------

Total 60 2,930 50 2,907 45 3.0S8 31 3,168 30 3,068 23 2,928 



STATEMENT L. 

.PRODUCTION, AND NUMBERS A.ND WAGES OJ" EMPLOYEES, WITH TONNAGB PER, HEAD PER ANNUM. 

Labour-Average Nos. Average Monthly 
Wages. 

Produc-' Average 
Ye&1. tion in Tonnage Rema.x:ks. 

tons. per'head. 

Coven- Uncoven- Total. Totsl. Cost 
anted. anted. rper to!,-. 

1927 41,521 60 2,930 2,990 J,91,627 65 13'887 

1928 36,815 50 2,907 2,957 1,73,783 57 12'450 Tatas' strike, Half,time t-:l 
working for extended ~ period. 

1929 33,113 45 3,088 3,133 1,78,422 65 10'569 Strike in Tinp1&te Works. 

1930 38,482 31 3,l6S 3,199 1,74,462 54 12'029 Short timE' working 
limited demand. 

owing to 

1931 37,320 30 3,068 3/198 1,59,247 51 12'046 Short time working 
to limited demand. 

owing 

1932 42,151 23 2,928 2,951 1,62,671 46 14'284 



STATEMENT M: 

NOTB ON RBCONSTRUOTION OP CAPITAL. 

Dating from the 1st January, 1927, the Profit and Loss Sharing arrange
ment between the Company and the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., was 
abandoned, and a. new agreement. was signed, providing for a definite price 
for sheet bar, up to a maximum of 60,000 t<ms per annum, thE> price for 
an initial period to be the fixed rate of Rs. 83 per ton delivered at the 
Tinplate Works, and for the second period to bea fluctuating price depend
ent on the price· of Welsh tinplates. At the same time, a new agreement 
with the Burmah Oil Co., Ltd., was signed, providing as before for the 
full price of imported tinplates to be paid to the Tinplate Company, but 
with delivery at whatever destinations might be required instead of f.o.r. 
Shalimar as under the previous arrangement. (See Statement H.) 

The Company's Balance Sheet was then reconstructed, in order to wipe 
off accumulated losses and to reduce the book value of the Works and 
Town to figures more in accordance with their replacement cost, as follows:-

The Debenture-holders surrendered Rs. 24,90,000 Debentures, together 
with interest due to the extent of Rs. 37,71,143-6-11, and the Share. Capital 
was written down from Rs. 75,00,000 to Rs. 32,50,000, the total of these 
adjuStments being Rs. 1,05,11,143-6-11. 

As against this, the amount due by .the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
under the original sheet bar -agreement was agreed at a figurll which left 
Rs. 40,99,147-10-9 to be cancelled, and opportunity was taken to write off 
Preliminary Expenses amounting to Rs. 1,21,644-11-6. 

At the same time, the Block value of the Company's property which 
stood at ·Rs. 1,61,59,736-1-3 at the end' of 1925 was written down to a 
replacement valuation of Rs. 1,20,00,000 by means of Special Depreciation 
amounting tq Rs. 41,59,736-1-3, which is still shown as a separate deduction 
in the Company's annual accounts. As ordinary depreciation had in the 
meantime been charged on the higher valuation, the appropriate adjustment 
under this heading became Rs. 32,75,891-11-3. 

These adjustments gave a surplus of Rs. 30,14,459-5-5 to be set against 
the lOBS brought forward into the 1927 Accounts of Rs. 34,60,945-2-6, leaving 
a loss of Rs. 4,46,485-13-1 which after crediting the profit of Rs. 3,52,031-10-7 
earned in 1927 left a loss to be carried forward of Rs. 94,455-2-6 as under:-

RL L~ Rs. L~ 
T. I. S. Co. debt 

written off 40,99,147 10 9 
Special Depr&-. 

ciation 32,75,891 11 . 3 
Preliminary Ex-

penses 1,21,644 11 6 
Surplus car-

ried down 30,14,459 5 5 

1,05,11,143 611 

Debentures can-
celled 

Interest can-
celled 

Share capital 
reduced 

24,90,000 0 () 

37,71,143 6 11 

42,50,000 0 0 

1,05,11,143 6 11 

Rs. A. P. 
Surplus brought down . . • 30,14,459 5 5 

34,60,945 2 6 Loss brought forward into 1927 Accounts . 

Balance . . . 
Profit earned in 1921 

Loss carried forward 

, 
4,46,485 13 1 
3,52,030 10 7 

94;455 2 6 

NOTl!.-This loss is shown in the 1927 Accounts as Rs. 43,44,455-2-6,. the 
reduction of Rs. 42,50,000-0-0 in the Share Capital not actually taking 
place until the year 1929. 



"(2) Supplementary Statement3. 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT 1. 

'ExPBNDITUBB ON TOWN. 

Total 'Capital Expenditure on Goimuri Town 
(representing housing, electricity and water 
supply, roads, drainage and similar amenities 
for the benefit of the Company's employees) 
up to 31st December, 192B 

Written off under Reconstruction 

Additions in 1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

Furniture Sold 

Expenditure to 31st December, 1932 

Rs. 

16,75,639 
4,31,764 

12,43,775 
47,862 
1,951 

45,094 
16,668 

13,55,350 
3,604 

13,51,746' 

The above does not include the cost of Golmuri Works Hospital or the 
Company's contribution to the cost of the Golmuri Primary School, as 
under:-

Cost of Golmuri Works Hospital (building and 
furniture) up to 31st December, 1926 

Written off under Reconstruction 

Added in 1927 

Expenditure to 31st December, 1932 
Contribution to the cost of the Golmuri Primary 

School, paid in April, 1929 

Total of all the above as at 31st December 1932 

RB. 

18,610 
4,791 

13,819 
555 

14,374 

4,326 

18,700 

13,70,446 

Annual Gross Expenditure (exclusive of interest and depreciation) on 
Golmuri Town, Works Hospital and Primary School; and Annual Nett 
Expenditure after deducting rents, etc., recovered were as under over the 
six years:-

Gross. Nett. 

RB. RB. 
1921 1,02,051 22,828 
1928 1,21,052 48,926 
1929 1,30,861 71,618 
1930 1,26,513 68,161 
1931 1,18,583 57,321 
1932 1,24,957 62,519 

The above Nett Expenditure has been allocated on a percentage basis 
to General Expenses in each of the three Sections of the To~l Works Cost. 



SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT 2. 

COlllPAlUSON BftWDN PBlOES OF PBllllE8 AND PRIOES OF WASTER8 AND UNA880RTED. 

Average Price per ton Difference-
between 6 

Proportion f. 0, r, Worka. Diff Oolumn 8 and 0 being 
Year. Total Wastera erenCQ multiplied 

Gauge, Salee, and U/B. of Wasters between by Retumon 
4 to 3, Primes, & UjS, 6 and 7, oolum.5, grand 

total 
production, 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ToIlBo ToIlBo Per cent, Ra, Ra, Re, 'Ra, Re, 
t.:l.-
If'oo' 

1027 All 41,552 8,969 2l'59 338'080 328'426 9'654 2'084 335'996 c,n".. 

1928 .. 37,061 7,641 20'62 318'411 299'357 19'054 3'929 314'482 

1929 .. 32,892 6,27!l 19'07 325'4,97 286'409 39'088 7'454 318'043 

1030 .. 38,326 7,771 20'28 323'721 281'598 42'123 8'543 315-178 

1931 .. 37,147 6,422 17'29 275'261 252'9!l2 22'319 3'859 271'402 

1932 41,834 9,252 22'12 2d8'395 251'569 36'826 8'146 280'2!l9. 

NOTE,-The figures in Column 19 are the Grand Totals in Statement ~, 
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT 3. 

NETT FRDIGHT DISADVANTAGE, 1932. 

Freight Disadvantage. 

Destination. Ton. Per ton. Total. 

Rs. 'Rs. 

Agra 600 Cr. 20'98 Cr. 12,588 

Delhi 370 24'89 9,2,09 

Cawnpore 17 16'60 282 

Lahore 50 6'88 344 

1,037 Cr. 21-623 Cr. 22,423 

Coconada 757 1·825 1,382 

l'insukia 5,064 8'S09 44,609 

Budge Budge 11,186 10·426 1,16,625 

Madras 1,879 11-754 22,086 

Bombay 9,983 15'574 1,55,475 

Cochin 2,018 22·357 45,116 

Chittagong 1,831 24'074 44,079 

Rangoon 4,348 25'034 1,08,848 

Karachi 2,796 . 37-175 1,03,941 

Marmagoa 935 83'186* 77,779 

Total • 41,834 16'673 6,97,517 

Average Disadvantage Rs. 16'673 or, say, Rs. 17 per ton. 

N.B.-A reference to Statements Band E will show that the average 
Freight Disadvantage on sales under the B. O. C. Agreement was Rs. 18 
per ton in 1932 and Rs. 20 per ton over the whole period. 

• Including amount of British Indian import duty of Rs. 60 per ton not 
realisable on sales to Marmagoa. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT 4. 

FOREIGN COl\lPETITION. 

Supplementary data-Ref. page 8 of Repl·ese'ltta.tion. 

The likely sources of competition other than from Wales are---' 
(a) Japan, 
(b) The United States of America, 
(c) Continental' Europe, notably Germany and Italy, and possibly 

Belgium. 
(a) So far as we are aware, no Japanese tinplates have hitherto entered 

India, but if Japan starts to export tinplates, she is likely-if the example 
of other industries is any guide-to be able to land them in India at 
prices far below those of other countries. . . 

(b) The price of American tinplates landed in India is usually higher 
than that of Welsh tinplates, and the danger from this direction lies 
primarily i.n depreciated exchanges. 

In June of this year American tinpllites were offered c.i.f. Indian ports 
at about $4·10 and $5'60 per box of Sides and Ends respectively, which 
at the then ruling exchange rate of Rs. 325 per $100 brought the landed 
price per composite ton to Rs. 272, as compared with Rs. 267 for Welsh 
tinplates. 

To-day, however, American tinplates can be bought c.i.£. at $4·50 ana 
$6·15 per box of Sides and Ends respectively, which at an exchange rate 
of Rs. 260 p~r $100 brings the landed price per composite ton to Rs. 239, 
as compared with the current Welsh price of Rs. 272. 

To protect the Indian market against this competitiol)., a differential 
duty of Rs. 33 per ton is required over and above whatever rate of duty 
is fixed for Welsh plates. 

(c) The competition from Continental Europe is at present mainly from 
Germany, although ·Italian tinplates are trying to find a market 1ll this 
country and it is not unlikely that, in the future, competition may be 
felt from Belgium, where th~re are Sheet Mills capable of turning out very 
thin gauge sheets, and where tinplates could presumably also be manu
factured without difficulty. 

As regards prices, German tinplates were bought in Bombay in August 
at 198. per box of Sides and 238. per box of Ends c.i.f. Bombay as against 
the Welsh price of 198. lld. and 278. 9d. respectively. 'I.'his brings the 
landed cost of German tin plates to Rs. 250 as compared with Rs. 271 
for Welsh tinplates, or a difference of Rs. 21 per ton. 

There is reason to apprehend, however, that German Works are able 
to quote lowel" thall this in order to get business. The export price of 
Continental sheet bar is £2-8-() gold or £3-13-9 sterling per ton, i.e., about 
Rs. 49, as compared with our estima~ed price of Rs. 68 Pill' ton, and 
assuming a consumption of Ii tons of steel per ton of ·tipplate, the German 
Works have an advantage over us of Rs. 25 per ton. . 

These figures hold good of course only on the assumption that Germany 
remains on the gold standard. Should she abandon it, her manufacturing 
costs in terms of sterling will automatically be reduced by about one-third. 
except perhaps in respect of tin, so that German prices c.i.f. India may 
be expected to faU from the present figure of Rs. 250. per ton to as low 
as Rs. 190 per ton, IlecessitatiIig a total differential duty in the neighbour
hood of Rs. 80 per ton. 

In all the circumstances, and inasmuch as the imposition of even a 
prohibitive differential duty will not affect any established import trade, 
we ask tbe Tariff Board to recommend that a differential duty of Rs. 33 
per ton be imposed on non-British tin plates forthwith,. and that Govern
ment should be empowered, whenever necessary to meet any further falls 
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111 price and without an enquiry by the Tariff Board, to increase the duty 
by an amount which should not necessarily be limited to the extent of 
the actuaL. price reduction. 

NOTE.-We shall be obliged if you will bring to the notice of the Board 
the particulars contained in an 'article entitled "The Tinplate Trade, in 
1933" in the Annual Review Number of "The Iron & Coal Trades Review'" 
dated 26th January, 1934, pages 158 and 159, with regard to the progress 
of the tinplate industry in Japan, of which we enclose an extract for 
ready reference. 

When we submitted statement 4 we were n~ in possession of accurate 
data with regard to Japanese tinplate factories and their production, but 
the informatIOn contained in thls article goes to show that the export 
of tinplate from Japan in the near future is a very real possibility, and, 
as' we mentioned in Statement 4, it is likely that Japan, could export at 
prices considerably below those ruling for Welsh tinplate. 

We also enclose an extract from the same article regarding the growth 
in the production and export of Italian, German and French tinplate, and 
the competition met with during 1933 from these sources and from America. 

Extract from article on "The Tinplate Trade in 1933'" published in "The 
Iron and Coal Trades Review" Annual Review Number, pages 158 
and 159. . 

_ Japan.-The Japanese market is one of those which are gradually 
being closed to imported steel either from this country or elsewhere, and 
perhaps Japan has advanced further in this direction 'than any of our 
overseas customers. The country is rapidly becoming self-supporting in the 
matter of iron and steel products, and alllong them must be reckoned 
tinplates. The Seitetsusho steelworks at Horagaoka, Japan, has been pro
ducing tinplates for some time, and it will be noted that imports from 
Great Britain in 1\)33 amounted to only 23,165 tons as against 38,324 tons 
in 1932. MOl'eover, extensions of plant are in hand. The, Seitetsusho, 
being unable to meet the demand during the past year, decided to put 
down another tinplate mill, and this is expected to be completed by about 
October, 1934, although a number of stands may be put into operation 
early in the year. A tinplate mill at the Kawashima works is also being 
built, and is expected to be in operation in May. It is, however, said to 
be doubtful if these mills will be sufficient to meet the increasing demands 
for tinplates, but developlUents must inevitably reduce imports to a com
paratively low level. In time there appears to be a possibility of Japan 
not only satisfying hel." own requirements, but of dominating the Chinese 
market which is at her door. China, however, so far is still an important 
customer for British tin plates, exports to that' country, including Hang 
Kong, being 34,926 tons in 1933, and only slightly lower than the previous 
year, which was some 8,000 tons greater than exports to China in 1929, 
generally regarded as a good year. 

Foreign competiUon abroad.-A'remarkable feature of the tinplate in
dustry abroad in the past year has been tha extraordinary growth in both 
}lroduction and exports of Italy, Germany and, to a lesser extent, France. 
1\Ioreover, the increased output was occasioned principally by the much 
larger quantities of tinplates exported; thus British manufacturers have 
had to fa('.El much keener competition in foreign markets. Tables IV) and V, 
giving production and exports of the various countries, the figures for 
1933 being estimated, speak for themselves. Germany has been the most 
serious competitor, but the United States of America began to compete 
strongly towards the end of the yellr, when the exchange value of the dollar 
fell, and with it the price of American tiup\ates in terms of foreign cur
rencies. In October American exports jumped to over 15,000 tons from 
; 4lJO wns in September, lind cOlllpared with 3,659 tons in the month of 
October, 1932. Total expOl"ts for the year were approximately double those 
for 1932. As already indicated eSl'orts were largely to South America and 



the FaIl East. Regarding Germany, tinpla~ production dudng i933 under
went an increase of about 48 per cent., while exports were greater by 
over 50 per oent., the principal markets outside Europe being South America 
and Japan, though the latter, for reasons already mentioned, is becoming 
less important owing to the increase in tinplate output from Japanese 
works-. Tinplate output in France increased by about 57 per cent. in 1933 
as compared with 1932, while exports were a~out 20 per cent. greater. 

TABLE IV.-Production of Tinplates and Terne Plates in Principa~ Producing 
" Oountries (Long tons). 

Great Britain. United States. Germany. France. 

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 

1927 749,800 1,688,449 126,300 52,000 
1928 816,500 1,839,205 133,600 78,720 
1929 ••. 879,800 1,968,280 141,700 84,200 
1930 814,400 1,763,443 124,500 88,200 
1931 717,400 1,458,943 146,600 82,820 
1932 745,500 1,032,507 138,800 70,800 
1933· 767,200-- 1,745,000 205,000 110,000 

* Estimated. 

TABLE V.-Ezports 0/ Tinplates and Terne Plates from Principal Producing' 
OO'/llll,tries (Long tons). 

Great Britain. United States. Germany. France. 

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 
1927 532,429 253,888 29,100 28,460 
1928 527,257 249,642 34,230 23,200 
1929 463,688 258,965 29,580 29,830 
1930 504,112 216,517 36,690 24,950 
1931 396,436 84,433 65,940 33,770 
1932 458,672 39,603 80,450 29,780 
1933 453,294 75,000* 120,000· 37,000· 

• Estimated. 
t Includes a small proportion of galvanised, lead and other coated plates. 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMEN:T 5. 

WELSH MANUFAOTURING CoSTS. 
Selling SurpJua Cost PriOO:per ten. Price of Cost of Year. TinpJates above 

Tin. Steel. per bos. Tin.· SteeJ·t Metal. 

£ ! 8. tI. 8. tI. <8. tI. B. tI. B. d. 

1926 290 6 3 0 20 0 4 6 7 5 8 1 
1927 289 6 2 0 19 9i 4 5! 7 41 711i 
1928 227 518 Ii 19 3 3 6 7 Ii 8 71 
1929 204 6 6 61 19 61 3 2 7 71 8 9 
1930 142 6 310 1810! 2 21 7 51 9 2! 
1931 118 4 17 5 15 31 1 10 5 lOl 7 61 
1932 140 416 5 1511 2 2 5 91 7 111 
1933-· 

August 215 415 0 17 3 3 31 5 8! 8 21 
September 217 416 0 16 9 3 5 5 91 7 71 
Octob,,~- 227 4 19 5 17 01 3 6 6 0 7 61 

• At 36 lbs. per ton of tinplate, equals 1·736 lbe. per box of 108 lbs. 
t At Ii tons of steel per ton of tinplate. 



SUPPLEMENTARY S'l'ATEMENT 6. 

DETAILS OF CHAUGE FOR DEPUEClATION, 1932. 

Particulars. 

Work_ 
Machinery and Plant 
Broad Gauge Tracks 
N arrow Gauge Tracks 
RoHing Stock 
Plant and Small Tools 
Water Supply Installation 
Yard Lighting Installation 
Furniture and Instruments 
Telephones 

Acid Manufacturing Plant 

Buildings 
Preparation of Site 
Sewers and Drains 
Tank, Reservoir and Dam 
Roads 

Acid Plant Building 

Motor Lorry and Cars-
Already written down to Re. 1 
Balance 

Town
Bungalows 
Quarters 
Roads 
Sewers and Drains 

Electrical Equipment in Bungalows 
Furniture 
Lighting Installation 
Water Supply Installation 
Tools 

'fotal of Works and Town 

Total Depreciation 

Depreciation. 
Value. 

Rate. Amount. 
Rs. 

69,29,645 
2,67,654 

~ 3,425 
1,44,266 

54,229 
69,148 

3,760 
28,127 
19,964 

75,20,218 

1,34,692 

35,86,861 
1,40,402 

84,737 
26,759 
6,695 

8% 

14% 

38,45,454. 2l% 

1,76,742 6% 

40,452 
8,654 nom. 

49,106 

6,06,015 
4,19,123 

63,901 
86,130 

11,75,169 2!% 

56,105 
85,344 
20,352 
13,662 

1,114 

1,76,577 8% 

1,30,77,958, 

Rs. 

6,01,618 

18,857 

96,136 

10,605 

771 

29,379 

14,126 

7,71,492 
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT 7. 

SALES OUTSIDE BRITISH INDIA. 

In the footnote to our Supplementary Statement 3 it was remarked that 
the British Indi.an Import Duty is not realisable on 'sales to Marmagoa, in 
Portuguese IndIa. The same applies to Karaikkal, in French India, at 
both of which stations there are oil installations making up tinplates into 
kerosene tins for import into British India. 

By reason of there being no import duty on tinplates entering these 
terc.itories, Indian tinplate must either be offered at prices less by the 
amount of H.e Indian Import Duty, or the orders are lost to Iridia and 
go to Wales or other supplier~. 

A British Indian customs duty is levied on all tins coming in from 
French and Portuguese India, and if the Government of India would consent 
to free from this duty tins made .from Indian tinplate, this would open 
the way to the exclusive use of· Indian tinplates by the oil installations 
in Karaikkal and Marmagoa.* The Company has twice applied to the 
Government of India for action on these lines, but without success, and we 
request the Tariff Board to urge this on Government when framing their 
pI eRent proposals. 

The objection raised by the Government of India when refusing tbe 
Company's applications was the difficulty of differentiating between tins 
manufactured from Indian made tinplate and those manufactured from 
illiported tinplate, but it would scem that this could be overcome by the 
oil companies furnishing certificates of the quantities of Golmuri tinplate 
consumed at Marmagoa and Karaikkal respe<l!;ively, of the number of tins 
manufactured from them and of the quantity consumed in French and 
Portuguese territory, the balance. representing the tins re-imported into 
British India. It is understood that from 75 per cent. to 90 per cent. 
of the tinplate consumed at Karaikkal and Marmagoa is eventually im
ported into British India in the form of tins. 

There are, we believe, reDresentntivps of the British Indian Customs 
service stationed at the installations at Marmagoa for the purpose of certi
fying the tinned oil entering British India as being the same as that imported 
in bulk from Burma, and there would appear to be no insuperable difficulty 
against instituting a similar routine for identifying the tinplate. . 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT 8. 

NOTE ON THE NATIONAL PETROLEUM CO.'8 LETTER DATED 19TH DECEMBER, 1933, 
TO THE TARIFF BOARD. 

Para. S.-We supply Prime tinplates to the Socony-Vacuum Corporation 
and the Indo-Burma Petroleum Co. and are prepared to supply to the 
National Petroleum Co. also. 

Para . .6.-We first learned of the National Petroleum Co. through their 
purchases of our Waster tinplates in the Bombay Bazar. Early in 1933 the 
quantity of Wasters that we had available for Bombay became insufficient 
for the bazar trade and the increasing requirements of the National Petro
leum Co., and we quoted them direct in May, 1933, for Prime tinplates. 
They, howevet;, placed an order at a lower rate for German tinplates. 

As the G;rman plates were not shipped in time to prevent their running 
out of stock, the National Petroleum Co. referred to us again in June, 

• Tj.e Socony-Vacuum COrporation have an Oil Installation at Karaikkal, 
in French India, and both the:v and the Burmah-ShellOil Storage & 
Distributing Company of India, Ltd., have installations at Marmagoa. 

The Board will have noted that. under our agreement with the Burmah 
Oil COmpany, Ltd., we have actually been supplying the requirements_ of 
the Burmah-Shell Company at Marmagoa. We are not, however, supplyil\l1j 
the Socony-Vac~utII Corporation at either Marmagoa or Karaikkal. 
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when we assisted them by supplying at short notice 2,000 boxes of Primes 
for their immediate needs. At the same time their further requirements 
were cov:ered by ·their purchasing from us 11,000 boxes of Unassorted tin
plates for delivery in Bombay o"l'erthe six months July {December 1933 a 
portion of which we have at their request diverted to Calcutta fo'; deliv~ry 
in January, 1934, as they were unable to take the whole quantity in due 
time in Bombay. ' 

The Board will remember that in 'order to keep our' Works in full 
operati<Ul in 1932 we had undertaken the manufacture of black and 11:11,1-
vanized sheets, and when tinplate demand improved progressively during 
1933 we had 'orne difficulty in meeting all demands until the outstanding 
sheet orders we\'~ completed and this branch, of manufacture dropped. We 
could t\erefore only fulfil the National Petroleum Co.'s requirements of 
11,000 0. "es bv "'mplying them with Un assorted tinplates, i.e., 80{85 per 
cent. Primes plus the 15/20 per cent. of Waster arising in manufacture. 

We are willing and indeed anxious to obtain the National Petroleum 
Co.'s futl1re orders in either Prime or Unassorted Quality at reasonable 
rates and bave been in touch with them with this in view for the past 
two months. 

Para. 5.-As the Board are aware. the Tinplate Company is only able 
to compete with tinplates imnorted from Wales by the assistance of the 
import duty, and the Indian Company must necessarily sell its production 
at prices competitive with imported tinplates, whether British or non-British. 

Para. 6.-The National Petroleum Co.'s estimate of requirements is 
. higher than their past consumption would appear to warrant. 

Para. 7.-The !lrotection afforded' to the Indian Company being based on 
the imported mi(,e of British tinplate, it is dear that. if non-British tin
plate is. nermitted to enter India at prices below British. the Indian Com
pany will not enjov the intended measure of protection. Gilrman and 
American Quotations bave already affected the prices at which we have 
been able to Ren to the Socony-Vacuum Corporation and to the bazar, and 
the Board will be interested to learn that. whereas in our Statement 0 
we estimated American prices c.i.f. India at Rs. 239 per ton, the internal 
Ameri('an price being then $4'65 per base box, we have recently met with 
American competition at Rs. 246 per ton c.i.f. India for forward delivery. 
in spite of an increase in the internal base price for the first quarter of 
1934 to $5'25. 

(3) Letter No. T. P. 6929/1,3, dated the 16th March, 1994, from the Tinplate 
, Oompa'IIIJI of India, Ltd. . 

At the enquiry of the 13th December, the President asked us to considel' 
whether. if the duty on Welsh tinplate were reduced below Rs. 48 per ton. 
but a differential duty on other tinplate were imposed so as to make the 
total duty Rs. 48 per ton or over, the price for steel payable by us under 
our Agreement with the Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited, would 
continue to be Rs. 83 per ton until the 31st December, 1936, or be 33 per 
cent. of the f.o.b. price per ton of Welsh Kerosene Oil tinplates. 

While there may 'be a difference of opinion as to the iderpretation of 
the clause in question, our opinion is strongly that the intention was that 
the 33 per cent. basis should come into force if the duty on Welsh tinplates 
was reduced. 

The Tab Tron lind Steel Company Limited, however, hllve informed us 
that they consider that we should be bound to continue paying at the rate 
of Rs. 83 per ton until 31st December" 1936. If so, the saving on steel 
estimated on page 5 of our Representation at Rs. 20 per ton of tinplates 
would not take effect until after that date, and we request the BOllrd to 
f!lk~ this into consideratiQn when framin~ their r!)commendations, ..' 
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The Metal Box Co., Ltd .. London. 

LetteT No. B. B./J. M., dated the 6th MaTch, 1988, to the Sec-retaTY, Depart
ment -0/ CommeTce 0/ the GoveTnment 0/ India, New Delhi. 

This Company has decided to establish a factory in India for the prO. 
duction a.nd distribution of tin boxes and cans. 

In the commencement, it is our intention to perform the most difficult 
operations in our English factories, and to ship the parts to India for 
assembly there. We are prepared to go a step further, if the conditions 
necessary for such a further step can be secured. 

This would mean that we should equip the Indian factory for the com
plete manufacture of containers, including the lacquering and lithographing. 
Such a complete modern factory should be of considerable advantage to the 
development of employment and industry throughout India. The availability 
of tinplate containers that are well made, attractive and cheap, will enable 
Indian producers to pack many of their commodities more satisfactorily 
than before; to distribute them over wider areas, with maximum protection 
for the goods; and to increase the sales because of the attractive appearance 
of the container. 

On the side of our business which deals with the snpply of cans for can
ning, we have been co-operating with the Empire Canning Council, and 
have already assisted in the establishment of several new food canning con
cerns in tropical and semi-tropical 'parts of the Empire. 

We believe that there are great possibilities in India for the canning 
of fruit and other perishable food stuffs that India can produce. 

Such a development for the benefit of Indian agriculture will depend 
to a greater extent than may at first be appreciated on the availability of 
the right type of container at prices competitive with America, Australia, 
South Africa, Japan and other countries ·that ha.ve developed large canning 
enterprises for their agricultural production. 

Experience in America and in this country has shown the important 
part that the can maker should and does play in the development of the 
canning industry. We enclose a booklet which will indicate some of the 
developments that have taken place in Great Britain during the past five 
years. 

There is, "however, a serious difficulty that has to be overcome before we 
can venture on such a programme, or proceed to the complete full-scale 
manufacture of c.ontainers in India. This difficulty is connected with thE' 
supplies of special sizes and qualities of tinplate. 

The type of modern machinery with which it would be necessary for us 
to equip our factory, so that the containers shall be comparable in quality 
and price with those from other countries, cannot be operated unless the 
tinplate fulfils certain very exacting requirements. It is inevitable that 
for BOrne time we should be compelled to obtain these essential supplies from 
South Wales. 

To substantiate this statement, we would inform you that we have con
siderable difficulty in obtaining satisfactory supplies even from South Wales. 
Out of the 70 iinplate Works in South Wales to-day, only a very small 
numbE'r are able to supply our Company with the quality of tinpla~ w~ich 
is essential and even in respect of these few Works, we have to mamtam a 
('onstant a~d ever closer collaboration. 

In these circumstances, we respectfully snmbit for the consideration of 
the Government of India the necessity for allowing us to imoort snch types 
of tinplate" either free of dnty, or at lE'ast on a substantially revised basis. 
If the pre.:ent high tariff on tinplate is ('ontinned, it wonld mo,t probably 
render it impracticable for us to embark upon onr scheme of ('omplete mal!~-
facture in Inqia: .. - . 
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We respectfully submit that our request is bW!ed upon sound technical 
grounds, and that it would be of great advantage to the agriculture and 
trade of India if this exemption from the high duty on tinplate were granted 
to us. 

As we are anxious to proceed with our plans as promptly as possible, we 
should be grateful for your early reply to this letter. 

Welsh Plate and Sheet Manufacturers' A~sociation, London. 
(1) Letter dated the 1st November, 1933. 

I beg to enclose· herewith a representation to the Indian Tariff Board 
on behalf of the Welsh Plate and Sheet Manufacturers' Association.' 'fhis 
representation relates to the application of the Tinplate Company of India 
Limited for a continuance of protection for their tinplate works in India. 

We beg to record our appreciation of the courtesy of the Indian Tariff 
Board in forwarding a copy ot the application to us, and for the opportunity 
to base our representation upon the facts contained in that application. 

In view of the limitation of the request of the Tinplate Compsny of 
India Limited to what is approximately the revenue tariff, the Welsh 
Manufacturers do not consider that they can usefully oppose the application, 
and that there is not sufficient justification for them to' send a personal 
representative to India to give oral evidence before the Board. 

The Welsh Manufacturers in their representation call attention to thE 
importance of" differential duties, and they urge upon the Tariff Board the 
necessity for dealing with that aspect of the application of the Tinplate 
Company of India. Twelve copies of our representation are sent herewith 
by Air Mail, but in case of accident twelve further eopies have bE'E'n dE's
patched by the ordinary mail. 

Enclosure. 
Repre.lentaf.ions dated the 3rd November, 1993, 'node on behalf of the Welsh 

Plate and Sheet lIIantLlacturers' Association relating to tile application 
of till'. Tinplate Company of1ndia, Ltd., 101' a conti'lillamre 01 protection 
for th e Tinplate Indllstl·y. 

(For convenience, the Welsh Plate and Sheet Manufacturers' A!<Socia,tion will 
be referred to herein as "the Association," and the Tinplate Company 
of India, Ltd., will be referred to as "the Indian Company," and the 
Indian Tariff Board as "the Board.") 

1. The Association records its appreciation of the arrangements mad/l by 
the Board for time and opportunity to study the application of the Indian 
Company, and to submit a representation relating thereto. 

2. The Association begs to call the attention of the Board to eertain 
statements in the application of the Indian Company and the pages referrE'd 
to are the l>age~ as numbered in that application, and the "Statements" 
referred to are as distinguished by letters in that application. 

3. StatE'ment F Sf'ts forth for each year from 1927 the tinplate consump. 
tion in India. The figures shew tha.t the consumption decreased from 66,66.~ 
tons in the year 1927-28 to 45,970 tons in the year 1932-33. 'l'he imports 
from the United Kingdom for the same pE'riod fell from 16.407 tons to 
6.887 tons. That decrease in consumption may be due in the main to general 
world conditions in trade and finance. It is, however, important to take 
note in this connection of the fact that the developmE'nt of consumption for" 
purposes other than oil distribution has been most disappointing. It was 
hopE'd that local interest in the establishmE'nt of a tinplate industry in 
India wonld have stimulatrd canning and distributive drvelopments in India. 
Having regard to the grE'at variety of products in India. and its vast con
suming public, it is astonishing that so little has bE'E'n done comnared with 
other countril's in the Orient as well as in the rest of the world. Indian 
Agriculture in particular would benefit enormouslv from an extended use 
(If 'tinrlate for preserying and distributing various foods an~ Qt1J~r {lroducts, 
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In view of the above it is most desirable that tinplates of suitable qualities 
for modern canning operations should be available at reasonable priccs 
comparable' with those in other countries. 

4. The Association observes that the Indian Company does not press for 
a duty much in excess of the Revenue Duty. In view of that limit~d 
request, the Association does not desire to contest the claims of the Indian 
Company as set forth in their application. 

5. The Association does, however, call the special a.tte"ntion of the Board 
to paragraph 1, page 8, dealing with foreign competition. 

The situation is much more definite and serious than would be gathered' 
from the wording of that paragraph. 

Up to the year 1931, the exports of tinplates from Germany were> mainly 
confined to a few EuroDean countries which ~fforded advantages in freight. 
etc.. but the German Steel combined have adopted a system of substantial 
subsidies to encourage the export of tinplatE>!!.. For example, in the month 
of August. ]933, the German price of sheet bars for home consumption was 
£5=1 gold. but for export trade the price was £2=8 gold. 

This policy of subsidising the tinplate export trade has resulted in sales 
of German tinplates all over the world. At first the sales were in small 
Qnantities. but the tonnage rapidly increased. In the first eillht· months 
(Januarv-August) the German exportR have been 23.103 tons in 1930.38.238 
tonR in 1931. 49.166 tons in 1932, and 79.:144 tons if' 1933. Certain quantities 
of German tinplatE>!! have been imported into India rArently. and there is 
a definite, nrobability that. as has been the case in other count.rie.. tbose 
quantities will increase. especially if there is ... reviv ... l of demand. AnotheT 
nAW fartar has be.m the entry into the world'. tinplate markets sine.('l 1931 
of an Italian works that nseR bars imported from cOTltinAnbl countries a.t, 
the subsidised export, priee. In t.he fir.t six months t.he It'tIian "xports of 
t.inTllatp~ were: 1.388 tons in 1931. 2.3R9 tons in 19~2. aTld ]2.BB!i tons in 
193.3. Quantities of these Italian tin plates have also been imported recently 
into Tndia. 

There is also a nossibiIit.y of lower prices comTletition from the TTnitp.d 
St ... tes of "merica if the inflation of the dollar leads to a lowered exchange 
value for her export trade. 

Tn view of the a.hove fact,~ there is I>Stablished t.ne neees"ity for suhgtan
ti"l Ilifferenti"l duties if the Tloliev of the 'Board is to be surC6ssful in 
"Wordin!!' to the Innian Company the protectioTO renuired to maintain the 
" fail' selling price" that may be fixed by the Board. 

The Boun is in a position to estimate within a tel/.onab]", marll'n the 
nrohah]e sellin~ price of Wel.h tinnl ... te.: over " nerind. aTl;! t.he Tndian 
Clompanv tacitlv admit .. that in re.~nect of compptit'on ~om Wplsh ImTOort.~ 
t.he rpvenne nutv should be Ruflirient to R .. fe'W"rd the" fair .seJ1in~".nric",." 
It. i. known to them th~t. t.heTe ,. a tariff of 3lH ner cent. acrain"t. ilJ'Dort~ 
ot sheet hars into th" United Kinl!nom. and ther" i. no prmroect of ... ny 
Rubstallti .. l renuction in t·he price of b~'''R tfl the Welsh tinplate manufac-
turers below the price of bars to the Indian Company. . 

Tb .. A."oc-iation SU~llests therefore tb •. t tinnlateR from the United 1.'ine:
nom shfluld be 1I11bi .. ct to th", Fevenne Duty, bl't. that impnrt.~ of tinplat .. s 
from other d .. ~inatioT\s should be sl1biPci +.0 a differential dut.v eorrps1)ond
ing to the difference between the sl1bsinisPd nrica for baTA of £9. R.~. Od. per 
ton, and the price taken in the cost calculations of the Indian Company. 

(2) Letter dated the 9th NO'/Jp-mber, 1939. from the Welsh Plate"aM Sheet 
Manufacturers' Association. . 

WHh further reference to representation made to the T ... riff BOIJ.rdon 
behalf of th .. W .. l.h P!pt .. 'lnd She"t Mall11fatcurers' Association, we beg to 
submit the following additional information:- . 

(1) In order that the Tariff Board may have imDartial confirmation 
of the statement maqe in the representatillll that the continental 

STl;J;;Ir-JIl S 
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cartel price for sheet bars for export was £2-8 per ton we 
forwar~ her~witha. copy o£ L'Usine BeIge dated September' 6tb., 
1933, on whlCh we have ma.rked the item for the price of sheet 
bars for export purposes.' 

(2) It may be desirable to point out that owing to the manner in 
which the recent competition of German tinplate exporters has 
been conducted it is not possible ·to quote their selling price 
without; creating a misleading impression. Our experience is 
that there is no independent fixed price at which German tin
plates are sold for export. The pr,actice that has been adopted 
is to folloW the price of the Welsh makers in the various markets, 
and to make a reduced offer- sufficient to take the business. 
By such methods business has been taken in many countries 
irrespective of the operations of the Exchanges. That means 
that in countries on the gold standard, or at parity with sterl
ing, or at a premium or discount to sterling, business is taken 
from the welsh makers by the method of following their price 
and making such offers below that price as are necsesary to 
take the business. 

The Tariff Board can appreciate from this explanation that even if Welsh 
prices declined from their present figure, as is suggested by the Tinpla·te 
Company of India in their application, then if the present methods are 
continued the German competitors will still export to India at prices sub
stantially -below the estimated fair selling price that the Tariff Board may 
rely upon in their calculations. 

A further point of interest in this connection is the fact that the 
American tinplate exporters will be allowed under the new American Steel 
Code to sell tinplates for export at 1 (one) dolla;r per basis box below the 
price fixed for internal sales. It appears to be clear that such subsidised 
sales must be provided against by a substantial differential duty if the fair 
selling price estimated by the Tariff Board is to have a reasonable chance 
of being maintained. 

The National Petroleum Co., Bombay. 

Letter No. 2.1,565, dated the 19th December, 1933. 

:We beg to address you with regard to an article recently published in the 
"Statesman" on the subject of revisions made to you by Messrs. Shaw 
Wallace & Co., Managing Agents of the Tinplate Company of India Limited 
for, a. differential duty of Rs. 33 per ton on non-British tinplates. With 
regard ·to this, we would remark as under:-

(1) It is 2 years since we entered into Kerosene Oil market in Bombay 
and we will, build our installation inCalc~tta by 15th of January. 

(2) Burmah Shell and Standard -Oil Co., make their tins of prim!) quality 
plates .. 

. (3) The control of the Tinplate Company of India, Ltd .• is in the hands 
of Burmah Oil Co., who hold 51 per cent. of the shares and the Managing 
Agents are not allowed to supply prime quality plates to other purchasers. 
They will, however, supply 3rd quality plates known as "Wasters". this 
only through their agent~ in Bombay M./S. Adamji Lukhmanji who are 
the agents for .Burmah Shell. For some time we purchased through this 
medium, but we could never get regular supplies and often our Factory wa~ 
closed on this account. Further, as a result of using these inferior plates 
our tins commanded II. price one anna. less than those of competitors. which 
caused· us considerable loss. 

(4) For some time we purchased through the Managing Agents dire('t 
and they refused to supply' with all demands saying that tht>y will not be 
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able to make extra supplies. Even they will only supply us ~d q~ality 
plates known 'as unassorted. 

, . (5) English manufacturers of tinplates have formed a syndicate and their 
prices are on so high a basis as to make it impossible for them to compete 
with the Tinplate Company of India Limited. ' 

(6) These sources of supply both being cut off, we were forced to buy 
German plates and we got an excellent quality of tinplates and since the 
inception of this method, we have had no difficulty. Our demand is some
thing like 6000 cases monthly and when our Calcutta Installation iJ3 in its 
full swing, we may require something like 15,000 cases in all. 

(7) Any differential duty imposed on non-British tinplates will only 
therefore operate in favour of Burmah Shell and will seriously injure and 
damage our business. 

We shall esteem it a favour if bearing this in mind your Board will 
refrain from the imposition of such differential duty which would amount to 
preferential duty in favour of foreign oil companies. 

The facts that Tinplate Company of India Ltd., is not in a position to 
meet our demands should be ample to ensure our request. 

Requesting your favourable consideration. 

The Indian Merchant's Chamber, Bombay. 
Letter No. 393, dated the 19th February, 193-'. 

The attention of the Committee of this Chamber has been drawn to the 
plea put forward by the Tin Plate Company of India' before the Tariff 
Board for an increased, duty on nOf!.-British tin plates, and I am directed 
to place before the Board their observations in this connection as under: 

My Committee have received complaints that if the proposed increased 
duty on non-British tin plates is levied as suggested by the Tin Plate Co., 
the Bame would result in a serious handicap to small concerns recently 
started in the country, which are using these articles for installation 
purposes in their factories, because they would have to pay higher price for 
Continental tin plates of prime quality. My Committee are further in
formed that the Managing Agents of the Tin Plate Co.. are generally not 
in a position to supply all the requirements of these small concerns and 
even when they could the supplies are of second quality plates only. The 
Tariff Board will no doubt observe from this that any increase in duty on 
non-British tin plates would affeet the development of small industri~s in 
the country. My Committee are further informed that as the controlling 
interest in the Tin Plate Co., is with the Burma Oil Company, complaints 
hsve arisen that trading rivals (mostly Indian firms) for the distribution· of 
oil, petrol, etc., are sometimes penalised and handicapped in their operation 
by the policy of the Tin Plate Co., regarding the supplies of, their products 
to such concerns. My Committee are, therefore, strongly opposed to any 
such increase in the duty. They hope that the Board will not countenance 
the suggestion of the Tin Plate Co., ill this regard. 

The Buyers and Shippers Chamber, Karachi. 
Lette'l' No. G. C. 36/590, dated the !!nd March. IPS:". 

My Committee understand that Messrs. The Tin Plate Compliony of India, 
Ltd. have approlloChed the Ta.riff Board with a view to their recommendine: 
incr~ase in duty on the imports of non-British Tin Plates into .India. If 
this information is correct mv Committee strongly oppose the Tariff Board's 
entertaining any such proposal. In support of their this view, I have been 
directed t~, write tel you as under: 

82 
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The Tin Plate Compa~y of India, Ltd., is not an independent industry 
working freely like any other enterprise, but is controlled by certain Oil 
Companies who direct its operations solely in their own interests and for 
their own benefits. The Management of the Company' -does not pay atten
tion to the outside trade of this Company; nor are they mindful of thl'l 
conveniences and requirements of persons and firms who need Tin Plates 
for their business. . 

The capacity of the Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd., is very restricted. 
It is unable to accept orders freely or even to an appreciable extent frpm 
parties other than those who have ultimately the guiding voice in its opera
tions. Business of all those who use Tin Plates for manufacturinl!: process 
has already suffered and will be still worse if the request of this Company 
for enhanced protection against non-British Tin plates is accepted. 

The Oil Companies which control the Tin Plate 00., of India, Ltd., make 
improper use of the powers possessed by them and so carry on its work as 
to make the business of their competitors (who are mostly Indian firms 
importing foreign oil, recently established in the country) difficult. if not 
impossible. My Committee feel that a sheltered industry has no right to 
protection-let alone increased protection-if it. fails to perform its functions 
impartially. 

Several merchants of this place have approached the Tin Plate Company 
of India, Ltd., on a number of occasions asking to be supplied with its 
products. But on one excuse or the other orders have not been complied 
with since July last, and would not be supplied. as we are informed till the 
end of the curent year, which means that· for this period of 18 months the 

. merchants will not be supplied with the products of the .Tin Plate Company 
of India, Ltd. In support of this connection, I am directed to send copies 
of correspondence that has pa!lS8d between some of the local firms and the 
Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd., which are enclosed herewith. 

If the suggestion of the' Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd., for enhanced 
dutv on non-British Tin Plates is accepted, it would sreiously cripple the 
business of those who require containers made out of, tin plates for their 
business and of those who are engaged in manufacturing articles out of tin 
plates. 

Mv Committee trust that lookine: to all these facts, which conc1u~ively 
e~tablish that the demand' of the Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd., is 
absolutely unjustifiable, the Tariff Board would not entertain their proposal. 

Enclosures. 

The Tin Plate Co., Ltd., 
Calcutta. 

Dear Sirs, 

No.1. 
23rd A.ugust, 1933. 

• 
TIN PLATES. 

MessrR. Shaw Wallaoe. & Co., Ltd., Karachi, who were acoopting orders 
for tin plates, are now refusinp; to. pass on any ord~rs to you for tin plates. 
We shall thank you to kindly adVIse us of your prIces for:-, 

18!"x14", 
20" x 10". 

prime, worted, or first as you can supply us, for immediate delivery, 
:rhanking you. 

Yours faithfully, 

The Mills Store Co. 
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No. II; 

The Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd., 
Calcutta. 

The Mills Store Co., 
Karachi. 

TIN PLATBS., 

Dear Sirs, 

29th August, 1933. 

, We are in receipt of your letter of,23rd instant,' but regret that owing 
to our production being fully booked, we are unable to offer you tinplates 
nor are we able to make you any offer for fOfWard delivery. 

Yours faithfully, 
for the Tinylate Company of India, Ltd., 

for Shaw Wallace & Co., 
Managing Agents. 

No.3. 

The Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd., , 
30th Septembe~ '1933. 

Dear Sirs, 

4, Bankshall Street, 
Calcutta. 

Reverting to your letter of the 29th August, we shall thank you to kindly 
let us Jmow if you are now in a position to book order for tin plates both 
for ready and forward delivery and let us have your quotations for aame. 

Thanking you. 

No.4. 

The Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd.,-

Dear Sirs, 

4, Bankshall Street, 
'Calcutta. 

Yours faithfully, , 
The Mills Store Co. 

23rd January, 1934. 

Referring to your letter of the 29th August, 1933, we shall thank you to 
kindly advise us prices and delivery time for tin plates 18i")( 14" and 
20"x10".We would here mention that we have our own oil storage tanks and 
require a large quantity for our own consumption for marketing in four 
gallon tins. We hope you will therefore consider over the matter and Jet 
us have regular supplies. Our consumption being more than 1500 cases .a 
month. 

Awating your prompt reply, and thanking you. 

Yours faithfully, 
The Mills Store Co. 
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No. ,5; 

THE TIN PLATE COMPANY OF INDIA. LTD. 

The Mills Stores Co., 
Karachi. 

Dea.r Sirs, 

26th January. 1934. 

TIN PLATES. 

:We are in'reiceipt of your letter dated the 23rd January, and are obliged 
to your enquiry for tinplates. We regret,. however. that our Works pro
duction is fully taken up with orders already on hand and in view of this 
full demand and the exceedingly heavy freight charges from Tatanagar to 
Karachi, we have been compelled to discontinue supplying to the Ka.rachi 
market. ' 

If we later find' ourselves able to supply we shall not fail to let you know. 

Yours faithfully, 
fOT the Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd., 

Managing Agents. 

No.6. 
20th February, 1934. 

The Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd., 

Dear'Sirs, 

4, Bankshall Street, 
Calcutta. 

We' have cur own tin can factory for manufacturing four gallon, one 
gallon and all kinds of tins, and require tinplates of the following sizes:-

18t" x 14", 
20" x 10", 
20t" x 181", 
20")(i4", 

and shall feel obliged if you will kindly quote us your prices for same f .O.r. 
Karachi, for a wagon load of about 350 boxes. 

Thanking you. 

No.7. 

Yours faithfully, 
~he Haideri Tin Factory. 

THE TIN PLATE COMPANY OF INDIA. LTD. 

Messrs. The Haidllry Tin Factory, 
Frere. Road, 

Karachi. 
Dear Sirs, . 

24th February, 1934. 

We are in receipt of your letter dated the 20th February and note that 
you require tinplates for manufacturing various kinds of tins. Although 
normally we should have been pleased to quote for your requirements, we 
regrot that our production for the current half year is a.rleady fully booked 
and we are at present finding it impossible to sllPply the requirements of 
the Karachi market. Should we later in the year find tha,t we can do so we 
shall not fail to advise vou. 

Yours faithfully, 
lor the Tinplate Company of India, Ltd.,. 

Managing Agents. 
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No.8. 
27th February, 1934. 

The Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd., 

Dear Sirs, 

4, Bankshall Street, 

Ca:lcutta. 

We are extremely sorry to read your reply No. T. P. M.-6456/24, dated 
24th instant regarding supply of Tin Plates to us. You have been' supp~ying 
Tin Plates to other Tin Can Manufacturers ~hile you refuse us to supply 
under the grounds that you are heavily booked for the first half of the 
current year. :We have to suffer heavily due to high duty. We have to 
pay on foreigu, imported Tin Plates while although you enjoy the monopoly 
and protection are never caring to supply our needs. 

If you cannot supply the Tin Plates in equal share to us as you supply 
to other centres, we shall have as last 'resource to' put the matter before the 
Tariff Board. Since last one year you not supplied us Tin Plates. 

As your production is already booked for the first half of the year, we 
shall be pleased to know, whether you will book our order for the second 
half of the year and if so at what rate. On hearing from you, we shall 
let you know the quantity we shall require. 

Expecting an early reply and hoping our letter will have your most 
careful a.ttention. 

We beg to remain, 

No.9. 

Dear Sirs, 

Yours faithfully, 

~he Haideri Tin Factory. 

Copy 01 letter No. T. P. M.-6490/24, dated the 5th March 1934, from the 
Managing Agents, Messrs. The Tin PZate Company 01 India, Ltd., 4. 
BankshaU Street, Calcutta, to MesSTs. The HaidaTY. Tin FactO'l"Y. Frere 
Boad, Karachi. 

We are in reiceipt of your letter dated 27th February. 

We have been most reluctant to suspend the sale of our Golmuri Firsts 
tinplates to Karachi, but since we have at present, as already advised, 
insufficient production to meet the demands of other and nearer markets 
as well 88 Karachi, we have had no option but to do so. If we were to stop 
supplying other manufacturers in order to 6upply to you, they would then 
have to buy imported tinplates and would be i~ the same position as your
selves. It is no doubt regrettable that Karachl should suffer by reason of 
the distance and heavy freight charges from Tatanagar, but that is a cir
cumstance over which we have no control. 

We cannot yet estimate whether the position will change in the second 
half of the year but if later we find that it is possible for us to resurn" 
SUpplil'B to :Kar~hi, we shall let you know as early as possible. 
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United Provinces Chamber of Commerce, Cawnpore. 

Letter No. 9000/5!, datea the 9th. 'April, 1934. 
, I am directed by the Committee of the Chamber to address you on the 
subject of increased duty on non-British tin-plates. 

As far as my Committee are aware the Tin Plate Co. is the only concern 
in 'India, which manufactures tin-plates at present. With the recent indus
triaJ development in the country, demand for tin-plates of first grade has 
considerably increased and the said Company is not in a position to meet 
the requirement of the factories, which need tin-plates for installation 
pur-poses, in full. These factories have thus to indent for the tin-plates 
from outside in a very large quantity. If, therefore, the proposal of. the 
Tin Plate Co., to increase duty on non-British tin-plates is accepted by the 
Boud, the result will be that the price of the continental tin-plates will 
increase in the same proportion and affect the_industries using foreign tin
plates. Besides, the Committee understand that the said concern is mainly 
controlled by the Burma Oil Co., which is taking the maximum advantage 
from its control over the Tin Plate Co.; against its rival Indian :firms. 
For this another reason also, my Commit~ are "trongly opposed to an 
enhancement in the duty on non-British tin-p1ates. 



Wire and Wire Nails. 
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Questionnaire issued by the Taritl Board. 
1. The main centres in India where the industry is carried on. 
2. The principal markets in India for your products. 
3. (a) The total Indian production (I) quantity and (II) value during each 

of the three financial years 1930-31, 1931-32 and 1932-33. . 
(b) The annual output of your factory during the same periods. 
4. The total imports into India of articles similar to those manufactured 

by the Indian industry (a) quantity and (b) value during each of the three 
financial years 1930-31, 1931-32 and 1932-33. 

5. The monthly imports from Japan into India showing (a) quantity and 
(b) value during each of the three financial years 1930-31, 1931-32 and 
1932-33. 

NOTB.-If possible give the names of the particular brands or marks of 
the imported articles which are competing with your products. 

6. The total exports, if any, from India of the articles manufactured by 
the industry (a) quantity and (b) value'during each of the financial years 
1930-31, 1931-32 and 1932-33. 

7. (a) The total amount of capital invested in the Indian industry. 
(b) The amount of capital invested in your own concern. 
8. The total amount of labour employed and wages paid annually (a) by 

the Indian industry and (b) by your own concern. 
9. The cost of your production per unit of product for 'the latest year 

for which figures are available. 
NOTB.-(a) If different kinds or classes of production should be given per 

unit of the most typical kind or class of aJ:ticle produced by the industry. 
(b) Annual figures of the amount of depreciation allowed and interest paid 

on capital should be shown separately. 
10. (a) The amount of capital required under normal conditions to instal 

a factory of reasonable dimensions in India. 
(b) The approximate annual output which such a factory would yield, 

working at full capacity. 
11. (a) The average c.i.f. price in Indian currency of articles imported (1) 

from Japan and (II) from other countriea which compete wi:th the Indian 
articles for which costs have been submitted. 

I. January.J'une, 1931. 
II. January.J'une, 1932. 

III. January.J'une, 1933. 
(b) For the year 1932 monthly prices should be given if possible. 
(e) If information regarding c.i.f. prices is not available, the wholesale 

market prices for these periods should be given, naming the market to which 
they refer and the amount of duty and discount being shown separately. 

12. (a) Are the ,articles produced by your industry consumed by other 
industries as their raw material: If so, what are these industries and how 
far would increased duties affect their cost? 

(b) Are any of the raw materials used by your industry produced or ~wn 
in India? If so, what are these materials and to what extent are they 
used in your industry? 

(e) Does this industry nrovide subsidiary occupation for the Indian agri
culturist to any substantial extent? 

13. (a) What are the classes of goods in respect of which you consider 
that assistance is required? 

(b) What rates of duties do you consider necessary in addition to the 
existinj!; duties? 

14. Who are the principal consumers of your products in India; are they 
mainly rural or urban? . 

15. How far would the rates of duty proposed by y01l place a burden on 
these consumers I' 
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The Indian Steel and Wire Products, Tatanagar. 

(1) LetteT No. '/1'/8/83, dated the 80th September, 1988. 

We are herewith sending 6 copies of our representation as promised to 
the President. 

EncloSure. 

CHAPTER I. 

WlRB INDUSTRY. 

Every one is familiar nowadays with the use of wire for fencing and 
telegraph purposes but in addition to these there are countless forms in 
which it is employed ranging from ladies' dresses where it is found in hook 
and eye, pins, corsets, hats, artificial flowers, to its widespread use in the 
house in nails, bell wires, picture cord, and springs in mattresses and chairs. 
Besides this the wide ramification of its application can be clearly seen in 
the various branches of engineering trades for wire finds an important outlet 
in the manufacture of wire rope, bolts and pinions, etc. As we proceed we 
shall show that few if any iron and steel commodities enter more largely 
and intimately into the satisfaction of daily needs than wire. The industry 
has grown to vast importance during the past century in all the industrialised 
countries of the world. We would not be far wrong when we say that the 
consumption of wire nails alone will not fall short of one million tons a 
year. 

U&e& of &ted wire.-For want of space it is not possible to give a complete 
enumeration of its use. However these uses may be grouped under a few 
main heads:-

(1) Nail wire-hard or soft..--round square, oval or triangular QI' 

grooved. 
(2) Telegraph and telephone wire. 
(3) Fence wire-plain, galvanized or varnished-round oval or flat hard 

or soft, straight with tension curves. 
(4) Rope wire, round oval, square or triangular. 
(5) Spring wir&-round or square-made in different grades according 

to use. 
(6) Music wire, Piano wire, Mandolin wire, Covering wire, etc. 
(7) Corset steel and stay wire. 
(8) Miscellaneous and special wires: -Aeroplane wire, Armature bind

ing wire, Auto spoke wire, Awl steel wire, Baling and binding 
wire Bicycle spoke wire, Bird cage wire, Bolt wire, Book binder 
wire; Bottle ,,·ire, Broom wire, Brosh wire, Cable armature wire, 
Can key wire, Card wire, Chain wire, Clock gong wire, Concrete 
reinforcing wire, Cotter pin wire, Clothes pin wire, Cotton tie 
wire, Crimping wire, Cushion wire, Drapery wire, Eye glass wire, 
Fish hook wire, Florists' wire, Grape tie wire, Gun barrel stock, 
Gun ribs, Hackle pin wire, Hair pin wire, Hair spring wire, 
Hat wire, Needle wire, Hook and eye wire, Hose wire, Hutter 
wire, Jacquard :wire. Lace tip ~ire, Link wi~e, Mach~e sc~w 
wire Mantle wIre Mattress Wlre, Needle Wire, Optlcle wlre, 
Pail 'bail wire Ph~nograph needle wire, Picture cord wire, Pin 
wire Pinion ~ire Poultry netting. Ramrod steel, Reed wire, 
Rive'r wire, Safety pin. wire, Screen wire, . Sewin~ machfne 
needle wire Show nail WIre, Spooled market Wlre, Spmdle WIre, 
Stitching ';ire,. Tac~ wire, Tag wi~e, Shoe nail w,ire. Spoo~ed 
market wire, Tlre WIre, Toe calk Wlre, Umbrella WIre, Weldmg 
wire. 
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Wire prod'lUltion in different countries.-The following statistics will give 
some idea of wire production in some of the most important manufacturing 

'countries. It should be noted that the wire rod is the raw material from 
which wire and wire products are manufactured. 

Wire Rod Production in U. S. A. 

In gross tons (small quantity) copper covered Steel wire rods are included. 

1928. 1921. 1922. 1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1931. 

3,080,816 1,564,330 2,654,741 3,075,892 2,522,545 2,844.656 2,'722,0322,'770,2711,844,620 

German Production. 

1913. ,1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 1929. 

1,15'7,873 1,072,880 1,049,660 1,149,219 1,150,572 1,170,683 

English Production. 

19~0. 1924: 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 1929. 1931. 

261,000 264,100 201,200 129,800 183,900 231,400 248100 226,110 

Japanese Production. 

1931. (Federation of Iron and Steel Statistics.) 176,358 Metric tons. 

India's requirements of wire products.-Thefollowing figures will give 
a rough idea of the requirements of the country. It is not pos.~ib!e for lack. 
of ne!'essary statistics to give import statistics. of all wire nroducts. Three 
main items may be chosen,-wirp nails and wire other than fencing wire and 
fencing material including fencing wire. 

Wire Nails. • 

Partioulars. 1925·26. 1926.27. 1927.28. 1928-~9. 1929-30. 1930-31. ]931-32. 1932-33 • 

From British 29'7 395 333 485 419 195 
Emp~. 

From foreign 7,427 14,103 13,100 17,426 12,086 12,214 
countries. 

Wire o'ther than Fencing Wire. 

... , . 
~9,456 13,198 

J 
Particulars. 1925-26. 1926-27. 1927-28. 1928-29. 1929-30. 1930-31. 1931-32. 1932-33. 

From British 
Empire. 

From foreign 
countries. 

1,341 870 1,261 1,342 1,178 

5,263 4,843 6,742 864 7,554 12,345 

Fencing Materials including,Fencing Wire. 

... 
-I 
\.9,430 

J 

1931-32. 1932-33. 

3,486 4,524. 

9,631 

The above fignres offer eloouent testimonv te> the imnortance of. the 
i'ldustry liut we Rhollld rail RPeda! attent.ion to th~ facttbat these figure~ 
do not include all the wire products or tbe products in whioh w~re is used 
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to a considerable extent. If this industry is not properly .established in the 
country, there would be a drain of nearly 801akhs annually of these products 
alone which are noted in the Customs Statistics. 

Beginning of the Industry in India.-India owes this industry to the 
pioneering work and enterprise of our predecessors the Indian 'Steel Wire 
Products, Ltd. The QOmpany was formed in 1919 with a view to manufacture 
all wire products as the name signifies and to utilise a substantial portion 
of the steel surplus of the Steel Company. Owing to great many initial 
difficulties the company could not commence operation until about 1923. It 
con,tained almost all the foremost Bombay industrialists in it.~ Board of 
Directors, and was registered with the nominal capital of 50 lakhs of rupees 
of which 25 lakhs were subscribod. In 1923 the Company approached the 
Government to consider the grant of necessary protection and when the 
Commerce Department of the Government of India was satisfied that the 
Indian Steel Wire Products, Ltd., had made out a case for the consideration 
of the Tariff Board, they forwarded the case to the Tariff Board for enquiry 
and report. The case for the Indian Steel Wire Products, Ltd., was consi
dered and enquired into by the Tariff Board in 1923-24 and their J::eport 
was published in 1924. The Tariff Board found all the conditions laid down 
by the Fiscal Commission fulfilled to the letter by the industry and therefore 
it recommended a specific duty of Rs. 60 per ton on wire and wire nails and 
a specific duty of Rs. 40 ,on wire rods. Later, on account of the exigencies 
of the moment and with a view to equalise the exchange advantages derived 
by the foreigners. the specific duty was increased to Rs. 90 but as the Com
pany WII-~ 11;0ing through the throes of a financial crisis due to the unfair and 
questionable methods of competition employed by the Continental manufac
turers, the Company was unable to take advantage of this increased 'protec
tion. ' It was compelled to borrow on the issue of debenture bonds to the 
extent of 7 lakhs of rupees. This sum was found insufficient owing to the 
fact that it had to work on the basis of imported wire rods and on account 
of increased foreign competition. In view of this our predecessors again 
applied for supplementary proteclion. The Board went through their case and 
fouI\d that it had no recommendations to make to the Government regard
inl1; the increased protection to the industry but proposed that the prote('tive 
duties on wire rods which had not even then been manufactured by the Steel 
Company should be withdrawn. This proposal was accepted by the Govern
mentand the protectivp duty having been withdrawn, the 10 per cent. 
nf1: valorem duty was reinforced on wire rods. After this the company 
worked intermittentlv for a few months in the vear until the time of the 
Statutorv enquiry when it was absolutely crippled which led to the disconti
nuance of the protection bv the Government. The present Proprietors bought, 
t.he> ('om'ern from the debenture holders and commencE-d oDeration in 'March 
1928 immediatelv·aft!>r nun'hase. In spite of the pv!>rwhelming los-es ,which 
amount to n!>arly 5 lakhs. the mill is kept on working. The total invest
ments uptodate nre th~ following: ~ 

Spent by old coml?D;ny .. 
Our purchase price 

Improvementf! 1,lP to 3ist l\{arch 1933 

Improvements up to 31st 'March 1933 

Rod 'Mill 
Working ('apital 

Rs. 

32,00,000 

3,40,000 

1,85,050 

91,250 

10,00,000 

15,00,000 

63,16,300 

The Government and the legislature gave in 1932 some relief to the 
industrv hy a grnnt of temporary assistance \n the shape of a protective 
duty of Rs. 45 per ton on imported wire and wire nails. . 

~ I • • 
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InitiaZ Di/licUlties SuccessfUlly Met.-It is quite well known in the 
technical circles that wire drawing is an art which cannot be learnt by 
simply going through the learned tomes on the subject. Skill in this art 
like other arts can only be acquired by long practice and thoughtful investi
gation. It was well for this industry that in its initial stages it had the 
benefit of the experience and training of two American specialists in the 
line who were employed by our predecessors the Indian Steel Wire Products, 
Ltd. These experts were able to give a grounding in the art to our staff and 
workmen who rapidly and efficiently learnt all the processes and made 
adjustments suitable to Indian conditions. While our old staff did good 
work in the light of knowledge they had, it was felt that their methods 
and organisation were expensive and uneconomic. So, as soon as we took 
charge ~f the affairs, we at once sta·rted to remedy 'the defect. We studied 
evety process minutely firstly with a view to effecting economies in the cost 
of production and secondly to perfect our methods in the production of our 
finished products. Whereever we found that manual labour was an expen
sive item we eliminated it altogether and introduced suitable machinery for 
the purpose. All the redundant labour was done away with and all economies 
as was possible under the circumstances were effected and the whole organisa
tion was overhauled with a determined purpose of saving our works cost to 
the barest minimum. All this was easily accomplished within a few months 
of working. But the great problem of reducing further our cost and per
fecting our methods temained. We found that in spite of all our efforts 
in economising human labour and eliminating expensive items from our 
works cost, our cost of production stood at a very high figure as compared 
to that obtaining in the countries of our· competitors. While our staff· was 
independently working on those problems, we sent our General Maliager to 
Europe and America for an intl'!nsive study of the subject. He travelled 
extensively in Germany, France, Belgium, England and U. S. A., for about 
a year and a half and after great many difficulties succeeded in find~ng 
solution. to all our problems. On his arrival our organisation was again 
overhauled and his researches and experience were freely and extensively 
drawn upon so that now our cost and finished material, taking into considera
tion our limited production, compare very favourably with those of 'our 
competitors. But the most important contribution of our General Manager's 
visit was tjJ.e acquisition of knowledge of processes which are generally kept. 
secret in the trade. This has not only helped us to lower our cost but also 
to improve the quality of our finished articles. Our present position is that 
given a fair field, we are able to produce goods of a fairly high quality and 
at competitive prices. But it had been our misfortune in this industry like 
other Indian ~nfant industries to face the undesirable tactics of our com
petitors whose sole. intention whf'n opposed by a rising indigenous concern, 
is to under-sell or sell even below their cost of production, so that the 
indigenous industry may not have a ghost of a chance, to thrive; These 
questionable methods of competition are the I!:reatest stumbling blocks for 
the prosperity and establishment of this industry in the country. They 
require increasing vigilence on the part of our Commerce Department and call 
for some effective remedy in the form of necessary legislation. 

CHAPTER II. 

ESSENTIAL FACTS. 

The leading features of the scheme formulated by the Indian Fiscal 
Commission Report may be summarised as follows :-

Protection should be granted only to those industries which possess 
comparative advantages which will qualify .them ultimately to face foreign 
('ompetition without any state hel». Snecial consideration should be shown 
only to those industries in which there is a nrobability that in course of few 
ypars the whole needs of the country would be supplied bv borne production. 
This is tantamount to sayinl! that those industries, which. show' elasticity 
or extensibility of supply should be given state assistance. It js also clearly 

. ....,.:. 
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mentioned that in all such. cases where Tariff protection is considered 
necessary, it should be temporary and that it is expected that those indus
tries which gain the benefit of such protection should be able to stand alone 
without any such assistance, that is to say that industries should be' such 
as will eventually be able to face world competition without protection. The 
rate of protection required for any industry· must be adequate for the 
purpose in view, i.e., the development of a particular industry-the difference 
of the relative cost of production in India and foreign countries being shown 
as affording some measure of guidance to this adequacy. 

No one can quarrel with the statement of such a policy of discriminating 
protection. It is common sense to recognise that protection granted to 
industries which do not possess comparative advantage would be to deny the 
very rationale of same protectionism, the object of which should be to divert 
national resources from the less productive to more productive channels. 
It is also common sense to recognise that the protection should be given 
for a limited period of time, that is to say, it should be temporary in 
character. Perpetual protection in the long run is bound to burden the 
{',()untry with a crowd of parasitic industries. These are elementary and 
axiomatic conditions required by the Indian Fiscal Commission Report before 
the claim for protection of any industry can be entertained. 

We beg to submit that all these conditions required by the Indian Fiscal 
Commission and specially formulated in section 97 of their report are ful
lilled in the case of our industry. 
'. (a) (1) Raw Material.-The question whether"our industry fulfills all the 

conditions mentioned in section 97 of the Indian Fiscal.Commission RepO[t 
has been discussed threadbare by the Indian Tariff Board in their previous 
enquiries. The relevant fact brought to' light by the discussion refers to 
the raw material which, at· the time when protection was first granted to 
the ind'ustry, depended on what appeared at the time a reasonable pO!lsibility 
of the Steel Company putting up a Rod Mill for its manufacture. Though 
sufficient time was allowed by the Board this possibility failed to materialise 
-it' should be added-for no fault of the Steel Company. "Unexpected 
difficulties of a very serious character supervened in the shape of the labour 
strike and large fall in the orders for steel which rendered it impossible 
for the Company to carry out the extensions originally contemplated." This 
failure to secure the essential raw material has been one of the main causes 
for retardation and very slow growth of the industry and had this been 
prm-ided at the earlier stage, the industry would have been able to make 
rapid pro~ress and would have been by this time one of the greatest subsi
diaries of the Steel Company. Since we. took over the responsibility of 
installing the Rod Mill ourselves and of thus manufacturine: our own raw 
material, all these difficulties bve been permanently and finally solved. The 
question of the supply of billets required fol' rolling into wire rods has also 
been satisfactorily settled. Accordinl!: to our present arranl!:ements, the Steel 
Company is prepared to supply llsthe full (juantity of billets required for 
running our Rod Mill to its full capacity 'Pnd there can be no doubt about 
the Steel Company's {'anacity to supply this additional quantity for our 
requirements even if trade. conditions improve and make larger demands on 
their Rillet mills. In ·this conne{'tion we quote the following from the 

.latest Tariff Board's Report on our industry:-

"But if a larger quantity was required approximating,to the maximum 
capacity of the nropoood Rod mill. namely, 50.000 tons Billets, the Steel 
Company would be in a position to supply it. Mr. Mathur's evidence on 
the point may be quoted. • We could supply 4,200 tons a month from the 
-beginning of next month if nece~sarv. Even taking into account the 
possibility that we mil!:ht require Rteel for other purposes as time gOl'S,' 

there is the equal possibility that we shall be able to in{'rease the output 
of ingots .. If thiR mill startil working in two ;vellrs from now, WE' have no fear 
of not being agle to !lUppl;V the necessary .billets ..... .'." We might 
add '~at. iq, mll~ing \I~\l Qf thE' indigenous !\tl'\ll, we would be using lJlaterial 
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that would be Ilminently suited to the pJ.:Oduction of high quality of commo
dities. The Steel Company's steel is as good as the steel imported by us. 

Cheap Power.~The Steel Company are now defl.nitely in Ii position to 
supply the 1l1ectricity required by us for the Rod Mill for additional plant 
has already been installed to generate this additional power and they have 
~ommenced supply since the opening of our Mill. The power will be sup
plied at the usual rate of 9 pies per unit subject to fluctuations in the price 
of 000.1. -

Home Market.-Potentialities of production and elasticity of domestic 
supply are important conditions for the success of protection. Obviously 
the article getting the benefit of protection should be capable of responding 
markedly to the stimulus of the duty if it claims the benefit of the duty 
and the greater the elasticity of the domestic supply, the greater the assis
tance deserved by the industry. In other words it is useless to grant 
protection to an article the supt!ly of wbich is not susceptible to marked 
expansion. From -this point of view also, the rapid progress that we have 
made on the gran.t of protection though temporary in character, will clearly 
justify its extension and will des_erve a more liberal measure of protection. 
The following facts speak for themselves: ~ 

Year. 

1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-81 
1931-32 
1932c33 

Owr Production year by year. 

Wire. 

T. c. q. lbs~ 

1,898 12 2 II 
865 13 2 l3 

1,818 18 1 27 
2,116 5 2 3 
4,951 16 2 0 

Wire nails. 

T. c. q. lbs. 

1,038 10 :l 15 
1,09010 315 
1,55312 "2 4 
1,754 4 3 0 
3,67816 3 3 

Another notable result of the grant of protection has been the riseef 
several wire and wire nail plants in different parts of the country. This 
has created internal competition in these articles with the consequent reduc
tion of their prices. As time goes on, other factories would be started. 
Indeed, as we have shown, there is a very large scope fol' the manufacture 
of products where wire is principally used-provided the protection granted 
is adequate and for sufficiently long period. The net result of such acti
vities due to the stimulus of protection are clearly for the advantage of the 
consumers, whose articles of use would be considerably cheapened by internal 
competition. And this should be the object of 'all sane prvtectiott. Whell 
we commenced this industry, We were alone in the field. and it was lIaid at the 
time when legislation for our industry was being discussed that we WIl!:!! 
holding monopolistic position and therefore any protllctiongranted to us 
would be for the benefit of this mbnopoly which would, by the aid of such 
88sistance, be, in course of time, definitely in a position to dictate terms 
to the consumers. All these forebodings have been falsified by the snbse

I quent course of e~ents. As. far as 'We know there have been ~tarted two 
fairly large sizild factories with /!ood future pos~ibilities (oUe in Karachi and 
one in Bombay) since the grant nf brotection and whose present production 
may bll Ilstimated at l,roO ton9 'of nails annuRlly, We belill\te thllre are 
yery manv smaller plants both in Calcutta and Bombay which 'manufacture 
wire nails from imported wiri!. 

An important noint which arises in oonnection with the installation of 
our Rod mill is the disposal of its output- in the country. To our mind 
20,000 to 25,000 tons should he an average annual consumption for the next 
ten years and this tonnage Mli he easily lifted by us and ·other wire and 
wire nail factories. The remaining 35 or 30 t.housand tons rJln be used i'1 
making Hertions below half inch to make fhe Roil mi'. a payine: 1>ronosition 
at all, tor India's nresebt rl!ouirllmente .of wire rOQs are ·very limited. III 
fact the whole supply can be deliveteq ill t;lw ,courSe of two pr three months' 

8n~v-nJ T 
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working. Thus to make the production of wire rods economical, the mill 
shall have to turn out other articles, i.e., sections below half-inch for which 
it is also designed. "The possibility of operating the Rod mill economically 
depends on the extent to which small sections can be rolled on it in addition 
. to wire rods." 

Apart from the protection which should be granted for sections below 
half inch and which we are going to discuss later, market for these sections 
is of very considerable importance, for the future of the Rod mill is inex
tricably connected with it. The average imports of unprotected steel bars, 
according to trade returns_ for the last three years are about 50,000 tons a 
year so that if we Were to make 30 to 35 thousand tons of these sections, 
there should be sufficient market in the country to . absorb the whole output. 

The ~arket for another product, the consideration of which was post
poned OWIng to the fact that we had not commenced its manufacture though 
the machines were ready . for erection-the market for Barbed wire is suffi
ciently large and accordine; to our exp!>rience the major portion of import~ 
Rccounted for under fencing material is r!>aIIy Barbed wire. To sum up, 
the markets for the products in which we are interested and for which we are 
soliciting protection can be fairly gauged from the following imports:-

Up to 1931-over 50,000 tons a year. 
1931-32--40,407 tons a year. Bars not protected. 
1932-33-47,347 tons a year. 
(For imports figures of. wire nails wire other than fencing wire and 

fencing materials, viae Chapter 'I, page 3.) . 
Labour.-This is another factor of production in the case of which unlimit

ed cheapness and supply can be fairly claimed in this country. Our ('ountty 
being in the first stages of industrial development, it is difficult for the 
nascent industries to secure skilled labour with the necessary efficienry in 
required quantities. The object of all sane protection is to give industries 
a breathing time so that they may improve the equinment and bring down 
the ('osts to the level of their I'ompetitors. It is fairly wen recognised that 
thou!!h Indian labour is cheap. it is lacking in efficienry and therefore expen
sive in the long run. This defect can be remedied only by the lapse of 
time and bv the imparting of npr!>ssary training. But giv!>n the !mffi('iE'nt 
training, the capacitv of Indian labour for adjust1\lent and improvement in 
('ffiriency is undoubtE>dlv great as our own experien('e has proved. 

Recently we had to engage the services of five Europeans for running 
our plant for we found that no Indian· was sufficiently capable of taking 
up the work. These men are taken on three years' contrart and on the 
!>xpirv of this term. by which time it is expected that onr Indian assistants 
would learn the technique and a!'quire the necessary skill. 

Location of tke Industr'l.-Fr()m tbis noint of view our industry is 
situated in an Ideal place. We are in the heart of iron and steel industry 
where we are in a llosition to take advantage of what is called external 
economies. Skilled labour who are used to marhinerv and who have some 
!>xperience in rolling ran be had in 8uffiri,mt number .. 'Rut for thil! it would 
have been impos~ible for us to start our Rolling mill. The proximity of our 
raw matt'rial. power and coal are advantages tbEl valu" of which can hardly 
he d"nied. The factor of relative distances and therefore of a relative coot 
is of nrime importllnre for all industries. If these advantages are lacking, 
protertion cannot be expected to perform wonders. 

Reloti1'p. rrost .•. -From the point of view of the relativ" costs also. our 
rase stands on a very strong basis. From factq gAthered from different 
rOllntries bv 011r Gen"rAI Manager from authoritat.ive sources. our costq 
are not murh higher thAn those of foreign countries-in fArt in ('ertain 
it.pms ours is lower. This is a sure enou"h I!'URrllnt!>!> a!!ainst the exploitation 
of the consumer and the pursuit of inordinatelv hil1'hprofits bv us . 

. 'I'h" two othE'r ronditions laid nown bv th" Fisral Commission follow 
10~i(,lInv from tlw first condition whirh deal!! only with tqe ~c!>nomic asp!;'ct 
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of prot~tion. The sacrifice of the community due to a protective duty would 
be misdirected and abused if it is used to help an industry that would 
have been developed without any extraneous assistance. The past history ~f 
OUT industry shows clearly that it is impossible to' establish and develop 1t 
with any chanc,e of success without active state assistance. The main diffi
culty has been the foreign competition and until a fairly high tariff is not 
imposed there is not much chance for the industry growing up to its full 
stature as rapidly as is desirable in the interest~ of the country. 

All our drawbacks are what is called " Functional" and not " Organic" . 
They are capable of removal, if adequate protection for sufficient time is 
granted against the disturbing influences of foreign competition. If these 
conditions are assured, there is no reason why our industry should not be 
able eventually to face world competition without protection. 

The sacrifice required is for a temporary period and it is hoped that the 
industry_ would be fairly established during this period to defy all competi
tion which would be to the ultimate good of the country. "The crutches 
to teach the new manufactures to walk, as Colbert called protective duties, 
may teach them so much earlier than they would have learnt it, if' left to 
themselves, that the cost of the crutches is more than repaid." 

CHAPTER m. 
PROGRESS OF THE INDUSTRY. 

We have great satisfaction to state that we have made an all round 
progress. In addition to further' investment on improvements, we have 
during this period added thr,ee new lines which have remarkable poten
tiality for the future. Barbed Wire and galvanized wire and staples have 
heen introduced during this period, ,that is to say, from the time we 
took over the concern. Though Galvanized Wire Department was worked 
intermittently before t,he grant of protection, we have run this department 
continuously since the grant of protection with the help of 011r European 
expert. The details of capital expenditure since we bonght the concern 
are as follows:-

Since we took over this concern we have effected the following im
provements :-

Wire Drawing Depa1tment.-Though we bave not been able to put in 
new machine~in fact; considering the capacity of the old machines there 
was nr nel'd for additional equipment--we have succeeded in reducing 
the cost to a great extent and also improving the quality of wire manu
factured. Latest methods of wire drawing have 'been introduced to bring 
them up to the European practice, 

lIfill Section.-Originally there were onlv 15 nail machines but in 1930 
twelve machines were installed and in 1932 there was another addition of 
twenty machines thus making a total of 47 machines and presses. The 
capacity of this sectilJll is considerably increased and it is hoped that this 
sel'tion will give us an output of 500 tons a month. 

NaiZ Cleaning Section.-Additional Rattlers have been installed thus 
making a total of 12 whil'h has doubled the capacity of the section. 

Kef1 lIfaking and Packing.-A fairly big plant for keg; making has been 
installed which can turn out with greatest facility nearly 200 kegs a day. 
BpsideR giving us the required supply, this has enabled us to save our 
cost of packing to an anpreciable extent. We have also introduced a 
nail packinlll machine which automatically packs packets, of any size accord
ing to requirements. 

Barbed Wire lIfachines.-There is an equipment of tbree machines with 
~ maximum capacity of 3 to 4 tonR a day. This' is the first time that 
the barbed wire is beinp: manufactured in India. 

Galvan,izing .s'ection.-Tbis department wbich was working intermittentlv 
nreviou!lly is now continuously run. It has the maximnm capacity of pro· 
dudnp: 8 to 9 ton!! a day. 

GeneraZ Tmprn"emenh.-(I) A pucca compound wall lIas been huilt in 
f,h(' !l1)"enc!, of wllil'h there was systematic pilfering. 



(2) track lines have been laid to tonnect different departments and 
economise in labour and time. 

(3) A special shed. for the Rattlers and Packing Department has been 
huilt as there was not enough room in the old building. 

(4) A separate ahed fOf Barl>ed Wire Section has recently been com
pleted. 

(5) Three buildings for stores have been provided since we took over 
charge of ~ffain. .1. . .. . 

Rod MIlI.-Though thl~ has mvolved us 111 a very bIg capltal expendI
ture, we have not hesitated to carry out the directions of the Board, the 
Government and the IA!gislature in this respect. By the installation of 
this mill for the manufacture of our raw materials, we have fully qualified 
oUrselves for the grant of substantive protection.· 

Detailed tost 0/ the additional plant year by year. 

i928-1930. 
1. 12 New Nails Machines 
2. Keg Making Machines 
3. 2 Circular Saw Benches 
4. Nail Packing Machine 
5. Rattlers . . 
6. Tempering Furnace ••• 
7. Moton, Belts, Pullies Rnd Line Shaft and 

Bearings . . . . 
e. New Drive for GalvaniJiing Plant 
9. Barbed Wire Machine 

10. Acid Tank 
11. Water Line . . . • 
12. Building for Nail Cleaning and Storing 
18. Keg Making Plant Buildings 
14. Store Buildings 
16. Compound Wall . . . . 
16. Buildings for Barbed Wire Machine 
17. Foundation and Concrete Work 
18. New Track Line 
19. Foundry . . . . . 
20. Silver Wire ~Iachine and Dies. . . 
21. New Temporary Shed for labourers and electric 

installation for the sllperior staff quarters. 
112. Motor Lorry 

Total 

193i-32 to 1932-33. 
1. 20 Nail Machines . . . . . . 
2. I! Barbed Wire Machines and 1 Staple Machine 
3. Weighing Machine 
4. Steam Hammer 
5. Galvanizing Pans 
6. Lathe Machine 
7. Electric l\f otors, etc. 
R. Welding Machine 
9. International Lorry 

10. BlliC'k Car (FaC'torv car) 
11. New Rattler Buildings 
12. New Stores Bllildings 
13. Npw Fonndry Buildings 
H. It,o~ Mill 

'fotal 

Rs. 

38,000 
14,000 . 

3,000 
3,000 
6,000 
4,500 

9,550 
2,500 

, 3,000 
2,000 
7,000 

35,000 
8,500 
2,500 

10,000 
2,500 
6,000 
2,500 
8,000 

15,000 

4,500 
3,000 

1,85,050, 

Rs. 

46.200 
5,900 

250 
450 

2.150 
1,500 
2.800 
2.250 
4.500 
2.7!l0 

15.000 
5.000 
2.500 

10,00,000 
10,91,250 



}"'odudion iMTe08ed . .,-There has been a remarkable improvenumt in ,the 
'production year by year. It is clear frilm the following figures that the 
production has more than doubled since the grant 'of protection,,-

OUT production yeaT by yeaT. 

Year. Wire. Wire Nam. 

T. C. Q. Ibs. T. C. Q.lbq. 

1[128-29 1,898 12 2 6 1,038 10' 3 15 

1929-30 86513 2 3 1,090 10 3 15 

1930-31 1,818 18 1 21 l,553 II! 2 4 

1931-32 2,116 6 2 3 1,754 4 3 0 

1932-33 4,951 16 2 0 3,618 16 8 3 

Economy in tlJe cost of pToduction.-lJut our greatest achieveDl!mt has 
heen the economy effected in: the cost of production. We can say with just 
pride that we have economised in every item of expenditure and have in 
certain respects outstripped the c1I1culation of the Board, though wa recog
nise that this is to some extent due to reduction of prices of stores. 'fhe 
ligures at a glance /!.re the following; - . 

Average cost peT ton for 1928-29 to 1992-89. 

No. Details. 199a·29. 1929·30. 1930.;11, 1931-3~. 11)~2.~=l, 

&s. A. f· R9. A. p. Re. A. p. R,s. A, 1'. its, ~. P. 

J. Other materials (Sulphuric 
Acid. Soap Flake Grease. 
LUbricants. Lime Wif6 

10 11 6 ~5 '1 O. 9 , Q 7lQ Q *8 JO Q 

Drawing Plates, etc.) 

2. Power iucluding water 10 o 10 15 15 0 8 S 714 9 615 I) 

3. Labour. 13 11 10 19 11 8 13 , 9 1011 1 " 12 III 

4. Repairs and Maintenance. 211 9 9 13 ,'a 9 2 3 2 ,.1 7 1 

5. Supervision and Office 10 6 0 III 4, 
Staff. 

6 II 11) 0 11 11> ~ II I) 0 

8. Packing 11 0 1 25 10 10 15 4 4, 12 I! 9 10 IJ I) 

7. 'Miscellaneons (Travelling 1111 6 \I 011 
expenses, Postage. Sta-
tionery. Welfare, Medical 

610 0 11 2 7 0 I) 

Relief, Town, Repairs, 
etc.). 

, -,., -
• Sulphuric Acid.-When we started working two shifts, we haq to ~pend 

much more sulphuric acid than before. The reaSOn is that we have to 
clean the rod more quickly in order to supply our different departments 
and therefore our acid haa to be much .tronger. Before i;hi6 while wa were 
rUJ)lIipg our plant; only eDe Ilhift, we cleaned tpe rods jlt pul' lei~urll lIS 
they were not required till the next day. 



.Average nett works cost oj wire and wire nails lor 1928-29 to 1932-33 j 
Wire. . Wire Nails. 

1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32* 
1932-33* 

Year. 
Per ton. 

Re. A. 1'. 

148 5 6 
150 15 0 
135 5 0 
128 5 10 
127 10 3 

Per Cwt. 
Rs. A. 1'. 

768 
789 
"6 12 3 
668 
662 

CHAPTER IV. 

FOREIGN COliPETITION. 

Per ton. 
Re. A. P. 

205 13 6 
219 4 4 
176 10 9 
169 1 1 
166 5 9 

Per Cwt. 
Re. ~. P. 

10 4 8 
1015 5 
8 13 4 
873 
852 

(i) Our present difficulties.-8inoe we have taken up this industry the 
greatest difficulty we have been experiencing is the situation arising out 
of the foreign competition. We would be the last peI"60ns to decry and 
minimise the value of competition, which, if carried on. within decent limits 
and according to the rules of the game does create healthy rivalry between 
manufacturers with the consequent advantage to the C01lSumers in price 
and finish of goods. But when it is carried on, as it is done now, with 
an avowed object of killing the infant industry of any country, it stands 
self condemned. This is the type of competition which it was our mis
fortune to encounter since we started this industry, the foreigners specially 
the Belgians and Germans, have carried on this predatory. type of competi
tion for many years. The organisation of the industry in their respective 
countries lends itself easily to this temptation. Those who are familiar 
with the Kartells in Europe would easily understand the far reaching 
effects of their policy. 

Recent rivals in the field are the Japanese who come with the added 
prestige and financial power of their Imperial Government. The situation 
created by them calls for immediate action if the industry has to be saved. 

(2)· How can they do it.-The list of price attached to this section would 
show the c.Lf. prices without duty of continental imports since the begin
ning of the year. Taking thll highest c.i.f. price at which continental 
goods have been imported say Rs. 6-14, the nett price realised by them is 
UB. 4-0-5 per cwt. f.o.b. the continental port after deducting the freight, 
insurance and the exchange difference. 

Rs. 6-14-0 per cwt. c.i.f. Calcutta. 
Rs. 0-13-5 .Jess freight and insurance. 
Rs.6-0-7 
Re. 2-0-2 less the. exchange difference. 
Rs. 4-0-5 

It is very difficult to b~lieve that this nett pI"ice gives any margin 01 
profit to the manufacturers. It would not eVlm cover tl'e ('ost of produ('tion 
of wire rods. The average nett price of wire rods landed at our works 
works out at Rs. 105. ' , 

The only explanation We can offer is that Kartells allow some rebate for 
export just as there are concession freight allowed by their Railways and 
Steamel'8. All that we have written in our last representation regarding 
the organisation of sale by the Cor.tinental Kartells is according to our 
belief substantially correct. 

* These figures are worked out· on the same bASis as originally supplied 
to the Board for the years 1928-29, 1929-30 and 1930-31. That is to say 
in these calculations we used to omit the wastnge considering it very nominal. 
But since the discussion we had with the Tariff Board during our oral 
evidence we have been including this wastage in all our cost sheets. To 
avoid f)o~fusion we have followed the old basis and given the above figures 
for purpose of comparison. 
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V.i./. Prices lOT Oontinenta' imports. 
1931. 

Wire Nails. Ba.rbed Wire. 
Rs. A. P. Rs, A. f. 

February 6 4 0 7 2 8 per cwt. 
March 6 2 8 7 1 4 

" April 6 2 8 7 0 0 
" " May 6 2 b 7 0 0 " " June !l 1 4 61:4 8 
" " July 6 4 0 6 14 8 
" " Sep.-Oct. 8 3 9 8 10. 8 
" " 

1932. 
- Jan. Mar.·ApL M&y.June. July.Aug. Sep.·Oct. Nov.·Dec. 
Ra. A. P. Ra. A. P. Ra. A. P. Ra. A. P. Rs. A. P. Ra. A.P. 

Wire Nails 8 13 4 8 9 4 8 1 4 8 0 0 "1 2 8 
(6 1 4 
(6 4 8 

Barbed Wire . 9 8 0 9 4 0 8 13 4 813 0 7 13 4 7 10 9 

Gal Wire: 
6/10 • 7 0 0 610 8 6.10 8 6 10 8 6 8 0 6 6 8 
11/14. 7 13 , 7 9 4 7 8 0 7 6 9 7 6 9 7 5 4 
ISj18. 9 8 0 9 2 8 9 0 0 814 8 814 8 813 4 

Hard Bright Wire : 
6/8 S 13 4 510 4 5 9 .. 5 8 0 5 6 8 5 5 4 
8/11 • I: 5 4 6 1 4 6 0 0 514 9 5 13 4 5 10 8 
13/16. 6 13 , 6 12 0 610 8 6 9 4 6 8 0 6 5 4 
1?/18 , . 8 J -6 714 9 7 13 4 7 12 0 7 13 4 710 9 

Anmeled Wire 6 13 , 6 9 4 6 2 8 8 1 4 6 0 0 6 0 0 
1933. 

Jan.·Feb. Mar .. Api. May.June. 
Rs. A. l' Rs. A. P. Rs. A. p. Rs. A. P. 

Wire nails 6 9 4 6 13 31 6 8 0 & 612 0 
Barbed Wire 7 5 4 7 10 9 7 9 4 

Galvanized Wire: 
6/10 6 6 8 6 9 4 6 8 0 

11!14 7 6 8 7 9 4 7 8 0 
15/15 8 13 4 9 0 0 8 14 7 

Hard Bright Wire: 
6/8 5 6 8 510 9 5 9 4 
8/12 510 8 '514 9 513 4 

13/16 6 8 0 612 0 610 8 

Annealed Wire: 
7/9 6 0 0 6 4.0 6 1 4 

Regarding Japan.-The continental manufacturers were handicapped for 
sometime owing to disturbances in 1931 in their exchange, but the Japanese 
were not slow to step in their shoes and the industry had to face the 
most formidable competition it had ever encountered since its beginning in 
this country. 

(1) The weH known canse of this Japanese dumpin~ is the col\apse of their 
exchange in D(!('emiJE.r, 1931, which was, according to popular helief, deli7 
berately planned by them to stimulate export trade. Though we made many 



'representations to'the Government on the subject, therQ was no ~ction ta:keil 
and the industry had to struggle as best as it could. But for the change 
in our sales policy and organisation for increased production, we would 
have been completely wiped out in spite of the &D-called protection. As 
soon as we saw that the Government was unwilling to take any action to 
give relief to the inaustry, we changed our sales pohcY' completely and tried 
our very best to sell in territories beyond the reach of the Japanese dumpers. 
When occasion demanded, we have reached P{:shawar in thai north, Rangoon 
in the. east and Madras in the south and Indore and Bombay in the 
west-to all thQ&e territol'ies we had hardly. suppli~ in any good quantity 
before. Side by side· with this we increased our production which effected 
some savings in cost and afforded us an opportunity of unloading our 
goods in these far off centres. • 

The Government's inability, it was said, to put down this unfair com
petition was due to the existence of IIldQ-Japanese treaty according to which 
they had to give six months' notice before any action of the sort suggested 
by us was possible. But when we pointed out that similar action could be 
taken against the continental manufacturers who were also at the time 
selling at dumping prices and which action if taken would not have been 
descriminating to the Japanese under the. treaty, even then the Goverll
ment failed to move in the matter. 

The disastrous effect of Japanese dumping is clearly reflected in the 
following pricel.:-

Wire nails. 

1932. 

March to May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

Octr. to Deer. 

1933. 
April-May 
June 
July 

Barbed Wire. 

7 4 0 April-May 
June 

7 6 6 July 

6 4 0 August 
September 

6 0 Q October 

5 8 0 
November 

512 0 December 

5 
6 
6 

8 0 June 
8 0 
4 0 

Galvalnized Wire. 

193~. 

1\132. 

8 4 
7 12 
612 
6 4 
6· 6 
6 6 

to 
6 8 
7 4 
8 4 

1933. 
1 4 

1933. 

o per cwt. 
0 .. " 0 .. " 0 .. .. 
Q .. .. 
0 

" " 
0 

" " 0 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
o per ewt. 

Nos. 20 and 22 Re. 10·8 to Rs. 11·0 Rs. 8·4 to Rs. 10·8 

.. 16 .. 18 9·0" .. 9·6 .. 7·0.. .. 7·6 

No. 20 .. 10·12 
(2) Apart from this vltal- factor which helps the Japanese to undersell 

in the market, there are other considerations which place the Japanese iron 
and steel industry permanently in a position of vantage:-

(a) The Iron and Steel Indttstf'lI in Japan is predomilumtly a Government 
con.cern.-The Japanese Government since the beginning of the industry 
has taken an active interest in the establishment of the industry in the 
oountry. III fact, according to the avowed policy of her statesmen, Japanese 
Govflrllment disoarding the value of individllal initiative and enterprise in 
bUlJineQ has directed all. her resources and energies to the foUndlltion an~ 



'prosperity of this industry of first rate national importance. This is U!. 
Keeplng with the pOlicy pursued by her regarding the industrialisation of 
the whole country sin~'6 ller contact wlth ~urope. 'lhere are tew modern 
industries in Japan to-day that do not owe theu eXistence to Government 
initiative and enterprise. First arsenals, first silk filature, first glass fa~tory. 
fil'st chemlcal works were all started by the Government. At one time or 
other tile Government tas oper~ted Porcelain works, Silk spinning mills, 
Cotton spinnmg ml11!;, Wool Epinnmg and weavmg mills, a linen tactory, 
cement and bnck plants, plants fol' soap making, type toundmg, paint 
mali:ing, and food factories. In most cases the Govern!llent has endeavoured 
to wI~nQl'aw from the, industrles as sOon as possible and to turn them to 
l'1'1vate t:Olllpallllll> but in some cases as Ii'on and Steel that has been im
pOOIiible and tue Government has continued as an active agent in manu
[ucturmg. Though recently SOIllO private cOlllpanies have sprullg up, it is 
unuoubt"d that the Jupanesc (Jove/,/wtu,t stIll 'rellWillS a predominant 
pu'rtn6T i" thi. illd,l.try. The Imperial Works at Yawata are completely 
equippeQ with wire and wire nail plant (Report of the 13ritish Economic 
AiUllllOn to tl:e' Far East, Pages !lil-lIl). .. By Government regulation the 
Imperial steel works is 1I0t permitted ,to dispose off any of the pig iron 
and crude ,steel and can sell on/II the finished and semi-finished products 
IUCh. as 1'U![s, baTS, plates, Tods, wire nails (}alvanized Plates and special 
steels. It is from the lmperial Steel Works that most of the Hardware 
and machine manufacturers of Japan secure their raw materia!." (JoIn. E. 
Orchard • Japan's Economic Position'.) 

When any Government goes into b.usiness, it can be imagined what 
havoc it can play specially in the export trade. 

(b) Bountu Fed lndush-y.-:-The bou.nty fed character of the industry 
would be clear from the follOWing quotatlOns:-

(1) .. The Japanese Government aims at making the coqntry self 
suflicient in respect of pig iron and stee!. Production il! stimqlated by 
Steel Manufacturing 'Encouragement Act wbch exempts fro!ll business 
talt, income and business profits tax for a period of 15 years from 1926 
concerns which make 35,000 metric tons of pig iran and the same 
quantity of steel anllually in one place, concerns which make articles 
of forged or cast steel together with 5,250 metric tons of steel in one 
place; and concerns which make crucible or electric steel or low phos
pherous pig iron together with 3,500 matric tons of pig iron or the 
steel (as the case may be) in one place; exemption is also granted from 
duties on raw material or machinery for fifteeQ. years. The Act fqrther 
provides for the payment of subsidies which have been fixed by the 
Imperial Ordllance as follows:-

On the production of pig iron produced from ore for inlmediate 
steel production (5 yen per matric ton); pig iron for other pqrposes 
(3 yen per metric ton); steel ingot or steel shapes (15 per cent. ad 
1Jalotoem); sheets not exceeding 3 rum. thick (23·33 yen per metric 
ton); sheets other gauges (18'33 yen per metric ton); BarB and 
Bods (18'33 per metric ton); pipes and tubes not exceeding 15 rum. 
internal diameter (18 per cent. ad 1Jalorem); other pipes and tubes 
(15 per cent. ad va!OTem); and products of special steel (18' per cent. 
ad valorem). Heavy tariff duties have been imposed up!ln the import 
of certain kinds of iron and steel products. The tariff on Galvanized 
sheet was raised in 1926 to about 95 per metric ton IUld black sheets 
previously liable only to a, l?w rate of du~y. became dutia~le at rates 
equivalent to from 10 shlllmgs to 65 shlllmgs per metric ton and 
according to kind." (Survey of Metal Industries, 19118, :Page 111, 
also Orchard, Page 239.) 
(2) The British Economic Mission to the Far East which left London 

on tbe 13th September, 1930, and l'eturned in April 4, 1931, reports as 
folloWB:-

.. Under the vlea Of patriotism and the campaign to support home 
products, the pig iran makers through their syndicate have demanded 
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from the Japanese Government and are likeiy to succeed in obtainmg 
the following assistance:-

(i) .An increase of import duties from the present figure of 1'70 
per ton to 7 yen (14 sh1lllngs) per ton. 

(ii) The continuation of bounty they receive, viz., 6 shillings per 
to'll. where pig iron 1S manutactured and sold for castings, etc., to 
outs1de worKs; 10 shilhngs where pig tron 1S produced and sold to 
other works fot· converting mto steel and 12 sh1llmgs per ton where 
p1g iron is produced and used III the same works tor conversion 
tnto steel. (All these demands have since been conceded.) It would 
be noted that the iron industry in Japan is free from income and 
business profit taxes. ~Lhe present duty and bounty alone amount 
to about 20 per cent. protection on the selling price." (Report of 
the British Economic l-lIssion to the Far East.) 

(c) Japanese Industrial Policv.-The industrial policy of Japan is governed 
by nationalistic consideration for which foreigners have no right to grumble . 
.liut when it is directe!l against the industry of other countries, some sort 
of effective remedy, if not retaliation, in self defence becomes essential. In 
tbe matter of export trade, Japanese Government has introduced an extra
ordinary innovation which is unknown, as far as we know, in any part 
of the world. "Direct state aid to Japanese export t1'ade is given by 
means of Government encouragement for the establishment of Co-operative 
guild of manufacturers who are engaged in producing goods principally for 
export and by the partial payment of the cost of establishing export 
associations." (Page 48, British Economic Mission Report.) 

.Another extraordinary innovation is that "th~ Japanese Government 
offers further assistance to different industries by recompensing exporter$ 
for 70 per cent. 0/ the losses, s'UStutned on shipments to undeveloped markets 
-which pre.,ent obstacle to trade. Again by affording direct financial assistance 
to Banks in dealing with bills for the export trade, it enables the Bank 
to quote to exporters lower rates of discount than the normal market rates". 
(Page 48, British Economic Mission Report.) A bureau of Foreign trade 
within -the Department of Commerce and Industry looks after these I>ITange
ments. We append a short note 011. the Japanese IndUl:.1rial policy which 
may be of interest in' this connection. 

Japanese Indu.stria' Policy. 
The rapid development of Industrial Japan before the war may be attri

buted largely to the deliberate policy adopted by her statesman who had a 
lively appreciation of western civilisation. It was dictated more or less by 
a high patriotic ideal, following the western example, of making their 
country great and powerful in. the eyes of the foreigners. They some how 
felt tbat the future greatness of their country could only be secured by 
adopting methods of mechanical civilisation which would provide them 
with ample means for their stability and future expansion. This laudable 
ambition of making their country great lacked that co-herence, that defi
niteness and keen realisation of pressing needs of the country which is a 
characteristic feature of post war development of Japan. 

The adaptation" of the old industrial system of Japan to modern require
ments presented great many difficulties but thanks to the practical insight 
of her statesman all these were solved in a characteristic Japanese way. 
They realised 'from the very beginning that to leave the responsibility ot 
modernising the ancient industrial system on individual initiative and enter
prise, even if individuals could come forward .to undertake such respon
sibility was a costly and to a great extent a rIsky procedure. They knew 
it wo~id lead to nowhere. It would be wasteful in the long run to depend 
upon the individuals in carrying Ollt such a' large policy. So to avoid all 
waste and likely disconragement and the postponement of prosperous times 
nhead they took the responsibility, on their own shoulders. The ImperiaZ 
Gove1"~lIIent 0/ Japan became indWih'ialists themselves, ThcjJ went into 
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business themselves. Since no one could be found in the country who knew 
the modern methods, highly paid' experts from Europe and America 250 
or more at a time were sent for. State factories were established in 
different industries.. Students in large numbers were sent overseas to get 
training and education. LargE! sums were spent in the study of the markets 
and survey of the needs of the country. Expensive machinery for supplying 
the plant for the propoaed factories' were imported from foreign countries. 
All these activities were directed and controlled by the Central Govern
ment who took charge of, the business affairs of the nation and everything 
was carried out in the 'most disciplined manner. As was expected this 
policy achieved- notable rel!ults. It gave a convincing demonstration to the 
people on the value of these factories and the immediate result of the 
success of this policy-was the transfer of these state factories to private 
ownership which were models for numerous other developments in different 
industries. "The texture to-day of Japan's industrial fabric shows the 
design laid at the foundation." Even those that have. been released from 
Government control, the influence of the Government is still all pervading. 
The affairs of all these industries are closely watched by the Commerce and 
Industry department of the Government and all assistance short of actual 
interference in the management is freely and willingly given. Tariffs are 
revised ,to meet the changing needs of the industries; subsidies are sanc
tioned; education and research are encouraged at Government expenses; 
Banking system and Railway administration subserve industrial develop
ment and offer every assistance and facilities to the industrialists. The 
Ideal aimed at, as we .have pointed out, is that of self supporting industrial 
system requiring a minimum amount of import of manuf&.(:tured goods. 
"Great progress had already been made even before 1914 towards the 
achievements of this ideaL The war by taking out of competition many 
of the manufacturing nations gave Japan a great opportunity which she 
seized in a remarkable manner. In ten, years her industries increased in 
total production from £140 millions to nearly £700 millions. The biggest 
percentage increase was in the metal and machiner.V trades which multiplied 
seven fold during this period to a total of £105 millions. M~anwhile her 
total industrial population had increased from ,about a million to nearly 
two million factory workers and the number of manufacturing companies 
from roughly 5,000 to 12,000. In addition a large number of private factories 
came into existence prepared to make anything and everything." (Pages 17 
and 18, Report of British Economic Mission.) , 

According to the Yamasaki and Ogawa (Effect of the War on Commerce 
and Industry, Page 149) New capital investment increased from Yen 
292,584,250 in 1915 to Yen 2,676,901,300 in 1928 and the capital invest
ment for new enterprises and expansion of old amounted to an unprecedented 
SUIll of 4,068,000,000 during the same period (Page 4, Tokyo Maiyo Shimbun, 
June, 1928). Such rapid development naturally had many drawbacks as 
the sudden slump on the cessation of hostilities amply proved but these 
were not dissimilar to those that prevailed in European countries. In 
spite of recurrent periods of crisis and depression the industries specially
the metal industry-have been ahle to consolidate their position by weeding 
our weaklings or by amalgamating them with strong rivals. 

The productive capacity of ~he J~panese ~ndustries has increased im
mensely in spite of so many difficulties and It was further developed by 
the great Earthquake reconstruction programme and heavy ship building 
programme. For all this activity in. the ca~se of industrial prog~ess Japan 
has been amply rewarded. From beIng :,-n Impo~ter sh~ has rapidly passed 
through an intermediate and comparatIvely bTle! p~rlod of. producer for 
her own requirements to become a full fledged expertmg natIOn as the fol
lowing figures would show:..,-

1870-Figures not known. 
19()(}-8 million pounds, 41 per cent. represented fully manllfactul'ad 

goods. 



1\)10--46 million pounds. 
1920--195 m.illionl pounds. 
1925--230 million pounds sterling. 41 per cent. 'represented manu~ 

factured goods and 50 per cent. semi-manutactured. (Enc:y-
c10peadia Brit., pages 9U9, 909,' ~08 and 916.) , 

1929-2,149 million Yell or £2l4·9. 
Japan's late arrival ill thE! field of illduatfial enterprise has heen a 

Ineat ~dvantage tq her as it hU$ enablPd her to instal and utilise the 
latest industrial devioes and equipment 'evolved and perfected by the enter
prise of her. rivlIls, 'fbe ouj;sta~ding .el!:ample. is the cotton industry but 
eq)lally litpklllg el!;&!npies Olin b~ easily furnlshed from other industries 
which, have IIU been I:lUilt up during thl'l last 50 years. Most of these in, 
,justries Wllre unknown prior to her contp,ct with western civilisation. 
(Report of British Economic Mission.) 

Chief among the measures employed for the industrial development 
was the Tariff Protection. This has been devised so skillfully as to offer 
effective protection to infant industries until they attained maturity. The 
J IIpanese tariffs are sufficiently high to restrict materially just those goods 
in which the manufacturing nations of the west highly el!:cel and wh,ich 
are likely to compete with the goods of native manufacturers. No com
punction is shown to the foreigners on any account. Once it is shown that 
a particular industry has got to be protected from the ruinous competi
tion of outsiders, prohibitive duty on the import of such commodities is 
the natural and inevitable consequence. Besides this, Tariff policy is mani
pulp,ted to suit the changing needs of the different industries. In some 
instances a tariff rate levied initially on the weight of the machinery has 
been later revised on an ad 'Valorem basis and thus there has been no 
hesitation in changing duties to 8uit Japanese requirements. When once 
tariff protection or state aid is granted or the importance of any industry 
recognised, the Japanese see to it that commodities enjoying such protection 
or state aid get sufficient patronage from the Government departments and 
municipalities. As for example, Japanese machinery may not equal in 
exCellence that of Great Britain or Germany, yet they have been able to 
manufacture machinery and equipment which for all practical purposes is 
as effioient and productive as the imported article. So this so called in
feriority in finish,· etc., does 'I1ot prevent the Japanese Government from 
issuing strict injunctions to the departments and municipalities concerned 
"to by Japanese" even if they are inferior to foreign articles. It is 
significant that in the list issued by the Imperial Government Railway of 
Japan of firms permitted to tender, not one single foreign firm is mentioned. 
(page 22, British Economic ¥ission.) 

Special Government departments give all the necessary hE!lp in the 
matter of up-to-date information to the manufacturers. The information 
about t.he most recent -developments in different industries and modern 
inventions of different kinds which are sometimes obtained by questionable 
means is freely circulated and the manufacturers concerned are encouraged 
to adopt them. (" Many instances could be cited where, dubious methods 
have been adopted to obtain technical information from foreign concerns 
for the benefit of the Japanese makers." Page 22, British Eoonomic MissiO'll.) 
Though this pas led to tbe wholesale infringement of patents and designs, 
there ii no doubt that Ue activity of this department keeps all the industries 
up-to-date and in pip.k of condition. "The practice of copying is so 
developed that even any catalogue or circular of particular excellence produced 
bv a foreign'er will be immediately copied and used, a Japanese name being 
substituted and the text being translated into Japanese. This is all apart 
of the educational scheme by means oil which the Government and the great 
group leaders are determined that technical knowledge shall be widespread 
and up-to-date." (Page 22, British Economic Mission.) In tbe matter of 
export trade Japanese Government has introduced a'll extraordinary inno
vation which is unknown, so far as we know, in any part of the world. 
"Direct state aid to Japanese export trade is given by means of Govern-
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ment enool1tBgllmenll for t.he establishment. of co-operative guilds of manu
facturers who are engaged in producing goods principally for export and 
by the partial payment of ~he cost ot establishing export associations." 
(Page 48, British .l!:conomic Mission Report.) 

Another extraordinary innovation is that "The Japanese Government 
offers further assistance to different industries by recompensing exporters 
for TO per cent. of the losses 81t3tttined on shipments to '11,',!developed markets 
which present obstacle to trade. Again by (Iffording direct financial assistance 
in dealing with bills for export trade, it enables the Banks to quote to 
exporters lower rates of discounts than the normal market rates." (Page 48, 
British Mission.) A Bureau of foreign trade within the department of 
Commerce and Industry looks after these arrangements. 

ln this summary of the industrial policy of- the country two facts of 
outstanding importance should be noted. (1) When it is decided that a 
certain important industry should be developed, initial responsibility of 
running the whole business is accepted by the Government tnost willingly. 
As for example the iron and steel industry, the importance of which for 
purposes of defence is fairly well recognised was originally a state business 
and even now more or less run by the state though there have sprung up 
certain private firms since the foundation of the industry irl 1900. (2) Even 
the interests of those industries that are released from state control are 
carefully watched by the Government and every aid given to them as if 
they still belonged to the state. ["! As for example, -last year (1929) when 
the silk industry was in great distress, the Government guaranteed to Banks 
financing the raw silk industry the idemnification of the loss not exceeding 
Yen 30 millions within a period of five years." Page 13, Overseas Report to 
June 30th, 1930.] Such guarantees are of frequent occurence. In view 
of all this it would be quite true to say that "throughout the period of 
Japans industrialisation, Japanese Government has always been a partner 
in J apanase Commerce and Industry". 

CHAPTER V. 

WORKS CloST AN FAIR SELLING PRICE. 

The following is the Works' cost year by year:-

I.-Total &l!penditllr~ Incurred at the Works on Wire and Wirenail8. 
No. Particulars. 1931. 1932-38. 

1. War rocla 
T. C. Q.lb. 

,2,116 & I 8 
I. Other lbaterlala 
8. Power 
,. Labour 
8 •• ate. and lighting (Inrlu-

ded In power.) 
•• Repaln and maintenance • 
7. SupervisJon and office staff 
8. Packing 
I. Mtsf'el1aneous {postage 

It.at ionary. welfare, medi· 
cal relief, town repairs, CII 

wastage commission on 
sales, travelling expenses, 
etc.) 

Total 

t.u credit r""Used if any 

T oW output during the year- ' 

.. 

Win • 2,110 5 2 8 
"fI"(I""C'~ • 1,754 4 8 0 

RB. a. p. T. C. Q. lb. it.. a~ p. 
2,08,808 8 9 4,951 16 2 0 5,14,466 6 5 

16,791 15 6 45,232 4 11 
16,765 1 0 34,471 Ii 0 
22,626 15 3 48,567 II S 

4,648 8 10 
25,845 5 6 
25,490 11 0 
36,628 11 

3,57,105 12 11 ------
Nil 

Balance 

4,951 16 2 0 
8,678 to 8 8 

7,145 15 3 
89,608 12 8 
53,359 '5 0 
66,730 14 

8,09,582 18 9 

2,898 2' 0 

8,06,684 11 9 
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Il.-Works Cod ex-Factory per ton. 01 Wire (Hard Bright). 

No. Details. 

1. Wire rods 

2. other materials (sol, add, 
loap flake. grease, 
lubricants, Ume, wire 
drawing plates, etc.) 

3. Power Including water 

4. Water lighting, etc. 

6. 'Lahour . 

6. Repalre and maintenance 

7. Supervision and 0 mce 
Staff. 

8. Miscellaneous (wast. 
age, travelling expenses, 
postage" stationary, 
we11are, medical relief, 
town repalre, etc.) 

1991. 
Rods Issued. Amount. 

T. C. Q.lb. 

2,116 6 229, 

Its. a. p. 

2,08,808 8 9 

10,664 11 11 

10,773 9 0 

7,906 6 8 

2,120 0 8 

20,846 6 6 

16,769 8 5 

1982.83. 
Rods Iosned. 

T. C. Q. lb. 

4,961 16 II 0 

Amonnt. 

Rs. a. p. 

6,14,466 6 6 

23.283 16 8 

23,8111 0 0 

21,836 7 S 

2,820 411 

82,408 12 8 

26,149 3 8 

Total ontput during the year 2,1,16 6 2 29 2,77,27116 1 4,95116 II 0 644,779 I' 6 

LuI credit If any realised 

Average cost during tile year 

Nil 

Its. 6-8-10 per cwt. ' 
or Its. 131·0-8 • ton. -

Balance 

1,616 10 0 

6,49,269 7 6 

Its. 6-6-0 per cwt· 
or It •. 180 a ton. 

IlL-Works Cost ex-Factory per ton. 01 Wirenails. 

No •. Particulars. 
1981. 

Tonnage. 

1. Wire l88uOO to nalls • 1,754 , S 0 

2. Other materials 

8. Labour 

4. Power 

at Rs. 181-0-8 a ton. 

6. Repairs and mRintenance 

6. Supervision and office 
staff. 

7. Packing 

8. M~~~f:~g: o~was!:r:.' 
trnvelling expenses. 
bank cllarges, postage, 
etc., etc. 

Amount. 

Its. a. p. 

2,29,878 II 10 

6,287 8 '1 

1',720 10 0 

9,991 8 0 

2,628 8 7 

6,000 0 0 

26,49011 0 

19,866 4 8 

1982. 
Tonnage. Amount. 

T. C. Q. lb. Its. a. p. 

3,67816 3 8 4,78,249 14 II 
at Its. 180 a ton. 

21,948 6 8 

26,782 II 0 

10,666 11 0 

4,926 10 6 

7,200 0 0 

68,869 6 0 

40,581 10 9 

Total during the year 1,764 4 8 0 8,09,712 0 8 8,678 16 8 8 0,48,058 10 7 

u .. eredlt realised 1/ DOY 

Avera~e cost during the 
, ~far, 

Its. 6-18-8 per cwt. 
9r ~, 17q-9-0 II to". 

Balance 

1,882 8 0 

6,41,671 II 7 

Its. 6-11-6 per rwt • 
or Rs. 174·~-0 a ton, 
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IV.-Avcrage Nett Works Cost /01' the year 1982-33 /01' GtlJvanized Wire. 

No. Particulars. 

1. Wire issued 

2. Other materials (spe!ter, pig lead 
amonia-chloride, zm~ chloride, 
coal alluminium ingots and shots, 
asbestos string and powder, 
cotton waste, lubrica~ts, etc.) 

3. Power 
4. Labour 
5. Repaii's and maintenance 
6. Supervision staff. 
7. Packing 
q. Miscellaneous (wastage, commis

sion, bank charges, travelling 
expenses, etc.) 

Total output during the year 

Less credit realised 

TOnnll.ge. 

T. C.Q. lb. 
867 2 0 23 

at Rs. 130 a tqn 

8672023 

At Rs. 164-15-5 a ton or Rs. 8-4-0 a cwt. 

Amount. 
Rs. A. P. 

1,12,723 9 3 

19,706 9 4 
1,300 0 0 
3,666 8 3 

965· 8 0 
1,200 0 0 

'4,765 6 8. 

1,44,327 9 6 

1,303 12 9 

1,43,023 12 9 

V.-Nett Works Cost 0/ Barbed Wire /01' the year 1982-98. 

No. Particulars. 

1. Galvanized wire issued . 

2. Other materials, (lubricants, tool 
steel, cotton waste, etc.) 

3. Power 
4. Labou"" 
5. Repairs and maintenance 
6. Supervision staff 
7. Packing 
8. Miscellaneous (wastage, commis

sion, postage, travelling expenses, 
ba.nk charges, etc., etc.) 

Total output during the year 

Le~s credit realised if any 

Tonnag~. 

T. O. Q. lb. 
520 7 3 14 

at Rs. 164-15-5 a ton 

520 7 3 14 

Amount. 

Re. A. P. 
85,847 0 2 

238 8 5 
1,240 0 0 
1,780 6 9 

447 1 5 
1,200 0 0 
4,304 4 0 

3.943 5 10 

99,000 107 

Nil. 

Average cost during the year at Rs. 190-5-0 a ton or Rs. 9-8-3 a cw-t. 

Fair Selling Price. 
(1) Blork Capital.-Though the Wotks were purl'hased at Rs. 3.40,000 it 

would not be wise for us to take this figure in view of the replal'ements and 
additions we shall ha.ve to make in the very near future. Tn fact much of 
the machinery shall have to be scrapped almost immediately if we are to 
effect economy in our cost of production. The best course under the cirum
Rtan('Ps iR to take the repln('ement value of the factory and base our calcula
tions 'ln that l1!Jloullt: The replace~!lnt v!\,lue ~ven pn png!l 2~ of tll'l 
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evidence recorded ciuring our enquiry, the details of which for purpose of 
ready reference, we give below is the following;-

Factory house 
Cleaning and annealing equipment including 

Boiler 
Wire drawing machines and equipments 
Wirenail making machines with motors, etc. 
Erection and construction costs (labour and 

materials) 
Transport wagons (light railway materials) . 
Electric installation, switchboard, transformers 

switch board, lighting, etc. 
Return passage and pay to two German 

Mechanics for one year 
Water reservoir 
Commission and brokerage 
Furniture and miscellamious 
Nail polishing machine 
N ail packing department 
Keg plant 
Galvanising plant 
Housing and welfare 
Spares and miscellaneous 
Tools and plants 

... 

Rs. 

2,00,000 

40,000 
70,000 

1,00,000 

30,000 
5,000 

15,000 

12,000 
5,000 

25,000 
5,000 

10,000 
3,000 

15,000 
40,000 
20,000 
15,000 
5,000 

6,15,000 

With the additiorts made up-to-date the Block Capital would stand as 
follows ;-

Repla('ement value 
Machine Shop 
Additions up to 1931 
New additions up-to-date 

Rs. 
6,15,000 

50,000 
1,85,000 

91,250 

9,41,1l50 

We wiRh to emphasise that the repla('ement value of the plant given 
at the last enquiry is a very reasonable figure. Conditions have so changed 
that the value of the machinery if purchased to-day would be much higher 
firstly be(,RuRe an additional ('ustoms duty of 10 per cent. has to be paiCl 
on all machinery imported and se('ondly because the prindpal ('ountries 
from where these purchases are likely to be made are all on gold standard. 
Even in spite of these adverse conditions, we are prepared to adhere to the 
figure given at the last enquiry. It is not ne('essary to stress the fa('t that 
the valuation of the plant at the pUrC'ha-qa price would be an impossihle 
estimate in view of the replacemeQ.ts tha.t are urgently required for the 
efficient running of the plant. 

(2) ])ppI'priation on Marhinery.-Tt iii. a pra.cti('e with the Tatiff Hoard 
to ('harge depreciation on all machinery at the rate of 61 per ('ent. we 
"nhmit that owing to hellvy dnty that our machinery is subiected, tllis figure 
i~ not quite adequate. We ha.ve taken the opinion of Mr. Kennetll B. T~ewi~. 
()n~ of the most promimmt nuthorit;v on Wir~ Industry and Prarti('e il'\ 



.~erica and he thinks that 12 per cent. is a very reasonable figure to take 
for annual depreciation. We reproduce his letter:-

"Replying to your letter of 21st March, I will say that a sui·vey of 
practice in a number of widely scattered plant~ whose figure have to pass 
judgment of authorities in a number of states, indicates that the tax authori
ties regard 12 per cent. as a reasonable figure for annual depreciation of 
wire nail machinery and 10 to 12 per eent. for wire drawing machinery.· 

Heavy nail machines and similar cold heading equipment fQr other pro
ducts are subject to heavy upkeep and tool expense, and in some instances 
is depreciated as high as 25 per cent. but 12 percent. is an average figure." 

We have also approached the MetaIlurgical Inspector who is fully con
versant with our plant. In his opinion more than 12 per cent. should be 
provided for depreciation. On the basis of these opinions, we applied to 
the Income-tax authorities who replied to. us in the following terms:-

No. A-62/1B of 1932. 

Commissioner of Income-tax, 
Bihar and Orissa, 

Hinco (Ranchi), the 30th March, 1933. 

Depreciation of machinery-Wire and wire nails-Rate of-increase in
Indian Steel and' Wire Products--Jamshedpur-Representation of-

Dear Sir, 

Your letter dated the 24th March, 1933. 
The Government of India have by a Notification dated the 4th February, 

1933, prescribed the rate of depreciation aIlowance in respect. of plant and 
machinery used for the manufacture of wire and wire nails at 7l per cent. 
on prime cost. This rate will apply to the machinery at your works from 
the date of Notification 

Yours faithfully, 

(Sd.) H. D. Chatteriee. 

Taking all these facts into consideration, we submit that 7l per cent. 
should be provided as the lowest figure for depreciation if no higher figure 
iR deemed justifiable by; the .Board. 

(3) Intere&t on Working Capital.-In 1931, the Board allowed a provision 
on account of interest on working capital at the rate of 71 per cent. on the 
eRtimated average works costs Bf 6 months production. We submit that this 
should be continued unchanged. It is very difficult in spite of the better 
("onditions prevailing in the money market to get money on the average at 
leRS than n per rent. As long as the industry is not properly established in 
the> country the handirap will continue. 

(4) P·rofits.-In the first enquiry the Board has aIlowed for profit 10 per 
rl'nt. on the investments. "In the case of smaller industria.. of which the 
wire industry may be rl'l!arded as one. a. return of 10 per cent. is reasonable 
and any fi~tre below that will fail to attract Indian Capital." (Vide 
AnnexUJ:e B, page 207, Para. 18 of the First Steel Report:) 

Tn view of the past history of onr concern which has suffered losses 
rontinuouslv for a series of years and in view of the fart that it is impossible 
to attraet Indian capital at any lower figure of profit, we submit that the 
re<"omml'ndation of the first Tariff Board should be earried out to establish 
thp industry on a sonnd basis. . 

Mptal (,o.f.-Acrordinl!: to details given in a separate chapter, the price 
of wire rod would rome t{) its. 11(. 

lIfanu/acillrin" ('(Mf.-Accordin~ to the stlltement. "ubmitted. the mano
farturin/!; caRts of nails amount to R •. 70 per ton. In oltr opinion no furthpr 
reduction can be made as labour is paid on piece work basis, and the prire 

STEEL-TIl u 
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!If ~onsumab.le stores is bound to go up. As regards repairs and maintenance, 
It IS yery difficult to effect any further economy considering the age of the 
machmery. 

So the average selling price per ton of wire nails f.o.r. Works is as 
follows ;-

Depreciation on machinery Rs. 9,41,250 at 7* per cent .. 

Interest on working capital Rs. 8,50,000 at 7* per cent. 
Metal cost 

Manufacturing cost 

Profit at 10 per cent. on 9,41,250 

Rs. A. P. 

7 011-2 
6 6 0 

114 0 0 
70 0 0 
9 6 4'8 

20613 4, 

This represents the nett price f.o.r. Tatanagar which we should receive 
fo~ our pro~ucts if the new protective duty is at aU effective. To achieve 
t~IS result, It would be ne~essary to make adjustments regarding such freight 
disadvantages as may eXist and for all other charges and discounts tha.t 
would be necessarily incurred. (In the cost presented in this chapter only 
21 per cent. commission is included). 

CHAPTER VI. 

SALKS AND FREIGHTS. 

The adjustments which ara absolutely necessary to make us earn the nett 
price shown in the lllst chapter are the following;-

(1) Hanelling Charges to be paid to Agents in Stockyards in {Ji//ereflt 
Areas.-As customers insist on receiving supplies in small lots. we have 
established as an experimental measure stock yards in Jallo and Nagpur. 
-It appears to us that in the near future we sha.ll have to establish such stock 
yards in different areas which would necessitate an additional charge of 
R.~. 3-8 per ton which would be paid to the agents incharge of these stock 
yards. 

(2) 'Cash Rebates arid Bad Debts.-As our sales will increase to a consi
derable figure. we shall be compelled to give this rebate as an attraction to 
agents to malre immediate payments of their bills. The present practice of 
waiting for payments after two or three months will require much more 
working capital than we have estimated besides involving us in risks which 
we cannot afford to take. -The usual cash rebate granted by the Steel Com
pany is one per cent. but considering the price of our products, I per cent. 
would serve the purpose. :With regard to bad debts, an additional I per 
rent. would be necessary. 

(3) Sales Office Organisation.-At the present moment, we have no 
separate sales office organisa.tion. With the increasing amount of work, it 
would be impo~Rible to manage the sales efficiently with the present staff. 
This will necesRitate a separate establishment which would cost at least 
Rs. 10,000 a year for the sale of wire and wire nails alone. As we nre 
contemplating to convert the preqent concern into limited liability company, 
this allowance is the minimuJllrequired. 

(4) Freight.-List I give the freight rates of stations where we have slight 
advantage. The maximum supply of this area may be taken as 2.000 t.ons 
per year but when our production increases to 10,000 tons a -year, we shall 
be compelled to unload our material in areas where we have a dE'cided di~
advantage which worlrs out on the average at 12 annas per maund. Malting 
allowance for a Anle of 2.000 tons or more in the advantageous arE-a, we 
submit that the duty should be baRed on the M~umption that the aVE-rage 
freight disadvantage to be borne by us would be Rs. 15 per ton. 
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To sum up the adjustments should be as follows:-

Selling price f.o.r. Works. 

Handling charges 

Cash rebate and bad debts 
Sales organisation 

Freight disadvantage • 

Freight List I. 

F.o.r. Our rate Our rate 
Station. wagon load sma.ltlots 

permd. permd. 
Rs. A. 1'. RS.-A.I'. 

Cawnpore 010 1 014 5 
Delhi 010 7 014 5 
Lahore 1 311 1 7 4 
Agra 010 7 ·014 5 

'Kashi 0 8 6 01111 
Patna 0 6 3 0 9 1 

Gorakhpur 0 9 4 012 0 

Basti 010 1 012 5 

Shahganj 010 1 013 8 

Tahsil Deoria 0 8 9 011 4 

Muzaffarpur 0 7 6 0 910 

Rampur 010 7 o 14 5 

Katni 0 8 0 015 6 

Nagpur 0 7 7 1 4 6 

Jubbulpore o 12 3 o 15 3 

Sirhind 1 1 11 1 40 2 

Amballa 013 7 1 3 2 

Lucknow 010 7 o 13 8 

Shahjahanpnr 010 7 o 140 1 

Darem,. o 10 3 0140 5 

Inhra-Dun 
vi& Saharan 
pnr 014 0 1 III 

Haldwani o 13 8 1 1 1\ 

G~ya (J 6 1 0 9 2 

Plus (+) indicates advantage. 
\[inCs (-) indicates disadvantage. 

Old rate 
from nearest 

port. 
Rs. A. 1'. 

1 6 9 
112 4 
2 5 6 

111 9 

015 7 
012 6 

1 3 2 
1 ,4 6 

1 1 8 
1 2 1 

014 3 
1 12 8 
1 710 
111 9 

1 911 

2 0 1 

1 HI 40 
1 6 3 

1 9 10 

III 4 

2 0 0 

1 140 8 
01011 

Re. A. P. 

206 13 4 

3 8 0 -
2 0 0 

1 0 0 
15 0 0 

228 5 4 a ton 
or 11 6 8 a cwt. 

Present rate 
from nearest 'Remarks. 

port. 
Bs. A.I'. 

1 010 + 
011 1 

1 211 

011 1 

01411 + 
0 6 9 

o 14 2 + 
1 0 5 + 
1 1 5 
012 9, + 
010 9 + 
015 0 + 
1 'T 10 + 
1 3 2 

1 6 3 -I:-
013 6 
o 12 7 
1 2 5 + 

1 11 + 
1 0 40 + 

1 2 7 + 
1 3 8 + 
010 11 + 

;Wagons booked to Delhi are detained on the way and therefore advantage 
if any has been neutralised. ' 

u2 
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Freight List 11. 

Freight Disadvantage. 

Freight from Freight from Difference Stations. Tatanagar per· nearest port per 
maund. per maund. maund. 
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Madras 014 6 o 14 6 Bombay 011 1 011 1 Rangoon o 14 0 o 14 0 Surat 015 5 0 6 3 0 9 2 Ahmedabad 1 1 7 01011 0 6 8 Bezwada 1 0 0 o 10 1 0 511 Poona 1 10 11 0 4 5 1 6 6 Sholapur . 1 5 8 01011 o 10 9 Nasik 1 6 4 0 5 1 1 1 3 

Hyderdabad 1 () 0 1 2 6 0 2 6 
Seconderabad 1 4 10 1 2 9 0 2 1 
Manmad I 4 I 0 6 4 013 9 Dhond 1 9 4 0 6 8 1 2 8 
Navsari 1 311 0 () 7 o 14 4 
Indore 1 5 S o 15 19 0 5 10 
Ajmer 1 7 4 I 4 3 0 3 1 
Gwalior 1 1 9 1 010 0 011 
Madura 1 12 9 o 14 3 014 6 
Tuticorin 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Bhavnagar • 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Ujjain 1 3 5 1 0 2 0 3 3 
Broach 01510 0 7 7 0 8 3 
Wadi • 1 8 () o 13 10 010 7 
Jodhpur r 1 12 10 1 0 6 012 4 
Mirpur Khas 2 5 1 0 6 7 1 14 6 
Phaladi 1 15 5 1 3 2 012 3 
Balotra 1 13 7 01311 015 8 
Barmer 1 15 9 011 10 1 311 
PiparRoad, 1 13 7 1 1 4 012 3 
Nagpur 2 0 0 1 3 10 o 12 2 
Luni • 1 12 1 015 8 012 5 
Palana 1 12 1 1 5 10 0 6 3 
Bikanir 111 7 1 5 4 0 6 3 
Dulm'era 1 13 1 1 311 0 9 2 
Palsana 1 6 1 1 2 8 0 3 5 
Ratangarh • 1 8 8 1 4 5 0 4 3 
Jaipur 1 • 4 1 III 0 2 5 
Kish6ngarh • 1 6 8 1 3 3 0 3 5 
Chitorgarh 1 10 8 1 7 3 0 3 5 
Palaana 1 6 1 1 2 2 0 311 
Palanpur 1 15 1 1 11 8 0 3 5 
Namaul 1 6 4 014 7 0 7 9 
Chittagong OIl 9 011 9 
Dacoa 1 4. l 0 8 5 ~ll 9 
Mymensingh I 3 8 0 7 10 011 9 
Fenj 1 3 7 OHIO 0 • 9 
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Freight from Freight from Difference 
Stations. Tat&nagar per nearest port per 

maund. permaund. maund. 

Rs. A. 1'. }ts. A. 1'. Rs. A. 1'. 

Santah 1 15 11 1 12 0 ~ 3]1 
Sihor • 1 6 10 0 6 10 1 0 0 
Palit&na 1 7 5 0 7 5 1 0 0 

Madhada 1 7 3 0 7 3 1 I) 0 

Hassan III 7 013 1 014 6 

Mysore 1 9 0 o 10 6 014 I) 

Bangalore 1 fi 6 0 7 0 o 14 6 
Arsekera 1 12 7 014 1 014 6 
Chik ballpur 1 7 7 0 9 1 014 6 
Madura 1 12 9 014· 3 014 6 
Trivandrum 2 3 7 1 5 1 014 6 
Tenkasi ·1 15 11 1 1 I) 014 6 
TinneveIly 115 9 1 1 3 014 6 
Tiruchendnr 2 1 1 1 2 7 1)14 6 
Quilon 2 2 2 1 a 8 014 6 
Erode . 110 1 o 1.2 1 014 6 
Trichy 1 9 0 010 6 014 6 
Tanjore 1 9 4 o 10 10 014 6 

Salem 1 9 4 'J 10 10 o 14 6 
Morappur 1 10 1/ o 12 3 o 14 6 
Narayanganj . 1 0 7 0 410 011 9 

CHAPTER VII. 

ROD MILL CoST AND FAIR SELLING PBICE. 

We give below the approximate cost of wire rods and sections below i" 
approximate because since the mill has commenced operation only about a 
month and a half ago, our experience is lixnited and we are not in a position 
to forecast with any definiteness the actual cost of production. The works 
cost that we have incurred during this short period is unreasonably high 
and therefore cannot form a basis for any future calclI-lation' and for this 
reason we have omitted to give it here. But we beg to. point out tliat, now 
that our mill is actually working, we are in a better position to know our 
requirements and therefore place before the Board our cost figures which 
should be found more correct than those submitted last time. 

Machiuery 
Building 

Block Capital. 

Foundation, concrete and earth work 
Miscellaneous 
Spares 

Rs. A. P. 

6,04,514 15 10 
99,405.0 0 
96,249 12 0 
SI,OOO 0 0 
15,000 0 0 

S,9~,169 11 10 

(We mentioned 10 lakha as block capital of our Rod Mill in the previous 
chapter. This was only a rough estimate as the accounts were not complete 
when the representation was sent.) 
. We give bel~w the works cost ~n the production of 150 tons a day. We 
need hardly mention that it would be difficult to get this production in the 
very near future. We should think that 100 tons a day would bea reasonable 
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figure to take for calculating production for the next two years hut we cali 
promise that we would put our utmost endeavour to achieve 150 tons a day 
at the earliest possible opportunity. The works costs that follow are moderate 
and reasonable and in our opinion quite accurate. Any reduction would 
not be possible in the beginning. :We might point out that the conversion 
cost on jihe Steel Company's Merchant Mill was considerably over Its. 30 
per ton in the beginning with all their resources and equipment and only 
recently after lapse of years it has come down to reasonable proportion. As 
we are inexperienced in the line, we would request the Board to arrive at a 
figure tha.t would leave us a generous margin to work upon. 

Works Cost on a Production 0/ 150 Tons a day. 

Labour 
Power 
Repairs and maintenance 
Consumable stores (lubricants, cotton waste, tool 

steel, etc.) 
Water 
Coal. 
Office staff and supervision 
Miscellaneous (soda, ice, well are, town repairs. 

medical relief, etc.) 
Shipping expenses . 

Fair Selling Prics 0/ Wire Rods.· 

Depreciation on Rs. 8,96,169-11-10 at 61 per cent. 
Interest on working capital at 71 per cent. on 

15 lakhs 
Commission on sales 
Oash rebates and bad debts 
Stocl!: yard expenses 
Profit at 10 per cent. 
Wastage at 10 per cent. less credit realised Rs. 2 

Fair Sdling Prics 0/ Sections Below 1". 

Freight disadvantage for sections and wire rods . 
t Metal cost 

Per ton. 
Rs. A. P. 

621 
880 
200 

3 0 0 
2 4 0 
1 4 0 
2 0 0 

1 0 0 

" 6 0 

26 S. 1 

Rs. A. P. 

012 Sf 

2 9 81 
300 
100 
380 
114 91 
500 

44 410! 

Rs. A. P. 

15 0 0 
70 0 0 

129 4 101 

• When calculating the cost of wire nails we have not taken into ac('ount 
the disadvantage of freight on wire rods as these wire rods are actually 
manufactured at our works and directly taken for conversion into nails 
and wire products, but when calculating the fair selling price this freight 
disadvantage must be taken into account. 

t MetaZ cast.-This question has not finally been decided and is under 
negotiation. Since the freight rates are increased, the Steel Company 
~uggests that we should pay this extra sum that may be anything between 
3 to 5 rupees. 
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We append a Jist of freights- marked I showing the freights on sections 
below i'l- in United Provinces and near about where there is slight advantage 
and another marked II where we have a clear disadvantage and another 
marked III giving the c.i.f. prices of rods and sections below i". 
LIST I.;-List 01 Freight on. Sections below hall inch in. Un.ited Provin.ces and 

near about where there slight advantage. 
Our rate Our rate Old rates Present rate 

For station. wagon load small lots from nearest from nearest Remarks. 
per md. per md. port. port. 

Rs. A.' p. , Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 
Cawnpore 0 9 9 0 14 5 I 6 9 I 0 10 
Delhi • 0 10 3 0 14 5 I 12 4 0 12 4 
Lahore 13ll 174256160 
Agra • 0 10 3 0 14 5 1 11 9 0 11 4 
Kashi • 0 8 2 0 11 11 0 15 7 0 14 11 
Patna • 0 5 10 0 9 1 0 12 6 0 6 9 
Gorakhpore 0 6 II 0 12 0 1 3 2 0 14 2 
Basti. 0980125146105 
ShaiJganj 0' 9. 8 0 13 8 1 1 8 -I 1 5 
Tahsil Deoria 0840114121012'9 
Muzzafarpore 0 7 1 0 9 10 0 14 3 0 10 9 
Rampur 0 10 3 0 14 5 1 12 8 0 15 0 
Katni Murwara 0 6 0 0 14 7 1 8 1 'I 8 1 
Nagpur 0 6 7 0 15 3 1 11 t I 3 2 
Jubbulpore 0 7 7 0 12 6 1 9 11 I ,,6 3 
Sirhind 1 I 7 I '4 2 2 0 1 I I I 
Amballa 0 13 3 I 3 2 I 15 4 1 0 I 
Lucknow 0 10 3 0 13 8 I 6 3 1 2 5 
Barielly O. 9 II 0 14 5 1 II 4 1 0 4 
Shahjehanpur 0 10 3 0 14 I I 9 10 I I 11 
DehraDun 0138 1111 ~OO 147 
Haldwani 0 13 4 I 1 6 1 14 6 I 3' 8 
Gaya • 0 5 9 0 9 2 0 10 II 0 10 II 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Plus (+) indicates advantage. 
Minus (-) indicates disadvantage. 
Wagons booked to Delhi from Bombay under special goods tariff can be 

diverted to any intermediate stations and unloaded. . 

Madras 
Bombay 
Rangoon 
Surat • 
Ahmedabad • 
Poona 
Sholapur 
Naaik 
Manmad 
Dhond 
Navsari 
Indore 
Ajmere 

LIST II.-Freight Disadvantage. 

Stations. 
Freight from Freight from Disadvan

Tatanagar 
per maund. nearest port. tage. 
Re. A. 'P. Rs. A. P. 

010 6 
01011 
014 0 
014 5 
107 
I 9 II 
148 
154 
I 3 I 
184 
I 2 11 
I 2 9 
170 

o 6 ,3 
010 II 
045 
o 10 11 
051 
064 
068 
057 
o 15 '10 
143 

Re. A. P. 

010 6 
o 10 II 
o U 0 
083 
058 
156 
o 9 9 
103 
012 9 
118 

013 " 
o 211 
039 
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Freight from F . ht f Disadvan. Stations. Tatana.gar reJg rom 
pre maund. nearest port. tage. 

Re. A.. 1'. Re. A.. 1'. Rs. A.!'. 
GwaIior 1 1. 4 1 010 0 0 6 
Madura 1 8 9 014 3 010 6 
Tuticorin 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Bhavnagar 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Ujjain 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 
Broacll. o 14 10 0 7 7 0 7 3 
Wadi • 1 7 5 o 13 10 0 9 7 
Jodhpur 1 12 10 1 0 6 012 4 
Mirpurkbas 2 5 1 0 6 7 1 14 6 
Pha.ladi 1 15 5 1 3 2 o 12 3 
Balotra 1 13 7 o 13 11 o 15 8 
Barmer 1 15 9 01110 1 311 
Pipar Road. 1 13 7 1 1 4 o 12 3 
Nagaur 2 0 0 1 3 10 012 2 
Luni . 

.' 1 12 1 015 8 012 5 
Palana 1 12 1 1 510 0 6 3 
Bikaneer III 7 1 5 4 0 6 3 
Dulmera 1 13 1 1 311 0 9 2 
Pa.lsana .. 1 6 1 1 2 8 0 3 5 
Ratangarh 1 .8 8 .1 4 5 0 4 3 
Jaipur 1 4 4 1 III 0 2 5 
Kishengarh 1 6 8 1 3 3 0 3 5 
Chitorgarh 1 10 8 1 7 3 0 3 5 
Pala.npur 1 15 1 III 8 0 3 5 
Narna.ul 1 6 4 014 7 0 7 9 
Chitta.gong . 011 9 o 1~ 9 
Da.cca • 1 4 2 0 8 5 011 9 
Mymensingh 1 3 8 0 7 10 011 9 
Narayanganj 1 0 7 0 4·10 011 9 
Feni . 1 3 7 01410 0 4 9 
Santab, 1 1511 1 12 0 0 311 
Bihor 1 6 10 0 610 1 0 0 
Palitana 1 7 (i 0 7 5 1 0 0 
Madhada 1 7 3 0 7 3 1 0 0 
Hassan 1 3 7 913 1 0 6 6 
Mysore " 1 1 0 010 6 0 6 6 
Banga.lore 013 6 0 7 0 0 6 6 
Arsekera . 1 4 7 014 1 0 6 6 
Chikba.llpur • o 15 7 0 9 1 0 6 6 
Trivandrum 1 15 7 1 5 1 010 6 
Tenkasi 1 11 11 1 1 5 010 6 
Tinnevelly . III 9 1 1 3 010 6 
Tiruohendur 1 13 1 1 2 7 010 6 

-Qullon 114 li 1 3 8 010 6 
Erode 1 6 7 012 1 010 6 
Trichy 1 5 0 o 10 6 010 6 
Tanjore 1 5 4 o 1010 010 6 
Salem 1 5 4 01010 010 6 
Morappur " 1 6 9 012 3 010 6 
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LIST IlI.-c.i./. Prices 0/ Sections below hal/ inch Oontinental make 
during 1991-82-99. 

1931. 1932. 1933. 

Month. Price per Price per Price per ,Price per Price per Price per 
ton in £. cwt. inRs. ton in £. cwt. inRs. ton in £. cwt. in Rs. , 

£.8. a. RB. A. P. £. 8. a. RB. A. P. £. 8. a. Rs. A. P. 

Janua.ry 5 12 6 3 12 0 5 15 0 513 4'2 5 10 0 310 8'4 
to to 

5 5 0 3 8 0 
February 5 10 0 3 10 8'4 515 0 3 13 4'2 5 5 0 3 8 0 
March 5 7 6 3 9 4,2 5 0 0 3 5 4'2 5 2 6 3 6- 8'2 

to to 
5 5 0 3 8 0 

April 5 5 0 3 8 0 415 0 3 2 7'8 5 7 6 3 9 4'2 
to to 

412 6 3 1 3'6 
May 5 5 0 3 8 0 412 6 3 1 3'6 514 6 3 13 1'2 

to to 
6 0 0 4 0 0 

June 5 0 0 3 5 4'2 410 0 3 0 0 6 0 0 4 0 0 
to to 

417 6 3 4 0 
July 5 2 6 3 6 8'4 4 5 0 213 3-67 6 4 0 4 2 1'8 
August 415 0 3 2 7'8 412 6 3 1 3'S 
September 5 7 6 3 9 4'2 412 6 3 1 3'6 

to to 
415 0 3 2 7'8 

October 510 0 310 8'4 5 0 0 3 5 4'2 
to to 

510 0 310 8'4 
November 512 6 312 0 6 2 6 4 1 4'2 
December 6 0 0 4 0 0 ~ 15 0 3 13 4'2 

to to 
5 15 0 3 13 4'2 

CHAPTER VIII. 

PROTECTION NECESSARY FOR THE INDUSTRY. 

The facts adduced here clearly show that a further period of protectiou 
-is absolutely necessary for the Industry. By their Report the Tariff Board 
has recommended a temporary protection-which was later translated -into 
suitable legislation, i,e., The Wire and Wire Nail Industry (Protection) Act, 
1932-with a view '1;(, give breathing time to the Industry to qualify itself 
for fulfilling certain conditions for substantive protection, As we have 
pointed' out, all conditions required by the Tariff Board, Government and 
Legislature have been fulfilled, Taking into consideration the distressing 
condition of the Industry at the time and the enormous losses incurred in 
the past, any further investment was in the nature of "a leap in the 
dark" and involved incalculable risks, But since we had made the promise, 
we never flinched from carrying it·out. As,these requirements are satisfac
torily carried out, it is the duty of the Government and the Board not to 
withdraw their support suddenly or to such an extent as to bring disaster on 
us who relying on their policy have invested our money in the Industry. We 
have sufficient justification for claiming' protection on this ground 
alone for it is undeniable that ,the G01l67'1111nent and the Bowra halle in II 
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$enS6 an obligation to protect tAe creatures 0/ their own. acts. Any sudden 
withdrawal o,r any hesitation to grant substantive protection would result in 
serious financial disaster which would have repercussion throughout the 
Indian Industries in that the faith of intending investors in the policy of 
protection will be rudely shaken. ' 

If the scheme of protection is to attain its object, it must be applied 
for a substantial period to get any beneficial results. The present practice 
of reviewing the case every few years certainly leads to reaction on imports 
and prices and does undoubtedly lengthen the period when protection is 
required for the industry in questioIL In our case the protection has to 
create and extablish a new Industry and not as in the case of long ,established 
industries like Tmdile Industry or Agriculture to ward off certain temporary 
disadvantages. It is difficult for any protective scheme to succeed if it 
allows the Industries to maintain a bare level of existence and is always 
jealous of any excess profits. The aim of protection as defined by the Fiscal 
Commission is to build up strong and flourishing industries that would face 
world competition. This aim can never be realised by the niggardly attitude 
shown and half hearted protection given. In America and other European 
countries which boast of uptodate equipment and other natural advantages, 
people do not hesitate to vote for substantial tariff. In their earlier ,tariff 
history they have imposed protective duties up to 100 per cent. or more and 
even now after a lapse of years of high tariff, men are not wading who 
" would vote for 300 per cent. as they would for 50 ". As we have shown, 
Japan following the example of other countries has raised very high tariff 
walls against foreign goods with a view to develop her industries in shortest 
time possible and there is no doubt that within a few years she has achieved 
"csults that have placed her competitors in different world markets in a 
very inconvenient position. From being an agricultural country about a 
generation ago, she has developed into first class industrial nation. She hM 
proved her capacity in dustrial development as she had done in war. If 
we are to achieve any results worth the name, we shall have to follow her 
example. 

It is our deliberate opinion that a generous measure of protection is 
bound to be the cheapest for the industry and the country. If such an 
ddequate protection for a fairly long period is afforded to our industry, 
naturally people would come forward with sufficient investment to start 
factories in different parts of the country with the result that by, internal 
competition the price of our products to the consumers would be considerably 
reduced far more rapidly and efficiently than when one main factory alone 
is kept on a bare margin of existence. 

The question for the country is not what is the lowest price it can pay 
for a certain article at a particular time but what is in the long run the 
best economical price at which it can get the material for all time. The 
recent cheap price of imported goods has been due to exceptional {'auses 
and if our industry did not exist the foreign manufacturers are bound to 
dictate their price to the conRumers for all time. The Kartells in Europe and 
Japan. will between themselves divide our country and extort profits at 
their own sweet will. 

The alternative for the c.ountry is clear, either to establish the different 
industries by snfficient encouragement and retain the money in the country 
or allow the industries to be wiped out and pay exerbitant prices to foreign 
countries. 

The PC1'iod of Protection.-In our opion the period of protection must 
not be less than ten years at the least. During this period we propose to 
start new lines and strengthen and consolidate the old ones and nothing 
short of this period is po,~sible to u('hieve these results. Provided the protec
tion i~ adequate and satisfactory in all respects, we think that the industry 
would be in a position to withstand world competition and provided also that 
the foreign manufac.turers do not adopt questionable methods of competition. 
The short period· that has been granted has already achieved satisfactory 
results in that it has seen the rise of many factories in different parts of 
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the country and within a fairly long period of protection, we have every hope 
that the industry would have a marked period of improvement and expansion. 
As far as we are concerned, we have planned to introduce as many new 
products as possible. Chains, Wire netting, Stranded wire, Telephone and 
Telegraph wire, Galvanized Wire of smaller gauges, Wire ropes are some 
of the products that we are going to handle during this period if all goes 
on well. 

Duty on Wire Rods.-We submit that the new scheme of protection should 
include .. substantial duty on wire rods. The rise of two factories in port 
towns, Karachi and Bombay, after the grant of temporary protection makes 
it essential that if the industry is to be established on a sound basis, the 
recommendation of the Fiscal Commission regarding the supply of indigenous 
taw material should be carried out. We mention this as we believe that 
there is a great temptation for these factories situated in port towns to 
work on the basis 0.£ imported raw material. We submit that steps should 
be taken to prevent such factories from working on wrong basis and contrary 
to the spirit of the recommendation of the Fiscal Commission. 

This point has been very clearly stated by the Tariff Board in their 
Statutory. Enquiry on Steel Industry 1926-27 (Volume VIII, Page 70, 
Para.· 1.17) : "We may state atonce that, in our opinion, unless the rod from 
which wire is manufactured in India, no case can be established for the 
protection of the industry. For it then obviously fails to satisfy the first 
condition laid down by the Fiscal Commission Report. The fact that the 
industry depends on imported. rods must always place it at a very serious 
disadvantage. From the point of view of national defence also, if wire is 
to be manufactured from imported wire rod, the establishment of the industry 
can be of little importanc.e. Large quantities of- wire of all kinds are 
required in modern warfare, but with the supply of the main raw material 
of the industry namely wire rod, liable to interruption, the national impor
tance of the industry is seriously diminished. We have therefore, no hesita
tion in stating our opinion that the manufacture of wire and wire nails from 
material imported from abroad is not a /it industry for the grant of._ 
protection." 

It is therefore essential that the scheme of protection should be so devised 
as to proclude the possibility of these factories at distant port towns using 
the imported raw material. 

Moreover if the rods are imported to the country .free as now or at. a rate 
of duty which would make it possible for such factories to p,:efer the Impol't
~d material it would seriously hamper the growth of the mdustry for the 
output of ~ire rods would be materially ~educe~ and consequently the cost 
of rroduction of wire rods would subst~ntlally rise. 

Lastly we beg to submit that i.f th~ Board is ~ncl.in~d to make some 
concession in favour of these factories, It would be mli1ctmg a great hard
ship and injustice on us for it is obvious that if we had known .there was .to 
be a change of policy, we would not ha.ve ventured on such. an expensive 
scheme as the installation of the Rod Mill. We too would have worked on 
the basis of imported rod. 

Duty 01. section 'below half inch.-To make the. Rod Mill a pay!ng pro
position at all, it would be necessary to roll sectIOns belo,! half mc~ f~r 
which there is a large demand i';l the country anfl for which our Mill IS 
"pecially designed. We do not Wish ~o ad<l; anythmg ~ore. than ~hat the 
Tariff Board has said on the subject Il! their last enqUIry III our mdustry. 
As the cost of produqtion of these sections would be mo,,:e or less the ll!l-me 
aR the wire rods, we submit that the same duty should be Imposed on sections 
below half inch as on wire rods. 

The demand for small sections, as already pointed out, is very lar~e and 
in our opinion the question of protection of these prod~cts ~hould ~e Judged 
also on its own merits. Our mill is so deRlgned that With .httle adJus~lI!ents 
and further improvements-which would of course reqUIre an additional 
capital investment-it can supply the whole demand of the country. 



Need for Legislation at the end oj financial vear.-We submit that the 
duty on stlction below half inch should be imposed at the earliest opportunity> 
but not later than March 1934. It appears that the Government intends to 
extend thb period of protection on wire and wire nails by a special extend
ing bill to a further period until the Tariff Board report is published and 
considered by the Government. Obviously the Government would not be in 
a position to consider about the duty on sections by March next, for by that 
time, they would not be in possession of full facts and findings of the Board. 
Such extension, we submit, even in the case of wire and wire nails would 
be harmful to our best interests for the present ruinous competition from 
Japan and the continental countries will continue to inflict losses that would 
take long for the industry to recover. Even if the Government take some 
action under the Safeguarding of industries Act, such extension will deprive 
us of the period of substantive protection to which we are entitled and for 
which we have fully qualified ourselves. But in the case of sections below 
half inch and wire rods, which have no protection at present and which will 
have to bear the combined on slaught of both the continental and Japanese 
competitors, the position would be greatly aggravated if the Board do not 
suggest a special measure to be introduced in the legislature at the end of 
the present financial year. We hope the Board would realise the'risk that 
we have taken in carrying out their Ruggestions about the Rod Mill for we 
knew fully well that we shall have to work our mill without and Tariff 
protection, for a short period of time. Though we gladly accept this risk 
up to March next, we confess any further extension would inHict great hard
ship on us and involve us in losses which it would be difficult for 11~ to bear. 

Under the circumstances, we> would suggest to the Board to recommend 
that a special measure should be passed for our benefit at the beginning 
of the next financial year and not wait till September session as it is stated, 
the Steel Protection AC't would be passed. Our special circumstances and 
difficulties warrant such recommendation and we hope the Board will not 
hesitate to give the desired relief to a long suffering industry. 

Amount oj protection necessary.-In the earlier part of our representa
tion we have given a detailed statement of all the factors affecting our 
costs, selling price, etc. The fair selling price calculated for our products 
are as follows:-

Wire nails . 
Rods and section below I inch 

Rs. A. P. 

11 Ii 8 1 
6 7 5 \ Per cwt. 

III our opil!ion the protection necessary should be as fa'llows:

Re. A. P. 

'Vire and wiro nails including 

11 6 8 fair selling price of 
nails. 

6 14 0 highest c.i.f. price dur
ing the first half of 
this year. 

Rs. A. P. 

Barbed Wire 4 8 8 i.e., Rs. 90 per ton. 

Rods and> Section 

6 7 5 fai~ selling price. 
3 5 9 >average c.i.f. price dur

ing last year. 

3 1 8 i.e., Rs. 60 per ton. 
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The claim is based on the understanding that necessary action would bl' 
taken against the Japanese, that is to say, that there should he an additional 
duty imposed on their imports in proportion to the depreciation of their 
currency. We should also point out that the world conditions are such that 
it is not possible to maintain a higher level of prices and that as soon as 
conditions change for the better, there would be great incentive for our 
competitors to work their plants to full. capacity with the result that the 
prices may still further go down. In addition to this, the instability of 
currency conditionljas to be considered. Any depreciation of Franc or Mark 
would lead to collapse of prices which would be disastrous to the industry. 

Safeg=rds against the breakdo'U'", of protection.-Such safeguards are 
absolutely essential if the scheme of protection recommended by the Board 
is at all to be effective. Though we have had a very short experience of 
protection, we have learnt enough to realise that without such safeguards 
the protection granted by the Government and the legislature becomes in
operative and neutralised. From our experience we know that as soon as 
a scheme of protection is adopted, the foreigners see to, it that the prices 
are reduCed, if not exactly equal to the duty, very much near it. 

In our opinion to meet this situation arising out of the abnormal and 
unforeseen fall in import prices, resort should be 'had to the machinery 
provided in Chapter III of the first Tariff Board report. In fact this power 
has actually been conferred on the Governor General in Council by the 
Steel Industry (Protection) Act but this has been seldom used. It is suggested 
that, ns the Government have shown some reluctanc,e in taking executive 
nction in such ca..es. the Tariff Board should recommend duties on a higher 
scale so as to provide a margi,n for such unforeseen circumstances. 

(2) Letter No. 8287133, dated the 18th November, 1933, from the Indian 
Steel and Wire Products. 

Be SUPPLY oJ!' BILLETS BY THE'STJ!EL COMPANY. 

'We are herewith enclosing a statement on the recent developments regard
ing the supply of billets. The matter is still under negotiation and we hope 
to come to some amicable settlement before our oral evidence. 

Enclosure. 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS REGARDING BILLETS. 

Since we took over the c~ncern, we have tried our very best to influence 
the Steel Company to put up a Rod Mill for the ma,nufacture of our Ra~ 
material wire rod so that our Industry may be established on a sound baSIS 
in the country. In this connection we saw personally all the important 
Officials of the Company and went to the ,length of proving to them that the 
installation of the Rod Mill will be a paying proposition to the Steel 
Company. We also promised to deposit two lakhs of rupees with the .steel 
Company if they undertook to instal the rod mill. 

2. The Steel Company did n~t agree to any of the proposals and dissua~
ed us from putting up the mIll ourselves untIl and unless we ,got tarIff 
protection on our products. 

3. On the grant of proection we again opened the subject with tJie Steel 
Company by our letter No. 1022/32, dated the 15th March, 1932, a copy of 
which is given in Appendix A. 

4. The Steel Company were good enough to realise our difficu~ties an.d 
RRnctionl'd the price of Rs. 60 per ton for the. first. two year~ vtde theIr 
Il'ttE'r No. G402(332, dated the 4th April, 1932, gIven In AppendIX B. 
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5. The above letter in which the Steel Company gave us concession of 
Rs. ~O per. ton for .th!3 first two years did not contain any other condition 
or stlpulatlOn restrICtmg us from making any section below half inch. We 
w:ere :under the i:mpressi(;IU that the Steel Company would not have any objec
tIOn m our follmg sectlons below half inch as long as we did not come in 
conflict with their rolling programme. 

'. On t!te basis of this understanding our Rod Mill was ordered with special 
mstructlons to the manufacturers to design it for all sections below half inch 
including flats, rounds, channels, squares and angles. Had we known that 
t~e Steel Company will object to our rolling any smaller sections besides 
Wire rods and rounds below half inch, we would have hesitated to place 
the order. 

6. When the mill had already begun operation, the Steel Company in 
reply to our letter No. 5086/33 of 26th September, 1932, sent in a formal 
agreem~nt by their letter M-19, dated the 3rd October, 1933, given in 
Appendlx C. The terms of the agreement were really a great surprise to us 
since we never imagined that the Steel Company will dictate such. unjustifi
able'terms to us. The relevant clauses of the agreement to which we take 
exception are as follows:-

(1) Regarding Quantity.-Clause 2 in which the Steel Company has 
reduced their supply of billets to 30,000 tons a year. 

(2) Regarding Price.-Clause 5 (a) and (b) ,in which they propose to 
increase the price of billets by the amount of increased freight. 

(3) Clause (11) in which they restrain us from rolling any smaller sec
tions than rounds and wire rods. These are mainly the points 
on which there is difference between us. ' 

Our reasons for not acceptillg these terms. 

(1, Regarding Quantity of Billets to be S1'l'plilld.-As far, as we are con
cerned, this has been settled once for all. Mr. Mathpr's oral evidpnce on 
this point is quite clear (l,ide Tariff Board Report, page 4, section 5). 

(2) Reqarding Price.-The price for the first two years has been finally 
fixed at Rs. 60 per ton and there is no use to reopen this question at this 
stage for had the Steel Company's Board any reservation to make regarding 
the increased freight ratEl. thpy would have mentioned that point clearly 
in their lEltter of 4th Anril, 1932. We mav add that it WitS an open secret 
last year that there would be an increased freight rate on the B. N. Railway 
in the very near future IMld we think that the Steel Company knew of this 
impending change when above quoted letter was drafted. 

Regartlinq Price after two years.-We are prepared to pay Rs. 70 per 
ton but if it is found that the fair selling llrice of bil1pts is fixpd lower 
than this figure bv the Roard. we soould be givpn the benefit of such reduc
tion. Moreover, if the Stepl Company has to ~ell billets outside, they should 
not nut us at a disadvantagp, that is to say, the price offered to the outsider 
should be on the. same basis as ours. 

Rpqartlillg f~ectioll,s tn 1Jp Tnlled.-'1'his qupstion was also settled bptwepn 
us. We have made it quite clpar that we would not interfere with thEl 
rolling programme of the Swel Company. 

To bring in t(lrms thnt wert' discussM unnpr differpnt circumstancps is not 
at all justifiahle. It apppnrs t.hnt thEl StElPI Company is rplving on the lpt,tpr 
dnt,Eli! 25th !26th Spptembl'r. 192!l. nddrElsspi! to us (1,ide evidenf'e, parn. 136) 
whieh we hnve npver nf'f'('ptcd. Evpn tnking for grantpd that we have 
tltl'itlv ngrl'l'd to those tprmR wt' shouM noint ont that the terms of the lptt.pr 
hnv!> 'hppn Rnh<E\C1Uentlv rnncpllri! 'bv thEl Rtppl rnmnnnv thpmsplvps. that is 
t.o flnv, thpy have '('\lOm!!>n thEl price of .hillElts from Rs .. 9? to 60 and 
TIs 70 ppr ton tlnd nenin thEl sunply of hlllpt·,. hnR bElPn mrrPRspd from 
2.000 t.o 4.500 tons and WI' nrp"~lme t.his rpvi~ion of t,he terms ,!,as nElI'~"sitl\tpd 
on al'('ount of the lnrgl'r ('npnl'lty of the MIll, we WElrf' proposmg t,o JnRtal. 
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. The .fact of the matte'r is that in 1929 when we were placed in serious 
dlffi~ultles, we offered to set u.p. a plant of ~O tons per shift capacity" 'th 
:' view :to ,fulfil the first condItion of the Flseal Commission Report. Our 
Idea. ,,:as to apply to the Government for p'rQtection on the ground that all 
~ondltlOns reqUired ~y the Fiscal CommissiQn Report were fulfilled. Consider
mg the small capaCity of the p~ant and consi~ering QUI' emergent needs of 
those days, th~re was no question of our rQllmg any sections at alL We 
wanted .only Wire rQds and we were ready to do anything to secure these. 
But. the Stee~ Compa~y even then gave us vague promises and vague replies 
o~mg to whICh we ~Id nQt dare to risk our mQney by putting up the rod 
mill. ~n fact they dissuaded us to put up the mill until and unless we get 
protectIOn for our products. That was the PQsitiQn in 1929. 

~n 1931 when we sucoeeded in our applicatiQn for enquiry we had to 
revise and amend all. our plans in view .of the discussions we had with our 
e;,perts. It. was reahsed then that to make the Rod Mill a paying proposi
tIOn at all, It was necessary to rQll small sectiQns fQr it was obivQuS that with 
20 t~ns per-shift mill, it would nQt be economical to produce wire rQds. The 
r~qUlreme!lts .of th~ country for wire rod at the time were very limited and 
will rem am so until adequate protection for a, fairly long period is granted 
to the Industr:'!" That bei~g ~he case; to have cheap rods, we shall have 
~ produce sectIOns. On thiS view of the case we submitted .our representa-
tIOns tQ the Board. . 

It is clear then that the circ'umstances that might have forced us to 
agree to the restrictiQn in our rolling programme in 1929 did not exist in 
1931 when -we thought out our plans afresh. These revised estimates and 
plans were shown to the officillcls of the Steel Company before our enquiry 
and were also submitted tQ their Head Office just before we ordered QUI' 
mill. Our contention is that if the Steel Company had any objection Qr 
desire to restrict us to' rolling certain sections only they should have pointed 
that out to us at the time before we placed the formal order' for the mill. 

We do not quite understand why the Steel Company is putting .obstacles 
in our programme while we have given solemn assurances that we would not 
interfere with theirs. We are prepared to bind ourselves not to roll! inch 
sections or above as, long as we are here and in our opiniQn this should 
he sufficient to safeguard their interest. -

But when they insist that we should confine our attention to rolling wire 
rods and rQunds only, it is our candid opinion that in doing so they are 
actinlt most arbitrarily and against the best interest of our industry. Why 
should we bind ourselves to such impossible and senseless conditions? Surely 
the Steel Company bas not got the sole mQnopoly of rolling all iron and 
steel prQducts in the country. There should be some chance given to othel's 
also. 

Besides this, it should be remembered that the Steel Company was given 
nearly ten years to carry out the promise given to .our predeces~rs and 
whatever they may say. they are morally responsible for the losses mcurred 
owing to the withdrawal of protection on 'account of their inability to supply 
the raw material. In the statement made befQre'the Tariff Board, they have 
also given an indication that they would not' be i~ a position to interest 
thpms"lvps in the manufacture .of these smaller sections for another 7 to B 
vpars. So the position would amount to this. that while they have no 
interest in manufncturing these sections themselves for some years to comf', 
thpv would not like others to make an attempt. The absurdity of such a 
position is obviQus. 

It is Quite clear that in taking up this attitude we are not doing any 
harm to the bpst inter""t of the StpeT Company. In fact our prosperity and 
pro[!'rpss would be helpful to the Iron and St.eel Industrv in general for we 
would be hAl"in[!' to utilis" their stpel surplus. Residpe all this we arf' depen
dAnt for plpC'trkitv and watf'r lind land fvr which we think we are payinp; 
hllndsomilly. . 



In this connection we should like to add that if our' facFory was located 
outside the limits of the Steel Company, the' Steel Company would not have 
dared to dictate such absurd terms. • 

L~stly w.e .should state as our emp,hatic opinion' that the Steel Company 
that IS recelvmg the benefit of protectlOn should not be allowed to hinder the 
progress of another Industry which is dependent upon it in many ways. 

APPENDIXA. 

THE INDIAN STEEL AND WIRE PRODUCTS, TATANAGAR, B. N. RAILWAY. 

Messrs. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 

Dear Sirs, 

Bombay House, Bruce Street, 
Bombay. 

Be BILLETS. 

15th March, 1932. 
Ref. 1022/32. 

We would like to 'have an early reply'regarding your decision about the 
billets for we shall have to decide whether it is at all possible to undertake 
the risk. We can aSS'Ire you that if there is any slight· possibility of estab
lishing the industry and if co-operation is forthcoming from your side, we 
are prepared to incur further capital expenditure, 'But at the same time 
we should like to point out that if the terms offered by you are impossible 
and unreasonably high, you would be seriously hampering the growth of the 
industry. In view of the Government orders which require us to order the 
Ro,d Mill before the next Assembly Sessions; we hope you would give your 
serious consideration and offer us generous terms which would redound to 
your credit and high reputation. We need not remind you that the future 
of the industry is absolutely in your hands. You can make it or mar it. 
You should realise the vicissitudes through which this industry has gone 
through and at every critical moment in its history its further progress 
has been determined by your decision. 

, We have personally explained to Mr. A. R. Dalal with whom we had an 
interview yesterday morning that owing to the risks involved we expect the 
Steel Company to reduce further their price of billets so as to enable us to 

-work the Rod Mill. The figure of Rs. 70 given to the Tariff Board is most 
C'ertainly exorbitant and can hardly permit us to run the mill eoonomically. 
According to our point of view the most important thing to consider is the 
cost of production. It is our considered opinion that we cannot produce 
cheaply and economically at the figure taken by the Board for they thl'm.elves 
have rl'C'ognised that sufficient data is larking. (Para. 9, page .7) " Sufficient 
data for examining the Question is obviously lacking and all that may be 
attemptl'd is an indiration of general possibilities." (Same paragraph 
page 8) "Rstimatl's of cost not basl'd on aC'tual experil'nce are unreliable 
l'specially when they are partly supplied by manufacturers of machinl'ry." 
(Paragraph 10, page 8) "The data required for a correct estimate of costs 
are entirelv larking and ihere is no guarantpe that if protl'ction is grantl'd, 
the ronditiofl8 0/1. whirh it is bfl,spd will bp. fltlfiITed." In view of this. how 
can any sane person knowing fully well the dangers and responsibilities 
involved. venture til agree to such a proposal. As it has been made clear 
bv the 1k>ard themselves thRt it is not wise to dl'pend upon the rosy possi
bilitiEls of their own mill df'llirtl'rl by' the forl'ign, manufacturers for it is 
Quite natural thRt they would Duff up the immense saving in cost in order 
to sElll their mll{~hlnElr:v. In the "re~ent case we have soll'ly and entirely 
denf'ndl'd uporl', tlte estimntEls offElredbv thEl differElnt manufacturers 
Itnd taking the 't'E"nsonable viElw of the facts we come to the conclusion that 
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the estimate of the conversion cost of Rs. 25 as the Board themselves recog
niS6---{)nly applies under highly propitious circumstances. It is quite certain 
that we cannot,. reach this figure before the lapse of some years for there are 
so 'many circumstances beyond our control and so many difficulties that we
~annot at this distance foresee. In view of this, we should sugl/:est that the 
mdustry should be encouraged to grow and prosper so that it may be. of 
help to the parent concern at some future date. If we accept your present 
terms and prices; we are perfectly convinced that there would be no chance 
for the industry to be E'stablished and no one 'would come forward to invest 
money in a concern with such gloomy prospects. The assistance which we 
request-the company to grant is only temporary, that is to say, for the first 
two years only and there is no reason why we should grudge to pay a little 
more when the industry is established on a sound footing. Another misconcep
tion we should like .to remove is that the temporary assistance given to us 
is based upon the conversion cost of wire and wire nails and has nothing to 
do with the cost of indigenous rods. The Board in examining our difficulties 
and cost of production pronosed this scheme of assistance on the basis of 
imported rods. Besides, this temporary assistance according to the Tariff 
Board is designed to make it possible for us to exist and to establish this. 
industry in the country. Taking all our troubles into consideration we can 
assure you that we find it still very hard to 'pull on even in spite of ftesh 
duties imposed on our ·products. Protection at this scale, if it can at all be 
called protection, is most unsatisfactory and inadequate. We should request 
you to give us generous terms so that we mav proceed with our work 
unhamnered and unburdened with umiecessary losses. The industry has 
suffered much and it looks to you as a parent. concern for help and guidance. 
So far !IS we are concerned, we have done our best. We have run the 'plant 
most efficiently and ecimomically and we have arrived at a stage' whE'n without 
your co-operation and help it is impossible for us to take another stride 
forward. 

We hope and believe that you would bestow your best attention and 
sympathy in arriving at some arrangement that maybe beneficial to the 
future progress of the industry. 

Yonrs faithfully, 
The Indian Steel and Wire Products. 

(Sd.) B. Singh, 
Proprietor. 

APPENDIX B. 

THB TATA IRON AND STEEL Co., LTD., 

BOHIIAY HOUSE, 24, BBullI!: STBEET, 

FOBT, BOHIIAY. 

Messrs. The Indian Steel and Wire Products, 
Tatanagar (B. N. Railway). 

I 

SUPPLY opBILLETB. 
Dear Sirs, • , 

4th April, 1932. 
G-102/33. 

With rnference to your letter No. 1022/32 of the 15th ultimo, we bitve 
again considered the terms of supply of billets for your proposed ;Rod Mill. 

2. In Auazust last we annonnced to the Tariff Board. in the presence. of 
your Proprietors, thll.t we should he preDared to delivE'r.bill..ts at your Works. 
at the price 8t whirh Continental billets could be delivered tb .. re subiect t(j' 
a minimum of Re. 10 per ton. Our Board have de,cidffi' to adhere to these 

STEFiL-m x, 
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~rms for the main period of supply to you. They recognize however that 
I~ the early stages of operation of your mill your conversio'n costs ~ill be 
higher than normal and in response to the request on page 3 of your letter 
now under reply they are prepared to supply billets at Rs. 60 per ton deli
vered your Works fo.r a period of two years commencing on January 1934 
or on the date on which you first take ~livery, if that date is earlier. 

3. ~e ~rust that this substantial concession will result in your ordering 
the mill Without further delay. On hearing that you have done so, we shall 
be pleased to take up the question of settling the details of the formal 
agreement. 

APPENDIXC. 

Yours faithfully, 
Tata Sons, Ltd., Agents. 

(Sd.) N. B. Saklatvala, 
Director. 

THE TATA IRON AND STEEL Co., LTD., 
AGENTS' OFFICE. 

Post Box No. 2402, 
100, Clive Street, 

Calcutta, 3rd October, 1933. 
Messrs. Indian Steel and Wire Products, . 

E. I. Railway Works P. O./Tatanagar, B. N. Railway. 
Dear Sir, 

With reference to your letter No. 5086 of the 26th September, 1932, we 
forward herewith a copy of the formal agreement regarding the supply of 
billets to you. We shall be glad to have your early acceptance so that the 
agreement may be engrossed and duly signed by both parties. 

Yours faithfully, 
Tata Sons, Ltd., Agents, 

By their constituted Attorney, 
(Sd.) R. Mather. 

DRAFT OF THB RBVISED PROPOSBD AGRBEMBro."T BETWEEN THB T.-\TA IRON AND 
STEBL Co., LTD., AND MR. INDILl Snms POR THE SUPPLY OF BILLETS TO 
HIS WORKS AT JAMSBBDPUB. 

THIS AGREEMENT made the day of one thousand ninehundred 
and thirty three BETWEEN THE II['ATA IRON A.'ID STEEL CO., LTD., a company 
incorporated under the Indian Companies Act and having its registered 
Office at No. 24. Bruce Steel. Fort. Bombay - (hereinafter called .. The 
Company" whioh expression shall unless excluded by or repugnant to the 
('ontext indude its assigns) of the one part and INDRA SINGS son of Kissen 
Singh Mp.l'l'hant at present residing at Jamshedpur in the province of Bihar 
and Orissa carrying on busines.~ in the name and stvle of The Indian Steel 
and Wire Products at Tatanagar in the province of Bihar and Orissa (herein ' 
referred as .. The Purchaser") of the othpI' part WHEREAS the Company 
manufacturE! at its factory or Works at Jamshedpur in the Province of Bihar 
and Orissa iron and steel p:oods and matprials including steel billets AND 
WH~REAS the Purchaser require,.q Stepl billets for the manufal'ture at his 
worka at Jamshedpur of steel wire and steel rounds below half inch in 
diameter NOW IT IS HEREBY AGREED as follows:-

l. This ap:r(>(>ment shall remain in for!'e for five years com.:nencinp: from 
HIe 1st day of JanuarY; 1934 or such earlier date as the Purchaser shall take 
the first delivory of. steel billets under the terms of this agreement . .. 
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2. The Company will sell to the Purchaser such quantities of steel billets 
manufactured of·the composition specified in the schedule hereto of such size 
o~ sizes lIuitablefor the manufacture of wire as may hereafter from time to 
tIme be mutually agreed upon and in such quantities as the Purchaser may 
from time to time order subject to a maximum of 30,000 tons of billets. in 
every year (a year for the purpose of this clause being calculated from the 
date of commencement of this Agreement as mentioned in Clause 1 hereof) 
and shall deliver the said billets at the Purchaser's said Works. Provided 
always that the Company shall not be obliged to deliver to the Purchaser 
more than 3,000 tons of billets in anyone calender month. 

3. Every order given by the Purchaser shall he in writing and shall 
specify the date not being less than 21 days from the date on which the said 
order is given on which the said goods are to be delivered but such delivery 
shall be subject to the proviso in Clause 2 hereof contained. 

4. All invoices for billets to be supplied by the Company to the Purchaser 
will be prepared by the Company on the basis of actual weight of the material 
as disclosed by weighment at th& Company's weigh-bridge at the· Company's 
Works and such weighment shall be final and conclusive between the parties 
hereto. 

5. The Purchaser shall pay for all billets which the Company may supply 
at the Purchaser's said Works at the rates following, namely:-:-

(a) For the first two years of the operation of this agreement, at the 
rate of Rs. 60 per ton and provided that if. after 30th June, 
1933, th& railway freight on the raw materials required by the 
Company for the manufacture of. the said billets is increased 
then the said price of Rs. 60 per ton shall be increased so as to 
'compensate the Company for the increase in such railway 
freight above the amount of such freight before 1st July, 1933. 

(b) Thereafter, at the rate at which the Purchaser can obtain delivery 
at his said works of billets of similar quality and description of 
Continental manufacture subject to a minimum 'of Rs. 70 1>er 
ton (provided import duty takenitito account is 12t per cent.) 
the import duty being assumed as fixed at 12i per cent. for the 
purpose of' calculating the price at which the Purchaser can 
obtain delivery of Continental billets I at his works. 

6. The Purchaser 8h~1l pay to tpe Company the invoice. price of the billets 
which may be supplied to him by the Company as aforesaid in cash in the . 
following manner, namely:-

(a) During the first six months of the operation of this agreement, 
within one month from the . date on .which the. /laid billets shall 
be delivered at the Purchaser's said Works and he,s;b.all pay 
interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum on such amount of 
the invoice price as shall be outstanding after the first ten days 
from the date of invoice. until payment, and . 

(b.) After ihe first six months ·of this agreement, all billets supplied 
shall be paid for in cash within 10 days of the date of invoice 
thereof and the Purchaser shall also pay interest at the aforesaid 
rate .o{ 6 per cent. per annum on aU sums outstanding after the 
said period of 10 days. 

(e) The nrovisions for payment of interest as aforesaid shall not pre
judice the right of the Company to demand and enforce payment 
of the invoice price on due date. 

7. The Purchaser will not be entitled to withhold payment of any bills for 
the price or bille~~ supplied ofta.ny account whats'oever I\nd sball not claim 
to witbhold such payment. on the ground that'any moneys are or ma.v be due 
bv the Company to the Pnrchast'r either in connection witb any other con
tract or business whi~h the Comllany may have with the, Purchl\ser apart 
from the BUDnlv of biIlptR under this a~reement or (In the. grllund. that anv 
dispute or difference exist~ between the Comapny and. the Purchaser rel1:ard~ 
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ing the quantity or quality of billets supplied under this agreement or any 
other grounds whatsoever. 

Should any dispute arise with regard to the quality and condition of the 
billets supplied hereunder the Purchaser shall nevertheless take delivery of 
the said billets as delivered and make due payment therefor as herein 
~~ . 

8. The respective times hereinbefore stipulated f~r delivery of and pay
ment for the said billets shall be deemed to be of the essence of the contract 
and the failure of the. Purchaser to pay for any nne or more of the Bills or 
invoices for the price .of any lot or quantity supplied in accordance with the 
foregoing stipulations shall entitle the Company to treat such failure as a 
repudiation of this. contract by the Purchaser and to recover damages for 
the breach of contract. 

9. If and whenever it shall be established that the Purchaser is entitled 
to any refund or reduction in the amount of the price which shall have 
been paid by the Purchaser to the Company or that the Company is entitled 
to any moneys in excess of the invoiced amount or otherwise in respect of. 
hillets sunplied by the Company to the Purchaser such difference shall be 
adjusted bv the Company by issuing a Credit Note or a Debit Note as ·the 
case may be. . 

10. The Company will not be in any way liable for non-performance either 
in whole or 'in part of any contract for any delay in performance thereof 
in con~eQuence of any strike, lock out, shortage of labour, failure on the 
part of the Railway Comnany to supplv sufficient wagons. to carry essential 
raw materials to and finished products from the Works of the Company, fire, 
breakdown or accident to machinery, riots, war, insurrection or restraints 
imposed hy Government Act of Legislature or other authority and by reason 
of any other cause of whatsoever nature beyond the control of the Company. 
Tn the event of the Company being unable to I!"ive due delivery of any order 
by reason of any such causes as IIforesaid the Pur,.,haser shall have no claim 
or claims alrainst the Company in respect. of such omission to deliver. In 
the event of the determination of causes liS aforesaid deliveries of this 
agreement shll,ll be resuml'n with;n a rellsonablE" time after suC'h determinlt
tion and the Company shRll bfl relieved of its oblilration hereunder to comply 
with all orders of the "Purchaser up to the stated maximum amount of 
!lO,OOO tons in a Yl'ar. In the evpnt of any su('h cause'! liS are enumerated 
in this clAuse comin!" into oneration. the Comnany shall be tbe Flolp judgp 
whether t.hey are able to deliver any and if so what ollantitv of the said 
billets under Anv parti(',tlar order or to what amount of the stated maximum 
amount of 30.000 tons durin!!; that year. 

11. This agreement is subiect to the following conditions:-
(a) The Purchaser undflrtakes not to manufacture at his said works 

any form of "teel excent rounds Ipss than h~.lf inch in diameter 
A.nd wire and ",ire 'Oroducts an" thfl nurchaser shall not use 
the billets nurC'ha"ed from the Rteel Comnanv fo" 'tny other 
nurn0811 or 1'e-8l111 thAm to anv (\th"jo narh. nor shall }.e. except 
II'! hereinaftpr Rner.ifirallv provided. ',se forothl' manufacture (\f 
the aforAsaill artirlE"s Ilnv mate,.ial other than +.lJe hillpts nrovid
Ad bv the f",o"1Tlanv 11nd"r this Agreement. For ;n<;tance. the 
PurchaRpr shall not. roll in }.is wo,.ks iron or stelll bllrl' of the 
dAscrintion kT'own in the tr'tdp pq flats. tpes. "ol1a,.pq And anl!:1 .. ~ 
of any "ize wh"tl'soever Ilnll Rhlill "l~o not roll in his said works 
ro.md ~ars of iron '11' Rt·el'l o¥ hAlf inch in diameter or of anv 
other size above half inch in diameter: 

(1) The Compallv .hlln· Tlot "011 i"l it~ "aill factorY or worb round bars· 
of anv si,..e less than half inch in diamE"ter: . . 

(r) While thl' Pll,.,.hll.ser'" pnnll'11 r"'111irl'ml'nts do not excel'''. 30.000 
t.onA of bjllE"h which the Comnanv ".P1"lles to supply. thE" 
'Purr.hpqer "b".ll not n"rC'hMI' "tnv stl'pl hillE"t~ of the nature or 
of similar nature to those to be supplied under this agreement 
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from any ot~er person, :firm or Company during the conti
nuance of thIS agreement but nothing herein shall prevent the 
Company from selling such steel billets to any other person, firm 
or Company; 

(d) Ii the Purchaser's annual requirements exceed 30 000 tons of 
. billets the PurchaslU" shall give in writing the fi~st refusal to 

the Company for the supply of additional billets at the contract 
price applicable to the. supply of 30,000 tons of billets and only 
on the Company expressing in wr~ting its inability to do so, 
will it be open for the Purchaser with the consent of the Com
pany to purchase his additional requirements elsewhere, provided 
such consent shall not be unreasonably withheld by the Company. 

Non-compliance by either party with the above-mentioned conditions will 
entitle the other party to terminate this agreement and to recover damages 
for the breach of the contract. 

12. All questions or differences whatsoever which may at any time here
after arise between the parties bereto touching these presents or the opera
tion or the subject matter thereof or arising out of or in relation thereto 
respectively lLnd whether as to construction hereof or as to whether any 
cause has arisen fOl; the determination of this agreement under the provisions 
in that behalf hereinbefore contained or as to the rights duties or liabilities 
of either party in connection with the premises including liability for 
damages or the amount thereof or otherwise shall be referred to two arbitra
tors in Calcutta one to be appointed by either party to the difference or 
to an Umpire to be appointed by the arbitrators in accordance with the 
provisions in that behalf contained in the Indian Arbitration Act, 1899, or 
any subsisting statutory modification thereof .itbeing agreed between the 
parties hereto that the provisioIis of the Indian Arbitration Act, 1899, shall 
apply to such arbitration as if " suit relating to the subiect matter sub
mitted to arbitration could be instituted in the High Court of Judicature 
at Fort Williams in Bengal and the decision of the 'arbitrators or Umpire 
shall be deemed to be an award within the meaning of the Indian Arbitra
tion Act, 1899, snd enforceable accordingly by the said High Court of 
Judicature at Fort Williams in Bengal; 

THB ScmmULIII ABOVE RBPBRRED. To. 

8pecification of Steel to be used for the mMllufacture of bilZeb. 
Steel containing:-

Carbon up to 0'13 per cent. maximum. 
Manganese 0'30 to 0'55 per cent. maximum. 
'Silicon up to 0-08 per cent. maximum. 
Sulphur up to 0'06 per cent. maximum. 
Phosphorous up to 0'08 per cent. maximum. 

(3) Letter No. 8956{.'J3, dated the 12th December, 1999, from the 8ecreta,"},' 
. The Indian. 8teel and Wire Products. 

As desired by the Board, we are enclosing the following statements:-

(1) Statement of the quantity of each class of wire manufact~d in 
our Galvanizing Plant. . 

(2) Quantity of zinc dross sold and actual amount realised. 
(3) Consumption ot Spelter per ton of galvanized wire. 
(4) Statement showing the average selling price of wire and wire nails. 
(5) Supervision and <Yffice staff. . 
(6) Wire and wire nails supplied during the year 1932-83 to principal 

stations. . ' . . 
(7) Sales from different stock yards. 
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Enclosures. 

(1) Statemenf 0/ the quantit1l 01 each class 0/ 
Galvanizi1l11 Plant. 

wire manu/actwred in our 

6 

815 
7 

200 
9 

1,228 
9 

60'23 
10 11 12 13 14 

785 40 '9,537 140 4,537=17,342·23. 

• Tons 867-2-0-23. 

(2) Quantity 0/ Zinc Dross sold and the actual amount realised. 

T. C. Q. lb. Rs. A. P. 

Zinc Dross 014 o 25 96 0 0 
• 0 4 18 1 8 639 1 

(Bad) 12 1 2 9 362 5 9 

1 4 0 7 156 6 0 

o 10 0 0 50 0 0 

19 8 0 1 1,303 12 9 

(3) Oonsumption of spelter per ton 0/ Galvanized Wire. 
Consumption of spelter per ton of galvanized wire is 1021 lbs. when we 

are making simply hazar quality. But when we shall have to manufacture 
according to specification, i.e., four minute wires, the consumption of 
spelter would, in our opinion be at least double the quantity we are using. 

Average cost of spelter per ton of wire, 1021 Ibs., at Rs. 14 per cwt. 
And at Rs. 12-13 per ton. 

(4) Stateme.nt shou,;ng the average selling price 0/ wire and wire flails. 

Year and Month. Wire H.B. Annealed Gal. Bar. Scrap. nails. Wire. Wire. Wire. WiJ'e. 

For the year 1932-33. 
1932. 

Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Re. A.. P. Re. A. l.'. Re. A. P. 

April · 1011 7 8 15 9 12 0 U .. 
May · 10 8 9 8 .3 I) 9 610 1112 1 11 11 10 
June 10 4 o· 9.14 0 9 12 6 14 2 5- Military 

order. 
July 9 5 1 9 0 1 812 7 14 0 4- Do. 
August 910 7 8 8 6 7 9 8 9 2 3 
September · 10 1 9 8 o 10 8 14 8 10 8 0 9 3 I) 

(\"tober 9 5 2 8 2 1 7 12 4 8 12 3 811 0 
~ovember 9 5 0 81011 8 8 4 8 8 7 8 10 8 4 0 0 
December 9 211 7 6 8 8 3 5 10 5 9 8 13 4 

1933. 

January 8 15 1 7 8 7 8 7 4 814 8 811 8 
February 81510 8 14 6 8 1 9 8 8 6 10 4 9- Military , order. 
Maroll 9 2 6 7 10 6. 8 0 4 9 0 3 9 2 4 

• Barbed wire supplied to Military department is of special guage and 
manufactured in 28 Ibs. reels. 

cr;-
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. 
Wire It.R Arulea.1ed Y 69.r and Month. Gat. 
nails. Wire. Wire. Wire. 

Bar. Scrap. 
Wire. 

For the year 1931-32. 
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. Ii. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A.P. 

1931. 

April 715 0 6 8 0 312 0 
May 7 7 1 6 4 51- .. .. 
June 7 7' 7 '6' 7 " 614 0 

July 7 10 8 P 5 1 

August 8 1 2 5 8 6 

September 110 4, 513 ,4 

October 9- 2 8 " 514 5 

November 8 2 3 711 4 8 7 4 

December 811 7 8 0 0 

1932-

January .- 9 311 8 5 10 

Fe~ruary 10 5 3 8 6 0 

March 1014 5 II 5 6 11 8 0' 

1. In some months the average rate is higher due to more 8ales oj wire 
nails in. cases and wire in 7 lbs'.' coils as required by the market: 

2. On account ,of the, freight advan~age we had duripg the ,first part of 
the year 1932-33, i.e., up to October 1932 and on account of our changed sales 
policy, we were able to realise 'betterptice. Since the East Indian Railway, 
North Western Railway and Great Indian Peninsula Railway, ·introduced 
special rates for wire nails, our average selling price has considerably gone 
down. 

(5) Supervision and OiJice Staff. 

Regarding officii and' supervision we allocate as follows:-

Amount taken into

Wire 

Nails 

G. I. Wire 

Barbed Wire 

Rs. A. P. 

32,408 12, S 

7,200 0 0 

1,200 0 0 

1,200 0 \) 

42,008 12 8 

Regarding supervision on G. I. Wire and Barbed Wire, we allocate a. por- ." 
tion ot the salary of our European Superintendent on G. I. Wire anq " 
Barbed Wire which he looks after along with the Nail department, l..'e.; • 
Rs, 100 are taken for Galvanizing department and Rs. 40 for Barbed Wir~. -, 
We have lit further charge of Rs, 60 for 'Barbed Wire department, i.e., ,11 
monthly pay for a whole-time supervisor. 
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(6) Wire and Wire Nails suppZied during the yeaT 1992-39 to principal 
Iltation8. 

Bomba,. Madras. Rangoon. Indore. Peshawar. Madora. Cocbln. Snrat. Bhav- Klsben
nagar. garb. 

T. C. 

14 0 

10 0 

-10.' 

1& 10 

1210 

11 0 
18 0 
18 0 

12 0 

1). 0 

11 &; 

15 0 

1010 

11 0 

10 8 

1210 

12 10 

II 1 
10 0 

14 8 

11 0 

I&; 0 

1010 

14 8 

T. C. T. C. Q. 

120 22&;0 

18 0 12 10 Ii 
1210 18 0 0 

12 10 11 12 . 2 

12&; 85160 

10 0 27 10 0 

10 I&; 

11 0 

294' 9' 0 127 12 I 

1931-32. 

T. C. 

6 1 
110 

014 

10 0 

o 1 

10 & 

1 2 
o 2 

&; 0 

2 0 
1 0 

3814 

T. C. T. C. Tons. Tons. ToDS. Tons. 

1 0 
10 0 

8 8 
210 

10 6 

10 0 

10 0 

8 0 

5118 

11 15 10 

1115 10 

10 10 

10 10 

OALOUTTA SALEB. 

1932-33. 
Wire and wiTe flaiZil. Win and wiTIJ flail&. 

Jallo •. 

Tons 506-16 

Tons 1,033. Tons 1,635-10. 

(7) Sales Irom dif/eTent IItockyaTds. 

Nagpur. 
69-9 

Rangoon. 
127-12-2 

Jubbulpore. 
17-10 

Calcutta. Oawnpore. 
197-12 121-7 

These are the sales from stockyards which we attempted to open in 
different places. We had to shut down owing to heavy expense but stock
yards in Jallo, Nagpur and Calcutta are in active operation. 

(4) Lett,.r No. 8977//19, dated the 13th DecembeT, 1939, /Tom the Indian 
SteeZ and Wire PTodu.cts . 

.' ,,As promIsed in our letter of yesterday. we are enclosing further state
D!eD ts required by the Board:-

Details of materials required for the manufacture of wire and . wire 
nails. 
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J:ncloaure. 
'Detaila 01 materials required for the manufacture of wire and wire nails. 

Description of Material. 

1. Sulphuric Acid, per .ton 
2., Soap Flake, per cwt. 
3. Fat powder, per cwt. • 
4'. Lubricants, per gallon . 
5. Materials in Power Department 
6. Tools and implelnents 

7. Tool steel 

! 
> 

Value 
per unit 

old. 

Rs, A. E. 

85 0 0 
55 0 0 
8 1> 0 
l' \} 3 

according to 
the material. 

2 3 0 

!'resent 
price. 

Rs. A. P. 

76 8 i) 

35 0 0 
21 0 0 
1 15 0 

the price of 
these items 
have gone 

up byOOcy.,. 

2 6 0 
8. Engineering Stores • . . . J Varies according to material. 9. Materials in repairs and maintenance 

10. Steam coal, per ton 600 5126 
11. Lime, per ton 16 8 0 16 8 0 
12. Rodine, p~r gallon 900 1680 

1929-30. 1931·32-33. 
Rs. A. P. RI!. A; P. Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. 

80me of the details 01 item 5-

Renewable Links, each. • ' 0, 1 a-;:O 15 6 
2-2 7 0 
()...;.90' 0 0 

026-180 
o 15 2- 2 7 0 

50 0 0-105 0 0 
Machine screws, per grOBS 0' 15 
Copper ,plates, per cwt. 40 0 
Cables 
Lamps 
Wires 

25 per cent. "more than what we were 
paying. ,. 

Electric B~ushes, each o 13 0 

80me of the details 01 item 6-

Wire Drawing Plates, each 11 0 0-15 
Hack saw blades, each. 0 2 0-0 
Grinding wheels, each. 2 4 0-23 
Spring steel wire, per lb. 0 4 6-0 

Hammers, per lb. 0 '7 a-:-2 

80me 01 the detaib' of item 6-

Cotton waste, per lb. 0 2 0 

Grease, per lb. 0 3 7-0 

Chalk, per lb. 0 0 9-0 

Hammer Handles 0 1 9-0 

Gunny bags 0 2 0 
Emery cloth, per yard 0 3 0 
Emery paper 0 010- 0 
Rosin, per lb. . 0 2 2 
White Lead powder, per lb .. 0 1 10 
Red Lead, per lb. • 0 4 6 
Asbestos Packing, per lb. 1 8 0-5 

0 It 
9 0 
8 0 
8 6 
8 0 

5 7 
1 8 
7 3 

1 0 

0'0 

1 ,1 

14 7 
0 2 
2,13 
0 4 
0 8 

0 2 
0 4 
0 0 
0 1 
0 2 
0 3 

0 

9-18 0 0 
6- 0 9 9 
0-,25 5 0 
6-
0-

9 
7-
9-
9-
0 
0 

0 8 6 
4 3 0 

058 
018 
073 

0 010- 010 
0 2 2 
0 3,4 
0' 6 1, 
1 13 6- 576 



SO,me 0/ the. details 0/ item 9-
Tin sheets, each 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A, P. Rs. A. P. Rll. A. P, 

Water valves . 

Wooden pieces, per c. ft. 

Fire.olay 

0- 2 6 

o 14 ~9 4 0 

046-9124 

219-280 

0 2 

1 2 

0 4 

2 1 

6 

0- 45 4 0 

6- 9 12 0 

9- 2 8 0' 

(5) Letter No. 9026/33, dated the 14th December, '1933, from the Indian 
Steel and Wire Products. 

We are herewith Sending the following as required by the Board:.....; 

(1) Cost Sheet for all our products just to show how our cost is 
arrived at. 

(2) 38 Original Invoices. * 
This completes all the statements required by the Board. We shall be 

obliged if you would kindly return the original Invoices after the Board has 
done with them. 

Enclosure. 
COST SHEETS FOR THE MONTH OF MAY, 1933. 

Cleaning House Operation.. 

Direct raw materials: 

Wire rods, tons ,618-10-2-14 at Rs. 105 

Direct manufacturing labour " . 

Procesll ri).aterials: 

Steam coal 60 tons approximately 

Sulphuric acid 

Rodine 

Lime 

, Engineering stores 

Materials in repairs and maintenance 

Water charges 

T •. C. 
Total wire rods issued 618 10 

Loss in cleaning 3 16 

Net after cleaning 614 14 

Q. 
2 

1 

1 

lb. 
14 

2 

12 

At Rs. 5-8-3 a cwt. or Rs. 110-5 a ton, 

.... Not printed, 

Rs. A.. P. 

64,945 12 6 

286 0 9 

345 0 0 

1,621 .6 .3 

14 1 4. 

0' 3 8 

44 4, 1 

447 11 0 

67,704 7 7 

,It." 
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Hard Bright Win, 6 to IS gauge. 
Rs. A. P. 

Direct raw materials: 

Wire rods cleaned, tons 1l14-14-1-12 'at 
Rs. 1Hh5 a ton . 67,704 7 7 

Direct manufacturing labour· 

Direct manufacturing expenses: 
Soap Flake 

Lubricants 

Materials in power 

Tools and implements 

Tool steel 

Engineering stores 

Materials in repairs and maintenance 

'General charges 

Electric power' charges 

Labour in power 

Labour in repairs and maintenance, LIS 

;Labour in dies and tools, LIS 

Supervision and Office staff 

Permanent over-head charges, 

Rent, Rates and, Ta;x:es . 

Board of Works contribution 

Rail~ay siding maintenance . 

General charges 

Depreciation on Rs. 9,41,250 at 7l per cent .. 
Interest on working capital Rs; 8,50,000 

at 7t per cent. 

Wastage 

1,374 3 9 

413 13 6 

93 7 0 

32 10 9 

23 8 3 

17 15 9 

6 9 4-

97 4. l' 

108 15 6 

2,000 0 0 

127 9 9 

200 0 0 
100 0 0 

6,3~2 8 6 

167 3 6 

109 0 0 

66 1 0 

1,441 2 9 
5,88213 0 

5,312 8. 0 

1,745· 10 0: 

93,347 7 3 
I -r.--------

Total wire 6 to 12 Gauge drawn: tons 614-14-1-12 at. its;· ~-9-6 a cm. or 
Rs. 151-14 a ton. 

Hard Bright Wire, 13 to.2ll Gav.ge. 

Direct raw' materials: 
B. B. Wire, 6 to 12, Gauge, tons 1.40-10-1-26 

at Rs. 151-14 a ton 
Direct manufacturing labour . 
Direct manufacturing expenses 
Electric IKIwe:-: charges 

Rs. A. p. 

21,342 1 7 

343 4. 0 
236 8 3 
300 0 0 

22,2211310 

Total wire drawn 13 to 20 Gauge; 'tons 140-10-1-26 at RI!. 7-14.06 a em. or 
Rs. '158-2 .. ton. 
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Wire Nail, M(1I1//U/adurea. 

Direct raw materials: 

Hard Bright Wire, 6 to '12 Gauge. 
'tons 817-12..3-15 at Rs. 151-14 

Hard Bright Wire, 13' to 18 Gauge, 
tons 57-18..3-20 at Rs. 158-2 

Direct ,manufacturing labour 

Direct manufacturing expenses: 

Lubricants 
Tools and implements 
Tool steel 
Materials in repairs and maintenance 
Electric power charges 
Engineering stores 
Wastage . 
General charges 
Labour in repairs und maintenance 

Rs. A. P. 

48,242 3 5 

9,16210 8 
1,450 12 6 

176 0 4 
320 0 2 
276 7 2 
430 10 3 
500 0 0 
6113 0 

2,336 14 10 

407 15 9 

63,365 7 8 

Total wire nails manufactured : tons 375-11..3-7 at Rs. 8-6-11 per cwt. or 
Rs. 168-1Q..4 per ton. 

Wirs Naill, Cleanea fina Packed. 
Rs. A. P. 

Direct' raw materials: 

Wire nails cleaned tons 871-10-2' at 
Rs. 168-1Q..4 a ton 62,656 2 4 

Direct manufacturing labour 874 13 6 

Direct manufacturing expenses: 

Lubricants . 312 8 
Kegs 4,286 0 0 
Cases, big 2,261 0 0 
,Cases, small 1,04614 ° Bags, '46 at As. 3-1 each' • 81310 
Labels 44 0 ° Craft and Brown paper,. • 952 13 6 
Engineering stores 7 9 4 
Materials in repairs and maintenance • 144 6 0 
Electric power charges 400 0 0 
Bank charges . 81 4 ° Commission at 21 per cent. 1,822 2 10 
General charges, 109 9 3 

74,699 5 3 

Total nails cleaned and packed:, tons 871-10-2 at Rs. 1\)..{)..10 per cwt. or 
Rs. 201..().8 a ton. 
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Galvanized Wirs, Ii to 14 Gauge. 
Rs. A. P. 

Direct raw materials: 

H. B. Wire, 6 to 12 Gauge, tons 59-12-3-10 
at Rs. 151-14, • . . 

H. B. Wire, 13 to 14 ~auge, 
at Rs. 158-2 • • . 

Direct manufacturing labour . 

Direct manufacturing expenses: ' 

Pig lead 
Spelter 
Salts 
Steam coal, LIS 
Lubricants 

tons 

,Materials in repairs ~nd maintenance 
Engineering stores 
General charges 

15-9-2-7 
9,058 3 2 

2,447 7 9 
310 5 6 

33213 0 
572 5 6 
9514 1 

152. 0 0 
1 2 I> 

22610 ·5 
6 2 d 

Supervising staff 100 O· 0 
Electrio power charges 
Acid 
Alluminium ingots and shorts 
Wastage 

100 
502 
28 

268 

14,202 

Total Wire galvanized: tons 75-2-1-17 
at Rs. 9-7-3 per cwt. or Rs. 189-1 per ton. , 

Galvanized Barbed' Wire. 

0 0 
9 0 
5 3 
3 5 

1 6 

Rs. A. P. 

Direct raw materials: 
Galvanized wire, tons 52-8-3-4 at Rs. 189-1 

a ton 
Direct manufacturing labour 

Direct manufacturing expenses: 
Lubricants 
Tool steel. 
Reels 
Materials in repairs and maintenane& 
Engineering stores • 
Supervision staff 
Electric power charges 
General charges 
Wastage 

9,914 5 
153 5 

6 0 
4 8 

477 12 
28 7 

5 0 
100 0 

'100 0 

20912 

10,999 3 

Total Barbed Wire manufactured: tons 52-8-3-4 
at'Rs. 10-7-11 per cwt. or'RB. 209-14-4 a ton. 

O· 
3 

6 
2 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 

9 

[) 
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. .4nn1iealed Wire. 

Direct raw materials: 
Rs. 

H. B. Wire, 6 to 12 Gauge, tons 86-18-0-17 
at Re. 151-14-6 a ton. . . .. . 13,199 

H. B. Wire, 13 to 20 Gauge, ton: 18-10-1-3 
. at Rs. 158-2 a ton . . . 2,927 

. Direct manufacturing labour . 130 
Direct manufaCturing expenses: 

Steam coal 178 
Gunny cloth 73 
Linseed oil 130 
Cr!tft paper 14 
Engineering stores U 
Materials in repairs and maintenance 4 
Wastage 158 

1~,815 

Total wire annealed: tons 105-8-1-20 
at Rs. 7.-15 a cwt. or Rs. 158-12 a ton. 

A. P. 

1 5 

8 0 
1 3 

4 0-
0 9 
0 0 
7 3 
7 0 
0 1 
7 4-

5 1. 

(6) Letter No. 815/9.&, dated the 9th January, 199.&, from the Indian SteeZ 
aM Wire Products. 

Be SUPPLY OJI· BILLETS. 

We are herewith enclosing copies of further correspondence on the supply 
of billets which ·has passed between the Steel Company and ourselves. Our 
reply states our position clearly. 

Enclosures. 

THB INDIAN STBBLAND WIRB PRODUCTS, 

:rATANAGAR, B. N. RAILWAY. 

. Dated 9th January, 1934. 
Ref. lS"0. 316/34. 

Messrs. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 

Dear Sirs, 

Agents' Office, 
100, Clive Street, 

Calcutta. 

Reference your letter A3640/33, dated the 18th December, 1933. 
We ha·ve given our most anxious consideration to the subject of your 

letter and have ('orne to the conclusion that we should abide by the decision 
of the Board. It is rather awkward for both of us to go back on our 
word for it is on record that we both left the matter in the hands of the 
Board for them to decide as they pleased. 

We might mention in passing that we have similarly left the matter 
of the supply of wire rods to other concerns a.t Karaohi and Bombav 
to the arbitration ot th$ Board and are prepared to abide by their decisioil 
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for ,,:e have full oonfidence in the judgment of the Board. 'We are perfectly 
convinced . that they would decide in the best interest of our industry. 

Yours faithfully, 
The Indian Steel and Wire Products. 

(Sd.) V. P. Dube, 
Secretary. 

TlIB INDIAN STBEL AND WIRE PRODUCTS, 

TATANAGAR, B. N. RAILWAY. 

Dated 20th December, 1933. 
Ref. No. 9217/33. 

Messrs. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 

Dear Sirs, 

Agents' Office, 
Post Box No. 2402, 

Calcutta.. 

We IIIre in receipt of your letter A-8640/33, dated the 16th instant. We 
are to inform that we are giving our best consideration to its contents and 
shaH let you know our final decision in the (!Ourse of a week or two. 

Yours faithfully, 
The Indian Steel aha Wire' Products. 

(Sd.) V. P. 'Dube, 
Secretary. 

THE TATA IRON -AND STEBL Co., LTD., 

AGENTS' OFFICB. 

Calcutta, 16th December, 1933. 
. Ref. No. A-3(!40/33. 

Messrs. The Indian Steel and Wire :,::roducts, 
Tata.nagar. 

Dear Sirs, 
In connection with the proposed contract for the .supply of biJIets by us 

for your Rod Mill and the informal conference held lilt the Tariff Board 
Office on the 27th November, 1933, our Board of Directors have resolved 
as follows on the three main points at issue, viz. :,-

(1) the tonnage of bille~s tG be supplied, 
(2) price including the additional freight charges, and 
(3) the sections to be rolled. 

2. With regard to (1) it is agreed that the tonnage of billets to be 
supplied would be upto a maximum of 4,000 tons in anyone month. 

3. As regards thEl price, our Board would pref<>r to stick to. the existing 
proposa~s, but if the Tariff Board would prefer a fixed price, they will 
agree to a uniform price· of 'Its. 72-8 for the whole period, inclusive of the 
addition on account of incre8sed freight charges. 

4. As rej!:ards (3)-Sections, the Board resolved that the Indian Steel 
and Wire Products could roll rounds and squares less than 1/2" and 
that in the case of other sections (excluding flats) they could roll any 
section, below '85 Ihs. per foot. The rolling of flats should be excluded from 
the agreement, but if the India,n Steel 'and Wire Products required flats 
for such purposes' as' 'collap~ible gates, the Steel Company would not· 'iVith-

• 
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hold permISSIon unreasonably, but would not give such permISSIOn if the 
Steel, Company considered that such rolling would hamper otber more 
economic development of the rolling of flats. 

5. I shaU be obliged if you will let me know by the 21st instant, if 
possible, if these terms are acceptable to you so that the Tariff Board could 
then be informed accordingly. I shaH be in Jlllmshedpur on the 18th, 19th 
and 20th and shall be glad to see you if you so desire. 

Yours faithfully, 
Tata Sons, Ltd., Agents, 

(Sd.) A. B. Dalal, 
Director. 

(7) Letter No. 720/84, dated the 20th January, 1984, from The Indian Steel 
\ and Wir, Products. ' 

We regret to inform you that the N. W. Railway administration has 
introduced -the following freight rates which a.re clelllrly against us:-

Newly 
Old rate intr!XIuced 
per ton. ~t6per 

ton. 

Rs. A. Rs. A. P. 

Ambala City 48 0 21 0 4 

Ambala Cantonment 48 0 21 2 4 

Simla 68 0 3; 0 8 

Sirhind 51 0 22 6 9 

Ludhiana 40 0 2411 1 

Phagwara 48 8 2515 6 

Jullundur City 4812 26 10 11 

Jullundur Cantonment 48 12 261011 

Amritsar 47 12 29 10 7 

Batala 49 4 31 1 3 

Bllldamibagh 46 0 3110 4 

Lahore 4519 31 10 4 

Gujranwala 48 8 34 3 3 

Sialkot 53 12 34 10 1 

.Jammu Town 50 8 36 3 0 

Rawalpindi 54 4 42 4 8 

Peshawar City 56 4 49 1 8 

Peshawar' Cantonment • 56 4 48 13 2 

Lyalpur . 41 12 37 0 8 

:Malerkotla 48 0 25 111 

Delhi 42 0 18 411 

Nowshel'ah Douba- 49 8 27 6 3 

Chheharla. 47 8 2915 1 

(Vide their Circular No. l309·R/767, dated the 11th January,_ 1934.) 
,-



(8) LetteT dated the 24th Jjinoo/ry, 1994, ITom The Indian Steel and .)Vire 
ProdU(;tl. . 

We enclose herewith cost sheets of Rod Mill for the months of November 
and December, 1933, 1!08 desired by the :Presidell~. 

WOTks cost 0/ Rod Mill Products /OT the month 0/ November, 1999, submitted 
by the Indian Steel and Wire- Products, Tatanagar, B. N. Railway. 

, Rs. A. P. 
Direct manufacturing labour • 7,821 6 0 
Direct manufacturipg Il~enses: 

Lubricants • . . . 
Coal. . . . . . . • . 
Materials 'in repairs and maintenance includ-

ing bearings. . . - . 
Engineering stores . 
Materials in power. . . . . 
Tools and implements including guides . 
'rool steel. . • • • • • 
Water charges 
Power charges. . 
Supervision and office staff 
Rent, rates and taxes . 
Board of works charges . 
Railway siding maintenance 
General charges 

T. c. 
1,026 0 

159 15 0 
2,396 14 Q 

1,971 0 0 
100 4 0 
189 12 3 

1,22910 6 
519 8 0 

2,308 8 0 
6,318 8 0 
5,368 2 0 

83 9 9 
54 8 0 
33 0 6 

1,423 12 7 
29,978 7 1 

Billets issued 
W~stage_ 156 10 t.8., 18 per cent. approxima~ly. 

Production 869 10 

Worka cost at Rs. 34-9-11 ~ tQn. 
WOTks cost 01 Rod Mill Products lOT the month 0/ December, 1999, submitted 

by the Indian Steel and WiTe Products, Tatanagar, B, N. Railway. 

Direct manufacturing labour . 
Direct manufacturing expenses: 

Lubricants 
Coal. . . • • • • 
Materials in repairs and maintenance 
Engineering stores • 
Materials in power. • . . 
Tools and implements including guides 
Tool steel. • 

- Water charges . 
Power charges. . • 
Supervision and office stal!' 
Rent, rates and taxes . 
Board of works charges . 
Railway siding maintenance 
General charges 

I 

Billets issued 
. Wastage. 

T. c. q. 
973 8 2 
127 0 0 

Rs. A. P. 
7,56811 0 

174 5 7 
2,201 6 3 
1,48910 3 

70 5 3 
138 14 6 

1,031 0 9 
250 6 2 

2,28312 0 
6,6.59 8 6 
5,300 8 9 

83 9 9 
54 8 0 
33 0 6 

1,89112 6 
29,231 7. 9 

Production 946 8 2 i.e., 15 per cent. approximately. 

Works cost at Re. 34-8-10 • ton. 

STEEL--III 
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(9) Letter No. 1246/84, dated the 1st February; 1984, from the Indian, Steet 
and Wire Product!. 

We are sending six copies of our representation on Barbed wire for the 
consideration of the Board. . 

Enclosure. 

We beg to submit the following notes on the necessity of protective duty 
on Barbed wire:-

As far as we could gather from the discussion of the Advisory Board 
of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research and their papers that are 
published in the evidence recorded in our last enquiry, the Imperial Council 
of Agricultural Research is only opposed to the import duty on woven wire 
fencing and not on Barbed wire. 

Distribution. of Imports.-out of nearly 5,000 tons of last year's import 
of fencing materials including fencing wire, ,according to our knowledge 
hardly 20 per cent. is woven wire .fencing, the major portion of which 
again is used for building and engineering purposes. Another 10 per cent. 
may be allowed for standard fencing wire which is largely used by the 
Railway!! in India. The remaining 70 per cent. is undoubtedly Barbed wire. 
'l'his 70 per cent. of the fencing material is distributed a6 follows:-

(a) The requirements of the Military Department in Barbed wire alone 
would not be less than 500 tons a year. -

(b) The Controller of Stores and nine Provincial Governments between 
them would not buy less than 500 tous annually. 

(c) The remaining 2,500 tons is purchased by 919 Tea plantations and 
Coffee esta·tes, Municipalities, Indian States Administration and 
rich land owning classes. Taking Tea and Coffee plantations 
alone, the share of each plantation would be about 21 tons. 

Cost of fencing fIUlterial.-The cost of fencing material is prohibitive to 
the Agriculturists who have not sufficient money even to buy necessaries 
of life and as long as the economic condition of the masses remain as it is, 
it is unthinkable that they would ever think of using such expensive fencing 
materials. It is commonly known that many inexpensive substitutes are 
used for generations in this country. In the whole country, Babool (Acacia 
Arabica), prickly pear and bamboos are widely used for this purpose 
and no amount of propaganda on behalf of Agricultural Department would 
convince our Agriculturists of the desirability of utilising expensive fencing 
materials when they know by experience of ages and by their own experience 
that they can make their enclosures by inexpensive and dirt cheap materiaJ 
which Can be had only a few yards away from their home-steads. 

Under the present circuntlstlllnces, if an Agriculturist were to enclose a 
400 yards' farm, he shall have to spend money that would be at least 
double the amount he actually earns throughout the year which would be 
hardly enougb for his maintenance. In a 400 yards farm, there would be 
required 100 angle iron posts· of li" x Ii" x 1" and of 7 feet in height. 
These IIIl0ne would not cost less than 40 to 50 rupees. And then to make 
the field safe against wild animals, he shall have to have at least 12 rows 
of Barbed wire which· wOlud cost him another Rs. 120. Thus to enclose a 
farm of 400 yards, he shall have to invest nearly 160 to 170 rupees. 
It is obvious that very few among the well-to-do Agriculturisi;.q ca'll afford 
this amount. Even those who are in a position to invest this amount, 
will hardly give uo the country fenciDIl materials in favour of Barbed wire 
OD account of their cheapness and utility. 

Arg'Um.ent., of the Aqricultll.'ri .• ts' interest ;.rrele"ant.~If the whole ouestion 
is critically examined in the light of these facts, it would he found that the 
nrguments a·bout. the Agriculturist's intel ... t<tiS· are not seriolll1 and sincere. 
It is no use to drag the agriculturists in the controversy. The fact of the 
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matter is that the only classes that would be affected by the duty would 
bl> a class of rich land owners, and large Coffee and Tea Planters-the 
classes that can afford to pay any al!1ount of duty. 

If the ,Agricultural department wants to make Barbed wire for fencing 
purpose popular and widely used, they shall have first to improve the 
economic condition of the masses. Without these improvements no propag
anda will attain its object. By the time the Agricultural department has 
educated our peasantry on the utility of Barbed wire, as effective fencing, 
we shall be in a position to manufacture so cheaply and so economically 
that the peasantry can afford to buy. 

Tf"end of prices of Baf"bed wif"e.-The following are the prices paid by the 
Indian Stores Department which would show at a glance the prices of the 
last few years and also show that as soan as we commenced manufacturing 
Barbed Wire, the prices have considerably gone down:-

1927·28.* 

Rs. A.. p. 

15 0 0 

to 

1514 0 

1928·29.* 

R8~ A.. p. 

12 9 6 

1929·30.* 

R8. A.. P. 

12 3 6 

1930·31.* 1932-33. 

Re. A.. P. Rs. A..P" 

11 0 0 

to to to to R~;ket 8 12 O} 

pnces. _ 
"13 3 0 14 11 0 14 10 0 9 0 0 

(-Page 158, Evidence recorded in our Enquiry.) 

It goes without saying that the above prices specially of the period 
before we commenced manufacture are monopoly prices_ and those who are 
in favour of abolition of duty should prove that in this particular instance 
at least no duty would mean cheaper articles for the consumers. It is a 
matter of common knowledge that the prices of foreign imports are generally 
regnlated by the consideration - of the ability 9f the consumers to pay and 
if the consumers want certain articles without which they cannot do, the 
foreigners see to it that they get the best prices the circumstances warrant. 
If there -is a-ny coonpetition between them it easily adjusts itself by reduc
tion of few annas in the price. 

It therefore follows that in the absence of any indigenous industry the 
foreigners are in a position to dictate their own prices to the consumers. 
A case in point will illustrate our meaning. Before- we started catering for 
the Madras market, the price in Madras was disproportionately high even 
in spite of the fact that there were in that area many contending foreign 
competitors but as soon as we entered that area with our material, the 
prices automatically went down. We believe t}lat there are still some areas 
in the country where monopoly prices are charged. 

Capacity of OUf" plant.--our present capacity may be put down at 1,200 
tons a year but recently we have purchased eight more machines which 
would give us an additional capacity of at least 2,500 tons that is to say 
3,700 tons annually. These new machines will commence operation by next 
April. We have also made arrangements for the extension of our Gal
vanizin![ Plant to cope with the new equipment of our Barbed Wire Depart
ment. It is our contention that as soon' as the production -of wire rod- is 
assured in this country, it does -not take long to put in new equipment 
t-o supply the demand in wire products of the whole country-the only 
desideratum being an extensive and profitable home market and reasonable 
amount of tariff protection. -

Multiplicity of products.-Protection on multiplicity of products is most 
essential for the healthy and rapid development of our industry.. If we 
are to confine our attention to wire nails and Galvanized wire "lone. it 
would not be possible to develop the industry as we would like to -lo.- The 
unexpected competition from foreigrt couutries would make us' helpless. any 
moment but if we have 1I1any protected wire products-we do not mean 

Y2 
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~Iso those .that we are n?t JIlanufacturing, but only those that we are 
~an~facturmg and for whICh we h!tve complete equipments-we can ell6i1y 
distribute the risk at such critical moment and gain some profit in the 
long r'!n. We think this is the best policy to adopt both in the interest 
of the Indus~ry a~d the country. The country will be able to secure variety 
of products In qUickest possible time. The industry will have some incentive 
to ,work ~pon if it is in a position to make some profit. 
~~ might add that our competitors are also working on this principle. 

M~'lqrlo/ of theJll handle multiplicity of products and they adjust their 
prICes In such a way that they earn decent profits in the aggregate. ' 

View 0/ the Commerce Department.-Since it is realised that-even in the 
case of wov~n wire fencing-it is not solely used for agricultural but largely 
for non-agrIcult'Qral purposes, the Commerce Department has lightly decided 
th!'t the quest~on of imposition of duty should be viewed mainly from view
pomts of the mterests of the manufacturers of wire and wire products in 
India and loss of revenue. 

The military importance 0/ Barbed Wire.-The Board has in their previous 
repo~ recognised the military importance of this industry. (Statutory 
EnqUiry, 1926-27, Volume VIII, page 70, para. 117) "J.arge quantities 
of wire of all kinds are required in modern warfare." 

It rna,. be said with confidence that Barbed wire, among all classes of 
wire is of the highest military importance. We claim that a suitable 
pr.0~ctiv~ duty should be iJllposed on Barbed wire simply on grounds of 
mlhtary Importance of the industry if not on any other grounds. If the 
manufact~re of Barbed wire is not encouraged, the country would be running 
It great risk when the crisis comes. Now when there is time and when it 
can be established on a soqnd basis with a' little help, no opportunity 
should be lost to j!;ive proper impetus and encouragement. The experience 
of the last war when Barbed wire was sold at Rs. 150 per cwt., is quite 
fresh in the mind of the present generation. 

Our, claim is based on the principle recognised by the Indian Fiscal 
Commission that if any industry is essential for purpose of national defence, 
it should be protected irrespective of the generllIl conditions laid. down by 
the Commission. "We have no hesitation in affirming the principle that 
any industry' which is essential for purposes of national defence and for 
which the conditions in India are not unfavourable, should if necessary, be 
adequately protected, irrespective of the general conditions which we have 
laid down for the protection of Industries." (page 49, pa·ra. 106, Indian 
Fiscal Commission Report.) 

It is also our belief that besides this military consideration, the economic 
production of Barbed wire can be made possible by the help of protective 
duty in a very short time. • 

Woven fencing wire may be e::rc11l.ded.-If it is foun"" that there is a 
likelihood of the woven wire fencing being used largely by the agriculturists 
in the near future--and since we are not manufll<lturing it at present-we 
Buggest that it may be excluded from duty and we think for Customs purposes 
there would be no difficulty in differentiating woven wire from Barbed 
wire. But before the Board decides upon this course, they shall have to 
take into consideration the interest of many small manufacturers of woven 
wire fencing in the country. Its manufacture is clI/rried on more or less 

, on the basis of cottage industries and this industry has been in' existence 
long before we came on the scene. We think that if the Board decides 
upon such course on the ground of t,he fancied interests of the agriculturists, 
they would be inflictinJl: a grent loss and hardship on these poor manufac
turers. We hope the Board will not ignore their interests. 

Another oonsideration that should weigh with the Board is the -future 
expansion of th~ In~ustry. If the obj~t of protection is to make the 
country self-suffiCient In the'matter of wIre products, steps should be taken 
to ensure t~at ",ire, the raw material . for such expansion, should find an 
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outlet in many small industries like that of woven wire fencing. If such 
a policy is not persued, it would reduce the market for and output of -the 
basic industry in the country. . 

(10) Letter No. 2919/9.&, dated the 27th February, 199.&, from the Indian, 
Steel. and Wire Prodm:ts, Tata_gar. 

We are herewith enclosing copy of letter received from the Steel Company 
• regarding Billets for the information of the Board. 

Enclosure. 

COW of a letter from the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., Calcutta, to 
Messrs. The bulian Steel and Wire Prodm:ts, E. I. R. Worh P.O., 
Tata_gar, B. N. Railway. 

AGBBEIlENT POR !rRIII BUPPLY OP BILLB!rs. 

Reference your No. 670, dated the 19th January, 1934. 
We are unable to agree that your· statement in the above letter that 

the President of the Tariff Board has advised that both of us should await 
the pUblication of the Tariff Board Report and that we have also shoWIi 
our willingness to agree to this suggestion,is a correct repre!jE'ntation of the 
existing position. This contract has been under negotiation for a ..,ery 
long time now and you have actually started your mill and have been 
working it for some months. We cannot go on supplying indefinitely 
you with Billets at the low provisional rate at which we have been till 
now doing, as it is based on an understanding regarding price for the 
contract period which you have not accepted. As the negotiations between 
us for the supply date long before the present Tariff Board enquiry and 
as there is no undertaking in this case on our part to supply the Billets 
at our fair selling price as fixed by the Board, as in the case of re-rolling 
mills manufacturing products not in competition with us, we do not see the 
object of awaiting the publication of the Tariff Board Report. Our Board 
have further considered this agreement and have now authorised us to 
state that we shall be prepared to agree to the terms communicated to you 
in our letter No. 3640/33, dated the 16th December, 1933, with the modi
fication that the nniform price, after taking into consideration the addition 
on account of the increased freight charges, will be Rs. 70 per ton for 
the whole period instead of Rs. 72-8 per ton as communicated in para. 3 
of .that letter. Please let us know at an early date if these terms are 
acceptable to you. 

(11) Letter dated the 9rd March, 199.&, from the Indian, Steel and Wire 
Products. 

We are sefl.ding herewith copies of further correspondence between our
selves and Messrs. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., rE>garding billet 
supply for the information of the Board. 

Enclosutes. 
3rd March, 1934. 

2583/34. 
Messrs. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. j 

Agents' Office, 
100, Clive Street, 

Oalcutta. 
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Dear Sirs, 
Reference A-549/84, dated the 22nd ultimo. 

It is obvious when both of us have left the decision in the hands of the
Board, it is not justifiable fol' us to carry .on any further negotiations 
untIl the Board's report is published. It is a matter of importance to 
note that though the Board have given their award, they have no means 
of enforcing it in view of their terms of reference and the only alter
native left to them is the pUblication of their 'views Jl.bout this controversy 
in their report and until this is done, we should in 'View of our ;oint 
appeal to them and for ordinary courtsey's sake await their report. 

If we were to come to some settlement about this matter behind the back 
of the Board, we would be faced with an alternative which would be in our 
opinion most detrimental to the best interest of our industry. If we agree 
to your enhanced price III! suggested in your lr,tter No. A-549/34 we would 
bo . sacrificing the best interest of the industry for which we have made 
so many sacrifices; for, this enhanced price will have to be paid O'll-t of the 
amo~t of protection granted to 'll-S. 

Besides in view of the award, the Tariff Board cannot be guided by 
such private arrangement. They will grant only 86 much as in their opinion 
is just and necessary, and they shall not be guided by arrangements which 
to all intents and purposes are meant to mislead them. If they were to do 
EO, all these Tariff Board enquiries would be turned into a mere fa'l"ce for 
the manufacturers cllln between them present the Board with a fait accompli 
any moment they choose. 

This is eXlIICtly the position in which we would be placed if we were 
to make an agreement now. If you would kindly put yourself in our 
position, we have no doubt, you· would without the least hesitation act as 
we are doing. In saying all this and raising these points, please do not 
think that we are disputing our costs and that we are questioning the 
protection you are demanding for billets on the blll!is of those costs. We 
confess we are not competent to decide such questions. We have stated 
simply our position and pointed to you our difficulties. 

There must be some misunderstanding when you say that you cannot go 
on indefinitely supplying us with billets at the low provisional rate at 
which you are now doing. We have only to draw your nttention to the 
fact that all bills rega-rding the price of billets are subject to final adjust
ment which clearly means that we are to pay the price at w"bich the Board 
would fix the price of the billets. There is a possibility that the Board 
may fix a higher rate than you are supposing for which, under the cir
cumstances we are placed, we shlllll have to t.ake the risk. 

We are not prepared to agree that you should cllarge us at any 
imaginable figure while you are agreeable to sell to other re-rolling mills 
outside the limits of Tatanagar at the fa-ir selling price fixed by the 
Board. We should ask you whether this is at all a reasonl\hle attitude to 
adopt. Is it our fault to be situated at TatanagaT and is it our fault 
that we are one of the largest buyers of your semi-finished materials? We 
might remark in passing that while other firms are talking theoretically 
about the consumption of billets, that is to say, they are planning only to 
put up Mills at some distant date when they would be in a position to 
consume your material, we are here right on the spot actually working our 
Mill and consuming your material. Moreover, we are the only people 
who have no intention of manufacturing products in competition with 
yours while others whom you are anxious to supply act the fair selling 
price fixed by the Board will agree with you with great many reserva
tions. 

After all. these difficulties have arisen only in view of the scheme of 
protertion which the Board has to suggest, otherwise these matters can be 
rettIed by a few hours' discusflion. In countries like Japan and otber 
countries of the continent where discriminating protection jg not practised 
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these problems seek their own solution without mu~h trouble on either side 
but here where protection is given haJf-heartedly and where there is a. 
meticulous examination of every anna and pie',difficulties sItch as we are 
now experiencing are bound to arise. We are sure you would agree with 
us when we say that protection granted to our industry would only be based. 
on the' actual conversion costs. This conversion cost would be the barest. 
minimum required and there can be hardly any possibility ·of economising 
anything on it. It would be different if we had multiplicity of products 
like the Steel Company which handles from the' iron ore to semi-finished 
and finished materials. If 'this position is accepted, it is evident that 
not III pie can be given away from this conversion cost and if we were 
to do so, we would be ruining all chances for the growth and develop
ment of the industry which is the main object of all protection. We can 
assure you that we have done· our very best to come to some agreement 
about this matter but unfortunately we have not succeeded in persuading 
you to accept our view point. The last attempt we' made was just before 
our public enquiry when we saw Mr. Dalal as we realised that undesirable 
pUblicity was being given to our differences; but no notice was taken of 
our entreaties on the ground that the lllatter was· left in the hands of the· 
BOlllrd. 

We can only make a personal appeal to Mr. Dalal to judge these 
matters withsympathy~ The future of practically all the Rolling Mills in 
the country depends on your action and if you decide that your terms 
should be accepted, you are crea,ting a situation for us and for others 
similarly placed which can only be described as critical.. , 

Regarding the opening sentence of your above quoted letter, the writer 
does not wish to bring in the President of the Tariff Board in this con-' 
troversy but is constrained to say that the facts have' been truthfully 
stated. 

Yours faithfully, 
The Indian Steel a,nd Wire Products'. 

(Sd.) V. P. Dube, 
Secretary. 

TII1I TAU IRON AND STEEL Co., LTD., 
AGENTS' OFFICE. 

Post Box No. 2402, 
100, Clive Street, Calcutta; 

Dated the 22nd February, 1934. 
A-549/34. 

Messrs. The Indian Steel and Wire Products, 

Dear Sirs, 

E. I. R. Works Post, 
Tatanagar, B. N. Railway. 

AUTeement !or the supply 01 Bitlet8. 

Reference'your No. 670, dated the 19th January, 1934. 
We are unable to agree that your statement in the above letter that 

the President of the Tariff Board has advised that both of us should wait' 
the -publication of the Tariff Board Report s,nd· that we also have shown 
our willingness to agree to this suggestion, io a correct representation of 
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the existing position. This contract has been under negotiation for a very 
long time now and you have actually started your Mill and have been 
working it for some months. We cBlnnot go on inde6.nitely supplying you 
with billets at the low provisional rate at which we havei till now been 
doing, as it is based on an understanding regarding price for the contract 
period which you have not accepted. As the negotiation between us for 
this supply date long before the present Tariff Board enquiry BInd as there 
is no undertaking in this case on our part to supply the billets at our fair 
selling price as 6.xed by the Board, as in the case of re-rolling mills 
manufacturing products not in competition with us, we do not see the 
object of awaiting the publication of the TM"iff Board Report. Our Board 
have further considered this agreement and have now authorised us to 
state that we shall be prepared to agree to the terms communicated to 
you in our letter No. A-3640/33, dated the 16th December, 1933, with the 
modi6.cation that the uniform price, Blfter bking into consideration the 
addition on account of the increased freight charges, will be Rs. 70 per 
ton for the whole period instead of &S. 72-8 per ton as communicated in 
paragraph 3 of that letter. 

2. Please let us know at an early ~Blte if these terms are acceptable to 
you. 

Yours faithfully, 
Tata Sons, Ltd., Agents, 

(Sd.) A. B. Dalal, 
Director. 

THB INDIAN STBEL AND WIRB PRoDUCTS, 

E. I. R. WORKS POST. 

Tatanagar, 19th Janua·ry, 1934. 
Messrs. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 

Agents' Office, 
100, Clive Street, 

Calcutta. 
Reference A-I07/ S'&, dated the 19th. instant. 

The undersigned has interviewed, in connection with the billet supply, 
the President of the Tariff Board who has advised that both of us should 
aWBlit the publication of the Tariff Board Report. It appears that you 
also have shown your willingness to agree to this suggestion .. Und~r the 
circumstances no useful purpose would be served by further dlSCusslon on 
the subject. .. 

Yours faithfully, 
The Indian Steel and Wire Products. 

(Sd.' V. P.Dube, 
Secretary. 

Messrs. Dendas Jethanand IE Co., Karachi. 
(1) Letter dated the 16th. September, 19S5. 

With reference to the Government of Illdia, Department of Commerce, 
resolutiort No. 260-T. (8)/33. dated the 26th August, 1933, we beg to submit 
the following for the consideration of the Board:-

That we are the sole proprietors of the Devidas Iron and Steel Wo~ks 
Karachi a privately owned factor:v for the manufacture of Wires, WIre 
nails, Wood screws, barbed wire, shoe-tacks, paper clips, etc. The factory 



started working in February, 1932, and has been since then ~upplying it& 
product to the market. The production in 1932 was about 1 ion of 
wire nails dail~ and Ii ton of wires and small quantities of other products. 
The output was necessarily small owing to the need of training operatives 

" and the factory receiving neither rebate of import duty on its wire rod 
nor concession in Railway freight, which placed an extra burden of Rs. 2 
on our rates. . 

By March 1932 the recommendation of the Tariff Board on the Wire and 
Wire Nails Industry 1931 were enacted into law called the Wire and Wire 
N ails Industry Act of 1932 and as result of strenuous represents-tions made 
to the Government of India our factory received rebate of customs duty 
on the rods imported which did not take effect until about March 1933 
when the next consignment of wire rods arrived in India. Subsequently 
however the duty paid on the previous consignment of wire rods was 
refunded. The Railway freight concession has however up-to-date of writing 
not been extended to our products in the same measure as enjoyed by 
Indian wire products Company Tatanagar over the Bengal Nagpur Railway 
Ifnd East Indian Railway and whi(;~ according to the estimate of the Tariff 
Board contained in their report of 1931 page 13 \forking up to· an average 
of annas 12 per cwt. In consequence of this double handicap the factory 
had rather a chequered career until about October, 1932, when the 
North Western Railway authorities seeing their traffic in wire and wire 
nails being seriously affected by the growing invasion, of the Punjab 
market by the I. W. P. Tatanagar adjusted their rates of freight on All 
win~ and wire nails booked from Karachi to the stations in the Punjab 
so as to be anna one per maund less than the rates from Tatanagar to 
those stations, i.e., if the rates from Tatanagar to Lahore for instance 
was Re. 1-7-9 per maund, the rate from Karachi to Lahore was reduced 
to Re. 1-6-9 per maund. The effect of this was speedily nullified by the 
I. W. P. Tatanagar reducing its'l'ates in the Punjab by annas 8 per cwt. 
On the other hand Japan stepped intO the market about this time with 
cheap wire nails which were carried over North Western Railway at the 
same rates of freight as our products unlike iii. -the case of Tatail.agar 
factory which enjoys freight concession on their products exclusively. By 
suitable reduction in rates we however succeeded in disposing of our goods 
in the Punjab market to the extent of about 100.0 to 1200 cases monthly. 
We have now increased our production and are prepared to increase our 
plant and even roll our own rods should we receive adequate protection 
and freight concession from the Government .. 

We must say that we are both our own capitalists and our own experts. 
Iii spite of innumerable difficulties which an industry of this class has to 
face in this country we succeeded in producing marketable products in a 
very short time in fact from almost the very first month or our existence. 
In spite of severe internal and external competition which we faced under 
handicaps and are still facing we have succeeded not only in increasing our 
production but also added to our plant. We are' sure given adequate 
facilities we shall amply justify the protection recommended by the Taci1f 
Board. 

From our experience of over 18 months we have found that Karachi 
is the natural centre of production and supply of Wire and Wire nails 
and other wire products for the Punjab markets, the Bombay market 
in fact for the whole west coast of India on this side of a line drawn 
from Allahabad to Cape Comorin. Its nearness to these markets effects a 
great saving in freights and time resulting in proportionate economy in 
price convenience to the consumer. As an illustration the distance from 
Tatanagar to Lahore is 1015 miles and from Karachi to Lahore is 755 
miles from Tatanagar to Amritsar 108~ miles and from Karachi to Amritsar 
788 miles from Tatanagar to Peshawar 1399 miles and from Karachi to Pesha
war 921 miles and from Tatanagar to Rawalpindi 1294 miles and from Karachi 
to Rawalpindi 897 miles. 
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It will thus be seen that for four of the largest consuming centres in 

the Punjab the wire nails hal'e to travel 50 per cent. more distance if 
supplied from Tatanagar than if supplied from K~rachi and all this by 
Railway. The average freight rate to those stations from Tatanagar works 
up to Re. 1-11-5 per maund or (1 cwt, nails packed weigh 1 maund 23 
seers) Rs. 2-11-3 per cwt. of nails or say Rs. 55 per - ton. The same ton 
of nails if. supplied from Karachi under the same freight 'concessions as 
from Tatanagar would reach the consumer at nearly Re. 1 per cwt. less 
than ,and thus Karachi would be a more economical centre of supply. 
This is in regard to the Punjab. Bombay and the other markets on' the 
west coast would show a more remarkable saving as in the case of these 
markets, the supply from Karachi would be made by sea at shorter distances 
and lesser freights whereas that from Tatanagar has to travel longer 
distances by Railway. 

The fact that wire rod is being rolled at Tatanagar does not alter the 
above conclusion 'as the price of indigenous rods is not going to be less 
than that of the imported rod. The cost of transportation to Karachi of 
these rods in large quantities would be hardly 1 of the saving effected 
in Railway freights alone from Karachi. But the importation of WirEf 
nails in such large quantities llumping the market resulting in loss due to 
rusting and deterioration of packing, double handling and godown charges, 
etc. In the event a rod mill is installed in Karachi Billets frOID! Tatanagar 
would be imported in thousand of tons at a time in specially chartered 
steamers resulting in still great economy in transportation costs. That 
Karachi has a tremendous market for Nails and Wires specially galvanized 
wires and rolled goods will be apparent by a look at the past 5 years 
figures of import of these articles through Bombay, Karachi and the 
other ports on the west coast . 

• - Karachi has an equable climate all the year round and there is ample 
supply of r~quisite Indian labour. The .local power supply Company is 
only too anxIOUs to meet any demands for energy made on them at reason
able rates. Karachi is thus eminently suited for the installation of both 
the Wire products factGi-y and a rod rolling mill from billets obtained 
from Tatanagar. In fact it will be more feasible for Karachi factory to 
roll rods from Tati.magar billets than for England to roll sheets from the 
same billets for supply to India undel' the Ottawa agreement. 

We intend to install our own merchant mill for rolling all kinds of 
sections as soon as we are extended all facilities and are assured of our 
position tlis-a..."is the protection. 

Our working costs of wires ,and wire nails from wire rods amounts to a 
little over Rs. 6 per ewt. distributing this equally between Wire and, Wire 
nails. With greater production and assured facilities and markets it would 
be possible to reduce them to a trifle below Rs. 6. We therefore 
consider this as a' reasonable figure to fix the spread between Wire rod and 
Wire nails. Our galval!lizing plant which we worked for some' time has 
owing to the severe Japanese competition stopped lately and as soon as 
some imposition is placed on foreign galvanized wire this will be restarted. 
The cost of making galvanized wire in our factory is the same as of 
making nails and should have the same margin, "is., Rs. 6 per cwt. 
over metal cost. 

Lastly we submit that in our case as in the ease of the I. W. P. Tata
nagar the Railway freights must be adjusted to equalize these obtaining 
on th~ E. I. and ihe B. N. Railways for I. W. P. products same "ate for 
Baml! distances and not as now same Tate for samestatiofl,s. This is 
perfectly feasible as both t~e East Ind~an ~.ai1way. and. North Wes~rn 
Railway are state-owned Ratlways and It Will be meqUltous to deprIve 
one factory of the benefits afforded to another of the same class of 
industry. in the words of Sir G. Schuster at the salt conference on 27th 
May 1932, "The Government of India could not take action for the sake 
of putting profits in the pockets of one set of manufacturers and pro-



ducers at the expense of another set of manufacturers and producers, nor 
could they, except in national interests interfere with free competition 
among Indian producers." 

Any action contrary to the spirit of this would also militate against 
the wholesome principle laid down by the' Tariff Board in their last report 
on wire nails industry, para. 11, page 10, viz., that" If an industrialist, 
believing in the assurances given by the Government and the legislature, 
invests money in an industry which is' declared protected but finds, in the 
mean time that protection is withheld on account of temporary develop
ments which have disturbed the assumptions underlying the protect<ive 
scheme, the faith of intending investors in the policy of protection will 
be rudely shaken. Occurrences of this kind may go far to render protection 
ineffective in developing industries". 

In the end we must request that until such time as the I. W. P. 
Company, Tatanagar, are in a position to supply us their own-rolled wire 
rods the present rebate of duty concession on imported Wire rod be con
tinued in our case. 

Enclosure. 

ESTIXATB OF COST ABOVE WIRE ROD ON lUKING WIRE NAlLS BASED ON ACTUALS 
FOR AUGUST, 1933. 

Productitm 1108 cases. 

Pay of establishment . 

Electricity charges 

Acid bill 
Bazar bill, grease, lubricating oils, lime, coal, etc. 

Dies and tools for drawing 

Belts' bolts, etc. 

Saw dust 

Wooden cases 
Paper for packing nails 

Misc •. Store&-gum labels 
Postage and office expenses 

Brokerage 

Rent 
Transport and muccadim 

Director's remuneration 

Interest 

Depreciation 

10 per cent. less on metal 

Water and taxes 

Profit at 5 per cent. 

Ra. 

816 
783 

244 

350 

70 
70 
80 

831 

277 
30 

65 
270 
300 
100 

1,000 
100 

80 
554 

20 
555 
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(2), Letter dated the 17th September, 1933. 

We beg to submit the following representation regarding our Screw 
Making Factory at Karachi with referenoe to the Gov£lrnment of India, 
Commerce Department, Resolution ,No. 260}T. (8)}33, datl!d the 26th 
August, 1933. . 

(1) That we have installed a Screw making Factory at Karachi con
jointly with our Wire Nails Making Factory and commenced making screws 
about end of July, 1932, which have been regularly marketed. 

(2) That the present capacity of our plant is one thousand gross iron
wood scre,!s countersunk heads per day. 

(3) That we are on the list of approved suppliers of these screws to -
the Indian Stores Department and Thl! Director of Contracts (Military), 
Simla. . 

(4) That wEI have at great cost of time, labour and money obtained 
personal training for the making of screws in large European Factories 
and have succeeded in imparting training to our Indian workmen. 

(5) That we have means at our disposal for increasing our production 
to about 5,000 gross Rer day and more, within reasonable time so as to 
cover a large part of all India requirement. 

(6) That the prioe of Wood-scr£lws all over the world is regulated by 
discounts on - stitndard British prices contained in a. catalogue of Messrs. 
Guest Keen and Nettlefolds, Screw makers, London. 

(7) That at the end of the year 1931 and before exchange fell the British 
screws were offering at 65 per cent. discount and the continental screws 
at 73 per oent. In India the screws were selling at annas 5-3 per gross 
of screws I" long for in India screws sell by the' size--lin screw selling 
at Ii times the price of 1" screw. 

(8) That after the fall in exchange the Co'ntinental screws were offered 
at 85 per cent. discount and the British at 70 per cent.-the market price 
in India having fallen as low as annas 2-81 which has recently fallen to 
ann as 2-7 per gross inch (i.e., one gross of screws, In long). 

(9) That in Europe where International cartels regulate screw prices 
and prevent International competition they sell at an equivalent of annas 
eight per gross inch. 

(10) That Japan is recently entering this field with an offer of 90 
per cent. cftscount. The standard price of screws 'according to the Nettle
fold price list being one shilling for one gross of In screws the price of 
Japanese screws works to less than one anna six pies per gross inch at 
the present rate of exchange. . 

. (11) That screws unlike wire nails provide highly skilled jobs on decent 
salaries. 

(12) That Ka~achi is the' best centre of supply of this commodity as 
of wire nails and other iron products. In fact railway freight does not 
greatly affect its cost to the consumer. 

(13) Tha.t raw. material in the shape of manufactured wire rod is avail
able in India and will be shortly made also by us at Karachi. 

(14) That as our F'actory has been mainly running to train establish
ment it is difficult to make ou1;eitactly 'our working costs for one gross 
inch of screws. We consider that Ilnnas 6-6 per gross inch should be 
taken as the correct selling price of this article and a. protection of annas 
4-6 per gross inch on Ilcrews o~ non-British origin and annas 4 per gross on 
those from Britain should presently justly meet the requirements of this 
important budding industry without imposing an appreciably heavy burden 
on, the consumers which is generally the building trade. 

An estimate of working 'cost derived from our own experience is appended 
for consideration. 
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Estimatfl 0/ cost 0/ 0r"fl gross screws, r Je'ltqth {lrid NQ. 8 size. 

Weight of screws is 1 lb. nett. 
Wire required is H lb. nett. 
Cost of wire at Rs. 8 per "wt. is 
Energy bill ",t Rs. 350 a month 
One man making at 60 gross scre'jVs from four 

machines in a, day at Re; 1 per day shaving and 
slotting only . . . . . . . 

One man making at 30 gross threading only . 
Two men on heading machine' making 500 gross 

per Re. 1 per day _ . . . . . 
Supervision charges at Rs. 500 per month on 500 

gross output p~r day 
Tools 
Repairs to 75 machines"producing 500 gross a day. 
Cost of belting, lubricants, polishing material, 

water, etc. 
Labels, wooden case for 500 gross, packing, etc. . 
Packing box of card boltrd 
Interest at 5 per cent. ot! a capital outlay of 

Rs. 1 lakh . 
Depreciation of machines at 8 per cent. 
Office and mukadim . 
Postage, commission, carriage 
Selling organisation 
5 per cent. profit 

The Indian Rome Pipe Co., Ltd., Bombay. 

A. P. 

1 81 
0 5 

0 3 
0 6 

0 ~ 

0 2i 
0 2 
0 3 

0 2 
0 H 
0 6 

0 6 
0 10 
0 1 
0 1 
0 H 
'0 6 

6 6 

(1) Letter No. H. P./J,299; dated the Septe1nb~r 21j22, 1939. 

Be PnoTEoTION Fon STEEL INDUSTRY (WIRI!I AND WIRE NAlLS). 

With reference to the inquiry on the granting of protection for the 
Steel Industry by your Board, we should like to inform you that we are 
manufacturers of steel wire. . 

Upon' the .recommendation made by your Board in 1931, which resulted 
in the Wire and Wire Jlifails Industry (Protection) Act of 1932, and believin~ 
that there is a good field fpr the inpustry in this country,. we erected a 
Wire lind Wire Nll-il factory, in Bombay early jn this year. 

We find, however, that due to the fall in market rates for foreign 
nails, it is very difJicult to compete with putside products. 

We are, therefore at present, forced to concentrate mainly on the'lI\anu
facture of wire, and though we have not been able to enter the market 
yet without some loss, due to the high cost of production, we' are ,con
fident that we shall. be able to compete with similar products. in near 
future, provided the present .scale of duties and facilities afforded,' are 
not altered. 

Market rate for foreign wire is about Rs. 9-12 per cwt. Our rate at 
present is in the vicinity of B.s. 9-12 to Rs. 9-14. The rods obtained by 

• us from the Continent, free of duty, Cl,?st, II:s. qr4 per c..,-t., cielivered at 
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site and the actual' production. cost analysis, sin~ we have &tarted is shown 
below. 

Rod 
Labour 
J.\Iaterial 
Overhead and Establishment 
Power : 
Wastage at 81 per cent. 
Packing 
Interest and depreciation 
Agents commission 21 per cent. 

Per ton. 
.Re. A. 
105 0 
12 9 
10 0 
2410 
- 5 0 

8 12 
8 0 

18 3 
5 .0 

197 2 Rs. 9-13 per cm. 

It is clear therefore' that with the present market rates remaining un
altered, and with further improvement in our manufacture, we shall be 
able to sell our products at competitive rates. 

As far as the proteotion for this industry is concerned the' require
ments of the Fiscal Commission are satisfied by the new Rod Mill erected 
at .J~mshedpur. It will be Bome time, however, before this Mill' is in a 
position to ~anuf'!'cture rods economically, as specifioally mentioned by 
your ~oard In their ~eport (page 9, para. 10) in 1931. Their production 
also Will take some time to come up to a capacity which will meet with -
the requirements of the whole of the Indian market. But above all the 
wire industry is too y:oung yet to be able to stand on its own legs. It i~ not 
more than one year' Since your recommendations have fructified in the instal
lation of Wire Mills at Karachi and Bombay. 

The Wire, Industry is just trying to stand on its own and we seriously 
believe that more attention should be paid to place this industry on . a 
sound footing by affording it every possible help and relieving it of any 
avoidable burden. I 

Your Board arrived at the following cost for wire rods manufactured 
in India, considering a production of 100 tons per day, the cost was Re. 100 
per ton and with a production of .150 tons per day, the cost calculated 
was Rs. 96-4. As the present rate for foreign wire rods delivered at site, 
in Bombay is about Rs. 105 per ton, it is evident that no undue com
petition will work against the new Rod Rolling Mill of Messrs. The Indian 
Steel Wire Products and therefore no protection is necessary. Moreover, 
the new Rod RoIling Mill is in the happy position of consuming its own 
rods, at least temporarily, as their full Beale production will take some 
time to materialize. . 

We realize that - thiR will not give any incentive to use Indian raw 
materials made out of Indian Steel as required by the Fiscal Commission, 
but we desire that such a step as requested by us should be only temporary 
to give breathing time to the newly erected Wire mills to place their 
manufacture on a sound level. An industry which has taken three centuries 
to develop in Europe should at least be given a few more years, say from 
three to five years careful nurturing without any burden on its raw 
materials, i.e.. wire rods, or any alteration in the rate of duty or any 
facility given hitherto. 

With the present rate of prices and with improved experience in manu
facture. it is even possible, or could be mn.de possible by the Government 
p:ranting chen.p transport fal'iIities Hcross India, to sell Indian wire rods 
at rates which will compare favourably with the Continental prices. 

There, is a tendency for the C'.ontinental prices.(lf wire rods to increase 
and the prices of wire to fall. We paid 1n.st Yl"ar a price of Rtl, 100 per_ 
ton' for wire rods which has now risen to Rs. 105 per ton. 
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This being the case, any restriction in the use of wire rods 'would be 
quite unnecessary and will act unfavourably on the development of the 
wire industry at this Bt!lge. 

We therefore earnestly hope that the present &tatus quo will be main
tained for another short period and that the facilities afforded for the 
free import of wire rods and the protective duty. of Rs. 45 p~.r ton on 
imported wire and wire nails will remain unchanged. 

Enclosure. 
WIBS AND WIBS .NAILs. 

Repiies to the questionnaire. 

1.. J&.IIIshedpur, Karachi and Bombay. 
2. Throughout India. 
3. (b) Erected this year only. 

4 

Wire 
Wire nails 

5 

Quantity. 
1929·30. 1930·31. 1931·3l. 

Tons 
8,732 

12,505 

Tons Tons 
12,345 9,340 
12,409 9,456 

Qu&ntity. 

1929·30. 
Bs. 

Value. 
1930·31. 

Bs. 
17,69,600 20,50,110 
21;90,950 :19,76,ljl3 

Value. 
1929·30. 1930·31. 1931-32. 1~1I9-30. 1930·31. 

WirlJ • 
Wire nails 

6. Nil.' 

Tons 
21 
11 

7. tb) &S. 3-5,000. 

nil 
nil 

8. 14 roen daily. Rs. 6,000 yearly. 
9. Rs. 100:. 0 Rods per ton. 

Rs. 10- 0 Material pet ton. 
Rs. 12-!) Labour per ton. 
Rs. ;;.. 0 I>ower I-er toll. 

Tons 
15 

nil 

Rs. 24-10 Establishment per ton. 
Rs. 8-12 Wastage per ton. 
Ra. 8- 0 Packing per ton. 
Rs. 18- 3 Interest and depreciation. 

Rs. 191- 2 

Bs. 
410 

4,550 

1931·32. 
Bs. 

15,41,633 
14,76,873 

1931-32. 
Bs. 

:,94:7 

Note (b) 10 per cent. depreciation on machinery and 10 per cent. 
interest on capital. 

10 . .<a) Rs. 1,00,000. 
(b) About 15 tons a day. 
11. (c) Bombay wholesale market about Rs. 186 per ton. Duty Ra. 45 

per ton. 
. 12. (a) Yes. Reinforced t'Oncrete Pipe making. 

(b) Not till now:. 
(c) No. 
13. (a) Steel wire. 
(b) We do not consider that any increase in the present rate of duty 

of R.~. 45 per ton is necessary. We however consider that the present 
facility of importing rods free of duty should not be altered. 

14. Rural and urban. 
15. None. 
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(2) Letter No. HP/51,29/61,dated t~e 4th December, 1933, from the Indian 
Hums Ptpe 00., Ltd. 
Re DRAWING WmE • 

. W,: b~ to send herewith 5 copies of a short note which we consider 
'!I'dl slmI?hfy ma~ters as regards our case in this connection. Any further 
mformatlon reqUired on the point can be given during our evidence. 

Enclosure. 
NOTE. 

We have now seen the reports of the evidence of the Indian Steel 
Wire Products before the Tariff Board in Calcutta which suggest to us 
that in order to simplify matters we should make a concrete proposal as 
follows:-

(1) That we should be supplied rods between 3 and 6 gaulte not 
Ilxceeding 1,000 tons per year delivered at Rs. 105 per ton 
f.o.r. Bombay at which we get our imported wire delivered at 
site at present. 

(2) That we on our part will undertake not to sell the wire drawn from 
this or· the rod itself in the open market if it helps the Indian 
Steel Wire Products and if the Board .so desire that it is 
in the ipterest of the Industry. 

(3) That from the wastage what few nails will be made will be used 
as far as possible in the works of this Company or associated 
Companies. It is not intended to specially make nails for 

-the market. 
As regards the price of Rs. 105 per ton, our reason for suggesting this 

is, firstly, we do not propose to sell in the market and thus not compete 
with Mr. Indrasingh, secondly, the Railway freight from Jamshedpur to 
Bombay should be less than that from Jamshedpur to Karachi, and thirdly, 
our imported wire costs us Rs. 105. 

(3) Letter No. HP /91/61, dated the 5th Jan'll4ry, 1931" from the Indian 
HU1IIC .Pipe 00., Ltd. 

Re OUR EVIDENCE BEFORE YOUR BOARD ON 6TH DECEMBER, 1933. 

In continuation of our letter No. HP/5668/61, dated the 13th December, 
]933, we .beg to send herewith a Note giving the description of wire we 
require for our purposes. 

* * • • 
NOTE. 

Specification 01 Wire. ... 

The Indian Hume Pipe Co., Ltd., required Cold Drawn Mild Steel 
Annealed Wire, guaranteeed suitable' for Hume Pipe manufacture, tensile 
~trength 28/32 tons per square inch, Gauge 5 to 14, and also Hard 
Bri~ht Gauge 3 to 12. 

(4) Letter No. HP/I09/61, dated the 8th January, 1931" from Messrs. The 

Indian Hums Pipe 00., Ltd. 
Re FREIGHTS ON WmE RODS. 

As desired by you, during the evidence of our representative, we wrote 
to the Bengal Nagpur Railway and beg to enclose herewith copies of two 
letters received from the Bengal Nagpur Railway and the Indian Steel 
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and ·Wire Products, showing the freight on wire rods from Jamshedpur 
to Karachi and from Jamshedpur to Bombay. 

It will be seen that the difference in freights, as shown by the Bengal 
Nagpur Railway is Rs. 1-8-4 per maund or about Rs. 41 per ton in favour 
of Bombay. 

Enclosures. 

Copy o/letter No. 89,&4/93, dated the 12th December, 1999, from the Indian 
Steel and Wire Products, to the Indian Hums Pipe Co., Ltd., Bomba!l~ 

Be FREIGHT ON WIRE RODS AND WIRE. 

Your letter No. Hp/5486/168, dated the 7th December, 1933. 
In reply to your above quoted letter, we give below the approximate 

freight on wire from Tatanagar on Wagon loads of 15 tons at a time:-
To Bombay As. 11 per maund. 
To Karachi Rs. 2-9-4 per maund. 

, The above rates are for wire only· and we do not know whether this also 
applies for wire; rods. You may please enquire from the railway authorities 
concerned. 

Copy o/letter No. B. C. 41/77, dated the 18th December, 1933, from Bengal 
'Nagpur Railway 00., Ltd., Kidderpore, to Messrs. The Indian Hume 
Pipe Co., Lttl. ' 

In reply to your letter No. HP/5487/168 of 6th/7th Dicember, 1933, the 
quotations you asked for are lIS follows. There may be other conditions 
attached to these rate.. which appear in the Bengal Nagpur Goods Tariff. 

Articles. Conditions. From To'" Route. Rate per Maund. 

Wire rods 
and Wire 
88 iron or 
Steel Djvi
slon B. 

O. R. W/400 over Tatanagar Karachi 
B. N. & E. J. 
and R. R. on 
actual weight 
over rest (Own-
ers to load). 

D. R. over E. I. Do. 
and R. R. over 
rest in small 
lots. 

Do .• 

Via Gomoh B. N. 
Rs. A. P. 
019 

Ca.wnpore 
centrs.l and E. I. 
goods shed 
Knchman B.B.& 
Roa.d and C. I. 
Hyd. Sind. 

080 

010 9 

Ditto 

J. 
N.W. 

011 9 
030 

(a) 2' 3 3 
----
B.N. 0 Ii 1 

E.I. 0810 

B. B. & 010 9 
C. I. 

J. 011 9 
N. W. 0 3 0 

(a) 2 7 II -----_. 
O. R., C. C., L. Do. • Bombay Via Na.gpnr • B. N. 0 6 7 

R. R., in small • Do. Do •• Do. 

IlTUL--IU 

G. I. P. 0 , 4 

o to 11 

• B. N. 1 311 
G. I. P. 1 210 

2 G .. 

21 
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(a) These rates apply to such articles of iron or steel Div. Bas· are 
actually manufactured at Tatanagar and consigned by the following firms 
at Tatanagar:-

(1) Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., (2) Tin Plate Company 
of India, Ltd., (3) Indian Cable Co., Ltd., (4) Agricultural 
Implement Co., Ltd., (5) Tatanagar Foundry Co. and (6) Indian 
Steel Wire Products, Ltd. . 

The Pioneer Wire Nail Manufacturing Company, Calcutta. 

Letter No. 789/ F., dated ihe 30th No'Vembe1', 1933. 
I have come to learn that your Board is engaged in considering the 

question of granting substantive protection to the Wire and Wire Nail 
Industry. 

When tentative protection was granted to industry last year, the Board 
felt under no obligation to consider the question of discrimination in protec
tive duty between Wire and Wire Nail, primarily for the reason that no 
nail manufacturer had approached the Board with any proposal for a higher 
duty on Nail than on Wire. In order that the Board might not feel 
techqically precluded from considerin~ the question on the present occa
sion ars well on the self-same ground, I am constrained, as a nail manufac
turer, to reiterate, for the third time, my claim to a higher protective duty 
on Nail than on Wire. 

In doin/!" so I need hardly go over the grounds I have already placed 
before the Board in their previous enquiries. 

The Board's second reason for not considering the question of protec
'tive discrimination between Wire and Wire Nail in their previous enquiry, 
was that the protection granted to the Wire and Wire Nail Industry was 
not substantive aDd so the Nail manufacturers had no canse for complaint. 
Ap~rt from the logic of the areument adduced. I need onl:v point out that 
the protection to be granted this time would be substantive and according 
to the Board's own way of thinking, therefore, the question of discrimination 
can no longer be laid aside. . 

Messrs. Vishram Narsi & Bros., Bombay. 

(1) Letter duted the 8th Derember, 19.13. 

Be WIRE AND 'VIRS NAn. INDUSTRY. 

We humbly beg to approach your Board with a request that we had put 
a plant in. Bombay in April last for manufacturing wire nails from imported 
wire. The capacity of our plant is,. i,200 to 1,500 tons of wire nails from 
Steel wire but before we could do anything substantial the Japanese nails 
were dumped. in all about the presidency at a ridiculously low rate that 
we could not do anything in the matter and had to stop the Factory; Now 
the Factory' is Dot working and the overhead charges are incurring and we 
are suffering heavy losses. 

We have I,ept up all the establishments,etc., with a hope of something 
being done by the Government in this connection when the Tariff Board 
enquiry next meets. 'Ve knew that the last enquiry had recommended 
to allow the wire rods of 5 to 6 ~auge for drawing of wire and manufac
turing Wire nails there from which was accepted by the Government and 
now request your Board to kindly recommend to the Government of India 
to allow the wire upto 18 gauge to be imported duty free specially for the 
manufacturing of wire nails and wood screws as the steel wire is not pro
du('ed in India. Or in the alternative the increased protective duty be put 
on imported wire nails and screws to make this industry establish or other
. wise it is bound to die in its infancy. 

'Ve request, it will be just and fair to help our industry in any manner 
thllt mar be possible, The force of re.llsons that apply to the wire rods does 
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apply to the wire also and require not much investigation as it has· already 
been known from other manufacturers of wire products. 

(2) Letter dated the 11th December, 1933, from Vishram Narsi <f Bros. 

Re WIRB AND WIRB NAlLS INDUSTRY. 

In continuation of our letter to your goodselves dated 8th instant, we 
beg to send you herewith our representation regarding the ab·ove and further 
state that we will give guarantee to put up. an additional plant for drawing 
out wire (for making nails) from rods in two years time and we request 
your Board to kindly recommend now, in your report in this enquiry, that 
we may be given 1,500 to 2,000 tons of wire rods by the Indian Steel and 
Wire Product Co., at a price that may be fixed for the Tata C. C. and 
Hume Pipe Co., as soon as we would procure a certificate from the Director 
of Industries of the presidency, that our plant is ready for drawing out wire 
from wire rods. 

Iu the meantime as our factory is idling and costing us heavily every 
month, we earnestly request that we may be allowed to import wire, duty 
free, to keep our factory going. 

We pray, your Board will consider our matter along with other proposals 
favourably and recommend to the Government of India the necessary help 
lind survive our Industry. 

Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, New Delhi. 
Letter No. F. 2.17/.'J.'J/Agr1., dated the 11th December, 1933. 

I am directed to refer to item (b) of paragraph 1 of the Commerce 
J'kpartlnent Resolution No. 260-T. (8)/33, dau.d the 26th Angust, 1933, 
in which the Government of India have directed the Tariff Board to under
take the Statutorv Enquiry into the Indian iron and steel industry includ
ing the wire and wire nllil induRtry. I am to invite attention. to this 
Department letter No. 2244A. datei! the 17th Sentember, 1931 (copy 
.. nclosed for ready referen" .. ), addressed to the Tariff Board, at the time of 
their enouirv into the Indian wire and wire nail industrv, in which was 
.tnt"d the importance, of cheapening the cost of wire fencing used for 
Agricultural purposes esnecially for the protection of crops from the depreda
tions of animals. and the exemDtion from duty of such fencing materials 
"nggested. In paragraph 17 of it. report on the grant of protection to the 
wire and wire nail induRtry. the Board recommended the· exclusion from the 
protective- dutv ;lItpr nlia of b~rhed and stranded fencing wire and wire 
netting bnt expressed the vi"w that the protection of the wire and wire nail 
indn.trv should be pxamined fullv in connection with next statutory steel 
pnnllirv. Th" Board's recommendations were ac('epted by the Government 
of India in their ('",mmerce Department Resolution No. 362-T. (16), dated 
the 3rd February, 1932. 

A. the position of wire fencing including netting will now be re
pxamined bv the T"riff Board in connection with their present enquiry, 
I am to brinlt to the Board's notice the fact that the continued fall in 
the price of 8ltricultural produce has rendered it particularly necessary 
that the cost of all agricultural a.npliances including wire fencing and netting 
.hould be kept as low a8 possible. 

Enclosure. 
C01m of Ii ,ptfer No. Z2.&,1A. dafp.fr the Hth/17th .f;/eptemher .• 1931. from 

the Surdarll, Im.nerial Council 01 A(1riwUurol Research.. to the SerTe
ta1')l, Indian Tariff Board, Stonehouse Hill, Ootacamwnd. 

CmAPRNING THE COST 01' WIRE FENCING USED FOR THE PROTECTION 01' CROPS 
AGAINS'I' WILD ANnlALS. 

In connection with the onestion of the Wire Nail Industry whi"h is now 
!,ngaging the attentjo~ of the Tariff Bqar~ J ~rn: qirected to state that at 

112 
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the meeting of the Board of Agriculture, held at Pusa in December, 1929. 
a special sub-committee consisting of the ..following officers was appointed 
" to review the progress made in regard to the protection of crops from the 
depreciations of wild animals since 1925, and to advise whether the recom
mendations made by the Board of Agriculture in .that year require modifica
tions in the light of the knowledge and experience now available". The 
Committee after a very careful examination of the entire question recom
mended inter alia that "in view of the importance of extending the use of 
wire fencing for crop protection the Committee would support any sugges
tion to bring such fencing within the scope of recommendation 71 (extract 
attached for ready reference) of Chapter IV of the Royal Commission's 
report and considers that it should be exempt from import duty. In view 
of the difficulty of deciding whether fencing is' imported for agricultural 
purposes or not, a rebate of the import duty paid should be given on the 
recommendation of an officer duly authorised to grant certificates to this 
effect. Tf this Tlr"no~~l is not feasible, as an alternative the Committee recom
mends that specified types of woven wire fencing, mainly or entirely used 
for agricultural purposes, should be exempt from duty". The report of the 
Committee in this respect was adopted by the Board. 

(1) Mr. F. J~ Plymen, C.I.E., A.C.C.I., Director of Agriculture, 
Central Provinces (Chairman). 

(2) Mr. T. Bainbrigge Fletcher, R.N., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.Z.S., Imnerial 
Entomologist, Imperial Institute of Agricultural Research, Pusa. 

(3) Mr. P. V. Isaac, B.A., D.I.C., M.Sc., F.E.S., Second Entomologist 
(Bepterist), Pusa .. 

(4) Rao Sahib B. P. Vagholkar, Deputy Director of Agriculture, 
South Central Division, Bombay Presidency; 

(5) P. B. Richards. A.R.C.S., F.E.S., Entomologist to Government, 
United Provinces. 

(6) Mr. C. Mayadas, M.A.. B.Se .. Principal and Professor of Agri
ture, Agricultural CoIlE'ge. Cawnpore. 

(7) Mr. Mohd. Afzal Husain, M.Sc. (Pb.), M.A. (Cantab.), I.A.S .. 
Locust RE'Rearch Entomologist, Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research, Layallpur. 

(8) Mr. F. D. Odell. M.A., Deputy Director of Agriculture, West Cen
tral Circle, Magwe, Burma. 

9. '!'hi'! nnrticular recommE'ndation of the Board of AerirultuN! was taken 
up for consideration by this Department and it was ultimately decided that 
the question should be nlsred he fore the Advisorv Roard of the Imperial 
Council of Al!ricultural Research before any further action WM taken. I 
am to forward herewith for favour of considerlltion hv the Tariff Roard. a 
copy of Mr. Hydari's Note, datE'9. the 19th ~fav. 1931. ('ircll1atE'd to thE' 
members of the Advisory Board, in June last and a record of the discussion 
at the Board on the subject. 

The Upper India Metal Works, Amritsar. 

Letter No. 01703, dated the 6th Decembe-r, 1938. 

With reference to the ('nQuiry being held bv the Tariff Board regarding: 
the protection of the Steel Industrv. we shall be oblig('d if you lay our 
representation before the board for their I'onsideration. 

Beine conC'erned with sh"et' sCTnp and steel wire. we shall confine ourselvE'!!l 
only to the above two items. lin.=! shalliav before you our own case which is " 
typical example of the difficulties and handicaps under which small manufal'
t.urers labour. 

1. SHEET SCRAP. 

We OpE'nM our work .. at Chhpharta l1E'Ar Amrihmr in 1!l!'l2 and. took "." 
tlte manufacture of Galvanizecl Trc;m lJuckets. We 'proposed to manufao-



ture the buckets out of black sheet scrap and completely galvanize the a~i~le • 
after manufacture, hoping to be able to supply the buckets at competltlve 
prices and at the same tmle offer an article much superior to the b.ucket, 
which is made out of galvanized sheet but with other parts urigalvanized 
and simply painted over. The ruling price of the article made it impossible 
for us to make the bucket out of good sheet but we had estimated that by 
using sheet scrap, we would be able to compete in the market. 

We negotiated with the Tata 11'on and Steel Co., Ltd., for -the purchase 
of sheet scrap who, we had hoped, would give special facilities to small 
industries. But this hope was not realized, 'l'he Tat&. Company offering to 
supply us sheet scrap at Rs. 35 pel' ton f.o.r. 'l'atanagar which together with 
concession freight amounted to Us. 66 per ton f.o.r. Chheharta. Later at 
the time of our placing orders, the 'rata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., changed 
their mind and increased their rate to Rs. 45 per ton f.o.r. Tatanagar. 
Having already laid our plant, we. had no option but to purchase sheet scrap 
from the Tata _00., at this high rate, the foreign sheet scrap being taxed 
too much to compete with Tata's material. 

A few months back the Tata Iron and Steel 100., informed us that in 
future they shall supply sheet scrap only in widths of 6" to 24" and quoted 
us Rs. 65 a ton f.o.r. Tatanagar, thus increasing the rate by Rs. 20 per 
ton under protext of a slight variation in grading. This has made it 
impossible for us to carry on with the manufacture of buckets and if we 
do not obtain redress, we shall be compelled to close down this part of our 
industry. 

One of the reasons weighing with Tatas may be that this manufacture 
might indirectly affect the sale of their galvanized sheets. With the help 
of large subsidies from Government' and enjoying protection to a large 
extent, it is not fair for the Tata Iron and Steel Co., to oust small manufac
turers and specially those whose products do not directly compete with 
Tate. products. 

If foreign sheet scrap is to be taxed for the purposes of protecting Tata 
material, the interests of smaller manufacturers should be safeguarded 
which, in our opinion can be done if protection is given after Tat&. Co. 
have given the undertaking that:- ' 

(1) They would be prepared to sell sheet serap 6" to 24" width for 
use by other industries at not more than Re. 45 per ton f.o.r. 
Tatanagar. 

(2) That they would not restrict the sale of sheet scrap to anyone 
or more parties who are not bona /ide manufacturers and are 
not regularly using such materials themselves. 

(3) That they would be prepared to enter into agreements with such 
manufacturers who exclusively buy Tat&. material, and give them 
a regular supply' at special rate~. 

2. STEEL WIRE. 
The onfy 'representation we have to make in this respect is that the 

protected steel wire industry should give special rates to those manufac
turers who use steel wire in their manufacture such as Hasps and Staples 
industry. A provision should be made in the act so that industries which 
are fed by wire products should be able to claim special rates from the manu
facturers of steel wires. Director of Industries should, be able to' i&sue certifi
cates to such bona /ide manufacturers whose industry needs protection. We 
are manufacturing Hasps and Staples and our present output is about 25 
gross a day. Time is fast approaching when we shall have to approach the 
board for special protection for this industry. This industry being quite in 
its infancy needs special consideration of the, Government. 

Mr. B. N. Gupta, Shikohabad. 
Letter dated the 20th September, 1988. 

Referring to the Government communique, dated Simla, the 4th September 
1933, regarding c~aim for protection of any industry manufacturing iro":' 

," 



and steel products, I beg to request tha.t the following bright drawn wires 
be exempted from import duty:-

- B. W. G. Nos. 16, 11, 18,19 a.nd 20. 

I intend to ~anufacture i" and i" wire nails at Cawnpore. To my 
knowledge there IS no firm in India manufacturing small size nails. 

As a rule the prices of wires and nails are maintained at about the same 
~evel. This ho~ds particularly true for 2" nails and 12 gauge wire. There 
IS a greater .difference between prices of thinner wires and small nails of 
the sizes mentioned above. . 

However at the. pres~nt market prices, the manufacturing cost of nails 
p!~ the ~st of wire w1l1 come up almost equal to the prices of imported 
nalls, leavmg no profit to the manufacturer. 

To my knowledge the above bright drawn wires' will not be used for 
other than manufa~turi:ng wire nail in the country and if the present duty 
o~ Rs. 45 per ton IS. dlScontinued for these sizes and type of wires, it will 
give me and others mterested a chance and encouragement to take up this 
work quickly. 

Associated United Kingdom ManufactureD of Wire and Wire 
Products. 

Letter dated the 1st February, 1994. 
On behalf of the Associated United Kingdom Manufacturers of Wire 

and Wire Products* 1 have the honour to address this representation to 
you requesting your consideration of the application of differential duties 
for such products with a view to securing the continued protection of 
:Indian industry and at the' same time relieving the consumer of unnecessary 
burden. 

I have to acknowledge the courtesy of the Board in permitting me to see 
the representation submitted by the Indian Steel Wire Products Company 
and the replies to the questions put to them by the Board. I have also to 
acknowledge the courtesy of the Indian Steel Wire Products Company in 
permitting me to visit their Works, and to pay a well deserved tribute to 
the enterprise they have shown in the erection of a rod mill admirably 
Buited for their requirements and the skill with which the whole of their 
plant has been laid out. Their initial difficulties in regard to the training of 
inexperienced labour will, naturally, be overcome in CGurse of time and 
the Board will no doubt decide that they have in every way qualified for 
continued protection. 

An examination of their representation shows clearly that the protection 
they require is in no way protection against British competition but entire-
ly against oompetition other than British. 

Tbe Board will no doubt have ascertained the correct figures showing 
the market available for the various products, based upon the imports 
plus Indian production. The Customs returns show that the aggregated 
importations of the va.rious products during the Bix years from 1927 to 1932 
range from a total of 43,510 tons in 1929 to a total of 21,589 tons in 1932, 
of which United Kingdo!U imports vary from 7,560 tons in 1929 to 3,095 
ton8 iu 1932. . 

It is a.ssumed that, -as no reference is made by the Indian Steel Wire 
Products Oompany to the oompetition of United Kingdom imports, the 
tonnage of the United Kingdom imports would consist at any rate in the 
main of special qualities of wire, etc., to specifications and tests, which 
the .Indian Steel Wire Products Company would not wish to undertake. 

• Mr. I. F. L. Elliot, Delegate for the United Kingdom Iron and Steel 
. Industry. 



The quantity of British ,,"ire imported into India as compiled from the 
British Industry's own returns is as follows:-

1929 
1930 
1931 
1932. • . 
1933 (for 7 months) . . . 

During the same perioll the wire imports into 
were as tollows:-

1,883 tons. 
1,169 " 
1,196 " 
2,014 " 

. 1,062" 
India from all 

1928-29 9,982 tons • 
.J929-30 8,732 " 
193Q.31 12,345 " 
1931-82 • • •. 9,430 I, 

sources 

It will be appreciated that the Indian Customs returns cover the year 
ending March 31, whereas the period of the British returns is the year ending 
December 31. A Birict comparison cannot, therefore, be made, but the 
British figures given above illustrate in a general way the extent of the 
interest of the British industry. ' 

Apart from the question of special qualities of wire, the very limited 
production of galvanised wire and barbed wire in India. and the inability 
of the Indian Steel Wire Products Company to supply niore than a small 
part of the requirements will no doubt be borne in mind by the Board. 

The difference between the British' figures for wire importations and the 
aggregated figures for wire and wire products in the Customs returns appears 
to be accounted for by Wire Ropes, to which no protective duty applies. 
In the case of wire nails, a principal product of .the Indian Steel Wire 
Company, the importation from the United Kingdom has been negligible. 

In the hope that it will be of, assistance to the Board in deciding the 
amount of protective duty (if any, in the case of British). tables showing the 
current landed prices (present duty included) of the various British and 
Continental products covered in this representation, are attached . 

.It will no doubt be found that Continental prices during the recent years 
have been substantially below the current levels, and it is submitted that 
protective duties against other than British should be based upon the lowest 
Continental prices, or Japanese prices in the case where competition from 
Japan has been experienced, as in Wire Nails. 

In the case of British prices, however .. the United Kingdom industry is 
m a position to ensure the maintenance of stable prices which can further 
be guaranteed by a provision for off-setting duties in the extremely unlikl,lly 
event of such provision ever becoming necessary. 

With regard to wire rods and sections (particularly rounds and squares) 
,under !", for which the Indian Steel Wire Products Company claims protec
tion due to the fact that a large portion of the output of their mill will 
have to be sold in these forms, I have also to request the Board's considera.
tion for" the application of differential duties on precisely similar grounds. 
The Board will no doubt have received evidence in regard to Continental 
prices for these products, for which the current British minimum prices 
f.o.b. United Kingdom ports are as follows:-

Wile Hod, £7-15 per ton, f.o.b. British Ports. 
Rounds and Squar_ 

n-' dia., £7-7-6 per ton, f.o.b. British Ports . 
• " dia., £7-12-6 per ton, f.o.b. British Ports. 
-1\-' dia., £8-2-6 per ton,f.o.~. British Ports. 
i" 'dia., £8-12-8 per ton, f.o.b. British Ports. 

Sections under I" from £7-7-6 per tonI f.<l.b. British Ports upwards 
with similar increases' for' smaller' diameters. 

Special light sectioDs for special purposes at varying higher prices. 
As the Board ill aWllre, the- policy of the British industry generally is to 

ro-operate with the Indian industry, in 80 far as this is found to be 
practicable, and I am to assure the Board that it is, the British industry's 
earnest desire and intentioD to carry out this policy in the case of wire 
and wire products,1ihould the priDCiple of diiferentiaI duties be applie,' 



Enclosure. 1. BlUTISH GALVAN1BED IRON WIBB. 

a.i.E. Calcutta Price. 

Gauge. Cwt. Ton. 
Exchange Interest Duty Landing Landed cost 

at lB. 6rL. at 1 per cent. at Rs.-45. Charges. , Caloutta Jetty;· 

B. il. £ 8. il. Ra. a. p. Ra. a. p. Ra. Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. 

6taS 12 11 12 2 0 161 10 8 1 911 45 3 4 0 211 8 7 

9 · 12 71 12 12, 6 168 5 4 III 0 45 3 4 3 218 4 7 

10 · 12101 1217 6 171 10 6 111 6 45 3 4 4 221 10 4 

11 · 13 71 1312 6 . 181 10 8 1 13 1 45 3 410 231 '12 7 

12 13101 ]3 17 6 185 0 0 1 13 8 45 3 411 235 2 7 COl 

13 14 11 14 2 6 188 5 4 1 14 2 1 45 3 5 1 238 8 7 t!; 

14 · 14 '71 1412 6 194 15 ]0 1 15 2 45 3 5 4 245 4 4 

2. HARD DRAWN BRIGHT WmEB. ~ 

Ota8 10 4i 10 7 0 138 5 2 1 6 2 45 3 3 0 187 14' 4 

9 10 6 1010 0 140 0 0 1 0 5 45 3 S I, 189 9 6 

10 · 10 71 10 12 II 141 10 8 1 6 8 45 3 S 2 191 4 6 

11 · 10101 1017 6 145 0 0 1 7 3 45 3 3 4 194 10 7 

12 · 11 11 '11 2 8 148 5 4 1 '7 4 45 3 3t6 198 0 2 

13 · 11 4i 11 7 6 151 10 8 1 8 3 45 3 3 7 201 6 6· 

14, . 11 '71 11 12 6 15415 9 1 8 9 45 3 3 8 20412 2: 



S. CONTINJIINTAL. 

(i) GalvaMsed Iro'fl, Wire. 

Gauge. Basis. 
Exchange Interest Duty Landing LandiD)! cost 

at lao lid. at 1 per cent. at Re. 45. and adv. Calcutta Jetty. 

£ B. tl. £ B. £ B. tl. Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. Ra. Bs. a. p. Be. a. p. 

Ho8 9 13 9 913 9 129 2 8 4 8 45 3 2 8 17810 0 

9 · 913 9 5 0+40%= 10 0 9 133 13 4 5 5 45 3 211 183 ,5 8 

10 913 9 10 0+40%= 10 7 9 138 8 0 1 6 2 45 3 3 1 188 1 3 

11 · 9 13 9 15 0+40%= 10 14 9 143 2 8 1 7 0 45 3 3 3 192 12 11 W-

~ 

12 9 13 9 20 0+40%== 11 1 9 14713 4 1 7 8 45 3 3 5 197 8 5 

(ii) Hard Drawn Bright Wire,. 

Uo8 8 3 '8 8' 3 3 108 13 4 1 1 5 45 3 1 11 158 0 8 

9 · 8 3 3 5 0+4O%~ 8 10 3 113 8 0 1 2 2 45 3 2 0 162 12 2 

10 · 8 3 3 7 6+40%= 813 9 115 lji 4 2 6 45 3 2 2 165 2 0 

11 · 8 3 3 10 0+4O%~ 8 17 3 118 2 9 1 211 45 3 2 3 167 7 10 

12 8 3 3 12 6+40%- 9 0 9 '120 8 0 1 4 0 45 3 2 4 16914 4 



11,. aid. per cw-t. • 

£ 11 '5 10 pllr too. 

l~. lOt II per ow-t. 

£ 15 17 6 per ton. 

4. BA.aBED WIRE J:JOnr-CoN'1'INEN'1'AL. 

Exchllllge 
a.tl8. ed. 

its. a. p. 

150 8 11 

Exchange 
at lB. Cd. 

Rs. a. p. 

211, 10 7 

Interest at 
1 per cent. 

Be; a. p. 

1 8 1 

Duty at 
20 per cent: 

RII. a. p. 

30 1 10 

5. BARBED WIRE CoIL-BRITISH. 

Intereatat 
1 per cent. 

Re. a. p. 

2 1 11 

Duty at 
10 per cent. 

Ra. &. P. 

21 ~ 8 

Landing 
charges. 

Ra. a. p. 

8 3 6 

Landing 
~harge8. 

3 II Jl 

Landed cost at 
Calcutta Jetty 

per ton. 

Ra. a. }I. 

1856 4 

Landed cost at 
Calcutta Jetty 

per ton. 

Re. a. p. 

238 II 1 



6. BlUTlSB WllIlII N.uLII. 

C!I.IllUtta 
I4nded cO&\) 

Pet Excbr.n!;11 Interest J:)uty Landing a.t 08.1outta. 
G8.tr~ Sterling ton. if.6d. I per C(lnt. Rs. 45 per Ton. Cbrgea. . Jetty 

cost. per ton. 

II. i. ~. i. t. i. Il~ ltB. a. p. Ra.8.. p. Re. n •. a.. p. Its. a. p. 

3-7 10 l&t 10 17 6 145 0 0 1 '1 3 45 8 3 4 19410 'T 

8 0 ~ 11 7t 11 12 8 155 I) (/ 1 810 46 a a 8 '0412 8 

{I C) 11 lOt 11 17 It 158 o 4. 1 9 4 45 3 310 208 2 G CIIJ 

~ 
10 1 6 12 4* 12 'Z (I 165 0 0 1 10 IS 45 8 4. 1 2U 14 6 

11. 1 {I 12 7; 12 1.2 6 168 II 4. 111 0 45 343 318 4 7: 

12 2 (/ 12 10! l! 17 (I 171 10 8 III (I 45 3 4 4 22110 8· . 
13 3 0 13 -lol 13 17 (I 185 I) I} qa 8 45 3 411 233 2 'f 

14 , 0 14 lOt 14 17 6 198 is 4. 1 15 9 45 3 Ii {; 24810 $ 



7. WIRB NAILa-(JoNTllUNTAL. 

CoU •• Oaloutta Duty 

Gauge. Sterling Exchange Interest R8.45 Landing Landed oost at 
price lB.6a. 1 percent. per ton. Oharges. Calcutta Jetty. 

per ton. 

£ •• tl. £ •• tl. Ra. a. p. RI. a. p • Ra. Rs. a. p. R8. a. p. 

7 • . 7 19 SBasiI 7 19 8 106 2 8 1 1 0 45 3 1 9 155 5 5 
• 

8 • +10+'0% 8 ]3 a ]]5 8 0 1 2 6 45 8 2 1 164 12 7 

9 • .. +111+ .. 9 0 8 120 2 8 1 3 3 45 3 2 4 169 8 3 CI:J 

"'" ~ 
10 • +20+ •• 9 7 3 12413 4. 1 4. 0 8 2 6 174 8 10 

11. +26+ •• 9 14 3 129 8 0 1 4 9 3 2 9 178 15 6 

12 • • • +30+ •• 10 1 3 134 2 8 1 5 6 45 3 2 11 183 11 1 

13 • +35+ " 10 8 8 138 13 4 1 6 3 3 3 1 188 6 g. 

14 • • +·40+ .. 10 111 8 143 8 0 1 7 0 45 3 3 3 193 2 3 ' 



Iron and Iron Products. 
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The Bengal irOD ~o., l.td., Calcutta. 
(1) Letter No. 218~, dated the 29th August, 1993. 

INDIAN IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRy-IRON AND STEEL PIPES. 

In a Communique from Simla, dated August, 25th, it was stated that 
firms interested in the Iron and Steel Industry who desire that their views 
should be considered by the Tariff Board should address their representations 
to you. 

We, together with the Mysore Iron Works are particularly interested in 
the Iron and Steel Pipe Industry which in recent years has met with con
siderable competition from abroad, and more recently of a particular nature 
from J"apan. We desire that our views be heard by your Board· in due 
course, and as a preliminary we enclose for your information copy of a joint 
petition submitted to the Member of Commerce, Government of India, on 
the 14th September, 1932. . 

Enclosure. 

Copy of letter dated the l~th September, 1932, from the Bengal Iron Co., 
Ltd., and the Mysore Iron Works, to the Secretary, Department of 
Commerce, Government of Indw, Simla. 

We are addressing this representation ro the Government· of India on 
behalf of the Bengal Iron Co;, Ltd., Kulti, and the Mysore Iron Works, 
Bhadravati, the two manufacturers of cast iron pipes in the country, in 
regard to the protection required by the Cast :Iron Pipe industry in, the 
present circumstances of the world depression and the foreign competiti01i 
in the Pipe Trade. 

The Bengal Iron Company have been making cast iron pipes for over 
30 years and have developed a trained organisation and instaJled equipment 
which enables them to tum out upwards of 60,000 tons per annum of pipes 
of all sizes. The Mysore Iron :Works installed their first Turn-table for the 
manufacture of pipes of small diameteu in ]926 and another ta.ble in 1930 
for the manufacture of pipes 0 ... larger diameter. They have an annual 
capacity of about 15,000 tons of pipes. For many years the Bengal Iron 
Company, and more recently the Mysore Iron Works, have supplied India 
with practically its entire requirements of pipes for the various water 
supply schemes at competitive rates. They' have also arrived at an under
standing by which the' available custom in the. country is shared between 
the two concerns in the most equitable manner, and their geographical 
aituation, one in the North and the other in the South, helps them tc> distri
bute their products all over the country in a most "rational manner. 

For some time, particularly during the last two years, the demand for 
pipes, cast iron or other types, has fallen off considerably owing to the 
straitened financial position of the various Governments and Ml,lnicipat and 
other Local Bodies. Correct figures are not available as in Import and 
other statistics, pipes and pipe fittings of all kinds are "lassified as one. 
From the best information available to us, 'however, it is believed that the 
demand in India which used to be in the neighbourhood of 50,000 tons a 
'year has dropped to less than 8,000 tons during the first half of the calendar 
year 1932 .• 

For tbis reduced demand, there is very keen competition from all COUll-. 
tries and lower and lower prices are being quoted especially for pipes of 
Continental and Japanese manufacture. In the case of Japan the manufac
ture and export of Iron and Steel products is encouraged by the State in 
various ways-such as a substantial State subsidy on manufacture, a subsidy 
on export and the fact that Japanese steamers returning empty to India 
will carry cargo at nominal rates. 

As the Government of India are aware, the iron and steel plants all the 
world over are working very much below their capacity, and manufacturers 
are a.nxious to Bel'ure orders outside their own country even at unremunera
tive pri('es, 'fo the be8~ of O\lr infQr~ation! foreign ~ipes are bein~ offereq 
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in India below the prices ruling in the country of origin and definitely below 
the cost .of 'productio~ .. This situation has been rendered much worse by 
th~ continued deprecIatIon of Japanese currency. Against a c.i.f. Port 
p1'lces of Rs. - 120 to Rs. 130 a ton ruling in the Indian Market for some 
time past, Japanese pipes were offered in the beginning of this year at 
about Rs. 105 a ton c.i.f. Calcutta. In June they were quoted at Rs. 78 a 
ton c.i.f. Bhavnagar against an enquiry from that Durbar for pipes. More 
recently, the price has been reduced to Rs. 67 a ton c.i.£. Calcutta and 
Rangoon and this rate is hardly higher than the price at which pig iron is 
being Bold in these places. Such low quotations for pipes were never con
templated in fixing the current Tariff Schedule so that to-day we have the 
anomaly of the revenue duty on pig iron being higher than on the finished 
product, viz., cast iron pipes. According to the Tariff Schedule, a minimum 
:value of RH. 73 a ton has been fixed for pig iron whereas pipes are assessed 
"ad valorem". The result is that while foreign pig iron is subject to a 
duty of Rs. 11-4 per ton, the Japanese pipes will, at their present quotation, 
pay a duty of Rs. 10-5 a ton. 

It is universally accepted that cast iron pipes are the most suitable for 
water supply mains having regard to their long life and satisfactory service. 
Instances are not lacking in which pipes which -have been laid in the ground 
for over 200 years have been taken out and laid elsewhere as capable of 
further long service. As alreadlO..stated, the two concerns are in a position 
to meet the entire Indian demand at a price which can 'be termed fair from 
all points of view. We may add that the demand for low pressure pipes 
can be fully met by the reinforced concrete pipes mll:de. by the Indian Hume 
Pipe Co., Ltd., at comparatively low rates. The eXisting. concerns call thus 
meet the entire needs of the country for all kinds of pipes and for whatever 
purpose. 

As the Government of India are aware the Iron and Steel Industrv in 
India including the two concerns on whose behalf this representation is 
made has been very adversely affected bv the fall in the local demand for 
Pig Iron and by the heavy import duties recently levied by Japan. The 
Bengal Iron Company has further suffered by the almost complete stoppage 
of orders from Indian Railwavs for Cast Iron raiIwa.y sleepers. The pheno
menal fall in the value and 'the almost complete absence of demand for the 
hve-products of Wood Distillation has made the position of the Mysore Iron 
Works more and more difficult. The further lowering of prices of pipes 
coupled with the reduced demand might practically compel us to close down 
the works which would not be in the best interests of the country. 

Under the circumstances, we request that the Government of India may 
he pleased: to make thf> necessary investigations and arraU!~e to increase the 
dutv on pipes imnorted to India so as to secure a fair selling price for the 
Indi,1U output. We may add that we are convinred that such help is 
reQuired onlv for a temnora.ry period until normal situation is restored in 
the Iron and Steel trade. as under normal conditions our· costs will be low 
enougli to enable us to compete with any manufacturer in the world. 

'We '1"0111<3 suggest the following revised SC'ale of duties for the considera
tion of the Government of India:-

No. in the 
S. No. Statutory 

Schedule. 
I03H 6J 

Name of article. 

Pipes and tubes also fittin~ eto. 
Made of iron. steel or any other 
mat.erials excludinfl pipes. tubes and 
fittinflB thprefor otherwise specified 
CBPe Serial No. 103~l. 

(a) British Manufacture 

Ill) Not of British Manufacture • 

r Duty. 

RB. 25 per ton or 28 
per cent. ad valorem 
whichever is higher. 

Rs. 50 per ton or 50 
per cent. ad mlOf'tfrI 
whichever is higber. 
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We have suggested that this clause should include pipes other than those 
made of iron or steel as for sometime pipes made of asbestos are being 
imported to India and competing with local cast iron pipes. 

We would further request that immediate action may kindly be taken 
by the Government to avoid large consignments of pipes entering the 
country at the existing rates. If the investigation is likely to take some
time, we would request that under Section 3 of the Indian Tariff Act, 1894, 
a Tariff value of Rs. 140 a ton which is comparable with that provided for 
pig iron, be immediately substituted for the ad valorem' valuation now 
adopted in the Indian CUstom Tariff. This is calculated to afford some 
temporary relief until such time as the final action is decided by Government. 

We have no doubt that this representation will receive the early and 
sympathetic consideration of the Government and should any of the points 
require further elucidation the. representatives of the works will be glad to 
meet any officer of the Government and submit necessary explanations. 

(2) Letter No . .r,.75, dated the l.r,.th October, 1988, from the Secretary, Tariff 
Board, to the Benga~ Iron and Steel Co. 

With reference to your representation forwarded with your letter No. 
21843, dated the 29th August) 1933, I am directed to ask you to be so good 
as to supply the following intormation, viz.:- , 

The total capital expenditure on housing, electricity (for employees), 
water supply, roads, drainage, hospitals, schools and similar municipal 
services and other amenities: the annual gross. expenditure thereon and the 
net expenditure after deducting any rents, fees and rates recovered; and 
the method I:!y whis!h this is allocated to the various works costs. 

(3) Letter dated October 21, 1988, from the Bengal Iron Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 
In reply to your letter 475 of the 14th instant, the foll~wing is the,infor

mation ,you r~quire:-

Capital Expenditure on-
Buildings, bungalows, including electric light 

and fans, Babus' quarters, and lines for native 
workmen 

Water supply 
Roads, drainage and sanitation 
Hospital 
Schools 
Bazar 
Ice and soda water 'plant 

Annual gross expenditure on-
The above capital outlay for repairs and 

maintenance of houses, roads, drains, etc 
Electricity , 
Water supply 
Medical 
Schools 

Rs. 

12,27,980 
.1)8,636 
87,964 
48,139 
30,242 
3,240 

45,811 

15,42,012 

95,745 
13,930 
12,771 
27,463 

6.,360 

1,56,269 

Against this set off receipts for 'house tent and water supply, received. from 
people who are not employees of the Oompany Rs. 6,075. 

STEEIr-IU 24," 
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~t the pres«:nt tim~ the above expenditure is allocated mainly to the 
varlQUS Foundries, which are practically the only Departments operating 
at the moment. In normal times such expenditure is allocated accurately 
to Departments to which it is actually due. 

The following information may also be of interest;-

Number of Work People Employed at 
Skilled Labour 
Unskilled Labour 
Female Labour • 

the PTeS81l.t Time. 
1,384 

746 
183 

2.313 

. It is estimated that for every person employed in the works, four people 
In the form of dependents of some sort or other, aol'e housed on the Company's 
property in addition to the working labour. 

It might also be worth noting that unemployed servants of the Company 
to the number of 624 are still occupying Company's quarters without charge. 
These consist mainly of people who have become domiciled in Knlti and 
whose families have been there for a long time. 

Educational--

Number of schools 
Teaching staff . 
Daily attendance of students • 

7 
29 

565 
Tech1l.ica.Z classes.-Are also being held in the evenings after office hours 

for those who wish to study subjects tha.t are likely to he of use to them in 
the Company's Works. These instructions are given at a nominal charge, 
and in some cases, without charge to the student .. ' . 

Medical.-There is one fully equipped Hospital and two Dispensaries and 
the average daily attendance of patients is 200 per day at the present time. 
In 1928-29, when the works were fully employed, the average daily atten
dance of patients was 310 per day. 

There is also one Leper Clinic. 

(4) Letter dated Decem-beT If, 1999, ITom the Bengal ITon Co., ·Ltd .• 
Calcutta.. 

PROTECTION OJ!' JiRON PIPE INDUSTRY. 
During the course of my oral evidence before your Board on December 

1st the President I18ked me to nrepare and submit an estimate of the Capital 
Expenditure required to provide Buildings, Plant, etc., which would /!:ive an 
output of 60,000 tons of Cast Iron Pipes per annum, as such an estimatp. 
would be of assistance in arriving at a fair selling price for our products. 

This matter hll8 had the most careful attention of our Engineering, 
Foundry and Accounts Staff and I now enclose a statement which. I hope, 
will he found to contain the information required by your Board. 

In compiling the enclosed statement we have had to p:ive consideration 
to a number of points not directly concernf'd with the actual manufacture 
of Pipes and as a brief exnla.nation I would comment on each item of the 
statement in !ieriatim as follows:-

FOllmdrie.,.-The Capital Bum of R.R. 20.0ll,359-2 represents the actual 
C'ost to this Oompany of the 2 Pipe Foundries and the Generlll Castings 
Shop with their respective eouinment. The Genl'ral Castings Shon ill a 
nl'cessary compleml'nt of the Pipe Foundries proper not merely for the 
manufacture of Bends, Tees. etc;, but for the rontinual manufacture of 
Plant replacements, moulding boxes, corebars, etc. 
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Pattern Shop.-The Capital sum of Rs. 1,69,288-14 represent(! the actual 
cost to this Company of the existing Patwrn Shop. It is unnecessary to 
com~ent on the necessity of Patterns in the manufacture of Pipes and Pipe 
Castmgs. 

Engineering Deparlment.-The Oapital sum of Rs. 10,23,269-14 represents 
the cost of Buildings, Plant and Machinery required to deal with an output 
of 60,000 tons Pipes per annum. The work carried out by this Department 
covers the finishing of moulding boxes, corebars, etc., facing and turning, 
drilling (for Hanges), repair work to Pipe Foundries themselves and for 
complemental departments. 

Coke Ovens.-Yonr Board is aware that in place of Fuel we use for the 
drying of cores, etc., Coke Oven Gas. :Were we to use coal our manufac
turing costs would be considerably higher than they are. Coke is a necessary 
material for the Cupolas in the Pipe Foundries. For the production of 
60,000 tons of Pipes per annum it is considered that one Battery of Regene
rative Ovens would be sufficient to give the Coke and Gas required (as 
against the 4 Batteries which we have). We have accordingly shown against 
this item the actual Capital cost of the Plant and Machinery for om> 
Battery amounting to Rs. 12,80,337-11. 

Power House.-This item which we show as Rs. 18,19,928-10 represents 
the actual cost to us of our existing Power House. If an Electric Power 
Company were situated near to us a Power House would not be a vjtal 
necessity to the manufacture of Pipes but it is thought that the difference 
between the cost of current purchased and the actual cost of the power 
generated within the Works would be so great that any firm deciding to 
erect a Pipe Works would find it an economy to generate their own Power. 
Our own Power House is sufficient for all our requirements. 

General .Works Buiidings.-It is not thought necessary to comment on 
this item as Offices for Managerial Staff, Foremen Clerks and Stores a;re 
obvious requirements. We have included the cost of our Hospital under 
this heading as with. the Personnel and Labour Staff required provision for 
medical attention parlicularly in cases of accidents is of paramount 
importance. 

Sidings and Permanent Way.-To produce 60,000 tons of Pipes per 
annum approximately 2lO,000 tons of incoming raw materials would have 
to be handled, in addition to the despatch of finished material. The figure 
we give in our statement, 'Viz., Rs. 10,72,639-11 represents our estimate of 
the cost of Track, Rolling Stock, Locos, etc., required to handle this. Our 
estimate has been obtained by pro rating the actual cost of our existing 
Sidings Permanent :Way and Stock which cost us Rs. 22,83,346-11. 

Water Supply.-No comment is required in respect of this item. The 
main expense is the cost of the Pumps, Pump House and Pipe Lines. 

Town Department.-Tbe figure given for this item represents our estimate 
of the cost of Bungalows, Equipment, Dhowrabs, etc., requisite for the 
Supervision and Labour staff referred to under General Works Buildings. 
It does not include the cost of a. Director's Bungalow. . 

Calrutta Office Administration and Sales Department.----Capital Expendi
ture on this account is not considerable as offices are rented and the equip
ment 'only has to be purchased. The figure we have given of Rs. 4-12-10 
per ton represents the approximate cost of running our existing' small 
Calcutta office including staJf salaries plus 2 per cent. on 8 fair selling price 
of 60,000 tons of pipes per annum to cover Agency fees, commission, Adver
tising, Travelling, etc. In actual practice we allow Agents from 3 per ('ent. 
to 5 per cent. CommiBBion but as we sell a proportion of our manufactures 
direct on which no commission is payable we have taken 2 per cent. on the 
total a8 being our approximate outlay. 

To complete the statement we have taken 61 per cent. for Depreciation, 
the rate suggested by your President and 10 per cent. for interest on 
Oapital. It is hoped that this will not be considered as excessive- and that 
cousideration will be given to our outstanding debentures which :represent 
a fixed charge. 

2A2 
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The figures given in our estimate are, we consider, as accurate as it is 
po~sible to give them and they have been taken from our Plant Registers 
which are open to inspection by your Board at any time. It is of interest 
to note that a reGent extension to the Staveley Company in England to 
produce a further 40/50,000 tons of Pipe per annum was reported to have 
eost £400.000 (at per Rs. 53,20,000) which added to the cost of provision for 
Import Duty, Water Supply, Gas Supply, Sidings Permanent Way and 
Town Department approximates very closely to our estimate. 

We trust our estimate and explanations thereon will enable your Board 
to affix a fair selling price for our production and that the protection we 
seek to enable us to meet present competition will be afforded to us. 

Enclosure. 
Original Capital Value. 

1. Foundries (pipe Foundries and G. C. Shop)-
. Rs. A. 

Land and' Buildings 9,33,24114 
Plant and Machinery 10,70,117 4 

2. Pattern Shop
Land and Buildings 
Plant and Machinery 

3. Engineering Department
Land and Buildings 
Plant and Machinery 

4. Proce.,s Departments, Ooke Ovens, 
4, Battery-

Plant and Machinery 
5. Powe1' House-

Plant and Machinery 

No. 

6. General Works Buildings, (Offices, 
Stores, Hospitals, etc.)-

Land and Buildings 
Plant and Machinery 

7. Sidings and Permanen.t Way
Railway Lines 
Rolling Stock 

·S. WateT Supply-
La.nd and Buildings 
Plant and Machinery 

9. Town llcpartment
Land and Buildings 
Plant and Machinery 
Roads and Bridges 

Average cost of Pipes per ton 

1,07,486 3 
61,802 11 

4,32,946 10 
5,90,323 4 

4,83,472 9 
15,79015 

4,67,28611 
6,05,353 0 

9,733 15 
3,38,599 6 

11,60,840 3 
42,0l3 9 
75,797 3 

say 

Rs. A. P. 

20,03,359 2 0 

1,69,288 14 0 

10,23,269 14 0 

12,80,337 11 0 

18,19,928 10 0 

4,99,263 S 0 

10,72,639 11 0 

3,48,333 5 0 

12,78,650 15 0 

94,95,071 10 0 

95,00,000 0 0 

77 7 0 
At Works. 



Add:
'DepreciatiOflr-

:its. A. P. 

61% on Rs. 95,00,000=Rs. 5,93,750 per annum + 60,000 tons 

Interest on Capita1r-
914 4 

10% on Rs. 95,00,000=Rs. 9,50,000 per annum + 60,000 tons 15 i3 4 
Selling Expenses

Calcutta Office 
Agents Fees (2% 

on 60,000 tons 
x Rs. 1(0) 

Rs. 1,20,000 per annum 

Rs: 1,68,000 per annum 

Rs. 2,88,000 per annum + 60,000 tons 4 12 10 

107 15 6 
At Works. 

(5) Letter dated the 14th December, 1999, from the BengaL Iron. Co., Ltd., 
CaLcutta. 

IRoN PIPE INDUSTBy-FBBIGHT DISADVANTAGES COMPABED WITH IMPORTED 
PIPES. 

Further to our letter of the 12th instant, we now have pleasure in forward
ing a statement'as asked for by your President, showing the disadvantages 
in respect of rail freight which this Company has to overcome in meeting 
competition from Imported Pipes. 

The list shows the major contracts we have executed in the past 2 years 
and there is a column against each item iJi: which are shown the nearest 
Indian Ports to the destination at which the pipes had to be delivered. In 
the next column are shown the rail freights from those Ports to' destination 
and in the following column the freights from our Works at Kulti to those 
destinations. The differences are shown in the last column. 

With a current steamer freight from Japan of approximately Rs. 7 per 
ton and from England and the Continent to Indian Ports of between sh. 15 
and sh. 22-6 per ton (say Rs. 13-15 per ton) it wiOe readily seen that 
ex~pt for destinations nearer to Kulti than to Ports (excepting Calcutta) 
we have to make very heavy' allowances in our delivered rates to compete 
with delivered prices. quoted for imported materials. 



Enclosure. 

Railway Railway Disadva.ntage Order Date. -- - Tons. Nearest Port freight Rate freight Rate 
No. to Site. from nearest til Kulti. 

Port. 
from Kulti. 

-
Per ton. Per ten. Pet ten. 

Rs. A" P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

5!i13 8th Ja.n. 1931 J 
South Indian Esport Trivandrum 7,100 Trivandrum N.il. 98 S 6 98 8 6 

11557 10th JulY'I1131 Co., Ltd. Distribution. 

5903 28th Jan. 1931 • Controller of Stores, G. I. Burha.npore . 290 Bombay . 20 2 1 55. 2 4 35 0 3 
P. Railway. 

f942 4th Feb. 1931 . Executive Engineer, PaIia 600 Do. 0 29 I 0 56 16 10 27 14 10 
Indore City Water 
Supply a.nd Dr. Divi· 
sion. 

6163 31st Mar. 1931 • Executive Engineer; Calcutta 375 Calcutta . Nil • 9 8 0 9 8 0 
Water Works, Calcutta 
Corporation. 

6164 31st Mar. 1931 B. Kashyap & Co ••. 0 Delhi Munici· 1,450 Do. 0 48 3 3 48 3 6 1 15 9 
pality. 

6279 2nd May 1931 • Chief Controller of Stores, Jamalpore 0 1,090 Do. 0 18 611 10 3 4 8 3 7 
I. B. D. 

6333 16th May 1931 • South Indian Export Jalna 0 0 350 Bombay 18 611 68 3 0 49 12 1! 
Co., Ltd. 

6868 2nd Oct. 1931 Ditto Madras Corpora. 640 Madras Nil. 67 gIl 67 911 
tion. 



7469 14th Mar. 1932 • O. Varadarajoo Moodaliar Aurangabad · 860 Bombay · 16 2 7 65 14 9 49 12 t 

7563 11th Api. 1932 • Ditto . Hyderabad 818 Vizagapatam 
or Madru. 

28 10 2 62 1 6 33 7 • 
71150 7tb Api. 1932 Ditto . Do. • 1,300 Do. 31 II 10 611 1 6 30 7 i 

20th May 1932. Oaloutta Corporation Calcutta · 454 Caloutta · Nil. 9 8 0 II 8 0 

7814 29th June 1932 Ditto Do. 367 Do. Ni!. 9 8 0 9 8 0 

7796 24th June 1932 South Indian Export Co., Tlruvannamalal 508 Madru · 13 II II 73 7 0 59 13 3 
Ltd •. 

7880 28th July 1932 • Emcutive Engineer, Dr. 
& W. W., Gwalior. 

Ujjaln 757 Bombay 40 III 55 2 4 US 0 5 

8418 3rd Jan. 1933 Chief Engineer, M. & 
M. Railway. 

S. Madras 278 Madra. Nil. 67 911 67 9 11 . 

8444 lOth Jan. 11133 • Clark & Greig, Ltd. Akyab 1,800 Akyab. Nil. 20 0 0 20 0 0 

8575 9th Feb. 11133 . Mysore Iron Works . Upleta 283 Port Okhll. · 15 14 1 85 1 0 69 211 

8771 27th Mar. 1933 South Indian Export Co., Madras Corpora. 518 Madru Nil. 67 911 67 911 
Ltd. tion. 

9211 13th July 1933 • Engineer.ln.charge, Rai. Rllichur 4,580 Bombay or 2810 2 72 13 11 44 3 9 
churW.·W. Madras. 

9275 27th July 1983 • M. Noomlla Ghaaanfa· Hathras Killah 274 Caloutta 48 3 3 40 6 5 7 12 U~ 
mila. 

11350 11th Aug. 11133 Gannon Dunkerley &; Co. Madras Corpora- 1,217 Madras Nit. 67 911 67 911 
tion. 

11535 22nd Sep. 1935" P. C. Coomar & Co. Puri 1,800 Calcutta. 2011 2· 2410 8 3 15 6 
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(6) ,Letter dated. the 17th Ja'TV/UJ,T'J/, 1934, from the Bengal 11'0'"' 00., Lid .. 
Calcutta. 

~rom the newspaper reports of your Board's Oral Examination of the 
IndIan. Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., and the Tata Company in respect of the 
~omestlC pr~ces of pig iron in India it would seem that you are somewhat 
lmpr!lssed WIth the difference in the prices which large buyers pay for their 
requIrements and the prices which are quoted to small local founders. 

, In reading the reports it occurred to me that if the small founders 
realised what it cost us to get the pig iron we· buy into our Oupolas there 
would be 'less discontent. To keep our blast furnaces idle (maintenance 
charges only) it costs us between Rs. 92,000 and B.s. &8,000 a month which 
'on present foundry outputs of 4,000 tons per mensem represents an on-cost 
Rs. 23/24 per ton on the price we pay for our pig iron. In fact it would 
be truthful to say that our iron at Rs. 30 per ton f.o.r. Hirapur costs us 
Rs. 54 per ton into our Oupolas at KultL 

Apart from all that and the fact that throughout the world large con
sumers usually pay less for their requirements than small consumers, we 
have a peculiar' right to cheap iron from the Indian Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
in that we closed down our furnaces on that condition and, further, are 
responsible to their Debenture Holders for the Capital and Interest on their 
Debentures. 

I have no doubt you have the foregoing well before you and if I have 
butted in needlessly I would ask you please to accept my apologies. 

The Mysore Iron Works, Bhadravati. 
(1) Letter No. B-751, dated the 20th September, 1999. 

With reference to Notification No. 260-T. (8)/33, dated Simla, the 26th 
August, 1933, issued by the Government of India in regard to the further 
continuance of protection for the Iron and Steel Industry in India, we beg 
,to submit six copies of the Representation by the Mysore Iron Works. The 
Report* by Mr. S. M. Marshall which forms Annexure 2 to the Representa
tion will be forwarded to-morrow. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Enclosure. 
Representation to the Tariff Board. 

1. Last Tariff Board Enquiry.-The position of the Mysore Iron Works 
and its future prospects were examined in detail by the Tariff Board in 
1928 and 1929 in connection with their enquiry on the removal of the 
Revenue Duty on Pig Iron. The Board formed the opinion that "The 
Works are well-equipped and manufacture is carried on entirely under 
Indian management under conditions which may be regarded as reasonably 
efficient. The manufacture of pig iron has been going on since 1923 but it 
is only recently that anything like the full output has been reached. We 
have examined the costs submitted to us by the Mysore Iron Works and 
having regard to the peculiar conditions of manufacture we are satisfied 
that on the whole they may be considered economic. There is room for hope 
that in course of time they wiU be reduced considerably below their present 
leve!." 

2. Subsequent Changes.-During the four years that have elapsed since the 
above report was written, there have been many changes in the Plant, the 
operations and the situation in the Wood Distillation and Iron Industries 
which' have affected the financial results of the Works. It is proposed to 
allude briefly to the more important of them here. 

3. Enlargement 01 Pipe Foundry.-The Pipe Foundry which was then 
in operation was capable of manufacturing pipes up to 16" in diameter and 
the machinery was located in a part of the General Foundry. The building 
was cramped and even otherwise not well suited for the operations of a 
pipe-making plant. It was decided to transfer this equipment to a new 
building specially designed for the purpose and also add another Turn Table 

• Not printed. 
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for the manufacture of pipes from 16" to aa" in diameter. As it was found 
uneconomical to crowd many sizes on one' table, a separate unit was installed 
for tbe manufacture of pipes of a" and 4" in diameter. The enlarged pipe 
foundry with the variou,s accessories has cost Rs. 19·66 lakhs including the 
old plant and during the last two years about 18,000 tons of pipes varying 
from 3" to 30" in diameter have been produced. Sand, blacking and other 
materials have been standardized to a very large extent and the quality and 
appearance of the pipes considerably improved. 

4. Installation of a Steam Turbine.-For power, electricity was being 
generated with a reciprocating Steam Engine, three units of which had 
been installed as part of the original plant. Having regard to the progress 
made on steam turbines, the consumption of steam in the engine was 
found very high and its operation uneconomical. One of the units was 
replaced by a steam turbine of 710 K. W. capacity, up-to-date in design and 
calculated to ensure the lowest consumption of steam. This unit has been 
working satisfactorily and has reduced the consumption of wood at the 
boilers by about 15 tons a day resulting in a saving of about Rs. ao,ooo 
per annum. 

5. Manufacture of Firebricks.-A large quantity of firebricks are required 
in the Plant for repairs to the cupola lining, boiler and retort settings. 
The" firebricks were being imported partly from Kolar and partly from 
Bibar and Orissa after meeting heavy freight charges. As fireclay of suitable 
quality was found locally within a short distance of the Works, the manufac
ture of these firebricks has been undertaken on a small scale to meet the 
requirements of tbe Plant. 

6. Additional Equipment.-Additional machinery has been installed in 
the Machine Shop and the General Foundry to enable the Works to, take 
up outside engineering orders and it may not be out of place to refer to 
the most important of them recently executed by the Works. For the Waste 
Weir of the Krishnarajasagara Reservoir, automatic and lift gates of cast 
iron with all accessory 'appliances were designed by the engineers in charge 
in consulation with the 'Vorks to whom the manufacture and supply was 
entrusted. The entire order of the value of Rs. 3·65 lakhs has been com
pleted satisfactorily. 

7. Restricted Retort Output and Charcoal Burning in Forests.-The com
plete collapse of the market for the products of the Wood Distillation 
Industry in the year 1930 was a severe blow to the Works which had already 
been hit by the general depression. The manufacture of synthetic methanol, 
acetone and acetic acid had already reduced the income from bye-products, 
and in 1930 it became practically impossible to market the products at any 
price. Wood Distillation Plants in America closed down their operations and 
the Works were advised to limit as far as possible the manufacture of 
charcoal in retorts if not entirely shut them down. With the supply of 
charcoal from the retorts considerably reduced, it became necessary to meet 
the requirements of the furnace by burning charcoal in forests by the ordinary 
pit method. Without a substantial credit from bye-products, it, would not 
pay to manufacture cbarcoal at Bhadravati eitber iii retorts or in country 
kilns as the cost of transport of wood would be prohibitive. In burning 
chareoal in the forests scattered over a large area, strict supervision was 
difficult and the quality of the charcoal could not be ensured. To overcome 
these difficulties many experiments were conducted and cheap kilns 'made of 
cast iron were designed after the model of steel kilns in use in France. 
In spite of the weight and consequent difficulty in handling and transport, 
cast iron plates were adapted in order to use the material locally available 
and keep down the initial cost. These kilns are giving satisfactory service 
and about 200 of them are now in use. The adoption of these kilns for 
obtaining a portion of the charcoal requirements of the Plant has been of 
great advantage to the Works even from other points of view but cost has 
yet to be brougbt down with more experience and standardization. 

8. Utilization of Charcoal Bmize.-Charcoal is ea.~ily firable and in its 
transport over long distances by rood and rail, large percentage is reduced to 
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fmAize. ~a~ of ~his ill used in the Gas Plant of, the Pipe F~undty .and the 
finer braiBe IS bemg burnt under the Boilers. To ensure the most satisfac
tory results, it has been decided to instal a pulverising machine provided with 
GrId type burners patented by H. M. Fuel Research Board. The installa
tion of t~is equipment is calculated to save the wood that is being burnt 
under Boilers and make use of the charcoal fines which are being either 
wasted 'Or uneconomically burnt. 

9. Use of Bamboo Fuel.-The Forests which are exploited for the supply 
of fuel to the Works have rich bamboo growth which was largely going to 
waste. As a scheme for the manufacture of paper has not yet been seriously 
taken up, the experiment was tried of burning the bamboo under the Boilers 
and has been very .successful. Though the cost of collection is slightly higher 
than that for wood, bamboo has proved a cheaper fuel on account of its 
higher calorific value besides helping the Works to conserve the fuel supply. 

10. Cheaper SiliceoU& Ore.-As Kemmangandi ore, the main supply of the 
Works,. is 1<JW in silicon, a siliceous OI'e is being mixed with it. This ore 
was bemg obtained from Birur, a distance of about 30 miles with freight 
paid on the Mysore, Railways. A deposit has since been located on the 
Works Tramways and has now replaced the costlier Birur ore. 

11. Understandi1l,f1s in regard. to Sale of Pig Iro", am4 Pipes.-Practically 
in every country, there has been a phenomenal fall in the demand for iron 
and steel and plants hav~ been "Working very much below capacity. Even 
in normal years, the demand for pig iron in India was very low compared 
with the output. Accurate figures are not available but it is believed that 
the maximum demand for pig iron in the country was about 180,000 tons. 
Besides the general slackening of demand, the cast iron sleeper requirements 
of the Government of India have contracted considerably. This position led 
to a very severe competition in the Indian market for pig iron and lower 
and lower prices were quoted in the scramble to secure orders. At the 
same time the demand for cast iron pipes in the country was considerably 
reduced on account of the depression and the financial position of the various 
Governments and Municipalities and competition became very much keener 
and prices were reduced below the economic level. In order to stop this 
unhealthy competition, understandings were reached in regard to prices and 
markets between the Mysore Iron Works and the Bengal Iron Company in 
regard to pipes, and the Tata Iron and Steel and Indian Iron and Steel 
Companies ill regard. to Pig Iron. These arrangements are working satis
factorily and ensure a sale for the Mysore Iron Works of about 6,000 tons 
of Pig Iron and .8,000 tons of pipes a year. 

12. Japanese Competitio", in. Pipes.-Hardly had the agreement in regard 
to pipes been concluded when the market was disturbed by the offer of 
Japanese pipes in the Calcutta market at very low rates. This competition 
has since then been felt in every part of the country and tended to reduce 
prices considerably. Determined action taken by the Bengal Iron Company 
and the Mysore Iron Works to keep out Japanese pipes, at whatever cost, 
is responsible for the small imports but this competition has had a disastrous 
effect on prices. A oopy of the joint representation submitted to the Govern
ment of India by the Bengal Iron Company and the Mysore Iron Works is 
enclosed herewith which explains the position clearly. (Annexure I.) 

13. Progress during Ten Years.-The Plant has now been in operation for 
over 10 years and during this period there has been steady progress in 
reducing the operations to a system, lowering costs and improving sales. The 
co~t of collection of raw materinls has been reduced even below the level 
originally estimated at the time of preparing the project [vide Statement I]. 
The st·aff ha.q been considerably reduced in all Departments [mde Statements 
II (a) and II (b)] and !lteady attempts are being made to meet the ever
varying conditions in both the Wood Distallation and Iron Industries during 
this period of depres~ion. And yet the results have shown an operation loss 
of about Rs. 2 lakhs 8 year. A clOf'e !<tudy of the operations and sales will 
disclose that this loss is dne entirely to the want of a market for pig iron 
Bince the commencement of, operations. The situation has been rendered 



.. one during the last few years by the utter collapse of the Wood Distillatiou 
market and the low prices in the pipe trade brought about by the Japanese 
competition. . 

14. Rem1D 01 Operofiom by Mr. 8. M. Mm'shaU.-Mr. S, M. Marshall, 
then a partner in the firm oJ Messrs. Perin and Marshall, Consulting 
Engineers of New York, happened to visit y.dia in July 1930. He was 
requested to examine and report upon the Plant and its operations and give 
his views in regard to future developments. He spent about 15 days at 
Bhadravati, inspected every department of the Plant, went over the opera
tion records and examined the costs very carefully and discussed with the 
Officers concerned a large number of points on which his opinion was inVited. 
He has left detailed notes covering all problems and the following extract 
from a letter written by him to the Chairman gives his general impression 
in a brief compass:-

"I 11'&6 greatly pleased with what I found at Bhadravati. As a rule, 
wben an industry is not profitable, maintenance will sufi'er, repair work will 
be neglected, the equipment will deteriorate and the plant and community 
will become shabby. This is not the case at Bhadravati. I found the plant 
excellently maintained, repairs kept up, most of the plant clean and the 
town itself charming. Some of your repairs have been heavy as is true in 
any plant of this nature, but they have been well done and the reton; 
repairs particularly excited my admiration for your Mechanical staff. 

Every industry faces deteJ:ioration and obsolescence of equipment and in 
spite of the best maintenance and repairs, and this is true at the Iron 
Works, but there is but a small part of the plant which will rapidly decrease 
in serviceability if currently repaired. Consequently you can look forward 
to a number of years of operation wtihout excessive major repairs or 
replacements. . 

I w&6 particularly struck by the character of the men making up the 
Rhadravati staff. The Mysorean organization has functioned distinctly 
better than the earlier one with Europeans in positions of operating responsi
bility. This testifies to the ahility of your organization and the direction 
of your General Manager. My impression of the staff formed from the 
results alone was confirmed by my personal acquaintance with them and I 
am happy that such a competent organization has been built up during the 
last few years of operation. 

So far &6 the future is concerned I was encouraged by the fact that the 
pre§eJlt manufacturing costs are below the selling prices by a material amount. 
Thl8 does not mean success unl""" the margin is snfficient for depreciation 
and capital charges and ul1less all the production is sold, but the fact that 
the lIanagement has been able to pull the costs down faster than the rapidly 
d...,lining selling prices have fallen during the past few years, shows that 
the plant haa been competently managed and that there are possihilities 
for more success in the future, because I believe that we have almost reach~ 
the bottom pri~ for your products and bye-products." 

15. D .. mand lor Pig Iron eonmderab~y btlotD Outpnt.-{)wing to the 
general depression the demand for pig iron has been considerably reduced in 
every country and the situation in India is rendered worse by the lack of 
proportion in the output of pig iron and steel which is unusual. The prin
cipal market for the Indian pig iron used to he Japan bnt she has been 
trying by increased t·ariffs and other measures to restrict its import. No 
reliance ean be placed on this market for even the reduced quantities now 
being sold as will be evident from the following extract from the Iron and 
Coal Tmde. R~"iW1 dated August 4, 1933:-

.. An important agreement has, it is understood, been reached between 
pig iron producers in Japan and the Kishimoto Shoten, the largest importer 
of Indian pig iron, with the object of eliminating mutual {'()mpetition. The 
prindpal points of the reported agreement are that the Kishimoto CompanY" 
will become the official agent of the, Pig Iron eo.operative Distributing 
ASROCiation of Japan; the volume of Japanese pig iron handled by the Com
pany will be limited to about 50,000 tons a year; imports of Indian pig iron 
to be prohihited, but permission may be given for a certain amount whenever 
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B~pp~ies in Japan are scarce, the Indian pig iron thus brought in to be 
dlstrlbuted, through, the Co-operative Distributing Association." 

16. Futwre Prospects of Sales.-Thus the position of the concerns in 
I~dia manufacturing pig iron alone or a large quantity of surplus pig iron 
wlll beoome more and more .difficult. Having regard to the trend of the 
demand in the 'territory favourable to the Mysore Iron Works and the terms 
of the a~reement arrived at between the Mysore Iron Works and the Bengal 
Compan,les, a normal sale of about 6,000 tons per annum .can be assumed in 
the Indlan market. In the present condition of, the world pig iron capacity 
and output and the steps· taken in every country to increase its own output 
as fat' as possible, the export market can be relied on only for about 1,000 
t,ons and on account of the heavy freight from Bhadravati, the return is 
hkely to be very low. The market for pipes is very unsteady and during 
the last few years the demand has been maintained by the water supply 
schemes initiated in some of the Indian States. Here again the Mysore Iron 
Works have an understanding with the Bengal Iron Company and in view 
of this, the outlet of pipes can be oounted for a normal disposal of about 
8,000 tons of pig iron. Even with pipe specials and other castings absorbing 
1,000 tons, the Works will be left with four or five thousand tons of surplus 
pig iron at the present rate of blowing which cannot be reduced without 
interfering with the smooth opllration of the Furance. This surplus can 
only be sold in foreign markets at very low prices yielding about Rs. 25 at 
the Works. 

17. Further Scope for' Economy Limited.-As already stated there is verJ' 
little room for further economies and the only possible way of reducing costs 
with the present plant is to drive the Blast Furnace to the full capacity and 
increase the output to the rated 28,000 tons. But this will only add to the 
tonnage to be sold at unremunerative rates. It is not therefore possible to 
('ontinue the operations on the existing lines which will at best result in no 
operation loss or a loss of about Rs. 1 to 2 lakhs if any of the factors 
assumed miscarry. 

18. Steel the Only Remedy.-After a good deal or consideration and 
('onsultation with experts, the Works are convinced that the only solution is 
the manufacture of steel sections in common demand in the surrounding 
oountry. 

19. Mr. Marshall's Scheme.-When he came to Bhadravati, Mr. Marshall 
was opposed to the Works embarking on the steel scheme, but his study 
of the position convinced him that there was no other alternative and that 
its manufacture was a paying proposition. He examined the various pro
posals and estimates, and in close association with the officers of the Works, 
prepared a detailed scheme, for the manufacture of 14,000 tons of steel 
sections a year, with estimates of capital and operation costs. As his scheme 
is comprehensive and includes a review of all departments of the enlarged 
plant, a copy is appended. (Annexure 2.) , 

20. Further Consultations.-Subsequently, .one of the officers was deputed 
to Europe to visit the important iron and steel plants, discuss the various 
special features of the existing plant and proposed extensions with experts 
and manufacturers. He visited Italy, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Sweden, 
Englanq. and Belgium and paid partiCUlar attention.to th~ latest developmen~ 
in processes and plants. The latest proposals mcludmg Mr. Marshall s 
report were placed before Herr Karl Raabe, who was formerly Chairman of 
the Board of Directors of Klockner-Werke A. G. and is at present Director 
of the Employers' Association of Iron and Steel Industries in Rhineland and 
also Director of the Technical Committee of the Metal Industry incorporated 
in the Raw Steel Association. His views were invited as to the further steps 
to he taken by the Works to ensure its suc('ess and Herr Raabe's opinion is 
summarised in the following extracts:-
, "The prl'sent position of only blasting pig iron suitable for foundry 
purposes must often lead to loss, as the market is strongly ('ontested in these 
SOl·ta. 

It is therefore a pressing necessity for you to seek a way out of thes6 
unhealthy conditions, 
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I agree with your authoritative gentlemen who have dealt with this ques
tion that only $he change-over to steel production offers you the possibility 
of avoiding loss in future. 

As you yourselves can make these mateI;ials for round about Rs. 100, the 
guarantee is given' that the conversion of your pig iron -into steel in normal 
times must bring you a considerable profit and that also in bad times your 
production costs lie always under the prices of foreign materials in your 
territory. 

The rentability is, in my opinion, so unobjectionably provable, that I 
can only advise to go over to steel manufacture in the described manner." 

A complete copy of Herr Raabe's report is also enclosed. (Annexure 3.) 
21. Action Delayed.-Detailed proposals for the addition of a Steel Plant 

in the Works were formulated and have also been approved by the Govern
ment of Mysore but further action has been suspended as the time for which 
protection was granted by the Government of India is about to expire and 
the question would form the subject of another enquiry. 

22. Original Scheme Inherently Sound.-The continued losses on the Works 
and the failure, to restore equilibrium between revenue and expenditure 
in spite of the various measures that have been adopted from time to time 
might lead to the impression that the scheme is inherently defective and that 
no amount of help can save it. But a close examination of the data on 
which the scheme was based, the actual results realized during operations 

I and the series of troubles that confronted the industry during these years 
will convince anyone that the situation is otherwise. The cost of raw 
materials, labour and other operating expenses have been reduced below the 
level estimated and there has bAen disappointment only in regard to sales 
and selling rates. The graph shown on next page indicates the continuous 
decline in the prices realized. 

23. Los& due to External Factors.-The main factors responsible for the 
,continued losses are:-

(1) The growing use of ordinary cast iron for special purposes for 
which charcoal pig iron was used in the past; 

(2) The present depression with the contraction of the market for even 
coke pig iron and reduced prices; 

(3) Simultaneous and sudden expansion of ,pig iron capacity in India, 
coinciding with depression; 

(4) The almost universal attempt on behalf of every Nation to be 
independent of other countries in respect of essential raw 
materials like iron and steel; and lastly 

(5) The collapse of the Wood Distillation market owing to the com
petition of synthetic products. 

Obviously the Works have had no control over these extraneous circums
tances affecting the industry. These disturbances came one after another 
in rapid snccession and left the Works hardly any time to adjust itself to 
the new circumstances and recover from their effects. 

24. Remedies.-The natural advantages are still there and the remedy is 
to adapt the operations to suit the latest conditions. While the demand' for 
pig iron is poor, there is a larg" consumption of steel sections in the areas 
surrounding the Works which cannot be easily reached bv the Bengal Com
panies or hv imported material. The' area is still mainly agricultural and 
new industries are just 8pringin!): up so that the demand for steel is bound 
to grow and the manufacture of steel sections to meet this demand is calcu
lated to remedy the main defect, viz., the absence of a ready market for 
pig iron. 

The situation created by the low price of acetate of lime and other bye
products has been met in Ameril'a and Germany bv the adoption of one or 
other of the new processes for the manufacture of acetic acid direct from 
nvroli!l:Deous liquor. One of the Officers of the Works was deputed to 
Europe to study this and allied problems of the industrv. and in consulation 
with experts a scheme has been prepared for the manufacture of acetic acid 
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by Dr. Klar's cold process. In the case of the Bhadravati Iron Works, it 
h&ll been calculated that the best results will. be obtained by getting about 
one-half of the requirements of charcoal' from the forests using cast iron 
kilns, the balance being carbonized in the retorts, and the pyroligneous 
liquor being used for the manufacture of acetic acid. The manufacture of 
acetic acid on a restricted scale will enable the Works to sell the product 
at remunerative rates in the surroun?ing countries. 

25. Other Possibilities.-There are also other possibilities. Sooner or 
later, with the adoption of the steel scheme, hydro-electric power will be 
brought to Bhadravati and this is calculated to reduce ahnost immediately 
the cost of power for the wholE' plant including steel by about a lakh of 
rupees. It also opens up possibilities for further expansion by way of the 
manufacture of electric pig iron, superior grades of electric steels, stainless 
and alloy steels, and ferrochrome and ferrosilicon. These products, essential 
for the development of Engineering industries in India, are not now being 
made in the country, and Mysore with its resources of manganese and 
chrome ores and hydro-electric power has special facilities for manufacturing 
them. There is thus no doubt that the Iron Works have a future provided 
the Steel Plant is established and helped sufficiently to pass through the 
early years. 

26. Indirect Bene/its.-There have been losses- but the establishment of 
the Works has been of indirect advantage to the country in a number of 
ways. It has afforded regular employment to about 1,800 people and another 
five to six thousand people find subsidiary occupation in the collection of 
raw materials. In spite of the fact that the raw materials are transported 
mostlv on the tramways built by the Works, the, freight paid on the traffic 
afforded by the Works to the Indian Railways amounts to nearly Rs. 3·5 
lakhs a year. On the M. & S. M. Railway svstem the traffic works out to 
2 per cent. of their total metre-gauge traffic or 'taking both broad-gauge 
and metre-gauge together about one per cent. 

The Bhadrnvati Works have indirectly led to the establishment of three 
small industriE's making use of the prOducts of the Works as their raw 
matorials. These are the Arptone Pl"nt in the Cordite Factory at 
Aruvankadu. the' Creosoting Plant at Bhadravatiand the Formaldehyde 
Plant at Kirloskarvadi. using acetate of lime, wood tar creosote and methanol 
rE'spprtivt'IY. The Turkey Red and Dye W<>rks and ,the Sayaji Dye Works 
at Petlad use small quantities of acetate of lime for ,the manufacturlj of 
dyes. 

'1:7. Capital Outlay.-The main plant was built during the period of high 
prices after the close of the War and mainly as a result of this. 'the capital 
exPt'nditure was very high. The ouestion was reviewed in, detail and the 
CApital' cost 'wa~ reduced bv about 50 ner cent. in 1929. The reduced capital 
outlavwith Ule ('ost of later additions and improvements now stands at 
RA. 1.29·60 lakhs distributed as shown in the statement enclosed. (Statement 
TV.) To this haR to be added Rs. 16 lakhs, the estimated co.qt of the Steel 
Plant (v;dp. detailed estimate in Mr. Marshall's report). A further sum of 
Rs. 3 to " lakh. would be necessarY for minor imnrovements on the Plant and 
to provide additional accomm<>dation. sanitary facilities and other amenitiffi 
of the Town. Though a /!ood depl has bepn done to h01lse the employees and 
nrovide thpm wit.h pure water ... lectric lightin~ mediral help and facilities 
for edltC'lltion and recreatioll. the expendituTP has had to be curtailed during 
thpRe vears and it is nerpRsarv t,o make a liberal nrovision to complete the 
nroflTamme. Ot,hAr rRPibl 'works such as an Acetic Acid Planj;, equipment 
fnr dryin,!: ail' for Blast 'FurnarA. imnrov .. d enuinment for mpltilJg pig iron 
in the Foundry are under active con.iderati<>n and expendit.ure on .such 
account mav amount tn Rbout Rs. 1 lakh a vear but they will be adopted 
anlv ,..hi"h it is asslLred that the savings resulting therefrom will more than 
pay depreciation and interest on the new capital. 

28. Fill~1Icial Chllr(JeB.~In order to arrive at the financial charges to he 
added to' the cost of manufacture, the total capital outlay may be taken as 
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R~ .. 150 lakhs. As th;\ i.nc~udes large sums spent on Tramway construction, 
MInIng d~velopJnent, bUI~dIngs and steel structures, it was felt during the 
last enquiry of the Tanff Board that the depreciation charges may be 
calculated. at 3t to 4 per cent. On the basis of 4 per cent. the dep~£'Ciation 
~harges Will amount t~ Rs. 6 lakhs a year. The present working advance 
IS Rs. 26'(} la.khs. With the manufacture of steel the stock of finished 
products will be low and the present stores and othe:balances will gradually 
get :e~uced to more normal leve~s. In' this view the working advance may 
be IIDllted to Rs. 20 lakhs and Interest thereon at 4 per cent. amounts to 
Rs. 0·80 lakhs, When the Scheme was originally sanctioned by the G<lvern
ment of Mys~r,: they had in. view not only the indirect benefits to the country 
bllt also antiCipated that It would pay a fair return. In view, however, 
of the present condition of both the Wood Distillation and the Iron and 
Steel Industries, Government would be content for the present with interest 
on capital outlay and in calculating the costs, a return of only 4 per cent. 
o~ the current capital value has been assumed. The total financial charges 
Will thus amount to Rs. 12'80 lakhs a year, and its distribution among the 
various products will be shown later. 

29. Operation Costs.-In regard to the cost of manufacture estimates have 
been prepared (vide Statements V, VI and VID on the basis of (a\ current 
operations without steel, (b) witb steel plant added and an output of 14,000 
tons of steel sections, and (c) with the full output of 20.000 tons of steel. 
't"isualized bv Messrs. Marshall nnd Raabe. Current operations have been 
stnndardised except perhaps in the Pipe Foundry, and the present scale of 
expenditure ha.~ formed the ba .. is of these estimates. In regard to the 
Steel Plant, detailed estimates have heen prppared both by Mr. Marshall 
and Herr Raabe who had at the time n ('lose acquaintance with the operations 
and costs of the Tata Iron and Steel Comoany. Mr. Marshall is also well 
conversant with the prevailing labour and other conditions in India and 
had made a dptailed study of the methods and costs at Bhadravati. These 
estimates can therefore be' taken as fairly accurate under present conditions. 

30. Future Variation,s in Cosh.-But over a long period of time. there 
nre some factors which are bound to change and affect the cost, and it is 
necessary to indicate the more important of them here. The rates for 
collection of raw materials and handling them at various stages have gone 
down materially during recent years owing to the phenomenal fall in prices 
n.nd it is necessary to be prepared on ~he return of more normal times for 
small increase~ which will. however, be felt gradually. Generally speaking. 
the Plant has been maintained well and repairs are attended to promptly but 
it has been in operation for ten years and it may be necessary to ~pend on 
reoairs and maIntenance more than what has been provided in these 
estimates. At the same time, spare parts and other equipment are bein~ 
made in the Rhops very much cheaper than the imported material, and addi
tionnl expenditure on this account may not exceed Rs. 25.000 a year. The 
Illnnthlv rated staff have been drawing salaries on a scale much lowpr than 
what the nature of -their duties and responsibilities demands and some 
inrrensl's t.o Rnlarv will be neeessnrv. but thA Il:rowth of expenditure will 
he f(raduRl. The 'factory lnbour at Bhadravati is, on the wholle; compara
tiv{!ly well pnid (Statement VIm and no increases seem necessary in the 
near future. 

On the other side, the quality and cost of charcoal hurnt in thl' for(>sts 
is cnpable of improvemAnt with flxperience gained and the advent of hvdro~ 
"lectric nower will reduce the cost of eloctricitv by about Us. 1 lakh on 
the comhined plant. The manufactnrA of ncetiC' acid. even keening the 
nresl'nt Rcale of retort opl'ration. is calculated to improve. the return bv about 
Rs. 110.000 After ORvin!!; dl'nreciation Rnd int,erest. on the nl'w rapital outlav 
of ahout Rs. 9·5 lakhs. The expenditure in the 8t.eel Plant has bpen 
I'stimated on the bR~is of 'Ising: coal pitt iron but after some time a largl' 
pronortion of the charp'e will be hot metnl direct from the Furnace. and 
Rltvings rna." he exnert.ed in .the coot of roal. The adoption of improvements 
and up-to-date methods may also help to reduce costs to some extent. 
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Thus, on the whole, the chances are that there may be improvement over 
the costs calculated on the present basis. In any case, the present costs 
may be taken as the basis for arriving at the help required by the Works 
as any improvement will only increase to a slight extent the return on 
capital. 

31. OJ.l. Price with. Duty required . .:....The distribution of the expenditure 
on auxiliary services has been made on the lines adopted in this plant and 
the financial charges have been allocated as a percentage on the manufac
turing costs of the commodities available for sale. The full output of 20,000 
tons of steel can only be realized after a few years' operation and for the 
purpose of calculating the help rl'quired the output has been taken as 17,000 
tons, the mean of 14,000 and 20,000 tons. The following statement indicates 
clearly the manufacturing cost with different outputs, their average, the 
distribution of the financial charges and arrives at the corresponding c.i./. 
price with duty after making allowance for Port Turst and Clearing charges 
and any possible freight advantages:-

Manufacturing cost. e .:d "de --:.. ., .~ ~ ---------- !'!' 
"," ".., ..,. 03!'!' 

'11(; .; "i)(; • 03 'il!!\, ..,03 ~.g ..= " '" ~-a .; Product • ~.~j ~.~~ .,; " Total. ~-= :a~ 
:if ~ 10''" ~~ 

",.-
Z ciS1:)e ciS"b O .. .. ~ 0;' ., -e"S ~~ -;; ..=::sg ..=::s0 I>- '" :;'" f~..; ;t::'"CIq <11 03 £6 ~.-·c s= ~g .S ~ ~~ .. 
I1.l ". .... ~ 0 - ---I-I---- ----- -----

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

I Pig Iron . 40'83 37"80 39'3,:, 1~'12 61"44 .. 4 53'44 

2 Pipes . 104'20 101'74 102'97 47'69 150'56 .. 4 146'56 

3 Steel Ban 92'35 85'17 88'76 40'91 129'67 6 4 119'67 

4 Iron Castings_ 142-46 137'00 139-73 64'41 204'14 6 4 194'14 

6 Steel Castings 182'04 182'04 182'04 83'91 265'95 .. 4 261'95 
Bnd Special 
Steels. I 

The freight advantage has been calculated in the expectation that the 
rates at present in existence on the M. & S. M. Railway for the Bhadravati 
products will be continued, and that the existing rates for pig iron and 
castings will also be quoted for steel products. It is further based on the 
experience of the tonnage of pig iron sold in different markets in the territory 
favourably situated to Bhadravati. Of the 6,000 tons of pig iron that can 
find a ready sale, about 2,000 tons will be sold to the Railway Workshops 
and private foundries in Bombay, and about 800 tons in Madras which 
involve freight disadvantages of about Rs. 12 and Rs. 5 respectively. As 
against this the balance of 3,200 tons will be sold to the foundries in the 
interior' where an average freight advantage of about Rs. 8 to Rs. 9 may be 
assumed. Thlls on the whole. there will neither be an appreciable advantage 
nor disadvantage. As regards pipes, it is almost impossible to forecast the 
places of supply as the bulk of the sales will be for new Water Supply 
Schemes. Sllnplies within the Mysore State or the Southern Mahratta 
country will have a freight advantage of about Rs. 8 but despatches to 
plaN'S on the Coast will have to be made against a freight disadvantage, 
ran Iring from Rs. 6 to Rs. 20. For the purpose of this calculation, this 
fartor wiIl have to be i~ored. For steel bars and iron castings, the Works 
will have an average fl"l'ight advantage of about Rs. 8 over imports in the 
territory marked in the map Oll the next page. nis territory, it has been 
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calcnIated, will absorb about 15,000 tons and if the output is raised, the 
advantage may be reduced to about B.s. 6. In regard to special steels 
and steel castings, the price is comparatively high and the small variation 
on account of freight advantage or disadvantage may perhaps be neglected. 

32. Duties Proposed.-The following statements compare the figures 
arrived at as the c.i.l. price with duty, corresponding to the Bhadravati costs 
with the latest quotations for similar materials of British, Continental and 
Japanese manufacture and arrive at the amount of protection required in 
each case. The latest prices quoted in Technical Journals and import mani
fests at Bombay and Madras have beeu shown in this statement but it is 
difficult to be sure that the recent increases in price are of a permanent 
character. The graph opposite shows the variation since January 1931 in the 
monthly average prices of steel sections published by the Madras Customs 
in their daily List of Imports and Exports. For this purpose, imports 
frQrn the Continent only have beeu taken. These lists do not show separate
ly mild steel bars below i inch in diameter and the average price may on 
this account be slightly higher. 

The continuance of the existing revenue duty i.m be Sufficient for Pig 
Tron except in regard to Japanese competition. In regard to pipes, the 
local product has to meet the competition of not only cast iron pipes import
ed from abroad but also of substitutes such as steel and asbestos cement 
nipes. It is requested that the duty on steel pipes be raised to the same 
Ipvel as on cast iron pipes. Asbestos pipes fall under serial No. 129 (A)' of 
the Customs Classification and al'", liable to duty at 20 per cent. or 30 per 
cent. ad "Valorem according to the nlace of origin. On the basis of the
prices qnoted in a few instancPs that have 'come to notice, the further 
raising of the duties by 10 per cent. would seem to meet the situation • 

. -.- .. -., 
~ = fio 

f.:! ca " "Present duties includ- '" """, ~cw ~ CD ~ 0 ing surcharge. ~ .~.~~ 0" " " 0 .. 0 e~ 
o...,.~ ~a1 c..2 .0 :g~r8 Products. ~:~: ".-ct! ~.;; 

~.S ~ .~.= P-.e 0<" ~~ .... ..., 
~~ g ~1J~~ f~ " .. Revenue. Pro- f'S "'= teetive. o~"'" "'0 "," -P:;<D :; ~g~ "0 a::; 11:1 ... ~""~ ,"-

d 0 < is 
1 2 3 4, II 6' 

A-British },( anu/act1we e.i.,. Indian POTtS. 
Rs- Ra. Ra. Ra. Rs. Rs- Ra. 

Pig Iron 53'4.4 52'7* 0-74 7'5 Nil. -6'76 Revenue 
(I()o,.{, 

A.dlJOlorem) 
duty. 

(Tarifi value 
Ra.75) 

C. I. Pipes 146'56 114 32'56 11'4 Nil. 21"16 33 
(10% 

A.d valorem) 

Steel bars and 119'67 99'33t 20'34 Nil. 32'5 -12'111 20 
light- Btrnc-
tn",ls. 

• On the basis of f-3-2-6 per ton f.o.b. Eng. 
21-7-33). 

Port (I. &: C. Pr. Re"., 

t On the basjs of £~12-6 per tOI} f.o.b. Eng. Port (I. &: C. Pr. Re"., 
~1-7~): 
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B-C~ntinental Manufacture c.i.f. Madras. 

8'74 

146'56 96 

73t 46'67 

15 
(20% 

Ad valorem) 
(TariJJ value 

Rs.75) 

19'2 
(~O% 

Ad valorem) 

Nil. 

Nil. 

C-Japanese Manufacture c.i.f. Bombay. 

li3'44 35 18-44 15 Nil. 
(20% 

Ad valorem) 

70 76'56 14 Nil. 

.... eo 
I'l p,,, ., .. > • ., .,.- I» 
! ..... ~...,:» 

-;_ ;:s ., 'tl o'tl ,<> ".= " 8~ > ::s 
1'I'tl :G'i 2 
~ ~ j~t 
$ ... o p'p:o ...-A ~ 

5 6 

-6'26 Revenue 
duty. 

31'36 50 

19 

62'56 77 

* On the basis of £2-10-0 f.o.b. Antwerp and Ocean freight of 178. per 
ton (1. &: C, Tr. Rev., 21-7"1933). 

t On the basis of £5-9-6 c.i.f. Madras (1. &: C. Tr. Rev., 4-8-1933). 

At present the protective duty is not levied on bars below l ,inch 
diameter. The Mysore Scheme counts on the manufacture of about 1,000 
tons of such bare and it is requested that these bars may also come 
under the Protective Scheme. It is learnt that a rolling mill is proposed 
to be established at Negapatam for rolling imported billets and in the 
interests of the Indian industry a corresponding duty should be levied on 
billets also. 

In the case of iron and steel castings, it is almost impossible to secure 
correct prices of imported material but the Works feel' that the continuance 
of the existing duties will be sufficient. 

33. Period 0/ Protection.-In their report on the continuance of pro
tection to the Steel Industry in December 1926, the Tariff Board were 
particularly anxious that their recommendations should not only be cal
culated to give relief to the Tata Iron Bnd Steel Company but should be 
such ns to enable new concerns to start the manufacture of steel and 
steel articles; hnt this has not been realized mainlv on account of the 
present world-wide depression and the fact that the 'Scheme of protective 
tariff was to be in operation for only seven years. The uncertainty in 
regard to the future policy at the end of the seven-year period has been 
a strono; deterrent. The Mysore Iron Works Bre anxious that Bny scheme 
I\dopt41~ ,as a r~sult of the recommenda~ions of the Tariff Board after tbll 
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present enquiry should be for a substantially 10000g period so that furthei' 
aevelopment lliay be undertahen witLout any rear of protection bemg with
drawn or reduced before the operations have been fully stand81'dlZea. The 
scneme of protection lIi japan IS for 15 years While !South Africa hlW3 also 
adopted tt.e same pel'lod. t:anada, it is believed, guaranteed protection 
tor about ~2 years and tne United 8tates ot America, in spite of all her 
w"alth, reSOUlces and a large .tiome market have still been continuing' 
proteC\IOn, Indu~ is' undeveloped and the starting and organization of new 
1ll<lU8tnes take more time and the Works woUld 1>herefore submit that the 
scheme now to be adopted should run for a~ least a periOd of twenty years. 
I'tuch a 10000g perIOd may or may not be necessary tor the 'fata Iron arid 
bteel t:ompany but as the object of the Tariff Board is to fostet new 
llldustrles, the period asked for cannot be consid~red too long especially 
as it IS uncertain when the present depression will end jl.Ildnormal 
conditions be restored, 

84. Periodical Examination.-It is no doubt true that CO'Ilditions. may 
change from time to time during this long period and the duties, r~om
menaed now may be more or less than what the changing situation may 
warrant. Even now, as already stated, it is difficult to form' a correct 
elftimate of the prices that are likely to be quoted by coinpeting countries 
and the Works therefore submit that the 'farifi' Board should prescribe 
the level to which the prices c.i.f. Indian Port should bE! raised in order 
to afford adequate protection to the local industry. The Executive Gov
ernment should take power to vary the duties froin time to tinie so as to 
maintain thE! level prescribed by the Tariff Board. This procedure, the 
Works believe, will be satisfactory and help to realize the objects which 
the Government and the Tariff Board have in view. , . 

35. Bownties.-The Tata Iron and Steel Company is already supplying 
a large share of the demand in India for articles produced by them and 
in their natural market almost the entire demand for such articles is 
probably met. It is one of the largest industrial undertakings of the world 
and has received the benefit of protection for some yeam. The Tariff 
Board may perhaps find that the level of protection. required by. the Mysore 
Iron Works or any new Iron and Steel undertaking is higher than what 
the Tatas would require. In such a case the Works would strongly urge 
that the amount of protection considered necessary should be afforded to 
the new undertakings, the duties being supplemented by adequate bounties. 

36. Special Consideratlons fOT the Mysore Iro'1/, Work8,~The case of the 
Mysore Iron Works has some special features which justify exceptional 
treatment. It is the only charcoal iron and wood distillation plant in 
India .and probably the largest in the British Empire and its products, 
especially acetate of lime, form an essential requisite of national defence. 
It forms a very valuable asset in times of war not only for India but for 
the whole British Empire. The national importance of the Mysore Iron 
Works from this point of view has already been recognized by the Tariff 
Board (vide pages 10 and 11 of the Report of the Indian .Tariff Board 
on the reIDoval 01 the revenue duty). The puret charcoal iron and the 
special steels and steel castings which the Works will be able to, manu
facture with hydro-electrio power would prove very useful for war purposes, 
In spite of the state of the wood distillation industry, the Mysore Iron 
Works propose to keep the retorts in operation, though on a restricted 

,scale, but the full output could be resumed at· V\lry short notice. Even 
when the manufacture of acetic acid is taken up, the present Chemical 
PlaD.t will be kept intact so that acetate of lime may always be available 
for the Cordite Factory. During peace, very small quantities are used 
by the Army Department and it will be no great benefit to the Works 
even if special rates are paid for this material. ' 

The other iron and steel concerns have been given special freights for 
the carriage of their raw materials and in some cases new lines have been 
even constructed. In the case of the Bhadravati Works; the nsoessary 
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tramways, about 60 miles in length, have been constructed by the Works 
and the entire cost of running, maintenance and depreclation has to be 
borne by them. Freights as low as l1Ile-futeenth ple per maund per mile 
have been allowed by the Indian Railways but even takmg the present 
statutory minimum of one-tenth pie per maund per mIle, the extra cost 
borne by the Works amounts to about Rs. 1'0 la.khs a year. 

The .M,ysore Iron Works has already incurred consIderable losses in 
maintaining a work of national importance during the period of unpre
cedented depression and the Works would urg~ that this and other factors 
mentioned above should be taken into consideration and a special bounty 
sanctioned for at least ten years by which time the plant will have been 
expanded in all possible ways. 

37. 'Special If,ailway l'reights.-The bulk of the traffic of the Mysore 
Iron Works in finiahed goods is on the Madras and Southern Mahratta 
Railway System and they have granted speClal freight rates applicable 
to pig iron, castings, acetate and methanol. A special rate has been gIVen 
on the transport ot coal and coke from the Mormugao Harbour but ordmary 
rates are levied on machinery and other constructlOn materIal. The special 
rates on pig iron, castings and acetate range from one-sixth to one-seventh 
pie per maund per mile, a.nd 0-66 pie on methanol. They have further 
granted from time to time rebates under certain conditions which reduc:e 
the freight on pig iron, castings and acetate of lime to one-tenth pie per 
maund per mile on their system. This arrangement terminates in March 
1934. In the interests of the development of a basic industry ~f such 
importance as iron and steel, the Works would urge that a UI1ttonn scale 
of telescopic rates should be adopted on all local manufactures throughout 
the Indian Railway system, applicable to all con~s alike. If there is 
any difficulty in bringing this about, the Works would request that the 
Mysore Iron Works should secure the continuance of the present rebates 
on the Madras and Southern Mahratta Hailway System for a period of 20 
years and it may be made applicable to steel and construction materials 
also. The special telescopic rates pre(;ailing for the transport of coal and 
coke on the Northern Railway systems do llot apply on the Madras and 
Southern Mahratta, South Indian and Mysore Hailways. In spite of the use 
of charcoal and hydrlHllectric power, the Works would still require a 
large quantity of coke and coal and a special rate of one-tenth pie per 
maund per mile should be allowed on consignments to Bhadravati during 
the same period of 20 years. It may he added. that the existing heavy 
freight on coal and coke has been a serious obstacle for the industrial 
development in South India. 

38. Removal oj Duty on Machinery.-Until about a: year ago machinery 
was on the free-list and the imposition of a duty provoked bitter opposi
tion in the country and in the Legislative Assembly; In fact the duty 
was voted down and would not have been reimposed but for accidental 
political circumstances which had no bearing on the merits of this question. 
The removal of the duty would be a great blessing to dev~opDl@D.ts not onI,: 
in the Iron and Steel Industry but in the whole field of industrial develop
ment. 

39. Plea jor Government and Public SUppol't.-Each time the question 
of protection to the Iron and Stel'l Industry is taken up for consideration 
the cry is raised in Bome quarters that the interests of the consumers ar; 
neglected in order to' benefit a few concerns. Where, for- one reason or 
:mother, the scheme of protection fails. to develop new undertakings, as 
III the case of the Steel Industry durmg the last nine years it gives 
room for the further comment that the sacrifice borne by the' people is 
out of all proportion to the advantages derived by the industry. A review 
of the internal prices maintained in various countries will show that the 
price level which the Tariff Board have been requested to recommend is 
not disproportionately high. Tho figures given in the following table 
.extracted from the latest technical journals make this position clear. 



Interna' Prices obtaining in other Oountries . 
. 

Internal Prices Export (f.o.b.) 
(E",-Works) English or Continen-

per ton_ tal Port, per ton. 

United States of America-

Pig Iron §16· 50-17·00 
or Rs. 49·5-51 

§23·17 or Rs. 69·5 -
(for charcoal pig iron). ' 

O. I. Pipes. . . §36-47 or 
Rs.108-141 
(depending on 

and size). 
class 

Steel Bars and Sections 1·6-1·95c. per lb. 
or Rs. 110-130. 

United Kingdom-

Pig Iron . 62/6~5 ' 58/e or Rs. 39 
or Rs. 41·7-43·3 

Steel Bars £8-17-6 or Rs. U8-3 £6-15·0 to 6-17-6 
or Rs. 90-;-91·7 

Joists and Sections £8-15·0 or Rs. 116·7 £7-7-6 or Rs. 98·3 

Continental (Belgium)- - , 
Pig Iron . Not available 

3* 
£2-10-0 or Re. 33·3 

Steel Bars and Sections _. Not available £4-1-6 to 4-3-6 
or Rs,. 54·3-55·7 

• The internal prices for these artioles of Continental manufacture are not 
easily available, put it is understood that they are considerably higher than 
the export prices. The following extract from ,jlage 290 of Iron and Ooa! 
Trade Review of 25th August, 19,33, supports this view: "According to 
the 1932 report of the Acieres de Rombas, prices of steel products have 
been kept stable at a satisfactory level by the comptoirs, and 011 the whole 
inland }'rench prices were 74 per cent. of the 1918 level but were lower 
than the mean commodity price level. Export prices were an average of 
54 per cent. of 1913 rates." , 

40. Iron and Steel concerns all the world over have been passing 
thro~gh ver-f gr.eat diffic~lties and in practically every ~untry the people 
associated With It have, III the urgent, task of reconstructIOn and rationali
zation, received the sympathy of the people and the help of Governments 
in all possible ways. Even the United Kingdom, the strong-hold of free 
trade, has had to adop~ a Bcheme of heavy protective duties to help the 
Iron and Steel Industry in the country to be re-established on a firm 
footing. The Mysore Iron Works earnestly hope that the recommenda
tions of the Tariff Board and the further action taken by the Government 
to implement the same will securely establish the industry in India and 
promote its natural growth so as to make the country self-sufficient in 
respect of iron and steel which are essential for the country's advancement;. 
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Summary. 

U) The Tariff Board examined the position of the Mysore iron Works 
in 19tB and formed the opinion that it is well equipped, opHations I·eason· 
ably efficient and the cost of lIlanufacture economic. (Paragraph 1.) 

(2) Since then, there have been many developments on the \Vorks, the 
more important of them being the enlargement of the Pipe Foundry, 
addition of a Steam Turbo-Generator, additional equipment for the Genera.! 
J!'oundry and Machine Shop for the execution. of l!:ngineering orders. Due 
to the phllnomenal fall in the prices of Wood Distillation .l'roducts, only 
a few retol'ts are in operation and the balance of charcoal burnt in cast 
iron kilns in forests. (Paragraphs 2 to 10.) 

(3) Even in normal years, the demand for pig iron and pipes in India 
bears no comparison With the output .• Due to the trade depression, the 
demand further slackened which resulted in severe internal competition. 
To stop this, understandings were reached in regard to .markets and prices 
With the other manufacturer3 in the country. (Paragraph 11.) This, how
ever, was iinmediately followed by the competition of .Japanese pipes which 
ue being offered in the Indian market at very low rates, and a joint 
representation has been made to· the Government of India in regard to 
the relief against this competition. (Paragraph 12.) 

(4) During the last ten years, steady progress has been made by the 
Works in reducing the staff, cost of collection of raw materials, and other 
Items of expenditure. Mr. S. 1\1. Marshall, then a partner of 1tlessrs. 
Perin and Marshall of New York, made a detailed examination of the 
Plant in 1930 and was favourably impressed with the progress made. 
(Paragraphs 13 and 14.) 

(5) The market for pig iron in the country is limited and export market 
is unreliable, while that for pipes is unsteady. The only solution for the 
utilization of the surplus production of pig iron at Bhadravati is the 
manufacture of steel sections in local demand. (Paragraphs 15 to lB.) 

(6) The addition of a steel making unit to the plant has received 
detailed consideration. lli. Marshall, finally, prepared- a comprehensive 
scheme for the manufacture of 14,000 tons of steel sections a year. This 
scheme has been further reviewed by Herr Kari Raabe. It is considered 
that the manufacture bf steel is not only economically feasible but is 
the only remedy for placing the Works on a stable basis, as there is a 
large consumption of steel sections in areas surrounding the Works which 
cannot be reached by the Bengal Companies or by imports. Steel scheme 
has been approved by Government but further action suspended pending 
enquiry by the Tariff Board. (Paragrhpbs 20 and 21.) 

(7) The manufacture of Acetic on a restricted scale enabling the Works 
to sell the product at remfmerative rates will meet the situation created 
by the low price of acetate of lime. (Paragraph 24.) 

. (8) The original Scheme is inherently BOund and the' losses are due 
to external factors over which the Works bave had no control and the 
manufacture of Steel and Acetic Acid is calculated to improve the prospects 
of the Works. (Paragraphs 22 to 2-1.) 

(9) The manufacture of steel opens up other possibilities. With cheap 
hydro-electric power, the manufacture of electric pig iron, ferro-alloys, 
stainless steel and other superior grades of electric steel will be possible. 
(Paragraph 25.) 

(10) The reduced capital outlay on the Works with the cost of later 
additions and improvements amounts to Rs. 1,29,60 lakbs. A further sum 
of RH. 20 lakhs for steel manufacture· and minor improvements is needed 
Fer calculating financial charges a sum of Rs. 1,50 lakhs is assumed and 
the financial charges, which include the depreciation on the total capital 
~ut1ay (including. the eXf!enditure to ~ incurred on the new Steel Plant), 
mterest on Workmg Capital and 1\ fair return on the im'estment amount 
to Rs. 12'80 lakhs. (Paragraphs 27 and 28.) , 
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(iI) Operation costs under present .conditions and when manufacture 
of steel is taken up, ·ar!! separately furnished. (Paragraph 29.) 

(12) Total costs including financial charges are worked out, and com
. pared with the import price for similar artlcle~. . (Paragraph 3L). 

(13) The measure of protection required for each product, namely; pig 
iron, pipes and steel sections, is discussed. The continuance. of the eXlst
ing revenue duties will be sufficient for pig iron, and an existing addi
tional duty on pipes and the continuance of the protective duties on steel 
sections (inclusive of bars below i" diameter) have been suggested. (Para-
graph 32.) • 

(14) In order to allow time for full development without anxiety, the 
protective measures should be effective for a period of 20 years. 1'0 guard 
against further fall in import priC!!S, the Executive Government may take 
power to raise ·or lower duties so as to maintain the level to which the 
c.i.f. prices should be raised in order to afford adequate protection. (Para-
grapbs 33 and 34.) . 

(15) If the duties to be recommended by the Tariff Board are less 
than those required by the Mysore Iron Works, or any other new under
taking, they may be supplemented by adequate bounties. (Paragraph 35.) 

(16) The Mysore Iron Works has some special features justifying excep
tional treatment as the only Charcoal Iron and Wood Distillation plant- in 
India and the' East, manufacturing essential raw material for national 
defence, and_ a special bounty is requested. (Paragraph 36.) 

(17) The Works urge the adoption of a uniform scale of telescopic rates 
for iron and steel article~ of local manufacture throughout the Indian 
Railway system. The special rates for coal and coke prevailing on the 
Northern Railway system should be applied on the Southern Railways also, 
as the present high rates are a serious obstacle to industrial development 
in South India. (Paragraph. 37.) 

(18) Removal of duty on machinery would also be of considerable assist
ance not. only to the iron and steel industry but all industries in general. 
(Paragraph 38.) 

(19) The cry raised in some quarters that the interests of the con
sumer are neglected by imposing protective duties to benefit a few manu
facturers is not correct. The landed prices recommended for the approval 
of the Tariff Board are not disproportionately high when I'ompared with 
the internal prices ruling in other countries; (Paragraph 39.) 

(20) Iron and Steel Industries all over the world have received sym
pathetic treatment from Goveruments and thl' public in view of ·.their 
national importance. To make India self-sufficient in respect of iron arid 
steel which are necessary for its advancement, .. the support of the people 
and Government is essential. . 
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ANNEXURE I. 

The Secreta.ry, 
Department of Co=erce, 

Government of. India, 

Dear l)ir, 
Simla.. 

Utk September, 193t. 

We are addressing this representation to the GovernmenL of India on 
behalf or the Jiengal Iron (Joillpany, Limited, Kultl, and the 111y80re Iron 
Works, Bhadravatl, t~ two manufacturers of cast Iron .Plpes in the 
country, in regard· to the protection required by the Cast Iron Pipe 
Industry m the present circumstances of the world depressIOn and the 
foreigIl,i competition in the .ripe Trade. ' . , 

The Benga( Iron Company have been making cast iron pipes for over 
30 years and have developed a trained organization and installed equip
ment which. enables them to turnout upwards of 60,000 tons per annum 
of pipes of all sizes. l'he l-Iysore Iron Works installed their fhst Turn-table 
for tne manufacture of pipes of small diameters in 1926 and another table 
1ll 1930 for the illanufactul'e of pipes of larger diameter. They have an 
annual capacity of about 15,000 tons of pipes. For many years, the Bengal 
Iron Company, and more recently the 1\1ysore Iron Works, have supplied 
India wltn practically its enti.'e requirements of pipes for the various 
water supply schemes at competitive rates. They have also arrived at an 
understandmg by which the available custom in the country is shared 
between the two concerns in the most equitable manner and their geographi
cal situation, one in the North and t1:.e other in the ,south, helps them 
to distribute their products all over the country in a most rational manner. 

For some time, particularly during the last two years, the demand for 
pipes, cast iron or other types, has fallen off considerably owing to the 
straitened financial position ot the various Governments and Municipal 
and othe.· local llodles. Correct figures are not available as in Import 
and other statistics, pipes and pipe fittings of all kinds are classified as 
one. ]!'rom the best information available to us, however, it is believed 
that the demand in India which used to be in the neighbourhood ·of 
50,000 tons a year has dropped to less than 8,000 tons during the first 
half of the calendar year 1932. 

For this reduced demand, there is very keen competition from all 
countries and lower and lower prices are being quoted especially for pipes 
of Continental and Japanese manufacture. In the case of Japan, the 
manufacture and export of Iron and Steel products are encouraged by 
the State in various way&-Such as a substantial State subsidy on manu
facture, a subsidy on export and the fact that Japanese streamers return
ing empty to India will carry cargo aL nominal rates. 

As the Government of India are aware, the iron and steel plants all 
the world over are working very much below their capacity, and manu
factureri are anxious to secure orders outside their own country even at 
unremunerative prices. To the best of our information, foreign pipes are 
being offered in India below the prices ruling in the country of origin and 
definitely below the cost of production. This situation has been rendered 
much worse by the continued depreciation of Japanese currency. Against 
a c.i.f .. Port price of Rs. 120 to Rs. 130 a ton ruling III the Indian 
Market for some time past, Japanese pipes \\ere offered in the beginning 
of this year at about Rs. 105 a ton c.i.f. Calcutta. In June they were 
quoted at Rs. 78 a ton c.i.f. Bhal'nagar against an enquiry from that 
Durbar for pipes. More recently, the price has been reduced to Rs. 67 
a ton c.i.f. Calcutta and Rangoon and this rate is hardly higher than 
the price at which pig iron is being sold in these places. Such low quota
tions for pip~ were never oontemplated in fixing the current Tariff 



Schedule' so that to-day we have the anomaly of the revenue duty on pig 
iron being higher than on the finished product, 'Viz., cast iron pipes. 
According to the Tariff Schedule, a minimum value of Its. 73 a ton hllM 
been fixed for pig iron whereas pipes are assessed ad 'ValOT6'1I1. The result 
is that while foreign pig iron is subj~ct to a duty of Rs. 11'4 per ton, 
the Japanese pipes will, at their present quotation, pay a duty of HB. 10·1) 
per ton. 

It is universally accepted that· cast iron pipes are the most suitable 
for water supply maiJis having regard to their long life and satisfactory 
service. Instances are not lacking .in which pipes which have been laid 
in the ground for over two hundred. years have been taken out and laid 
elsewhere as capable of ...further long service. As already stated, the two 
concerns are jIJ;' 'a position to meet the entire Indian demand at a price 
which' can be te;-med fair from all points of view. We may add that the 
demand for low -lir.essure pipes can be fully met by the reinforced concrete 
pipes made by the Indian Hume Pipe Company, Limited, at comparatively 
low l·ates. The existing concerns can' thus meet the entire needs of the 
country for all kinds of pipes and for whatever purpose. 

As the Government of India are aware, the Iron and Steel Industry 
in India including the two concerns on whose behalf this representation is 
made, has been very adversely affected by the fall' in the local demand 
for pig iron and by the heavy import duties recontly levied by Japan. 
The Bengal Iron Company has further suffered by the almost complete 
stoppage of orders from Indian Railways for cast iron railway sleepers. 
The phenomenal fall in the value and the almost complete absence of 
demand for the bye-products of Wood Distillation has made the position 
of the Mysore Iron Works more and more difficult. The further lowering 
of prices of pipes coupled with the reduced demand might practically 
compel us to close down the Works which would not be in the best 
interests of the country. 

Under the circumstances, we request that the Government of India 
. may be pleased to make the necessary investigations and' arrange to in
crease the duty on pipes imported to India so as to secure a fair selling 
price for the Indian output. We may add that we are convinced that 
such help is required only for a temporary period until normal situation 
is restored in the Iron and Steel trade of the World, as under normal 
conditions our costs will be low enough to enable us to compete with any 
manufacturer in the World. 

We would suggest the following revised scale of duties for the con
sideration of the Government of India:-

No. in the 
SLNo. Statutory Name of Article. Duty. 

Schedule. 

103h 61 Pipes and tubes, also fittings, etc., 
made of iron, steel or any other 
materials excluding pipes, tubes and 
fittings therefor otherwise specified 
(see Serial No. 103g).-

(a) British Manufacture Re. 25 per ton or 20 
per cent. ad valorem 
whichever is higher. 

(6) Not of British Manufacture . Rs. 50 per ton or 50 
per cent. ad valor.". 
whichever is hisher. 



We have suggested that this clause should include pipes other than 
those made of ll'on or steel as for some time pipes made of asbestos are 
being imported to India and competing with the local cast iron pipes. 

We would further request that immediate action may kindly be taken 
by the Government to avoid large consignments of pipes entering the 
country at the existing rates. If the investigation is likely to take some 
time, we would request that under section 3 of the Indian Tariff Act, 1894, 
a Tariff Value of Rs. 140 a ton, which is comparable with that provided 
for pig iron, be immediately substituted for the ad. valorem valuation now 
adopted-in the Indian Custom Tariff. This is calculated to afford some 
temporary relief until such time as the final action ilf decided by 
Government. 

We have no doubt that this representation will receive the early and 
sympatbetic consideration of the Government and sbould any of the· points 
require fllrther elucidation, the representatives of the wOrks will be glad 
to meet any officer of the Government and submit necessary explanations. 

Yours faithfully, 

For and on behalf o! the Bengal Iron Co., Ltd., 

·W. T. V. HAlIMEB, 

OommercuiZ Manager. 

For and on behalf of the Mysore Iron Works, 

M. VENKATANARANAPPA, 

General Manager. 

STATEMENT I. 

Cast 0./ Collection 01 Raw Materials and their Transport on Tramways from 
1929-2-' to 19.~2-99. 

Delivered at Railhead per ton. Handling Charcoal Ilurning. 
Transport of wood 

Year. 
charges on at Sidings At Wood At 

Kemman. Slliceoua FIUJ:. Wood. Tramways and Wood Yard Forest 
gandi ore. ore. per ton. Yard. per ton. Coupes 

per bag. 

Rs.a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs,·a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Jl.s. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs~". p. 

1923-2~ • 8 2 0 412 9 614 8 " III 1 8 8 1 12 0 18 0 0 -
1924-25 . 8 0 9 II 1 9 612 7 II 15 8 1 7 ~ 1 8 3 15 10 0 .. 
L925-26 , lI14 6 " 12 0 7 II 7 8 • 5 1 5 2 1 0 /I 14 0 0 .. 
L926-27 , 2. 9 6 4 II 8 8 18 1 II 5 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 9 8 0 .. 
L997-28 , I 1 1 4 II 4 . , S 5 6 1 1 II 1 II 0 \J 8 0 .. 
L928-29 . 2 0 II " 0 7 .. 811 0 o Iii 11 1 II 7 9 8 0 .. 
L9,9-80 . 2 II 7 1 '11 .. II 8 9 1 9 71 1 II 1 9 8 0 .. 
L980-81 . 2 0 0 11911 8 II " 8 " 9 1 8 105 1 211 9 8 0 .. 
L931-32 : .8 10 4 tB 10 8 .. ~ 6 10 U 6 9i 0111 8 7 0 0 0 5 6 

L932-88, I 1 9 111 9 8 4. 6 8 0 • U 4. 6§ 018 5 5 0 0 0 8 II .. 
• Only 8,408 tons mined during the year as against 80,000 tons average par annum. 
t Only 1,908 ton. ml led durl~ the year a. again.t an average of 8,600 tons per annum. 
; Fail in the quantities of wood transported to the Works due to m~k1ng charcoal in the Forest. 

coupes. 
• Inure ... e of lead. 



STATEMEN~ II (a). 

Statement showing number of employees in receipt 0/ salaries of Rs. 100 
and above on the Works on 1st July, 1923, 1926, 1929 and 1933. 

(Cost per month.) 

100 to 200. 201 to 600. 501 and above. .; 
Year. Z Total 

ai Amount. 
No. Amount. 'No. Amount. No. Amount. 

.., 
0 

Eo< 
-------.- ----- -,-'- ---

Re, R~. Rs. Rs. 

Ist July 1923 29 3,806 9 2,895 !6 18,391 54 25,091 

1st July 1926 . 38 ~,900 18 5,775 6 5,125 62 13,800 

1st July 1929 ~ 5,940 ,12 3,410 4 3,135 58 12,485 

1st July 1933 " 40 6,630 12 3,342 2 1,575 54 10,547 

In the above statement the number of employees in receipt of payor 
wages below Re. 100 is not shown as there have been considerable changes 

, from year to year from monthly to daily and vice versa.. 



STATEMENT II (b). 

Statement of Monthly and Daily Rated Staff. 

Main Plant. General Foundry. Pipe Foundry. MInee and Ropeways. 

_1st InIy Monthly rated. Dally rated. Monthly rated. Dally rated. Monthly rated. Dally rated. Monthly rated. Dally rated. 
ol 

No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. 

---- ------ ---- -- ---- -- ---- ---.- -
Re. Re Re. Re. Rs. Ra. Ra. Rs. 

1923 253 25,542 352 10,851 1 90 43 1,811 .. .. 
i23 '2,836 

31 3,599 62 -1,542 
1926 277 20,641 463 12,206 2 200 49 1,410 6 840 17 1,561 42 1.103 
1929 232 17,129 492 18,182 2 250 127 8,230 14 1,560 315 7,088 9 964 28 624 
1933 209 14,114 542 11,023" 4 865 212 4,075 21 1,465 484 I 12,293 -4 575 28 678 

Tramways. Wood Yard. Charcoal Kilns. 

-1st JnIy Monthly rated. Dally rated. Monthly rated. Dally rated. Monthly rated. Daily rated. Total. of 

No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. 

.------ ~ 

Rs Re. Rs. Ra. Re. Re. Rs. 
1928 134 2,837 89 1,856 26 540 8 319 .. .. .. .. 48,987 
1926 168 4,244 81 1,868 27 670 6 178 .. .. .. .. 47,767 
1929 156 8,736 72 1,662 27 950 1 62 .. .. 

'293 
.. 56,426 

1935 118 1,704 60 1,278 6 278 t190 2,842 6 545 4,148 64,783 

" The followlngItema 01 work that were being done on petty contract bosls between 1923 and 1926 are now being attended to by the Works St .. I1:-
Rs. The Elec. sta if and P. W. gang were being paid on 

(1) Handing Inel at Boilers and Retorte •• 200 per month. monthly baslB up to 1st September 1927 and the 

j2) PI" Iron carrying and .tacking In the Yard 600 .. .t.if In these two sections were converted Into 
3) Ore dumping Into bins • . • • •• 200 .. dally frqm that date Rs. 1,360 extra. 
4) LIme burning • . • • • . • •• 800 .. 

(5) Unloadln2 charcoal from cars Into bins. • • • 600 .. Total Rs. 3,160 
Tar Plant and Alcohol Refinery Plant came Into oper ... 

tlon In 1925 and 1926 roopectlvely. 
l' A portion of the work In the Wood Yard Is now got done Works Stall by 

1:1:1 
00 o 
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STATEMENT ill. 

Statement ,hawing the Position of Block Account as on !Joth June, 1999. 

Land and Buildings: 
Main plant 
Mines and ~Ropeway8 
Tramways 

Machinery: 
Main Plant 
Mines and Ropeways 
Tramways 

Track: 
Main • Plant 
Mines and Ropeways 
TJ;amways 

Miscellaneous: 
Main Plant 
Mines and Ropeways 
Tramways 

Re. A. P. Re. A. P. 

24,45,774 1 ° 
73,52512 3 

6,06,273 8 2 

65,03,414 10 ° 
3,45,718 6 6 
9,23,074 4 7 

4,02,176 7 9 
17,722 010 

6,81,500 ° ° 
8,59,342 8 10 

74,65014 9 

26,865 ° ° 
Total 

STATEMENT IV. 

31,25,573 5 5 

71,72,207 5 1 

11,01,398 8 7 

9,60,858 7 7 

1,29,60,037 10 8 

Estimate of Oosts for production 0/ 20,800 ,tons' of Pig Iron, 8,000 tons 0/ 
O. I.' Pipes and 1,000 tons of '0. I. Oast,ings. 

OVERHEAD CHARGES. 
Re. RH. 

Administration: 
Salaries 600 
Board Charges 1,200 
Audit Charges 7,200 
Gnests' Charges 1,800 

Management: 
10,800 

Salaries 35,000 
Watch and Ward 8,000 
Tata Iron & Steel Co. 7,200 
LibraJ:Y 1,500 
Leave Fund 18,000 
Postage and Telegrams 2,000 
Travelling Expenses 2,400 
Consultation Fees 7,200 
StationeJ:Y and Printing 4,800 
Accident Fnnd 1,500 
Insurance Fund 15,000 
Petty Repairs 1,000 
)Iiscellaneous 2,000 

....---,-- l,05,1lOQ 
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IJospital: 
Salaries 
Supplies 

Laboratory : 
Salaries 
Supplies 
Repairs 

1'oum.: 
Salaries and Wages 
Supplies 
Repairs 

Stores and Purchases 
Shipping 1 (half'> cost 
Accounts '. 

Indirect Oharges: 
Electricity 
Water 

Total 

DIsTRmUTIoN. 

Yard Switching 
Steam 
Electricity 
Water 
Retorts and Chemical House 
F\lrpace 
General' Foundry, 
Pipe' Foundry 

Direct Charge.: 
Salaries 
Wages (Net) 
Repairs 
Supplies 

Indirect Charges: 
Electricity 
Water 

Total 

lIECBANIOAL ~GINEERING. 

. , 

Total 

B.s. B.s. 

10,000 
3,600 

13,600 

10,500 
4,800 

200 
15,500 

8,000 
1,500 
8,000-

17,500 
7,500 
2,000 

18,500 
28,000 

24,000 
2,500 

26,500 

2,17,500 

B.s. 

16,313 
16,313-
16,313 
16,313 
32,623 
43,500 
21,750 
54,375 

2,17,500 

Rs, Rs. 

7,000 
1,800 
6,000 
3,000 

6,500 
75 

17,800 

6,575 

24,375 
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.D!snmUTION. 
Re. 

Yard Switching 1,828 
Steam 1,828 
Electricity -1,828 
Water 1,828 
Retorts and Chemical House .- 3,656 
Furnace 4,815 
General Foundry 2,438 
Pipe Foundry 6,094 

Total 24,375 

CIVIL ENGINBEBING. 
Re. Re. 

Salaries 1,320 
Wages (Net) 180 
Miscellaneous - 1,200 

2,700 

Total 2,700 

DIsTBmUTIoN. 
Re. 

Yard Switching 203 
Steam 203 
Electricity 203 
Water 203 
Retorts and Chemical Plant 403 
Furnace 540 
General Foundry 270 
Pipe Foundry 675 

Total 9,700 

YARD SWITOHING. 
Re. Re. 

Salaries 1,320 
Wages 12,480 
Repairs 24,000 
Supplies 3,000 
Ooal, 600 tons at Re. 17 10,200 
Wood, 600 tons at Re. 7-8 4,500 

Indi,.ect .01w:rau: 
55,500 

Overhead Chargea 16,313 
Mechanical Engineerin~ 1,828 
Civil Engineerwg 203 
Water 150-- 18,494 

Total 73,994 
.. 

S'l'DJ.-DJ 20 



Steanr . 

Retorts' and Chemical Plant 
Futnace 
General Foundry 
Pipe' Foundry 
Wood Yard 

Salaries 
Wages' 
Repairs 
,~pplie8 

~ ... 

Bamboos, 20 tons per day at Rs. 7-8 a ton 
Inter-Ad;llstmrnts: 

1,200 tone of Retort Braize 
1,000 tons of Forest Braize 
720 tons f1f Sol. Tar . 
Furnace Gas 

Indirect Oharges: 
Overhead Charges 
Mechanical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Yard Switching 
Electricity 
Water 

. DISTRIBUTION. 

Electticity 
Watet 
Retarts and .Chemical Plant 
FuTiulce 

, . 

. Total 

Total 

Total 

RII. 
7,399 

11,099 
14,799 

.3,700 
22,198 
H,799 

73,994 

Rs. 
5,000 

12,000 
8,()()(J 
2,000 

12,000 
. 10,000 
10,800 

1,18,560 

16,313 
1,828 

203 
7,399 
1,800 
1,500 

lts. 
1,1I1,937 

6,096 
60,964 

.73,156 

2,62,153 

Rs. 

27,000 

54,750 

1,51,360 

29,043 

2,62,153 
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ELECTRICITY. 

Rs. Rs. 
Salaries 11,000 
Wages 9,000 
Repairs 5,000 
Supplies 

-' 4,000 

Indirect Ckarg~: 
29,000 

Overhead Charges 16,313 
Mechanical Engineering 1,828 
Civil Engineering 203 
Steam 1,21,927 
Water 23,500 

"1,63,771 

Total 1,92,771 

DISTRIBUTION. 

Rs. 
Overhead Charges 24,000 
Mechanical Engineering 6,500 
Steam' 1,800 
Water 83,655 
Retorts and Chemical, Plant 13,686 
Furnace 5,325 
Pipe Foundry 38,035 
General Foundry, 11,410 
Saw Benches 4,560 
Brick Kiln 3,800 

Total 1,92,771 

WA~. 
Rs. Rs. 

Salaries 3,500 
Wages 2,000 
Repairs 2,000 
Supplies 1,000 

8,500 

Indirect Charges: 
Overhead Charges 16,313 
Mechanical Engineering 1,828 
Civil Engineering 203 
Steam 6,096 
Electricity 83,655 

1,00,(>95 

Total 1,16,5t).:-

202 
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DISTBIBU1'ION. 

Overhead Charges , • 
Mechanical Engineering 
Yard Switching " 
Steam 
Electricity 
Retorts and Chemical Plant 
Furnaoe 
General Foundry 
Pipe Foundry 
Saw Benches 
Tramways 
Brick Kiln 

Total 

RETORTS AND CBEmCAL PLANT. 

RIltort,: 
Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
Rebottoming Fund 
Supplies • 

Raw Material&: 
Wood' 43,200 tons at Re. 6 
Ex. Fuel 10,800 'tons at Rs. 6 

Chemical Plant: 
Salaries 
Wages 

" 'Repairs 
Supplies 
Lime 500 tons at Rs. 30 a ton , 
Wood 500 tons at Rs. 6 • 

Rs. 
2,500 

75 
150 

1,350 
23,500 

'54,025 
23,790 

210 
9,785 

430 
430 
350 

1,16,595 

Rs. 

3,000 
9,200 
8,000 
9,600 
1,200 

2,59,200 
6£,800 

3,000 
9,000 
4,000 
4,000 

15,000 
3,000 

Total Direct Cost 

Inter-A.djustment. : 
720 tons of Sol. Tal' to Boilers 

Indirect Char"e': 
Overhead Charges • 
Mechanical Engineering 
Civil Engineering , 
Yard Switching 
Steam 
Electricity 
Water 

, I 

32,623 
3,656 

403 
11,099 
60,964 
13,686 
54,025 

Total 

Rs. 

31,000 

3,24,000 

38,000 

'3,93,000 

-10,080 , 

1,76,456 

5,59,876 



Less: Valuf! 0/ BlIs-prod1u:b: 
BOO tons of Acetate at B& 100 
Tar and Tar products • 

Alcohol and .Alcohol products 
1,200 tens of Br~ to Boilers 

Total Cost of Retort Charcoal 9,600 tons 

Salariee 
Wages 
Repail"S' 
Relining Fund 
Stores and Suppliee 

Baw Mat,rial,: 
(}re, and FlutJ:: 

FmufAoB. 

Kemmangandi Ore 34,200 tons at Re. 3-6 
Manganese Ore 350 tons at Re. 8 • 

Tanigebyle Ore 3,000 tons at Re. 3 
High Calcium Flux 1,000 tons at Re. 5 
Charcoal 12,650 tons at Re. 26 

lnfer-Adjmtmenta :. 

Retort Charcoal 9,600 tons 
Braize to Boilers 1,000 tons 
Braize to Pipe Foundry 1,450 tons 

Gas to Boilers 

Indirect (J'ho,rgu: . 
Overhead Chargee 
Mechanical Engineering 

Civil Engineering 
Yard Switching 

Steam 
Electricity 
Water 

PBODlJoflOIf. 

Total 

B& Rs. 

SO,OOO 
40,000, 
40,000 
12,000 

1,72,000 

3,87,376 

Re, per ton 40-35 

Re. Re. 
12,060 
40,000 
16,000 
24,000 

10,000 
1,02,060 

1,15,425 
2,800 
9,000 
5,000 

3,28,900. 
4,61,125 

5,63,185 

· 8,87,376 

· -10,000 
-14,500 

• -1,18,560 
2,44,316 

43,500 
4,875 

540 
14,799 
73,156 . 

5,325 
23,790 

1,65,985 

9,73,486 

2O,BOO tons of. Pig Iron produced at Re. (6,S. per ton. 



Sllilaries 
Wages 
Coke 500 tons at 
Other supplies 
Repairs 

Inter.Adjustments: 

Rs.27 

'. 
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GENER~ FOUNDRY. 

.' 
, . 

Rs. 
7,200 

60,000 
13,500 
15,000 
3,600 

1,600 tons of Pig Iron at Rs. 46'8 84,250 
Deduct adjustment on account of Plan repair and 

other departmental jobs -60,000 

Indirect Oharges: 
Overhead Charges 
Mechanical' Engi.neering 
Civil Engineering 
Yard Switching 
Electricity 
Water 

PRODUOTION. 

.. ... 21,750 

Total 

2,438 ' 
270 

3,700 
11,410 

210 

1,000 tons of Castings at Rs. 163'33 per ton. 

S~laries 
Wn,ges 
Rep&1'S 
Supplies 

PIPE FOUNDBY. 

Coke 2,800 tons at Rs. 27 
Straw 600 tons at Rs. 13-8 
Limestone 1,080 tons at Rs. 5 
Sand and Clay 

lnter-Adjustment! : 
9,500 tons of Pig Iron at lb;. 46'8 
1,450 tons of Braize 

Indirect Charges: 
Overhead Charges 
Mechanical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Yard Sw~ahing 
Electrioits 
Water 

PRODUOTION. 

Total 

Rs. 
20,000 

1,20,000 
60,000 
70,000 
75,600 
8,100 
5,400 
7,200 

4,44,635 
14,500 

54,375 
6,094 

675 
22,198 
38,035 

9,785 

8,000 tons of C~st Iron Pipes at Rs. 119'57 per ton~" 

Ra. 

99,300 

24,250 

39,778 

1,63,328 

Rs. 

3,66,300 

4,59,135 

1,31,162 

9,56,597 
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STATEMENT V. 
(Estimate 0/ Costs for a production of 14,000 tons 0/ SteeZ products. 

. . OVERHEAD CHARGES. . 



Yard Switching 
Steam 
Electricity 
Water 

390 

DIBTBmVTlON. 

Retorts and Chemical House 
Furnace 
General Foundry • 
Pipe Foundry 
Open-hearth and Rolling Mills 
Steel Castings, 

Total 

J4&cUANIOAL E.NGINEE1lING. 

Direct Charge&: 
Salaries • • 
Wages (Net) .- • ~ 

-Repairs • • • 
Supplies' . • • 

Indirect Oharge': 
Electricity • 
Water • · • 

DISTBmVTION. 

Yard SWitching 
Steam 
Electricit,. 
Water 

, . 
Retorts and Chemical Plant 
Furnace 
General Foundry • 
Pipe Foundry 
Open-hearth &Jld Rolling Mills 
Steel .Castings 

, 

. 
Total 

RH. 
l1,53r 
11,531 
11,531 
11,531 
11,531 
34,614 
14,422 
46,160 
66,342 
11,531 

• 2,30,760 

.. 

RH. 

7,000 
1,800 
6,000 
3,600 

3,260 
85 

RB. 
1,081 
1,081 
1,081 

'1,081 
1,081 
3,260 
1,358 
4,347 _ 
6,248 
1,087. 

Total 21,735 

Salaries 
Wages (Net) 

• Miscellaneous • 
• 

CIVIL ENGINDRING. 

Total 

Rs. 
1,320 

180 
1,200 

Ra. 

18,400 

3,335 

21,735 

2,700 

2,700 



Yard Switching 

Steam .'. 
Electricity 
Water 

DJS~BJBUTION. 

'. 

.. .-

Ba. 
133 
135 
135 
135 

Retorts and Chemical Plant 135 

Furnace 405 
General Foundry • 169 

Pipe Foundry 540 

Open-hearth and Rolling Mills 116 
. Steel Castings· i35 

Total. 2,700 

YARD S:WlTOHINO. 

Its. 
Salaries 0. 0. 0. '. 1,320 

Wages 20,280 

Repairs . . . . . .. . 30,000 

Supplies ·4,000 

Coal, 1,200 tons at .B.s. 11 20,400 

Wood, 60() tons at Rs. 1-8 4,500 

Indit"llJ;t Okat"gll': 
Overhead Charges .. • 11,531 
Mechanical EBgineering . 1,081 

Civil Engineering 135 

Water 110 

Total 

DJ8~RJBUTION. 
Its. 

Steam 9,343 

Retorts and Chemical Plant 9,343 

Furnace . . 14,014 

General Foundry -4,611 

Pipe Foundry . 18,686 

Open-hearth and Rolling Mills 18,686 

.Wood Yard i8,686 

Total 93,429 

Its. 

80,500 

12,929 

93,429 



S:mut, 

Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
Supplies 
Braize 

" " " " 

" 

Wood, 10 tons per day at Re. 6 
Bamb<ml!, 30 tons per day at Rs, 7-8 

Inter-Adjustments: 
1,200 t.on.s of Retort Braize 
1,000 tpbs of Forest Braize 
720 tOIlll of ,soluble Tar 
Furnace 'Gas 

Indirect Oharges: 
Overhead Charges 
Mechanical :Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Yard Switching 
Electricity . 
Water " 

" 

DISTRIBUTION, 

Electricity 
Wa.UlI' 
Retorls and Chemical House 
furnace 

ELECTRIOITY, 

Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
Supplies " 

Indirect Oharges: ' 
Overhead Charges 
MechaXlioo1 Engineering 
Civil EJtgineering 
Steam . 

Water 

" 

" , 

" 

fotal ~ 

Total, 

rotal 

Re, Re, 

6,000 
12,000 
W,OOO 
2,000 

18,400 
48,400 

21,900 
82,125 

1,04,025 
l 

12,000 
10,000 
10,800 

1,36,800 
1,69,600 

11,537 
1,087 

135 
9,343-
1,650 ' 
2,050 

25,802 

ji,47,827 

B.S, 
2,11,907 

5,353 
56,722 
73,845 

3,41,827 

Re, Re, 

12,000 
10,000 
6,000 
4,000 

32,000 

11,631 
l,nsr 

135 
2,11,907 

50,000 
2,74,666 

3,06,666 



393 

DISTRIBUTioN. 

OV8l"head Chal"ges 
Mechanical Engineering 
Steam ' 

WateI: 
Retorls and Chemical Plant 
Furnace 
Pipe Foundry 
Genel"al Foundry 
Saw Benches 
Bdek Kiln 
Open-hearth and Rolling Mills. 
Steel. Castings 

Salaries 
Wages 
ReJlairs 
Supplies 

lnilirect Olla/,ges: 
Overhead. Charges 
Mech_ieal Engineering 
Civil EDgineel"ing 
Steam '. 
Electricity 

" 

• 
'fotal 

,\ Total 

DISTnmUTION. 

OV!ll"head Charges 
Mechanical Engineering 
Yud Swiiching 
Steam 
Electricity-
Retorts and (JJlemical Plant.. 
FUl"nace 
General Foundry 
Pipe Foundry 
Saw Benches 
Tr.,;nways 
B~wk Kiln 
Open~hearth and Rolling Mills 
Steel' Castings, 

Total' 

. 
Rs. 
18,000 

3,251!l 
1,650 

98,700 
3,948 
4,935 

29,610 
8,aSS 
4,935 
2,468 

1,24,365 
5,922 

3,06,666 
---

,RJ\. Rs. 
4,500 
~.400 
2,400 
1,l!Q0 

-'-- 10,500 

1i,637 
'1,087 

136 
5,353 

98,100 
1,l£,8~'2 
---
1,27,312 

B.s. 
2.750 
'85 
170 

2,050 
50,000 
39,100 
17,205 

16G 
7,072 

320 
320 
25$ 

1,745 
80 

1.21.3J2,. 



39.~ 

RETORTS AND CmlmoAL PLANT. 

Betorb: 
Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
Rebottoming Fund 
Supplies 

Raw Materials: 
W~ 43,200 tona at Rs. 6 
Extraneous fuel, 10,800 tons 

Oliemical Plant: . 
Salaries 
"Tages 
Repairs 
Supplies 
Lime, 600 tons at Rs. 30 
Wood, 500 tona at Rs. 6 

1nter-Adiuatments ~ 
720 tons of Sol.' Tar to Boilers 

Indirect Oliargel: . 
Overhead. Charges • 
Mechanical Eng\neering 
Civil Engineering • 
Yard Switching. 
Steam 
Electrioity 
Water • 

LeBS: Value 01 B'IIs-productll 
800 tons of Acetate at Rs. 100 
Tar and Tar prOductS 
Alcohol and AlcOhol products 
1,200 tona of Braize to Boile1'l! 

Net Coat of Retort Charcoal 9,600 ton. • 

Coat per .ton Retort Charcoal Rs. 34.67 

Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
Relining Fund 
Stores, and Supplies 

F17lI.NAOB. 

. 

Ra. 

3,000 
9,200 
8,000 
9,600 
1,200 

2,59,200 
(f;I,800 

3,000 
9,000 
4,000 
4,000 

15,000 
3,000 

11,537 
.1,087 

135 
9,343 

56,722 
3,948 

39,100 

80,000 
40,000 
40,000 
12,000 

Ra. 
12,060 
40,000 
16,000 
24,000 
10,000 

:Ba. 

31,000 

3,24,000 

38,000 

'-10,080 

'1,21,872 

5,0.,792 

1,72,000 

3,32,792 

Re. 

1,02,060 



Rs, RIi, 
Baw Material6: 

Kemmangandi Ore 38,400 tonk ~t Rs. ~ 
Manganese Ore 450 toD8 atRs. 8 
Tanigebyle Ore 3,840 tons at Rs. 3 
High Calcium lux -1,300 tolis at' Rs. 5 
Charcoal 15,650 tons at Rs. 26 

IntllT-Adjwtments : 
Retort Cbarcoal 9,600 tons. " 
Braize to Boilers 1,000 tons 
Braize to Pipe Foundry 1,450 tons 
Gas to Boilers 

Indirect Oharge,: 
Overhead Charges 
Mechanical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Yard Switching 
Steapl 
Electricity 
:W~ter 

.' 

PRODUCTION. 

. 

Total 

1;29,600 
. 3,600 
11,520 
6,500 

4,06,900 ---
3,32,792 
-10,000 , 
-14,500 

-1,36,800 

34,614 
3,260 

405 
14,014 
73,845 
4,935 

17,205 

24,000 tons of Pig Iron produced at Rs. 40.83 per 'on. 

Salaries 
Wag~ 
Coke 500 tons at Rs. 27 
Other supplies 
Repairs 

Inter-Adiulfmentl : 

-GBNJIBAL FOUNDRY, 
Rs. 
7,200 

60,000 
13,500 
15,000 
3,600 

1.800 tons of Pig Iron at Rs. 40.83 73,495 
D/ldout adjustment. on account of Plant repair and 

other departmental jobs 60,000 

Indirect Oharge,: 
Overhead Charges 
Mechanical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Yard Switching 
Electricity 
Water 

'-

Total 
PRODUCTION, 

--
14,422 

1,358 
169 

4,6n 
8,883 

160 

1,000 tclns of C.stings a~ :Ra. UU6 per ton. 

5,58,::'20 

1,71,492 

1,48,27.8 
---
9,79,950 

Rs. 

99,300 

13,495 

29,663 

1,42,458 



PIPE FOVND~Y .. 

Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
Supplies -
Coke 2,800 tons at lts. 27 
Straw 600 tons at Re. 13-8 
Limestone 1,080 tons at Rs. 5 
Sand and Clay 
Scrap 3,,000 tons at Rs.27 

1 nter-Adjusfm,1t,ta j 
6,500 tons of Pig Iron 
1,450 tons of Braize 

In,direct Oharges: 
Overhead Oharges 
Mechanical ltngineering
Civil Engin~eJ.'ing 
Yard Switchip.g 
Electricity 
Water 

'. 

'. 

... 

PRODUCTION. 

'. 

Total 

Rs. ItS. 
20,000 

1,20,000 
60,000 
70,000 
75,600 

8,100 
5,400 
7,200 

81,000 
4,47,300 

2,65,400 
14,500 

2,79,000 

46,150 
4,347 

540 
18,686 
29,610 

7,072 
1,06,405 

8,33,605 

8,000 tons of Cast Iron Pipes at Re. 104.20 per ton . 

Salaries and" \v ages 

Repairs 

Supplies 
Moulds and Tools 
Fuel, Coal and Wood 

Refractories 

Spar 

. STEEL PLANT. 

Limestone 3,200 tons at Rs. 5 
Kemmangandi Ore 1,260 tons at Rs. 3-6 

Manganese Ore 480 tons at Rs. 8 

Steel Scrap· 6,500 'tons at Rs. 27 

Additions 145 tons at Rs. 250 

- Misc4l11aneous (Rolls, etc.) 

'''fer-Adjustments : 
9,700 tons of Pig Iron at Rs. to.83 

Rs. Rs. 
1,16,800 

42,500 

30,000 \ . 
10,500 .. 

1,45,600- \ 

88,500 

2,520 
16,000 

4,253 

3,840 

1,48,500 
36,250 

27,500 
6,72,763 

3,96,060 



391,,. 

. ~ 
Indired Charges: 

Overhead Cbsl'ges .-
Mechanical Engin~ring 
Civil Engineering 
Yard Switching 
Electricity 
WateI: 

Total 

-PRODUCTioN. 

14,000 WJlll of Ste~l b~rs, ~eams, an~les, etc., at Rs. 

STEEL CASTINGS. 

Salaries 
Supplies .... 
Steel Scrap 350 tons at Rs. 27 

lndirect Clia1'ge&: 
Overhead Chllrges . 
Mechanical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Eleetticity • 
Water 

PRODUcri:ON. 

.. 

Tqtal 

Ra • RI!. 

66,342 
6,248 

776 
18,686 

1,.24,365 
7,74D 

2,24,162 

12,92,985 

92.35 per tOIl. 

Rs. Rs. 
6,000 

.20,400 
9,450 
~ 35,850 

'11,53?' 
1,087 

135 
5,922 

80 
18,761 

---
54,611 

---
300 tona of Steel Castings and: Spe~ial Bars at Ri;. 182.04.pet ton. 

STATEMENT VI. 
Estimate 0/ CosU /or a productiM 0/ 20IJOO fons of Stee' Products. 

Administration: 
Salaries 
Board Charges 
Audit Charges 
Guests' Charges 

ltIaMgement: 
Salaries . . 
Watch and Ward. . 
Tata Iron' and Steel Co. 
Library . 
Leave FUrid .. 
Postage and Telegrams .' 
Travellinl!: Expenses 
Consultation Fees. . 
StationeJY and Printing 
Accident Fund 
Insurance Fund 
Petty RepAI!'1I 
. Yi,s('ellaneou8 

" 

Ov'ERHgAD CHARGES. 

.' 

Rs. Rs. 

600 
1,200 
7,200 
1,800 

.10,800 

35,000 
8,ood 
7,200 
1,800 

.25,000 
2,400 
2,400 
7,200 
5,000 
1,800 

-16,600 
1,200 
3,600 

1,17,200 



HospUQZ: 
Salaries 
Supplies 

Laboratory: 
Salaries 
Supplies 
Repairs 

Town.: 
Salaries and 
Supplies 
Repairs 

Wages 

Stores and Purchases 
Shipping t (half) cqst 
Accounts 

I~rect ~rge,: 

Electricity 
Water 

.398 

Total 

DIBTBIBUTIOK. 

Yard Switching 
Steam 
Electricity 
Water 
Retorts and Ch!lmical House 
Furnace 
General Foundry • 
Pipe Foundry 
Open-hearth and Rolling Mills • 
Steel Castings 

Total 

MBoJlA~OAL ENGINEBBIKG. 

Direct Chargs,: 
Salaries 
Wages (Net) 
Repairs 
Supplies • 

Indired ~rge,: 
Electricity 

. Water 

Total 

Rs. 

11,000 
4,000 

13,000 
6,000 

500 

8,000 
1,500 
8,000 

1,500 
2,500 

'20,000 

18,000 
2,150 

RB. 
11,531 
11,531 
11,53'1 _ 
11,531 
11,53'1 
34,614 
14,422 
46,150 
66,342 
11,531 

2,30,150 

RB. 

1,000 
1,800 
6,000 
3,600 

3,250 
85 

Rs. 

15,000 

19,500 

11,500 

30,000 

20,150 

2,30,150 

RB. 

18,400 

3,335 

21,735 



Yard Switehing 
Steam 
Electricity 
Water 

399 

DISTBDlUTlON. 

Retorts and Chemical Plant 
Furnace 
General Foundry • 
Pipe Foundry 
Open-hearth and Rolling Mills 
Steel Castings 

Total 

CIvn. ENGINEElUNG. 

Salaries 
Wages (Net) 
MiscelIaneo1l8 

Yard Switching 
Steam 
Electricity 
Water 

DISTBDlUTlON. 

Retorts and Chemical Plant 
Furnaee 
General Foundry . 
Pipe Foundry 
Open-hearth and Rolling Mills 
Steel Castings 

Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
Supplies 
Coal 1,200 tona at Rs. 17-0-0 . 
Wood 600 tons at Rs. 7,8.(). 

lndireet Charges: 
Overhead Charges 
Mechanical Engineering 
Civil Engin(l!lring 
Water 

STEEIr-m 

Total 

Total 

Total 

Rs. 
1,087 
1,087 
1,087 
1,087 
1,087 
3,260 
1,358 
4,347 
6,248 
1,087 

21,735 

-Rs. 
1,320 

180 
1,200 

Rs. 
135 
135 
135 • 
l35 
135 
405 
169 
540 
776 
135 

2,700 

Rs. 
1,320 

20,280 
30,000 
4,000 

20,400 
4,500 

11,537 
1.087 

135 
!70 

Rs. 

2,700 

2,700 

Us. 

SO,5oo 

12,929-

93,429 

2» 
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DISTRmUTION. 

Steam 
Retorts and Chemical Plant . 
Furnace 
General Foundry 
Pipe Foundry 
Open-hearth and Rolling Mills 
Wood Yard 

Total 

STEAK. 
Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
·Supplies 
Braize 

Wood 10 tons per day at Rs. 6-0 . 
Bau::boos 30 tons per day at Re. 7-8 

Inter-Adjustments; 
1,200.tons of Retort Braize 
1,000 .. Forest .. 

720 .. Soluble Tar 
Furnace Gas 

Indirect Charge,; 
Overhead Charges 
:Mechanical Engineering . 
Civil Engineering 
Yard Switching 
Electricity 
Water 

Total 

DrsrnmUTION. 

(32,500 lbs. of steam per bour.) 

Electricity 
Water 
Retorts and Ohemical Plant . 
Furnace 

Total 

RB. 
9,343 
9,343 

14,014 
4,671 

18,686 
18,686 
18,686 

93,429 

Rs. 

6,000 
12,000 
10,000 
2,000 

10,000 

21,900 
82,125 . 

12,000 
10,000 
10,800 

1,45,200 

11,537 
1,087 _ 

135 
9,343 
1,650 
2,050 

RB. 
2,11,907 

5,353 
56,722 
73,845 

3,47,827 

Rs. 

40,000 

. 1,04,025 

1,78,000 

25,802 

3,47,827 
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ELECTRICITY. 
Rs. Ri!. 

Salaries 12,000 
Wages 10,000 
Repairs 6,000 
Supplies 4,000 

Indirect Oharges: 
32,000 

Overhead Charges 11,537 
Mechanical Engineering 1,087 
Oivil Engineering 135 
Steam 2,11,907 
Water 50,000 

'--- 2,74,666 

Total 3,06,666 
'. ---

K.W.Hrs. in 
DISTRml/TIoN. 

thousands 
per month. Ra. 

35·0 Overhead Charges 18,000 
8·5 Mechanical Engineering 3,250 
4·5 Steam 1,650 

200·0 Water 9'1,700 
8·0 Retorts and Chemical Plant 3,948 

10,0 Furnace 4,935 
60·0 Pipe Foundry . 29,610 
18·0 General Foundry 8,883 
10·0 Saw Benches 4,935 

5'0 Brick Kiln 2,468 
252'0 Open-hearth and, Rolling Mills 1,24,365 
12'0 Steel Ca.~tings . 5,922 

623·0 Total 3,06,666 

WATER. 
Re. Rs. 

Salaries 4,500 
Wages 2,400 
Repairs 2,400 
Supplies 1,200 

10,500 
Indirect Oharges: 

Overhead Charges 11,537 
Mechanical Engineering 1,087 
Civil Engineering 135, 
Steam 5,353 
ElectJlicity 98,700 

1,16,812 

Total 1,27,312 

2D2 
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DISTRmUTJON. 
Gals. in 

thousands 
per day. '. 
164.0 Overhead' Qharges 

5.0 Mechanical Engineering 
10.0 YardSwitching 

120.0 Steam 
3500.0 Electricity 
2500.0 Retorts and Chemical Plant 
1100.0 Furnace 

10.0 General Foundry 
425.0 Pipe Foundry 
20.0' Saw Benches 
20.0 Tramways . 
16.0 Brick Kiln 

495.0 Open-hearth and Rolling Mills 
5.0 Steel Castings 

8417.0 

" 

Total 

RBTORTS AND CHBMICAL PLANT. 

Retorts: 
Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
Rebottoming Fund 
Supplies 

Raw Materials: 
:Wood 43,200 tons at Rs. 6 
Ex. Fuel 10,800 tons at Rs. 6 

Ch.emicaZ Plant:· 
Salaries 
Wage~ 

Repairs 
Supplies 
Lime 500 tons at Rs. 30 a ton 
Wood 50a tons at Rs. 6 a ton 

Inter-Adjustments: 
720 tons of Soluble Tar to Boilers . 

Indirect Charges: 
Overhead Charges 
Mechanical Engineering 
Oivil Engineering 
Yard Switching 
Steam 
Electricity 
Water 

RB. 

2,750 
85 

170 
2.050 

50,000 
39,100 
17,205 

160 
7,072 

320 
320 
255 

7,745 
80 

1,27,312 

Ra. 
3,000 
9,200 
8,000 
9,600 
1,200 

2,59,200 
64,800 

3,000 
9,000 
4,000 
4,000 

15,000 
3,000 

11,537 
1,087 

135 
9,343 

56,722 
3,948 

39,100 

Rs. 

31,000 

3,24,000 

38,000 

-10,080 

1,21,872 

5,04,792 



n 
tess: Value 01 Bye-products: 

800 tons of Acetate at Rs. 100 
Tar and Tar Products. . 
Alcohol and Alcohol Products 
1,200 tons of Braize to Boilers 

403 

Its. 

80,000 
40,000 
40,000 
12,000 

Net Cost of Retort. Charcoa~ 9,600 tons at Rs. 34.67 per ton. 
• RETORTS AND OHElIUOAL PJ,ANT. 

(ManUfacturing Aceti~ Acid instead of Lime Acetate.) 
Ra. 
3,000 
9,200 
8,000 
9,600 
1,200 

Betorts: 
Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs . 
Rebottoming 
Supplies 

.&W Materials: 

Fund 

Wood 43,200 tons at Rs. 6 
Ex. Fuel 10,800 tons at Rs. 6 

Chemical Plant:' 
Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
Supplies . Jo. ..' 

Extracting and Oxidising Agents 
Wood 500 tons a,t Rs. 6 a ton 

lnte'r-Adiustments: 
720 tons of Soluble Tar to Boilers . 

Indirect' Charges: 
Overhead Charges . 
Mechanical Engineering 
Civil Engineernig 
Yard Switching 
Steam 
Electricity 
Water 

Less: Value 01 Bye-prod'lU)t&: 
375 tons Acetic Acid at Rs. 350 
Tar and Tar Products. . 
Alcohol and Alcohol Products 
1,200 tons of Braize to Boilers 

Net cost of Retort 

Total 

Charcoal 9,600 tons=Rs. 2,48,542=Rs, 25.90 
Add interest and depreciation 

on new Capital 2,25 Lakhs at 
121 per cent. per annum=Rs. 28,125 or'Rs. 2.93 

2,59,200 
64,800 

---

3,000 
9,000 
4,000 
4,000 

10,000 
3,000 

11,537 
1,087 

135 
9,343 

48,722 
2,948 

20,100 

1,31,250 
40,000 
40,000 
12,000 

per ,ton. 

its. 

1,72,000 
3,32,792 

Ra. 

31,000 

3,24,000 

33,000 

-10,080 

93,872 

4,71,792 

2,23,250 

2,48,542 

Rs. 28.83 per ton charcoal. 



Salal'ies 

Wages 

Repair •. 
Relining Fund 

Supplies 

Raw materials: 
Kemmangandi 

404 

FUXNANCB. 

Ore 44,800 Tons at Rs. 3-6 
Manganese 

Ore 520 
" 

at Rs. 8-0 
Tanigebyle 

Ore 4,480 
" 

at B.a. 3-0 
High Calcium 

Flux 1,500 
" 

at Rs. 5-0 
Charcoal 

Extraneuus 18,250 
" 

at Rs. 26-0 

Total Direct Cost 

lnter-Adju.stmen.ts: 
Retort Charcoal 9,600 tons 
Braize to Boilers 1,000 

" Pipe Foundry 2,450 
Gas to Boilers 

Indirect Charges: 
Ov(>rhead Oha.rg(>s 
Mechanical Engineerillg 
Civil Engillet'rillg 
Yard Switching 
Steam 
Electricity 
Water 

PRODUCTION. 

Total 

Rs. 
12,060 

40,000 
16,000 

28,000 

10,000 

1,51,200 

4,160 

13,440 

7,50~ 

4,74,500 
----

3,32,792 
--10,000 
-24,500 

. -1,45,200 

34,614 
3,260 

405 
14,014 
73,845 
4,935 

17,205 

28,000 tons of Pig Iron produced atRs. 37.8 per ton. 

Salaries 
Wages 
Coke 500 tons at Rs. 27 
Other supplies 
Repairs 

GENERAL FOUNDRY. 

Rs. 
7,200 

60,000 
13,5QO 
15,000 

3,600 

Rs. 

1,06,q60 

6,50,800 

7,56,860 

1,53,092 

1,45,278 

10,58,230 

99,300 



405 

In-ter-Adjustments: 
1,800 tons of Pig Iron at Rs. 37.8 
Deduct: Adjustments on account" of Plant repair and 

other departmental jobs, etc. 

Indirect Oharges: 
Overhead Charges . 
Mechanical Engineering 

Civil Engineering 
Yard Switching 

Electricity 

Water 

Total 

, ~ODUCTION. 

1,000 tons of castings produced at Rs. 137.00 per ton. 

Salaries 
Wages 
Repairs 
Supplies including Wood 

Coke 2,800 tons at Rs. 27 

Straw 600 tons 
Sand and Clay 

PIPE FOUNDRY. 

Limestone 1,080 tons at Rs. 5 
Steel Scrap 3,000 tons at Rs. 27 

Inter-Adjustments,: 
6,500 tons of Pig Iron at Rs. 37,8 . 
2,450 tons of Braize from Furnace 

Indirect Oharges: 
Overhead Charges 
M:chanical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 

Yard Switching 

Electricity 

Water 

PRODUCTION. 

Total 

Re. 

68,040 

60,000 

14,422 
1,358 

169 
4,671 
8,883 

160 

Ra. 
20,000 

1,20,000 
60,000 

60,000 
75,600 

8,100 
7,200 
5,400 

81,000 

2,45,700 
24,500 

46,150 
4,347 

f140 
18,686 
29,610 
7,072 

Re. 

8,040 

29,663 

1,37,003 

Ra. 

4,37,300 

2,70,200 

1,06,405 

8,13,905 

8,000 tons or Cast Iron Pipes produced at Rs_I0l.74 per ton. 
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STEEL PLANT. 

Salaries and Wages 
Repairs, • 
Supplies ',. 
Moulds and, Stools 
Fuel (coal and wood) 
Refractories 
Spar 
Limestone 4,440 ~ons at Rs. 5 
Kemmangandi Ore 1,800 tons at Rs. 
Manganese Ore 660 tons at Rs. 8 . 
Steel Scrap, 8,036 tons at Rs. 27 . 
Additions 204 tons at Rs. 250 

3-6 

Miscellaneous (Rolls, etc.) . . . 
Total Direct Cost 

Inter-Adjustments: 
13,700 tons of Pig Iron at Rs. 37.8 

I ndiTect. Charges: 
Overhead Cha;rges 
Mechanical Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Yard Switching 
Electricity 
Water 

Total 

PRODUCTION. 

RB. RB. 
1,64,500 

60,000 
42,000 
15,000 

2,08,800 
1,26,000 

3,600 
22,200 
6,075 
5,280 

2,16,972 
51,000 
40,000 

9,61,427 

5,17,860 
5,17,860 

66,342 
6,248 

776 
18,686 

1,24,365 
7,745 

.2,24,162 

17,03,449 

20,000 tons of steol bars, angles, etc., pI'oduced at Us. 85.17 per tOll. 

Salaries and Wages 
Supplies, etc. . 

STEEL OASTINGS. 

Steel Scrap 350 tons at Rs.27 

Indirect Charges: 
Overhead Charges 
MeC'hanical Engineering 
Civil Engineering .' 
Electricity 
Water 

.' 

" 

Total 

PRODUOTION. 

Ra. Ra. 
6,000 

20,400 
9,4fjO 

.35,850 

11,537 
1,087 

135 
5,922 

80 
18,761 

54,611 

300 tons of Steel Oastings and Special Bars at Rs. 182.04 per ton. 
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STATEMENT vn. 
Abstract of Cost Sheets. 

ExpendituTe. 

1. Overhead and general charges 

2. Auxiliary Departments 

(a) Furnace Gas 

(b) Other Fuel 

3. Reborts and Chemical Plant 

Without steel. 
Manufacture 

of pig iron 
only 20,800 

tons. 
Rs.lakhs 

1.91 

1-42 

1.19 

0.55 

3.93 

4. Blast Furnace direct charges including 
Relining Fund 

Ores and Flux 

Ex. Charcol 

Deduct for Furnace Gas to Boilers 

5. General Foundry (1,000 tons) 

6. Pipes C.I. (8,000 bons) 

Steel Plant Charges 

Steel Castings 

Total Expenditure 

Depreciatiol1 4 per cent. 

Interest on working Capital 20 lakhs . 

Receipta. 
6,000 tons pig iron at Rs. 57 

3,500 25 

Total 

General Castings 1,000 tons at Rs. 204 

C.I. Pipes 8,000 tons at Ra. 151 

Steel Bars at Ra. 130 • 

Special Steels and Castings at Rs. 266 per 
ton • 

Total Receipts 

Net Surplus or Defioit 

h02 

1.32 

3.29 

-1.19 

0.39 

3.66 

17.49 

5.20 

0.80 

3.42 

0.88 

2.04 

12.08 

18.42 

....,.5.07 

With 
14,000 

tons steel 
products. 

Rs.lakhs. 

2.10 

1.75 

1.37 

1.22 

3.93 

1.02 

1.5J 

4.07 

--: 1.37 

0.39 

4.47 

6'73 

0'36 

, 27.55 

6.00 

0'80 

34.35 

3.42 

2.04 

12.08 

18.20 

0.80 

36.54 

2.19 

Witlt 20,000 
tons steel 
produots. 

Rs.lakhs. 

2.10 

1.75 

1.45 

1.14 

3.93 

1.06 

1.76 

4.75 

-1.45 

0.39 

4.37 

9.61 

0.36 

31.22 

6.00 

0.80 

38.02 

3,4,2 

2.04 

12.08 

26.00 

0.80 

44.34 

6.32 

-
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STA'l'EMENT VIII. 
StatfllltCnt shoW'ing Average Rates of Wages being paid in the severaZ 

Departments of Works. 

Department. 

Locos (Yard) . 
Blast Furnace 
Machine Shop 
Electric and Water Supply 
Ohemical Plaut 
Pipe Foundry 
Retorts 
Boiler House 
General Foundry 
Oivil Engineering 
l\1ines 
Tramways 
Firebrick 
Charcoal Oamps 
Wood Yard 

Average wages 
per man per day. 

Rs. A. P. 

120 
100 
100 
100 
o 13 6 
013 6 

·013 0 
012 0 
012 0 
011 0 
011 0 
011 0 

o 8 0, Unskilled o 9 61 
labour. 

070 

(2) Letter No. },75, dnted the 14t1t October, 1933, from the Secretary, Tariff 
Board, to tlte Mysore Iron Works. 

With reference to your representation forwarded with your letter. 
No. B-751, dated the 20th September, 1933, I am directed to ask you to 
be all good as to supply the following information, viz.:-

The total ca.pital expenditure on housing, electricity (for employees), 
water supply, roads, drainage, hospitals, schools and similar municipal 
~eI'vices and other amenities: the annual gross expenditure thereon and the 
net expenditure after deducting any rents, fees and rates recovered; and 
the method by which this is allocated to the va;rious works costs. 

(3) Letter No. 632, aated the 10th November, 1933, from the MysO'I"e Iron 
Wor/.s. 

With reference to your No. 475, dated the 14th October, 1933, we beg to 
note below the particulars asked for therein:-

(1) Capital expenditure on Residential Buildings, Water 
Supply, Drainage, Roads, Hospitals, Schools, etc. . 

Bungalows and Cottages 
Electric installation of residential buildings 
Water supply and drainage 
Roads 
Hospitals 
School building 
Club 

(2) Average gross revenue expenditure during the three 
years ended June, 1933 

(3) Rent, etc., realized during the three years ended 
June, 1933 

, Rs. Rs. 

5,82,021 
3,90,353 

23,629 
1,35,760 

18,711 
3,783 
6,298 
3,487 

38,480 
per anilum. 

17,38\) 
per annum 

average. 
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In our cost sheets the Gross Revenue Expenditure incurred on toWIl, 
hospitals, etc., is included under "General .Il;xpenses account" the total 
amount of which ia distributed to the various units in the following 
Pl'opoI,tiona :-

Per cent. 

1. Yard switching 5 

2. Boilers 5 

3. Electric Powe,r ,5 

4. Water 5 

5. Retorts 5 

6. Chemical Plant 5 

7. General Foundry 10 

8. BlJlSt Furnace 30 

9. Pipe Foundry 30 

Total 100 

--
Rents on Buildings, etc., realized being small they aretrMted as 

miscellaneous receipts and closed to the profit and loss account direct once a 
year. 

We need hardly mention that the welfare of the labour employed on the 
:Works as well as in the Forests and Mines has been constantly engaging 
the attention of the Board of Management. We have in Bhadravati two 
Hospitals well stocked with medicines with a few beds to take care of emergent 
accident cases. One of the Hospitals has a full complement of X-Ray 
Apparatus and the other is located in the Town for the convenience of women 
and children of the employees. A Lady,Medical Officer from Shimoga visits 
Bhadravati every week and renders medical aid to women. In addition, the 
doctors are sent out frequently to the Mines and Forest Camps. A Primary 
School, a Co-operative Society including a Bank and a Club with extensive 
play grounds have also been provided. The Co-operative Society sends 
provisions to the labour engaged in making charcoal in Camps. Employees 
have been encouraged to build their own huts for which materials have 
been issued at cost, price which is recovered in easy instalments from theil' 
wages. 

If any more particulars are required we shall be glad to furnish them 
on hearing from you. 

(4) Letter No. G.-562, datea the 26th October, 1933, from the Mysore Iro'n 
Works. 

Adverting to the discussions at Bhadravati, I an't sending six blue prints. 
showing the area of the favourable territory for the Mysore Iron Works 
Products and six copies of the Mysore Engineers' Association Bulletin* 
containing papers describing the several units of the works. The maps 
contain more particulars than the printed one in our representation'~ 

I also enclose six copies of a sheet which gives the analyses of the prin-
cipal ores used'on the Bhadravati works. , 

• Not printed. 
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Enclosure, 

Analyses oj pl'incipal ores and flua; used at the Mysore Iron Works, 
Bhadra'IJati, 

- Kemmangandi Siliceous Manganese Limestone, Ore, Ore, Ore, 

Loss · · · 7'57 • " , .. 41'50 

SiO. · · 2'00 55 to 65 2'10 4'36 

AlaO• · · 4'00 " 11'47 1'20 

Fe, · · · 60'00 24 to 31 17'50 -
Mn, · · · 0'10 .. 34'50 0'62 

P. · , · 0'045 .. -, .. 
S, · · · · · 0'040 .. .. .. 
CaO. · · .. .. . .. 50'56 

MgO · · .. .. .. 1'47 

Alkalies · · · ,. .. .. .. 

(5) Letter No, 654, dated the 14th NO'IJembel', 19;]3, I'/'(~m' the Mysol'e Iron 
Works, 

As desired by the President, Tariff Board, when the Board was here 
last month, we beg to forward herewith six copies of the statement showing 
the manufacturing cost of pig iron duri;ng the three years 1930-31, 1931-32 
and 1932-33, Six copies of the Trading, Prufit and Loss Statement and 
Balance Sheet for the same period are also enclosed, We request that tho 
receipt of the copies may be v.cknowledged, . 



Enclosures. No. l.-,Slatemenl showing (he manufacturing cost oJ.pig iron during (he (hree years 1930 •. 31, 1931.32 and 1932·33 compared witk tke estimate 
given in our representation to tke Tariff Board. 

GroBs production of pig ~on •. 

. 
Ores and flux 

Carboniziug wood . I 

Ex, fuel (wood, bamboos, eto.) 

Forest oharcoal • . 
Transport • , . 
Fuel and coal for Looomotives 

Lime 

Salaries and wages 

epairs and renewals 

tores and supplieR 

E 

S 

:M iscellaneous 

looliol Eefinery A 

T ar rla~t 

. 
, 

, 

11130-31 
Tons 19,681. 

Bs. 

69,007 

3,88,846 

1,40,454 

58,989 

1,90,175 

28,900 

28,764 

3,32,5~6 
(el 

1,70,395 , 
(d) 

1,IS,198 
{.fl 
55,210 
-~ 15,26,484 

5,491 

12,179 

15,44,154 

1931-32 
Tons 15,146. 

Cost 
p'er EB. 
ton. 

(4) 
S'51 86.938 

17'21 65.922 

7'13 98,545 

3'00 3,62,565 

9'66 1,37,058 

• l'47 .. .15,312 

1'46 7,566 

16'89 2,53,686 

8'66 93,976 

5'75 45,641 

2'81 39,78ft, ---- 12,06,995 

0'28 1,195 

0'61 5,023 
-'--

78'" 12,13,213 

i932-33 
Tons 11.762. Estimate for tous 20,800 

pig irou given in our 

Cost 
representation to 

Cost the Tariff 
per EB. per Board. 

ton. ton .• 

-
(6) 

5'74 49,053 4'17 79,220 S'81 

4'S5 1,26,840 10'78 1,99,SuO 9'60. 

6'51 99,039 8'42 940,e62 4'55 

23'95 1,90,567 16'20 3,11,507 14'97 

9'05 1,54,354 13'12 1,54,686 NS 

1'00 16,233 1'38 14;700 0'71 

0'50 9,984 0'85 15,000 0'72 

16'75 2,35.895 20'06 2,64,660 12'72 

6'20 1,08,575 9'23 1,14,600 5'51 
(e) 

3'01 47,817 4'07 40,000 1'9~ 

2'(;3 40,810 2'34 47,460 2'30 
--- 10,79,167 --- 13,36,295 

0'97 2;291 0'18 2,700 0'13 

0'34' 3,8111 0'31 4,300 0'21 - ------ ------
80'10 10,85,073 91'11 13,43,295 64'58 



. 
1930-31 19.11{12 1932-33 I 

Tons 19,681. Tons 15,146. Tons 11,762, Estimate for tons 20,800 
pig iron given in our 

Gross prodnction of pig iron. 
Cost Cost 

representation to 
Cost the Tariff 

Rs, per Rs, 
fo~. Rs. per Board, 

ton, , 
ton. 

Pipe Foundry, , 
Igl (kl 

Salaries a.nd wa.ges . . 1,42,511 7'24 1,53,777 10'15 1,53,332 1S'O, 1,40,000 G.'7J 

Sand, plumbago, stores, etc, 98,713 5'02 ,88,470 5'84 
Ik) (/1 

71,138 G'1I6 90,700 436 

Coke , . , , , 92,224 4'68 89,235 5'89 82.057 6'97 75,600 3·63 

Repa.ir& and renewals. , · 69,233 3'52 50,622 3'34 54,374 4'62 60,000 2'89 
4,02,681 --- 3,82,104 ----- 3,60,901 3.66,300 

(m) (n) 
General Fonndry , , 43.153 2'19 1,22,059 8'05 1,08,934 9'26 99,300 4'77 ------- ------ ------ -
Total expenditure , · 19,89,988 101'09 17,17,376 113'37 15,54,908 131'06 18,08,895 86'96 

(0) (pl 
Miscellaneons credits , · 98,,171 ,'96 1,6,,672 10'80 1,64,330 13'90 84,369 ' 405 ------ -------
Net expenditure , · 18,91,917 96·13 15,52,704 102'57 13,90,578 ltn6 17,24,526 82'91 

Credits on acconnt of bye- 12,77,251 65'84 12,14,'06 SO'IS 11,60,709 115'67 12,4(1,000 59'61 
products as per accompanying 
sheet, ------ ------- ---- ------

Balance· 6,14,666 3,38,298 2,29,869 4,ti4,526 

Net output of pig iron Ta, (1,521 72'13 3,108 108'84 573 401'17 9,700 49'95 , 
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Notes for lIariatioM. 

(a) tt (b) As explained in. statement 1 the quantities mined during these 
two years were only 3,408 tons and 1,908 tons respectively as against 30,000 
tons average per annum. Further the rope on the ropeway was renewed 
in 1930-31 at a net cost of Rs. 17,771-7-6 and the whole amount was charged 
on "transport by rope" account. These account for the high cost of 
collection and delivery of this ore at the railhead in these two years. 

(c) Includes the outlay incurred on the following:-

(1) Retorts re-bottoming ·charges . 
(2) Due to the renewal of big bell' into the 

Furnace . 
(3) Outlay on shifting the small pipe table to the 

new building . 

Total 

Rs. 
48,481 

4,500 

28,142 

81,123 

(d) This sum includes a sum of Rs. 72,481 the value of coal used under 
boilers as against Rs. 6,570 and Rs. 3,587 used. in the. years 1931-32 and 
1932-33 respectively. The fuel consumption under boilers was high in 
1930-31 as the steam turbine had not come into operation in that year. 

(/1) Includes coal burnt under boilers of the value of Rs. 3,587. No provi
sion has been made for· this in the .estimate in the next column. 

(I) Includes expenses in connection with the visit of Mr. S. M. Marshall 
and Mr. P. R. Balakrishnan's foreign deputation.-

(g) & {h) Wages vary with reference to production and sizes of pipes. 
The output in the Pipe Foundry were during-

1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
Estimate 

'I'herf has been a reduction in labour this year. 

Tons. 
8,786 
8,602 
9,472 
8,000 

(k) Owing to the present depression there has been keen competition for 
supply of sand, straw, etc., the rates quoted were very low. 

(I) It is anticipated that the rates for supply of sand, straw, etc., will 
go up. Provision has been made for the use of gas coal in the gas plant. 

(m) & (n) Include expenditure incurred for the manufacture of charcoal 
kilns. 

(0) & (p) These include the following:
(1)· Castings made for plant repair jobs. 
(2) Castings made on capital account. 
(3) Castings made for Mines and Tramways. 
(4) Castings. made for C. 1. Kilns. 



.,. 
;No. 2.-Prod~tiion during the three '/lear. 1990-31, 1991-92 and 1932-33. compa1'ed with the estimates given in our 

representation to the Tariff Board. 

. 1930-31 • ~931-32. 1932-33, Estimatcrfor tone 20,800. 

-
Quantity. Rate. Value. Quantity. Bate. Value. Quantity. Rate. Va.lne. Quantity. Ra.:te• Value. 

Rs. Rs. Re. Be. Rs. Rs. Re. Rs·, 
A"e~ate , Tons 1,406 100'13 1,40,783 279 81'65 22,780 S88 74'25 28,809 800 ... 80,000 ... 
Alcohol Products • Gals. 76,492 ... 53,610 28,344 ... 80,306 20,483 ... 15,172 64,000 .. . 40,000 

Tar and Tar Prodncts ... ... 50,135 ... ... .26.345' ... .. . 20,894 ... .. . 40.000 

Pipes . 8,785 110·17 9,67,843 8,602 IOS'07 9,12,414 9,472 89'2 8,44,902 ~,OOO ... 8,SO,OOO 

General Foundry 206 814'95 64,880 896 249'51 2,23,561 910 275'75 2,50.932 1,000 ... 2.00,000 --- ------ ------- ----- -..--- -.-

Pig Iron Gross , rons 19,681 ... 12,77.251 15,146 ... 12,14,40~ 11,762 .. . 11,60,709 2O,80ry ... 12,40,000 

Pig Iron Nett .. 8,fi21 I .. _3,108 ... ... 573 ... ... 9,700 . ... . .. 
- I 



No. 3.-Statement ,howing the cOfWumJltion of ore8, f/)UQ), fuel, .te., aiwring 1990-81, 1991-92 and 1982-89. 

rIJ 

a 1930·31. 1931·32. 1932·33. 
Eatima.te, 

for 

~ 
20,800 toni. 

Tons, Toni. TOni. Rs. 
0'88 and Flua:-

Kemmangandi Ore " 31,837 24,516 19,386 34,200 

Manganese Ore 744 511 258 350 

Tanigeb,Yle Ore '. 3,095 2,575 2,151 3,000 
If=>. 

Flux 1,093 984 702 1,000 ..-
~ 

ChattanhaUl Ore 412 .. 
Carbonizing wood 7MIl 20,393 32,355 43,20(1 

ICztramtl'UB fuel-

Retorts 17,205 6,3~2 11,140 10,800 

Boiler. 10,638 9,039 10,445 
~ 
lid Bamboos 723 4',844 3,887 7,300 

Forest oha1coal 13.682 7,432 12,650 



L. Drawi1l{ls/rom the Oomp. 
'roller-

Against Block Acconnt 

Working advance-
(Limit RI. 28,62,000) 

11. Sundry Oredilors-

Auditor, Mysore RaU. 
ways. 

Beat & Co., Madru 

Bhadravati Iron Worke 
Co.operative Sooiety 

Other Creditors . 
Fuel contractors for 

work done. 

Unpaid wages 

III. Deposits

Misoellaneous Deposits 

Tool. Deposit 

'Ticket Deposit 

No. '.--Balance ,Mel /J8 at 30th June, 1931. 

Rs. .... 1'. 

1,26,89,310 12 0 

27,02,960 12 4 

1,60,373 11 3 

24,569 7 IS 

3,301 12 3 

1,57,680 8 7 

34,816 11 1 

1,705 1 7 -----

3,49,705 13 0 

151 0 0 

512 0 0 

Re. A. 1' • 

1,53,92,271 8 4 

3,82,447 4 2 

3,50,368 13 0 

Rs. A. 1' •. 
1. Plant, Buildi1l{l 

Machinery-
and 

Plant and buildings in. 1,09,03,633 8 7 
clnding furnitnre, 

'Mines, Tramway. and 
Railways. 

Minor improvement to 3,78,813 8 0 
the Plant. ' 

Pipe Foundry extension 12,39,960 11 2 
8teeI Investigation • 1,32,387 7 6 
Jog Hydro·eleotric 11,885 7 8 

Survey. , 
' Forest Industries 22,630 1 1 

Ii. Finil.hed products 

111. Raw material..-
Fuel and oharcoal at 

Forest and Woodyard. 
2,10,351 14 0 

Ore. and flux at Mines 1,77,267 13 0 
and Railheads. 

Transport on fuel in 3,810 11 9 
Woodyard. 

Ores. fuel and oharcoal 48,558 8 0 
at the Plant. 

Materials with the 1,07,413 5 0 
Sections of Plant. 

IV. MiscellaneoUB-
Stationery in stook. 3,364 0 6 
Laboratory suppliesand 12,719 2 0 

ohemioala. 
Hospital medioines 726 5 6 
Suspeuse (foreign mate. 3,716 0 6 

riaIe in transit). 

Rs. .... 1' • 

1,26,89,310 12 0 

19,30,450 7 ~ .... 
~ 

5,47,402 3 9 

20,525 8 6 



lY.FunM

Relining Fund 

V. BtUpefllll HetJila

AdjustmllDt AccoDQfI • 

Total . 

89,079 0 0 

'1.481 15 10 

---
1,62,05.648 9 4 ---' 

Y. Sture, 
General Storea 2,20,138 1 0 
Spare atorea 1,91,527 4 0 
Toola account . . 26,754 14 0 
Milling Stores and toola 43,868 710 ----

VI. PackOfle8 • 

VIr. Book DebtB-

Fllel Advanoe 35.988 1 0 
Miscellaneous Advanoe 15.132 711 
Snndry Debtors on ~ea 

acconnt. 
3.97.302 0 3 

Bnndry Debtors on other 17,485 14 10 
aooounts. 

Tata Iron & Steel Co.; 18,909 0 1 
Bombay. 

----4.84.817 8 1 
Le88 provision for bad 6.586 14 3 

debts. _ .. _----

VIII. C/o8ing balance-

Cash Bank ' Treasury Petty oash. 
RI. A.P." Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

3,565 13 1 10,122 7 5 5.229 12 1 12000 

',82,288 10 10 

38,402 , 9 

... .... 
~ 

4,78,230 91.0 

19,038 0 7 

1.62,05.648 9 , 



Manufacturing EzpenB_ 

1. Salaries and wages 

2. Repairs and mainten· 
ance. 

3. Miscellaneous 

4. Raw materials • 

5. Overhead charges 

Total 

Manufacturing account/or the year ended 30th June, 1931. 

Rs. A.. P. 
4,96,497 4 7 

2,10,951 4 3 

2,88,654 9 5 

8,84,112 12 5 

11,701 511 

• 18,91,917 4 7 

. Ma1!ufactured Products-
Rs • ..t.. P. 

MainPlanb
Pig Iron 
Acetate • 

• Net Tons. 8,520·14·1-17 4,22,882 14 9 
" 1,405-11·3·0 2,17,122 0 6 

Tar and Tar Products-

Dehydrated tar • Tons. 243·18·0 
Neutral oil • Gals. 3231 
Kreso .. 2,118 .• 
Wood Pre.' A' • .. 1,023 

Do. 'B' .. 28,575: 
Refined tar Tons. 365·2·3 
Refined N. oil Gals. 127 
Residual oil 445 
Special fraotion • 431 
Pyro. liquor .. 40 
Pond tar Tone. 20·5-0 

AZcolwl and Alcolwl Products-

Cr. alcohol Gals. 14,9461 
C. P. methanol . .. 63,942 
Methyl acetone'. • . .. 12,550 
General Foundry castings Tons. 206·3·2·3 

pipe Foundry:":'" 

SmaIl pipes • • • Tone 1,835.3.3-17 
Big.. ••• .. 6,950.6·1·19 
Small pipe Foundry Shifting. 

Rs • ..t.. P. 

6,40,004 15 3 

46,285 7 4 

1,28,535 0 5 
43,153 2 6 

10,05,796 14 11 
28,141 12 2 

18,91,917 4 7 



(Jpeni7I(J Balaru;e- . ' 
Pig Irol), , ' • fou.. 
Aoet&te. • ., 

Tar and tar prod~ 
Light oil • Ga.ls. 
Heavy oU ..., 
Pitoh • • Tons. 
Spl. fra.otiol), • Ga.ls. 
Wood Pre. 'A' .. 

Do.- 'B' OJ 

Bla.ok pa.int • .. 
Refined ta.r • Tol),s, 

'Pond t&r • '" 
Dehydra.ted ta.t . 0' 
Neutra.loil • Gals. 

• Refined N. oil • 
Residua.l oil • ' .. 
Kreso. • 
Iron a.oetate .. 

"lcoho~ ana • alcohol 
produda-
Cr. aloohol • Gals. 
Cr. a.loohol, ill .. 

C. p;o::tha.nol .. 
Methyl aoetone ,. 

. Dn. methanol. .. 
Genera.l FoUll· Tons,' 

_ dry o&stings, 

", Pipe FO'U1iMy .... 
Sma.ll pipes • 

• Bill pipes 
.. .. 

Trading Account lor the year ended 30th J",~, 1931. 

Rs ...... 
27,201.1.2.14 13,27,891 12 

1,006·7·0·0 1,27,693 12 

1'. 
7 
o 

Rs. I..... 1'. Sale, maae
Pig Iron. 
Acet&te • 

Re ...... 1'. 
• Tons. 10,070.5·2·26 4.48.79' 7 , 

" 526·7·2·18 52.709 1 1 

3,150 
2,500 

622·12·2·7 
135 

3 
354 

3,362i 
18·19·2·0 

4·10.3·0 
12·6·0.0 

3,129 

1,575 0 
1,562 8 

18,678 13 
98 9 
7 6 

299 3 

14,55,585 8 
o 

7 
Tar and tar productlt-

14 
64 

124.* 
330 

16,6151 
61,,07 j 

750 
6,489 
4,946 

6,422 2 
942 10 
145 2 
490 0 

2,284 3 
10 8 
4611 

25613 
165 0 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
9 
o 

51,016 8 0 

674 0 0 
10,345 3 0 
4.432 13 0 ----,--

214·13·3·26 ' 

5,657·9.2·12 ( 
290·5·3·4 ) 

N. oil • • Gals. 
Light oil " 
Heavy oil • .. 
Pitch • • Tons. 
Wood Pre. ' A' Gals. 

Do. 'B' .. 
Kreso t" 
Refined tI~r • Tons. 

'" Pitoh tar 
Pond tar 
Pyro. liquor • ~is. 
Bla*pa.int .. 

,Akolwl and alcohol 11"0' 
32,984 8 9 auaa-

Crude alcohol. Ga.ls. 
C.l'. Methanol OJ 

Methyl a.oeton\j " 
Dn. metha.nol • 

66.468 8 0 General Foun. Tons. 
26,583 5 3 dry castings. 

6,60.444 1 6 

22,4j!,06!! 0 1 

Pipe Fou1iMy
Small pipes 
Big l'ipes 

• Tons • .. 

,5 
17* 
15 

70·5.0·1 
,582! 

80,2831\-
2,082! 

377·13-1·17 
1·1·1-1 

26.5·3·9 
40 

1,089t 

, 10,006! 
to.669i 
14,297i 

3,151 

63·11·3·14 

21 11 9 
811 5 

13 6 3 
1.342 15 0 
1.433 4 9 

22.164 13 1 
3.69714 0 

18,291 15 II 
77 11 6 

857 9 0 
10 11 () 

2.004 11 11 

12.448 4 9 
26.531 8 11 
13,816 15 1 

1,178 5 4" 

2,938·16·2·6 1 
6,120·10.1·3 J 

Re ...... 1'. 

5,01,503 8 5 

49,925 7 4 

53,975 2 1 

20.030 14 1 

9.97,110 12 8 

16.22,545, 12 7 



Brought forward • 
Manu/adured. produa-

,R.. A. p. 

Pig Iron • • Net 8,520.14.1.17 4,22,882 14 9 

2,17,122 0 6 Acetate • 
TODI .. 

Tarand'arfWO~ __ 

Dehydrated tar Tou 
Neutral oil • Gala. 
KMeo. • " 
Wood Pre. 'A' .. 
Wood Pre. 'B' .. 
Relined tar • Tou 
Refined N. oil. Gall. 
Residual oil • .. 
Special fraction .. 
Pond tar • TOIll 
Pyre liquor • Gall. 

..tlcoAoZ and alcoAoZ pro. 
ducll--

Cr. alcohol • Gala. 
C. P. methanol .. 
Methylaoetone .. 
General Found. 

ry cutings • Tou 

243.18·0 
3231 

1,118i 
1,023 

18,575 
365·2·3·0 

127 
445 
431 

20·15·0 
40 46,285 7 4 

14,9461 
63,942 
12,550' 1,28,535 0 5 

206·3·2·3 43,153 2 6 

R.. A ••• Rs. A ••• 

22,42,066 0 1 Brought forward 

CZOIIing Btach

Pig iron • • TaDl 14,738.8.1·3 '10,74,857 86, 

Acetate. .. 
Tar and 1M products--

Light oil • • Gala. 
Heavy oil • .. 
Wood Pre. ' A ' .. 
Wor)d Pre:' B ' .. 
Black paint • .. 
Special fraction .. 
Neutral oil • .. 
REo.6ned N. oil • .. 
Kreso. " 
Residual oil .. 
Iron acetate .. 
Pond tar • Tou 
Dehydrated tar .. 
Refined tar • ..' 
Pitch .. 

Alcohol and alcohol pro
ducl8--

Cr. alcohol • Gals. 
C. P. Methanol .. 
Methyl acetone .. 
Dn. methanol. .. 
General Found. 

ry castings • Tou 

.1,886-5.3·0 1,40,556,. 8 0 

20 
890 
410 
600 

1,6141 
381 

1,414 
18 

1461 
150 
300 

3·10·3 
196-1·2 
23·1·0 

584·9·0 

66,759 
24.296 

4,275 
11 

833·2·0·3 

10 0 0' 
556 4 0 

1,025 0, 0 
450 0 0' 

2,960 1 9 
28512 0 

1,060 8 0 
13 8 0 

277 6 8' 
112 8 0 
150 0 0 
114 15 0 

7,843 00 
1,240 4 0 

11,104 8 0' 

50,069 4 0' 
19,740 8 0 
4,275 0 (} 

11 0 0 

48,595 14 4 

Rs. A. F. 

·10.22,545 12 'J 



Pipe Foundry

Sm&IJ.pipes 

Big pipes 

Pipe Foundry_ 
-shifting 

.. 
.. 

1,835-3·3·17 ! 
10.05,796 14 11 

6,950.6.1·19 

28,141 12 2 

__ 18,91,917 4 7 

Total • 41,33.983 4 8 

Pipe Foundry

Small pipes • 

~ig pipes. 

..4,059.15.0.25l 
5,65.141 0 10 

1,015·9·1·3 

Prepaid expenses 
released during the 
year 

Loss carried to Profit 
and Loss Account' • 

-, -- 19,30,450 7 t 

23,975 4 1 

5,57,011 12 11 

41,33,983 4 8 

,Profit and Loss Statement lor tke year endd !bIll J'UfIe, 1931 •• 

Rs. - A. P. 

TO 

Brought fOl'W'ard from the previous year 1,54.437 4 4 
Loss from trading account • ' 5,57,011 12 11 
Interest • 6,175 15 8 
Misoellaneous • 4.599 10 }, 

" 

Total 7,22,224 11 0 -------

BY 

House rent and Miscellaneous 
receipts ' 

Net loss of the previous year 
Net loss during the year • 

Total 

Rs. A. P. 

1,54,437 4 4 
5.3$,543 10 6 

Rs. Ao P. 

29,24312 2 

6,92.980 14 10 

7,22.224 11 O· 



Rs. 1'. 

I. Drawings /TrIm ,he 
Orlmp/roller " , • 1.28,87,645 1 11 

Working advance limit 
Rs.27,69,019 • 25,48,704 2 10 

II. Sundry Oreditors-

Auditor, Mysore 
Railways 

Best & Co., Ltd. 

Bhadravati Iron Works 
CO'operative Society. 

Other creditors. • 
Fuel contractors for 

work done 
Unpaid wages 

III. Deposit6-

Miscellaneous deposits. 
Ticket deposit. • 

2,19,215 15 11 
8,080 4: 2 

551 
1,44.348 5 1 

1,09,890 3 8 
924 2 10 

1,10,779 15 7 
661 8 0 

No. 6..,-Balance Sheet a8 at 30th June, 1932. 

RI. 1'. 

1,54,36,349 4: 9 

4,82,464 4 9 

I. Plant, Building and 
Machinery-

RII. 1'. 

(a) Plant and Build· 
ings including 
furniture, mines, 
Tramways and 

Railways 1,26,04,042 8 8 

(b) Minor im prove
nwnts to the Plant. 

(c) Steel investigation. 
1,33,695 14 8 
1,49,906 10, 7 

1'. 

--,---- 1,28,87,645 1 11 
II. Fini8hed prOduct8. 16,64,615 2' 4: 

III. Raew materialB-

Fuel and 'Charcoal at 
Forcst and Woodyard. 

Ores and Flux at Mines 
3,03,103 11 0 

and Railheads 1,36,541 5 0 

Ores, Fuel and Charcoal 
at the Plant 37,285 12 0 

Transport on the fuel 
at Wllodyard 6,465 2 ~ 

Materials with the seo-
tions of the Plant 82,452 9 3 

5,64.848 7 3 
1,11,441 7 7 IV. lUiscellaneou8-



IV. runds-

BIa.st Furnace relining 
fund. • •• 54,224 0 0 

Retorts rebottoming 
fund 4,936 0 0 

V. Pr"",rio718 for conaul· 
tation 

VI. S .... pe1l88 Heada

Adjustment aooount. 

Total 

59,160 0 0 

6,084 811 

51.957 13 10 

1,61,47,457 7 10 

Stationery in stock 
Hospital medicines • 
LAboratory supplies and 

Chemioaia • 
Foreign materials in 

transit 

V. Stores-

General Stores 
Spare stores 
Tools account. 
Mining Stores and Tools. 

VI. Packagee • 

VII. BooTe Deb~ 
Fuel advances . • 
Misoellaneous advance • 
Sundry J)ebtors on sales. 

2,467 9 0 
48314 0 

11,188 9 0 

2,035 15 9 _ .. _----

1,90,038 8 0 
1,80,719 0 0 

26,913 4 0 
24,930 15 5 -----

38,052 15 7 
14,431 13 4 

account. . '. 4,64,426 'T 8 

36,903 9 7 

11,295 13 11 

Sundry Debtors on other. 
accounts. • 
Tata l1'On and 
Steel Co., Ltd 

:---t~-----.-

Lees Provision for .. bad 
debts . . 

VIII,. Olosing balance~ 

5,65,110 12 1 

15,066 9 3 

Petty cash Bank Treasury Cash. 
Rs. A. 1'. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P'. Rs. A. P. 

12000 8,102 10 '1 1,973 2 9 6,316 6 '1 

Total. 

16,175 15 • 

4,22,601 11 /I 
25,O~4 10 /I 

5,50,044 2' 10 

Re. A. P. 

16,512 3 11 

1,61,47,457 7 io 



ManvJacluring account lor the !lsar ended 30lh June, 1932. 

Rs. A. P. Manufacture.-- I Rio A. P." 
Pig Iron • Tons Gron 11$,145.10·2·0 

Raw Materials • 7:71,094 0 3 
Lea. issoes to foundries 12,037.5-1.20 

Salaries and wages 4,24,349 13 8 ----
Nett tons 3,108.5.0.8 1,71,046 4 0 

Repairs and renewals 1,68,985 10 2 Ohemical Plant-
Acetate • Tons. 278·13·0·0 

Store. and luppliea . 1,79,879 311 
Light Oil • 0 Gala. 1,821 

Overhead charges 8,395 12 0 
Wood Preservative' A '0 .. 521 

.. 'B'. '. , . 333 

Residual on .. 248 

Kreao .. 1,972 ~ 
tf>o. 

Special fraction .. 31 

Pitch, Tar • "Tons. 0·16·3·25 

Ref. Tar. .. 344·17·1-27 

C. P. Methanol. . Gala. 8,603 

Methyl Acetone .. 2,773 

Dn. Grade .. 45 

W. W. Methanol .. 18,723 1,06,542 1 4 

General Foundry Castings • Tons. 896·5-1.8 1,81,307 9 8 --- C. I. Pipes • • • 8,601·14.2.16 10,93,808 9 0 
Total 'lIS,52,704 8 0 ---

Total 15,52,704 8 O· 



Trading GOCOUn'/or {he year ended 30th June,1932. 

Rs. A. P. Rs ..... P. 

Pig Iron. • Tona. 24,738-8-1-3 10,J4,857 8 6 

Chemical Plan! .- • 

Aoetat.. _ • Tona. 
Light Oil • Gala. 
Heavy Oil _ • _ II 

Wood Pre. 'A'. II • 

" 'B ' .. II. 
Black Paint .. 
Spl fraction. II 

N_ Oil. II 

Ref. N. Oil II 

Kreso. ,', 
Residua.! Oil ." .. 
Iron Aoetate. II 

Pond Tar • Tons. 
Dehydrated ,Tar .. 
Ref. Tar II 

Pitoh'. • II 

Crllde Aloohol • GaJs. 
O. P. Methanol -II 

Methyl Aoetone II 

DB. Methanol • .. 

Genera.! Foun- Tons. 
dry Castings. 

C_ L Pipes II 

1,886-5-3-0 1,40,556 8 0 
20 10 0 0 

890 ,556 4. 0 
410 1,026 0 0 
600 45000-

1,61'i 2,960 1 9 
381 285 12 0 

1,414 ,1,060 8 0 
,18 13 8 0 
1461 277 6 8 
150 112 8 0 

,300 160 0 0 
3-10-3-0 114 15 0 

196-1-2-0 7,843 0 0 
'23-1-0-0 1,240 4 0 
1i84-9-0-0 11,104 8 0 

66,71i9 50,069 4 0 
24,296 19,740 8 0 

4,271i 4,275 0 0 
, 11 ,II 0 0 
---- 2,41,855 Iii 5 

333-2-0-3 48,591i 14 4 

,"075-4-2-0 5,61i,141 0 10 

Total • 19,30,450 7 1 

8alumade-

Pig Iron. • Tons. 

Okemica! Planl-

Aoetate • • Tons. 
Light Oil • Gale. 
Beavy Oil • " 
Wood Pre. 'A' .. 

'B'. " 
~o •• 
Bla.ck Pain!; • - II 

Ref. Tar. • Tons. 
Pitch Tar. • II 

Dehydrated Tar " 
Pitch • • " 
C. P. Methanol GaIs. 
Methyl Acetone .. 
Dn. Grade • .. 
W. W. Methanol 'II 

General Foun- 'Tons. 
dry Castings. 

. C. I. Pipes • 

7,577·4·3.10 

916~18·1.7 
28 
20 

1i31 
• 2,001 

2,001 
862 

350-16-3·9 
1·9-2-22 
0·1-3-4 

284-0·0·16 
12,952 
3,049 

71i 
11,952 

91S·4-3-11 

8,058-14·0·27 

Rs ..... P. 

74,877 11 3 
1311 0 
19 9 9 

1,231i 13 3 
1,411 6 11 
3,731 14 -8 
1,576 Ii 2 

19,469 8 8 
109 2 O' 

914 9 
8,842 Iii 1 

11,858 Ii 3 
3,011 3 7 

8814 3 
13,673 4 9 

Rs. .I.. 'II. 

3,37,774 Jl '1 

--- 1,39,929 12 4 
2,'9,053 4 10 

8,1i4,849 3 7 

Total • lli,61,607 0 4 



R,. £. P. R,. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. p. 

Brought forward 19,30,450 '1 1 Brought forward 15,61,607 0 4 
Closing Stock-

Manufactured yrod'UCt8- Pig Iron • TOni 20,259·12·1·24 8,71,202 '1 3 

Pig Iron Grosa Tons. 15,145.10·2.0 Acetate. .. 1,248-0-1-21 ~2,972 11 9 

LUI Usues W - Dehydrated Tar· 
, 

43-13-0-0 1,746 0 0 " foundriea. '" 12,037 -S-l-20 ----- Pitch . 10-8-0.0 20911 0 
3,IOS-6.Q-8 1,71,046 4 0 

Chemical Pbnt- Light Oil • Gals. 1,655 827 8 0 

Acetate . .TollS. 278-13-0-0 Heavy Oil 60 37 8 0 

J,.ightOil Gals. 1,8%1 WoodPr. 'A' " 3 612 0 

WoodPr.'A; ,4' 521 BpI. fraction 20 15 o .e 

" 
'B', 333 ResiduaJ Oil '. 245 183 12 0 .~ 

~ 

Residual Oil • 4. 248 Iron Acetete • # 300 150 0 0 

Kreso H 1,972 Black Paint 245 790 9 6 

SpL fractions, • • 31 KrelO .. 1371 270 10 10 

Pitch Tar • Tons 0-16-3-25 Crude Alcohol 46,550 34,912 8 0 

Ref. Tar. 
" 

344-17-1-27 Water white 
Methanol. " 6,772 6,772 0 0 

C. P. IIlethanol G41s. 6,803 C. P. Methanol • " 16,768 14,531 0 

Methyl Acetone " 
2,773 Methyl Aoetone 3,061 3,061 0 0 

Dn. G';de 
" 

45 1,06,542 1 4 Gellera.1 Castings Tons 265-8-0-14 37,949 5 0 

W. W. Metha. 
" 18,723 C. I. Pipe, 

" 5,646-J4-2-11 5,98,976 10 0 
nol. ----- 16,64,615 2 4 



General Foundry Toni. 
Casting •• · , 

896-0·1·8 1,81,307 9 8 Prepaid expenses released from the opening atock during 20,951 18 II 
the year. 

Loss carried to Profit IIlId LOBB acoount 2,35,974 15 0 

0 •. 1. Pipes. " 8,601.14.2·18 10,93,808. 9 0 
________ 15.52,704 8 0 

Total • 34.83.154 15 1 Total • 3U3,lU Ill. a 
.......:---

Profit and Loss Statement lor the year tnderl 30th J UM, 1932. 

TO BY 

Rs. A,. P. Ra. A. P. 

~s. from Trading account 2,35.974 15 0 Miscellaneous receipts (HoU8!\·rent, etc.) 23,362 5 2 

Rebate of Railway freight on traffic hauled on M. 32,079. 11 0, 
& S. M. Railway during t.he feU 1930·31. 

Net loss for the year • IS0,532 14 10 

Total 2,35,97,4 Iii, O· Total 236,974 16 d 



1. Drawing from the 
Comptroller. 

Working advance (limit 
RB. 26,711,753) • 

11. BuniJry Oreditor_ 

•• Auditor, MylOre Rail· 
ways. 

b. The Bhadravati Iron 
Works Co-operative 
Society Ltd. 

o. Other oreditors 

d. Fuel oontractors for 
work done. 

e. Unpaid wages • 

111. Deposit.

Miscellaneous depoaite • 

Ticket Dep08it 

No. 6.-Balanu Bhut /J8 a' 30th JUn£, 1933. 

RI. A. P. 
1,29,60,037 10 8 

24,60,680 8 4 

2,83,532 0 8 

1,512 2 , 
1,78,059 3 , 

63,968 5 1 

2,098 2 1 

---

6,932 12'11 

634 8 0 

1,",20,718 3 0 

1. Plan!, Buildingll and 
Mruhinery-
a. Plant and Buildings 

including furniture. 
b. Minor improvemflnts 

to the plant. 
o. Steel inve8tigation 

II. Finished product8 

III. BalD Materials-

Rs. A. 1'. 

1,26,30,928 12 , 

1,75,695 13 7 

1,53,413 0 9 __ 0_-

•• Fuel & Charcoal, eto., 3,24,816 10 0 
at Forest & Wood. 
yard. 

b. Ore8 and Flux at 1,27,218 10 0 
MineII' and Rail-
heads. 

o. Ore8, fuel and ohar. 30,197 2 0 
ooal at the plant. 

d. Transport on fuel ],4,4,0 7 0 
and oharcoal at 
Woodyard. 

e. Materials with the 1,59,255 12 7 
seotions of the 

8.29,169 13 6 plant. 

7,567 '11 

IY. Mi8~la1leOU8-
a. Stationery in stock • 
b. Hospital medioinel • 
o. Laboratory supplies 

and chemicals. 
d. Foreign materials iIi 

transit. 

2,508 0 9 
977 6 0 

9,403 15 0 

2,652 13 0 

Rs. A. 1'. 

1,29,60.037 10' 8 

13,56,007 10 11 

6,42,928 9 7 

15,542 2 t 



IV. JVna-

Blast Furnace 
fund. 

Relining 8~760 0 

Retorts 
fund. 

rebottomiBg , 12,574 0 

Accident fund .. 1,174 13 

Insuranoe fund . 1,180 8 

0 

0 

6 

9 

• 

Y.BIoru-
a. General stores • 
b. Spare stores • 
c. Tools account • 
d.Mining stores and 

tools. 

VI. Packages 

VII. Book [)ebta-
a. Fuel advanoes • 

1,90,090 15 0 
1,77,566 4 0 

27,934 3 0 
26,955 3 10 

21,152 I'll ------ 23,689 6 3 b. Miscellaneous advan. 14,353 12 10 

V. BUBpeMe 1&eadB

Adjustment aooount 

Total 

64,712 211 

1,60,35,856 14 7 
--------:"'" 

CeB. 
o. Sundry Debtors on 

sales account. 
d. Sundry Debtors on 

other accounts. 
e. Tata Iron & Steel Co. 
f. Best & Co. 

Les8 Provision for bad 
debts. 

VIJ1. OWsifIIJ Bal4nce-

5.56,010 7 5 

16,810 0 7 

10,824 9 3 
7,779 12 3 

.6,26,930 12 3 

3,048 9 1 

Petty Oash. Bank. Treasury. Cash. 

Rs. A.. P. Re. A. •. P. Re. A.. P. Re. A.. P. 

120 0 0 4,063 6 6 345 1 7 1,157 12 7 

Total 

4,22,546 9 10 

9,22511 0 

6,23,882 3' 2 

5,686 4 8 

1,60,35,858 147 



Manufacturing ezpenditurs

Raw materialil 

Salaries and wages 0 

Repairs and maintenance 

Miscellaneou8 

Overhead charges • 

Manufacturing aCCO'UnJ./or the ~ear ended 30th June, 1933. 

. _ Manufactureil Proa'IICIs-
Rs: A. P. 

6,42,428 8 9 Pig Iron • GroBs Tons 

Less issues to foundries 

4,03,066 7 0 
NetTona 

Acetate • Tons 

1,44,385 9 4 Pitch Tar 0 .. 
Refined Tar 0 .. 
Neutra.l oil 0 Gals. 
Light oil 
Heavy oil 

1,92,074 1 I, WoodPr."A' . .. .. 'B' . .. 
Specia.l fraotion .. 
Kreso. 0 0 .. 
Refined N. oil ' .. 

0' 8,623 13 1 Residual oil 0 0 .. 
Bla.ck paint 0 0 .. 
Water white methanol . .. o. P. Methanol .. 
General oastings .Tons •. 

Co I • .pipes 
' .. 

. ~----

Total 13,90,578 7 3 

-------

ll,762-6-2-0 

1l.189-16,1-25 ' 

572-10-0-3 

388·10-0-0 

17-13-0-0 
183-17--1-0 

305 
3,745 
1,447 

421 
590 

37 
1,160 

18 
167 
576 

4.958} 
15,525 

909-11-0·8 

,9,471-13-2-1 

Tota.l 

Rs. A. P. 

32,506 9 '0 

62,299 510 

16,151 1 8 

26,58412 9 

1,9l.654 4· 8 

10,61,382 IS , 

13,90,578 7 3 



Trodi1l9 Aocounl./or ~h8 year ended 30th June 1933. 

rn 1. OPeMng BfJlIJIIC8- Rs. .01.. 1" 

'

(a) Pi.g Iroa • Ta. 2.0.259·12.1.24 8.71.2.02 7 3 
Aaetate • • OJ 1.248 • .0·1·21 L02.972 11 9 ---S (b~nd TIJ' Pro. 

Dehydrated Tar. Ta. 
Pitoh. • OJ 

Light Oil • Ga. 
Hellvy,Oll • .. 
WoodPr. "An " 
Speoilll fraction 
Reaidual Oil • 
Il'OnAaetate 
Black Paint • 
:Kreao" 

,t .. 
." 

(a) Alcoho! and A'lcohol 
Produota-

43·13·.0 
1.0·8·.0 
1,655 

00 
3 

ll.o 
245 
800 ' 
425 
ol37i 

1,746 .0 .0 
ll.o9 11 .0 
827 8 .0 
37 8 .0 

6 12 .0 
15 .0 .0 

183 12 .0 
15.0 .0 .0 
79.0 9 6 
27.0 1.0 1.0 

Crude Alaohol • Gs. 46.55.0 34,912 8 .0 
O. P. Methanal .. 16.768 14,531 1 .0 
Methyl AaetOIle •• 3,.061 3.061.0.0 
Water white Metha· 6,772 ·6,772.0.0 .nol. __ _ 

(d) Gene'IJI OfJIJling8 Ta. 265·8·0.14 
(e) O. 1. Pipe8 • .. 5,64.6.14:·2·11 

Total 

R.. .01.. P. 1. Sales JlfIJ,ze-

9,64,175 3 .0 

4,237 7 4 

59,276 9 .0 
37,949 5 .0 

5,98,976 1.0 .0 

(a) P.;g Iron • T •• 
Aaetate • 

(b) Tar and Tar Pro. 
duct8-
Refined 'Tar. • T. 
Pitoh • " Pitoh Tar .. 
Light Oil • G •• 
Wood Oil 'A ' 

". 'B' 7t 
Blaak PaInt • OJ 

Kreeo. • .. 
Pyre. Liquor II 

(0) Alcohol and Aloollol 
Producta- . . 
Water W. Metha·Gs. 

nol . 
O. P. Methanol. .. 
Methyl AQet~ne to 

Dn. Methanol II 

(d) GeneralOa81ing8 • 
(e) O. 1. Pipes-

0. K. Bhavnagar 
,Other sales • 
Irrigation pipes 

R •• 4-. 1'. 

6,747·10·3·1 3,.04.11.0 II 6 
1,731·3·11·7 1,28,536 8 1 

182·12·3·24 
19·1'().11 
2·15·1·4 

l7i 
332 
465i 

l,.o15t 
1,124 

1 

12,3768 ·1 
550 9 2 
1048 1.0 

715 3 
803 8 1) 

1.m 1~ 1~ 
2,15813 .0 

.0 7 '0 

l1,118i 12,824 1 11 
28,.0381 17.175 157 
l,373 2,.022.0 2 

306t 377 '0 6 

805.1.o.~.'J. 

5,.034..11;2·9 •• 
4.453·7·2.23 8.47,139 6 1.0 

138·5·3·25 12,.045 6 1 

II, Pre!J1aid e:lJpe7l8es relea8ed during l1iel/ear 

Ra . .01.. 1'. 

18,427 1 8 

32,399 2 2 
2,22,120 6 7 

'8,59,184 12 11 

15,64,777 12 9 
11,727 3 4 

16,64,6111 II 4 :rotal • 15.76.505 .0 1 

t .... 



Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. Re. A. P. 
Brought forward 16,6l,615 2 4 Brought forward • 15,76,505 0 1 

M anu/aclured Prcxlucl8- Olosing IIlock-
(al Pig Iron • Ts. 14,672·17·1·16 6,76,148 0 0 

(al Pig Iron Gross Ta. 11,762·6.2·0 
Acetate. · .. 10·0·0·0 _780 4 0 

L~8B issuea to 11,189·16·1·25 ------ 6,76,928 4 0." 
foundriea. ---- (b) Ttlr and Tar Pro-

572·10·03 32,506 9 0 ducl~-
\< Dehydrated Tar Ts. 13·7·1 534 8 0 

Acetate • , 
398·10·0·0 62,299 5 10 -- 94,805 14 10 Pitoh · .. 3·G·O 78 2 0 

(b) Tar and Tar Pro. 
du.ctB- Refined Tar . .. 13·4·2 661 4 0 

Pitch Tar T,. 17·13·0 Light Oil • Gs. 5,292 2,6i6 0 0 

Refined Tar · " 183·17·1 Heavy Oil " 1,458 911 4: o· 
~ 

Neutral Oil • Gs. 305 Wood Pro 'A' .. 28 56 0 0 
c,.:) 
l!.:l 

Light Oil · .. 3,745 'B.' 297 222 12 0 

Heavy Oil • " 1,447 Kresl .. 961 188 15- 0 

WoodPr. 'A' ;; 421 Residual Oil • to 385 28a 12 0 

" 'B- .. 590 Black Paint • 
" 1121 227 3 0 

Special fraction '" 37 Special fraotion .. 90 67 8 0 

Kreso · " 1,160 . Iron Acetate 
" 

200 50 0 0 

Refined N. Oil • .. 18 Neutral Oil •. 300 225 0 0 

Reaidual Oil .. 167 Refined N. Oil 
" 

18 13 8 0 ------ 6,170 12 0 
Black Paint 576 16,151 1 8 

• 



(0) .AlcoAoIIIM.A lcoAol 
Produc18-

Water W. me· Gs.' ',958 
thanoL 

C. P. Meth~ol .. 15,525 

(d) General . 011". T8. 909·11·0·8 
ingB; 

(e) O. I. Pipes ••• 9,471.13·2·1 

. Add Pig Iron and pipes purchased and supplied:-

Pig Iron. • T8. 488·15·0 28,453 1'5 0 

Pipes. . .. 293·16·2·4 31,868 0 0 

. 60,321 10 9 

Transfer from kiln acoount of pig 64,687 14 0 
iron in C. I. Kilns 1,470·3.2·10 

Total 

(0) .A.lroAoIIIM .Alcohol 
ProtluclB-

. Crude Alcohol • Gs. 33,420 25,OG8 12 0 

C. P. Methanol .. 4,577 -3,718 13 0 
26,584 12 9 

Methyl Aoetone .. 9,345 9,345 0 0 

Dn. Grade . .. 100 100 0 0 

1,91,654 4 8 W. W. Methanol" 377 377 0 0 --- 38,609 9 0 
·10,61,382 5 4 I 

(d) General eruting. • 345·10·2·17 41,571 311 

.13,W,078 7 3 

(a)O. I. Pipes-

O. K. • .• 4,995.19.0.17 0,29,777 0 0 

Irrigation • 786.,17.2:'26 62,950 14 0 

r,OBB carried to Profit and L~88 Acof)unt 
1,25,009 13 9 

31.80,203 :1 4 

----- 5,92,727 14 0 

Total 

13,56,007 10 11 
2,47,tOO 12 • 

-----'-
• 31,80,203 7 , 
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Profit find Loss Statement for tM year ended 30th June, 1933. 

Rs. A. P. B.s. A. P. to , BY 
. Los.i carried forward 2,47,690 12 4 

UoIII Trading Account. 
MiscelIaneous receipts 

(house rent, .. te.). 
23,936 0 0 

Interest ." 1,498 0 6 

Freight Tebate oIaillied 5,851 1 0 
frolll M. &; B. M. Railway 
for the period April-
June 1933. 

NetloB8 for the year 2,16,405 10 10 

Total • 2,47,690 12 4 Total • 2,47,690 12 4 

(6) Letter No. G.-2809, i:lateil the 15th November, 1933, from the Mysore 
Iron Works. 

As desir8d by the President, we beg to forward herewith six copies of 
an estimat& for putting uP. afresh a Wood .Distillation and Bye-product 
Plant to supply the war time needs of calcium acetate of the Cordite Factory 
at Aruvankadu. Natural facilities such as availability of wood, water, etc., 
are assumed to be similar, to those obtaining in Bhadravati. 

The size of the plant required will be the same as that in existence in 
the l\Iysore Iron Works at present. 

The actual cost incurred by us for the existing plant is also shown along
side the estimated cost. 

Enclosures. 

EITl)UTB .oR PUTTING UP A NEW RETORT AND BTB-PllODUCT PLANT TO SUPPLY 
THE WAR TIHB BEQIDBEMBNTB OF CALCIUM ACETATE OF THE CoRDITB FACTORY 
AT ABuvAl'llUDU. 

Bise. 01 plant required.. 
1. Lime Aoetat& requirement of the 

Cordite Factory in war .time. 
2. Average yield of acetate from 

. Indian hardwoods. 
S. Wood equivalent of the monthly 

production of acetate mentioned in 
item 1. 

•. Capacity of each Retort 

5. Number 0'- Retorts required • 

6. Extra Retorts to be provided to 
take eare of interruptions ,for 
repairs, cleaning, etc,. • , 

7. Total number of Retorts required. 

166 tons per month. 

.5 lbs. per ton of wood of average 
seasoning. 

8,263 tons of wood per mensem or a 
daily {larbonisation of 275'5 tons 
of wood. (Exclu~ive of wood for 
firing retorts amounting to about 
65 tons per day.) 

20 tons of wood per day. 

2'75'5 14, Retorl.1!. 
~o 

II, 

16 

i.e.,. the same number as we have at present in the Mysore ~ron Works. 
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A........cod 01 Betort Pkmt. 

A01'l1AL COST TO .MYSOBB 
1Bo1l' WOBKS. Estimated con 

For 12 For 4 Retorts 
for putting up 16 

Retorte afresh. 
Retorts. lIa ter added). 

·Rs. ·Rs. Rs. 
Builtlif19-

Structuml steel (building) 1,47,110 41,737 94,400 

Do. (cooling shed) 47,050 Not extended 31,500 

Erection charges 58,2408 13,066 52,000 

Exeavation, foundations ooncrete 1,25,989 
work, etc. 

28,995 1,50,000 

---- ----- -----
3,78,397 - 83,798 3,27,950 

~--
.. ~~ ~~ 

Pia", /1M MaoMmry-

Steel work (Retorts) • 2,84,400 46,542. 2,00,000 

.. (coolers-U) 2,76,000 12,i173 49,000 

Bricks for retort setting 99,800 33,718 1,20,000 

Condenser&-U 73,000 31,881 80,000 

Transfer car 30,600 ·30,000 

Bnggi_300 4,03,073 2,50,000 

Liquor pumps and 
tanks. 

collecting· 10,164 8,000 

Liquor and tar piping 23,000 1,050 15,000 

Steam and water pi,Ping 26,000 847 12,000 

Gas piping 240,000 3,103 12,000 

Pyrometer&-U 10,000 3,282 12,000 

Retort and cooler rails, etc. 12,000 2,000 9,000 

---.......:.. ~-.-.. -. 
12,72,037 1,25,296 7,97,809 

Erection oharges 4,82,286 59,674 2,97,520 

Pre·driers 21,084 40,000 
(8 only) (16 pre·driers) 

Retort yam. track extensiou, eto. 4,000 

-. ----- ............. - ~--

'roW 21,32,720 2,93,802 14,63,270 --- -----
orsayRs.14·6lakhs. 
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n.-vost 01 Bye-product Plant inclusive oj Alcohol Befinery and. Tar Plant. 

,structural Steel: 
Still House building 
Tar Plant building 
Erection charges 
Excavation, foundation, concrete work, 

etc. 

Plant and. Machinery: 
Still House: 

Copper triple effects 
Steel triple effects •• 
Continuous still for crude alcohol 
Refinery stills and parts 
Rotary drier with conveyor 
,Hulliard drier with chain complete 
,Filter press and tanks 
Liquor and tar pipes 
Tar and liquor pumps 
'Water pipes 
. Steam, air and other pipes 
Lime kiln 
Lime conveyor and' vats . 
Furnace for acetate drier and shed 
Storage and distributing tanks 

·Erection charges 

Total for Still House 

Tar Plant: 
Stills, condensers, pumps, etc. 
Storage and distribution tank~ 
Pipes and fittings 
Recording thermometers 

Erection charges, 

Total for Tar Plant 

Total for the whole Bye-product 
Plant inclusive of building 

Actual cost Estimated cost for 
to Mysore putting up 

Iron Works. afresh. 

Rs. Re. 

2,23,000 
7,500 

66,500 

1,52,000 

4,49,000 

1,52,422 
30,750 
52,390 

2,29,942 
64,000 
66,900 

8,525 
76,028 
20,347 
11,687 
5,130 
6,150 
9,148 
1,800 

1,16,230 

8,51,449 
3,07,119 

11,58,568, 

26,300 
9,698 
4,891 
1,970 

42,859 
.9,282 

52,141 

16,59,709 

1,50,000 
7,500 

56,200 

1,50,000 

3,63,700 

91,200 
20,750 
31,200 

1,75,000 
32,0i)() 
41,000 
5,100 

45,600 
12,000 
4,600 
2,530 
5,200 
6,200 
1,800 

67,600 

5,41,780 
2,50,000 

7,91,780 

20,000 
8,000 
3,000 
1,000 

32,000 
8,000 

40,000 

11,95,480 

Say B.s. 12·0 lakhs. 
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C • ...,.,...(J08t of ~=iliarieB. 

For wood traMporl from Forests: 
Forest tramways (80 miles track--':'2 ft. gauge). 

Bolling stock: 
150 wood hauling trucks . 
5 Locomotive engines . 
Locomotive shed, Turn-table, water tank, 'etc. 

For wood 8easoning, preparation and 81/,PP/,y to the Plant: 
Wood Yard ~ 

Tracks with sidings in yard and tracks from the yard 
to the Retort Plant 

Saw benches and splitting machines 
1 Shunting locomotive 
50 Wood trucks in plant 

Water s1/,pply (2·5 million gallons daily): 
Pumps, pump' house and water mains . 

Steam Plant (20,000 lbs. of. steam per .hour) : 
Boilers, Boiler house, feed pump and steam mains 

Power Pl,ant: 
300 H.P. Plant 

Miscellaneous tools, etc. 

TQtal for all auxiliaries 

Re. 

30,00,000 

3,00,000 
5,00,000 

70,000 

38,10,000 

2)0,000 
20,OOQ 
50,OoQ 

1,00,000 

4,20,000 

4,00,000 

4,00,000 

3,00,000: 

11,00,000 

2,00,000 

55,90,000 

Say ·;Rs .. f)6:0 lakhs. 

Abstract 01 the estimate. 

A.Cost of Retort Plant • 
B. Cost of Bye-product Plant inclusive of :rar 

Plant 
C. Cost of Auxiliaries such as Tramways, 

Power, Water and Steam supply, etc. 

Total 

Actual in
curred by the 
Iron Works. 

Estimate 
for a new

plant. 

Ra. 
Lakhs. 

24-26 

16'60 

75·00 
(Proportion for 

the Wood Dis
tillation Plant 
only). 

115·86 

RH. 
Lakhs. 

14'60 

12'00 

56·00. 

82·60 
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(7) Letter No. G.-'I1S, dated the 96th November, 1993, from the M'IIsorll 
Iron Works. 

As desired by the President, we beg to forward herewith six copies of the 
analysis of working capital, of the Works 88 on 1st July, 1933, and as it would 
be when the Steel scheme comes into operation. 

We request that the receipt of the same may be kindly acknowledged 

Enclosure. 
Working Oapital position lin 1st July, 1999, and as it would be when Steel 

Scheme coming into operation. 

On 1st July. 1933. When stee 1 scheme comes 
in~ operation. 

Re. Ba. Ra. Ra. 
I. Cash baiance including ... 2,07,352 ... 1,00,000 

Ra. 2,00,000 with Comp-
troller. 

2. Sundry debtors (nett) . ... 87,145 . .. 3,00,000 

3. Stocks of produots 13,56,008 ~ 07.50,000 . .. - . .. 
4. Ores flux at mines and rail- 1,27,219 70,000 

head fuel and eharcoaJ. at 8,26,257 2,50,000 
forests and wood yard fuel, 30,197 50,000 
charcoaJ. and ores in the _...:....;...w._._._ 4,83,673 ~~ 3,70,000 
plant. : 

5. CoaJ., coke, hay and other ... 1,59,256 . .. 1,00,000 
materiaJ.s with Depart. 
ments. 

6. Stores including· spares and ... 4,22,546 ... 4,00,000 
tools in stock. 

7. Other stocks such as sta- ... 22,115 ... 30,000 
tionery, hospital medi-
cines, laboratory chemi-
caJ.s, packages, etc. 

8. Nett other BOCountlt-Blast ... -75,748 ... -50,000 
Furnace Relining Fund, 
Retort Rabottoming Fund, 
Accident Fund, etc. ----

Total ... 26,62,347 ... 20,00,000 

(8) Letter No. 0.-877, dated the 29th December, 1993, from the Mysore 
Iron WllrkS. 

As desired, we give below for information of Tariff Board, six copies each, 
of the following Btatements:- . 

(I) Comparative statement of quotations offered against I. S. D. Tender 
for Delhi Water Supply Soheme. . 

(2) Details of prices of Elverite pipes-
(a) supplied to the Exeoutive Engineer Drainage and Water 

Works, Gwalior. 
(b) against I. S. D. Tender No. N.-2302. 

(3) Statement showing percentage of depreciation on Block account. 
Imports II/ O. I. pipes from Great Britain.-Only groys tonnage are avail

able and prices are not .noted. Should we' come across any information, we 
shall pass it on to you. 



STATEMENT No. I. 

Delhi tender-Statement showing comparative prices 01 Iron and Steel Pipes. Rates per ft. rUD. 

Bengal iron • 
. Bando &. , 

Kuma British Eleo. Stewarts Water Beruok 
Steel. Manneaa. . Welder. and G8jI • Co., Rivet· , Comelll •. Size. Quantity. 

man. Lloyda. ted pipe •• : Rate !ter Per ft. Perowt. 12 t. 

---
Re. A. P. Ra. A. P. : Ra. It. P. Rs. A. P. Ra. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs ••• 11. Ra. inoh. R.ft. T. O. 

20 15 0 26 0 () 3014 9 28 1 0 31 14 9 22 4 0 231' 8 0 19 4 0 4 8 0 fllJ 42 3,540' 780 9 

19 8 0 25 0 0 29 6 9 26 15 0 30 6 9 21 ,0 0 214 7 0 17 14 0 , 6 0 20 40 2,500- 511 0 

18 2 0 .24 0 0 27 1~ 0 25 7 0 28 13 0 20' 0 0 211 8 0 17 10 0 410 0 19 38 1,800 343 0 , 
1610 0 21 1Z 0 26 Q 0 2312 0 26 13 0 19'12 0 1114 7 G 16 4 0 410 0 1& 36 720 126 2 

14 11. 0 18 2 O· 23 7- 0 21 15 0 .24 3 0 17 0 0 180 9 0 15 0 0 4 14 0 ... 33 1,260 194 4 

12 10 0 17 4 0 16 9 1 19 13 0 21 1 0 16 0 0 155 15 0 13 0 0 414 0 ." 30 6.165 8~2 0 

10 5 0 . 12 11 0 13· I 0 13 7 0 :14 8 0 15 0 
, 

0 166 0 0 13 14 0 , 6 6 0 12 26 48 5 2 , 
9 3 0 t 12 0 11 6: 0 12 8 0 : 12 10· 0 14 8 0 148 4 0 12 6 0 6 6 0 ... 24 72 7 0 

615 0 7 3 0 811 6 8 0 0 , 910 3 ... 95 15 0 8 0 0 6 6: 0: 10 18 285 17 II 

8 4 0 4 II o i 611 6 IS 0 0 : 7 7 3 ... 52 15 0 4 7 0 6 iii 0 Ii 12 350 12 1 
- , 

I -------
I: 

16,74<l 2.819 7 
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STATEMENT No.2. 

Comparativll' cost of Everite preSlurll pipe, and C. I. pipe8~ 

Rate at which C. I. 
Size Rate per foot pipes would have Rate per foot 
of R.ft. delivered at to be tendered f.o.r. to.r. Gwalior at 

pipe, Gwalior. Gwalior to oomplete Rs. 6-12·0& owt. 
with Everite pipes. ~ 

_. 

inoh. Rs. Rs. A. 1'. Rs. •• 1' • Rs. A. 1'. 

6 3,701 1 10 6 6 1 0 1 14 9 maxi-, 
mum. 

4 1,601 1 0 0 5 14 0 1 2 7 " 
3 9,000 0 11 0 5 6 0 0 15 0 .. 
(b) I. S. D. Tender No. N.-2302, 2,756- R. ft .. pipes.-Everite asbestos 

cement pressure 8" nominal. bore class " A" Rs. 5,512 f.o.r. Bombay. 
Prioe per foot of 8" pipes f.o.r. Bombay would. be Rs. 2 per. R. ft. 

or Rs. 24, for a 12' pipes and cast iron pipes would have to be delivered 
at Rs. 5 per cwt. f.o.r. Bombay to compete with the above. 

STATEMENT No.3. 

Statement showing percentages of depreciation on Block Account. 
-

Capital Rate of -- Expenditure depreoia. Amount. 
as on 30·6·33. tion. 

Rs. Per oent.!, RB. 

1. Retort Condensers, Cool.ers and Transfer 15;55,887 5 77,794 
oars. 

2. Blast Furnace and Stoves '. · . 10,61,574 5 53,079 , 
-~ 

3. Pipe Foundry Cranes, Tum -Tables and 19,66,422 5 98,321 
other equipments. 

4. Steel Plant as per Mr. Marshall's esti- 16100,000 61 1,00,000 
mate. 

5. Chemical Plant inoluding Tar Plant and 8,69,030 5 42,952 
Alcohol Refinery. 

6. Furniture . · · 28,988 61 1,812 

7. Mines and Ropeway " 
3,83,003 5 19,150 

8. En&:nes, Rolling stock, machines, 26,32,444 5 1,31,622 
Boaers, Power House and Tramways. 

9. Town · . · .- 5,48,823 2 10,976 

10. Plant 'tracks . · . · . 3,46,085 2 6,922 
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Capital Rate of 
-- Expenditure deprecia-

88 on 30-6-33. tion. 

Rs. Per cent. 

11. TramwJloY Tracks, inclnding formation 13,05,774 2 
and Bridges. 

12. Office and Plant Buildings . 11,45,575 2 

13. General Expenses, such as, Establish- 11,66,433 nil 
mento Agency, Commission, Consulta-
tion, etc. 

14. Minor improvements to the Plant to be 4,00,000 2 
taken up. ---------

Total 1,50,00,038 4 
-

The Indian Uume Pipe Co., Ltd., Bombay. 
(1) Letter dated the 23rd Oc.tobe·r, 1933. 

.' 

Amount. 

Ra. 

26,115 

~,912 

... 

8,000 

----
5,99,655 

----
or Ra. 6 

We are approaching you in connection with competition that we are f~ced 
with from non-Indian sources against what are called Hume Steel Pipes, 
which we manufacture from Tatas Steel plates. 

2. Hume Steel Pipe is a pipe made of steel plates i/l to t n thick, electri
cally welded both circumferentially and longitudinally. i'hese 'pipes are 
centrifugally lined internally with cement motar, or if required, with rein
forced cement mortar. They ar~ protected externally either by reinforced 
cement mortar (by a different vibrating process) or by jute wrapping soaked 
in bitumen. Pipes so made are ideal pipes, having the advantages of 
both cast iron and Concrete pipes without the disadvantages in particular 
conditions and soils of the former. Hume Steel Pipes can be made upto 30' 
long. in the shops thus considerably reducing the number of field .joints. The 
pipes can be made from 4/1 diameter upon 36/1 diameter and more. The 
original process is the Patent of an Australian Firm from whom we have 
taken the rights for the whole of India, Burma and Ceylon on terms which 
have· been generally settled but not yet finalised in certain particulars. 
We have a complete plant erected at Bombay under the supervision of an 
expert from Australia, under whom 4 or 5 Engineers have been trained here. 
We had also sent two of our Engineers to Singapore and Australia for further 
knowledge concerning the process. 

3. As regards staff we have on the Hume Steel and Hume Pipe Factories 
about 40 qualified Graduate Engineers, all Indians; some of them are 
Engineering Gr~duates. of British Un~versit~es. We. sent Originally 
two of these Indian Engmeers to be tramed m Australia in 1926 and 
in 1931 we ~ent one of. these all t~e. world round to study the' latest 
developments In concrete pipes. He VISited most of the countries of 
the w~rld that a~e. advanced in concrete pil?e maki~g. This year we 
sent. hiS col1~ague slmllerly on a. world r~und trip to brmg his knowledge 
of pipe makmg upto-date. A third ~meer has been Bent to Singapore, 
where .the AustralIan Company had a big contract for HUDle Steel Pipes to 
be trained in the actual manufaeture; this Engineer thereafter Visited 
Australia to learn what was being done there. As regards the highly techni
cal side of the question, we have, as Consulting Engineer on our' ~taff 
Mr. A. P. Maddocks, B.Sc. <.Birm.), M.Inst.O.E ... M.Inst.W.E.; F .R.San.I., 



M.l.E. (Ind.), who was Public Health Engineer to the Government of Bomba)' 
until recently. Messrs. Braru;by Williams and Temple of Calcutta .have also 
acted as our Consulting Engineers during the last 6 or 7 years. Mr. Bransby 
Williams we may .mention is a retired Chief Engineer for Public Health 
to the Government of Bengal. 

4. As regards Hume Pipe, which is a concrete pipe spun on the centrifugal 
process, we have 17 factories spread all over the country. Our investment 
on this to-day on fixed Capital expenditure, liquid assets and working capital 
together, is a,bout B.s. 28 lacs. iou will be interested to know that when 
thIS process was brought to India in the early stages, it lost about B.s. 38 
lacs of the shareholders money and about B.s. 25 lacs of the Managing Agents. ~ 
The .existing concern ·was saved out of the wreck and the first step was to 
send out 2 lndian Engineers as stated above, to proceed to Australia,. with 
the result that the Company has now 17 factories and between the two 
Industries-The Hume Steel and Hume Pipe-there are 40 qualified Indian 
Engineers as mentioned above. This shows what field for employment this 
presents, and what can be done in the line of honest Indianisation. 

5. Our investment on Hume Steel BO far amounts to Rs. 3 lacs and we 
find that owing to Railway freight dilfficulty another plant at Jamshedptir 
is essential; the capital expendlture on thIS will be a similar amount to 
begin with and may be increased.. 

6. We have been tendering in various pla(:es for Hume Steel pipes. Our 
difficulty has been competition from non-Indian Steel pipes as also from 
Indian Cast Iron pipes. Owing to the competition of Japanese Cast Iron 
pipes, indigenous makers of cast iron pipes hi1ve had to reduce prices consideJ:
ably. This in turn has been affecting us not only in the Hume Steel pipes 
but also in Hume Concrete pipes. Our grievance is that the Bhadravati 
W orks,-being the property of the Mysore State,-can be run at a loss, as 
may be seen from their results or from the discussions in .the Mysore State 
Assembly. They may go on doing this indefinitely as these Works find 
employment for about 8,000 men and the burden of the loss is distributed 

. on 2 or 3 million of their taxpayers. The Balance Sheets of the Bengal Iron 
Company show very serio lIS losses. This sterling company can perhaps afford 
to continue to lose for a time as they have ample resources, and probably 
they have no alternative than to cut down their rates for pipes owing to 
Japanese competition. Hume Steel Pipes have also been faced with keen 
competition to an increasing extent from imported Asbestos Cement Pipes. 
Unless, therefore, Indian products are protected fully against the .inroads 
of foreign pipe makers these indllStries cannot sUJ:Vive much.less prosper. We 
submit that for every requirement for which a pipe is required from.lliameters 
of about 3* to 48" or more India can make pipes of good quality for every 
conceivable purposes. Excellent pipes made by stoneware pipe makers in 
various parts of the country, along with Hume concrete pipes can satisfy 
all drainage requirements. For gravitation water supply mains or mains 
under small pressures, we consider Hume Concrete pipe an ideal and economi
cal pipe. For higher pressures Bhadravati or Bengal Iron. where cast iron 
pipes. are required, and Hume Steel where steel pipe is suitable, can fully 
meet the requirements of the country. Under the circumstances non-Indian 
pipes might be prohibited from entering the country. If however there are 
di:fficulties with regard to prohibition, we would suggest that a duty of 
Rs. 33 per ton in addition to the existing duties, whether revenue or protec
tive, should be imposed on all import of pipes whether Cast Iron, Steel or 
Asbestos cement of diameters from 3" to 48/1. 

7. We have s~ested that the extra duty should be on the tonnage basis 
irrespective of whether the pipes are made of cast iron, steel or Asbestos 
cement as this forDlS a ready means of fixing such duty and the extra duty 
would then be independent of currency fluctuations, ete. , 

8. We have another point to make and that is as follows: -during the 
early stages of the development of the Hume Steel pipe industry, we should 
like to have special terDlS for the supply of raw materials" from the Tata Iron 
and Steel Co., Ltd •. All the pipes that we have made so far have bean made 



of Tata. Steel plates and we want to continue to use this steel.. As regards 
special reduction in the price of plates for the Hume Steel mdustry, the 
Steel Company seems to be under the impression that the Cast Iron pipe 
makers can afford to sell their product as low as Rs. 3 per cm. ere-factory 
and therefore that Hume Steel would not be able to compete; consequentially 
there is no future for the Hume Steel in India and therefore. no concession 
in steel prices need be given. This we submit is not correct as is obvious 
from the Balance Sheets of the Bengal Iron Company, of which we will send 
you a copy if so desired, and from the reports of the Bhadravati Iron Works; 
eYen at Rs. 4 per cm. ero..factory they have shown considerable"1oss. Secondly 
there are various circumstances which would be admitted as justifying Steel 
Pipe as against Cast Iron Pipe. Here we are faced with the competition of 
imported steel pipes and hence the necessity of a special concession rate 
in the early stages for steel plat~s. There is another reason why Hume 
Steel is a better proposition than Cast Iron pipes; apart from technical 
grounds, while a Oast Iron Plant including a Pig Iron Plant requires about a -
crore of Rupees to instal, a Hume Steel Plant can be installed at an 
expenditure of about Rs. 3 lacs. Distances are great in India and Railway 

- freight cl).arges constitute a considerable percentage of the cost of· such low 
priced and heavy articles as cast iron pipes. .A Hume Steel Factory, being 
a mobile one, can be erected at the site of the work if the order is worth 
Rs. 5 or Rs. 6 lacs (and such orders are not uncommon) and considerable 
saving in freight charges can thus be made. We would therefore request the 
Tariff Board to arrange with the Steel Company to give us special reduced 
rates during the infancy of this industry for about 2 years. The Steel 
Company has said in paragraphs 131, 132 and· 133 of their representation 
to. the Tariff Board that they are prepared to give such facilities to new 
industries. One of our present Hume Steel plant can consume 5,000 tons 
of steel plates annually. Tenders we have recently submitted would have 
given us over 2,000 tons of work but for Japanese competi'tion and consequen
tial price reduction by Indian Cast Iron pipe makers. To summarise: -(a) 
An additional duty of Rs. 33 per. ton on all imports of all makes whether 
cast iron, steel or Asbestos cement of pipes from diameters 3" to 48" should 
be imposed. (b) In the infancy stages of the Hume Steel Pipe industry 
which should have a great future, Steel Company should lie requested t~ 
give special concession rates. . 

(2) Lette'l' No. H. P./5430/61, dated the 4th December, 1933, from the 
Indian Hwme Pipe Co., Ltd. 

We beg to send herewith 5 copies of the note by Mr. A. P. Maddocks, 
B.Sc., M.Inst.O.E., F.R.San.I., M.Inst.W.E., M.I.E. (Ind.) Retired 
Superintending Engineer, Public Health, Bombay, showing the ~dvantages 
of steel pipes over Oast Iron Pipes. 

Enclosure. 

Note on the advantages of Hume Steel Pipes, by A. P. Maddocks B Se 
M.ln;st.O.E., . F.R.San.I.! M.lnst. W.E., M.I.E. (Ind.), RetiredSup~ri;": 
tendtng Engtneer, Publtc Health, Bombay, Consulting Engineer to the 
Indian Hume Pipe Co., Ltd. 

1. Cast Iron Pipes are only suitable for working pressures up to 400 feet of 
vertical head of water. . 

There are numerous· cases in India where the working pressures are greatly 
in excess of this; in the Puniab working preSRu~es of 1,000 to 1,500 feet are 
not ~common for water supply purposes, and. III hydrocelectric schemes the 

. mains are required to withstand very high pressures. (The head of the 
G~ma ~ater "'Y0;ks main of the Simllt Municipality is ",ell. Qver 4. 000 feet 
thIa mam conslstmg ~f steel tubes.) " ' , 



2 .. For working \leads of. over 400 feet steel pipes are therefore necessary 
and It frequently happens In cases where the working heads are below this 
figure. that the use of steel pipes is advantageous, for one or more of the 
followmg reasons:-

(a) Oost.-The cost of steel pipes is less than that of cast irlon when 
the diameter is considerable. 

(b) Weight.-:-The weight of steel pipes is seldom more than one-third 
and may be less than one-fourth of that of cast iron pipes of 
the same diameter. This fact is of particular importance in 
India as affecting freight charges. The lighter weight of steel 
pipes also results in an appreciable saving in handling and laying 
charges. (The lining and coating of Burne Steel pipes can be 
carried out by a mobile plant after delivery of the steel pipes.) 

(c) Breakage.-Steel pipes are seldom badly damaged in the course of 
handling and transport, while cast iron pipes are liable to be 
broken or cracked. 

(d) ElQ..5ticitll.-Steel pipes are more reliable than cast iron in operation, 
steel being better able to take up sudden stresses due·to water
hammer, etc., without fracture. Steel pipes are also less liable 
to fracture if subsidence occurs. 

(e) Joints.-Steel pipes are made in lengths up to 18' or more while 
C . .I. Pipes seldom exceed 12' in length. The number of joints 
in a steel pipe line is thus considerably less than with a C. I. 
main. The reduced number of joints both lessens the cost of 
the main and increases its discharging capacity. . 

3. Burne Steel Pipes with an internal centrifugally spun lining of cement
mortor and an outer protective coating of cement mortar Or concrete have 
the following additional advantages:-

Cast Iron Pipes are attacked by soft peaty waters, tubercles or rounded 
excrescences being formed on the internal surface of the pipes. Bard 
waters, on the other hand, tend to cause incrustation of calcareous 
matter. Such tuberculation or incrustation offers considerable resistance 
to the flow of water and consequently reduces the discharging capacity 
of the main. 

Cast Iron Pipes laid in a salt impregnated subsoil in India. have been 
found to perish in 20 years due to external corrosion: cast iron pipe 
lines laid in chemically impregnated soil such as town refuse, ash and 
cinder heaps, chemical works refuse and similar substances, which are 
frequently found in the vicinity of towns, are liable. to heavy _ corrosion 
due to external action. . 

The protection of the steel of Burne Steel Pipes by means of a lining 
of cement mortar prevents tubercula.tion and incrustation and fully 
protects the internal surface of the pipes from the corrosive action of 
soft waters. The external coverinp; of cement concrete protects the pipe 
from external corrosion due to salt or chemically imprel/:nated subsoils. 
A steel pipe with a spun concrete lining gives a main with extra
ordinary lastinl/: qualities at a very eronomical cost.' The steel can be 
reduced to the thickness required to withstand bursting stress only. The 
concrete gives the main ample rigidity against aU external compression 
at a cost which does not exceed that of the added steel which would 
be necessary for the same purpose. Further; the concrete affords 
absolute protection to the steel and itself remains so unaltered that it 
offers no resistance to the flow of water. The capacity of an unlined pipe 
is frequently reduced by 33t per cent. in 30 years i that of two 42W mains 
on the Birmingham pipe line. one of C. 1. and the other of unlined steel, 
fell from 32 m.g./day in 1902 to 21l m.fl./day in 1931. In other words 
the capacity of each 42" main berame redllred to that of a 36" pipe. A 
36" pipe with a spun 'concrete lining could have been put in at verY 
considerably lesa cost than that of a 42" unlined main. The use of 
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Hume Steel Pipes should therefore permit of an appreciable reduction in 
the diameter of the main required for a given discharge. 

At Singapore the Cast Iron gravitation main has become, so badly 
tuberculated that it has been necessary to replace it by a Hume Steel main; 
the C. I. Pipes are being removed and scraped and centrifugally lined with 
cement mortar before being re-used elsewhere in the water supply system. 

The Ministry of Health, London, allows a 10 years longer loal!- period in 
the case of cast iron lined internally with concrete and steel pipes surround
ed with concrete and lined internally than in the case of unprotected C. I. 
Pipes or Steel Pipes wrapped with Hessian but unlined. 

(3) Letter No. HP/5668/61, dated the 13th December, 1933, from the Indian 
Hwme Pipe Co., Ltd. 

As desired during the evidence of our representative in Bombay; we beg 
to send herewith the following information:-

1. Audited BalanCe Sheet of the indian Hume Pipe Co., Ltd., for the year 
ended 30th June, 1933.-On page 7 of this Balance Sheet you will find an 
item of Rs. 3,48,272-6-4 under "Factories under Erection". This includes 
the expenditure up to the date on Hume Steel and Wire Drawing. We 
enclose full details of how this item is made up of. 

2. A Sta.tement giving th.e value of orders received 'and /la!ecuted during 
the last four years for Hwme Concrete pipes together with a coZwmn showing 
how they work out per factory during these years.-It will be observed that 
during the year under review, the orders per Factory have fallen considerably. 
The increase in the number of Factories during the 4 years have been 
generally in the same proportion. On conclusion to be drawn from this 
statement is that Hume Concrete ,Pipes have almost displaced imported pipes 
such as Armoo and others used for culvert purposes. There seems to be 
still some case particularly with the Military Department where Armoo 
pipes are being bought although. they are expensive and last .much less than 
Hume Concrete Pipes. In some case they have shown signs of bending and 
deterioration owing to soil and climate conditions. 

3. A copy of our Zetter No. HP / 1,385/179 of 3rd October, 1933, addressed 
to the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., regarding price of plates to be supplied 
to m.-We would like to draw your attention. particularly to the last 
paragraph in this connection. ' . 

This leaves only one ·statement to be sent to you and that is as regards 
the actual cost of making steel pipes for the particular order being executed 
for the Nizam's State Railways. This order is not yet completed, but in 
order, to meet your wishes we are trying to make out a statement fol': that 
portion of the order that we have 80 far completed. In addition to this 
we will send you a statement in detail of what we estimate to be·the.cost of 
manufacturing these pipes. . 

Enclosures. 

(1) DetaiZs of Factories under erection shown in Balance Sheet for the year 
ending 30th June, 1933. 

(1) Hume Steel (excluding Stores on hand 
Rs. 24,234-10-2) 

(2) Wire Drawing 

(3) Nizamabad Factory of Hume Pipe 

Rs. A. P. 

2,95,435 2 9 

43,558 13 3 

9,278 6 4 

3,48,272 6 4 
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The Hums Sted position as on 30th June, 1933. 

rir£ed Oapital sxpendirurfl :

Plant and Machinery 

BuildingS 

Factory erection including Australian 
experts salary and passage 

Development account 

Stock and Stores on hand 

Total lock up in June, 1933 

RB. A. P. 

1,39,559 7 8 

25,200 0 0 

28,47614 6 

94,636 5 7 

2,87,872 11 9 

31,797 1 2 

3,19,669 12 11 

NOTB.-The corresponding figure for total lock up in October 1933, is 
Ri. 3,43,819-1-8. 

(2) Statement giving the value 0/ orders received and oo:cmted during ths 
la.9t jo'Ur year3. 

- 19!8-29. 11l~9·SO. 19110-81. 1931·Sl. 1982-98. 

Bo. £. P. Ba. .. 1'. 118. '. 1'. Ra. ... 1'. R •• £ • 1'. 

S.I. of Pip •• during 
the Joar . 

6,U,OflS 611 8.",970 , II S,BS.Sn , 10 I/HI,Sag U 9 10.68,088 • II 
p ... ."tall. of nett 

proDt on •• 10&. 
0'86 .or .ml, . 15'S per •• nt. 19'7 per .ont • 10'OS per .ont. S'8 percent. 

A TeTAge oale 
'JOtor,. 

per l,OM1. 0 0 1.88.900 0 0 1.26,178 0 9 1,'6,189 0 0 83.888 0 0 

(3) COW of letter No. HPf4885 1179, dated thfl October 8rd, 198.', from tke 
Indian Hume Pipe 00., Ltd., Bombay, to the .Tata Iron and Steel OQ., 
Ltd., Bombay. 

SUPPLY OF STEEL. PLATES FOB MAKING WELDED PIPES. 

We have erected a Plant in Bombay based on Australian Pa.tents to make 
pill9s from Steel plates for water supply purposes of various diameters from 
6" to 60" and generally in 18' to 30' lengths. We spe a future for these 
pipes from the various tenders we have recently submitted. One handicap. 
however. of such tenders not resulting in actual orders seems to be the 
double Railway freight that we have to in('ur. vi~:, (1'1 for platt's from 
.Tamshedpur to Bombay with all the handling ('harges and (2) for pipes to 

. he transported back to the place of supply. Our handi('ap is due to our 
desire to restrict our plates to Swedeshi plates whi('h we have done so far 
and propOSe to continue to do in the future; if howev(>r we use foreign 
plates, this dilfficulty disappears. Recently these places have been in the 
neiqhl-0111·hood of SecundeTsbad and Delhi.. W", belieVE>. we lost these orders 
owina to this Rq.i1wa:v frp;srh+· IHofIicult", to avoid which we are contemplating 
to llut UD a plant. at. Jamshedpur whE>re t·be shE>lls of toe pipes will 1>e 
made and Bent out for further process of intt'rnal lining and outside 
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coating to the places of supply. We would like you, therefore, to agree to 
supply us the plates required -at J amshedpur on the following basis:-

(a) The plates should be supplied to us at Jamshedpur at f.o.r. rate 
for foreign plates at Bombay .less Railway freight from 
Jamshedpur to Bombay. 

(b) A further reduction of 3 per cent. on such price should be allowed. 
We understand it is usual with you to quote about Rs. 3 to Rs. 5 per 

ton less as compared to f.o.r. price for imported steel in Bombay and 
Karachi. 

It is difficult for us to say what quantity of plates we wiII be using. 
Had we secured the two tenders which we narrowly missed, our total 
consumption of plates, even- in this short time, would have been in the 
neighbourhood of about 2,000 tons. Our equipment can take-care of about 
5,000 tons of plates per year. Our figures show that we can successfully 
compete with cast. iron pipes at their present quotation. A study of the 
Balance Sheet of Bengal Iron Company and Bhadravati Works wiII show 
that both have lost heavily at these prices which had to be reduced owin~ 
solely to Japanese rompetition. A further reduction by them therefore need 
not be contemplated. On the contrary with the Japanese competition out of 
the wav either owing to the negotiations at Simla or as a result of the 
Tariff Board inquiry, there is a good chance of arriving at an arrangement 
with Cast Iron Dipe makers to realise better prices; conversations on these 
lines have already been begun. We are mentioning all this because 'we arf! 
told that it is believed in some quarters that cast iron people can afford 
to quote lower. Under many circumstances bur pipes are preferred to Cast 
Iron pipes. 

At this is a new outlet for your plates we had expected a special price 
much lower than what we bave mentioned above. But in view of· the various 
dis('ussions our representatives had at your office and because of the ;recent 
brisk sales of your materials you seem to be disinclined to give this illdustry 
a special consideration. This is why we have put the above proposal before 
you for the present. We are Quite prepared to arrive at a co-operative 
arrangement by which you can share the profits with us above a particular 
minimum but tbis wiII require further experience and consideration on 
both sides. We think, if some such arrangements can be arrived at the 
consumption of plates on our side would amount to a decent tonnage per 
year. 

(4) Letter No. HP/91/61, iln-ted the 5th. Jonua,'Y, 1994, from the India.", 
Hume Pipe Co .• Ltd. 

Reference: Our Evidence befor~your Board- on 6th December, 1933. 

Tn continuation of our letter No. HP /5668/61, dated the 13th December, 
,1933. 

• • • • • • • • 
We also 'enclose herewith a Rtatement showinll: the rates tendered for 

~l1n"ly of Pipes hv several firms in connection' with the extension of Water 
WorlrR. Jlelhi. We would invite your attention to the fad; that the con
optition in this tender is between the Hump Steel and Bengal Iron. the 
latter having Quoted on an avpra!!'p at .. hout Rs. '4-12 npr "wt., f.o.r. Dplhi 
1lr an eQuivalE>nt of aopro~matel:v Rs. 3-12 ppr cwt., eoz-Works. Bengal Iron 
have nrf'snmahly tendered so low becanl<e there was the fear of Japane!9 
competition. 

As rpl!ards comnqrison with importpd steel pipes, our rates compar .. 
fav011rahlv he~a118e Tata.. "'ave us thp pl~te~ at a rate enuivalent to Rs. 80 
"",-.Jam.hpdpnr, and in order to get in Hurne Steel we did not nrovide for 
any marl!i'l or overhpad "harge-s. Bpsides the imnort~d StePl Pipe m .. kel'lI 
wel'P DnAAiblv takpn nn"wa1'E'~ all t.hl'v might not have expected such keen 
compptition from indige'lous pipE' makers. ' 

• • • • • • • • 
STEEL-In 2G 



Enclosure. 
Delhi tender-Statement shou,'ing comparative prices 0/ Iron and Steel pipes. Rates per ft. run. 

Wrijlht Penhom and Benga.l iron. 
Partners. 

Hume Stewarts British Bando & Beruck 
Size. eteel. and ·Manness· Co. Rivet· Comens. Size. Quantity.' 

Lloyds. Elec. Water man. ted pipes. Rate per Per ft. Per cwt. 
Welder. Gas. 12 ft. 

--- ---
Inch. Rs. J.. 1'. Rs. A. 1'. Rs. J.. 1'. Rs. A. 1'. Rs. A. 1'. Rs. ,'. 1'. Rs. A. 1'. Rs. A. 1'. Rs. A. 1'. Rs. Inoh. R. ft. T. C. 

'2 2015 0 28 1 0 30 14 9 31 14 9 26 0 0 22 4 o 231 8 0 19 4 0 4 6 0 25 42 3,540 780 9 

40 19 6 0 2615 0 29 6 9 30 6 9 25 0 0 21 0 o 214 7 0 17 14 0 4 6 0 20 40 2,500 511 0 

38 18 2 0 26 7 0 27 13 0 28 !3 0 24 0 0 20 0 0 271 8 0 17 10 0 4 10 0 19 38 1,800 343 9 

36 16 10 0 23 12 0 26 0 0 26 J,.1 0 21 12 0 19 12 0 194 7 0 16 4 0 410 0 13 36 720 126 2 

33 14 11 0 21 15 0 23 7 0 24 3 0 18 2 0 17 0 0 180 9 0 13 0 0 4 14 0 ... 33 1,260 194 4 

30 12 10 0 19 13 0 16 0 1 21 1 0 17 4 0 16 0 ,0 155 15 0 13 0 0 414 0 ... 30 6,165 822 () 

26 10 5 0 13 7.0 13 1 0 14 8 0 12 11 0 15 0 0 166 0 0 13 14 0 6 6 0 ]2 26 48 5 2 

24 9 3 0 12 6 0 11 6 0 12 10 0 9 12 0 14 8 0 148 4 0 12 6 0 6 6 0 ... 24 72 7 0 

18 S 15 0 8 0 0 all 6 9 10 3 7 3 0 ... 95 15 0 8 0 0 6 6 0 10 18 285 17 9 

12 3 4. G 5 0 0 6 il 6 7 7 3 4 9 0 ... 52 15 0 4 7 0 6 6 0 8 12 350 12 1 

NOTE.-Owing to the comparatively very small quantities of pipes below 30' dis. required the average rate per cwt. is only slillhtly over Rs. 4·10. 
The competition is between Hume Steel an4 Bengal Iron who seem to have quotad cn an average at about Rs. 4·12 per owt. f.o.r. Delhi or an 

equivalent of approximately Rs. 3.12 per owt. ex·works. Persumably this is the result of the expeota.tion (If Japanese competition. 
These rates are reported by our Engineer in Delhi to have been read out when the tenders were opened. 
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(5) Letter No. HP/490/61. dated the 24th. January, 1934/2nd February, 
1934, from the Indian H'Ume Pipe Co., Lttlr. 

Reference: Our. Evidence>' before your. Board on 6th December, 1933. 
As required by;vou, during our oral evidence in Bombay, and in continua" 

tion of our letter No. HP /5668/61 of 13th December, 1933, we enclose here
with a statement showing actual cost of manufacture of Hume Steel Pipes 
for the Hyderabad Public Works Department and.. Nizam's 'State Railway, 
Secundera.bad. These are the two works in hand at present, for which .we 
are manufacturing 9", 14" and 160 diameter pipes. The. overhead charges 
and the value of total turnover are considered on the basis of 2,000 tons of 
aunual output of plates. Actual overhead charges on the little _ amount of 
work done for the tenders would give a figure too high for the purposes of 
reasonable costs. For your information, we have also shown .the prices that 
we quoted. It will be seen that they barely cover the cost of manufacture 
and we have shown the reason for so tendering. 

A statement showing our estimated cost of Hume Steel Pipes of 9", 
15H and 24" diameters, f.o.r. destination, is also enclosed. For ready refer
ence, we have shown prices of similar C. I. pipes of "B" class at Re. 6-10 
per cm., and also at 10 per cent. less. The reason for the rate of Rs. 6-10 
per cm., and the 10 per cent. deduction is explained, in the notes attached; 
It will be. seen that a field for this new industry, consuming Indian Steel, 
does exist in this country. . . 

The costs are shown per running foot and also per ton of plates, as 
desired by you. 



(1) Oost 01 Hwnc SteeZ Pipes 101' Hyderabad Public Works Department ~d Nizam's State Railway, Secunderabad Tenders. 

Il"xi" 9"xi" 14"xi" l6"xl" 

Size of pipe. 
. 

PerRo ft. Per Ton. PerR.ft. Per Ton. PerRo ft. Per Ton. PerR.n. Per Ton. 

Re • .a.. P. Rs. J., Re. J.. P. Re. J.. Rs. A. P. Rs. J.. R •• A. P. Re. A. 

1. Jlannfactnre of shells at Hazagon 1 S 7 249 6 1 8 7 249 6 114 6 218 8 116 8 195 6' 

S. Transport of shen. from the Bombay factory to the 0 8 8 82 8 0 8 8 82 8 0 , 7 29 8 0 , 10 27 8 
8eounderabad factory. 

I. Inner lining at 8ecunderabad . . 0 6 0 69 9 0 6 0 69 9 0 7 7 4812 0 8 2 46 II 

'. Outer l!nklg at Secunderabad . 0 710 78 6 0 710 78 6 0 9 8 69 7 0 9 II 65 0 

5. Cost of manufacture f.o.r. destination .. . 2 9 8 4111 12 2 II 8 4111 12 8 811 851 1 8 6 6 82811 

'6. Prices at wb10h pipes have been quoted 2 11'0 .. 2 6 0 . .. 8 6 0 .. 4 1 8 .. -
'1. 10 per cent. D;f,reciatlon and obsolescence on 

} 
Ro. 3,00,000 lIxe expenditure. \ 

6 per cent. Jntereet on a worklng capital of RI. 4,50,000 0 2 6 26 , 0 2 6 26 4 0 uti 26 4 0 4 4 26 4 

(The above two chargee are on the basil of 2,000 tons 
of annual output of plates). 

< 

8. 10 per cent. Head ofllce charges on the valne of total 0 , 1 42 0 0 8 8 87 8 0 6 4 86 6 0 6 6 S9 0 
turnover. ---- ----

9. Due cost of pipes 8 0 8 '88 0 21510 488 8 818 1 41311 4 1 8 888 15 

10. 10 per cent. Selling organisation, demonstration Con-

} 
suiting Engineer, propaganda, advertising, booklets. 

6 per cent profit 0 6 1 63 0 0 6 6 66 4 0 8 0 64 II 0 II II 68 8 

The above percentages are worked out on the value of 
total turnover. 

11. Total CO ,t of pipes " 8 6 4 551 0 8 5 4 53912 4 Ii 1 468 4 411 0 t47 7 

Bemark •. -Prlcea at which pipe. have been quoted cover only material, labour and looal supervision. This was done In order to Introduce pipes and secure an Initial 
order with a semi public body. . . 

Steel plates are teken at .as. 95 per ton at which ... te they were supplied by HeBBrs. Tata Iron & Steel Company, f.o.r. Bombay. 
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(2) An. Estimate '0/ Prices 0/ Hums 8teel Pipes and theii Oomparison. with. 
corresponding Prices 0/ O. I. Pipes. 

Size of Pipe. 9'xl'Cost 15'X*'Cost 24' xl' Cost 
perR. ft. perRo ft. per R. ft. 

Rs. A. P. Be. A. P. Be. A. P. 
1. • Hume Steel Shell manufacture 1 2 9 2 5 7 4 8 6 

at Jamshedpur. 
2. Forwarding charges at Jamshed· 0 0 5 0 010 0 1 10 

pur. '. -3. • Railway frejght on a mean des· 0 4 1 0 9 7 1 3 9 
tination between Secunderabad 
(South) and Delhi (North). 

015 6 4. Outer coating at destination 0 7 3 010 6 
5. Inner coating at destination . 0 :i " 0 5 0 0 9 3 
6. • Overhead charges • . 014 7 1 13 5 3 8 8 
7. Fair selling price of pipes . 3 0 5 512 11 1015 . 6 
8. Fair selling prices per ton of 496 0 0_ 396 0 0 360 0 0 

finished plates. ----------
9. • Price af C. L pipes at 6·10'() per 3 1 5 6 5 4 12 13 4 

cwt. 
10. • Price of C. I. pipes at 6·10·0 per 212 6 511 2 11 9 0 

cwt., less 10 per cent. 

1. ·The price of pia-tea is taken as Rs. 110 per ton f.o.r. Jamshedpur. 
3. ·The Railway freight is the mean freight from' Jamshedpur to two 

average places, one in the South and one in the North, namely, Secundera-
bad and Delhi. . 

6. *Ollerhead charges:-
10 per cent. Depreciation and obsolescence ~ Co 'd d t t 

on Rs. 3 00':000. nsl ere on an ou pu 
, , " of 2 000 tons of plates 

6 per cent. Inter~t on a workIng capItal per year 
of Re. 4,50,000. • 

10 per cent. Hea.d Office charges. "") 
5 per cent. Sales organisation, consulting I .' 

Engineer, .propaganda, advertising ConsIdered on the value ()t 
literature, etc. . ~ the total. annual turn-

. • . J over. 5 per cent .. SellIng agents commISSIon. J 
5 per cent. Profit to the Company. 

9. ·The price of Rs. 6-10 per cwt., for C. I. pipes is assumed on the 
basis that· new duties would bring imported pipes up to Re. 6 per ewt., 
ez-Port; and, there would be an additional average charge of As. 10 per 
cwt., for covering freights to inland destinations, the average being con~ 
sidered on the total import of the country thus: - . 

Rs. A. 
50 per cent. of the country's import of O. t. pipes 

assumed as used in ports, i.Il., freight is nil . . 
25 per cent. of the country's import 'of O. I. pipes 

assumed as destinations far inland where the 
freight would be . . • • • • • I 8 

25 per cent. of the country's import of C. I .. pipes 
assumed as used in destinations of average 
distance inland where the freight would be . 1 0 

Therefore the average freight=lth of ~ 
or 

.=010 
10. *10 per cent. in the price ofC. I. pipes is deducted to introduce 

a new article, 88 some preference in price has to be given .. 
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(d) L"t: •• r No. HP/630/61, dated the 6th/6th February, 199.6, from.. the 
Indian Hwrne Pipe Co., Ltd. 

Referenoo; Our oral evidence bl!fore your Board on 6th December 1933. 
We were asked to submit a further note in non-technical language, Qn 

the points where Steel Pipes have to be preferred as against cast iron pipes. 

,We also beg to send herewith a note which is 'supplementary to the one 
we sent to the Board on 4th Decemb\1r 1933, with our letter No. HP /5430 161. 

Enclosures. 

SupplemenJ;ary note on the advantages 0/ Hwrne Steel Pipes. 

[In continuation, of the Notes submitted by Mr. A. P. Moddocks, B.Sc., 
M.lnst.C.E., F.R.San.I., M.lnst:W.E., M.I.E. (Ind.).] 

'~n addition to the above technical advantages which the Hume Steel 
Pipe possesses, it may be pointed out that a steel pipe contains consider
ably less weight of metal than is required in the case of III cast iron pipe of 
equal strength and that consequently for equal expenditures on pipes the use 
of Hume Steel involves less depletion of the mineral reserves of the country 
and greater expenditure on labour j also tbat much of the labour in the case ' 
of the Hume Steel pipes is of a more highly technical and advanced nature 
than is required in a pipe foundry-and that it is desirable in the interest 
of the country that industrial developments of a more advanced nature shall 
receive encouragement. 

Conditions where Steel Pipes and particularly coated aoo line Steel Pipe& 
are more suitable than ordinary Bare C. I. Pipes. 

Cast Iron Pipes are not suitable for cases where water ha~ to be conveyed 
from a greater height than 400 feet as a greater height induces a pressure 
in the pipe which is not safe with cast iron pipes. 

Cast Iron Pipes weigh more than steel pipes as they have to be consider
ably thicker for the salIl1l strength. This excess weight entails correspondingly 
greater freight charges for transport. , 

Cast Iron is also brit.tle. liable to break suddenly under a blow or pressure 
and unable to deflect in any direction. Therefore a cast iron pipe line is 
very rigid and cannot accommodate itself to any subsidence in the soil or to 
settlement due to the pressure of the overlying material. 

Cast Iron is attacked by 80ft peaty waters, resulting in tuberculous 
growths or excrescences being formed on the inside. A simila.r incrustation 
is formed by hard waters by the deposition of a hard material on the inside 
of the pipes. These growths or incrustations reduce the diameter of the 
pipe and consequently the size of the opening, and increase the losses by 
friction j they thus diminish the dischar~ing capacity of the pipe. If laid 
ill snIt or chemically impregnated soil such as town or industrial refuse, cast 
iron pipes are liable to corro~e, being unprotected on the outside. 

(7) Lette,T No. HP/570161, dated the 7th February 199.6, from the 
. 'Indian Hume Pipe Co., Ltd. 

Reference: Our Oral evidence before your Board on 6th December 1933. 

As desired by you' durin~ our oral evidence and in continuation of our 
letter No. HP/490/6t of 2nd February 1934 enclosing the actual cost state: 
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ment of -the latest Hume Steel order in hand, we sub,mit herewith the total 
weight of plates manufactured and the total R. ft. produced for each size,till 
9th December 1933, as required by you. 

Enclosure. 

Total weight of Total R. ft. Approximate 
plates in tons produced R. ft. per 

Size. manufactured ton of.-
till 9th Dec. till 9th Dec. finished 

1933. 1933. plates. 

9'x1H 66'1 10'780 164 

14'xlH 46'0 0'145 109 

16'xl' 82'2 8'085 96 
"-

. 194'3 

(8) Letter No. HP/607/61, dated the 8th Feb'f'Uary, 1934, from the 
Indian Hwme Pipe 00., Ltd. 

Reference: Our oral evidence before your Board on 6th December .1933. 
We submit herewith the views of Mr. A. P. Maddocks,B.Sc., M.lnst.'C.E., 

F.R.San.I., M.Inst.W.E., M.I.E. (Ind.), on the difference between the 
rigidity of O. I. Pipes and that of Concrete Lined Hume Steel Pipes, for 
your information. 

Enclosure. 
Be RIGIDITY OF HUMB §TEEL PIPES. 

It was suggested during our oral evidence by Mr. Atha that Concrete 
Lined Steel Pipes would act like a C. I. Pipe as far as the rigidity of 
the pipe was concerned. 

It must, however, be pointed out that this view is not correct. While 
the concrete stiffens the steel pipe to an extent which is advantageous, 
preventing deformation during transit or lay.ing or due to the weight of the 
overlying.earth when laid in the ground, a Bume Steel Pipe is not rigid in 
the same way as a Oast Iron Pipe, but has a considerable amount of elasticity 
as has a reinforced concrete beam or strut which can sag or deflect under ~ 
load. 

(9) Letter No. HP/'I41/61, dated the 15th Feb'f'Uary, 1934, from the 
Indian Hwme Pipe 00., Ltd. 

BlpRICE Ol!' M. S. PLATES FOR HUME STEEL PIPES. 

Further to the copy of our letter" No. HP/4385/179 dated the 3rd 
October, 1933, -to Messrs. The Taw Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. already sent 
to you along with our letter No. HP /5663/61 of 13th Decen:ber 1933 we 
bel! to send herewith a copy of our second letter No. HP /694/179: dated the 
13th February ]934. 
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OOPIJ oj Zetter No: HPf69J,f179, from the Indian Hwme Pipe 00., Ltd., 
to the Tata iron and Steel ()o., Ltd. 

Further to ouI," letter No. HPf4385j179 of 3rd October, 1933, we shall 
thank you to let us know early if you would agree to supply us M. S. 
Plates at Jamshedpur on the basis mentioned in parts (a) and lb) of para
graph 1. 

We are already erecting a plant in Jamshedpur in the hopes of getting 
our requirements of plates at a reasonable price. 

We have to refer you to paragraph 133 of your representation submitted 
to the Tariff Board in which you mention. "For an essential parts of its 
market the Steel making industry is dependent on other industries which 
convert rolled steel into articles of use which must be sold in competition 
with similar articles offered to the Indian market by foreign manufacturers, 
If these Indian industries are not enabled successfully to meet this competi
tion the position of the basic industry may be greatly weakened." We have 
also to refer you to paragraph 132 of the same representation wherein you 
have mentioned. ".In thus indicating its desire for the establishment of 
new steel-using industries and its willingness to co-operate to the fullest 
practicable extent, the Company is maintaining the policy which it has 
pursued consisteRtly during the past 15 years" .. .." It has also assisted 
in the formation of six new Companies not only in the above way but also 
by subscribing capital or by undertaking to supply materials at special 
rates, or hy both these methods." 

We shall, therefore, appreciate your desire to help new Indian Industries 
using Indian Steel and hope that the required facilities will be granted to 
us in the same spirit in which the above representation was made .. 

For your ready reference we are enclosing a copy of oilr letter referred 
to ahove. -

Tatanagar Foundry Co., Ltd., Tatanagar. 

(1) Letter dated the 23rd September, 1933. 
In pursuance of the Government of India Resolution No. 260fT. (8) 33, 

dated the 26th August, 1933, we have the honour to submit for the considera
tion of the Tariff Board, our representation for a bounty in favour of Cast 
Iron and Malleable Cast Iron manufactured exclusively for export from India 
to foreign countries. The Resolution above referred to states that "The 
Board will also be at liberty to examine the claims for protection of Indus
tries, making iron and steel products, which do not come within the scope 
of the present Act, and to report whether having'regard to the principle 
laid in paragraph 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission, such 
claims should be admitted, and, if so, the nature and extent of the protection 
that should be given". 

It is an admitted fact that India produces the cheapest pig iron in the 
world. Pig Iron is the basic material out of which all steel and iron articles 
of use are made. These articles may he divided into two main kinds, vis., (1) 
Steel Articles, such as, Rails, Joists, Tees, Angles, Sheets, etc., (2) Cast 
Iron Articles, such as Machineries, Permanent 'Vay Materials, Wagon 
fittings, Road Slabs, Rolls and other Industrial pa!'ts, Pipes, Sanitary 
Fittings, Building materials, Stoves and Utensils, etc. 

The Steel Industry when faced with a crisis made a ret>resentation and 
received necessary' help in the shape of Bounties and is still protected by 
Ta.riff Duties and Concession Railway Frl1ights. 

During the previous Tariff Board enquiry for giving protection to Ir-;'n and 
Steel Industries no representation appears to have been made or considered for 
the Cast Iron Industry which is equally important for the development of iJhe 
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country, has a bright future due to Industrial awakening in India and is 
also capable of giving employment to a very large number of men and women 
directly and indirectly. But this Industry is now on verge of death and its 
existence has become almost impossible unless it receives sympathetic 
consideration and Ilrotection. It will qppear that consumption of Pig Iron 
in the country is fast going down and the Pig Iron manufacturers are now 
entirely dependant on foreign markets with the result that this useful and 
very important commodity which could be utilised in the country very profit
ably and which in 1927 was exported at Rs. 36 per ton f.o.h. is now being 
sold at Rs. 22 per ton f.o.b. in spite of the combine for the sale of Pig Iron 
which exists between the three principal Pig Iron manufacturers. As a 
consequence of this fact blast furnaces in factories in India are gradually 
-closing down, which the Board will find out with the least difficulty. 

If blast furnaces are closed down to reduce the production of Pig Iron, 
overhead charge for the manufacture of steel will proportionately rise and 
progressive protection to the Indian Steel Industry will be more or less a 
permanent future 9f Indian State policy. We beg therefore to represent 
to the Board that steps should be taken to create facilities in this country 
for a gradually increasing consumption of Pig Iron in foundries for cast iron 
by giving this Associated Industry a bounty for a reasonable period so tha·t 
foreign markets may be created for its products during the period. 

Before giving a detailed description elucidating our demands for a bounty 
on- cast iron products manufactured for foreign markets, we may .be per
mitted to explain certain other relevant facts and circumstances arising out 
of the present pig iron policy and matters connected therewith. 

On account of paucity of orders for Pig Iron from Japan, Indian manufac
turers have been compelled to shut down some of their blast furnaces. Now, 
with cheap pig iron, Japan is exporting cast iron pipes and fittings to India 
at a cheaper price than the manufacturers of the Bengal Iron Co., Ltd., 
and the Mysore Iron Works, who are the manufacturers of high pressure 
pipes. This Japanese competition has compelled the Bengal Iron Co., Ltd., 
and the Mysore Iron Works to approach the Commerce Department of the 
Govermnent!)f India for tariff protection against the Japanese import of 
C. I. pipes. 
_ Our contention there is thiS: the Indian Market is fast slipping out 
of the hands of the cast iron manufacturers of India and if a sympathetic 
plan fur a higher consumption of pig iron and steel scrap in the country 
bA not put into operation within a reasonably short period a crisis in steel 
and iron business seems to be inevitable. We, therefore, suggest that before 
it is too late . Indian founders will have to be encouraged by the State to 
develop their foundry business to such an extent as they can successfully 
increase their output for a progressive trade in competition }Vith foreign 
countries in India and abroad. 

The Indian cast iron industry need protection in the form of bounty 
for a limited period for export trade only and we also pray for other comles
sions Buch as, in Railway freights in respect of which an equitable treat
ment is essential. We mention below some suggestions which in our opinion 
are necessary to protect the Cast Iron Industry, viz.:-

(a) The bounty of Rs. 10 per ton on C. I. manufactured articles ex
ported out of India. 

(b) Rebate ~n the price of Pig Iron on the basis of the export price 
of pig iron (assuming that the pig iron price in India remains 
higher than the export price of it as it is ~o-day). 

(c) Concession in Railway freights on finished products from the place 
of manufacture to ports. 

(d) Concession in Railway freight on raw materials such as coal coke 
,sand, limestone, firebricks, fireclay and on all finished pr~ucts: 
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History and description oj Tatanagar Foundry Oompany.-ln the year 
1926, this firm was started at Tatanagar as a private proprietary concern 
with a capital of Rs. 20 lacs and as an Associated Company of Messrs. The 
Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. 

The OrigiQal Scheme for the lfoundry and Works decided upon by the 
Proprietors provided for an Iron and Steel Foundry for the manufacture 
of Cast Iron, Malleable Iron, White Iron, Chilled· Iron and Steel Castings of 
all description and to put up a ;Workshop for the manufacture of materialo 
required for Railway and other Industries. 

The Foundry was started with a capacity of melting 200 tons per day. 
The foundry has two wings; the Southern wing has 4 Cupolas fitted with 
fans directly drivel). by. specially designed Motors of high revolutions. The 
melting capacity of each cupola is 30 tons per day. 'l'he area of the foundry 
bed attached to it is 25,000 square feet. The foundry bed is prepared upon 
a reinforced concrete floor filled with specially prepared sand. Reinforced 
concrete floor is made to, protect Foundry bed from unnecessary moisture 
in the rainy season. The Northern wing was originally fitted with 3 Cupolas 
and had an aggregate capacity of 90 tons per day. But now we have added 
one more cupola of 40 tons capacity and replaced one cupola of 20 tons by 
one of 30. The area of the foundry beds attached to the North wing is 
35,000 square feet. Thus it may be seen that our Foundry has an aggre
gate capacity for manufacturing 250 tons castings per day. 

The foundry is also equipped with a suitable Machine Shop, Smithy Shop 
and a Pattern Shop for the purpose of making our own patterns, dice~ Mould
ing Boxes and other tools and implements required for our Foundry Works. 

This firm has now been formed into a Limited Liability Company, regis
tered under the Companies Act of 1933 with a capital of Rs.- 20 lacs. 

Description oj work done in O'ur workshop.-From 1927 the Foundry 
opened with an order from the North Western Railway for the manufacture 
of C. 1. Sleepers. Since then up to Ifebruary, 1932, this foundry was almost 
continually engaged in manufacturing C. I. Sleepers for the various Rail
ways. From February, 1932, on account of very meagre purchases by the 
Railway Board the Workshop is practically closed, save and except a small 
allotment of 2,500 tons was made by the Railway Board against the Con
tract for 84,000 tons C. 1. Sleepers, in which we have a quarter share, which 
work was spread over up to 31st August, 1933. Though our capacity to 
manufacture is over 250 tons C. 1. Castings daily, unfortunately we never 
had the good fortune of working at our full capacity during the whole period 
of our existence. As already indicated our original object was to manufac
facture various kinds of articles for the Indian Market as well as for export 
purposes, but difficulties which are insurmountable come in our way and 
retard our progress at every step. . 

Besides the C. I. Sleepers, we manufacture a~st all Iron and Semi
Steel Castings for other Subsidiary Concerns in 'l'atanagar. We also had an 
opportunity for executing some orders from Messrs. The Tata Iron and 
Steel Co., Ltd., mostly consisting of Ingot Moulds, Charging Boxes and 
other Machinery parts. The total tonnage of the work done in the Foundry 
including both railway and private purchases yearly is given below. 

Labour.-So far as this question is concerned our firm claims some special 
features. Instead of employing labour-saving machines at all stages of our 
work, we encourage manual labour as far as it is cheap and practicable. 
We do it on principle and our experience is that in our firm this system of 
getting our work done by manual labour is more economical and more 
advantageous than other ways. Indian labour is one of the cheapest in the 
world. But this is not the only qualification of the Indian labour. We are 
speaking fitom expetience and we can well vouch for the fact that if our 
labour is treated in the traditional Indian way then they can very easily 
made to take genuine interest in the work just as if it were his own work. 

Our experience has further convinced us that our labour, cheap as it is, 
it is' not inferior in quality, by quality we mean here that element in man 
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which can be easily turned into use. In ski11~ adaptability and grit Indian 
labour is well equipped by nature. And we believe' with other natural 
advantages any Indian Industry will stand competition successfully. 

We follow this principle in our employment of labour. And therefore 
we employ a labour force which may appear rather large. According to our 
system we require 16 persons skilled. and unskilled to manufacture a ton 
of sleeper. The unskilled labour is efficiently trained here foi' Iron Foundry 
Works. With the help of this labour force we are in a position to keep our 
cost very competitive and our quality also is highly spoken of. Our Works 
are carrlea on, gn the piece-work !lystem, consequently our labour is generally 
satisfied as they are not treated with unduly' harsh rules 01' unnecessarily 
rigid supervision. In our Works, the labourers can· earn according to their 
capacity and skill and they are not governed. by any omnibus labour rate 
without consideration of individual capacity and skill. This gives us a. good 
self-adjusting security against things like strikes or other labour troubles. 

Other natwral advantages besides labour.-Our Works is situated at a 
place where all requirements necessary for a Foundry are available. 
Tatanagar is the most suitable place for manufacturing Iron and Steel 
materials. As regards power and water the Steel Company undertakes to 
supply us at a reasonable charge. As regards the unskilled labour, male 
and female are always available insufficient numbers. It is situated very 
near to Calcutta which is one of the biggest industrial cities of thE!! country 
and the biggest distributing centre for all class of commercial commodities. 
Pig Iron, 'which is the most impqrtant element is manufactured by the 
Steel Company and their cost of production is the cheapest. Hard Coke is 
also not expensive as the Jharia fields are at a distance of about 150 miles. 
Taking all these. facts together, it can be safely said the foundry industry 
established in Tatanagar should be able to compete in the market outside 
the country if artificial barriers. are removed and Pig Iron is supplied at the 
price at which it is exported. 

We hope we have been able to convince you by now that with a temporary 
help asked for our Foundry may successfully develop an export trade in 
castings. The bounty we ask for a reasonably limited period after which 
we shall be able to quote competitive prices successfully in the foreign 
market. Our scheme will also have a very important side issues, for we 
shall not only be able to consume a much bigger quantity of. pig iron from 
the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., but we shall be able to consume their 
off-grade pig iron (such as, High Sulphur and High Manga.nese Pig Iron) 
and their burnt scrap (such as Rejected Ingot Moulds and Bottom Plates) 
for which articles at present ordinarily they have not got a market. For 
the Information of the Board we may mention here that in the last 5 years, 
we have consumed nearly 24,000 tons of their off-grade pig iron. We have 
specially designed cupolas in which we are in a position to improve the off
grade pig iron into graded standard and ultimately convert it into useful 
castings. Besides this off-grade pig iron, we shall also be able to cQDsume 
a large quantity of steel-scrap. With the permission from the Railway Board 
we use steel up to 25 per cen~. of the total weight in the present day manufac
ture of sleepers. If our prayer is granted, we shall be in a position to 
construct a battery of Revervatory furnaces of our design by which we 
shall be able to consume a decent quantity of all classes of rejected iron 
such as, burnt scrap including fire-bars Ingot Moulds, Annealing boxes' 
white iron, rejected rolls, rejected railway wheels, etc., to use which ther~ 
is at present no foundry equipped in this country. 

We ma\y mention further we have special f.acility for transporting our 
materials to Eastern countries. Our parent firm, Messrs. Nursing & Co. 
are one of the biggest exporters of scrap iron and steel from this country 
to the ports of the Far East. For this purpose: they have frequently to 
charter steamers. If we have any export trade In our Foundry materials 
we shall be able to avail ourselves of this advantage which means that we 
may begin exporting our manufactured goods at a minimum cost and 
probably to a known market. 
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As rega~ds our' financial position we may beg to state that we shall be 
abl,! to satisfy. that. there will be no difficulty in investing money for any 
capital expenditure on account of the proposed plant and machinery for 
our development, 

Year. 
1927 
1928 
1929 • 
1930 
1931 
1932 

Tonnage of 'castings manufactured by us. 

Tonnage. 
5,782 

14,613 
4,637 

14,844 
15,331 

459 

55,666 

It may be mentioned -h.ere that Railway Orders have been spasmodic, 
hence orders though shown III each have been executed in only a few months 
of the year. 

(2) Letter dated the 16th January, 1.JJ[JJ" from the Tata.naaar Foundry 
Co., Ltd. 

In the course of my examination before the Board on the 22nd December 
last, the Presid,!nt was pleased to suggest that supplementary Memorandum 
should be submitted by the Tatanagar Foundry Co" Ltd., concerning the 
particular issues between the Tata Iron and Steel Company, and ourselves 
so that a cordial relationship may be maintained with a view to ensure 
smooth working, to mutual advantage between the parent company and its 
subsidiary. 

The Memorandum previously submitted by this Company did not contain 
any reference to the condition imposed on us by the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company, in the lease' granted to us restraining us from manufacturing 
C. I. Pipes. _ Such reference was purposely avoided as the matter was purely 
personal in nature a.nd has very little connection to the problems at issue 
affecting the Steel Industry of this country in general. But when at the 
time of my oral examination this particular point had to be disclosed in 
answer to a question put by the President, we were asked to supply further 
evidence in connection therewith in writing disclosing the fact how the 
condition in the lease altered the arrangement we had with the Tata.. Iron 
and .Steel Company when we started ·our . works, and the circumstances 
under Ji'hich we accepted the condition later on. 

We, therefore, beg to submit the following for the information of the 
Board:-

In December, 1926, we applied to the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., for 
sanction to start a Foundry at the site of the Enamelled Ironware, Ltd .• 
a subsidiary firm which had gone into liquidation arid the factory sheds of 
which we had purchased. In our application (vide copy Enclosure A), we 
stated that we shall manufacture Oast Iron Sleepers, 'Water Pipes and 
other commercial castings, etc., etc. The Steel Company granted the per
mission asked for in their letter to us No. 0.-120/2202 (Enclosure B) and 
in offering us terms they recognised the fact th&t we intended to establish 
a Foundry at Tatanagar for Cast Iron Sleepers and Water Pipes. Further 
in 1929 in another letter dated the 5/6th August, No. 0.-1104-29, the Steel 
Company clearly mentioned that "Our BOR.rd of Directors in December, 
1926 aliowed you to establish a Foundry at the site of EnaIlU'lIed Ironware, 
Ltd.' for the manufacture of Oast Iron Sleepers and Water Pipes" 
(Enciosure 0). 
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It was only in 1931 that we for th& first time came to know that the Steel 
Company had changed their mind and on the 3id of March we received a 
draft lease from the Company which contained a clause preventing us from 
manufacturing C. I. Pipes in our :Works (Enclosure ~lause 3). We 
resented such restriction and formally objected to it, pointing out that our 
original arrangement with the Steel Company unambiguously included our 
manufacturing Cast Iron Pipes and other commercial castings. But the 
local management stubbornly refused to accommodate us on this point and a 
difference" arose between us. 

In the meantime, other differences which had arisen became acute and 
crimInal prosecutions were started by both parties all of which resulted in 
our favour, and relations became very strained and angry correspondence 
passed between the parties, culminating in 1932 when the Steel Company 
brought a suit against us in the Calcutta High Court for realisation of 
Rs. 37,162-11-6 which, however, at the intervention of common friends and 
advisers was referred to the arbitration of Mr. "A. R. Dalal, Agent of the 
Managing Agents of the Steel Company. By· an award made by him recently 
he awarded Rs. 18,800 against us and the award has been confirmed by a 
decree of the Calcutta High Court. Such intervention also had the effect 
of having other differences including the sanction of the lease happily. adjust
ed. We found that if we at that stage insisted on our rights about the 
manufacture of Pipes, all the disputes would have had to go to Court and 
we were advised that as 'Subsidiary concern' we should avoid all further 
bickerings with the Steel Company. Naturally we' lay low and practically 
accepted all the proposals made by the Steel Company for the sake of pur
chasing peace; 

We felt and still feel that the liberty of manufacturing pipes should have 
been given to us as the same is not done by the parent company, and we 
should not have been denied the privilege on the ground that the Steel 
Company wanted to protect the interests of other companies with whom 
they did not stand in the same relation as with us. 

Having submitted all the· facts relating to our difficulties and differences 
we had with the parent company, we pray that the Board will make such 
recommendations as would eliminate all chances of any future friction 
between the two organisations a.nd their respective work. 

We beg to submit that the condition imposed upon us preventing the 
manufacture of C. 1. Pipes has handicapped us to a large extent in our 
activities in as much as we have got to depend practically entirely upon 
the orders from the Railways for C. 1. Sleepers. And such orders as is well 
known to all were very scanty during the last two years. If this restriction 
could have been overcome my Company would have extended their line of 
business to C. I. Rainwater Pipes, Soil Pipes, other Water Pipes and articles, 
of similar" description. And we feel sure we would have been in a position 
to compete in the market with either local or imported articles of a similar 
nature. This not only might have relived us from depending entirely upon 
the orders from the Railwa.ys but also enable 'us to utilise more of the basic 
material produced by the parent Company. 

The next point which we would like to submit here is about the difficulty 
we experienced in getting our supply from the Steel Company. of Tie Bars. 
which is a component part of Cast Iron Sleepers. We beg to submit a. brief 
account of the nature of the friction with the Steel Company in the matter 
of supply of Tie Bars to us. 

Up to the year 1929 imported Steel bars wer~ used for lIl:aking tie bars 
for cast iron sleepers. The reason was that tIe bars reqUired for C. 1. 
Sleepers was not definitely subjected to bear the ordinary duty of RR. 26 
per ton for English make and Rs. 37 per ton for foreign bars. Taking 
advantage of this ambiguity the sleeper manufacturers could ~et 'their sunply 
of bars from imported sources paving onlv 10 ner cent. ad valorem duty 
thereon. But as our firm depended upon Tatas for Tie Bars, W4;l were in II> 
disadvantageous position to meet competition, 
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W~ ~eferred this matter to Mr .. C. A. Alexander, the then General 
Manager of ~ata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. With his consent we submitted 
a representation to the Government of India on the 6th April, 1929 (copy 
annexed .Enclosure ,E). We were also assured by Mr. Alexa.nder that if we 
cou!d brmg. ~bout a change in the Tariff Duty and if the Steel Company 
be In a pOSItIOn to supply steel for the Tie Bars we would be given by the 
Company the fi~st preference to manufacture the whole quantity of Tie 
Bars for the Railways out of such Steel. Mr. Alexander also promised to 
lend the S~eel Company's tie bar punching plant to us on hire for the 
purpose as It was at that time lying idle in their worku. 

We represented the aforesaid matter to the Government of India and we 
~ere able to impress upon the. then Hon'ble ~Member for Commerce the 
Importance and the urgent necessIty of an amendment of the Steel Protection 
Act with a view to clear up the ambiguity regarding the duty levied on bar . 
steel. The Hon'ble Member was convinced, a.nd he introduced the required 
amendment as a Bill in the Indian Legislature on the 12th February 1930. 
This amendment was pa~sed into an Act on 6th March, 1930. In 1931 by 
mutual arrangement of all the ma.nufacturers of sleepers we fabricated almost 
all the tie bars required for the Railways. , , 

In 1933, we received an order to supply 29,000 complete C. 1. Sleepers 
(including Tie Bars) from the Railway Board, and we approached the Steel 
Company to supply us 29,000 pes. bars 2" x i" and 6'·10" in length each. 
'Ve received quotation for them at the rate of Rs. 120 per ton f.o.r. 
Tatanagar in multiple length.q (vide Enclosure F-copy of letter No. S. A.I 
1394, dated the 27th March 1933). This price proved unworka.ble and when 
we protested against the rate, Mr. Dalal reduced it to Rs. 110 per ton f.o.r. 
Tatanagar (vide Enclosure 6-copy of letter No. S. A. (4051, dated the 25th 
July 1933). But we were informed that the Steel Company had been 
supplying the same steel bars to Messrs. Martin & Co., at. Rs. 100 per ton 
f.o.r. Calcutta. 

This differential treatment of subsidiary company "is a "is a company 
with which the Steel Company has practically no relation appears to us to 
be unjust and naturally led to our dissatisfaction. We went on representing 
this matter time and again when only the other day the 12th January, 1934, 
Mr. Dalal through one of his assistants informed us over the telephone that 
he will henceforward charge us the same rate for the bars 8S he did to 
Messrs. Martin & Co., we have since received formal official confirmation of 
the same which also contains the fact that they would charge us Rs. 4, extra. 
per toil. for cutting the bars to required lengths. The ba.rs supplied to Messrs. 
Martin are cut to exact length of. __ simes without any additional charge. 

Another small matter in which we want the attention of the Board to be 
directed is that with regard to defective bars and shortages. The Steel 
Company r~places thE'm to Martin & Co., but in our ~ase even this small 
privilege is denil'd. We would not have referred to thIS small matter but 
the Board will observe that these things are in the nature of pin pricks 
which at times make us very miserable and disconsolate, because as a 
subsidiary ('oncern to Tatas we do expect prot.eetive a.nd prE'ferential treat. 
ment from the parent company. 

There is another question whi('h affe('ts us very vitally and which we 
would like the Board to take into serious ('onsidE'ration. This is that wht'n 
the Steel Company quotE-d pri('es for supply at Tatanagar of m~tE'rials they 
are I!:Elnerallv thE' same as are quoted by them to othe,. dealE'rs In Cal('utta. 
In other words thE' advantage of freight whieh should ('ome to us as loeal 
mnnufaeturE'rs as Tatanal!:ar is deniE'd. The rE'sult is t~at aC'('ordi!11!: to the 
present practi('E' WE' havE' to pay thE' amount .rE'prE'sl'ntmg thE' frE'lgIl~ from 
Tat.anal!:a.r t{l ('al('utt.n on thE' materials lIupplled to us locallv f~r whleh no 
railway freigllt is reall" in('urred, and again WE' haVE! to pay freIght on thE' 
same il\,antity whE'n th~ finisl1ed artic-It's arE' lIuppli'ld by us t.o th~ ('ustomers 
at diffE'rE'nt pla('E's. Thill also mE'nns that WE' ArE' R.t a great rhsadvllnUt~t" 
'all regardll ('ompE'titive priN's with atht'r firms w)1o have t.heir wo,.ks out".iill' 
Tatanagar. As Rn instanl'E'. WE' may just mE'nt.Ion a reN'nt rase TE'l!:ardmg 
thl' t.endE'r that we mnde for the sllPply of l\{. ~. BE'R.ring Plntes to tbe 
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North Western Railway which on account of this difference in freJght we 
could not succeed in getting the contract. 

Besides the cases related above we had other differences, which have not 
been settled with the Tatas, and these we do not in end to reopen. But 
what we would like to submit is that the Tata Iron and Steel Company and 
Companies of similu nature must generally realise the full value and useful
ness of the subsidiaries to them. - That business enterprises like ours are 
really guaranteed consumers of large quantities of their production is a fact 
which should be appreciated -by them and the former should receive from 
the latter such fostering care and kind treatment as would enable them to 
work profitably and to make their utilisation of basic materials larger as 
time progresses and business conditions improve. We- are fully alive to the 
importance of the argument that we should mould our policy in such a way 
as not to harm an inch of the legitimate interests of the parent Company 
which we consider to be one of the nations most valuable assets. But in 
more cases than one we have found that whenever there had been any 
dispute between the local management and ourselves, neither the directorate 
nor the managing agents ever stepped into the breach till the dispute had 
attained proportions which could have been avoided by their timely inter
.vention. Hence we feel it necessary "to submit two suggestions in relation 
thereto for the consideration of the Board:-

(1) The actual carrying on of the business of the Tata Iron and Steel 
Co., Ltd., is entrusted to the local management who, we under
stand, are vested with very la.rge powers. The Board of Direc
tors as well as the Managing Agents of the Steel Company are 
located in Bombay and Calcutta respectively which may be one 
of the reasons why any difference or dispute between the Steel 
Company and its subsidiaries had to be left for decision to the' 
local management who really becomes judges in their cause. Our 
suggestion is that in case of such dispute or' differences either 
the Directorate or the Managing Agents should act as the 
tribunal- for adjustment. We feel sure that the subsidiaries 
or other people who c.ome in contact with the Steel Company 
have every reason to place their confidence in both the Direc
toraf4l and the Managing Agents. If this suggestion is followed 
we ma.y say that it will be the best for all parties concerned and 
there will be quick disposal of the grievances and complaints. 

(2) The other suggestion that we beg to advance is that there should 
be a fixed policy of regulating prices of raw materials between 
the parent Com,Pany and the Subsidiaries. The idea is that the 
parent Company should supply such ra.w materials as may be 
required by the Subsidiaries for their purposes at a fixed per
centage of profit on their cost of production, the sum-total of 
which it is naturally expected to be much lower than the market 
price for such raw materials. This fixation of prices on such 
lines so far as the Subsidiaries are concerned would put them 
on a more advantageous position to compete with outsiders and 
such policy will ensure bigger consumption of basic materials 
produced by the parent company. . 

It will also give the subsidiaries at all times an idea. of their own costs 
for particular articles specially when they w.ould be called upon to tender 
for supplies. 

In our opinion it is the lack of co-ordination of this nature that ha.~. been 
one of the causes responsible for untimely failures of many of the subsidiaries 
in the past, and a source of constant trouble to the subsidiaries at present. 
This also leads us to the soeculation that because of the lack of security in 
matters a,ffecting the, establishment of such subsidiaries, there is extreme 
shyness of capital investment in Tatanagar. 

We believe. and, in fact, we are extremely hopeful th,at with a little 
encouragement from the Tatas, it will be possible in the near future to see 
Tatanagar studded on all sides with prosperous subsidiary concern~: 
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Enclosul:;m. 

ENCLOSURE A. 

COPII, of the letter dated the 23rd Decem,ber, 1926, from M eSB1·S. Nursing and 
(;0., Calcutta, to the Sales lIlanager, Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., 
Ltd., Calcutta. 

" "With reference to our interview regarding lease of land at Jamshedpur 
to start an Iron Foundry and ot~er ~n~ustt:ial busi~ess at the premises of 
the Enamelled Ironware, L~d .. ~ID hq~l1datlOn), whICh you are aware we 
have purchased from the LIqUIdators ID partnership with our friend Rai 
S~hib . Dwa.rka Das Bhartia. 'Ve thank you for your assurance that you 
wIll gIve us a lease of 20 Acres of land for a period of 10 years with an 
option of another 10 years on our part at your standard rent of Rs. 24 
(rupees twenty~four) per. Aere per annum and that you shall also be pleased 
to supply us WIth electrIc power and water on the sa.me basis as you supply 
to other subsidiary companies. 

We .are also mueh obliged to you for your assuranee to supply us with 
your Pig Iron No.2, 3 and 4 at Rs. 40 per ton and basic Pig at Rs. 38 
per ton, or 121 per cent. (twelve and half per cent.) below your ruling prires, 
whiehever is lower. 

'Ve shall take 5,000 tons to 40,000 tons of Pig Iron per annum but shall 
guarantee the minimum qua.ntity of 5,000 tons per year and shall have the 
option of making up any shortage in one year dnring the following year 
and in the event of our failing to do so we shall be liable to you for sueh 
damages as you deem fit but not exceeding Rs. 10,000 (rupees ten thousand) 

• whil'h will be payable to you on demand. 
The Commeneement of the preiod during whieh we shall tnke the Pig 

Iron mentioned above shall be counted from the date 4 months after the 
~igning of the lease. 

We shall manufal'ture Cast Iron Sleepers, water pipes and other indus
trial castings, etc., etc. 

'Ve note with thanks that you will kindly plaee, the above arrangement 
before the Board of Direetors on the 28th instant for th.eir approval. 

Thanking you again for all your kindness." 

ENCLOSURE B. 

Cop" 0/ the Zetter No. 0.-120(2202, dated the 21st Ja.nua.ry. 1927, from tI.fl 
~~alf'S lIfllntlyer, thfl Tata .Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., Inn, (!li,'e Street, 
,Cll1l'lItta, to Messrs. 'Nursing and 00., 22, Canniny Street, Calcutta. 

"With referenee to your proposal to take up the buildings of the 
Enamelled Ironware, limited and establish among other things a foundry 
there for cast iron sleepers and wa.ter pipes, our Board have authorised us 
to offer you the followi ng terms:-

, T,(In,I, 1I'",ter and Electric power.-On tenns similar to those given by us 
to Enamelled Ironware, Limited. 

Pi!1 lron.-The priee of the first 18.000 tons will be Rs. 40 per ton f.o.r. 
Tatan'agar for foundry grades and Rs. 38 per ton f.o.r. -Tatanagar for Basic. 

'For five vears after the 18.000 tons is used the priee will be Rs.45 per ton 
f.o.r. Ta.tanagar. We shall he agrE>eRble to supply all your requ!rements of 
Pi!!; Iron up to a maximum of 18,000 tons per annum. YOl~ WIll R~ee to 
take from u~ all your rl'quirl'ments and not to resell. The prle6 of PIg Iron 
thereafter will be fixed on terms whieh may be mutually agrl'l'd upon. 

This offer of Pill: Iron is made to yon on the eondition that you are 
workin!!; with the Howrah Engineering Works at the old El\amelled Iron
ware site In the event of your separating from the Howrah F.nginl'l'rinll: 
Works, ~Il shall have to take tJ1e unde.livered portion of the first 18,000 
tons and divide it up .88 we conSider eqmtable. 
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On your settling the details regarding the lease and supplies of "electric 
power and water, the necessary documents will he prepared." 

ENOLOSURE O. 

Copy 0/ the letter No. ,0-1101,/29, dated the 5th/6th August, 1929, from the 
Director, Tata Sons, Ltd., Agents, the Tata ·Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
to Messrs .. Nursing and Co., Proprietors, the Ttitanagar Foundry Co., 
Tatanagar, B. N. Ry. 

"We understand that you are putting up a Steel Foundry and also a 
Machine Shop for the manufacture of tie bars and other railwa~ material. 

In this connection we wish to point out that our Board of Directors in 
December, 1926, allowed you to establish a Foundry at the site of Enamelled 
Ironware, Limited for the manufacture of cast iron sleepers and water pipes 
and the arrangement proposed 'by the Sales Manager in his letter No. 
0.-120/2202 of 21st January, 1927, for the supply pf pig iron was made 
specifically for these purposes. Before any new development is· proceeded 
with on that area it is necessary that we should be informed and the 
sanction of the Board shOuld be obtained. 

Please let us known, therefore, at an early date, the details of further 
products you propose to manufacture at your works and how much additional 
pig iron or other materials you would require for these products. On hearing 
from you we shall place the matter before our Board." 

ENOLOSURE D. 

Twenty Rupees Stamp. 

Stamp Affixed by 
(Sd.) . 

Stamp Superintendent, 
Calcutta Collectorate. 

Admissible under Rule 24, duly stamped under the Indian Stamp Act, 1899, 
Schedule No. 35 (a) (iii). 

Fees paid-A (3) (a) (iv) 

N (a) 

N (c) 
'. 

Re. A. 

12 8 

6 ~ 
o 4, 
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TIDB INDBNTtlRE made the Third day of July One thousand nine hundred 
and thirty-three BETWEEN THE TATA IRON AND STEEL Co1lPlllY, LIMITED, a 
Company duly incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1882. and 
having its Registered Office at Bombay (hereinafter called "the Lessor 
Company" which expression unless excluded by or repugnant to the context 
shall be deemed to include the said Company and its successors and assignees) 
of the one part and nIB TATANAGAR FOUNDRY COMPANY, LIMITED. a Company 
duly incorporated under the Indian Companies Act. 1913. and havine: its 
Registered Office 8t No. 370, Upper Chitpore Road, in'the town of Ca.lc\1tta 
(hereinafter called "the lessee Company" which expression 5111111 unlesq 
excluded by or repugnant to the context be deemed to include the said 
Company and its successors and assigns) of the other part. 

STEEL--II:( 2 II 
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'WHEREAS the Lessee Company has applied to the Less~r Company for the 
lease of the land hereinafter described AND WHEREAS the Lessor Company 
haoving assigned by way or Mortgage the said land firstly to the Law 
Debenture Corporation, Limited. of London, and Framroz Edulii Dinshaw. 
of Bombay. by Trust Deeds dated the thirty-first day of August One thousand 
nine hundred and twenty-two and fourth day of February One thousand 
nine hundred and thirty-two respectively as the Trustees of the Debenture 
holders of the Company a1).d secondly to the Trustees for the Second Mortgage 
Debenture Stock by a Trust Deed dated the fourth day of November One 
thousand nine hundred and twenty-four, along with other properties of the 
Company has obtained the consents in writing of the said law Debenture 
Corporation, Limited, of London. the said Framers Edulji Dinshaw and 
the said Trustees for the Second Mortgage Debenture ,stock to the demise 
by the Company of the said land and has agreed to the grant of such lease 
to the Lessee Company upon the following terms subject to th" said consents 
which are attched to this Indenture WITNESSETH that in consideration of the 
.rent hereby reserved and the covenants and conditions hereinafter contained 
and on the part of the Lessee Company to be observed and performed th" 
Lessor Company doth hereby demise and lease unto the I,cssee Compa.ny. All 
those two pieces of pa.rcels of land situllte nt Jnmshedpur in the District 
of Singhbhum, Registrntion Sub-District Dalbhum and Poli('e Station 
Golmuri, being Seventy acres, a little more or less in extent which said 
,pieces or parC'els of land with the nbuttals nnd boundaries thereof are more 
pal'tiC'ulnrly described in the Schedule herE'to and delineated and described 
in the Plan annexed hereto the boundary lines bl'ing coloured red togl'ther 
with all ways lights sewers privileges easemC'nt8 advantage,s and appurten
ances thereto belonging or in anywise appertnining '1'0 HOLD the samp unt{) 
the Lessee Company from the first dav of September Onl' thousand nine 
hundred and thirty-one for a term of ninety-nine years thence next ensnin~ 
VIET,DING AND PAYINIl TH"REFOR during the said term n yearly rental of 
Runl'es one thousand six hundred nnd eighty by eflual half-Yl'arly nn.vment~ 
'll'ithout nny deductions wbat •• oever on the first dav of .Tanuarv and tbE' first 
dav of July in everv yE'lIr t,he first of suC'h half-~enrly pllvm~nts bE'ing thE' 
portion of the previous hnlf-yellr's rE'llt C'al('ulatE'd from t,he C'ommE'nC'pmE'nt 

• of this lellse being ma,de on the fir~ day of .TaTlllnry One tllOusnnd nin" 
hundred and thirty-two and the I,,,,,see Comnnnv doth hereby coven lint anil 
agree with the Les'sor Company in mannl'lr following thllt i~ t,~ ~ay:-

1. To Punctually pay th" saiil half-YE'nrly rE'nt unon the ilavs lInd in 
manner hereinbefore proyiiled and to pav interest R,t the rate of twelve per 
('ent. per annum thereon if it is not paid on the due ilate. 

2. To nav It share of GoY!'rnm!'nt tax!'s lo('al or impE'rial Its.,esseil on 8u('11 
land which' are now or hereafter may be nayablE' bv the Le".or Company 
nroportionate to t,he a.rea o('~uni!'il hv thl'l J .e~~E'p Company and to nav ",,('h 
local or 'Municipal taxe~ lUI mav be imnClseil IIni! to makl'l su('n ('ontribution 
to ('anitRl I'!xnendittlrl'l of thE' Town of .Tnmsh!'dnur a.<i mav h!' detE'rmiTled 
And decided hv the GoverniT\'! Roilv of the Town constituted bv IInv .4('t 
of the T,e~islnturl'! or by mutual aTrangE'mE'llt among the vllrious Tndustrial 
Clon(,E'rns in Jamshedpur. 

3. Not to US" thl'! slIid demispd premise' for anv nther nlll·p",.e than that 
of C'RTrving on th!' business of Iron anil Rtepl FOl1nd"r~ with the E'X('E'ntion 
of the 'manufa('tnrinn of pipes sl1bje('t /IS to mining _righb to the provisions 
herpinafter contained. 

4. Not to use or permit IIny bllildin~s !'rp('t!'d or to b" ('r~('tp~ upon the 
premises hereby ilemi~ed to bl'! uS!'d as II Public House or Pnbhc I.lOuor Shon 
or for any ot,h!'r purno~e than that hereinbefore nroviiled Rnil incidental 
thereto arid t.o the welfare of thEl work n"onlEl of filE' IoIt'ssee Comnany. 

5. At all timps ro re('ognisf' and not in any wav to intE'rfE're with or rlose 
or attempt t,o C'los,: such nu~1ic rights of WII': (if IInv~ liS are now existin ... 
over the said delUlsed l)rE'ml~eS And lire dehneated In the Plan annexed 
hereto and !\TEl morf' spE'('ificlIlIv mE'ntioneil in foh" I,R,nd ).('011;sition AG'T"'e
ml'!nt under which the said demisE'il premises with th~ adioi1)in!!; llll)ds liTe 
hll1d l:!r ~he T,esso,!" Comp"n;v from QQverl)mf'nt, .. 
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6. To provide to the $atisfaction of the Lessor Company or the Governing 
Body of the Town (as and when constituted and to which Body any of the 
powers and functions of the Lessor Company relating to the provisipn and 
maintenance of publie amenities under this lease may be transferred by the 
Lessor Company), drains and sewers and to keep the. area demised in a 
sanitary condition to their satisfaction, and, if so required, to lead to and 
connect them with the main sewer and' at all times to observe a.ud 
confirm to the Rules and Regulations now or hereafter to be made by the 
Lessor Company or the Governing Body of the Town in respect to the 
construction or upkeep of such drains. . 

7. Not to assign underlet or part with possession of the said demised 
premises or any part thereof without the consent in writing of the Lessor 
Company first obtained. 

8. To permit the Lessor Company or the Governing Body of the Town 
and their servants a.nd agents at all reasonable times and upon reasonable 
notice being given to enter into and upon the said demised premises or any 
part thereof for the purpose of carrying maintaining or repairing any 
electric or telephone wires or any water or gas pipes either overhead or 
underground provided that any damage done thereby through negligence or 
default to the Lessee Company is restored a.nd provided also that the laying 
of such wires and pipes or the maintaining of them does not interfere with 
the operations of the Lessee Company. 

9. To keep all_ or a.ny stock of explosives petrol or other explosive or 
inflamable articles and things in the possession of the Lessee Company in a 
safe and proper place so as not to prove harmful in case of explosion or jire 
to the general public adjacent subsidiaries and to the Lessor Company and 
to make good any loss that may occur to the general public, adjacent subsi
diaries and the Lessor Company. through the storing of such articles. 

10. Consistently with the continuance of the manufacturing operation of 
the Lessee Comnany not· to cut any forest or' forest trees now standing on 
the said demised premises, not to demolish any houses or huts thereon except 
where necessary ,or expedient for ,the ca,rrying on of the business of t;he 
Lessee· Company. 

11. Not to permit or allow any dirty wate!' or poisonous gas Or smoke 
to be emitted or let out from the works of the Lessee Company in a manner 
calculated to be prejudicial to pure water streams passing through the 
demised or adjoining lands or to vegetation thereon or to the public generally. 

12. To permit the Lessor Company or the Governing Body of the Town 
or their agents or offic-ers to ha;ve access to and to enter into and. upon the 
demised premises at all reasonable times and upon reasonable notice for the 
purpose of inspecting the same. ' 

13. To conform. to all reasonable 'Rules and Re/!ulations in general 
operation on the lands of the Lessor Company, or made hy the Governing 
Bodv of the Town for the prcservation of order, sanita,tion, or the public 
good. 

14. Not to erect or build on the demised premises any schools, hospitals. 
bazars or public institutions. Provided that the Lessee Company may erect 
a First-aid Hospital for the treatment/of its employees accident~I1y injured 
in its ,works and provided further that the Lessee Company ma\V erect a 
Ruitable building for a· Technical Institute which it may start for the train
ing of men' required for employment in its works. 

],';. To peaMably and quitely surrender and yield up the said demised 
premises to the Lessor Companv npon the expiration or sooner determination 
of the said tE'rm of ninety-nine year hereby granted or any extension thereof. 

AND tbe Lp.ssor Comuanv doth bp.rehy covenant and agree with the Lessee 
Company in the manner following that is to say:-

1. Tha.t fl,,, T."~.or Cr>mmmv h.th-e'ood rie:ht lind full nOWH to p'r!lnt 
this lease and the same is in RC'C'ordance with the terms and connition. of 
the ,Deed of COnVp.v3YlC'e iI'ttpd the twentv-third day of Septp.mhp.r Onp. 
thousand nine hundred IInq twenty-nine from t!tll ~eC!etary of State fol' 

2lJ~ 
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India in Coundl to the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., of lands acquired 
for the Lessor. Company under the Land Acquisition Act of 1894 under which 
full right a.nd titled in the said demised prp.mises together with other lands 
and premise1 were veflted in and are now held by the Lessor Company. 

2. That the Lessor Company shall not at any time during the continuance 
of this jlemise enter upon or disturb either by surface or underground 
operations, :my buildings, erections, factories,. bungalows, cooly line, sheds, 
materials, engines, plant, instruments of other works or properties belonging 
to the Lessee Company except as hereinbefore provided. 

3. That the Lessee Compa,ny duly paying the rent hereby reserved and 
observing and performing the covenants and conditions hereinbefore con
tained shall any may peaceably and quitely hold and enjoy the said demised 
premises without any interruption or disturbance whatsoever by the Lessor 
Company or by any person or persons rightfully claiming from by undcr 
or in rust for the Lessor Company provided also a.nd it is hereby further 
agreed that the Lessee Company in addition to the buildings hereinbefore 
mentioned shall have liberty and power to erect set up and make. in and 
upon the said demised premises (subject to the same being done in a good 
substantial and workmanlike manner) all or a.ny manager's and assistant'~ 
houses and residential quarters workmen's houses, sheds, engines, furnaces, 
machinery, buildings, railway, tramway, roads and other roads and works 
necessary for the effectually ca.rrying on the Lessee Company's business and 
to exer('ise nJI "ther necessary rights and privilE'ges as shall he in the 
ordinary course incident or appurtenant thereto.. It is hereby agreed and 
declared that the Lessee Company shall have no mining rights in and upon 
the said demised premises and shall not ma.ke any excavation thereon except 
such as may be· ne('essary for ('onstructing the foundations or for makin!!: 
roads, tramways and the like P/aoVIDRD ALWAYS and it i~ DE'reby agreed and 
deC'larerl that if the said yearly rent herehv reserved or any part thcreof 
shaH he unpaid and in arrear and default has heen made for fourteen days 
lifter notice in writing given to t.he I,essee Comnany hy the Lessor Company 
demanding payment ther('of or if the Ll'ssee Compa.ny fails to obsl'rve and 
nerform any of the ('onditions· or ('ovena'nts bv the I,essee Oompanv h('rein
before contained then nnd in such case it shall be l"wful for tIll' Ll'ssor 
Comp~nv at any time thereafter to re-enter upon the demised premises and 
a.ll buildings wqrks and other property thl'reon or any part thereof in the 
name of the whole and thereupon this demise shall ahsolutely determine but 
without prejudi('e to t.he right of action of the lessor Company in resneC't 
.of any brooch of the I,pssee C{)mpany's covenants herein contained AND it is 
fllrthC'l" ngrC'ed and declared that if at the end of the said term of ninety
nine years or any extension thereof the buildings in and upon the demised 
lands a.e pulled down and removed by tl;le Lessee Company the Lessee 
Company shall and will fill up level, surface dress cand rE'store the land 
within one year of the determination of the lease and in case the Lessee 
Oompany shall neglect or fail to pull down and remove the said buildin.!!:s 
and structures or restore the land as a.foresaid within the'period aforesaid 
the I,essor Company shall be at liberty to pull down ~nd remove the build
ings and rest!'re the land t!' its approximate forr' .. t.ate at the I'xpl'nse 
of the LessE'e Company. And it is furUIE'r ogreN! and declared that the 
Lessee Company shall be at liberty a.t any time to terminate and put an 
end to the said term of ninety-nine years 11ereby grantl'd upon giving to 
t.he I,e.sor Company not less than twelve calender months' pre,ious notiC'e 
in writing of such its intl'ntion and desire and in the event of such ·:letermi
nation or at the end of the said tl'rm of ninpty·nine ,ears or any extensinn 
thE'reof the Lessor Company shall have the first option of purchasing the 
hllildinn:~ w(ll'ks and fixtures of the I,essee Companv· at It valuation to be 
made E'it.l1pr hv rout.nal agreeml'nt or bv nrbitration· and in tll .. E'vent of the 
T,es.or ('ompnny nel'lininp.: to £xercis(' suC'h ontion th" I.essee Companv shllll 
he at lihE'l"tv to spll su('h buildings works and fixtures to any othl'r responsible 
Flnrty provided Sl1l'h partv is prl'>pared to enter into an agrE'pmE'nt with th" 
T,essor Comnan" on SU('11 tl'>rms liS may hp, mutun.llv nJTr(>pd UDon hv am1 
between Ruch pnre'lWRer am:1 the IJ()sso\, Company and failing this the I,ess("l' 



Company shall be at liberty to pull down and remove such buildings wor'ka 
and fixtures on duly compensating the Lessor Company for all capital 
expenditure incu.rred duri-ng this demise by the Lessor Company or the 
Gov,:rning Body of the 'fown for the improvement drainage sanitation road 
maklDg water works gas works electric power works sidings and the like on 
the demised premises: Provided that the liability of the Lessee Company 
to pay such compensation shall not ac~rue unless this lease is determined 
under this Clause before the expiration of twenty years from the commence
ment thereof PROVIDED that in the event of the Lessee Company or it:, 
permitted assigns at any time going into liquidation or becoming bankrupt 
this lease shall be deemed to have determined and come to an end where
upon the Lessor Qompany shall be at liberty to re-enter and re-take posses
sion of the said demised premises upon the following terms, namely the 
Lessee Company shall be at liberty at any time within twelve months aftElr 
the date upon which the Lessor Company shall have taken possession of the 
demised premises as aforesaid to enter thereupon pull down remove and 
carry away all or any of the buildings works and other properties belonging 
to the Lessee Company which may be in or upon the said demised premises 
and in the event of the Lessee Company failing to remove and take away 
the said buildings works and other properties belonging to them within the 
said twelve months the Lessor Company shall be at liberty 'to sell the same 
by pnblic auction or otherwise as it shall think fit and the proceeds of such 
sale after deducting the expenses thereof and any other monies which may 
be due to the Lessor Company shall be paid over the Lessee Company its 
assigns of suCcessors in title. And it is further agreed thllt a:ny notice 
required by these presents to be given to or served upon the Lessee Company 
by the Lessor Company or upon the Lessor Company by the Lessee Company 
may be given or served upon by sending the same by registered post to the 
Lessee Company or Lessor Company as the case may be to their postal 
address at Jamshedpur aforesaid and further in the event of any dispute 
arising betw.een the parties hereto as to the true intent and meaning of' 
these presents or as to the right obligations and duties of either party 
hereunder the same shall be referred to arbitration in accordance with the 
proyisions of the Indian Arbitration Act (Act IX of 1899). LASTLY it is 
hereby agreed and declared that the Lessee Company shall conform to and 
be bound by the Lessor Company's covenants and conditions when applicable 
contained in the Deed of Conveyance dated thE! twenty-third day of Septem
ber one thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine made between the Secretary 
of State for India in Council of the one part and the Lessor Company of the 
other part whereunder the premises hereby demised together with other 
premises and lands are vested in and held by the Lessor Company. 

IN WITNESS whereof the Common -Seals of the Tata Iron and Steel Com
pany, Limited, and the Tatanagar Foundry Company, Limited, have been 
hereunto respectively affixed the day and year first above written. 

THE SCHEDULB ABOVE R1U'ERRED TO. 

ALL THOSE two pieces of parcels of land situate at J amshedpur in the 
District of Singbhum, Registration Sub-District Dalbhum and Police 
Station Golmuri, measuring in all seventy acres, a little more or less, and 
bounded as under:-

Plot No.1, Area 27'S Acres. 
On the North by a line parallel to the base line running from a point 

which is 8,725 feet East of the zero line and 4,294 feet South of the base 
line to a point which is 9,705 feet East of the zero line. 

On the East by an irre/!ular line proceeding South from a point which 
is 4.294 feet South of the base line and 9,705 feet East of zero line to a 
point which is 4.741 feet South of the base line, and 9,422 feet East of 
zero line continuing to a point which is 5,633 feet South of base line and 
9.368 feet EMt of the zero line and then meeting the Southern- boundary 
at a point which is 6,070 feet South of base line and 9,222 feet East of zerQ 
line. . , 



bn the South by'a line parallel to the baae line and 6,070 feet South of it. 
On the West by a. line parallel to the ~ro line and 8,725 feet East of it. 

Plot No.2, Area 42·7 Acres. 
On the North by a .line parallel to the base line and 4,294 feet South 

of it from a point which is 9,825 feet East of zero line to a point which is 
10,542 feet East of the zero line. 

On the East by a line parallel to the zero line and 10,542 feet East of it. 
On the South by a line which is parallel to the base line and 6,070 feet 

South of it beginning from a. point which is 9,332 feet East of zero line 
to a point which is 10,542 feet East of it. 

On the west by an irregular line proceeding South from a point which is 
4,294 feet South of the base line and 9,825 feet East of the zero line to a 
point which is 4,741 feet south of base line and 9,522 feet East of zero line 
continuing thence to a point which is 5,633 feet South of base line and 9,~68 
feet East of the zero line and then meeting the Southern boundary at a pomt 
which is 9,332 feet East of the zero line. , 

The zero line referred to in the above description of the boundaries 
being a North and South line running through the crane run away in the 
Lessor Company's plant known as the "Bar Mill Gantry Orane" and the 
base line being an East and West line twenty feet South of the Oentre of 
Chimneys of No. 1 Boiler House in the Lessor Company's plant and at 
right angles to the zero line. 

The Common Seal of the Tata 
Iron and Steel Company, Limited, 
was hereunto affixed and pursuant 
to a Resolution of the .Directors of 
the Company passed on the twenty
ninth day of June, 1933, in the pr~ 
sence of-

'(Sd.) J. D. Ghandy, 
(Sd.) R. F. Saraiya, 

Directors of the Tata Iron and • 
Steel Company, Limited. 

I 
tSeal 

j 

of the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company, Limited. 

For and on behalf of 
The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 

- Ta~a Sons, Ltd., Agents. 
(Sd.) Jehwgir R. D. Tata, 

Director. 

The Common Seal of the Tata- 1 
nagar Foundry Company, Limited, 
was hereunto affixed pursuant to a 
Resolution of the Directors of the J

f 
Company pas>led at a Meeting of 
the Board held on the Nineteenth 
day of May, 1933, in the presence 
of-

Seal of the Tatanagar Foundry 
Company, Limited. 

(Sd.) J agunnath. AgarwaIla, 
Director. 

For and on behalf of 
Tatanagar Foundry Co., Ltd., 

(Sd.) Tatanagar Foundry Co., 
Managing Agents. 

Certified that this is a true and exact copy of the original. 
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TEE TATA hON AND STEEL COlllPANY, Lun:lEn. 

7 peT cent. FiTst MOTtgage DebentuTe Stock. 

TEE LAw DEBENTURE CORPORATION, LUUTED, as Trustee~ under the Trust 
Deed dated the 31st day of August, 1922, and made between The 'fata 
Iron and Steel Company, Limited (hereinafter called the "the Company"), 
of the one 'Part and the said Law Debenture Corporation, Limited, of the 
other part, securing the 7 per cent. First Mortgage Debenture Stock of 
the Company, EBRRBY at the request of the Company CONSENTS to tho 
demise by the Company of the land below mentioned, which forms part 
of the security for the said Debenture Stock comprised in the said Trust 
Deed, to the party for the term and at the rent below mentioned, 'Viz.:-

Name and address 
of Lessee. 

The Tata.nagar Foun
dry Company, 
Limited, a Company 
duly registered 
under the Indian 
Companies Act and 
having its registered 
office in the town 
of Calcutta.. 

Short description of property 
to be demised. 

All those two pieces or par
cels of land measuring in all 
70 acres, a little more or 
less, situated within the 
Company's acquired lands 
at Jamshedpur and bounded 
as under :--

Plot No. I, .Area 2'1·3 .Acres. 

On the north by a line para
llel to the base line running 
from a point which is 8,725 
feet south of the base line 
to a point which is 9,705 feet 
east of the zero line. 

On the east by an irregular 
line proceeding BOUth from a 
point which is 4,29~ feet 
BOuth of the base line 9,/03 
feet east of zero line to a 
point which is 4,741 feet 
BOuth of the base line and 
9,422 feet east of zero line 
continuing to a point which 
is 5,633 feet BOuth of base line 
and 9,368 feet east of zero 
line and then meeting the 
BOuthem boundary at a 
point which is 6,070 feet 
south of base line and 9,222 
feet east of zero line. 

On the south by a line para
llel to the base lin" and 
6,070 feet south of it. 

On the west by a line para
llel to the zero line and 8,725 
feet east of it. 

Terms of 
Lease. 

99 years for 
the erection 
of a Foun
dry and 
other build
ings connec
ted with it. 

Rent to be 
recovered. 

Rs. 1,660 per 
year at the 
rate of Re. 2~ 
per acre. 



Name and address Short description of property Terms of Rent to be 
of Lessee. to be demised. Lease. recovered. 

Plot .Vo 2, Area 42'" acres. 

On the north by a line para. 
llel to the base line and 4,~94 
feet south of it from a point 
whioh is 9,825 feet east of 
zero line to a point whioh_ is 
10,542 feet east of the zero 
line. 

On the east by a line parallel 
to the zero line and 10,542 
feet east ofit. 

On the south by a line which 
is paraiell to the base line 
and 6,070 feet south of it 
beginning from a point 
which is 9,33!! feet east of 
zero line to .. point whioh is 
10,542 feet east of it. 

On the west by an irregular 
line proceeding south from a , point which is 4,294 feet 
south of the base line and 
9,825 feet east· of the zero 
line to a point whichjis 4,741 
feet south of baee line and 
9,522 feet eaet of zero line 
continuing thence. to .. 
point which is 5,633 feet 
south of base line and 9,468 
feet east of zero' line and 
then meeting the southern 
boundary at.. point which 
is 9, J32 feet east of the zero 
line. 

Dated the 17th day of July, 1931. 

For the Law Debenture Corpora.tion, Limited, 
(Sci.) Manager and Secretary. 

THE TATA IRON AND STEElL COMPANY, tUUTED. 

8 peT cent. Second MOTtgagll DebentuT6 Stock. 

Mr. Nowrojee Bapuji Saklatvala, C,I.E. and Mr. Jivaji Dinshaw Ghandy 
as the Trustees under the Trust Deed dated the 4th da.y of November, 1924, 
and made between the Tata. Iron 'and Steel Company, Limited (hereinafter 
called .. the Company"), of the one part and Mr. Ralph Lindsay and the 
said Mr. Nowrojee Bapuji Sa.klBltvala, O.I.E., of the other part, securing 
the 8 per cent. Second Mortgage Debenture Stock of the Company, HRnEBY 
at the request of the Company CONSENT to the demise by the Company of 
the land below mentioned, which forms part of the security for the said, 



be"benture stock comprised in the said Trust Deed, to the party for the 
term and at the rent below mentioned, viz.:-

Name and address 
of I.esaee. 

The Tatanagar Foun
dry Company, 
Limited, a Com
pany duly register
ed under the Indian 
Companies.Act and 
having its regis
tered office in the 
town of Oalcutta. 

Short description of 'property 
to be demised. 

All those two pieces or par. 
eels of liLnd measuring in all 
70 acres, a little more or 
less, situated within the 
Company's acquired lands 
at Jamshedpur and bounded 
at under:-

Plot No.1, Area 27'3 Acres. 

On the north by a line para. 
llel to the base line running 
from a point which is 8,725 
feet east of the zero line and 
4,29i feet south of the base 
line to a point which is 9,705 
feet east of the zero Iipe. 

On the east by an irregular 
• line proceeding south from a 
point which is 4,294 feet 
south of the base line 9,703 
feet east of zero line to a 
point which is 4,741 feet 
south of the base line and 
9,422 feet east of zero line 
continuing to a point which 
is 0,633 feet south of base line 
and 9,368 feet east of the 
zero line and then meeting 
the southern boundary at a 
point which is 6,070 feet south 
of base line and 9,222 feet 
east of zero line. 

On the south by a line para. 
Ilel to the base line and 
6,070 feet south of it. 

On the west by a line para
llel. to the zero line and 
8,725 feet east of it. / 

Plot No.2, Area 42'., Acres. 

On the north by a line para-
llel to the base line &nd 
4,294 feet south of it from a 
point which is 9,825 feet 
east of zero line to a point 
which is 10,542 feet east of . 
the zero line. 

On the east by a line parallel 
to the zero line and 10,542 
feet east of it. 

Terms of 
Lease. 

99 years for 
the erection 
of a Foun
dry SI,d 
other build
ings connec
ted with it. 

Rent to be 
recovered. 

Rs. 1,680 per 
year at the 
rate of Rs. 24 
per acre. 
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Name and address Short description of property Terms of . Rent to be 
of Lessee. to be demised. Lease. recovered. 

On the south by a line which 
i~ parallel to the base line 
and 6,070 feet south of it be-
ginning from a point which is 
9,332 feet east of zero line to 
a point which is 10,542 feet 
east of it. 

-
On the west by an irregular 

line proceeding south from 
a point which is 4,29!l feet 
south of the base line and 
3,825 feet east of the zero 
line to a point which is 4,7U 
feet south of base line and 
9,522 feet east of zero line 
continuing thence to Ii. point 
which is 5,633 feet south 
of base line and 9,4e8 feet 
east of the zero line and 
then meeting the southern 
boundary at a 'point which 
is 9.332 feet east of the zero 
line •. 

Dated the Twenty-fifth day of July, 1931. 

(Sd.) N. B. SaklatvaIa, 
(Sd.) J. D. Ghandy, 

,Trustees for the Second Mortgage 
Debenture Stock. 

Presented for Registration at 12 noon on the 26th day of July, 1933, 
at the Jamshedpur Sub-Registry Office by SatyeshChandra Gupta, son of 
Baman Das Gupta, of Jamshedpur, Thana Jamshedpur, District Singhbhum, 
by caste Vaidya, by profe&sion Land Officer and Attorney for Messrs. Tata 
Iron and Steel Co., Ltd.,-claimed under a Power of Attorney No. 122 
of 1925 auth,,;nticated by Sub-Registrar of Bombay. 

(Sd.) Satyesh Chandra Gupta, 
Constituted Attorney for 

the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
The 26th July, 1933. 

(Sd.) Bari Pada Sen. 
i'he 26th July, 1933. 

Execution is admitted by the above Satyesh Chandra Gupta, age~t for 
Messrs. Tata Iron and Stelll Co., Ltd., Jamshedpur. under a Power of 
Attorney No. 122 of 1925 authenticated by Registrar of Bombay, who is 
personally known to me. 

(Sd.) .Satyesh Chandra Gupta, 
Constituted Attorney for the 

Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
The 26th July, 1933. 

tSd.) Baripada Sen. 
The 26th July, 1933. 
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Execution is admitted by Mr. Jagannath Agarwalla, san of Late Guru 

Dayal Agarwalla of Jamshedpur, Thana Golmuri, District Singhbhum, by 
caste Agarwalia, and by profession Proprietor and Director of the Tatanagar 
Foundry Co., Ltd., Jamshedpur, who is p!lrS~lDaliy known to me. 

The 31st July, 1933. 

(Sd.) Hari 'Pada Sen, 
Registering Officer, 

Jamshedpur. 

(Sd.) Jagannath Agarwalla, 
Director of Tatanagar Foundry 

Co., Ltd. 

ENCLOSURE E. 

Copy.o/ the letter dated the 6th. April, 1929, from the GeneTal Manager, 
the Tatanagar Fou/tuJry Co., to the Secretary, Commerce Department, 
Government 0/ India, New Delhi. . 

"We wish to invite the attention of the Government of India to the 
situation of Indian Manufacturers of Tie Bars and Keys used in Railway 
Tracks. 

The use of Tie Bars and Keys is fairly large and a big tonnage is 
imported. 

As we manufacture Cast Iron Sleepers for th@ Indian Railways we 
approached Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., to roll bars required 
for manufacture of Tie Bars and Keys and it has been arranged that they 
would roll the bars and we would finish them in our workshops here. 

We recently tendered for a substantial quantity of Tie Bars but they 
have not yet been informed if our tender is successful. The Continental 
Tie Bars work out cheaper as they are imported in the country as Tie 
Bsrs for use with Universal Type Cast Iron Sleepers and duty is paid at 
10 per cent. ad aloTem under item 61 of the Tariff instead of Rs~ 26 
per ton for British and Rs. 37 for Non-British origin, as prescribed. 

We submit. that Tie Bars for use with Cast Iron Sleepers which form 
the great bulk of the Tie Bars imported in this country should not be 
assessed at 10 per cent. ad valorem but at Rs. 26 and Rs.- 37 per ton 
according to their origin as per Indian Customs Tariff Schedule II (Serial 
No. 163M.), which was the recommendation of the Tariff Board and may 
be verified by a reference to Vol. I, page 92 of the Tariff Board report of 
1927, whICh reads as follows:-

'Spikes and Tie Bars require to be dealt with. We recommend 
that the principle embodied in the present protective scheme should be 
adhered to, namely" that these articles should he subject to the same 
duties as bars. The basic duty would thus be Rs. 26 per ton a.ild the 
additional duty of Rs. 11 per ton.' 

Nearly all Tie Bars used an the. various Railways in this country are 
rolled steel sections which can be ohtained from Messrs. Tata Iron and 
Steel Co., Ltd. The slotting, etc., is a subse.quent operation of an engi
neering nature which can be done in this country but as other rolled 
steel products are protected by specific duties we submi~ that rolled steel 
Tie Bars for use in any kind of railway track should be similarly protected 
as only then we can purchase and do the necessary work on them at 
prices competitive with the imported Tie Bars. 

Steel keys for use with steel and cast iron ~leepers should alaG be 
protected with a higher rate of duty than 10 per cent. ad valorem. The 
situation in regard to keys is very similar to that of tie hars. The rolled 
section can be ohtained in India but the prl!seI\t rates of import duty 
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'<loes not ailow our' putting the necessary work on the rolled steel sect'ioil 
and offering the Keys at prices competitive with imported Keys. 

We suggest that the duty of Tie Bars and Keys btl raised to that of 
rolled bars, namely, Rs. 26 per ton OD British and Rs. 37 per ton on 
non-British origin." 

ENCLOSURE F. 

Copy 0/ the letter No. SA,/139.1" dated the 27th March, 1933, from the Sales 
Manager, the Tata Iron and Steel Company, Ltd., 100, Clive Street, 
Calcutta, to the Tatanayar J!'oundr,y Co., Tatanayar, B. N. Railway. 

Be COlllPOSITE SLEEPERS AND YOUR ENQUIRY DATED 22ND MARcH, 1933, FOR 
2" x in FLAT BABS ADDRESSED TO GENERAL MANAGER • 

. " We have to thank you for your enquiry regarding composite sleepers 
whlCh has been forwarded to us from our Works. 

2. We like to point out, however, that we cannot get ,\" thick but 
would suggest your accepting J-;l" thick instead which is the nearest we 
can make. Further in your drawing the holes tq he punched are shown 
as sloping do~n, i.e., having a radius at the bottom which we cannot 
manage. We can punch oval holes which will be practically straight. 

3. We wish you to distinctly understand that we call only supply them 
subject to the alterations suggested in para. 2 above, and our price for 
such supplies will be Rs. 95 per ton of sleepers f.o.r. Tatanagar and 
delivery within 4/6 months of your placing the orders and provided 
we have no ,other commitments for delivery at that time. 

4. We, shall of course supply these to our U6ual sleeper plate specifica-
tion to the 10110wing analysis:

Carbon '12 to ·25. 
Manganese '40 to '70. 
Sulphur '06 max. 
Phosphorus '07 max. 

There will only be a bend test and no tensils. 
5. As regards 2" x in flat bars, we presume that you require these tested 

to the Railway Board's Tie Bar specification and, if so, our price will be 
Rs. 120 per ton f.o.r. Tatanago.r in multiples of lengths specified delivery 
within 6/8 weeks after receipt of your order. , 

6. As regards terms of payment and claims regarding shortage, etc., 
please be guided by the remarks mentioned in our letter No. SA/7oo, 
dated the 17th February, 1933." 

ENCLOSURE G. 

COp"j 0/ the letter No. SAI.4051, dated the 185th July, 1933, /f'om tAs Sale3 
ltlanager, Tata Iron and Steel C"., Ltd., 100, Clive Street, Calmtta, 
to Messrs. Tatanagar Foundry Co., Tatanagar.' 

Re ENQUIRY FOR TIll: BARS AND PIG IRON. 

"We acknowledge the receipt of your letter Qated the 20th instant, 
and hln'e pleasure in quoting faT the following:-

29,000 pieces Tie Bars, 2" x iN X 6'-10* in multiple lengths with the 
cl1tting margin spet'lfied by you at Rs. 110 per ton f.o.r. 
Tatanagar. 

2. In case exact cut lengths are required our price- will be Rs. 4 per 
ton 4lxtra. 

210 tons pig iron machine !'ast suitable for manufacturing Railway 
Sleeper Chairs at Rs. 80 per ton f.O.T. Tatanagar. 
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S. A suitable iron. for this purpose in our. opinion will be that one 
approaching our Grade No. III Pig Iron. 

4. The above special quotations are distinctly understood to be for 
supply of Tie Bars against the Railway Board Contract for Sleepers placed 
with the Indian Iron lind Steel Co. The Pig Iron is exclusivels: for tho 
manufacture of Chairs ordered by the North Western Railway, which 
please note. 

Payment.-We shall be obliged if you will kindly arrange to deposit 
Rs.10,000 against your order. We expect you to pay' cash against delivery 
of material ;mil the deposit will !>e worked out against the iMt supplies. 

5. We trust to be, favoured with your order." 

The Sikdar Iron Works, Calcutta. 

(1) Letter dated the 14th November, 1933. 
We beg to submit our representation under Government of India (Depart

ment of Commerce) Resolution No. 260-T. (8)/33, date(j. the 26th August, 
1933, for the consideration of the Board. ' 

We have cla.imed fif>Cal protection under clause 1 (d) and have submitted 
views regarding continuance of further protection under clause 2 of the 
Resolution. As detailed critici~m' of the represent,ation made by Messrs. 
lata Iron and Steel Company has rendered our representation bulky we 
have made it in the form of a book giving description of its contents 
chapter by chapter. -

We trust the representation will prove useful to the members of the 
Board and will help them to come to a correct decision in the matter. We 
are sendin/!: herewith six spare copies of the rep;esentation as required 
by you in· the press' communique dated the 4th September, 1933. 

If the Board be pleased to think it necessary to examine our repre" 
aentative orally we shall be obliged if you let us know the date of such 
examination. . 

Any further information or services that we mllY render the Board in 
connection with the representation are at their commands. 

Enclosure. 

CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Under Government of India (Department of Commerce) Resolution. 
No. 260-T. (8)/33, dated the 26th August, 1933, we beg to submit this 
representation for the consideration of the Tariff Board. We claim fiscal 
protection under clause 1 (d) 'of the Resolution on the grounda mentioned. 
in Chapter V, page 33 of this representation, and we submit QUI' views 
for the consideration of . the Board under clause (2) of the aforesaid Resolu
tion as we are interested in the iron and steel industry and are also 
dependant on the use of iron and steel. 

2. 1ft our view it is not necessary to continue the nrotectidn of steel 
industry in ;British India and tbe present protection should not be renewed 
on expiry on the following, among other, grounds:-

(a) That no protection is necessary for the steel industry if it is 
efficiently and ecoIlDmically managed. The so-called. difficulties, 
alleged by Messrs. Tab Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., in tbeir 
representa.j;ien, are not genuine; 

(b) That the companv l1as defeated the obiect of nrotection by tl1 .. 
abuse of privilee:es of protection as explain'lq in Chapter III 
of this represeutatioJl at page 23. 
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(c) Th~t the conditions under which fiscal protection is granted to an 

mdustry arEi 110 longer applicable' to steel industry and no 
further protection can therefore be legally granted. 

(d) Tha~ further protection to steel industry in its present condition 
will mean-

/ ') . 
(1 rU,m of .the remaining struggling cast iron and engineering 

mdustl'les run bY' the Indian, , 
(ii) ha~dship' to those industries that rely on steel for raw mate-

l'l~ -
(iii) hardship to whole nation including the share-holders and Indian 

employees of the Company, 
(iv) encouragement to extravagance, inefficiC'llcy and waste of public 

money. 
(e) That if the present monopoly management of the industry fails 

~o .manage, without protection. it will not, in any way, pre
JudlCe the mterests of the nation. On the otber hand, it will 
b? to. the, benefit of the, share-holders of the Company; it will 
glVt~ Immense relief to the Indian public; it will help revival of 
Indian enterprises and general industrial development of the 
country and it will also help the steel industry in India to 
st~nd alone and face world competition without protection or 
bemg a permanent burden on the community. 

'Ve have given detailed reasons of our abo,e submissions in' the following 
pages of our representation. . 

CHAPTER II. 

DOES STEEL INDUSTRY REQUIRE FURTHER PROTECTION AND ARE THE ALLEGED 

DIFFICULTIES GENUINE? 

3. The mai,\ diHicl1lties as alleged bv the company to achieve the results 
expected of it by the Board in their last report were the world wide 
depressiion and the strike of its employees. In paragraph 1 of its repre
sentation the '_'ompany dates--" The period of the existing scheme of 
protection. b"l!inning with 1st April, 1927, has been one of extreme difficulty 
not only for the steel industry in India but for all industries throughout 
the world ". 

4. If tbe depression and world factors affected all the steel industries 
of the world the company to claim protection on this ground must show 
that it was adversely affected to be incapable of facing competition in its 
home market with its unanimously admitted advantages over its world 
competitors. 

5. The depression admittedly diminished the 'demand of steel throughout 
the world and reduced the prices of all commodities. The more highly 
developed industries like those in United Kingdom by the fall of demand 
in their }wme market were greatly handicapped but the case of Indian steel 
industry was different. It could not meet half the demnnd of the borne 
market in prosperous years and in the worst lean ye!lrs its total products 
were consumed in the home market. The example of United Kingdom as 
quoted in pllrngrnph 1 of its representatil1ll could not ther!'fore be appli
cable to steel industr:v in India. So far ns the demand of steel is con
cerned the position in India was more favourable and could not be a 
ground for further protection. 

6. The reduction of prices of commodities has E'nabled all the industries 
of the world to redueEl the cost of their manufacture. The reason why the 
steel industries of otr!'r countries could E'xport their products at lower 
rates was their tnldng ndvllntllae of this fall in pricE'S. The statement of 
the company in paragraph 2 of its representation-" It submits thnt the 
"tlL~ment~ attitchE'd to this rE'pr~sen'!;ation sh!'w that it has alree,dy achievec\ 
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reductions in the costs of production which are equivalent to those which' 
in 1926 were expected to be achieved only in the completed year 1933-34" 
does not show that it took advantage of the fall in prices like its com
petitors. When the Board estimated the costs of 1933-34 they had no 
idea of the present fall of prices.' .. 

7. The prices of all commodities have come down by at least 50 p.er 
cent. and in some cases more than what they were in 1926. The statement 
of the company in paragraph :l8 of its representation-" There will, how
ever, probably be no serious error in assuming that the average level of 
prices of stores and supplies during the last six years has been about 
10 per cent. below the levels of 1926 and 1927" is 'therefore hardly fair 
or correct representation. The calculations based on this assuption cannot 
therefore be accepted as reliable. 

8. In paragraph 3 of its representation the company attributes the fall 
of demand of steel as one of the main causes of failure of the current 
protective scheme and the fall of many of the prices to unprecedentedly 
low levels as another important factor of this failure. ·Wel have pointed out 
that these factors were to the advantage of the ste~l industry in India 
over its competitors and could not certainly be grounds for furth~r pro
tection. 

9. The arguments in paragraph 4 of the representation are only repeti
tion of the arguments in other paragraphs. 

10. The failure to establish new steel works was not due' to any defect 
in the scheme of protection as alleged by the company in paragraph 5 of 
its representation. It is entirely due to the a.buse of privileges of last 
protection by the company itself. This is tbe subject matter of a separate 
chapter of this representation. Besides with the fall of demand· 'there is 
hardly any scope of another new works or justification of further develop
ment of the industry under protection. 

11. The company wants to justify further protection by creating diffi
culties with a number of statements. Before considering these statements 
and putting any reliance on them we would respectfully request the members 
of the Board to take the following facts into consideration. . 

12. In paragraph 18 of their report tbe Indian Tariff Board (1924) 
stated,-" Iron ore could be had between Rs. 3 and Rs. 4 at the works. 
In other parts of the world equally rich ores are to be found but it 
cannot be landed at iron works at anything like the same price . . .. The 
advantages India possesses in the shape of iron ore is therefore "ery great". 

13. In paragraph 26 of the same report the Board stated-" With few 
years experience the Indian labour will become useful". 

14. In paragraph 28 the Board stated,-" India can already produce 
pig iron more cheaply than other countries. India's advantages are so 
great that we believe it will nCJt be long before the actual difficulties are 
overcome and steel is produced at a cost low enough to enable it to face 

,competition without protection". 
15. In ,paragraph 55,-" The cost. of establishment is Rs. 6 per ton 

in place of Rs. 2 in other countries". 
16. There are at present four firms manufacturing pig iron in India. 

Its cost of manufacture is lowest in the world. In place of import it is 
exported in large quantities outside India. There is a common sayinJ!: 
that the country that can produce chea-p pig iron can compete in finished 
steel products easilv. Between pig iron and finished steel the operations 
have no inherent difficulty to be more costly in India than in other countries. 
There could iherefore be no vn,lid cause of failure to compete in finished 
steel products after succeeding in competition in pig iron. 

17. In the absen('e of Anv other reliable data we respectfully submit the 
statements suhmittoo hv the JllOnopolv manae-ement of such a large industry 
should be accepted with greAt 'caution, if Itt all, as such accentance may 
stand in the way of n"tion:>l develonment ann will prejudicp. tbe interests 
of thlJ ~p'ole r-!ltiQn, III ~his l!t;>I\n\lc~ioI\ we Qeg tQ qUQte thEl feJ)"jal'k~ of 
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the. Tariff Board (1924) in paragraph 102 of their report,-" The only data 
avallab!e are the actual cost at J amshedpur and there can be no other 
source In next five years". 

18. Wit~ our experience of .cast irO'll, engineering and other business in 
manufacturmg we have no hesitation to state that with pig iron at about 
Rs. 19 per ton the cost o~ all classes of fin ished steel allowing liberal 
expen.ses in all operation cannot exceed Rs. 40 on an average per ton. 
Allowmg 25 per cent. for overhead and contingencies and another 25 per 
?ent. for profit. the cost need not .be more than Rs. 60 in all. No industry 
In the world Will be able to land Its products to any'! port in India at lower 
than tws rate. . 

19. That the costs of production as shown by the company a.-e very 
much inflated and not genuine will be apparent by reference to paragraphs 
35, 82, 77 and 98 of its representation. 

20. In paragraph 35 the company admits to avoid competition in the 
selling price of bars it is supplying billets to Eagle Rolling Mills. 

21. In paragraph 77 it has no hesitatiO'll to admit its nervousness to meet 
competition from Japan and asking extra protection from same. Japan 
imports her raw materials in pig iron and old rejected steel scraps from 
India. The company claiming to be efficient old established steel industry 
in India gets nervous' to meet her competition. 

22. In paragraphs 82 and 98 of its representation the company wants 
duty on billets so that rolling mills cannot be started in India to compete 
with Tata products relying on imported billets. These mills in India 
work in the most primitive way with scraps as raw materials and easily 
compete with the efficient steel industrY of tbe country. The cost of 
product~ of these mills does not exceed Rs. 40 per ton. 

23. Industries in Europe and America not with half the advantages 
of the steel industry in India, if .the proRpectus of the company, the evidence 
of its representatives and supporters before the Tariff Board as also the 
report of the Board are to be believed. can compete with Tata products 
transporting their p:oods all the way by rail and steamer while the com
pany wants from 50 to .75 per cent. nutv on its products to meet their 
competitors. We respectfully submit thnt the Board ·before arceptinp: such 
position will make shifting enquiry into the scrcalled costs shown in the 
large number of stateme'llts. 

24. It is not difficult to manipulate figures and create difficulties to get 
14 crores of rupees from the tJOOplo hut there must be a limit somewhere 
for mismanagement and inefficiency. We have shown in details how the 
company has wasted the share-holders' money as also the larp:e sums 
received in the shape of bounty and protection in enterprises which are 
not remotely connected with the steel industry and are hardly legal in 
paragraphs 3~ to 46 and 64 to 70. . 

25. The only difficultv that was alle!!;ed by the comnany at the time 
of getting first protection w~s inexperi~nce~ labour. With the pra:ctical 
experience of quarter of a century tbls dlfficultv must have vamshed. 
There could therefore be no justification for further fiscal protection if 
the unanimously admitted. advantages of the steel industry in India be 
correct. 

26. Tl>e statement.~ of the companv in paragranh n,-" It is clear that 
no fu~tber subRtantial increaRe of output Clln be ohbtined until the demand 
in India revives", and its statement in naragraph 126.-" The fieM within 
whirh economies werl'! possihle has alrf'aily hf'f'T1 I7reatly narrowed" con
tradict its statement in 'paragraphs 5, 135, 31 and 62 . 

. 27. In pnrilltraphs 5, 135 and 31 the companv rem>nt the same story 
tl>at the protf'C'tion has failed to I'r .. "t a ~,,('ond lnrge st.eel works lifter 
admittin!!: as shown above that there is no d~~Rnd. for ~ll.ch works. ~nd as 
alrea.dv stated bv us in Chanter HI aftpr havmg kIlled tIllS romnetltH'''I hv 
methods which a~e hardly fair. The claim for, prote('tion on this I!:r()und eRn 
therefore bardly stand. 
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'213. The company secured contract for fish plates, rails and tie bars 
from Government in 1927 for seven years in advance. After the contract 
was secured the cost of manufacture fell heavily and due to the quantity 
of the order being reduced it received payment at the rate of Rs. 130 in 
place of Rs. 110 without having to keep its plants or men idle yet in 
paragraph 15 of its report the company attributes the cause of so-called 
failure of protection due to this fall in order. Any firm would have con
sidered such arrangement a bargain. 

29. In Chapter III of its representation the company has compared 
results with the Tariff Board's estimates made in 1926 ignoring altogether 
the fall in prices of manufacture. A little careful perusal of this chapter 
will convince the Board the irresponsible nature of the company's claims. 

30. In paragraph 18 the company states,-" It sets out the additions 
which would have been made to the Company's profit if the c.i.f. prices 
of imported steel had remained as estimated by the Board in 1926 and 
if the surcharges on the duties levied from 1st October, 1931, and not 
been introduced". 

31. . In paragraph 19 the company calculates a loss of profit to the 
extent of 61 lakhs on section bars, plates and. sheets due to the fall of 
prices in imported. steel comparing its selling price with the prices esti
mated by the Board in 1926. 

32. The Board made their estimates in 1926 taking the rates of labour 
and raw materials as were then prevalent. If the rates of Imported steel 
were reduced during the las~ three years it was due to the fall of these 
prices which gave e~ual advan~ages to steel industry in India as well as 
iu other countries .. If the company had taken advantage of these fall 
of prices the~~d have heen no cause of complaint and, if it failed to 
do so it has got to thank itself and not the Board or anybody else. and 
that shows its inability to move with the time and cannot lie ground for 
protection. . 

3.'J. The difficulty that the company has sought to create in paragraph 21 
and subsequent paragraphs in so-called freight disadvantage is another 
instance of manipulation of figUl'es and irresponsible claim. It wa)lts. the 
Board to believe that industries situated in Belgium, France and England 
can compete with the products of the industry situated at the heart of 
the country with freight advantage. The company according to its own 
statement cannot meet half of the demand of India; it can therefore leave 
the so-called' freight disadvantage area to foreign imports'. Steel is not 
consumed at the ports. It had ·to be carried to consumers inside the 

• country so the imported steel has got to bear railway freight in India in 
addition to its freight up to ports while the company carries its products 
direct to the importers from its works. Another fact that the company has 
omitted to mention is that the foreign firms to compete with Indian steel 
have to pay for a separate sale organisation or middleman's profits to 
reach ;;he cionsumers in India. Considered i'll this light the so-called grie
vances that the company has tried to make out in the shape of freight 
disadvantage will appear illusory. 

34. Fro~ the above submissions, we venture to think,. that we have 
succeeded to prove to the Board that the world factors in depression have_ 
heen in favour of the steel industry in India. and cannot be a gro~nd. .of 
further protection. ... 

35. The other diffillulty alleged' by the company was the strike of its 
employees. Apl).rt ,from the fact whether the Tariff Board, Legislature or 
G()Vernment will think granting protection on such account it will be. clear 
from the submissions made by us hereinafter that the strike. was entirely 
due to mismanagement of the company for. which it must be responsi~le 
and the' whole nation should not be peluilislid <in account Of the inefficiency 
imd mismanagement of the cOJ'hpanY. 

36. In pa.ragraph 22 of its l'epresentation the .comnany h;l.s attempted 
to throw the responsibility of 'the strike on tne TllIriff Board. Accordinlt 
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to the -company the strike in'1928 occurred dut' to its endeavour to give 
effect to the Board's recommendations. We quote here .the actual state. 
ment of the Company,-" During 1927 the company endeavoured to give 
effect to the Board's recom~nelldation that the number of men employed 
should be substantially reduced; it chose a metbod of securing this result 
which would give I'ise to practically no individual hardship, namely that 
of not filling' vacancies when they occurred in the ordinary course of events 
such vacancies being numerous up to that time. The company also worked 
out during-1927 and begun to put into operation in 1928 a scheme of 
standardized wages which was calculated to raise ~he average rates some
what, ·while avoiding reductions in individual caee. In spite of what the 
company still regards as ·the . very consideration nature of these arrange
ments, departmental strike occurred between February and May, 1928; 
and 'for 3t months from the beginning of June the strike was general, 
production being almost completely stopped". 

The strike according to the company cost it Rs. 83 lakhs apart from 
which the development of the works as regards both efficiency and the 
installation of the new equipment was severely retarded. 

3i. We request the Board to consider if the above statement sbows 
either the semblance of responsibility or efficiency of the management or 
attempt to represent facts correctly. Nobody who has tbe least touch with 
labour will believe 'such ridiculous and preposterous statement and no 
labour, Indian or foreign, will be so perverted as to indulge hi strikes 
under the conditions stated by tbe company. If thtl above statements be 
accepted as correct it must be admitted that the management is entirrlv 
out of touch with the labour and is not fit to take responsibility of surh 
big industry and under no circumstances such irresponsibility should he 
protected at publio cost. 

as. The grievances of the Indian employees as ventilated from time to 
time are well known and the strike and its causes are now matter of common 
knowledge and the attempts "f the company to conceal the facts at this 
stage are of no avail. We take this opportunity to quote from a publica
tion of the company itself dated September, 1932, which will enable the 
Bonrd to know many things regarding the company about its management, 
enterprises and expenses. 

39. In pages 5-6 of this publication the company states,-" A comparison 
of the rates of pay in the year 1919 and 1930 shows clearly tbat wa!!os 
have in all caSM risen by anything from thirty to hundred per cent. In 
some cases in 1930 rates are four to fivl' hundred per cent, above those 
of 1919. The increase of wages is much higher than would be warrantl'd 
by the increase in the cost of living and represent & gl'nerous effort by 
the steel company to raise wages". 

40. In page 6 of the publication the company stated,-" The rules of 
the company allow of pnyments on a scale much. higher t~an that laid 
down -in the 'Workmen's Compensation Act. The rull's governing the> grant 
of leave to workers are more generous than in any other Indian industrv". 

41. In the sa.me page,-" It may be claimed that there 'is IU) indllstrllll 
concern in India which offers such generous leave tl'rms". 

42. In page 7,-" It may be. claimed that there is TlO industrial concern 
in India. and hardly any publio body that has such liberal provident fund 
provision for its employees". <-; • 

43. Tn page 16,-" Tbe foddl'r grown on the land .used for t~e trl'!lt
tnl'nt. of the sewag!' is supplied to thr company's experlmentnl DaIry farm, 
which maintains a hea.rd of two hundred cattle and produ('es milk, f'rl'am, 
butter and v!'getables whi('h are sold at cost price to the community". 

44. In page 17,-" The companv. supplies free i;e anel. so~a wnt~r. to :Ill 
the workers inside the works. ThIs mll('h appre(,latl'd Sl'rVlce entmls the 
rUTIning of a soda. water factory inside the works to prodl1('e the thollsand;; 
of d07:l'llR of bottles of soda water consumed every day. The cost last year 
was TIs. 1,21,000". : 
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45. In same 'page,-" In the last financial year the total amount' paid 
on accident leave was Rs. 37,634 whereas under the Act only Rs. 7,5~ 
were payable". 

46. In the I'ame page,-" Besides the officer's club, which cater for the 
recreational needs of the works supervisory staff and which is equipped 
with the usual club amenities there are two institutious . . . . . the com
pany'gives free cinema shows wbich are attended by thousands of spectators 
every year". ' , 

47. The admissions of the company will enable the Board to have some 
idea of the company's affairs. It spent .Rs. 41,000 for free &upply of 
boots, Rs. 9,000 for the men's recreation and runs eight hotels. ·It paid 
Rs. ,16,66,000 to its employees for departmental. bonuses over and above 
the salary and other facilites mentioned.. From these it will almost appear 
that the company's employees are in veritable paradise but they were 
so perverted that a section among them resorted t{) strike to spite the 
company in spite of all these unusual blessings. 

48. We would request the Board to enquire as to whom the cheap 
cream, butter, milk and "egetables out of the Dairy farm with 200 heads 
of cattle supplied. Anybody having anything to do with Indian labour 
will consider the suggestion that they appreciate free ice and soda water -
for which the company spends Rs. 1,21,000 annually as ridiculous. The 
free club amenities are meant for a particular section of the employees. 
The increment of fOl1r hundred to five hundred per . cent. as also 'the 
bonuses are meant for some employees. Those who have any experience 
Of Jamshedpore or the other works of the company know its discrimination 
towards the different 'classes of employees and how one section predominate. 
over the otber. It is true that a section of the employees are in paradise 
but the rest are hewers of wood and drawers of water. From these cir
cumstances was there anything strange that tl-e aggrieved section resorted 
to strike at the cost of their bread. 

49. We would also reqnest the Board to consider if for the supply of 
cheap cream, butter, milk, vegetables with free ice and soda water and 
free club amenities to Tata employees -the Indian masses who do not know 
what is two meals a day and are dying in millions for a handful of rice, 
should be asked to contribute. Protection to steel industry will affect 
the poorest of the poor. 

50. We would further request the Board to enquire howj the cost 
incurred in !!Oda water factory, Dairy farm, Clubs, hotels, free boote and 
other expenses mentioned above are shown in the representation of the 
company and to what head the expenditure has been debited. 

51. The so-called difficulty sought to make out by the company in para
graphs 24 to 26 is repetition of the difficulty shown in paragraph 15, we 
have dealt with this in paragraph 28 of this representation. The state
ment in paragraph 27 is also attempt to ignore the actual facts. We 
have dealt with the submission made by the company in paragraph 28 in 
paragraph 1 of this representation. 

52. It is not correct that the last scheme of protection falled for reasons 
outside the control of the compan~', Our submission is that the scheme 
failed due to gross mismanagement of labour by the company as also its 
inability to take advantage of the world factors and the statements made 
in paragraphs 29 and 30 are not cor,rect nor can be grounds for further 
protection if even protection can be gt'tlnted nnder such circumstances. 

53. Chapter IV of the representation denls witl. the estimated future 
products and mostly contradicts the submissions made in the previous 
chapters. 

54. In paragraph 31 the company makes grievance of the terms of 
protection and wants prot<lction for another 1 years from 1st April, 1934, 
to establish the industry on sound basis. It wants protection for imaginery 
future vicissitudes and to enable the erection of a second large steel works 
in India when the demand of steel in India again increases. We submit 
fiscal protection cannot be granted under any of these conditions. 

2i2 
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55. The statements in paragraphs 32 to 38 of the representation are 
made on the assumption that protection on the company's terms will be 
granted to the industry. The estimates are not reliable nor show the correct 
state of affairs. The estimate of 1926 is no criterion to come to a correct 
conclusion in the present condition of business. In the absence of a 'ciear 
case showing how the company is more handicapped than any of its competi
tors no protection can be legally granted. 

56. Chapter V of the representation deals witli the future works cost and· 
it will be interesting to examine this little carefully. Table II of paragraph 
42 shows works cost January to June, 1933 j Table III shows the estimated 
cost of the next seven years for which protection is wanted, Statement 2 (B), 
page 68 of the representation shows the estimate of cost for the year 1933-34 
made by the Tariff Board in 1926. Table II will show that inspite of the 
tremendous fall in prices of all· commodities and its manifold advantages 
the company could not reduce the cost of manufacture as estimated by the 
Board in 1926. In Table III, to show that the company has met with the 
expectations of the Board it shows the costs a little less than the estimate of 
the Board but in Table XII of paragraph 137 with so-called revised freights 
it shows the works cost more than the estimated rates of the Board ignoring 
altogether the fall of prices. . 

57. The company by this manipulation wants to prove before the Board 
the so-called freight disadvantage counterbalance the advantages in the fall 
of prices and the protection at the same old rate is required as if the 
oompetitors of the industry have succeeded for some mysterious reasons to 
reduce their rates and the steel industry was incapable of takin~ those 
advantages and remained unaffected by the fall of prices. 

58. 'Ve have shown that the so-called freight disadvantages are imaginery. 
It cannot affect the steel industry more than it affects its competitors. We 
request the Board to consider if this is the correct representation of the 
true state of affairs. 

59. Chapter VI of the representation deals with overhead charges and 
future fair selling prices. The company has calculated 199 lakhs for overhead 
charge and profit. Estimating certain quantities of steel as its . annual 
products during the next seven years for which it wants protection and 
estimating certdin figures as the cost of manufacture of these products it 
has added not this 199 lakhs but 200 lakhs to those costs to arrive at its 
fair selling price. In Table V of paragraph 65 it has omitted altogether 
its profit on pig iron alleging in paragraph 137 that there will be no sale 
of pig iron in the next seven years. 

6il. The attempt of the company to value its fixed assets in paragraphs 
52 to 60 at an inflated price is hardly fair. A company that cannot pay its 
shareholders any dividend inspite of bounty and protection and cannot avoid 
liquidat·ion if protection is refused has very little value for its fixed assets. 
At a time when according to its own admission fully developed, better 
equipped steel works are lying idle the market price of these assets is Ai'. 
The demand of Rs. 78 lakhs for the depreciation of these assets is absurd 
and it should not be a ground for protection. We have submitted hereinafter 
the nature of the company's expenditure over these assets. 

. 61. The compaJlY has demanded 11 lakhs as interest on working capital 
probably by working capital the company means its foreign loan at 71 per 
cent. 'Vhen the interest on Government loan has been reduced and people 
cannot get even 3· per cent. on their .investments and the shareholders of the 
company are getting no return it will not be fair to .ask people to pay 
10 lakhs for interest on a loan created by the company_ 

62. Rs. 10 lakhs is to be protected for the agents' commission and 100 
lakhs for manufactlll'er's profit. We would request the Hoard to enquire how 
the amount protected by the last scheme of protection has been spent. If 
such protection can at all be granted under the law we hope it will be 
right to enquire how the company diverted the amount to other account. 
We have quoted instances as.to how the company spent money on its 
employees aud ou charities. We would request the Board to consider the 



foIiowing submissions and also to enquire how these overhead charges, ct!!., 
compare with similar charges of other companies. The percentage of these 
charges over the cost, we submit, is unprecedented and extravagant and 
we trust the Board will be able to. enquire from other industry in the world. 

63. That the company has diverted large sums to enterprises which are not 
remotely connected with the steel industry and has spent vast sums on charity 
and philanthrophy will appear from its own admissions. The publication of 
September, 1932, already referred to contain the following. 

64. In page 1 of the publication the company states,-" these purely 
extra industrial services undertaken. by the company for the comfort of all 
the inhabitants of Jamshedpur, Tata. employees or not. The capital expendi
ture of such welfare actiVIties as housmg, drainage and samtation, water 
supply and education, medical relief, markets and shopping facilities, roads 
building loan and the like comes to tbe staggering figure of Rs. 1,6B,00,000. 
The expenditure on maintenance cost another 10 lakhs a year". 

65. In the same page,-" The simple aborigines are being freed from the 
dutches of superstition. Medical aid being granted free, thousands of 
sufferers Hock to J amshedpur for treatment". 

66, In page 3,-" Jamshedpur one of the most beautiful aud comfortable 
town in India .... many an Indian municipality might profitably learn 
from the Jamshedpur town administration the art of keeping its charge 
clean and healthy". 

67. In page 16,-" The drainage and sanitation has involved a capital 
outlay of over 26 lakhs and its maintenance last year cost over a lakh and 
half" . 

68. In the same page,-" No charge is made for the medicin<lS supplied 
to the employees or the public and the entire cost borne by the company". 

69. In the same page,"":"" These generous medical facilities are freely 
utilised by the public, as is evident from the fact that the annual attend
ance at the hospitals and dispensaries in-door and out-door exceeds seven 
hundred thousands". 

70. In page 17,-" .... a third of the total cases handled by the 
Company's doctors are of persons who have no connection at all with the 
company". 

71. The above statements of the company, we trust, will convince the 
Board that the company has not been spending money for which it was 
sanctioned and is guilty of diverting funds to wrong objects. Apart from the 
justification of running these eharitable and philanthropic institutions at 
the cost of the public and shareholders we request the Board to consider if 
the expenditure was at all legaL 

72. The company 'was incorporated under the Indian Companies Act (VII 
of 1913) and its functions are restricted by the memorandum and articles of 
association. If the company is not authorised to run hospitals, markets, 
schools and town for the public or soda water factory, dairy farm, hotels 
and clubs for the employees all the expenditure is illegal and the manage
ment" should be responsible for same. We requested the company in our 
several letters to send us a copy of its prospectus, memoraoIldum and 
articles of association but it did not even acknowledge our letter~. We 
would therefore request the' board to examine the accounts. The company 
does not mention anything about these expenses in its representation nor it 
can be ascertained how the expenditur~ has been debited. 

73. In Chapter VII of its representation the company has dealt with the 
prices of imported steeL A comparison of figures in Table VI, paragraph 
76, with Table V, paragraph 65, will be interesting. The landed prices of 
all' materials without duty are higher than the works costs shown by the 
company. As such no protection to any of these products il; ne(-essary to 
meet competition. The protection is necessary to meet depreciation, agents 
commission and profits, etc. We would request the Board to consider if 
.uch protection could be legally or equitably granted if even the figures 
which are apparently inflated are assumed to be correct. 
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74. Chapter VIII of the representation deals with necessary adjustment 
of prices. Most of the arguments advanced in this chapter are repetition 
of the previous arguments, We have already dealt with them. ~'The com-
pany's claim of Rs. 24'9 as duty on billets to stop starting of rolling mills 
in competition shows its anxiety to have' a monopoly of the industry and 
to keep the mystery of its works cost a closed secret. If the company is 
afraid of such competition and nervous of competition with Japan it will. 
never be able to stand on its legs and face world competition or leave the 
temptation of earning two crores annually from the nation. 

7q. Chapter IX of the representation deals with the amount of protection 
necessary. The company has taken for granted that protection will be granted 
for the next seven years and that in the shape of, import duty vide para
graph 95 of the representation. In TlI.ble IX, puagraph 103, the company 
has asked even higher rate of duty. The claim of the company in pal'a
graph 112 for provision for future strikes and protection over the heads 
of legislature is simply preposterous. The other statements in this chapter 
shows the extreme limit of irresponsibility of an inefficient management. 

76. Chapter X deals in improvements in works efficiency. In paragraph 
126 the company makes the significant admission that it will not be able 
to stand alone or face world competition even in the distant future. In 
paragraph 120 it admits having excessive number of men and having strained 
every nerve to reduce this number but the ultimate result has been no 
reduction of the cost of its products. Similarly its so-called attempts fOT 

efficiency has resulted not in the reduction of cost of manufacture but in the 
creation of a number of committees. We request the Board to consider if 
this is the healthy state of affairs of a living industry having its ultimate 
aim to stand on its own legs. 

'77. Chapter XI deals with miscellaneous matters. In paragraph 128 of the 
representation the company shows its investment in houses. Statement 38, 
attached to the representation shows 100'5 lakhs as tot!!l investment on houses 
on which the company receives rent of 3'9 lakhs. No depreciation of the 
houses is deducted from the rent realised nor the cost of supervision is 
taken into account. It does not show how the rent was assessed and whether 
the value of the land with its improvements was taken into capital and 
revenue accounts of these houses. If depreciation and supervision, etc., 
are taken into account it will be seen that the company gets practically no 
return if it does not actually lose on this, investment of more than a croro 
of rupees. Instead of putting the whole thing clearly the company states,
I< the rents received are still insufficient by more than Rs, 1 lakh a year 
to furnish a return of 5 per cent. on the capit.'ll outlay on the houses". 

78. 'Ve respectfully request the Board to compare the above statement 
with the statement of the company in its publication of September, 1932, 
already referred to in this representation. In page 15 of this pUblication 
the company states,-I< The rents of the houses built by the company are 
calculated as nl"ar as possible at 7 per cent. on the capital price a.nd thl"Y are 
always full". We trust comparing these two ~tatements the Board will 
hesitate to accept the other statements of the company at their face value. 
The company is paying interest at 7l per cl"nt. on its loan. It is therefore not 
justified in investing such large SUln in buildings having no return. We 
trust the Tariff Board or the depression did not pre\'.ent the company to 
realise proper return on its investments. 

79. We have already dealt wit4 paragraph 131 of the representation. 
We would request the Board to consider if protection was given to the steel 
industry for the purposes mentioned in paragraphs 132 and 133 of the 
representation. In paragraph 132 the company states,-I< It has also assisted 

,in the formation of six new companies not only on the above way but also 
by subscribing capital or by undertaking to supply materials at special rates, 
or by both these methods. This assistance has been given at a heavy 
financial cost to the company in some instance but the policy will still be 
maintained by affording such help as may be found practicable in the estab
lishment of new consuming interests which offer sound prospects of success". 
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80. It will be for the Board, the Indian Legislature and the Govern
ment to decide if a private company in the monopoly management of a 
protected industry will have the right to dispense such patronages to private 
enterprises under the wings of. bscal protection. So far as we are con
cerned we submit that the above profession is jar from genuine. That 
the company has been instrumental in the ruin of innumerable consuming 
interests abusing the privilege of protection is the subject matter of a 
separate chapter of this representation. 

81. We would take this opportunity to request the Board to enquire 
into the relation of these lucky firms with the management of the steel 
industry and the real motive that prompted this concern to be so generous 
and charitable after having ruined flourishing industries that were most 
successfully working before the inception of any of these firms. 

82. The statement' of the company that the failure to achieve the results 
as anticipated by the Board in 1926 was not due to any fault on its 
part as mentioned in paragraph 135 is neither correct nor reliable in the 
light of the submissions made by' us hereinbefore. In paragraph 137 ·the 
company states,_H that output of the saleable pig iron would have to be 
limited to the very small requirements of the Indian market. The surplus 
of 120,000 tons with the result that the cost of the pig iron used at 
Jamshedpur for steel making would be somewhat higher than otherwise". 
We have referred this matter in our representation and we hope to refer 

. it again in the next chapter when we hope to disclose the great secret 
of pig iron trust which the company has scrupulously refrained from 
mentioning. 

83. In the last chapter the company summarises its submissions to the 
Board. We have dealt with all the relevant points in its representation 
and we hope we have succeeded to prove that steel industry does not 
require fiscal protection but it badly requires efficient management. 

CHAPTER III. 

THB COHPANY HAS, ABUSED THE PRIVILEGB OF PROTBCTION AND DEFBATED ITS 
OIUECT. 

84. In paragraph 32 of their report the Ta.riff Board (1924) stated,-" The 
object in view will not be attained if steel manufacture in India continues 
to be the monopoly of a single firm, for unless there is internal competition 
within the tariff wall the stimulus to economical production disappears". 
In paragraphs 5, 135 and 31 of its representation the company has put great 
stress on this view and has attempted to make this a strong basis of its 
claim for· further protection. 

85. During the first enquiry of the Board, Indian Iron and Steel Co., 
Bengal Iron Co., United. Steel Corporation of ASla and a few other large 
engineering firms were considered to be the prospective competitors of steel 
industry under fiscal protection. Of these the· brst two firms manufacture 
pig iron and all sorts of cast iron goods. 

86. Prior to the inception of any of these firms there were large 
number of flourishing firms in cast iron and engineering industries 
relying ~n imported pig for their ra~ materials: ~ince the two &:bove men
tioned firms commenced manufacturmg both pIg Iron and cast Iron goods 
the position of the old firms became. critical fo~ the c~st <If Indian pig 
was about one-fourth of the cost of Imported pIg. TheIr only chance of 
life was in the. internal competition among the manufacturers of pig iron 
of whom Messrs. Tata & Co. and another small firm at Mysore who manufac
ture small quantities with charcoal and is not serious competitor in cast 
iron in this part of the land were the other two firms. 

87. Messrs. Tata & Co. are not interested in cast iron and their interest 
does not collide with the interest of the other firms so far as cast iron is 
concerned. The interest of the company and its shareholdera was increas-
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ing the consumption of pig iron which is one of its most important products. 
But the company entered into a trust with the other manufacturers of pig 
iron to control its price so that these two firms, the prospective competitors 
of steel industry, could monopolise the large cast iron industry in the country 
leaving the Tatas to monopolise the steel industry. 

88. The trust exports pig iron to Japan at about Rs. 20 per ton with 
profit but would not sell it to Indian firms situated at port towns at less than 
Rs. 65 per ton and to firms situated insidetbe country at higher rate 
according to railway freight. The rate has only recently been reduced to 
Rs. 55 in place of Bs. 65. The members of the trust used to supply finished 
cast iron sleepers to railways at Rs. 67 per ton quoting pig iron at Rs. 65 
to its competitors in cast iron -indust.ry. 

89. In paragraph 63 of its representation the company gives its reason 
why unlike previous report the Board should not deduct the profit on pig 
iron in calculating the total amount of overhead charges and profit. Accord
ing to the company if the freight on material is raised the export of pig 
iron will cease. Even if the freight remains unchanged no reasonable profit 
can be- expected as the market has been depressed. The bogey and mystery 
of railway freight has, we trust, been already exposed. In paragraph 137 
the company estimates the requirement of pig iron for Indian market at 
20,000 tons only and wants the Board and the people to believe its representa
tion. The company has scrupulously avoided any mention of the trust 
throughout whole of its representation and does not state any reason why 
the demand of pig iron in India has become so low as 20,000 tons and 
how the other two manufacturers of pig iron are exporting large quantities 
outside. 

90. We would respectfully request the Board to enquire into the present 
arrangement of the company with the other manufacturers of pig iron. Our 
information is that Indian Iron and Steel Co. will manufacture pig iron 
and Bengal Iron Co., cast iron and the great national concern only steel 
so that each one of them may have the monopoly of one of the large in,dus-' 
tries and will be in a position to dictate terms to the whole country. 

91. To kill competition of the large engineering firms in steel industry 
the company allows them structural steel which is raw materials for engineer
ing industries at a very low and concession rates. lIaterials rolled accord
ing to British Standard Specification are mainly used in engineering industry 
and the few firms have the monopoly of the sale and distribution of this 
principal raw materials so that they may monopolise the engineering indus
tries of the country and the monopoly of the steel manufactnre will not affect. 

92. We have already mentioned in this representation that the company 
supply billets to'Messl's. Bird & Co. at Kumardhubi, the same firm United 
Steel Corporation of Asia and not only refuses to snpply billets to Indian 
concerns but has asked fOl' a duty oi Us. 24'9 in paragraph 98 of its 
representation giving reason for such protection in p'aragraph 82 which on 
the face of it is absurd and preposterous. 

93. In page 11 of its Septemher, 1932, publication already referred to in 
this representation the company states,-" It is looked upon as a national 
concern, affecting far wider interest than those of a handful of shareholders. 
The reason is to be found in the unique character of the company, as the 
first successful attempt by purely Indian enterprise, with Indian capital 
and an Indian administration, to promote the manufacture of Indian iron 
and steel on' a scale not only comparable with but even greater than that 
of any other similar enterprise throughout the world". 

94. We would request the Board to consider if there is any justification 
of the company to this claim considering that it has entered into the 
arrangements with only foreign l'oncerns and Indian concerns are scrupulous
ly avoided and as a result of these arrangements innumberable Indian enter
prises have been ruined. We would further request the Board to consider 
if in the present circumstances there is any scope for any honest enterprise 
to take to these most important industries of the country. We submit no 
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honest, efficient enterprise can succeed under such conditions or to lace 
such unhealthy competition. 

95. The scrupulous care the company takes and the .length to which the 
officers of the company go to keep these arrangeJIlents secret will be apparent 
from the total omission of the arrangements from the representatIon as 
also from the following fact which we beg to mention for the informatiol1 
of the Board. 

96. As a result of our reference to Indian Chamber of Commerce aeking 
that body to oppose for national interest the grant of any further fiscal 
protection to steel industr:y a meeting of the special committee of the 
Chamber was arranged asking us to meet the representatives of Messrs. ,Tata 
Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., to discuss our objections. On 3rd November in 
the Chamber premises a meeting was held in ~ which the sales manager Mr. 
Mahendra, one Mr. Mather a.nd Mr. Powala represented the company and 
Mr. K. C. De represented Sikdar Iron Works. 

97. Mr. De wanted information on 32 points which were mainly the 
advantage of the industry by the Pig Iron Trust and its advantage in selling 
structural steel at concession rates to certain number of engineering firms 
and allowing monopoly of sale of B. S. S. steel to certain firms and if the 
company was willing to supply billets to Indian rolling mills similar to the 
supply at Kumardhubi and the justification and legality of a number of 
enterprises and the expenditure thereon. 

98. The sales manager denied that~ there was any trust to control the price 
of pig iron for internal consumption or any concession or ~pecial rates are 
given to any firms in regard to structural steel or B. S. S. steel and that 
the pig iron trust was for controlling export to foreign countries. Mr. 
Mather said that the company was prepared to supply billets to Indian 
firms on the same terms under which biilets are sUl'pliedto Messrs. Bird & 
Co. That the statement were not correct and contradict some statements 
in the representation of the company was pointed out to these repFesenta-
tives but yet they stuck-to these statements. . . 

99. We wanted the company to confirm these statements of its representa
tives in writing and on the very day we wrote to them sending a copy of the 
letter to the Tariff Board and the Secretary of The Indian Chamber of 
Commerce' to confirm the statements in writing. We sent a reminder on 
the 9th of November but the company did not even acknowledge receipt 
of the letter or its reminder. 

100. We take the indulgence of the Board to quote the contents of the 
letter for their information with a view to give them some idea of the internal 
condition of the company:-

" In the meeting of the special sub-committee of the Indian Chamber 
of Commerce held to-day at 2 p.m. in the premises of the Chamber 
in which I :was asked to ~e prese~t to explain to the membe:rs why your 
representatIOn to the IndIan Tariff Board for further protection to steel 
industry Is~ould be opposed. I submitted 32 grounds in writing, a 
copy of whICh was made over to the members and your representatives 
present at the meeting". 

During the course of discussion your sales manager was pleased to state 
that there was no 'pool or trust to control the price of pig iron in India but 
there ~as arro:mg~m~nt .among· th,: manufacturers for controlling export and 
there IS no dlscrlmmatlOn regardmg the supply of this basic raw material 
among the industries in India . 

. Th~ sales m~nager . was also pleased to state that there is no discri
~llna~lOn re~ardmg sale of structural and B. ,So S. steel among the engineer-
109 mdustrle~ of the ~ountry and you don t allow any special concession 
rate to any mdustry m the country and that you treat all· .engineering 
industries equally. ~ 

One European representative with whom the sales manager concurred was 
pleased to say that you are prepared to supply billets to Indian firms 
on the same terms on which you are supplying billets to one firm at 
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Kumardhubi. Although I told that your representation before the Tariff 
Board was different yet this gentleman struck to his statement. . 

I beg to draw your attention to paragraph 98 of your representation in 
which you have asked for a.duty or Rs. :.14'1;1 on billets. I would also draw 

.your .attention ~o paragraph 82 in which you have stated,-" The company 
submIts that It IS necessary that the new scheme of proteetion" should include 
billets . . .. It is, however, nc~essary to make arrangements which would 
preclude the possibility of installation of small re-rolling mills at more distant 
por~s which might take advantage of the protective duty on bars and light 
sectIOn or on sheets and produce these articles on foreign steel imported 
at low rate of duty. Such industries would not fulfil the conditions laid 
down by the fiscal commission as alone justifying protection since they 
would be made on foreign materials. Even so, the company w~uld not now 
as it did it in 1926 ask for protective duties on semis but for the fact that 
the demand for steel in India has so fallen that the setting up of such 
industries, instead of replacing the imported finished products only, 
would to a preponderating extent reduce thE! market for, and therefore 
the output of, the ~asic mdustry in the country which would otherwise 
supply the markets with products completely Indian. The company is 
satisfied that the present conditions have made this problem a real one 
and that protective . duties must be applied to semis if the basic industry 
is to attain the output estimated in <Jhapter IV ". 

The above statement quoted from your representation falsifies the state
ment of your European representative made at the meeting. As I am 
interested in a rolling mill just IItarted I would rell'lest you to kindly confirm 
the statements made by your representatives and the sales manager and I 
should be obliged if you kindly treat this as urgent as our representation 
to the Tariff Hoard will depend on this. 

I would also request you to kindly let me know how the starting of rolling 
mills does not fulfil the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission 
and if you cannot stand competition of such indtlstries how it would be 
possible for you to stand competition of another industry like yours and 
where is the scope for another such industry P I would also like to know 
if the dictation of terms does not amount to attempt to throttle even small 
enterprises and shows your intention to monopolise steel industry for ever. 

101. We would request the Board to draw their own conclusion after 
examining the accounts and contracts of the company if our allegations 
against the company are conect. 'Ve submit if our above statements prove 
correct the statements and accounts of the company must not be considered"
as reliable and two crores of public money should not be allowed to a private 
concern to be" wasted to enable it to patronise its friends and supporters 
and to jointly..exploit the whole nation to the extent of several more Cl'ores 
by having monopoly of the principal industries of the country. 

102. We trust we have succeeded to prove to the Board beyond any 
shadow of doubt ;that the privileges of protection to steel ,industry have 
been abus!ld and the main object of protection namely encouragement of 
other firms to take to steel industry has been defeated by the company and 
the accounts and statements submitted with its representation do not 
represent the real state of affairs of the industry and are not true criterion 
of deciding the necessity of protection to steel industry. 

CHAPTER IV. 

CAN FURTHER PROTECTION BE LEGALLY GRANTED TO STEEL INDUSTRY!'" 

103. The Indian Fiscal Commission in paragraph 97 of their report laid 
down the following principles, which ha.ve since been adopted by th~ Govern
ment of India, as theil' fiscal policy for the grant of protectIOn to an 
industry:-

(1) The industry must be one possessing na.tural advantages such as, 
an abundant supply of raw materials, cheap power, slllfficient 
supply of labour, a large home market •..• no industry is 
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.protected which will become a permanent burden on the 
cOmmunity. 

(2) The industry. must be one which without the help of protection 
either is not likely to develop at all, or is Ilot likely to devclop 
so rapidly as is desirable for the interest of the country. 

(3) The industry 'must be one which will eventually be able to face 
world competition without protection. III framing an estimate 
of the probabilities. of this condition being fulfilled the natural 
advantages referred to in condition (1) will, of com'se, be 
considered carefully. The importance of this- condition is 
obvious. The protection we contemplate is temporary protec7 
tion given to -industries which will eventually be able to stand 
alone. 

104. If the first part of condition (1) is fulfilled the second part becomes 
automatically inoperative. It is unanimously admitted by all concerned 
that the advantages of steel industry are unique and the company since 
its inception in its prospectus, in its evidence before the Board, in its 
different publications to raise loan and share capital has been eloquent 
in describing these advantages. In its present representation the company 
does not state when, if ever, it will be able to stand alone nor it says 
how and when its so-called difficulties will be removed and it will cease 

·to be a burden on the community. On the contrary it has no hesitation 
to say in paragraph 126 of its representation that it will not be able to 
face world competition even in the distant future. If the representation 
is to be believed then the advantages boasted of are bogus and if the 
advantages as unanimously admitted are true then it cannot require further 
protection so condition (1) is not applicable taking into consideration that 
the industry is fully developed and has received large protection. 

105. The industry having sufficiently developed and there being no scope 
even for further development as admitted by the company in its representa
tion paragraphs 11, 82, 126 and 135 condition (2) is also no longer applicable 
to steel industry. . 

106. The company having already received effective protecti~n since 1924 
both in bounty and duty and the protection contemplated in condition (3) 
being only temporary one condition (3) is also not applicable in view of our 
submission made in paragraph 104 above. 

107, The only othe,r condition under which protection could be granted 
to an industry is the one laid in paragraph 106 of the Fiscal Commission's 
Report, vide also paragraph 29 of the Tariff Boards Report (1924) in which 
the Fiscal Commission prescribed better treatment for industries necessary 
for national defence. 

108. Steel industry undoubtedly falls within this category. It is most 
important not only for national defenoe but also for national development. 
This condition should be a,pplicable only when it will be proved beyond 
shadow of doubt that the industry cannot actually_ face world competition 
without protection inspite of the best, mo&t economic and efficient 
management. It has got yet to be proved that the company approaches 
even the semblance of efficiency and economy. To grant protection under 
this condition it will have to be shown that the findings of the last board 
and the unanimous admission of all concerned were incorrect. Even then 
such condition cannot be applicable in case of a private management of the 
industry. If the industry cannot really stand alone, which we submit is 
incorrect, it must be managed as a State- industry and net as a monopoly 
concern of a private firm. 

109. In Chapter Ulof their report the Tariff Board (1924) laid down 
the following general principles for the scheme of protection:,-

(1) The answer to the question whether protection is neoessary depends 
on the main on the differenoe between the two prices--:-

(a) the prices at which steel is likely to be imported into India from 
abroad, 
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(0) ,the prices at which Indian manufacture can .sell at a reasonabie 
profit, 

(2) If protection is found to be necessary, and the advantages to be 
derived from it are held to outweIgh any objection which may 
exist the measure taken must be adequate to serve the purpose. 

(3) The scheme of protection should be so adjusted as to interfere as 
little as possIble with those kinds of steel which are not manu
factured in India at present and' are not likely to be manufac
tured in near future. 

110. Assuming but not admitting the figures, as made out by the com
pany 'as correct it will be seen that the costs of manufacture of different 
kinds of steel as shown in Table III, paragraph 50, are not higher than the 
costs of imported steel landed without duty as shown in Table VI, para
graph 76, of the representation. Assuming the cost of distribution, sale 
organisation and other expenditure same the company can make exactly 
two crores of rupees as profit compared with prices of British steel and 99 
lakhs compared with prices of continental stee\. This amount ought to 
suffice to meet the depreciation and other costs and no duty need be levied 
on any steel for the existence of the industry. Condition 1 (a) and 1 (b) is 
therefore not applicable. 

111. In view of the above submission and in view of the statement, in 
the report of the Tariff Board (1924), page 84, namely,-" The sacrifice 
which the country is asked to make in order to preserve the steel industry is 
temporary and the advantages to be gained are more than commensurate. 
The burden on the conS\lmer is likely to be widely diffused and is not likely 
to press with undue severity on anyone cotnmunity or anyone section of 
the community" the question of condition (2) will not arise and condition 
(3) does not at all arise. 

112. We trust the Board from above submissions will agree that n(} further 
protection to steel industry can be legally granted in its present condition. 

CHAPTER V. 

THE CONSEQUESCE OF PROTECTION TO STEEL INDUSTRY. 

Claim 0/ Sikd(l;T Iron lVorks to fiscal protection. 

113. In Chapter III of our representation we have submitted how by the 
abuse of advantages of fiscal protection the company hllAl been instrumental 
in making the cast iron and engineering industries the monopoly of its 
prospeetive competitors. 'Ve now beg to prefer our claim for fiscal protec
tion on the following grounds with the request that the Board will be pleased 
to favourably consider our case. 

114. Sikdar Iron Works is one of the oldest, if not the oldest cast iron 
and engineering industry run by Indians. It claim to be pioneer in the 
line. It was established in 1879 when none of these firms monopolising the 
cast iron and steel industries were even conceived. It was the first firm 
to manufaeture rain water pipes in India and was instrumental to stop 
its import into India from foreign countries. It .passed through several 
vicissitudes to meet foreign competition without protection of anv kind. It 
established business throughout the whole of India, Burma, Ceylon and 
Singapore and has still some constituents in those parts of the country. 
Firms like Martin & Co. and others were among its customers. 

115. Sikdar Iron works had flourishing business and fully paid share 
eapital of several lakhs and did large, important and useful works for 
the government and the country during the war. Its silent and 
unostentatious services to the nation and the government have not been less 
important than the services of the protected steel industry. But unlike thE! 
protected industry it worked in silence without creating .difficulties and 
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boasting for its services and working on the sentiments of the people. Its 
management claims efficiency which the other cannot do. 

116. Since its principal raw material pig iron and structural steel became 
the monopoly of its competitors and the protected industry helped these 
competitors to keep an inflated prices on these raw materials it commenced 
to lose its market being unable to stand such unhealthy competition. 

117. Since 1928 the present management had been trying hard to secure 
raw materials at reasonable rates. We approached the protected company 
through its sales manager, to the managing agent in various ways and on 
various occasions and failing to get any redress we criticised its actions 
through press and on puhlic platforms passing resolutions in the meeting 
of chamher of commerce and other conference but the company treated all 
our prayers with insolent contempt knowing our shortcomings and our 
inability to interfere with its monopoly. 

118. After struggling for well over six years and losing our whole 
resources of about 5 lakhs of rupees we have no alternative but to wind up 
again unless some support be forthcoming. Thus an indigenous industry 
and Indian enterprise of over 55 years standing is coming to the end of its 
career not through inelJliciency or lack of ability or diligence on the part 
of the management 01' due to any neglect or shortcoming but for its 
inability to secure raw materials now being manufactured in the country 
but unfortunately in the control of an industry that seeks protection for 
its very existence. 

119. We respectfully, yet firmly, submit that for this misfortune the 
protected industry is guilty and the Board with ,Legislature and Govern
ment are also partly liable for granting protection to a private mO'llopoly con
cern. We trust that the Board under clause 1 (d) of the Government 
Resolution under which the present enquiry is being held will be pleased 
to grant us the relief which we have been compelled to seek not through 
any fault on our part. 

120. The principles laid down in paragraph 97 of the Indian Fiscal 
Commission's report are fully applicable in our case and certainly more 
applicable than in the case of the steel ind.ustry or any industry at present 
enjoying protection. Our grievances are genuine and our case is fit to 
receive protection and sympathetic consideration from the Board, Legisla
ture and the Government. We trust we shall not be deprived of the 
consideration to which we are rightly and legally entitled. 

121. As regards the first part of condition (1) laid down by the Fiscal 
Commission the very existence of the industry for over 55 years is proof 
positive of its' natural advant:)ges and as to the second part the reason 
which have compelled us to apply for protection will provo that the difficulty 
is temporary and has been created partly by the· Board itself. So condition 
(1) is fully applicable. 

122. As to condition (2) it is not the question of development alone 
but it is the question of very existence. In. case we fail to receive protec
tion we shall be compelled to close with the decision of the Board if adverse 
to our interest. As to the national interest it being a, premier Indian 
industry and enterprise its fate will largely affect the future national 
development of Indian enterprises. In case of its being closed under'compul
sion failing to receive its raw material we request the Board to consider 
the serious repercussion on the Indian industrialists and Indian capitalists. 
It will be considered a national disaster. 

123. The question of its ability to face world competition cannot arise 
in this case for it has faced the world competition at a time when the 
question of protect1.0Ii tq indian industries were not even ~ooted by the 
government. Our dilfficulties. ate tempora!y and the protectIon we seek is 
only for once to overcome the difficulties. to which we have been placed as 
victim of circumstances over which we had no Control. 

124. We trust \Va have . succeeded. t.o . estilblish our claim. Considering 
the past history of the industry and its achievements and ~1;s services lO 
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the Government and the country and also considering the serious effect it 
will bring on the Indian minds in case of its closure under such circum
stances the Board will be pleased to recommend us protection in the shape 
of bounty. A bounty of five lakhs of rupees once for all to meet our past 
losses and an arrangement under which we should be able to get our raw 
materials at a reasonable rates to meet healthy competition will solve our 
problem once for all alld we trust the Board .will be pleased to recommend 
same. 

CHAPTER VI. 

THE CONSEQUENCE OF FUTURE PROTECTION TO STEEL INDUSTRY WITH ITS PRESENT 
MANAGEMENT. 

125. We have in the previous chapters of our representation shown the 
effect of protection on Indian enterpri~es and how a firmly established old 
industry like Sikdar Iron Works has been affected inspite of most efficient, 
economic and intelligent management. Several concerns with large capital 
but less stamina have already closed. The remaining few enterprises are 
struggling and have been reduced to cottage industries without any chance 
of future development and if the present arrangement continues it will 
be question of time to bring their ruin. 

126. In Chapter XI of its representation the company has disclosed its 
special treatment in favour of a few firms. This special treatment must 
affect the interest of those who cannot court for the same and cannot be 
conducive of healthy compatition which is the life of all successful enterprises. 

127. With the present condition -of basic industry and with so many 
vested interests and the chief means of securing the basic raw materials 
being courting of favour and good grace of its monopoly protected manage
ment we re,~pectfully submit no honest and e'fficient enterprise can prosper. 
As at present the success of an enterprise that has to rely on steel or pig 
iron for it.~ raw material depends not on its ability and hone...ty in con
du('ting the business but on its ability to secure either the ~d gra('6 
of the monopoly management of the raw materials or to stand as its prospec
tive competitors to brpak its own mononoly. In "lll'h vitiated at,mo"nhere 
honest enterprises can hardly prosper. The protectian is creating hardships 
for honest concerns. 

128. Steel being e.~sential for the daily use of the poorest of the poor a 
duty on it must affect ever~·body. Statement 42 in page 124, of the company's 
representation discloses the position of its shareholders. Inspite of large 
and effective protection the shareholders have got no return on their invcst
ments, Indian employees are no better than hewers of wood and drawers of 
water and the profe&~ed vaunted blessings are not meant for them as is 
well known to the public. Excepting a few members of the managl'ment and 
few of their relations, friends and proteges the protection has caused hardship 
to everybody. 

129. In paragraphs 39 to 47 and 6-l to 70 we have shown quoting Ule 
admission of the companv itself the extravagant nature of its expenditure a,nd 
enterprises. It admits its own inefficiency in managE'ment in the representa
tion it.~elf. It is capable of this E'xtravaganceand waste simply because it 
p:ets large protection. Further protection under the I'ircumstances will only 
encourap:e this extra,vagan('e, inefficiency and waste of public money. 

130. The ('ondition of the most important industries has already been 
explained and if further protection is granted and the patronage is left 
to a monopolv industry the consequence will be inevitable disaster. The 
industries will pass into the hands of those who are related or to those who 
are strong enoup:h to threaten to break the monopoly and vested interests 
a C()ndition' which cannot help healthy development of honest enterprises. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

IF FURTHER PROTECTION TO STEEL INDUSTRY BE REFUSED WILL THE INTEREST OF 
, THE NATION BE PREJUDICED? 

131. IIi case of refusal of further protection to steel industry the worst 
that could happen will be liquidation of the present monopoly inanagement. 
The interest of the shareholders in that contingency will not be prejudiced. 
Most of them invested their lives savings with a' view to get some return 
and many were induced to bring their savings with large promises in the 
name .of national industry and all have been disillusioned. 

132. In case of liquidation the shareholders will get something in equit
able distribution of the assets o,r in case of reconstruction by an elfficient 
management there will be prospect of getting some return in future. In no 
case their condition could be worse than what it, is at presen!, 

133. Indian public have nothing to be thankful to the present manage
ment and with their already heavy burden they are groaning under the 
proteetion granted in the name of national concern. In case' of liquidation 
they will be relieved of this burden and no foreign or efficient management 
wiII be able to impose this illegal burden necessitated by the inelfficiency of 
a clever few. In case of State management they will have voice and equal 
interest in it. ' 

134. The interest of the Indian labour and Indian employees could not 
be worse either under foreign or State management. No foreign manage
ment wiII ,import· costly foreign labour neglecting the proverbially cheap 
Indian labour. With the manifold advantages steel industry cannot die and 
wiII therefore cause no unemployment of labour. The treatment at present 
accorded is not ideal. ' , 

135. The Indian enterprises and industries will have sigh of relief with 
the liquidation of the present company. With its end, the present caucus, 
combinations, discrimination and trust will also end givil1/t- opportunities 
to honest ,enterprises to survive under healthy competition. Besides the 
tariff burden', the present management has put a halter round the neck of 
many Indian concerns and is strangling them one by one and salvation for 
them lies in the termination of the present state of affairs. Under foreij!:n 
management of worst nature their condition could not' be wor~ while 
under State management the condition of all honest enterprising concerns 
will improve. The general development of national industries can' only 
revive with the end ,of present unhealthy state of affairs in the basic 
industry. ' 

136. As to the steel industry itself it will no longer be a cripple with 
crutches. Under elfficient management it wiII be healthy and able not only 
to stand on its legs but capable of encroaching into the territory of others 
like its sister industry pig iron. With the ,unanimously admitted unique 
advantages of the industry any management with semblance of efficiency 
and responsibility in it wiII be able to relieve it of its present beggar's 

,bowl and will make the whole country rich and happy. Instead of proving 
a curse as at present the industry wiII be blessing with the replacement of 
the present management by a responsible elfficient management. 

137. Instead of importing expert experience from outside the empire if 
the large resources are exploited with English brain and Indian labour of 
the teeming millions not to serve the selfish interest of few but for the interest 
of the two countries many of the present problems of England and India 
'could be solved. The 'Tariff Board, membprs of the Indian legislature and 
Government, we respectfuIIy submit, will be pleased to dispassionately 
consider this aspect of affair. The present company has been sufficiently tried 
and found wanting. That ability. experience. elfficiency and enterprise, etc., 
that are necessary for the successful management of such large and important
industry are sadly wanting in the present management as amply demonstrated 
by its own admissions. , 
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138. Further continuance of the' present state of. affairs under fiscal 
protection. will only a~d hardships and miseries to the people. No amount 
of protectIOn or financIal help can bring efficiency and abilities to men who 
are inherently incapable to assert th6mselves and there is no justificAtion 
to leave the management to those who have proved and themselves admit 
to be insufficient. 

139. We' i'h~refore suhmit that the Board will be pleased to recommend 
Government that no further fiscal protection to steel industry is necessary and 
no further fiscal protection in any shape shouid be granted. The industry 
does not require fiscal protection but requires efficient active responsible 
management. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

SUMMARY. 

140. In concluding our representation we submit the following salient 
facts for the consideration of the Board in connection with further fiscal 
protection to steel industry:-

(a.) If the advantages of the industry as admitted are true no further 
protection can be necessary. 

(b) The industry has sufficiently develop~d to meet national interest 
and further development at public cost is not justified nor 
there is scope for same. 

(c) The privileges under protectil)n have been abused. 
(d) The company admits extravagance and inefficiency. 
(e) The so-called di'fficulties are not genuine and' statements and 

accounts are not reliable. 
(f) Further protection at the present stage will prejudice national 

interests. -, 
(2) Supplementary Memorandu.m handed in on the 23rd December, 1933, 

by the Sikdu,r Iron Works, Calcutta. 

Tariff Board and Fiscal Commission are institutions of the West and 
few cf the Indian industrialists not excluding the educated among them 
are 'aware of their importance and significance. Ta.king advantage of 
this ignorance a group of exploiters, mostly foreign, have combined to 
exploit the whole nation and its resources and Messrs. Tata & Co. are only 
a member of this group. From our following submissions it will be clear 
to the Board that the objects of Fiscal Commission and Tariff Board have 
been defeated by Messrs. Tata & Co. entering into a number of agree
ments and combinations with some firms detriment to the interests of 
Indian consunlers, indigenous Indian enterprises and Indian shareholders. 

2. Further Fiscal protection to the industry in terms of Tata's repre
sentation with the present management and its combinations, in our opinion, 
will meaa,-

(a) Protection not to the industry but to Tatas and a few firms in 
cast iron and engineering industries. . 

(b) Payment directly to Tatas in the sape of tariff duties on their 
products two crores of rupees annually for the next seven years 
and a few more cores to these fitms in alliance with Tatas 
by the Indian nation. 

(c) Ruin of the existing Indian enterprises in cast iron and engi
neering industries and retarqing the development of Steel, 
cast iron and engineering industries. 

(d) Aiding a few firms to monopolise these industries. 
(t) Adding further burden ';n the famished groaning millions, - strug~ 

gling indigenous enterprises and the shateholdera. 
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3. A large industry like the Steel industry cannot be efficiently managed 
")' borrowad intelligence and we respectfully submit Messrs., Tata & Co. 
are the produce of national sentiments and national ignorance. The whole 
nation would have been benefited if the Steel industry had ~en unde~ 
open management of British enterprise with British capital mstead of 
under the cloak of a national name. In that case the nation ~hould not 
have been called upon to pay for the luxury of a national illdJni,' 'try which 
is Bctually in disguise working for the interes\;s ot the foreigners to whom 
a national name has been lent for a consideration. 

4. We respectfully admit the steel works are really managed by foreigners 
who in addition to princely salary draw bonuses to the tune of 17 lakhs 
a year irrespectiVe of productions, a thing unknown, in the history of the 
industries of the world. A dairy farm is maintained to supply them cheai' 
eream, butter, milk and vegetables. A soda water factory at an annual 
cost of B.s. 1,21,000 is maintainild to supply them free ice and soda. Cillbs 
are run to give them free club amenities. More than a crore of rupees 
has been invested ill buildings without retllrn to give them cheap palatial 
houses. 'They lord over the Indian sllbordinates who really car~ the 
burden. The Indians are mostly coolies and clerks and draw the wages of 
such and there is nG bonus foc them. They as IIsual are the hewem of 
wood and drawers of water. The pay sheets of the company will prove 
the illusion of the so-called Indianisation. The interest of Indians will 
not be worse under any foreign management. 

Ii,. The European firms in cast iron and engineering industries cOllld 
not stand in healthy competition with the Indians if the raw materials 
of these industries in the control of the protected Rational industry had 
been equally distributed among all the industries. The cast iron manu
facturers who are large manllfacturers' of pig iron have entered into a 
trust and the activities of this notorious kust are now well known. The 
lBdian enterprises in cast, iron have been ruined and the industry is now 
a monopoly of few firms. The finished structural and B. S. S. steel 
which is the raw material of engineering industry is supplied to a few 
foreign firms at a low rate and the)" have thus been able to monopolise 
the engineering industry at the ruin of Indian enterprises and there is 
no earthly chance for any enterprise to succeed or develop lmder these 
combinations and the industrial development of the oountry in these lines 
is doomed. 

6. The Europe&ll dealers in steel products are unhampered whil&.the 
Indian dealers are under a number of restrictions that make their, lives 
miserahle. Besides the favourites of the company alone get concessions 
which are denied to others. Those who can abide by the whims of petty 
authoritios of 'the oompan,v ('an succeed to get favourable terms while the 
European firms dictate terms. The Company purchase its coal from European 
firms alone under oontract. 

7. The Indian shareholders of the company in !!pita of large protection 
have derived no benefit while tbe interests' on European loan at 71 per 
cent. is duly and promptly paid. Much IS attempted to make of this 
failure to pay dividend. We would request the Board to go through the 
real causes of this failure. We submit that dividend can be paid if the 
profits earned are not wasted in extravagance and diverted to· purposes 
not remotely ronnected with the enterprise. If a business firm indulge 
in building model towns to teach the municipalities of the country their 
functions, if they divert funds to remove the superstition of the aborigines 
and runni~ charitable lDstitutions for the public no shareholders and 
least the Indian shareholders can get any dividend. Besides in our opiniO'll. 
the dividend is not paid with a deliberate purpose not to loose the benefit 
of protection. 

8. The Board have found out that to kill a few re-rolling mills run 
in the most primitive way the ,agents of the company arranged for the 
purchase of old rails at Rs. 70 per ton and have asked protection on 
billets which they export to foreign countries to be re-rolled and re-exported 
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so th~t these m~lls. may not get any scrap or foreign billets for raw 
ma:tenals .. To deprIve them of their markets the . company reduced the 
pnces of, Its products below the price fixed by the Board and asked its 
de.alers on the penalty of dismissal not to deal in the 'products of those 
mIlls. It. had no hesitation to admit that it supplies billets to a European 
mill ~o. kil.l internal competition. We hope these will suffice to remove 
the ~lsl!l1j.sl~n of the count~y ab~ut the national character .of the company 
and. It 18 ttu.snomer ~ call It natIOnal. We submit after this to grant pro
tectIOn for the creatIOn of a sound steel works· will appear a most pre
posterous proposal. 

9. We. would in this connection respectfully invite the attention of the 
Board to a few paragraphs of the Fiscal Commission's' report.. . 

In: par.agraph 117 the CommissiO'll stated,-" It is far easier to impose 
a protective duty than to reduce or abolish it. . As an industry grows 
economically, its political influence also grows, and it is in a position to 
exert considerable pressure on the body that has the power to modify 
the duty. It may be accepted ali' the general experience that protective 
duties are continued far too long a period and at unnecessarily high 
rates" . 

In our opinion further fiscal proteetion will ·Tuin the nation' and its 
industrie" and the. Board will be pleased to consider this aspect. 

10. In paragraph U8 the Commission recommended that if the Tariff 
Board is satisfied that protection has not succeeded and there is no pro
bability of its 6ucceeding it should recommend the withdrawal of protection. 
According to the admission of the company the protection has not suc
ceeded and it cannot say when it will succeed the protection therefore 
should be discontinued. 

11. In paragraph 85 of their report the Commission discussed about the 
danger of political corrnption. They recommended ·an impartial and thorough 
enquiry by the Tariff Board to minimise this danger: In our opinion the 
danger has now manifested fully. Many members of the Legislature, we 
are afraid, hav~ id6'l1tified themselves with the interests of the company 
and high Government officials of influence having princely jobs are actually 
managing the industry. :rl'e joining of the President of the last Tariff' 
Board and' conducting the representation of the company by the late 
technical adviser of the Tariff Board naturally ha9 created apprehension 
of undue favour as apprehended by the Fi~c~l Commission in their report. 

i'2. In paragraph 86 of ·their report the Fiscal Commission suggested 
measures in case of combination of manufacturers to the detriment of 
the interest of the consumers. Th,ey suggested lowering or withdrawal of 
protection~ or Rpecial lpgislation in slIC'h rontingE'nrv. We have shown the 
combinations of the company to the detriment of the interests of the con
sumers an<'l. the whole nation and the only remedy lies in 'stoppage of further 
protection. (.,' 

IS. The refusal of the representatives of. the cpmpany to reply to the 
questions of the members of the Board is against the recommendation of 
Fiscal Commission in paragraph :l03 of their report. The company is very 
reticent to give any information to the public and even it does notl acknow
ledge letters concerning its activities. 

14. In paragraph 87 of their report the Commission suggested that the 
supervision of the Tariff Board will mitil!ate inefficipnt methods of pro
duction. We suhmit the Company has failed to work according to the 
recommendations of the Tariff Board and it is not possible for the Board 
to exercise that amount of supervision which will ensure the efficient working 
of such a larl!:e industry. With the admitted inpfficiency and the clear 
ad.mission of the company of its failur.,. and inability to work efficiently 
it will, we submit, simnly create furthElr nardships on the nation and 
the best course under th.,. circumstnncp.s will bp in case of the company 
fniling to manage without nrotection to take it 8R a State industry or 
,,\low' a competent RoaTel of In\'lians n-nd Englishmen to mnnnge it' efli. 
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ciently. TIier~ is hardly any justification to allow a private firm to exploit. 
the whole nation with its admitted inability to efficiently manage such a 
large important industry of the country. 

15. In paragraph 104 of their report the Fiscal Commission suggested 
that to arrive at its decision the Tariff Board will take into account the 
r<:lative costs of production in India and foreign countries and the Board 
wIll. Qot recommend protection to stereotype inefficiency and the relative 
costs. of the products will also be some grounds to the Board as to whether" 
the mdustry fulfils the primary conditions laid down for protection. We 
submit we have shown the conditions are not fulfilled. 

16. Under paragraph 105 of the Fiscal Commission's report the location 
of the industry should not be a ground 'for protection and under paragraph 
126 to 129 the Board will not consider or go into the question of the 
so-called freight disadvantage. 

17. The proposal of the National Federation of Steel and Iron Manu
facturers of Britain, if accepted, in our opinion, will put the coping 
stone on the grave of Indian enterprises in these industries. The vast 
national resources that would have easily made India the richest country 
in the world if exploited in the interests of the children of the soil is 
now being looted by a group of exploiters and the nation in its colossal 
ignorance and sentiments is aiding these exploiters under the speIr of a 
national industry which is working for the interests of the foreigners and 
foreign industries . 

• • • • 

(3) Letter dated the 8th JanuaT'lj, 1991", from the Sikdar Ir.o,!,- Works, 
Oalcutta. 

In. connection with the tariff enquiry for further protection to Steel 
Industry we beg to submit the following proposal for the consideration 
of the Members of the Tariff Board and to request that you will be so 
good as to place it before the Board and to let us know their views, if 
any, on the subject. 

All the products of the Steel Industry being important raw materials 
for the industries it is not only. just and equitable but essential for other 
industr'ial development of the countrv that these products should be supplied ' 
in all Industries and Enternrises At the same rates without any discrimi
nation. Thpse raw materillls should not he exported to foreign markets 
at lower rates to enable foreign industries to compete with the home in
rlustriE'" in finisheil prorlucts hot,h in foreign and home markets. For 
national interests the sale policy of these materials should be reversed so 
t.hat home industries with the advantage of cheap raw materials could 
export finished products and not raw mttterials into foreign markets. 

We bplieve it has been proved to the satisfaction of the Board and 
the Companv'" hooks of accounts, sale contracts and other records will 
show that it had been Reiling its products at different rates to differpnt 
firms and this discrimination had bepn in favour of few firms, mostly 
foreign, the prospective competitorR of Steel Industry, 

Bv entering into trust with other pig iron manufacturers the company 
bad be<>n instrumental in exporting pig iron to foreign countries at less 
than onp-third thp ratp mai"tainpd for homp market, barring a few favoured 
firm" wit,h tbe result that the other manufacturers of pig iron have mono
polised the cast iron indnstry on .the ruin of old established successful 
Indian P'IlterpriR" like Sikdar Tron Works. 

Tn the namA of Fnginppring firm. steel products lI·re supplied to " 
few F.nMnean firms, who arE' large dplllers of these products at low rates 
and B, f"\, !':. nrodncts which arE' most essential for engineering industry 

. . 2x2 
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are iD' 'the monopoly of these firms with the result that these few firms 
have monopolised the. Engineering Industry O'D. the ruin of Indian Enter
prise Firms like Sikdar Iron Works are not considered as Engineering 
lil'm and fit for tha concessioll allowed to European firms . 

. T~at several Indian Enterprises have, been ruined du~ to this dis
crImlliatory -sale of raw materials is within the knowledge of the Board 
and we trust the Board will ngree that unless raw materials are freed 
fro.m such discrimination and supplied to all Enterprises at the same rates 
neIther healthy competition nor industrial development is possible. 

In granting Fiscal protection to Steel Industry the object of the Gov
ernment of India and Legislature .was to encourage the general industrial 
deVelopment of the country and not to protect any particular private firm 
or to help it to monopolise the Industry, nor it was their object that the 
protected firm under the wings of protection will help its pro~pective com
p,:titors to monopolise the other large industries so that its own monopoly 
mIght not be disturbed. If this is conceded we believe it will net be 
difficult for the Board to come to the decision that the company has 
defeated the object of protection by abusing its advantages in combining 
with other firms. 

To prevent further abuse and to safeguard the interests of all concerned 
we suggest that in case the Board decide to recommend continuance of 
protection they would be pleased to recommend that before granting any 
protection in any shape a condition should be imposed that the protected 
Indus5ry under the penalty of withdrawal of prptection should supply its 
products to all Industries and Enterprises at the same rates without any 
rebate, discount or other concessions and whenever the demand should not 
be less than a wagon load they should he supplied to the consumers direct. 
The protected Industry must not also export its products into foreign 
market at lower rates and under no circumstances the rates should exceed 
the export price of the materials. 

To give effect ~ this recommendation and to check waste, extravagance, 
inefficiency and abuse of privileges of protection as also to settle disputes 
between the Industry and the Public a. Governing Body composed of a. 
member of the Governmoot, a member of the Indian Legislature and a 
member from the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce should 
be constituted with powers to discontinue protection or take such other 
steps against the protected industry as they will think fit in case of 
default on the part of the protected Industry. 

We trust the Board will be pleased to consider the proposal as fair 
and just both to the Industry as to the Indian public and this is the 

,least that should be done to safeguard the illteresiJ! of the N atiOD before 
asking it to bear further burden of the Steel Industry in the monopoly 
management of a private firm whose past conduct had Dot, been to -the 
interests of the NatiO'D.. " 

In our 'opinion if further protection in any shape without sufficient 
safeguard is given to the industry it will mean the ruin of t.he remaining 
fE'lV Indian enterprises in cast iron a,nd engineering industries and retard
ing the industrial development of the country. 

We beg further to submit that the representation of the 'Company that 
there is no demand of pig iron in India is far from correct. The compa,ny 
is primarily responsible for this lack of demand. Yet if pig iron is supplied 
at reasonable rates we can undertake to sell at least 100,000 tons in 
Indian market during the first year increasing the demand from year to 
year. We request the Board to consider the proposal and to recommE'nd 
its acceptance. 

We' hope we have succeeded to make our points dear and in case any 
point is 'co!,sidered not sufficie~tly explicit. ,,:e shoulq feel obl\ged if oppo ..... 
~unity is gIven to us to make It fIlors expllclt. 



t4) Lsttsr dated thtl 8th. January, 193.1" from the Sikdwr iron Works, 
CalC'Utta. 

Further to my letter dated' the 8th idem, 1 beg to let. rill) know fu 
definition of Engineering firms as meant by Messrs. Indian Il'on and Steel 
Co. and Tata Steel Company in their evidence before the Board and if 
Sikdar Iron WOI'ks is such an J£ngineering irm. Both. the Compani6ll 
admit that they supply raw. materials to Engineering firms at concession 
rates. We had been trying to learn from the Steel Company during the 
last six years why Sikdar Iron Works, the pioneer. cast iron and Engineer
ing Indian Enterprise in India is not consideredl to be an Engineering firm. 

The combination Df the Steel Company with its prospective competitors 
is now admitted. It is also admitted that the combine exports pig iron 
at about Rs. 24 per ton and supplies to other firms mostly Europeaa at 
about Rs. 30 per ton while keeps Its rate to Rs. 57 for JndiaJ1.. enterprises 
and the arrangement brings no profit to the members of this combination. 
i'he admission of the director of the company that it would reduce the 
priCe of pig iron if the other manufacturers do so is significant and proves 
our allegations that the company is subservient to the interest of a group 
of exploiters. The other manufacturers of pig iron do not receive pro
tectioB for their existence. I hope the only reasonable conclusion that. 
could be arrived from this admission would 'be that the price is maintained 
with the object of enabling the other members of the group to manopMse 
the Cast Iron and Engineering Industries on the ruin of Indian EntEll"
prises I!() that the JI1(1JlOpoly of th~ Steel Ind~try may remain undistuxbed. 

In view of this disclosure we beg to enquire if the Board would 0& 
pleased to. .recommend some bounty to Sikdar Iron Works and reconsider 
the decision. The unfortunate position to which we have been reduced we 
respectfully submit was beyond our control and. the result of abuse of 
advantages of fiscal protection to steel industry by a private firm. Attempts 
have been made to minimise the .position of Sikdar Iron Works and its. 
importaJ).ce to the nation and specially to Bengal and we submit Sikdar 
Iron Works is neither a small foundry nor an unimportant enterprise in 
the country. We have stopped closing the firm in anticipation of the 
presan1l enquiry and we have kept the finn from winding up for over a 
year with a view to get redress 'from the present Tariff Board. I do not 
know if I .have succeeded to explain our sit\lation to the Board clearly 
but the fact remains that the firm canno.t exist unless its grievances are 
redressed by the present Board. 

We respectfully, yet firmly, submit that a firm of our standing and 
capacity can only exist if further protection to Steel Industry is not granted 
so that the protected private firm under the wings of protection may not 
combine with our rivals in the trade and allow them our prmcipalraw 
materials at concession rates to enable these rivals to kill us in unhealthy 
competition. 

Or 
In the alternative if we are also considered as Engi'Peering firm and 

allowed the same concessions whlch are allowed to others. We trnst the 
members of the Board will be pleased to. consider our case from this 
aspect of the case. , 

I regret there has been some misapprehension in 'respect to our positior.t 
and abilities and attempts have been made to minimise Qur position and grie
vances. I had been attending the present enquiry from day to cilay with a 
view' to get some light and I cannot overcome the idea that the members of 
the Board consider us to be owners of a sf!1all foundry like several' others. 
We iIlvited the members of the Board to Inspect our place which is only 
three miles bom the office of the Board and we repeat the same ill·vitation 
so that. they may have some first hand information of our plilsitioil' all'" 
capacity and the position to which W'I have been reduced as a result of 
protection to the Ste~ ~ndustry .in monoPQly of. a private firm. I may 
mention that the. firlD:. l~ the biggest fou~dry l~ Cal~utta and among 
the Indian enterprises It IS the oldest and biggest In the whole of India. 
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We' would requllst that you will be pleased to place out letter before 
the Board and let us know If we can expect to get any redress from them. 
,In ca.se ··they decide not to grant us auy redress we ~hall without l'Ullllillg 
wto further loss close the concern once for all. 

The Indian Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 

(1) Letter dated the 20th September, 1933. 

With reference to the Tariff Board's Communique dated Simla, Septem
oer 4th, in connection with further protection for the Indian Iron and 
S~l Industry, we desire to represent that, as this Company was formed 
wlth the ultimate object of manufactUl'ing Steel and as we have already 
madfl cansiderable progress in this direction by the successful operation 
of large modern Blast ]'urnaces, Coke Ovens and Bye-Product Plants, we 
are considerably interested in and in favour of the continuance of the 
protection now given to the Steel Industry in this country. 

2. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., have favoured us with a copy 
of their representation to you and we are of opinion that their request for a 
continuance of protective duties for a period of seven years is reasonable. 

8. Owing to the world-wide' depression for the last 2 or 8 years this 
Company has been unable to proceed further beyond extensions to its 
Blast Furnaces and Coke Oven Plants. 

4. 'The Blast Furnaces of the Company are now capable of an putput of 
450,000 tans of pig iron per annum and the Coke Oven Batteries can 
manufacture 460,000 tons of Coke which is sufficient for the manufacture 
of that quantity of pig iron: in other words, the Plant is a self-contained 
unit capable of manufacturing 450,000 tons of pig iron' per' annum. 

6. In addition to pig iron and coke this Company also produces Sulphate 
of Ammonia, Tar and Naphthalene Balls. 

6. We trust we are not out of order if we. refer to the question of 
prices at which pig iron is sold in this (;ountry. 

7. We anticipate that both ourselves and the Tata Iron and Steel Co., 
Ltd., will be accused of combining to maintain the price of pig iron in 
this country to the detriment of small Founders. 

8. This question was examined e,xhaustively by the Tariff Board in 1929 
and the evidence submitted by the various interested parties is contained 
in "The Report of the Indian Tariff Board on the removal of Revenue 
Duty an Pig Iron dated 1930". 

9. The present prices at which pig iron is sold is about 25/30 per cent. 
below the price at which it could be imported into this cquntry and further
more, we have agreed with the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., that they 
Ihould sell Low Silicon Iron up to 1'25 per cent. in Silicon at the low 
price of Rs. 30 per ton in order to assist the small bazaar founder with 
his business. 

10. As the Board are aware, the demand for pig iron in India is 
exceedingly small, and if the Railwaya arej excepted, almost negligible. The 
large furnaces operated by this Company were never installed to supply 
the Local Market, which is only incidental to their -main Markets, which 
al'e Japan, United Kingdom and the United States of America. If there 
was no market for Indian pig iron abroad and a small furnace was to be 
installed to meet only the internal demand, it would be found that the 
cost of the iron manufactm'lld by the Company operating this small furnace 
would be so high that it would be impossible to supply pig iron to foundries 
at prices at which this Company is supplying at prE'sent. We maintain, 
therefore, that both the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., and ourselves 
are charging a fair price for our product. 

11. We shall be pleased to give oral evidence before t.he ~oard if 
req~ired and to a:nswer any questions you may put to, us. 
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(:&) Letter No. 460, dated the 11th October, 198;], jr01n the Sec1'dal'Y, iJ.'ariH 
Bourd, to the Indian b'on and Steel Va., Ltd., Calcutta. 

I am directed to ask if you are willing to supply detailed. costs. covel"ing 
your production of pig iron to the Taritf' .Hoard in connectIOn With their 
enquiry into the Iron and Steel Industry. 

If you ate prepared to do so and can supply these in the form of 
munthly cost sheets applicable to the present calendar year or in any other 
form more convenient to you' the Board would value this information. 

(3) Letter No. 81598-A.., dated the 6th/8th November, 1993, /Tom, the bidian 
Iron and 8teeL Co., I4~., Calcutta. 

Be PIG IRON COSTS. 

We have carefully considered the request made in your letter No. 460 
of the 11th ultimo in which you asked us whether we are willing to supply 
detailed costs covering the production of pig iron by this Company; 

As pig iron manufacturers we are not asking for protectian 01' a bounty 
on pig iron and for good reasons in the interest of the Company we do not 
think it will be desirable to send you our detailed costs. We trust, how
ever, you will appreciate our difficulty in not being able to comply with 
your request in this instance. 

We will gladly furnish you w.ith any information you may requir~ regard
ing the operation of our plant, details of raw materials, labour, etc., if 
such details will be of assistance to you. 

(4) Letter No. 8/598-A.., dated' the 15th January, 1999, Irom The Indian 
Iron and 8teel Co., Ltd. 

I refer to your Board's cross examination of me. on the 10th instant 
on the subject of pig iron and YOIl, will appreciate that I was at a dis
advantage inasmuch as you knew what you were going to ask me and I 
did not. 

2. During the examination, great stress was laid upon the question 
ot' the price .. of Foundry pig iron in India, and, as this appe.ars to be a 
matter of considerable moment to the Board, I have had our business 
analysed and am now in a positian to give you separate figures, not only 
of sales under the Government order, Bengal Iron Company, Burn & Co., 
Ltd., Howrah, and Railways, but also have had an analysis made of the 
balance shown under the heading of "Other Customers". 

3. From this I have extracted the .larg~r buyers to whom i referred 
ill my evidence as "Engineering Firms" 'and from the list enclosed you 
will see that sales to two of the firms I mentioned in particular have 
deciined. These are The Angus Engineering Works and The Britannia 
Engineering Company; in fact the former concern has nQW been liquidated. 

'The list shows the main Foundry concerns of any magnitude in India and 
practically all of them have been taking less and less pig iron over the 
last few years. I would also like to draw your attention to the fact 
that tbe total under " Other Customers" represents only lrd of our foundry 
~ales. Even so, in this category there are a lot of Jute Mills who take 
a wagonload, of first class foundry pig Iron here and there. 

4. It is therefore demonstrated that the major portion of our foundry 
business in India is with the bigger concerns and not with little Founders 
who I gathered from ;t;he Board were complaining bitterly' against th~ 
high prices of pig iron. ' 

5. In my evidence I mentioned that as far as Jlossible 'Tatas confine 
themseh-es to the Bazaar sales and we to the Engineering' linns," but we 
l'ealised that the Bazaa·r were' not prepared to ·Pity the price we demand 



fOf seiecteli high quality pig and in conjunction with .Tatas' saies of Basic 
pig iron we have, during the last few years, arranged for the sale to 
the Bazaar of Sand Cast Sow Foundry pig iron; last year our sales 
.. mounted to 3,871 tons OJ' nearly 300 tons a" month. This iron all goes 
through the Bazaar to Small Founders and mixes well with Tatas Basic 
and also SCfap for' their castings. 

6. I did not mention this when giViJlg sales .of pig iron to you in my 
vvidence as I wished to be strictly accurate and confme the figures to 
genuine pig ifon. purchases but the whole of the Sows which we dispose 
of through the Bazaaf are sold at a price of Re. 80 per ton Of less. 

7. I have also taken out figures showing the average price at Works which 
we pave obtained on our local sales over the past few years exclusive of 
b.he I Government order, but molusi" of sales to the Bengal Iron CompILny 
and Burn & Co., Lim~, Ho~rah. These are as under:-

Ye&!. Ton. Average price. 

1929 
1930 
1981 
1932 
1938 

58,457} 
28,202 Re. 51 per ton. 
92,212 
28,848 Re. 86 per ton. 
38,924 Rs. 81 per ton. 

S. I have bracketed 1929, 1930 and 1931 as the prices were constant 
elurmg these years. 

9. The average price is considerably lower than our selling price at 
Works or Calcutta because we have to quote on a port .basis and when 
one considers that the freight from our Works to Bombay is in the neighbour
hood of Rs. 20 a ton and to Madras Re. 17, the nett realisation on these 
distant sl11es show us a poor return and I think you will agree that the 
average sale price· of Re. 81 for 1983 is not an exorbitant price to feceive 
for this commodity. In fact, it is lower than the existing prices in the 
U. K. or anywhere else in the world. . ' 

Enclosure. 
Sales of Pig Iron to Engineering Firms. 

Names. 1930. 1931. 1932. 1933. 

Alcock Ashdowne and Co •• Ltd., (Bombay) 40 IS 
Anglo-India Jute Co,. Ltd. 3S 20 96 
Angus Engineering Works UOO 400 36 112 
.t\ssam Railways Trading Co •• Ltd. 95 . SO 2() 20 
Auokland Jute Co ... IJ;d •• 193 119 104 164 
Baranagore Jute Co., Ltd. 150 20 60 .78 
Begg Dunlop Co., Ltd. 72 132 
Bengal Coal Trading Co. (Madras) , 139 . 
Bery Brothers 

" 
43 7 33 50 

Bit .. Bl:othllrs, Ltd. 36 64 9S 
UritanxU. Bldg. and Iron Works 64 252 36 IS 
Britannia Engr. Co., Ltd. 500 252 244 273 
Caloutta Corporation 200 200 250 
Chari Brothers (Madras) • 36 54 170 ~50 
Civil and Sanitary Engr. Works IS 15 19 
Dalhousie Jute Co., Ltd. 40 40 40 
Ekra Engineering Works 3S 19 19 37 
Equitable Coal Co., Ltd. SO SO SO 4Q 
Fan OIGstel' Jute Co., Ltd. 100 9$ U III 



Goa 
saZu o/Pig Iron to Enginee'ring Finn,.......,ontd. 

Names. 1930. 1931' 1932. 1933, 

Ganges Mfg. Co., Ltd. 149 18 39 39 
Garden Reach Workshop ". ~8Q ~40 220 200 
Gariahat. Engineering Co. 48 16 15 31 
Govinda Sheet Metal Works and ,Foundry • 90 18 108 11( 
Heatly and Gresham Co. 36 25 40 

H ukumchand Elee. Co., Ltd. 18 20 58 
I. G. N. and Railway Co., Ltd. 58 54. 94 
James Alexandelr &I Co., Ltd. 108 6a 110 150 
Jessop & Co., Ltd. • 12 44 143 
John Ki,ug & Co., Ltd. . 126 80 54 78. 
Kedar Nath Mookherjee & Co. 132 40 
Kamarhatty Co.. Ltd. 20 !lO. 116 80 
KimUSOB Jute Co., Ltd. • 100 86 .. 
Kumardhubi Engineering Worb 72 92 54 56 
W. Leslie & Co. 37 22 34 59 
Lodna Colliery, Ltd. 36 36 18 18 
Mackintosh 1;Iurn, Ltd. 198 54 36 36 
Marshall Sona &I Co., (India), l,.td. 504 394 252 1&12 
MyBore Iron Works 578 100 
Naham Foundry 20G 
J. B. NortQ~ & SOIIlI LW. 90 18 ;III 

Nadia Mills Ltd. 80 2.0 40 

Port CommissioneIB 220 100 140 
Port Engineering WorD, Ltd.·. . 400 500 400 350 
Relia.nce Jute Co., Ltd. . 36 38 
Renwick & Co., Ltd. 18 38 2Q 20 
Richardson & Cruddas (Bombay) 70 250 200 
&nul Engineering WorQ, Ltd. 9C) 180 16~ 246 
Saxby & Farmer (India), Ltd. 250 290 72 114 
Shalimar Works, Ltd. 18 36 54 134 
Shaw Wan",.ce 4;. Co, 38 20 3Q 
South Indian Exporll Co. (Madras} 100 SQ UO 100 
Sree Hanum&l' Jute Mills 15 40 
Raneegunge Coal Association Ltd. 38 l8 
Tolegra.pll W mksllopa 'l95 918 700 ~OO 

Uuion Jute Co., Ltd. 60 20 20 

7,754 5,015 li,472 4,922 
Other Customers . 2,107 3,319 3,466 2,O8'l 

ToW • 9,861 8,33' -8,938 7.OQO -
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(5) Letter No. blMJ8/A., dated the 18th JanUOll'Y, lVJIJ, from the Indian 
• Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. 

We are in r~ceipt of ,your lette~ No: 38 of the 16th January, 1934, and 
have ~ltlasure JJl returnwg herewIth the record of evidence tendered by 
the wnter duly corrected. " 

2. Wit~ reference to the figures we promised to send-we give below 
an analyels of the Despatches of Pig Iron made, by this Company for the 
six years, 1928-1933 inclusive:-

Despatches of Piu iron '(in tl)ns). 

Government Burn & Other Year. order for Railways. Co., Ltd., Kulti. TotaL 
Sleepers. Howrah. Customers. 

1928 . 50,020 12.626 8,381 16,533 87,4.60 
1929 , .' 15,370 24,046 191 13,850 63,457 
1930 6,383 5,646 1,312 9,861 23,202 
1931 379 3,812 16,198 65,368 8,3U 93,091 
1932 4,909 2,887 1,932 14,58tl 8,938 33,252 

'1933 -25,976 2,758 665 28,158 7,343 64,900 
---

Total 31,264 tons 81,230 60,013 1,17,996 64,859 3,55,362 

3. With regard to despatches of pig iron to Kulti it might not be out 
of place if we reminded the Board that in the years 1927-28, 1928-29, 
1929-30 and 1930-31 some of the Bengal Iron Compa'!.Y's Furnaces were 
in blast and we give you below their outputs of Pig Iron from their 
Furnaces for the years in question. 

1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 

" 

128,000 tons. 
144,000 OJ 

169,000 OJ 

73,000 " 
4. Since the Bengal Iron Company's, Furnaces. wert. shut down in Nov

ember, 1931, they have drawn the whole of their Pig Iron supplies for 
their requirements from this Company. 

(6) Letter dated the 1st FebruaT1l, 193-', b'om the Indian lTon and Steel 
00., Ltd. 

Be ENQUIRY INTO THE STEEL INDUSTRY. 

With reference to recent oral evidence given before you by Mr. F. W. A, 
Carpenter, the Representative of this Company, you will, remember that 
Mr. Wiles in his examination asked Mr. Carpenter whether he was in a 
position to give the approximate consumption of Pig Iron in India for 
the last 5 years. ' , ' 

Z. These figures have now been collected by us from Producers and 
we have pleasure in enclosing Statement "A" giving these details. 

3. We wish to point out that the tonnage given will not, necessarily 
tally with previous figures you have had bef~re you as there is, of cc;>urse, 
the question of stocks and so forth to, take mt,o a,ocount, but they gIve a 
fairly aocurate idea of the consumptIOn of pig Iron over the past few 
years for Steel 'manufl1cture, C. I. Pipes, Sleepers and Chairs, General 
Castings and also the consumption' for general castings by the two big 
Iron Founders, namely, The Bengal Iron Co., Ltd., and Burn & Co., Ltd.'s 
Howrah Worka. 
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. 4. D1jl"ing the examination, considerable stl'asS was laid upon the ques
tion of pnces of ~'ounrlry .l'lg Iron m india as this appears ,to be a matter 
of considerable moment to the J:loard. You will see'that the tonnage 
consumed in general castmgs excluslve of the two concerns llientlOned 
above, 18 considerably less than half of the total pig iron consumed m 
india under all heads excluding Steel. 

5. To assist the Board in obtaining an idea of where the pig iron for 
general castings is disposed ,of, we have now had this Company's business 
analysed, not only of Bales under tile Government order for Sleepers, Bengal 
iron Co., Ltd., J:lurn & Co., Ltd., Howrah, and Railways, but also have 
had an analysis made of the balance shown under the ,head of "Other 
c..; ustow.ers ') . 

6. lfrom this last head, we have extracted the larger buyers to whom 
Mr. Carpenter referred in his evidence as •• .l!:ngineering Firms" and from 
the list "B " ,enclosed, you will see that sales to two of the firms mentioned 
ill particular have declined. These were the Angus Engineering Works and 
The Britannia Engmeering Company; in fact, the former concern has now 
been liquidated. l'he list shows the main Foundry concerns of any magni
tude in India and they have been taking less and less pig iron over the 
last two years. 

7. We would also draw the Board's attention to the attached list" P " 
under the head of "Other Customers". This l:epresents only lrd of our 
Foundry 'sales, even so, in this category there are a number of Jute Mills 
who take a wagonload of No.1 Foundry pig iron'from time to time. 

8. It is therefore demonstrated that the major portion of our foundry 
business in India is with the bigger concerns and not \Vith little Founders. 

9. As far as possible Tatas confine themselves to the sale of pig iron to 
the Bazaar and we to the Engineering Firms, but we realised that the 
Bazaar were, not prepared to pay the price we demand for selected high 
quality pig and in conjunction with Tatas' sales of Basic pig iron we have, 
during the last few years, arranged for the sale to the Bazaar of Sand 
Cost Sow Foundry pig iron; last year our sales amounted to 3,371 tons 
or nearly 300 tons a month. This iron all goes through the Bazaar to 
small Founders and mixes well with Tatas Basic and also scrap for their 
castings. 

10. We sell Sow pig iron which is slightly inferior Sand Cast Iron to 
the Bazaar at a rate of Rs. 30 per to~ or less. 

11. We have also taken out figures to show the average price at our 
Works which we have obtained on our local sales over, the past few years 
exclusive of the Government order, but inclusive of sales to the Bengal 
Iron Company and Burn & Co., Ltd., Howrah.These are as under:-

Year. 

1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 

Tons. Average price. 

53,457} 
23,202.Rs. 51 per ton. 
92,212 
28,343 Rs. 36, per ton. 
38,924 Rs. 31 per ton. 

12. We have bracketed 1929, 1930 and 1931 as the prices were constant 
during these years. 

13. The average price is considerably lower than our selling price at 
Works or Calcutta because we have to quote on a port basis and when 
it is considered that tbe freight from our Works to Bombay is in the 
neighbourhood of Rs. 20 a ton and to Madras Rs. 17, the nett realisation 
on these distant sales show ~s' a poor return and we think, you will 
agree that the average sale prIce of Rs. 31 for 1933 is not an exorbitant 
price'to receive for this commodity. In fact, it is lower than the existing 
prices in the U. K. or· anywhere else in the World. 



Enclosures. 

. 
Year. 

1929 · . · . 
1930 · · . . 
1931 · · 
1932 · 
1933 

, . · . 

STATEMENT A.. 

Output and ConBumption of Pig Iron in India. 
-.f-~ . 

, 

Consumption 

Consumption l'roduction of Production of 
Pig !roJ). Steel Ingot. for 

C.1. Pipes. 

11,13.501 3,96,055 24,523 

12,84,947 5,80.753 30.408 , 

10,46,798 6,24,539 40,944 

10,18,119 6,02,366 30,121 

9,35,952 5,90,778 25,094 

These figures are totals of:-
(1) The Tata Iron and Steel Co., J.td. 
(2) The Indian Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. 
(3) The Bengal Iron Co., Lt.d. 
(4) The Mysore Iron Works. 

for al6I'perll 
andCha~ 
excluding 
ltailway 

Workshops • 

. 
10,014 

8,185 

21,462 

44,663 

26,076 

Consumption . Consumen 
by B. I. CG. and by 0 

Bum & customers 
Co •• Ltd., including 

for generaJ. Railway 
castings. Workshops. 

22,068 56,914 

23,793 48,495 

~3,667 34,321 

5,311 39,363 

2,909 32,893 

Total oonsumed 
in India 

ucluding steel 
and including 

ltailwaya. 

113,519 

110,881 

120,394 

119,458 

86,972 
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STATEMENT B. 
Safes <of Pig Iro,,,- tQ Eft,gmeering Firms. 

Name&. 1930. i931; i932. 1933. 

Alcock Ashdowne &; Co. Ltd. (Bombay) 40 18 
Anglo-India. Jute Co., Ltd .. '38 20 118 
Angus Engineering Works 2,100 400 36 112 
Assam Railways Trading Co., Ltd. 95 8() ;20 20 
Ancklana Jute Co., Ltd. ' 193 119 104 1640 
Bamagore Jute Co., Ltd. 150 20 60 Vi 
Begg Dunlop Co .. Ltd. • 72 132 
Beagal Coal Trading .Co. (Madras) . 139 
Bery Brothers 43 '7 33 50 
Birla Brothers, Ltd. 36 64 98 
Britannia Building imd Il'on Works 54 252 36 18 
Britannia Engr. Co., Ltd. 500 252 244 273 
Oalcutta Corporation 200 200 250 
Chari Brothers (Madras) 36 54 170 150 
tavil and Sanitary Engr. Works 18 l~ 19 
Dalhousie Jute Co .. Ltd. 40. 40 40 
Ekra Engineering Works 38 19 19 37 
Equitable Coal Co., Ltd. 80 80 SO 40 
Fort Gloster Jute Co., .Ltd. 100 98 '4 58 
Ganges Mfg. Co., Ltd. 149 18 .39 39 
Garden Reach Workshop 280 240 220 200 
Gariah&t Engineering QQ. 48 16 15 31 
Qovinda Sheet Meta,l Works and Foundr.y 90 18 108 114 
Heatly and Gresham Co. 36 25 40 
Hukumchand Elee. Co., Ltd •. 18 20 58 
I. G. N. a.nd Railway Co., Ltd. 58 Ji4 94 
James Alexander &; Co., Ltd. 108 68 no 150 
Jessop &; Co., Ltd. 12 44 143 
John King &; Co., Ltd. 126 80 54 78 
Kedar Nath Mookerjee &; Co. 132 40 
KamMhatty Co., Ltd. 20 40 116 60 
KinniBon .Jute Co .. Ltd. 100 86 
Kumardhubi Engr. Works 72 92 54 $ 
W. Leslie &; <In. . 37 22 34 59 
Lodna Oolliery, Ltd. 36 36 18 18 
Mac'kintosh Uum, Ltd. "198 54 36 36 
Marshall Sons &; Co. (India), Ltd. 504 396 252 412 
My80re Iron Works 578 100 

. 
Nahan Foundry 200 
Norton &; Sons, J. B- OO 18 36 
Nuddea Mills, Ltd. 80 20 40 
Port Commissioners 220 100 140 
Port Engineering Works_ 400 500 400 350 
Ranigunge Coal Association 38 18 
Reliance Jute Co., Ltd •• 36 38\" 
Renwick &; Co., Ltd. 18 38 20 20 
Richardson & Cruddas • 70 250 200 
Saran ~npeering Works, Lt<l. 90 l80 162 2411 
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STATEMENT B-contd. 

Sales of Pig Iron to Engineering Firms-contd. 
Names. 1930. 1931. 1932. 1933. 

ShaJimar Works, Ltd. 18 36 54 134 
~~~~~ M ~ 
Saxby & Farmer, Limited 250 • 290 72 114 
Shaw Wallace & Co. 38 20 39 
South Indian Export Co. (Madras) 100 80 120 100 
Telegraph Workshops 795 978 700 100 
Union Jute Co., Ltd. 60 20 20 

Other Customers 

Total 

7,754 
2,107 

9,861 

5,015 
3,319 

8,334 

5,452 
3,486 

8,938 

Thi., is the analysis oj Indian Iron. and Steel 00.'& business only. 

Messrs. W. Leslie & Co., calcutta. 
Letter No. M1/'&09/9!J2, dated' the 2.&th January, 199.&. 

4,922 
2,087 

7,009 

We feel sure that you will be interested in the contents of this letter. 
For the last two years, we have been manufacturing at our small works 

in Calcutta, cast iron cooking stoves. 
We haye a contract with the Indian Stores Department to supply 

cooking stoves for the 'Vastern, Eastern and Southern Commands. 
We are told that no preference can be given us over imported cooking 

stoves, but if our price is equal to the imported article price, we will be 
given the orders. 

We are at a considerable disadvantage over cooking stoyes made in 
England and Scotland, due to the fact that in Calcutta, we pay from 
Rs. 60 to R8. 62 per ton for Tata and Bengal Pig, whereas the British 
manufacturers cost of pig is at about Rs. 30 per ton. 

Another disadvantage is that the quantities of stoves required by the 
Government is so small, that it is very difficult to reduce the manufactur
ing price. 

If we ,can have Our pig at the same price as the British manufacturer, 
and if we can be given a quantity to make, we can get down to the present 
prices being quoted for the imported stoves. 

This letter has been written to you with a view of showing you the 
prices that are being paid by emaIl users for pig in Calcutta, and also 
to show you one of the greatest drawbacks to small people like ourselves 
becoming manufacturers, is the fact that quantities asked for are so small 
that the manufacturing cost is naturally on the high side. 

We are not asking for protection, but we are asking to be allowE'd to 
buy our own material at pri('es that will enable us to compete and 
that ordprs for sufficient quantities be given us. 

Messrs. Martin & Co., Calcutta. 
Lttttr dated th.e 1 .• t December, '19.'9. 

• 'WHh refflr('n('p to the evidenre tendered by Mr. W. T. Viller-Harmer 
this mornin!!: in ('onnEOC'tion with the SlIbmi8sion of a t~nder to the Clll(,lItta 
Jmpl'()venwnt Trust for ('nst iron pipps during thfl month of Novl'mber. 1933, 
we llnderAtaud tllRt in rEOply to a onestion by the Presidpnt of the Board, 
Dr. Matthai, Mr. Hn.t·mflT informl'd the Presidflllt of the Board that the 
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quotation for these pipes 'was made by Messrs. M~rtin & Co. Mr. ~arme~'8 
statement is quite correct. We are further adVlsed that Mr. Wll~ swd, 
"So Martin & Co., are still the Agents", and we therefore wISh to 
advi;e you that we. relinquished the Agency we held for the Japanese Pipes 
on the 19th December, 1932, but the last consignment of pipes imported 
by us into this country was 500 pieces of pipes by ~.s. "Calcutta Maru" 
landed in Calcutta on February 15th, 1933; these pIpes had been ordered 
prior to our resignation of the Agency. ' 

The pipes for which we tendered to the Calcutta Improvement Trust 
formed part of this consignment which has been lying in Calcutta for 
9 months. • 

Messrs. Stewarts and Uoyds, Ltd., Calcqtta. 

(1) Letter No .. W~, dated the 90th October, 1999, from the Secretary, 
Tariff Board. 

In connection with the present tariff enquiry into iron and steel products, 
the Board has received an application from manufacturers of cast iron 
pipes for the imposition of a protective duty on imported cut iron pipes. 
It is suggested by manufacturers that steel pipes may in certain cir
cumstances. serve as substitutes for cast iron pipes and should therefore 
be subject to the same rate of duty. The Board is anxious that no unneces
sary burden should be thrown on consumers of pipes and would there
fore welcome any evidence which would enable them to arrive at a correct 
finding on the question. I am therefore to ask that the following informa
tion may be supplied to the Board:-

(1) The quantity of steel pipes exported to India by your Company 
during (a) 1931, (b) 1932, (c) January..J'une, 1933. . 

(2) (a) The principal dimensions of steel pipes exported and (b) the 
approximate proportion borne by the quantity of pipes of each 
dimension to the total quantity exported. 

(3) The length of steel pipes of some typical dimension, e.g., 12", 
represented by one tOil> of steel pipes. 

(4) The prices of steel pipes of typical dimensions under the follow-
ing heads: -.:. . 

C.i.f. Indian port. 
Landing charges. 
Duty. 

I am to ask that the reply to this letter (with six spare copies) may 
kindly be sent not later than November 20th. 

(2) Letter dated the 5th December, 1999, from Messrs. Stewarts &: Llod'" 
Ltd.. Oalcutta. 

In reply to your letter No. 494 of October 30th we have the honour 
to reply as follows:-

The varieties of Steel Pipes imported into India are very numerous, -and 
we have thought it best to obtain for you detailed statements as attached 
for the periods required giving figures for each main class of pipe imported 
by us. The anew81'S to your questions 1 and 2 can best be seen from an 
examination of these figures, and we give you below a few further expla
nations which may be useful to you. ~ 

,Item 1. GaB List Material.-This includes screwed and coupled tubes 
and fittings up to 6/1 nom. bore. These tubes are used almost entirely 
for house water supply connections, the essential quality being that the 
tubes can be easily manipulated to any shape required and that the ioints 
shall be permanently leakproof, The sizes jn Which theRe tubes ge chiefly 
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. supplied to ihis market are from 16 to 20 bore inclusive. The greater 
number of them are supplied galvanized, the usual trade name being 
G. 1. Pipes. This is & class of business for which Cast Iron Pipes have 
never been used as far as we know anywhere in the world, and for which 
they are obviously quite unsuitable. We might add that imports of Con
tinental Pipes of this class into India c~ be taken as considerably more 
than double our imports, from which you will see that these. Pipes are 
by far the largest section of the total Steel Pipes importeJ. 

Item 2. _ Oil Piping.-Uwing to the pressures normally used and to the 
great difficulty of making an oil tight joint, it is ex\remely unlikely that 
any of the big Oil Companies would consider using Cast Iron Pipes instead 
of Steel Pipes. 

'Iteni 3. Boiler Tubes, etc.~This includes Locomotive Boiler Tubes, Hot 
Rolled and (Jold· Drawn Weldless Steel Tubes chieD.y for Boilers, and Flanged 
Tubes chiefly for High Pressure Steam. Cast Iron is obviously unsuitable 
for this class of Piping. 

Item 4. Loose Flanged and Victaulic Piping.-This covers (a) pipes 
for special water supply services, where high Pl'E6SUl'eS are involved, such 
8S Hydro Electric Pipe Lines; (b) orders from the Army in India for 
Victalllio Joint Pipes for their Mobilisation stock and Frontier require
ments, the essentia.l qualities of which are extreme lightness, flexibility, 
strengtlt and general ease in handling. For neither of these purposes would 
Cast Iron Pipes be suitable. 

Item o. Screwed and Socketed Tubes over 6" and Arte .• iati Tubes.
Both these classes of tubes are used for tube-well boring and casing, and 
it is extremely unlikely that Cast Iron Pipes could be used satisfactorily 
for this work. 

Item 6. In,serted JOt·ftt Tubes.-This is the only class of Steel Pipe 
which can be considered either actually or potentially eompetitive with 
cast iron. As you see, it is a very smaU item, and even so, you will see 
from the details of orders given below that it is normally only used where 
cast iron is considered unsuitable. 

Item 7. Lapwelded Steel Tubes over 6" dia. Plain at ends.-These tubes 
are used chiefly fo), outlet Pipes for irrigation ,,"here tie customer requires 
the chenpJlst and lightest pipe he can get for a strength greater than is 
obtainable with concrete. Cast Iron could presumably be used instead, 
but it is obviously not preferred here owing to its weight. 

N.B.-We have omitted from the attached Statements figures for Poles, 
and such items as Ammonia Coils and other Specials. 

We would also like to say tha~ the figures were obtained from our 
Statistical Department in Glasgow, and it is rather difficult in all cases 

. to check them from the records in this office. We would howl'ver be 
pleased to place any records here before you for your owo confidential 
inspection if you require them. 

f,luesfion 3. 11" Steel PipeJ.-The lightest and cheapest Pipes of thi~ 
size likely to be imported are Pipes 121' o.d. x 6 w.g. thick, coated inter
nally with bituminous solution and wrapped externally with hessian cloth 
drawn through hot solution. The weight of these pipes is npproximntely 
28 .\bs. per foot, so that there would be 80 ft. length in·l ton. You eould 

• ~ake the price of thl'se Tubes ns being Rs. 3-6 per ft. f.o.r. Calcutta. 
Question -'.--We give you below various prices* taken from the orders 

we· have l'ecf'ived for Inserted Joint Pipl's' during the period under con
sideration. We give the c.Lf. price at which the order was actually taken, 

'the present landed cost price, based on Exchange at Id. =Re. 1: and a 
comparative price of Cast Iron Class B Pipes per foot length based on 
Rs. 100 per ton. Duty is at prese-nt 10 per ~nt. ad valorem on aU 
classes of Steel Pipes and Landing Charges are calculable a.t 21 per ~nt. 
on the c.i.f. rates. -----------------------------

• Not priJlted being treated as confideJltial. -
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You will notice that the price for Steel Pipes Js in some cases lower 
than ,that of Cast Iron Pipes at Rs. 100 per ton, but we would ask you, to 
remember' that these prices being taken from actual orders may be can
sidered as _ being the minimum prices of Steel Pipes. We would also once 
again draw your attention to the fact that from the list of orders- given 
below it is obvious that it is not price alone which determines orders as 
between Cast Iron and Steel Pipes, but rather a consideration of their 
relative efficiency. Questions for instance of corrosion, ease of drilling 
and tapping, and quick supply of spares' have to be balanced against the. 
factors of strength and lightness. 

We think it is fair to say that Cast Iron is the' accepted standard 
m&terial fur watel' maiml throughout India, and Steel is only used where 
there are special considerations i11 its favour, the chief of which are certainly 
strength to resist high pressures, and lightness enabling easy transport 
in hilly or rough country. 

Orders for Inserted Joint Steel Pipes, 1991-June 90th, 1999. 

Customer's Name. Destination. Specification. Value. 

1931. Diameter. :£ 
(1) P. W.1>., Bomb .. y Poona. 4' 37 
(2) F. & C. Osler, Ltd. Jhelum 16' 460 

( 4' 1 (3) Bang .. l Sappers a.nd Miners Roorl<ee .\. S25 
6" 

(4) Glenfield & Kinnedy, Ld •. Ka.ra.chi IS' 402 
(5) Indi .. n Stores Deptt. Mettur 6' 169 
(6) H .. rrisons .. nd Crosfield, Ltd. Ma.dras 14' SI 

1932. 

.{ 6' } (7) ell. Engr., Bh .. r .. tpur St .. te Bb .. ra.tpur • 525 
9' 

(S) Munshi Ram & Co. Debra. Dun. 4' 274 
(9) Divl. Engr., Srin .. g .. r K .. shmir 14' 1,077 

1933; 

(10) Divl. Engr., Srina.g .. r . K .. shmir 14' 512 

Of the above orders No.3, for the Beng .. 1 Sappers and Miners was as 
far as we are aware the only one in which we were actually competing 
with Cast Iron Pipes and obtained the business on price. Orders ,Nos. 2 
and 6 were for Hydro Electric Schemes: Order No. 7 was for Canal Outlet 
Pipes a,bout which please see remarks under Item 7 on .page 510 above. 
Order No. 8 was for a Pipe Line for which Steel was specified by the 
Public Health Department, United Provinces, owing to the 'high pressure 
involved; and Orders Nos. 9 and 10 were specified for Steel owing no 

. doubt to the practical impossibility of transporting such heavy pipes as 
Cast Iron in that district. 

It appears therefore that in two and a half years the total value of 
business we have obtained in direct competition with Cast Iron Pipes 
amounts to £825. 

We submit therefore:-
1. That by far the greatest part of the Steel Pipes imported into 

India being small diameter pines for house water 8uoply con
nections they are an essential item in the life and wellbeing of 
the community, 

STEEIr-Ut 2 L 
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2. That of our' iI/tal imports only those shown under the heading of 
Inserted Joint Pipes could under any circumstances be reason
ably conHidered competitive either actually or potentially with 
Cast Iron Pipes. . 

3. That of the small orders placed with us for Inserted Joint Pipes 
a considerable proportion cannot in fact be said to have com
peted with Cast Iron Pipes and that the reason for the order 
being placed for Steel Pipes has been a definite preference by 
the customer for their use. 

It follows from the above that the oompetition of Steel Pipes with 
Cast Iron Pipes is practically insignificant j whereas to impose any extra 
duty on them would throw an unnecessary and considerable burden on all 
classes of the community. 

Enclosures. 
Sale! lOT 1981. 

Item 1. Gas List Material 
Item 2. Oil Piping 
Item 3. Boiler Tubes, etc. 
Item 4. Loose Flanged and Victaulic Piping 
Item 5. Screwed and Socketed Tubes over 6i" 

o.d. and Artesian Tubes 
Item 6. Inserted Joint Tubes 
Item 7. I .. apwelded Tubes over 6" diameter, 

Plain at ends 

Sales lOT 1982. 

Item 1. Gas List Material 
Ttem 2. Oil Piping 
Item 3. Boiler Tubes, etc. 
Ttem 4. Loose Flanged and Victaulic Piping 
Item 5. Screwed and Socketed Tubes over 61" 

o.d. and Artesian Tubes 
Item 6. Inserted Joint Tubes 
Item 7. I,apwelded Tubes over 6" diameter, 

Plain at ends 

Sales lOT 198.!(lIp to June 80th). 

Item 1. Gas List l\fnterial 
Item 2. Oil Piping .. 
Item 3. Boiler Tubes, etc. 
Item 4. Loose Flanged and Victaulic Piping 
Item 5. S('rewed and Socketed Tubes over 61" 

o.d. and Artesian Tubes 
Item 6. Inserted Joint Tubes 
Item 7. L,apwelded Tuhes over 6" diameter, 

Plain at end9 

F.o.b. 
Total in ~. 
1()J,478 

81,584 
13,953 
3,708 

2,772 
2,011 

119 

205,625 

97,650 
52,215 
8,781 

13,415 

4,062 
1,935 

,,39 

178,497 

66,805 
17,576 
8,137 

954 

5,083 
558 

390 

99,503 



· Miscellaneous. 
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Sur Enamel and Stamping Works, Ltd., Calc:utta. 

Letter dated the 20th September, 1933. 

With reference to the Press Communique issued by the Tariff Board, dated 
the 4th September, 1933, we submit the following statements regarding 
the Enamel Industry:-

Our total subscribed capital is Rs. 1,20,000 although actually Rs. 2,00,000 
is invested in the concern. The annual output of our Factory averages at 
RH. 1,75,000 and the total wages paid by our concern is about Rs. 60,000 per 
year. 

We mllke several··kinds of commodities, viz., Enamel Signs, Hospital 
Articles, Household Hollow-wares. Although principally our main activity 
is in the Sign Plate business still we have to keep these' side lines to keep 
us, busy during dull seasons. Our market is whole of India, to be more 
definite Calcutta, Madras, Rangoon, Bombay, Lahore and Delhi. 

We have just started supplying some of the Chemical and Phaonaceutical 
Industries in India with Acid-proof Enamel Containers. Besides we are 
supplying reHectors for street lighting purposes to the various makers or 
patent holders who are making the fittings and castings for themselves. We 
manufacture Enamelled food compartments for the Frigidaire, the British 
Refrigerators and other refrigerator manufacturing concerns. Practically all 
the enamelled iron Street Names and Number Plates, Gauge Plates for 
Water Works al1d Signal Arms for the Railways are now made in India. 

Only the bulky raw materials, viz., Sand and Felspar which cOl!tribute 
about 40 per cent. of the enamel composition are available in India. The 
Tata Iron and Steel Co. supply us with black sheets although we import 
for better class of work certain special qualities of enamelling iron. 

Our cost of production per square foot for Enamel Signs in two colours 
is about As. 10 per sq. ft., whereas Japan is quoting As. 6 pet sq. ft. 
delivery at Port, that means the above price is inclusive of duty. la:nding 
charges, etc. and that of Imported British Enamel Signs is As. 12 per sq. 
ft. The Japanese having captured completely the hollow-ware or the biggest 
line of this industry are now directing their activities towards the Sign 
Plate side of the business and unless something is done to cheek them at 
the beginning all the Enamel Industries in India. will be washed away in no 
time. 

As regards hollow-wares, our Works net cost is Rs. 2-4 per dozen fo1' 
Rice Bowls and Re. 1-4 per dozen for Cups, to which selling expenses to be 
added, whereas the wholesale Japanese selling prices in Calcutta for Rice 
Bowls vary from Re. 1-10 to Re. 1-12 per dozen and Cups between As. 15 
to Re. 1 per dozen. We cannot sell our hollow~wares in Bombay, Madras or 
Rangool'lmarkets because we are never able to approach their prices paying 
freight and packing. 1'here is hardly any import of British or Continental 
articles so we are unable to give comparative prices for such articles.
Only very superior quality of products are imported from England and 
the Continent which Japan do not manufacture. 

Japan seems to be satisfied with a few kinds of articles which command 
a very hea.,- sale among the common people where quality does not count. 
Japan makes very light class of articles in which they use usually 30 
B. W. G. thickness of sheets and just one thin coating of enamel. The 
demand for such articles being heavy they are able to produce 'these articles 
in big. lots to keep them engaged all the year round. They have been by 
continuous manufacture able to reduce their cost to such ll. state of perfec
tion that it will not be easy for any body to make them at,.a comparatively 
lower cost within a short time. I.f we are given some amount of protection 
or privilege to make our attempt worth while we might in the near future 



be able to produce articles more durable than Japanese at a reduced cost. 
and offer them in the market at competitive prices. 

Our main dIawback is that such Gauges are not made by Tata Iron 
and Steel Co., Ltd., and we ha\"e to import them from abroad and pay 
hea,.vy duty on same. Besides we have to pay duty on all chemicals that 
we import. 

Immediate assistance is required for the Sign Plate side of the business. 
This is the only line in which there is not much Japanese supply as yet and 
in which practically all the Enamel Works in India are so far engaged. 
The demand for Enamel Signs although has greatly increased in recent 
years is not sufficient to keep so many factories engaged in tI:ade. The 
dearth of work has led to considerable price cutting. If therefore the desired 
protection be given to the industry the congestion in an isolated line can be 
relieved and manufacturers may divert their attention to the more important 
line of the industry. 

The principal consumers for Sign Plates are the firms like Dunlop Tyre 
Co., Goodyear Tyre Co. and all "the other Tyre Companies, Burmah-Shell, 
80cony, Vacuum Oil Co. and all other manufacturing concern&-foreign or 
Indian-'-who advertise with Enamelled plates. 

The holIow-wares in which Japan mainly competes are exclusively consumed 
by the rural peoples. 

We would suggest that a Duty of 75 per cent. on all Japanese Imports 
can help us in the situation. The enhanced Duty, we do not think, will 
in any way be burden to those consumers who are generally poor. They 
are now paying for something which don't last except for a few months, 
whereas· the kind of articles we intend to manufacture or attempted to 
manufacture in the past, will be similar in quality to be imported Austrian 
or German stuff. They will be slightly heavier in quality and will far 
outlast the Japanese products. The consumers therefore although they wilI 
have to pay a slightly higher initial cost will be gainer in the long run. 

We enclose a statement as obtained from the Director General of Com
mercial Intelligence showing total imports into British India of EnamelIed 
Ironwares from all sources, which will corroborate the faC+..s stated above. 

We think we have given you sufficient materials to enable you to judge 
on this question of protection and sincerely believe that this .important 
industry will not fail to get the support of the Government whIch she so 
rightly deserves. 

Enclosure. 

ENAlDLLED IRONWARB. 

(a) Total Imports into British India /Tom all sourres (~cludi"g japan): 

1930-31 

1931-32 

1932-33 

1930-31 . 
(b) Into Bengal (r.1Iieflll Calctdta). 

Rs. 
10,50,464 

6,12,890 

6,84,475 

1,38.724 

ln~1-~2l Not readily availahle as the publication of the provincial 
19~2-33" volume .of ~engal has been discontinued from 1931-32. 
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Imports from Japan into British. India. 

1930·31. 193i.·32. 1932·33. H33·34. 

Rs. B.s. B.s. R~. 

April 1,60,859 .1,10,623 1,48,591 1,68,480 

May 1,57,915 94,156 1,69,316 1,04,577 
June 1,12,198 64,255 1,27,843 87,647 
July 95,359 62,295 1,05,944 
August 71,644 6:1,736 1,16,723 
September 61,278 56,85 911,492 
October '·3,778 1,01,691 1,0;1,113 
November. 1,01,488 ;12,572 1,61,518 
December • 1,18,355 65,IM 1,35,496 
January 1,58,181 61,263 1,41,650 
Febl'1i&ry 86,855 55,081 1,30,955 
March 96,449 1,14,026 1,58,434 

Total 13,14,359 8,91,237 16,03,075 3,60,70;1 

Messrs. Burn & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 
Letter dated th.e 11th. Jal1,'u,ary, 1934. 

In connection with your proposed visit to the Refractory Works in' BengaL 
R~d Bihar we beg to introduce ourselves as the oldest manufacturer~ of 
Refractories in India. 

2. As yol1 are probably aware, this ,Company was established in 1781 and 
rilfractories have been manufactured at our Raniganj Works for over sixty 
years and at Our Jubbulpore Works, for over fifty years. 
, 3. In connection with the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd.'s representation 
to the Tariff Board for a continuation of Protective Duties on Steel the Tata 
Company have made certain specific proposals for the improvement of their 
Plant during the period for which they have applied for a continuance of the 
protective duties which, they contend, will bring about a reduction in the 
cost of production of steel. 

4. Amongst the proposed improvements and additions to Plant, a com
plete Firebrick and Silica Works is enumerated at a 'ClOst of-Its. 15 lacs and 
from the Schedule of the proposed Capital Expendit1i1'll ,by Tatas, as shown 
on page 86 of their representation, it would appear that the Brick-making 
Plant is onl of the first improvements they propose, to take in hand. 

5. This Company has supplied the Tata Company with refractories includ
ing Fireclay Bricks, Silica Bricks and Magnesite Bricks since 1908 and you 
will, therefore, realise that it is with considerable concern we learn that the 
rata Company propose to erect their own Brick Plant. 

6. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., were good enough to favouI us 
with a ~py of their representatiQn to the Tariff Board and for the past 3 
months we have been negotiating with them in an endeavour to meet tbeir 
wishes in respect of the supply of refractories which would obviate the 
necessity of the Tata Company building a Brick Plant. We would advise 
you that, should the Tata Iron and Steel Company erect their own Brick 
Plants to supply their requirements of refractories to their Steel Works 
their action would undoubte~l:v: mean the ruina~ion of the ex!stin~ Refractory 
Industry. We are of the opInIon that there WIll be no large savmgs, if any 
to Tatas if they instal their own Brick Works, but should they do so, th~ 
Refractory Industry in India must practically cease as there is not sufficient 
'Work from other sources to keep even one 9f the largest Works of the 



Refractol'y Companies in operation. The combinlld maximum output of all 
the Works engaged in the Refractory Industry is about 100,000 tons per 
annum; the 'rata consumption of refractories is approximately 30,000 tons. 

7. As far as this Company is concer~ed, it might not _ be out of place if 
we advised you that we have supplied refractories to the Tatas since 1908 
and when the Tata Company first commenced operations the only Refrac
tory Firm in existence was Burn and Co., Ltd., and in order to cope with 
Tatas' demand this Company increased the . .capacity of their existing Works, 
remodelled and rebuilt their Fireclay Works at Barakar to enable them to 
meet 'l'atas' demand. It was during the War and in order to meet the 
increased demand for Tatas' greater extensions that thll Kumardhubi Fire
clay and Silica Works, Ltd., and the Reliance Firebrick and Pottery Works 
came into being. . 

8. 'l'he Tata Company at that time had financia.l interests in both Kumar
dhubi and Reliance Companies and bulk of their business was shared between 
these two firms although Burn and Co., Ltd., still received useful business 
from Tatas. C.:msequent upon the building of The Indian Iron and Steel 
Co., Ltd., Burn and Co., Ltd., specialised in Blast Furnace Linings and 
through the excellent service they gave, the Tata Company decided to 
purchase Blast Furnace Linings in this country and Burn and Co:, Ltd., 
had a monopoly of this business. Burn and Co., Ltd., supply Blast Furnace 
Linings to The Tata Iron and Steel Co:, Ltd., The Indian Iron and Steel 
Co., Ltd., The Bengal Iron Co., Ltd., and The Mysore Iron Works. 

9. This once again gave us an entry into Tatas'. General Business and 
we were advised that, if we considered it worth while retaining,the general 
Fireclay business from Tatas, it would be desirable for us to manufacture 
Silica Bricks as the Tata Company objected to having to purchase Silica 
Bricks from one firm only, viz., The Kumardhubi Fireclay and8ilica Works 
Ltd. In 1928 at Tatas' request the General Manager of our Refractory 
Works WI1~ sent to the U. S. A. at our expense to study the American 
methods of Brick Production as, although the Tata Company advised us they 
could not conijiaer giving us a long-term contract, they assured us that 
Tatas' business would always be awarded in proportion to the ability of the 
vario\ls manufacturers to supply economical refractories. 

10. In consequence of this and in view of Tatas' wishes which, you will 
appreciate, practically amounted to instructions, we remodelled Lal Koti 
'Yorks in 1929 spending over Rs. 3 lacs on new Plant in order to make Lime 
Bond Silica Bricks for the Tata Company. This was done on. the definite 
understanding that a fair proportion of Tabs' orders would be given to us. 
This arrangement was adhered to and as a result of Burn and Co., Ltd., 
entering into the Silica business the price of Silica Brick to Tatas was 
reduced approximately by 37 .per cent. The quality of refractories supplied 
is acknowledged as being equal to those being used in other countries and 
,,·hich are made to similar specifications. The:v are accepted bv the Indian 
Stores D('partment and the Government of India as being equal to' imported 
goods and are in general use all over India. 

n. On the question of price we would advise you_ that Burn and Co., 
Ltd., Kumardhubi and Reliance Cos., endeavour to regulate prices so that 
the Tab Company obtain their requirements of refra!!tories at a rate which 
leaves the Refractory Companies a very smaIl margin of profit. Evidence 
of this can be seen from the Published Accounts of the Reliance Firebrick 
Company and the Kumardhubi Fireclay and Silica Works Ltd., The R('liance 
Company pa:v very smalI dividpnds and Kllmardhubi Company have not 
paid a dividend for years and as far as this Company is -concerned, we 
make very little profit out of Tatas' business as it merely enables us to 
increase the output of our various Works to lower costs with the result tlJQt 
we are ablo to . make profit.~ at our General Business. 

12. In these circumstances, there seems no valid reason why The Tata 
Iron and Steel Co .• Ltd .• should erect a Brick Works of their own. They 
get excellent materials, low prices, and competitive service. In ·the event 



~ Strikes at their own Wo;ks, they are able to obtain supplies of ~efr'actori~8 
and take advantage of any shu~down to effect the necessary repairS to thou 
Plant as was done dUI:ing the last Strike. 

13. It would appear that, in urging Tatas to bring down their cost of 
steel during the proposed extension of the period of protection, one, of the 
methods now proposed, viz., the erection of their owp. .Brick plant wlll lead 
to the ruination of an existing Industry which, it is believed to be con
trary to the desire of the Tariff Board or the Government of India, and 
in making this representation,. we urge that such recommendations as the 
Tariff Board may make for the more economical working of the Tata Iron 
and Steel Co., Ltd., to reduce the cost of Steel, should exclude the proposals 
for the Tata Company to put up a Brick. Plant and we submit that, apart 
from .the general principle that the Steel. Industry, which enjoys protection 
from the .State, should be helpful to the allied Indian Industries, The Tata 
Company should adopt a sympathetic policy towards other Industries depend
ingon it in order. to bring about development and improvement in such 
industries. 

14. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., have been good enough to advise 
us that they appreciate our difficUlties and are anxious to do their best to 
fiud a solution consistent with the interests of their Company. Should they 
decide it is necessary to adhere to their programme to erect their own Brick 
Works, we feel we shall have no other recourse but to submit a representa
tion to the Tariff Board and we would ask you to be good enough tc. advise 
us of the' latest date you would be prepared to receive our representation and 
hear our evidence. 

15. We take this opportunity to enclose herewith a copy of the Excerpt 
from the Transactions of the Mining and Geological Institute of India on 
Indian Earths, Pottery Clays and Refractory Materials, by Mr. W. H. Bates, 
M.LE. (India), who is the General Manager of our 'Refractory Group of 
Works. This brochure gives a comprehensive history of the Refractory 
IndUBtr.y in India. 

The Sheet Makers' Conference of the United Kingdom, London. 
(1) Representa,tion dated November, 1939, 

(1) The Sheet Makers' Conference, representing 26 works or groups of 
work~ in the United Kingdom, comprising approximately 350 sheet mills, 
respectfully submit for the considerartion of the Indian Tariff Board the 
I'~rlu()st ibat the existing duty on galvanized sheets, item 14S-A, in Schedul,) 
II of the .Indian Customs. Tariff be substantially reduced. 

(2) This request is based on the general principles laid down in the 
RepOl't of the Indian Tariff Board of 1924 (see Appendix A). 

The Sheet Makers' Conference respectfully submit that the "permanent 
burden en the community" !IAlumbrated .in' paragraph 17, clause 1, of the 
1924 Report will be an accomplished fact if the present .rate of duty is 
maintained. 

(3) A Galvanized Sheet'consists of, approximately, 92f per cent. of steb! 
and 1i per cent. of zinc. 

In view of the known low cost of production of Indian' pig iron and 
steel and the advantages accruing therefrom to the benefit of Indian pro
ducers of sheets, the Sheet Makers' Conference submit that a reduction of 
the import duty, while not proving onerous to Indian producers, would 
result in a considerable benefit to the large consuming classes and the 
community as a whole in India. On the other hand, a high duty tends to 
increase the price to the consumer and to restrict the demand for Galvanized 
Sheets to the detriment of the consumer and cultivato:!', and even. to the 
detriment of the producers. 

(4) By the courtesy of the Tariff Board and the Tata Iron and Steel 
Co., Ltd., which the Conference gratefUlly acknowledge they have been able 
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to examine the statements and the claims made in the representation of the 
Tata Company to the Tariff Boar.d, and in so far as these statements affect 
sheets the Conference desire to submit for the consideration of the Board 
certain comments which are embodied in this memorandum. 

(5) Oomparison between British, OontinentaZ and Indian Prices.-In 
Chapter 7, paragraph 75, it is stated: As regards Galvanized Sheets, there 
were no serious quotations for Continental material for the Indian market 
in the first half of 1933, while those for British sheets were influenced by 
the arrangements resulting from the Ottawa Conference and did not represent 
ordinary competitive prices. The Company considers therefore that the 
most satisfactory method of arriving at what would presumably have been 
normal trading prices in the first six months of 1933 is to take the prices 
prevailing during the first six months of 1932 and adjust them for changes 
in the prices of spelter between that period and the beginning of 1933, 
on the basis of a requirement of Ii cwts. spelter per ton of sheets. The 
average prices of imported galvanized sheets landed at Indian ports, but 
without duty, ascertained in this way and converted from sterling c.i.f. 
prices as indicated in paragraph 68 above would be Rs. 140-9 (British) 
and Rs. 142-2 (Continental). These prices are for 24 gauge corrugated sheets, 
which are the basis of quotations for all galvanized sheets. 

In table 6, paragraph 76, the landed prices (without duty) of imported 
steel sheets set out in accordance with the above paragraph are shown as: 

British. Continantal. 

Black Sheets . 
Galvanized Corrugated Sheets 

Re. per ton. 
119-4 
140-9 

Re. per ton. 
95-7 

142-2 

British Prices.-According to these statements British prices for sheets 
were artificially raised by the arrangements resulting from the Ottawa Con
ference, and consequently the Tata Company have adopted the Ilrbitrar.y 
method of adjusting 1932 prices in order to ascertain the market prices 
during the first six months of 1933. 

While it is true that the agreement between the Tata Company and the 
Oriental Steel Company raised the price of galvanized sheets to Rs. 215 
per ton c.i.f. Indian port, duty paid, i~ is subrni~ted that the only .f~ir 
method of establishing the correct figure IS to base It on the actual British 
prices ruling for export to. all countries other tban Indi~ and the .Iimite~ 
markets of Scandinavia whICh are covered by trade treaties. If thiS baSIS 
is accepted it can be shown that the prices landed Indian port (without duty) 
would have been as follows:-

Re. per ton. 

Galvanized Sheets-
January to June 21st, 1933 • 160 
June 21st to September 20th, 1933 '166'67 
September 20th onwards; 170 

As oompared with ThI. 14(}9 per ton shown by the Tata Company. 
These prices are based on the British ,,:orld prices for galvanized oor

J'ugated sheets, 24 gauge, as stated above, VIZ.:-

" Freight, Insur- Total landed 
Date when fixed Price. anoe, Landing prioe Re. per ton. 
by Conferenoe. charges, ete. (without duty). 

,'* £ II. £ 8. £ II. 

December 21st, 19:12 10 10 1 10 ]2 0 160 

June 21st, 1933 11 0 1 10 12 10 166'87 

September 20th, 1933 . 11 5 10 12 15 170 
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During the same period the prices f.o.b. United Kingdom port for black 
sheets, 24 gauge, for export to all countrills excepting Scandinavia 81nd Canada 
were:-

(1) January to June 21st, 1933 
(2) June 21st to September 20th, 1933 . 
(3) Septe:-ber 20th onwards . 

and after adding freight, etc., the correct landed 
British black sheets are thus established:-

Black Sheets-

Per ton. 
£ 8. 

S 10 
9 0 
9 5 

prices (without duty) for 

Price I.o.b. Freight, etc. Landed price. Rs. per ton. As compared with. 
£ L £ L £ L 

(1) 8 10 1 10 10 0 133·3 Rs. 119·4 per ton 
(2) 9 0 1 10 10 10 140 shown by the Tata 
(3) 9 5. 1 10 10 15 143·3 Company. 

(6) CQntinentaZ Prices.-8o far as Continental prices are concerned they 
have been consistently lower than British both for galvanized and black 
sbeets. The only important Continental competition in India in sheets is 
Belgian, and if we refer to the trade pUblication "Continental Iron and 
Steel Trade Report" we find the following prices quoted:-

Gal1>anized Sheet_ 

Galva· Landed nized PlWJ price As No. and date. Con-ugated Freight Without Rs. comparod Sheets, and duty per ton. with 24 G., per Charges. per ton. ton f.o.b. 
£ 8. d. 8. £ 8. d. 

2285, dated 14th Jan., 1933 9 17 6 30 11 7 6 151·6 Rs. 14~·2 

2336, dated 11th March'l!.I33 • 9 10, 0 30 11 0 0 146·6 show n 
2347, dated 25th March 1933 . 910 0 30 11 0 0 146·6 by the 'l'ata 
2410, dated 24th June 1933 10 0 0 30 1110 0 153·3 Company. 

In considering the above Continental prices it should be borne in mind 
that the countries concerned are still on a gold currency basis and the actual 
gold prices received by Continental makers are therefore only-

£6-16-10, 
£6-14-4, 
£6-14-4, 
£6-18-10, 

respectively per ton f.o.b. 

BZack Sheefs.-It is difficult. to ascertain the precise Continental prij)e~ for 
black sheets during the same period because of the wide fluctuations but 
it is. correct to say that they were £1 to £1-10 per ton lower than, B~itish 
prices throughout. 

It will thus be seen that the prices set out in Tahle 6 are much too low 
in the case of British sheets both black snd galvanized, and are also too low 
in the case. of Continental galvanized sheets. It may be noted that the 
prices for 'Continental galvanized sheets quoted above err on the high side 
and doubtless it would have been possible to place orders for reasonabl~ 
tonnage on the Continent at a few shillings below the official quotation. 

(7) S'U{l(Jested Duty.-The Conference ask the Tariff Board to 'bear the 
foregoing facts in mind when considering the prices in Table 6 of the Tats 



Compa~y's statemetit. It will be seen that 8 much lower rate of duty on 
ga!vamzod sht;E'ts than that prop08ed by the Tata Company will suffice to 
raise these prICes ,to the levels snggested in Table 7 on page 38. 

Tho. Conference therefore submit that an equitable rate of duty on British 
galva~lIzed sheets would. be Its. 1~ .per ton, and this duty would be sufficient 
to raise the landed pl'lce of Bntlsh sheets to the requisite level as shown 
below:-

£; s. d. 
World price of British Galvanized • 

Sheets 11 5 o per ton. 
Sea Freight 1 5 0 

" " Lauded charges, etc. 0 5 0 .. " 
12 15 0 

" " Suggested duty, Rs. 15 . 126 " " 
£13 17 6 " " =lls. 185 1)Or ton landed Indian Port including Rs. 15 per ton duty. 

In asking the Tariff Board to fix the rate of duty at Rs. 15 per ton 
tho Conference have ignored the prices under revised freights shown in 'fable 
14, page 57, but they suggest that in no case should the dnty to be imposed 
be more than Rs. 20 per ton, bearing in mind that British imported sheets 
must pay higher freights to inland destinations than those produced by the 
Tata Company. 

(8) Suggested differentull ditty on foreign-made slteets.-The Sheet Makers' 
Conferenl'e ask the 'l'ariff Board to maintain the differential duties on 
British black and galvanized sheets and to leave the existing duties on sheets 
not of British origin at the rates now in force, riz., Rs. 731 and Rs. 83 per ton 
respectively. It may be argued that on the Continental prices for galvanized 
sheets shown above in paragrnph 6 it is not necessary to maintain the 
duty at the present rate and thllt if a differential duty is imposed a lower 
rate will suffice to raise the prices to the required level, but the Conference 
know from experience that ContiI\entaI prices are not always in true relation
ship to cost, and it cannot be assumed that the present level of prices of 
Continent,al sheets is permanent. This view is also shared by the Tata Corn~ 
pany as expressed in paragraph 12 of the Chairman's speerh at the Annual 
General Meeting of the shareholders of the Company on 23rd August, 1933. 
The Conference wish to caU attention to the fact that there is a real 
danger that the l'ountries concerned may be forced off or- may abandon 
the gold standard, in which case it is submitted that a rate of duty suflicil'nt 
to safeguard the Indian market against British competition would be totally 
inadequate to meet Continental competition. Notwithstanding t1::e (>xisting 
handicap in exchan/!:e Continental competition in sheets is strongly felt in 
other markets by the Conference and they are of the opinion that any 
rcductioll of duty on forl'ign-made sheets would invite Continental and 
other manufacturers to "dump" their surplus production on the Indiall 
markets at an uneconomic price which could only result in a disorganization 
of tho.~e markets and embarrassment to the trade in sheets. The lower 
costs of Continental sheets as compared with sheets of British manufacture 
seem to'make it imperative that no reduction should be granted on black 
or galvanized sheets of Continental or other origin. 

(9) Indian. ('utp1t~ and con.,umpf.ion.-In Chapter 4, paragraph 31, the 
Tata Company submits that protection should be continued for seven years 
at the rates proposed in Table 9,. and in paragraph 33 of the same chapter 
th" t'~pp('ted annual production of sheets for sale during the years 1934 to 
1941 is given as: 

Black Sheets 
Galvanized Sheets 

25,000 tons. 
90,000 tons. 
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i'he stat.istics givell in -statement 4, show, however, that within the last 
seven years, the BRnual consumption of galvanized sheets in India was 
287·6, 338, 334'9, 271'9, 161>'6, 114'5 and 115'3 thousand tons 'respectively. 

Having the potential demand of India in view, the Conference ask the 
Tariff Board to consider whether it is expedient to burden the whole consum
ing community of India for a period of seven years, if at all, with duties 
which represent 25 per cent. of the figures shown as the fair selling prices 
in Table 5, Chapter 6, when, with lower rates of duty, reasonable co-operation 
between the Indian producers and the Sheet Makers" Conference would 
suffice to safeguard the Indian markets from unreasonable competition, and 
secure the interests of the consumer. Even if the potential demand of India 
is ignored and the existing needs only are considered, the Conference ask 
th~ Tariff Board to bear in mind that the Tata Company are unable to 
supply the immediate total requirements of India in sheets, and they 
respectfully suggest that the application of a uniform duty to the whole of 
India's imports even after the existing and contemplated Indian plant is 
filled ro capacity would inflict gr~ve hardship on the consumer and have an 
injuriou~ effect upon the trade. 

flO) n"" .. hI.ad and Proltt.-In considering the Tata Company's statement 
of fair selling prices (Table 5) the 'Conference would call particular attention 
to the item of (Werhead and profit. For the sake of convenience it· may be 
well to place the figures of production, cost and overhead and profit of the 
1926 Report (Table l3, page .39) side by side with those given in 'fable 5:-

Average output. Average Overhead Incidence 

Prodnct. cost. and Profit. per ton. 
1926. 1933. i926. 1933. 1926. 1933. 1926. 1933. 

Tons. Ra. per ton. Es. per ton. Per cent. 

Black Shet'ts 13,000 25,000 143 86 42 43 29'37 50 
Galvanized Sheets 30,000 90,000 232 U6 51 50 21'98 43'1 

With practically double the 1926 output of black sheets and three times 
the 1926 output of I!'alvanized sheets it is d:fficult to reconcile the. high 
figuresi taKen for overhead and profit with the 1926 figures, and if adjust. 
'""nt. ;. npp>i".t ""re. ~.Q it a"DP~rR to be, the fair selling prices must also 
be adjusted. It is perhaps needless to add that in British practice such 
u/1:ures as 50 per cent. land 43 per cent. of cost for overhead and profit are 
unknown. 

(11) Free entry of Indian Iron and Steel into the United Kingdom.-The 
Sheet Maker6' Conference wish to point to the benefits enjoyed by Indian 
Iron and Steel products entering the United Kingdom, and express the hope 
that similar treatment will be accorded to British impol'ts of galvanized 
sheets into India. The Conference have, however, included a duty of Rs. 15 
in the ahove example of price, should the exigencies of the financial situation 
make it necessary to impose a Revenue duty which of itself affords protection 
to the Indian producers. 

(12) Co-operation.~In paragraph 8 of this statement the Sheet Makers' 
Conference have referred to co-operation between the Indian and British 
sheet makers as a means whereby unfair and destructive competition can 
be avoided in the future. While the Conference al'e inclined to agree with 
the Tata Company's statement in paragraph 38, Chapter 4, that co-operation 
on the lines of the existing agreAmAlIlt between the Tata Company and the 
Oriental Steel Comnanv may be left out of account for the future in view 
of the contemplated sc'ale of operations in sheets at Jamshedpur, there are 
many useful forms of co-oneration still left open and the Conference ask the 
Tariff Board to consider the possibility of co-operation in some form as a real 
alternative to the application of the suggested uniform duty. They wish to 
pmnha<iv-<! that the Tata Compan,.. even with their proposed extended plant, 
will be unable to supply the 'II'hole of India's requirements in sheets and in 
(lfqer tq meet the needs of the consumer a ~ubstantiltl pltrt of thQse requiTe. 
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ments must be imported. With the prospect of world recovery and increased 
consumption this situation will be accentuated, thus leaving ample scope for 
collaboration between United Kingdom and Indian producers. A copy of a 
letter from the Chairman of the Oriental Steel Company, Limited bearing 
on the wor~ing of the agreement between the Tata Iron and Steel Company 
and the OrIental Steel Company is attached (Appendix B). In the opinion 
of the Conference the continuation of differential duties is an essential 
condition of such co-operation. 

APPENDIX A. 

In the Report of the Indian Tariff Board regarding the grant of Protec
tion to the Steel Industry, published in 1924, the basic conditions as laid 
down by the Fiscal Commission are given in Chapter II, paragraph 17, 
page 10, as follows: - . 

(1) The industry must be one posses.'ling natural advantages, such as 
an abundant supply of raw material, cheap power, a sufficient 
supply of labour, or a large home market. Such advantages 
will be of different relative importance in different industries, 
but they should all be weighed and their relative importance 
assessed. The successful industries of the world possess certain 
comparative advantages to which they owe their success. No 
industry which does not possess some comparative advantages 
will be able to compete with them on equal terms, and therefore 
the natural advantages possessed by an Indian industry should 
be analysed carefully, in order to ensure as far as possible that 
no industry is protected which will become a permanent burden 
on the community. 

(2) The industry must be one which without the help of protection 
either is not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop 
so rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the country. This 
is an obvious corollary from the principles which have led us 
to recommend protE-ction. The main object of protection is 
either to develop industries which otherwise would not be 
developed, or to develop them with greater rapidity. 

(3) The industry must be one which will eventually be able to face 
world competition without protection. In forming an estimate 
of the probabilities of this condition being fulfilled the natural 
advantages referred to in condition (1) will of course be con
sidered carefully. Tbe importance of this condition is obvious. 
The protection we contemplate is a temporary protection to be 
given to industries which will eventually he able to stand alone. 

APPENDIX B. 

OOP'll of ldfeT from. the Orirnfal Steel 00., Ltd., Oullum Home, 84, Lime 
Street, I.tOnaon, E.O. 9, doted the 4th October, 1989. 

In regard to the working of the Agreement between the Oriental Steel 
Company on behalf of the British Sheet Makers and the Tata Company, the 
benefitR whit'h were expected have not been realised to the extent that was 
hopl'd for. This has not arisen from any want of desire by either party. 

Many difficulties· were encountered which were not anticipated when the 
Aj!;rl'ement was entered into. 

Wo could only' base our requirements of Rars by the experience of the 
past and the Tab Company having increased their output and extended their 
selling to l\Iarkets thl'Y hnd not been in the habit of dl'aling with, our 
~pecifkation3 did n()t fit ill well witl) the order'! we were able to obtain, 
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We had to order additionai Bars in order to reotify the position but as the 
delivery took a long time to accrue, we had frequently against ollr wish to 
nse British Bars instead of Indian Bars. 

We agree with the Tata Company that under the conditions which are 
likely to prevail in the future a continuation of the arrangement may be 
both unnecessary, and undesirable; we do, however, feel that from the 
experience gained, much mutual benefit can be derived by some form of 
co-operation conceived on different. but suitable lines. 

(2) Lett~T dated the 11th December, 1999, from Mr. J. H. Pearce, representa. 
tive of the United Kingdom Sheet Makers' Conference. 

Since. I have been in India I have endeavoured to ascertain the actual 
prices at which Continental Galvanized Sheets 'were sold during the first half 
of 1933, and I am reliably informed that Belgian Galvanized Sheets 24 gauge 
were landed in India during the period named at £9-15 or Rs. 130 pel' ton 
c.i.f. Indian Port. 

I therefore desire to ask the permission of the Board to alter the price 
stated in paragraph 6 of the memorandum submitted by the Sheet .Makers' 
Conference from the figures stated ther!)in to Rs. 130 per ton c.Lf., and 
the actual gold price to £5-18 per ton f.o.b. 

I shall be glad if you will kin~ly subinit this letter to your Board. 

(3) Letter dater 1 the 19th December, 1993, from Mr. J. H. Pearce, representa
tive of the United Kingdom Sheet Makers' Co""ference. 

With further reference·to .the evidence given by, me before the Board 
on the 14th December and to certain 'points raised by the Members of the 
Board, I now beg to submit the following information:-

(1) The gross consumption of" spelter per ton of sheets is It ewts. 
approximately. . 

(2) With "regard to the capital' cost per ingot ton, from information 
received from the National Federation of Iron and Steel· Manufacturers of 
Great Britain, the approximate .figure is £10. Owing to the varying condi
tions, I regret .that it is not possible to give the figures for the various 
units comprising a complete works, as asked for by Mr. Atha. 

(3) Concerning the minimum. prices quoted by the Sheet Makers' COII

ference for galvanized sheets during the months of September, October and 
November, 1932, I have to inform you that the price was fixed in September 
at £10 per ton f.o.b. United Kingdom port and remained constant at that 
figure during October and November. It should be noted, however, that 
this is not a price. at which United Kingdom makers can sell sheets 
economically, and the makers were reluctantly compelled by the state of trade 
existing at the time to follow to some extent Continental competition as an 
alternative to closing their mills. Such conditions were entirely abnormal 
and are hardly likely to arise again. 

(4) With regard to the President's request for a more detailed statement 
of a ~heme of 'co-operation, I beg to state that this matter is receiving 
attention and I hope to submit a statement at an early date. 

(4) utter dated the 9th January, 1994, from Mr. J. H. Pearce" representa
tive of the United Kingdom Sheet Makers' Conference. 

With further reference to my letter of 29th December, 1933, and to the 
President's request for details of a scheme of cD-operation in regard to 
galvanized sh!)ets, I beg to stai{! tht this matter has reCE)ived very careful 
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consideration, and the foll!>wing suggestions are submitted for the (;onsidera
tion of the Board:-

(1) The Conference would be prepared to enter into an agreement not 
to Koll galvanised sheets for India at lower prices than the nett prices of the 
Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. 

(2) The Conference would undertake to purchase from the Tata Company 
up to 50 per cent. of the sheet bars required for their shipments of 
galvanised sheets to India with a maximum quantity of 2 000 tons of bars 
monthly. The price for such Indian sheet bars to be agre~d with the Tata 
Company month by mouth based ~ the ,werage price of British and 
Continental sheet bars during the month preceding that for which the price 
is fixed. 

(3) The machinery of control to be similar to that already in existence, 
i.Il., all sales to be made through the Oriental Company and all invoices for 
galvanised sheets for expoJ:f; to India to be signed by the Oriental Company 
and countersigned by the Indian Trade Commissioner in London in order to 
qualify for 'the appropriate rate of duty. 

The abOve proposals are based on the assumption that differential duties 
in favour of British sheets will be established. The Board will recognise, 
however, that it is impossible to submit any scheme of co-operation in 
definite form until such time as the Indian Legislature has decided what 
duties are to be imposed on galvanised sheets, but the Conference would be. 
willing to enter into a scheme such as that outlined above should there be a 
reasonable prospect of their being able to supply a part of India's require
ments of galvanised sheets under the scheme of protection .to be afforded the 
Indian Industry, 

Khan Babadur H. S. Mabomed, Bombay. 
Letter dated the 19th September, 1988. 

Re GALVANISED SHEETS. 

I have seen the notification inviting those interested in the above to put up 
their representation before the Tariff Board. 

As an importer of Iron and Steel and Galvanised Sheets, I take the 
liberty to draw your attention to the following:- -

It appears that the British Manufacturers have established a sort of 
Syndicate called The Oriental Steel Co., for the selling of their sheets to 
India and with the arrangement arrived at with the· 'rata Co., we have 
now-a-days a sort of monopoly in this trade in India. With the· heavy 
preferential duties (Continental Sheets have to pay Rs. 83 while British 
Sheets pay Rs. 53 and sheets made from Tata Sheet Bars Rs. 30 per ton), 
the Continental competition is at present eliminated. Soon after the Ottawa
Agreement prices were raised so that the consumer had no benefit at all from 
the new situation and the Customs revenue has been greatly effected, which 
m€'ans that the Government will have to find new sources of taxation thus 
making a further burden on the consumer. I may add that it is reported 
that British Sheets are sold on other markets at a much cheaper rate than 
tbe rate quoted for tbe Indian Market. 

It is to be noted that if Tata Works are able to ship abroad their Pig 
Tron, which is the basis of Steel manufacture, they ought to be able to 
fuce the world competition without such an enormous measure of protection 
as the one existing now at thl' expense of the consumt'rs, as no foreign 
('om petition is possible to regulate the market. According to the last report 
of tbe Tata's it appears thnt the Company hilS even a hllnd in fixing the 
prices of the British Sheets exported to India. Thill virtually amounts to a 
monopoly for this trade in India. , 
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It seems that Tatas who have enjoyed such a long and considerable protec
tion should be able by now to meet the foreign competition and the consumers 
ought not to be prevented from enjoying the benefits of the reductio~ of'Steel 
prices in the world market. Further more, Indi~n Merchants who _ used to' 
deal in imported goods have lost their trade, as Continental competition 
now-a-days, with such heavy preferential duties and unfavourable exchange, 
js absolutely impossible. 

If you have any questionnaire on the subject, I shall feel obliged if you 
will kindly send it to me. 

(1) Letter NO'. TD/2/25, dated the 22nd Septembe-r, 1933, b'om the India-n 
Mining Federation, Oalcutta. 

The Government of India in the Department of Commerce by their 
Resolution No. 260-T. (8Y, dated the 26th August, 1933, having decided 
to ask the Indian Tariff Board to examine the question of further extending 
the protection granted to the Steel Industry of India by the Steel Industry 
Protection Act, 1927, which will expire on the 31st day of March, 1934, and 
as the Board is now examining the question of continuance of protection, 
I am directed by the Committee of the Indian Mining Federation to submit 
before the Board a Memorandum on the subject. As desired, I am sending 
seven copies of the Memorandum, which please acknowledge and oblige. 

Enclosure. 

Memorandum of the Indian Mining Fedemtion submitted to the Indian Tariff 
Board on the question of eztending protection to the Steel Industry of 
India. 

In submitting their views on the question of extending protection to the 
Steel Industry of India which will expire on the 31st March, 1934, for 
consideration of the Indian Tariff Board, the Committee of the Indian Mining 
Federation would at the outset request the Board to examine as to how far 
the protection already granted has been utilised by the Industry to stabilise 
itself. The Committee of the Federation in this connection like to refer 

.'to'the-fact ihat when recommending for the grant of protection to the Steel 
Industry of India, the Tariff Board in 1926 estimated that -in 1934 the works 
cost of different steel and iron goods should be as follows: 

Rs. A. 

!tail 54 5 per ton. 
;Fish plates 82 9 

" Structural sections 62 0 
" :Barn 69 9 
" ~lates 73 2 

;Black sheets 114 9 
palvanised sheets 165 5 

" Sleepers 64 9 
Tin bars 48 3 

" 
In arriving at these figures the Tariff Board at that time based the price 

of coal at Rs. 8 per -ton f.o.r. Tatanagar and that of spelter at Rs. 555-
'per ton, but during the last few years the prices of both coal and spelter 
have considerably gone down. The Committee would, therefore, suggest that 
the Board while judging the actual progress made by the Industry in 
reducing its works costs would take these facts into consideration. In putting 
forward this suggestion the Committee of the Federation have taken intv 
consideration the extent of reduction in the works cost that could be possibly 
made only -on the item of coal. The Committee understand that generally to 
produce one ton of finished steel 3 tons of coal is necessary and they would 
.draw the attention of ~he. "!J'?3fd t9 the faFt. ~hap ~urjn~ ~he last few 

. STEJ;:JI-.=-m ~ ~ 
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years the average price of each ton of coal including freight to Tatanagar was 
much below Rs. 8 on which figure the Tariff Board based its estimates. 
As a consequence ,of this fall in prices of coal alone and ignoring the savings 
on other heads of expenditure, the works cost of steel should be much 
below Rs. 54-5 per ton in case of rails. Similarly the works cost of other 
items would be proportionately reduced. It might be argued that works 
cost of some goods, such as rails, could not be reduced to the expectation of 
the Tariff Board (1926) due to want of orders, nevertheless, the Board should 
enquire as to 1Vhat extent the paucity of order happened to be responsible 
for neutral ising the advantages of cheaper raw materials and other items 
of production. Further, the Committee desire to observe that the Indian· 
section of the coal industry has been little benefitted due to the growth and 
development of steel industry in the country for the obvious reason that 
steel works do not use second class coal and they would request the Board 
to investigate whether second class coal can be economically and profitably 
used in steel works and, if so, it should ask the Industry to use second class 
coal lIB much as possible. The Committee consider that if the use of second 
class coal is feasible it will not only reduce the works cost but at the same 
time help the Indian section of the coal trade considerably. 

2. The second point to which the Committee desire to draw the attention 
of the Board is the exportation of pig iron from India. The underlying 
principle, lIB followed by both the Fiscal Commission and the Tariff Board 
appointed on the 10th July, 1923, for recommending protection to the Steel 
Industry was " national defence". The same principle should guide us as to 
whether for the purpose of national interest the free exportation of pig 
iron should be allowed or there should be any restriction on this. 

3. Leaving aside the question of " national defence",' from the industrial 
and commercial point of view as well, the exportation of pig iron is open 

\ to other serious objections. Both the Fiscal Commission and the Tariff Board 
(1923) were of opinion that Indian pig iron " can hold its own without any 
protection". If export figures (1930-31) are taken into account it would be 
evident that next to Japan the U. S. A. is the largest buyer of pig iron 
from India and these countries who are as well exporters of steel goods 
to India, purchase it from this country because they can get it cheaper than 
elsewhere. The Committee of the Federation are of opinion that when it 
ill more profitable tD convert pig iron into steel than to sell it as pig iron, 
the Tariff Board should recommend to Government for levying an export 
duty on it for checking its export so that all the advantages of its cheap
ness may be enjoyed by India, particularly in view of the fact that the 
present production of steel goods is-not adequate to meet all her demands. 
The one effect of checking the exportation of pig iron would be to encourage 
the manufacture of larger percentage of steel goods in India, thus making 
her more self-suJfficiellt in the matter of iron and steel goods. Another 
indirect beneficial result of this would be the increased consumption of coal, 
a basic industry of the country (as to manufacture one ton of steel it would 
require 3 tons of coal). In the year 1930-31 India exported about 41 lakhs 
tons of pig iron which would have produced approximately 3 lakhs tons of' 
steel and consequently would have consumed about 9 lakhs tons of more coal 
during the year. This observation of the Committee would also be applicable 
in the case of semi-finished steel which if instead of being exported is 
converted into finished steel would require at least another lakh of ton of 
coal. or in other words, with the stoppage of exportation of pig iron and 
semi-finished steel there would be a demand for a million tons of coal which 
will go a long way to remove the predent depression besetting the coal trade. 
If this suggestion of the Committee to s~p the export of pig iron and semi
finished steel be accepted by the Board then Tatas will not have the necessity 
to sell their coal and coke in the market and compete with others and this 
will. the Committee consider, remove a long standing grievance of the coal 
trade . 

• 1. III this connection the Committee would suggest to the Board to enquire 
as to why in spite of the protection the Indian Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., does 
not manufacture any steel out of the pig iron produced by it but exports 
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greater portion of the latter to other countriE!S' Had this steel works 
converted all its pig iron into steel it would certainly have created an addi . 

. tional demand for coal. 
5. The next point to which the Committee desITe to draw the attention 

of the Tariff Board is the economic utilisation and preservation of India's 
caking coal. It is -an admitted fact that iron and steel industry will play 
an important part in the economic life of India in future and as such it 
should be the look out of the Government that caking coal of India, the 
quantity of which is very limited, in comparison with the probable iron ore 
deposit is not frittered away. The Committee would, therefore, suggest that 
it is desirable to close down entirely all the Tatas Collieries and to ask 
the Company to buy all its requirements from the open market. The imme
diate result of this· would be that the Company would not only get its coal 
at cheaper rates but should also have a considerable quantity of caking coal 
in reserve for future contingency. Incidentally, the iCommittee would draw 
the attention of the Board to the possible resources of caking coal of India 
which was estimated by Mr. C~ S. Fox of the Geological Survey of India a 
gecade ago at 2,400 million tons. Of this 220 million tons belong to Assam 
and when "the present pre-eminence of Singhbhum and Orissa iron belt is 
due not only to the richness and abundance of the ore deposits but also 
to the fact that they are situated at a distance of about 200 iniles more or 
less from the coalfields" the reserve in Assam field should not be taken into 
account. Further, there is no denying the fact that "the future of the 
Indian iron aud steel industry pivots on the resources of caking coal avail
able in the Indian coalfields". In asking for the preservation of caking coal 
the Rainy Board observed "the information at present available suggests 
the desirability of conserving India's resources of metallurgical caking coal. 
It would clearly be unfortunate if large quantity of very rich ore could 
not be utilised in the country for want of suitable· fuel". As a first step 
for the preservation of the limited caking coal resources of India, the Tatas 
who are vitally interested in its preservation should close down their collieries 
in their own interest. There cannot be any possible objection to this pro
posal when as a consequence of such steps they would get their fuel at a 
much cheaper cost besides having an assured supply of it in future which is of 
'p8!ramount importance to tbe industry itself. It may be argued that for 
closing down the collieries Tatas would have to meet unavoidable charges 
like minimum royalties, pumping and other maintenance costs, but the 
Commi*e are of opinion that the advantages which will accrue will more 
than compensate them. Further, it may be argued that as a consequence 
of closing down the collieri"s the amount (Rs. 2 crores) invested by Tatas in 
those mines and which was not taken into consideration by the Tariff 
Board when calculating the amount of capital invested in the Steel Industry 
would remain idle. But actually though this capital may not earn any return 
it would not be wasted away which is the case at present, as due to the 
reported higher raising cost those collieries are being run at a loss and 
this. loss is certainly either being debited to the capital account or adjusted 
in the general account. While investigating this question the Committee 
hope that the Board will also incidentally recommend to tht,! Government to 
enunciate a policy of preservation of caking coal for the luture needs of the 
Steel Industry of the country and to use more Iion-caking coal. in their 
Railways and other departmentR. 

6. Lastly, the Committee of the Indian Mining Federation would like to 
observe that though they fully believe that for the present industrial 'develop
ment of India discriminatory protection is necessary from time to time, they 
are at the same time of opinion that such protection should not be of a 
permanent nature and be a burden on the consumers and it should not 
encourage inelfficiency. As regards grantinl!: protection to the Steel Industry. 
the Committee like to reiterate the same view. 

(2) Letter dated the Brd Ja'1mary, 1934, from the Indian Mining Federation. 
'In our oral evidence we stated that the fut11re price of coal would be 

about Rs. 5 per ton, f.o.r. Tatanagar. This was based evidently on the old 

2M:2 
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freight rates of the B. N. Railway. I understand that the old freight 
rates will no longer govern the traffic of raw materials includin.g coal, In 
the circumstances, the estimated price of Rs .. 5 per ton will be increased 
by the amount of increase in the Railway freight on coal. 

Besides, we stated' that even if the scheme of restriction of coal output 
be put through, the price of coal was not likely to rise. Of course, we meant 
for the first year or two. But the probability is that if the restriction scheme 
be worked properly, there is a chance of some increase in the price of coal. 

To clear up misunderstanding, if any, on the point, I am writing this 
to you. 

Calcutta Iron Merchants' Association. 

(1) Letter to the Department of Commerce, Government of India, Simlll, 
dated the Septembe'r, 1932. 

We, the following iron merchants, carrying on business in different parts 
of Bengal, have the honour to submit for your consideration this representa
tion on the subject of protection of galvanized sheets. The protective duty 
on this particular kind of steel was imposed, as is well known, for the first 
time in 1924, when, aocepting the recommendations of the Indian Tariff 
Board, the Legislative Assembly passed the Steel Industry Protection Act. 
The duty fixed at that time was Rs. 45 per ton.' Two years afte'r, in 
consideration of the decline in the price of the articles, both imported and 
Indian manufactured, and also owing to the abolition of the duty on spelter, 
it was reduced to Rs. 30. This state of things lasted for 4 years till 1929, 
when, on receipt of au application from the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
for the enhancement of the duty, the Government referred the question to 
the Tariff Board. The Board's finding was in favour of the Company with 
the result that additional assistance to the extent of Rs. 37 per ton was 
granted by the Government in 1930-31 in addition to the old rate of Rs. 30. 
Since then a surcharge of 25 per cent. has been levied for revenue purposes 
on all imports, so that all galvanized sheets imported from outside are to-day 
subjected to an unusually heavy impost of Rs. 83-12 per ton. 

2. The effect of the imposition of such an extraordinarily heavy duty on 
the Indian merchants and Indian consumers may not have been fully realised 
by the autborities. We would, therefore, invite the attention of the Govern
ment to the following statement showing the quantity of galvanized corru
gated sheets, imported into the port of Calcutta during the official years 
1922-23 to 1931-32 and the rates of the duty levied:-

Iron and Steel Sheets and Plates
Galvanized.Corrugated. 

Years. 

1922.23 
1923·24 
1924·25 
1925·26 
1926·27 
1927·28 
1928·29 
1929·30 
1930.31 
1931·32 

Tons. 

47,868 
60,825 
91,220 

147,041 
156,713 
157,120 
156,665 
110,201 
~8,516 

·28,391 

The rate of duty. 

10 % ad valorem from 1·3·1922. • 
do. do. 

Ra. 45 per ton from 13·6·1924-
do. do. 

Ra. 30 per ton from 8·3·1927. 
do. do. 
do. do. 
do. do. 

Ra. 67 per ton from 30·]2·1930. 
Re. 83·12 per ton from 30·9·1931. 

3. A clost> examination of the abov" table would show that for the first 
four years of the duty, there was no appreciable fall in the imports. But 
it will be WCOllg to infer from this that the duty did not press heavily on 
the consumers. The demand for the imported galvanized sheets did not 

,r 
,. Represel).ta figures tor J3engnl (i,DCluditl~ ~~I1QJ'ts into Chit~agon~, 
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fall olf during this period in spite of heavy protection, simply because owing 
to an unprecedented rise in the price of jute, the purchasing power of a 
section of thl! public rose unexpectedly high. Nevertheless, the fact that 
the imports practically remained stationa'l'Y all these years, without keeping 
pace with this increased prosperity, is a clear proof of the adverse effect of 
the increased duty on this trade. Since 1928, however, the import figures 
steadily dwindled, although they were still high in 1929-30. But after the 
rise in the duty to Rs. 67 per ton, they came down 'suddenly to much less 
than even half of the preceding year. The effect was yet more disastrous 
last year, when the duty stood as high as at Rs. 83-12 per ton, for the 
imports then fell down to the lowest water-mark of about 20,000 tons, or 
about ith of the figure only four years back. 

4. Nor was this growing fall in the supply from foreign markets during 
this period (1924-32) counterbalanced by a corresponding rise in the consump
tion of indigenous materials produced by the Tatas, as during the same 
period the total quantity of gllivanized sheets placed by them in the Calcutta 
market amounted to only about 34,000 tons. It is thus clear beyond all 
doubt that Bengal, which has generally been the most important market. for 
galvanized iron sheets, consuming about 75 per cent. of the total supply of 
the same commodity, has not been in a position since 1929 to purohase 
more than a fraction of her normal requirements. 

5. What a great hardship this abnormally low consumption has meant 
to the people of Bengal is not, we are afraid, fully realised by the Goverll;: 
ment. Brick-built houses are a costly luxury beyond the means of the vast 
majority of the inhabitants of this country. Besides, in eastern -and northern 
parts of Bengal, the soil is hardly suited for good bricks. Mud-huts, which 
one comes across in Northern India,.are not also possible in this province with 
its damp climate and high rain-fall. Straw and leaves may, no doubt, do 
for thatching purposes to some extent, but, besides being difficult to procure 
in sufficient quantity in several districts, they are inflammable, require 
frequent replacement and are in the long run costly. Galvanized sheets, 
therefore, happen. to .be the principal, reliable and cheap building material 
for the rich and the poor alike in Bengal, any rise in the price of which 
is bound to cause immense suffering to them all. The meagre demand for 
this useful commodity in the province over such a long period means, 
therefore, broken, unrepaired or even no houses for a large number of the 
people and a heavy strain on the purse of even those who have managed to 
meet a part of their requirements. ' 

6. As for the me'rchants dealing in galvanized sheets in Bengal, this 
extraordinary decline in the qu~ntity of the article absorbed, has pI'oved 
simply disastrous. Whereas in normal times during the pre-protection 
period, they were called upon to handle more than a lakh and fifty thousand 
tons every year, the trade has now dwindled to a figure which is less than 
even tth of its original volume. The result is that this once-flourishing 
business, extending ever the last palf-a-century, which has sustained 
thousands of families in Bengal as importers, dealers, brokers and carriers 
of the commodity, has practically collapsed, with a vast number of people 
thrown out of employment, who have no other means of earning their 
livelihood. 

7. We do not maintain that the high rate of the duty is the sole cause 
of this depletion of the import trade in galvanized sheets. At the same 
tiine it is our contention that, so far as it has affected the' price of the 
article, this duty has always played, and is still playing, an important part 
in keeping down the demand. We are aware. that the Tariff Board, in their 
report in 1930, held a contrary opinion. But, with due deference to that 
learned body, we may be permitted to point out that' the view taken by 
them that "the price of galvanized sheet does not form the most important 
factor in determining the demand of the agriculturist" does not appear to 
be quite sound. It is true the demand for these sheets has declined during 
the last two years, though there has been no rise in their selling price. But 
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this does not support the startling view taken by the Board. The Board 
-forgets that the price, which a customer is prepared to pay for a commodity, 
depends to a large extent upon his financial resource. 'rhe purchasing capa
city of the people in the jute and paddy districts of Bengal, who form the 
bulk of the customers in galvanized sheets, has in recent years suffered a. 
heavy decline, owing to an extraordinary fall in the price of all agricul
tural produce. It is no longer possible for them to pay the same price 
as before for the same article. l'here cannot be, therefore, any question that 
the price of galvanized sheets, so far as its reduction to the limit of the 
purchasing capacity of the would-be consumers has been prevented by the 
protective duty, has operated to restrict the market. 

8. We know the view is held in certain quarters that, since the selling 
price of this article' has remained practically stationary for the last two 
years, it has not been affected in any way by the enhanced duty. 'rhis 
contention is wholly untenable. For a little reflection will show that it is 
the enhancement of the duty from Rs. 30 to Rs. 67 and subsequently to 
Rs. 83-12, which has stood in the way of a corresponding reduction in the 
price of this commodity along with the undoubted fall in the cost of labour 
and other factors in its production. 

9. It is too late in the day to question the wisdom of protection as a 
national policy. Far be it from our mind also to ask the Government to 
withhold all assistance from the 'rata Company, who, we have no hesitation 
to admit, have done so much to establish the iron and steel industry in India 
-one of the key industries-on a stable foundation. But it is our earnest 
appeal to Government that, in view of the hardship that is being caused to 
the thousands of the poor people in Bengal and of the disastrous conse
quence of the duty on the import trade in iron and steel, they should cause an 
immediate enquiry to be made into the further necessity for the retention 
of the duty at its present level, especially as the Company has already 
enjoyed protection for well nigh eight years. The Tariff Board, when they 
first recommended protection for the steel industry, clearly recognised th\'-t 
the amount of the duty once fixed should have to be periodically examined 
and varied according to circumstances. Both the Government and the 
Legislature, while accepting their recommendation, also endorsed this' opinion. 
It is our contention that a situation has now arisen which makes it incumbent 
on the Government to take up the question of revision of the duty without 
further delay. . 

10. In determining the amount of the protective duty necessary for the 
steel industry, t.he Tariff Board have all along acted on the principle that 
the need for protection is to be measured by the difference between two 
prices, viz.:-

(a) The price at which steel is likely to be imported into India from 
abroad, and 

(b) the price at which the Indian manufacturer can sell at a reasonable 
profit. 

The soundness of the proposition is unquestionable. But unfortunately 
it appears from a glance at page 3 of their report of 1930 that, in calculating 
the reasonable selling price of galvanized sheets, manufactured by the 
Tatas in that year, when they enhanced the duty from Rs. 30 to Rs. 67 per. 
ton they over-looked an important point. They took into consideration 
on~ the fall in the price of spelter since 1926, and completely ignored other 
equally important factors in the cost of manufacture, such as fall in the 
wages of labour and increased efficiency of the organisation at Jamshedpur 
as a result of the assistance the Company had obtained for six long years. 
Had this mistake not been committed, the Board could have seen clearly 
that the fair selling price of the 'ratas, which was placed at Rs. 236 per ton, 
was much below that figure, and consequently the required proteotion very 
much lesJj than Rs. 67. 

11. If then, the duty fixed in 1930 was higher than necessary, we are 
emphatically of opinion that there is even less justification for it to-day. 
It would be unnecessary for us to remind th~ Government that the wages 
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oi labour in 1932 are not higher than in December, 1930, when the duty was 
still at the old rate. The cost of raw materials cannot also be said to 
have increased in course of the last two yearJl. On the other hand, the total 
tonnage of production by the Company having increased, the cost of manufac.
ture must have been proportionately less. In fact, so far as our information 
goes, .the actual cost of production of galvanized sheets at the works at 
Jamshedpur to-day hardly exceeds Rs. 135 per ton. 

12. In a recent statement in the Press apparently published on behalf of 
the Company, it has 'been claimed tjJ.at their cost of galvanized sheets at 
the works is Rs, 188 and not Rs. 135 per ton. As it transpired, however, 
in the evidence before the Tariff Board in 1926, the Company is in the habit 
of showing an inflated figure, by adding to the actual cost an unreasonably 
high overhead charge, the figure put forward by the Company must, there
fore, be accepted with reserve. But, even taking their own figure, we main
tain that the strength of our case for reduction of the duty is not materially 
affected by it. For, the landed cost of. Tatas' sheets at. Calcutta, then, 
works out at about Rs. 191 pel' ton, against the actual cost at the works, 
plus freight and insurance charges, of the British imports, amounting to 
£11 5s. or Rs. 150 per ton, calculated at the present exchange rate of Is. 6d. 
The difference between .the two figures, 'Viz., Rs. 41, would accordingly 
represent the actual measure of pro~ction required at present. 

13. But, as we have said already, the figure given by the Tatas cannot 
be taken as accurate, or if accurate, there is absolutely no justification for 
the cost being so high, in view of an all-round reduction in the price of 
everything in the world. There is a widespread impression in the country, 
and the charge has been openly made, that the Tatas maintain a top
heavy administration and that the salaries paid by them to the higher grades 
of their servants are exorbitant. The charge still remains unanswered. The 
time has come when a sifting enquiry should be held by the Government 
into the truth or otherwise of this allegation. The country is no' doubt 
wedded to a policy of protection. The consuming Indian public are willing 
to suffer in the interest of the economic emancipation of their motherland. 
But it is the clear duty of Government to see that this patriotic readiness 
of the people to submit to protective meaeures for the sake of their infant 
industries is not exploited for the benefit of any particular. individual or 
group of individuals 91' of any firm, and that, behind the tariff wall, extra
vagance and profiteering are not allowed to be. fostered at the expense of 
the country. . . 

14. We assure the Government that in pressing for' an enquiry into the 
actual cost of manufacture of galvanized sheets at Jamshedpur with a view to 
the reduction of the present duty on imported sheets, we have been actuated 
by the consideration not so much of our own interest as of the vast multi
tudes of our countrymen. These latter include not only those, who, having 
so long made a living out of the iron and steel trade in other capacities 
than those of actual dealers, are now hopelessly thrown out of employment, 
but -also thQse to whom galvanized sheet is a sheer necessity and not a 
luxury and who. have been exceedingly hard hit by the exorbitant protective 
duty. 

15. We are almost sure that, if an impartial and searching enquiry as 
suggested by us is made, Government will be fully convinced of the necessity 
for a reduction in the amount of. protection at present enjoyed by the TatRs. 
If, however; they come to a contrary conclusion, we would urge upon them 
the advisability of revising the method and form of their protective scheme. 
Our suggestion is that the duty on g~lvanized sheets be substantially reduced 
say, to the old rate of Re, 30 per ton, and that additional assistance if 
any, which may be deemed necessary, 'be granted in the shape !,If a bou~ty. 

16. We are aware that when the Tariff Board considered the question 
of granting additional help to galvanized sheets in 1930, they discussed in 
their report this method of protection by combining the duty with a bounty 
and rejected it in favour of an enhanced duty. But we venture to submit 
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thai II. close and careful examination will show that the reasons aSsigned by 
the Board against this plan are not at all conclusive or convincing. At IIIny 
rate, these reasons do not hold good at the present moment. For instance, 
the first reason used by ·the Board was that as the Legislature had already 
resolved to grant protection to galvanized sheets by way of a protective 
duty, it would not be proper during the protective period to seek to revise 
that policy, "unless new conditions have occurred or new facts have been 
brought to light which were not before the Legislature and could not be 
foreseen at the time the Steel Protectio.n Act was passed". 

17. It is' unnecessary for our present purpose to discu3s how far the 
Board was justified in holding in 1930 that no "new conditions" had 
occurred, necessitating a revision of the old scheme of protection. But 
in the present fall in the wages of labour and the purchasing power of the 
people, "new conditions" have unquestionably come into existence to-day. 
While ruling out the alternative method of protection by a bounty, the 
Board themselves' admitted that " the extent of the present trade depressiort 
(which hilS brought about an almost economic catastrophe in the land) could 
not have been foreseen by the Legislature at the time the Steel Protection 
Act was passed". The case for a bounty, therefore, even on the Boards' 
own showing, is, we submit, stronger to-day than when they last conducted 
their enlJ.uity. 

18. The second reason assigned by the Board in 1930 against the sugges
tion of a bounty, namely, that its acceptance would involve delay and un
certainty, whereas prompt action was necessary at the time to 'save the 
industry from an impending disaster, has also lost its force to-day. The 
industry is already enjoying protection and it is not threatened with any 
imminent danger. Government can now easily decide that a part of this 
protection should be afforded to it in the shape of a bounty, instead of 
the whole being in the form of a protective duty. Should Government 
consider it diflicult to find the money, we would suggest to them the grant 
of so much of the assistance by the imposition of a duty as may be found 
necessary for financing the bounty. 

19. But we would urge even a stronger reason in favour of our scheme 
of duty-cum-bounty for galvanized sheets. As we have already shown, Bengal 
provides the biggest market for this particular kind of steel. The burden of 
protection for the last eight years has fallen chiefly on the poor consumers 
of this province, most of whom constitute agricultural labour. If the steel 
industry is a key industry, which it is t.he duty of India to place on a 
secure foundation, that burden ought to be equally shared by the whole of 
India, and not continue to be borne by olle particular province, especially as 
when it has been so adversely affected by economic depression. A system 
of bounty, we submit, is the only means by whidl such a rntRRble distribution 
of the burden is possible and desirable. 

20. We may now summarise our proposals-

(i) In view of the terrible hardship it is causing to the consumers 
and the havoc to the trade in iron and steel, the present un
usually high rate of the protective duty on galvanized sheets in 
this country should be reduced without any avoidable delay. 

(ii) If necessary, Government sllOuld at once institute a fair and 
searching enquiry into the cost of production of galvanized sheets 
at Jamshedpur, if they are not already satisfied that the present 
cost of the Tatas is very much lower than when the' duty was 
raised from Rs. 30 to Rs. 67 per ton. 

(iii),)f reduction in the· amount of protection now enjoyed by the 
Tatas is not possible, a substantial part of it" preferably the 

. portion in excess over the old duty, should be replaced by a 
bounty, particularly, as every part of the country ought in 
fairness to be made to share the burden of financial assistance 
to a national key industry. 



(2) Letter No. 58/33; dated tile 22nd September, i933, fl:om tile Calcutta 
Iron Merchants' Association. 

Referring to the Resolution (Tariffs) ·No. 260/T. (8)/33, dated Simla, 
the 26th August, 1933, in which· firms and persons interested in the Iron 
and Steel Industry or Industries, dependent on the use of Iron and Steel, 
have been asked to submit their views for the consideration of the Tariff 
Board we, on behalf of the Iron l\1erchants of Calcutta, ,beg to submit our 
views as under, for the due consideration of the Board. 

The purpose for which the Protection was granted to the Tata Iron and 
Steel Works, has been within the course of these few years more than realised. 
The Tata Iron and Steel Works, and as -a matter of fact the Iron and 
Steel Companies, have got a very sound basis and have not acquired strength 
sufficient enough to compete ·with the foreign Iron and Steel successfully. 

The position of the Iron and Steel industry has been acquired at the 
immense sacrifice of the consumers and the merchants. The Calcutta market 

. has lost all its importance. • 
Leaving aside· the small companies, we may say, the largest of them 

Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Works have never appeared to look to the 
interest of the consumers and of the merchants who are distributors of their 
products. 

If the circulars issued by the Tatas, be gone through, even the careless 
readers will be able to notice that the merchants have been reduced to the 
position of serfdom deprived of all freedom and their interests have been 
crushingly sacrificed at the altar of the over-jealousness of the Tatas. 

If one cares to study how the Taw regulate their prices, one will be 
astonished to find that there is no principle unless it be the principle 
of keeping their prices lower than the Calcutta costs of Continental goods 
by a few rupees which vary.from Rs. 3 to Rs: 4. 

The Tatas study the Continental prices, calculate the actual cost of the 
Con~inental .goods in 9alcutta and drop or raise their own prices according
ly, lrrespectlve of theIr own cost. For example, when the Continental bars 
cost in CalCJltta including Duty and Landing charges Rs. 103 the Tatas 
fix their price to be Rs. 99 or Rs. 100 per ton, and when Rs. i26 all-told; 
the Tatas Jix their price to be Rs. 121 per ton. Now if we .analyse the cost 
of the Continental goods, we find that while cj.f. price is Rs. 511-3 or· 
Rs. 76-3, the Duty and the Landing charges are Rs. 49-13. 

As the Tatas command a perfect set of machinery, have their own mines 
for ores and control cheap coal and cheap labour; their cost for bars and 
as a matter of fact all items of Iron and Steel should never be much higher 
than the c.i.f. Calcutta price of Continental goods of like description. 

So the Tariff should be revised with a view to bringing .down the market 
price of iron and steel. When everything is ch~ap in India, when the 
peasants suffer bitterly for lowness of the prices of their produces, there is 
no reason why the prices for iron and steel should remain prohibitively high. 
The Prices have been beyond the reach of the poo.r peasants. 

Again, the Tatas enjoy the concession of Railway freights to the fullest 
extent. The conSUIpers are not permitted to enjoy any portion thereof. 
The Tatas charge full ordinary railway. freights over their f,o.r. Tatanagar 
price from their .customers in the different centres. 

The result is, demand in iron and steel goods has been much diminished 
and for ordinary transactions the people are being obliged to utilise rejected 
plate scraps in place of finished bars or plate-cuttings. 

When the buying capacity of the people (overwhelmingly major portion 
of whom have been hard hit on account of general depression of the market) 
has become very meagre, they should not be deprived of their competitive 
prices. 

The Protection granted to the iron and steel industry for the last eight 
years has certainly done much to establish their 'iI\dustry on a firm footing 
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in the count.ry; lind if it is managed economically, there is no raasot!. why 
it should not be able to face the world competition successfully. 

The Protective Duty should never be made .. a permanent burden on 
the community" and it is now time that its rigour must be lessened, and 
tariff must be so graded as to bring down the prices of. Iron and Steel 
within the reach of the. poor consumers. It will not be unjust both to the 
Tatas and to the consumers if the Duty be fixed at 10 per cent. to 15 
l)er cent. over the c.i.f. cost of the Continental price. 

The Tatas (as is evident from the Annual Report of the 23rd August, 
1933) have been able to supply 80 per cent. of the country's requirements 
under the four heads of (i) Steel Sleepers, (ii) Structural Sections, (iii) Plates, 
and (iv) Bars over t inch, and about 40 per cent. of the Sheets consumed, in 
the aggregate 72 per cent. of the country's requirement of the kind of 
steel produce, which go to prove that they have extensive home market. 

The Taias enjoy all the benefits of a large scale production and they 
have now su:flicient number of Indian experts in their service and are there
fore now in a position to run the Company more economically than they have 
been doing. They should not be suffered to exploit the people of the 
country in the name of protecting an Indian Industry._ 

Nobody can object to the Protection being given to growing infant 
industry, but the Tatas have already passed that stage and they no longer 
require the same amount of protection as they have hitherto enjoyed. Let 
them curtail their expenses, check their greed and feel sympathy for the 
poor people of the country and they will be s.erving their interest in the 
best way possible. They will be able to create in the people a pride for 
their' indigenous Iron and Steel, which is not a negligible factor in the 
development of an industry. 

If the Taias (and as a matter of fact, the Iron and Steel Industry) be 
given Protection in the shape of Bounty, they will be perforce inclined, 
to move in the right direction to give relief to the oppressed consumers. 

The Tariff Board should also take notice of a fact that by tying the 
hands of the Dealers in Iron and Steel, the Taias are trying to create a 
monopolistic' business in India to the grave danger to the other growing 
concerns of the same line. In the interests of the whole community the 
Tariff Board should take steps to prevent the monopolistic growth of any 
Company and to see that Iron and Steel may be had at competitively cheap 
prices. 

We shall be glad to send, if required, our representative to wait upon 
the Board to explain our views more fully and to clear any point or points 
that may require furtheJ.: elucidation. 

(3) Letter dated the 18th. December, 1999, from the Calcutta Iron Merchanb' 
Association. ' 

GALVANISED SHEETS. . 
In September, 1932, my Association sent a representation to the Govern~ 

ment of India, in the Commerce Department, for reduction of Duty on 
Galvanised Sheets. The main grounds on which we claim reduction of Duty 
have been clearly stated therein. The poor peasants of' Bengal, who use thfs 
material for 'building their cottages, have been since then very hard hit 
for the continually falling prices of agricultural products, and cannot afford 
to pay high prices for these sheets. Unless, therefore, means can be found 
to reduce the prices so as to be within the easy reach of the poor 'cultivators, 
they would continually suffer for want of an indispensably necessary aI:ticle 
for building houses. 

It is much to be regretted that while the commodity prices have been 
dwindling down from day to day, the price of this article has been main~ 
tained all through. The result has been gradual decrease of consumption 
and consequent contraction of trade. 



Soon after the representation was submitted, an' Agreement was entered 
into at Ottawa 'between the Indian and British manufacturers, by which 
the Duty on British Sheets was reduced from Rs. 83-12 to Rs. 53 per ton. 
This reduction of Duty instead of cheapening prices, as it should have done, 
was nullified by an Agreement in prices between the parties, and the British 
prices were at once raised from £10-10 to £12-10 per ton, sd as to . maintain 
the prices of BJ;itish Sheets, then ruling in Calcutta. The Tatas also simul
taneously increased their prices from Rs. 210 to Rs. 215. So this mutual 
understanding has been much beneficent to both inland and over-seas 
manufacturers but greatly detrimental to the cause of poor ,consumers and 
local traders. Consumers have thus been kept continually deprived of this 
much useful commodity and trade has been gradually on the wane. 

It is high time, therefore, for the Board to see that this article be 
made cheap enough for the poor' consuming public to be able to purchase, 
and 'the traders saved from the impending ruin. We venture 'to suggest 
that if the Indian prices be maintained at Rs. 175 per ton, f.o.r. Calcutta, 
the desired result may be achieved. British prices in that case should not 
be more than Rs. 185, Free Jetty, Calcutta, per ton, in accordance with 
the present ruling prices of Rs. 215 and Rs. 227 per ton for Tata and 
British goods respectively. 

Now, in order, to arrive at a fair selling price of Tatas' products, we 
have to request the Board to thoroughly examine the figures given by the 
Tatas in their present representation. They estimate their Works' costs 
to be Rs. 116 per ton and after adding to it Rs. 50 for overhead charges. 
and profits, they claim that Rs. 166 should be their fair selling price f.o.r. 
Tatanagar. We do not know how far these figures are correct' and can only 

,request the Board to scrutinise them and arrive at a correct figure. Even 
admitting them to be correct, we do not see why the Tatas will not be in a 
position to ,sell the article at Rs. 175 per ton, f.o.r. Calcutta. We think 
a margin of Rs. 9 will suffice for the adjustments required in selling and 
for the freight from Tatanagar to Calcutta. 

~ow, to ensure the Tatas to maintain this seIJing rate, it is necessary 
to see that foreign prices may not be able to compete with it. For the 
last two or three years, foreign goods have come mostly from Britain and 
very little from the Continent and, Japan. We submit that British prices, 
if ,kept at Rs. 185 per ton, Free Jetty, Calcutta, will never be able to 
compete. The present British prices excluding Duty at:e £12-10 c.i.f. and' 
to arrive at the landed cost, we have to take into account Bank interest, 
landing dues, bazar discount and removal charges from Jetty to ware-house 
which we calculate as follows: - ' 

C.i.f. price per ton, £12-10 at 1-6 per Re. 
Bank Interest on Drafi . 
Port Commissioners' Landing Dues,. 
Bazar Discount at 1 per cent. 
Removal 

Rs. A. P. 

16610 9 
106 
370 
111, 9 
015 0 

'17313 0 

'a,)'. about Rs. 174. So a Duty of Its. 11 will bring the figure to Rs. ,185. 
Ae regards Continental and Japanese prices, we are not in a position to 
foresee what these will be in- future. They' are likely to fluctuate much 
and we should be very cautious to guard against, aU eventualities of prices, 
manipulation of Exchange, etc. So a differential Duty is necessary in this 
case. We think the present difference of Rs. 30 per ton should remain. 

We 'conclude, therefore, 
(1) That Tatas' sale-price of 24G. G., C. Sheets basis should be Rs. 115 

per ton, f.o.r. Calcutta, lllss usual Cash Discount. 
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(2) That II. Duty of Us. 11 per ton shauid be iiIiposed ott British 
goods. 

(3) That a Duty of Us. 41 per ton should be imposed on other than 
British goods. 

,Finally, we" appeal to the Board to fully consider the case, and while 
affording protection enough to the Indian industry, to keep in view the 
!lause of the poor peasants of Bengal, who are' in need of relief now more 
than ever; and to save the interests of the trade which is on the verge of 
ruin; 

The Cawnpore Iron Mer~hants Association, tawnpore. 

Lette?' dated the 20th Septem.ber, 19J3. 

With reference to the communique issued by the Government of India 
regarding the examination of the question of the continuance of the protec
tive duties on iron and steel; we have the honour to submit hereunder the 
views of our association on the said question. 

This association is of opinion that Indian industries should be encouraged 
by Government and the public and that such Indian industries as' are yet 
in their infancy must be saved from foreign competition by the imposition 
of tariffs and duties. It is a matter for gratification that the Indian 
Government has referred the matter of the imposition of duties on foreign 
steel to the Tariff Board who, are to make their recommendations, after 
inviting opinions of, consumers and producers both. In the opinion of this 
association the safeguarding of the interests of the retailers and the 
consumers of steel is as essential as the safe-guarding of the interests of 
steel producers. 

The iron and steel producing concerns in India are few land far 
between. The Tata Iron and Steel Co. is decidedly the largest and the 
premier concern, but in recent years smaller concerns have also arisen. 
In the opinion of this association to stimulate a healthy growth of steel 
industry in India cut-throat competition inter se is simply ruinous, and 
now that the Tariff Board is to enquire into the question of protectioll 
to this branch of Indian Industry this association would bring this point 
t, the notice of the Board so that they may recommend such measures as 
may be calculated to prevent this internal competition among manufacturers. 
Sometime bUl'k an' unhealthy competition existed between the Tatus and the 
Eagle Uolling Mills at Kumardhubbi, and the merchants suffered heavily 
owing to unforeseen fluctuations in prices; not ouly this but the Tata Co. 
devised measures by which merchants dealing in their products were for
bidden from dealing with the indegenous products· of the Eagle R<llIing 
Mills, Singh Engineering Co. and others. And the latest is a command
ment to refrain from dealing with the new producing concerns at Kashi 
and Gaziabad. We can understand such bans if they are to operate against 
foreign products, but we fail to appreciate them when directed against homil 
products. Our Association is led to believe that such bans are bound to 
limit or otherwise injure the growth of the Swadeshi 'Steel Industry. 

The Tab concerh might plead that in return for their strictures they 
allow certain facilities to their dealers and to enjoy those facilities ,the 
merchants must in return conform to their wishes. As 8. matter of fact 
the facilities allowed by the Tata Company are more -imaginary than real. 
The Company allows a paltry rt'bate on the annual tonnage purchased by 
the merchants and in return expects them to undertake a most inequitable 
binding contract. The tariff has rendered the company immune from 
foreign competition and owing to its firm est!llblisllment and long crganised 
system of distribution. and sale and transport facilities it is in a position 
to virtually kill all internal competition at the hands of the newly started 
concerns. 
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Prior to the introduction of the tariff wail and the enjoyment of 
bounties by the steel producing concerns Cawnpore was the biggest iron 
and steel distributing centre in Northern India. Cawnpore met the steel 
demands of a very vast area from Rajputana in the West to Patll8 in the 
East, and the Nepal in the North to Nagpur in the South. 'Merchants and 
traders from scores of districts used to flock to Cawnpore ,to take in their 
supplies of iron and steel from this place; but since the imposition of the 
hea\'Y tariffs the Tata Concern has assumed the monopoly over the steel 
markets of India and this has adversely affected not only Cawnpore but 
other steel and . iron distributing centres, but the fate of inland towns 
like Cawnpore is worse. compared to the ports. The Railways in India are 
affording facilities to the Tata Company as a result of which the Cawnpore 
merchants have been reduced to mere retailers to meet only the local needs 
and demands for iron and steel. By arrangement with the railways the 
company are able to supply their products throughout the United Provinces 
at almost a uniform rate. Apparently this seems beneficial to the consumer 
out this is not. The Tata Company has spread over the whole of India a 
net-work of merchant houses and they alone are taking advantage of these 
uniform rates, while the merchant community in general has to face a 
competition at the hands of the merchant houses who not only are whole
salers but also retailers, and some of the merchant houses, to take advantage 
of the uniform rates, have opened retail shops at numerous consuming 
('£ntres, and owing to the privileges enjoyed by them as regards prices, 
rebates and railway freights they are able to sell at prices at which other 
10l'al merchants cannot.' 

Our association thinks that the principle '01: which the State 'Railways 
IIllow concessions in carriage of commodities to the producers is that they 
m3Y he able to sell their products at rates which might compete with 
the cheap imported stuff, and also that the' consumers may get their needs 
supplied to them at reduced rates. The Tab Company charges the full 
hilway freight from the merchants while the State ra,ilways carry the 
Company's goods at a much les£er freight. This association is of opinion 
that the consumer is as much entitled to benefit out of this concession 
granted by the State as j;heprodncer. . 

. ""Our A~sociatio~ submits 'that die principle of affording protection to all 
IJIdustry IS that It may not suffer from undue foreign competition in its 
state of development, and may in course of time be able to stand on its 
own legs and. compete independently with other producers abroad. We 
nre led to beheve that instead 'of effecting drastic improvements in the 
PI'ocpsses of manufacture of steel and steel products the company has been 
pursuing methods of filling its coffers by selling goOds, at higher rates. The 
prices instead of going down· have in many instances gone up as will 
appear from the following ta,ble:- ' 

Materials, 

Bars 
Structurals 
Plates 
Black sheets 

Present rate. 

Ra. 
118 
111 
135 
1'12 

As anticipated 
by tbe Tariff 

Board for 
1933·34 

sbown in table 
No. XXIX. 

Ra. 
110 
102 
114 
157 

.The 'fadtT Board. in 1927 anticipated that as a result of the protective 
dutie~ and the 'bounties. the cost of steel products of the company in the 
years 1933-34 would be as shown in column' 2 of the table, but a comparison 
with the latest price list issued by the company (as shown in the column 1 

,of the table) shows that the Ilompany ill maint!J,ining th" sale pn,·ce,.~ at "
higher !evlll, , -" - .,. ~ 
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Apart from raising prices, the Company has indulged in ways and means 
to snatch money from the Muffassil merchants and consumers. The Company 
has devised a scheme of dealership with a bait of a trifling rebate on the 
condition that the dealer deal in Tata goods alone. At first the scheme 
was a simple one and merchants were assured that it was designed to 
popularize Swadeshi Steel to the exclusion of foreign steel and patriotism 
was invoked to accept the terms of agreement of dealership. Later on, 
as will appear from the agreement accompanying this memorandum terms 
have been made more strict. The latest agreement aims at reducing the 
merchants to a position of thorough subordination to the company. The 
proposed agreement has met with protests from almost all quarters. Under 
the terms of this agreement we cannot make our purchases even of Tab 
Steel from any of the Ports of India, nor can we sell the consignments 
ordered by us at the destination railway st,ation. We cannot purchase 
finished I/:oods like G. C. Sheets manufactured out of the Tab Steel by 
another Indian concern, e.g., the Tin Plate Company of India, Ltd., not 
to say anything of purchasing steel made by other Indian concerns. 

The company under the guise of meeting urgent local demand has spread 
a net work of depots and stock yards from which they sell in small 
quantities direct to the consumers through the viamedia of their favoured 
merchant houses. In this way the merchants have to face competition 
with the company itself. 

The members of our Association are very much handicapped owing to 
frequent changes in the policy of the company and the merchant houses. 
The company has of late adopted a very monopolistic attitude and every 
now and then the merchants are served with circulars which place them in 
embarrassing positions. ' 

We have the honour to sub'mit in concluding our letter:-
(1) As the company has failed to effect a reduction in the sale prices 

of steel in India, which they ought to have done with the aid 
of bounties and protective tariffs and with greater employment 
of skilled Indiaa labour, which is cheaper compared to the 
foreign mechanics, the tax payer should not be unnecessarily 
taxed to pay the large amount of bounties to the company. 
The amount of bounty, if it be at all necessary to grant it 
should be reduced considerably. 

(2) That the grant of bounty should be on the proviso that all steel 
manufacturl'd in India shall have equal opportunity and facility 
of sale in India, no concern owing to its long estabhshment 
or lar(!;e plants and huge capital heing allowed to practice unfair 
competition and impose bans on the products of other producers 
to destroy the growth of the smaller and weaker concerns yet. 
in infancy. 

(3) Thn.t the grant of bounty and protection should be on the condi
tion precedent that the company shall undertake to refrain 
from competing with the distributing merchants through the 
ol"ganisntion of the stock yards and depots and the s(H)alled 
Merchnnt Houses. 

(4) In granting protection this fact should also be considered that 
now-a-days the compnny is receivinl/: much higher prices for 
their scraps, cut-pieces rUl~ty spotted and dl'fective materials 
than they were receiving a few years bock. In some cnses the 
company is able to renlize prices for their scraps which are 
very near to the prices prevailing for brand new materi~ls. 

(II) In I!;l"anting protection the Tariff Hon'rd mny he pll'ased to provide 
that the rompany shall receive bounties out of the tax payer's 
monies only when the compnny is fair in its dealing with iron 
merchants who pay most of the protet'tive duties levied on 
imported steel; the rompnny mny he asked to give an under
takinp: that the compnny shnll not compel the, merchants to 
enter into agreement with them on inequitable terms. 
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We hope that ou~ arguments will find favour with the Tariff Board 
and that the Board wIll be pleased to recommend protection of the merchants 
at the hands of the Tata Steel Company. 

Enclosure. 

Circular No. 26A.-Ref. No. S/5So--Galcutta, 21st April, 1933. 

THE TATA mON AND STEEL Co., LTD. 

NOTICE TO ALL STEEL MERCHANTS. 

. The ,!ata I~on and Steel Co., Ltd., has pleasure in offering to dealers 
In steel In IndIa who are prepared to satisfy the qualifications required of a 
co Tata Dealer" a rebate of Rs. 2 per ton in respect of every purchase of 
co untested" steel goods of the Company of the following kinds:-

Bars. 
Angles. 
Tees. 
Joists. 
Galvanised Sheets (Corrugated and' Plain). 
Black 'Sheets. 

Scrap, defectives, rusty or high carbon material and goods sold by 
tender are not included in this offer. 

The qualifications required of a Tata Dealer, which shall be deemed to 
be conditions required to be observed and performed by him in addition 
to those hereinafter stated are as follows:-

(a) He must agree to purchase and take delivery of the whole of his 
requirements of steel goods of the kInds covered by this offer 
and of the sizes rolled and manufactured by the Company solely 
from the Company, either direct or through any of the selling 
Agents or any Merchant House, appointed by the Company, 
and not otherwise except as to deliveries requit:ed' to be taken 
by the Tata Dealer from other manufacturers in completion 
of contracts entered into prior to such agreement. 

(b) He must agree to observe and perform the stipUlation and c.ondi
tions hereinafter mentioned. 

(c) He must complete a declaration of such agreement in the form 
for that purpose set out in the schedule hereto, for the accept
ance of the Company which however the Company shall be 
entitled, in its absolute discretion, to reject without assigning 
any reason therefor. 

Conditions. 

The offer is made subject to the conditions aforesaid and to the follow
ing:-

1. The rebate will be paid only in respect of goods hereafter purchased 
for delivery from the works or one of the stock-yards of t~e Company as a 
bona fide addition to stock at the warehc.mse or establishment expressly 
indicated by the Tata Dealer in his dec:larabon. No reba~ sha~l be payable 
in respect of goods purchased otherwISe than for the Im.medlate purpose 
of taking the same into stock at the warehouse or establIshment recorded 
by the Tab Dealer in his declaration herein referred to. 

2. A Tata Dealer shall not in any case purchase goods from any dealer 
in a port. - . . 

3. Tata Goods purchased through any dealer will not carry the ben~fit 
of the rebate Merchant houses or selling agents of the Company carrymg 
stocks for reiail sale shall be deemed to be dealen within the meaning of 
this clause. 
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(. Whenever. the Company shall be unable to undertake delivery· of goods 
within ten weeks of an order for the same from a Tata Dealer to the 
Company direct or through any of its Selling Agents or any Merchant 
House, he may, with the consent of th: Company at its discretion to be 
reasonably exercised, purchase goods of a similar nature, whether of Tata 
manufacture or not, to the extflnt of -those whereof the Company shall 
be unable to undertake delivery, from other sources without incurring the 
penalties of a breach of these conditions. 

5. The amount of the rebate in respect of each purchase will be ascer
tained by reference to the weight of goods indicated in the invoice relating 
to the purchase. 

6. On the occasion of each purchase of goods in respect of which. rebate 
may be payable, the Company, on the application of the Tata Dealer to the 
Head Office of the Company direct or through allY of it'll merchant houses, 
selling agents or branch offices within one calendar month of the date of 
purchase, will issue to him a certificate stating the amount of the rebate 
to become payable in respect ~f the goods purchased. Tata Dealers must 
ensure, by express application therefor, that all relevant certificates are 
obtained by them within the period aforesaid and duly attached to the 
form of claim hereinafter mentioned in support thereof. . No certificate will 
be issued in .respect of any purchase later than the said period of one 
calendar month thereafter. 

7. The amount of the rebate in respect of each purchase will be paid 
by the Company during the thirteenth month following that in which the 
purchase shall have been made upon the delivery by the Tata Dealer to 
the Company of a claim for payment and a declaration in the form for 
that purpose set out in the Schedule hereto, with all_ relevant certificates 
annexed. 

8. No Tab Dealer nor any other person shall ·be entitled to set off 
the amount of any rebate, whet.her payable or accruing, against any pay
ment or other liability or obligation due to the Company. 

9. If the Company shall at any time in its sole discretion so require a 
Tata Dealer shall deposit with the Company cash or approved securities 
to such an amount or value as the Company may direct by way of security 
for the due observation and performance by the Tata Dealer of the stipula
tions and conditions herein contained and the Company may sell and/or 
appropriate such security in satisfaction of any breach of such stipulations 
and conditions by the Tata Dealer at any time and any diminution or 
depreciation in value of such security through any ~ause whatever shall 
forthwith be made good by the Tata Dealer by depOSIt of further cash or 
apPl'oved securities. 

10. No claim for rebate will be paid l1nless:-

(i) the same be submitted to the Company not later than the 
expiration of three calendar months after the last day of the 
JIlonth in which the rebate may have become payable u.nder thliJ 
provisions aforesaid j 

~ji) aU contracts and obligations on the part of the Tata Dealer to the 
Company whether concerning the goods in respect of which the 
claim may have been made or any other goods or otherwise 
and aU contracts and obligations of the Tata Dealer to the 
Merchant Houses and Selling Agents of ·the Company in any 
way concerning Tab manufactured goods or materials shaU 
have been duly observed and performed by the Tab Dealer. 
and 

(iii) aU stipulations and conditions on the part of the Tata Dealer 

bh~rein c~n.tained ha:v~ b~~~ 'u~Y pbsN"Ve!i Iln,d perform~d by 
J1P.. 
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11. Tho Agreement may be terminated:-
(1) by the Company at its discretion at any time without notice but 

. without prejudice to the claim of the Tata Dealer to' rebate 
earned up to the date of such termination unless the Tata 
Dealer shall have failed to observe or perform any of the 
stipulations and conditions herein contained, or 

(2) by the Tata Dealer by six calendar months previous notic,: in 
writing of his intention to terminate the agreement provIded 
that no such notice shall be given by the Tata Dealer to 
expire earlier than twelve months from the date of his listing 
as a Tata Dealer. 

12. In the event of the failure of a Tata Dealer at any time to observ'3 
or perform any of the stipulations and conditions herein centained the 
Company may without exercising any other of its rights ,and powers but 
lVithout prejudice thereto impogE' upon the Tata Dealer a fill(1 or pena-lty 
in such terms and of such amount as the Company in its absolute discretion 
may think fit and may forthwith upou such imposition and without making 
any express demand upon the Tata Dealer for payment thereof recover the 
amount thereof by appropriation of any rebate that may be due or accruing 
or otherwise as the Company may think fit and the discretion of the Com
pany in any respect may be exercised by the Sales Manager of the Company 
whose decision shall be accepted hy the Tata Dealer as final. 

13. All disputes and questions whatsoever arising between the parties 
out of the terms and conditions hereof other than such as may be provided 
for therein shall be referred to the Tribunal of Arbitration of the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce in arbitration and the award of such Tribunal shall 
be' accepted by all parties as final 'and binding. 

United Provinces Chamber of Commerce, Cawnpore. 

Letter No. 8000/83, dated the 25th September, 1933. 

I am directed by the Committee of the Chamber to address you with 
regard to a recent communique of the Government of India announcing 
an inquiry to be conducted by the Tariff Board into the question of 
continuing the protective duty on iron and steel. 

My . Com.mitt~e are glad to note . that. the Government, before taking 
fnrther actIOn III the matter. of protectIon .to' the steel industry have 
thought it fit to refer it to the Tariff Board for a thorou/!:h investigation. 
Last time it was in April, 1926, that the Government had similarly referred 
the Question of protection to -steel industry for an inqniry to the Tariff 
Board, which recommended that the protection to the industry should be 
continued for a period of seven years. The Board in making that recom
mendation was definitely of opinion' that at the end of the said period the 
iDlI?~try . w~mld become ~o strong as to be ~ble to withstand forei/!:n com
petitIon, wltho~t the aId of S1100 protectIOn. Thongh that period has 
elapsed the hope entertained in respect of the industry have not been 
r~alised. Looking to ~e pre;'Cnt condition of t?e industry there are prac
tICally no prospects of. It~ eXIstence. much less Improvement, if the -protec
tion afforded to it is withdrawn. In the opinion of the Committeefurthel' 
extension for a period of seven years .bould be /Zranted and the whore 
oueRtion should be re"iewed at the end of this extended period. In making 
this Rngp'e.tion mv Committee have devoted careful attention to the question 
And are fully satisfied that the indnstrv provides a suitable C8S'e for protec
Hon. havin/Z due regard to the Jl1'inciplpR laid down in paragraph 97 of tbe 
Report of the Indian Fisral Commission; '['he industry bas 'considerably 
improved durin/!: the last, few years thou/Zb it ba~ not beeu able to attaiit 
the p" ... eM.f'd po.itinn. In the fminion of my Committee one important 
f .. C'tor In this failure h.a.~ beel! ~b!, IlllmmClY fl'14 r;tph/ll)./!:~ manipulations 
"I the competine: countrIes, '-

STEEr-Ttl ~ 1:1' • 
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The Tata Iron ,and Steel Company is the largest producer of steel in 
India. There are also some other smaller concerns. For sometime past, 
there has been going on an unhealthy internal competition between the 
Tata Company and these small producers as a result of which there have 
been inconsistentfiuctuations in prices. The better organised Tata Com
pany with its greater resources has generally proved stronger. It is 
seriously apprehended that unless the Government, at the time of giving 
protect!o;'l, la.y down certain conditions which may prevent this harmful 
competitIOn, It may not be long before most of the smaller steel manu
facturers are compelled to close down their establishments. The Tata Com
pany has been reported to have gone to the length of' stopping their 
dealers to buy the products of their local competitors. Thi~ practice is 
bound to hit hard the small producers, who are not in a position to give 
the same facilities to their dealers as the Tata Company which has the 
advantages of better organisation, financial position and transport facilities. 
The Tata Company seems to be aiming at crushing the small industrialists 
and making monopolistic profits. My Committee strongly hold that while 
extension of protection to the industry against foreign competitors js 
essential, the competition between the Tata Company and other smaller steel 
producers should be strongly discouraged and necessary measure should be 
taken in that direction. 

Bengal National Chamber of Commerce. Calcutta. 

Letter No. G. 1110-M., dnted the ~7th September, 1993. 

Ile STEEL ENQUIRY. 
With referl'n!'A to the Pr~s., Com.mun.iqu.e issued on tIle 4th Sepkmher. 

1933. on the above subiect, I am directl'd by the Committee of the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce to send under sl'parate cover six copies 
of their Memorandum on the subject of the advisability of p;ranting protec
tion to the stpel industry for a further pcriod. I am to expre.~s the hope 
that the Tariff Board would give due consideration to the observations 
contained therein. 

Enclosure. 

llelltoTa/ull/1ll of E"j,hnre wbmittc(l "ll t1le Commiftpc 01 the Chamber 
IJe/ore the TariH Board on the' Steel IndlMtry. 

The Iron and Rtl'pl Tndustry occupies an imPortant place in the Indian 
economy. Apnrt from t,he fact that a larp;e amount of capital has been 
invested in the Tnta Iron and Steel Company whieh. by the wny, has 
remained the only ~onccrn in India manufacturing stE'el on a large sonIc-
nnd a large numlK'r of pE'rSOnR E'mplovcd hy the same Company, the 
<levelooment of the Rtp,,1 iVdustry in India is invE'stl'd with an added 
imPortance. in viAw of it!l intimllte hearing on the J!"eneral industrialisRtion 
of tht> country. With stl'el (and I'vl'n oig iron) produced on a considernb1c 
,,('ale. t,hAre ill It VR!lt. ScOPE' for tht> dt>vl'1opment of other aneilliary indu!ltrie!\, 
for which "tf>E'1 and nilz iron Sf>1'V" as the most. important raw mntl'rial. 
while the ven valnRhlE' ~ervicE' 1'pndE'rE'd bv the indust.rv to the GOVE'rnml'nt 
!lllring thE' last War i!l n· sufficil'nt test.imonv to t,he nE'(,E'!lRity for its 
dev"lopmE'nt f>Vf>n from other thnn pllrf>ly E'ronomic I!rOUndR. It wns 
pvidentlv in rf'('ognition of thrsE' conQidf>1'ntion!l thnt thE' IndinTf Fisr.,! 
r.ommi!\.~ion hnd rf'rommf>nl1rd tllnt t.hf> Tariff RonI'd. whE'n apoointo>d. shollli\ 
lir~t invf'stillde int.() the ('lnims of th" stl'pl indllstry to nroi;Pct.ion. The 
1111hsl"Ollent hist,ory amplv !lhows how tIlE' indn"try hns dAv('lo0E'd by tnkin!!; 
!ldvA.ntage of t.he protf>('tion grnJltf>d to it.. This dOf>!\ not.. howAver, n('N'S
IORrilv mpnn thnt t'h.. YlMd for nrotpction 'htls ontlivl'd itsf'lf. ForoifTTl 
lIt"(ll Tll'od\1('t~ are st.i1111Oinl! imJlortl'~ iJlt<l the ('ountrv. Rnd it ill ('~entinnv 
necessary that tho Indian industry should be put on 11 prop('l' footing. Tho 
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Committee of the Chamber have carefully examined the questio~ whether 
protection already granted to the industry should be extended for a further 
period, and their views on the subject have been set forth below for 
consideration by the Tariff Board. 

2. The question whether the Indian steel industry needs protection for 
any further period may be discussed primarily from three standpoints:

(a) whether the industry ·has benefited by the existing scheme of 
protection, 

(b) whether one of the main purposes for' which protection was 
granted, 'Viz., the development of other ancilliary industries, has 
been served to any considerable extent, and . 

(c) whether the withdrawal of the protection at the pI:esent stage 
would enable the industry to stand on its own legs. 

3. The first criterion should be discussed. in the light of anticipations 
made by the Tariff Board during their last enquiry in 1926. It will be 
remembered that the Tariff Board estimated that the output in the seven 
years, following the protection which was to be granted in 1927, would 
average 500,000 tons and that the output in 1933-34 would be 600,000 tons 
of finished steel as compared with 163,000 tons in 1923-24 and 380,000 tons 
in 1926-27. The Board also estimated that the cost of manufacture would 
fall with a corresponding rise in tlie output and they anticipated that as 
compared with Rs. 126-5 per ton in 1923-24, and Rs. 98-4 in August, 1926, 
the average cost in r933-34 would be only Rs. 78-8 per ton. In estimating 
the future fair sellin!!; price of the steel products of the Tata Iron and 
Steel Company, the Board had given careful considerations to the question 
not only of works c.ost, as referred to above but also the overhead charges 
consisting of (a) depreciation, (b) interest on working capital and (c) 
Agent's Commission. head office charges, etc., .and manufacturer's profit. 
And they estimated that as compared with Rs. 57'07 in 1923-24. the 
average incidence of the overhead charges and manufacturer's profit per 

. ton of finished steel durin/Z the Reven year pet:iod endine; 31st March. 1934. 
would be Rs. 38,87. In regard to works cost also they had taken into 
account the quo,qtion of- "excessive III bour " . and while they expressed 
gratification lit the progress made in the gradual reduction of the number 
of covenanted men and the oal'e of Indianisation of the skilled labour, 
they hlld nevertheless' pointed out thp great soope for reduction of the 
semi-skilled. and particularly of unskilled, labour. 

4. Comulete statistical details in regard to the foregoing items. not 
being available to t.he Committee. thev are unahle to sav whether the 
antil'inlltions of T,.riff Roard have been' realised. The Board will no doubt 
carefully go into the whole qupstion and basI' their recommendations oil tho 
information they l'E'.cAive on the ouestion. So far liS the Committee have 
heen able to as<'ertain. the anticipations of the Tn.riff Board in regard 
to the .volump of produrtion h",ve not been realised. Leaving aside the 
figures of productions (admittedly insignifioant for the oresent purpose) of 
nther companies. the production of steel ingots Ilnd finished stepl bv thl'l 
Tnt." Iron and Steel Company, durin/Z the years 1929-30, 1930-31, 1931-32 and 
1 !l.12-33 was as follows:-

Steel Ingots 
Finished stef'l 

1929-30. 

6.24.000 
un,ooo 

1930-31. 

5.flO.OOO 
4,08,qoO 

1931-32. 

6.03,000 
4.50,000 

1932-33. 

5.90.778 
4,26,968 

ri. ~ese figutes comrJ'll'erather unfavourlthly to the anticipations of the 
Tariff Roard. mentioned ahove. Rut the Committee do not attach very 
much imoortanc" foO the ah""lute figurAR of production. particularly durin/!: 
the O1'Osent period of continued .... orM wid,,-depression. The demand for 
Rteel has shrunk considera hly. and the industry in India. as in other 
"arts (If tl,,, world. has suffered tr(lmendollsly from this shrinka!!" in the 
demand. The Railways haye been one of the biggest consumers of Indian 

2N2 
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steel and a heavy n'~triction by the Government in' the Capital Expenditum 
011 the UailwllYs hus resulted in the corresponding diminution of demand 
for the products of t~1l Tata Iron and Steel Company. The heavy fall ill 
the dlll!land fOI" rails from the Indian railways would in fact appear to be 
the 1H'.'1ll cause of the actual production falling short of anticipations. The 
COlllutittee understand that the plant of the company is quite capable of 
producing the tonnage pl:escribed by the Tariff Board as soon as conditions 
Improve. 

6. The total amount' of iron and steel imported to India during each 
of the four years ending 31st March, 1933, is shown below:-

Protected 
Not Protected 

(In thousands tons.) 
1929-30. 1930-31. 1931-32. 
712 421 237 
261 201 134 

1932-33. 
196 
136 

It will be found from these figures as well as those given in paragraph 4 
above that, while the Steel Company has not been able to increase its output 
to the extent expected of it by the Board in 1926, it has nevertheless 
been able to satisfy a ,larger proportion of the Indian demand than had been 
estimated at the time when the Board had conducted their previous 
enquiry. The total Indian demand in 1925-26 was about a million and a 
quarter tons out of which the Tab Iron and Steel Company supplied only 
320,000' tons or about 25 per ·cent. of the total Indian consumption. As 
ugainst this, the Committee understand, the Company has been able to 
supply as much as 72 per cent. of the present total demand. It appears 
from the latest Annual Report of the Company that it now supplies the 
Antire amount of India's requirements of rails, about 80 per cent. of the 
total requirements of steel sleepers, structural sections, and plates, etc., 
and about 40 per cent. of the t.:ltal consumption of the galvanised sheets, 
while of the country's requirements of the kinds of steel produced by the 
Company, about 72 per eent. are being supplied by it. 

1. The Committ~e have 110 information as to' the works cost of the Com
pany and' ·they cllnnot, therefore, express any opinion as to whether the 
expeC'tations of the Board in this regard have been realised. It, however, 
appears from the speech of the Chairman of the 'Company at its last 
Annual Meeting that some reductions have been made in manufacturing 
cost. While no information is available regarding economy ill labour cost, 
particularly regarding the reduction in the very large number of semi-skiIIed 
lind unskilled labO'ur, it is gratifyinl!: to note that the number of the 
covenanted staff is heing gradually reduced, lInd that it' now stands at 77 
as compared with 229 in September, 1924 and 161 at the time when the 
Tariff Board last reported. 
, B. During the last enquiry of the Tariff Board the' Company had also 
prnmi~ed to make certain improvements and extensions in their plants and 
mills, as these were not in some cases prO'perly inter-telated. The Board 
approved of these se-hemes as they were convinced that, such developments 
were highly desirable and esgentially necessary for enabling the Company 
to' increage its production of finished steel to the standard of 600,000 tons. 
The Cnmmittee understand that the promises made by the Company have 
been almost nearly redeemed, particularly in regard to a new blast furnace 
and an enlaTl!;ed sheet mill. The Comlllittee are also informed that the main 
I·eason fnr the Company, not being able to redeem its pledges fully is its 
unwillingness to undertake bt'nv;v capital expenditure at the present period 
of depression. 

9. ConsiderntiO'nsin tl'spect of the first issue mentioned above may nnw 
fie summarisl'd. It fs evident that thnugh the Company has not bee~ able 
to' fulfil the exper'tntinns nf the Tariff BoaTd, the deficien<'y bas· been 'dUB 
to' the cau"es whirt\ are mnstlv outside the control of the Company. A~ 
filii "I'pn "'trnd! l1lenfionl'd, tnt! Company h~s flxWndW Its pJant 6ufflciont 
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possible for it to utilise to the full extent due to the heavy shrinkage 
in the demand for its goods, particularly from the Railways. The Company 
has also, it appears, achieved some reductions in works cost and though it 
has not been possible for it to dispense altogether with the imported skilled 
labour, the progress made in Indianising the superior services is quite 
satisfactory. The C&mmittee are not, however, competent to say whether 
and to what eJ.-tent there has been any reduction in the works cost and 
they have no doubt that the Board will obtain detailed information on 
this point from the Company and will evaluate the nature and extent, 
not only of the economies effected but also the grounds of the inability 
of the ·Company to realise the expectations made iu 1926 as to the extension 
of the plant and increase in the output, before they make any decision 
regarding the extension of protection for any further period. 

10. In this connection,· the Committee cannot but regret to point out 
that while the Tata Iron and Steel Company has no doubt benefited to some 
extent from the existing scheme of protection, the Company has remained 
the only one of its kind in ·India, manufacturing steel. The normal con
sumption of steel products in India is about H million tons and if the output 
capacity of 600,000 tons of steel, the figure at which the volume of produc
tion of the Tata Iron and Steel Company was fixed by the Tariff Board in 
1926, be considered to be the size for an economic steel plant in India, 
there will be room enough for one or two more companies in the country. 
The Board had considered this question in their Report for 1926 and had 
also considered how far their proposals regarding the extent of protection 
granted, would suffice for the protection of any new works which might be 
established. But in spite of the fact tha,t their recommendations were con
sidered by them to be adequate both for the existing Company and for any 
new works, which might be started, it is unfortunate that so far no other 
company has yet been floated for the manufacture of steel in India. The 
main· reason for this state of affairs is, no doubt, the setting in of a 
depres.~ion, the extent and nature of which could not be visualised' at the 
time when the Board had reported; but the Committee also consider that 
the comparatively short period for which the protection was granted is' also 
to some extent responsible for discouraging entrepreneurs from coming 
fnrward with any scheme for a steel company. The Committee hope that 
the Tariff Board will give due attention to this fact before deciding the 
duration of the furtber period of protection which they may recommend 
to lie granted to the industry. The Committee would, however, suggest 
that the Board should recognise the! necessity of national ownership of, 
and control over, .an important key and basic industry like iron and steel 
industry. Very great care should be taken so that non-nationals may not 
acquire ownership of such an industry, nor that they may be able to secure 
any control over it. The Committee are, therefore, of opinion that ihe 
Tariff Board should prescribe certain conditions regarding the proportion 
of the shares of any company established for manufacturing_ steel ·and also 
of the number of Directors of such a concern in such a way as to ensure 
national control and ownership of all the Steel Companies operating in the 
country. 

11. The Committee would now proceed to discuss the Second issue, 17iz., 
whether as a result of the granting of protection to the steel industry, 
tl,ere has been any satisfactory development of other ancilliary industries. 
While ('onsidering this question in their Report of 1926, the Board had 
confined their attention mostly to the case of fabricating steel. They were 
convinced of the necessity of develoviug the fabricated steel industry. in 
India and finally recommended an alteration in the existing scale of pr6-
tection and proposed ·that in place of 25 per cent. ad 17alorem duty on 
fabri('ated swel, a ba.~ic duty of 17 per cent. ad ilalorem should be levied 
with an additional duty of Rs. 13 per ton to be imposed on fabricated steel 
imported from elsewhere than the United Kingdom. The Bame rates of 
duty were also proposed to be applipd to the case of coal tubs and tipping 
wagon~. 
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12. It is to be extrE)mely regretted that in spite of the protection grll,nted, 
results have been rather disappointing; and the Committee consider that the 
Tariff-Board should enquire as to the reasons why -the industry has not. been 
able tc;».take full,advantage of the protection granted. As it appears to the 
CommIttee, the protection granted, besides being not fully adequate, has 
not been able to attract Indian ederprise and Indian capital to the industry, 
being limited to a comparatively smaller period of only seven years. This 
lack of Indian enterprise and the shyness of Indian capital has been, to 
some extent at least, caused by a period of falling prices and strong foreign 
competition, while the freight anomalies existing on the Indian railway 
system has also been responsible for discouraging potential investors from 
investing their money to the industry. The Committee would point out that 
the only firms which have taken advantage of a protected regime are those 
which had existed at the time when the protection was granted. No new 
firms have heen established and the Committee cannot but deplore that the:t:e 
is no single Indian firm which can be said to have profited from protection. 

13. But while quantitatively viewed, there has beell some progress in thOi" 
sections of the engineering industry which were brought under the scope 
of the scheme of protection, there has not been so far any development 
worth noting in regard to other f>ubsidiary industries which have not yet 
heen granted any degree of protection. The Committee would stress in this 
connection that one of the principal grounds on which the claims of the steel 
industry to some form of public assistance were based, was that the steel 
industry being, by its very nature, a key industry, its development was 
essentially necessary for making it possible for other engineering industries 
to start up in the country. Looking at the problem from this point of 
view, the RCheme of protection granted to the steel industry may be said 
to have failed in achieving one of its principal objectives. While expressing 
this opinion, the Committee do not intend to convey that they are opposed 
to the grant of protection to tbe steel industry. What they would emphasise, 
on the contrary, is that simultaneously with the granting of protection to 
the basic industry, an elaborate'Rcheme of protection should also be formn
lated in respect of other subsidiary industries. The Committee are con
vinced that conditions at present are not such that subflidiary industries 
will be started until adequate protection is guaranteed in advance. The 
policy of waiting for industries to start up, fail or lose money before 
granting protection can hardly be considered wise. It can be pointed out 
as a truillm that no metallurgical industry can stand on its own legs in 
India under the present world conditions unless considerably assisted by 
tariff protection, and it is next to impossihle to expect investors to come 
forward and invest their monev in such industries unless there is an 
assurance of adequate puhlic assistance. The Committee would suggest for 
the consideration of the Tariff Board tIle advisability of laying down a 
maxim that if a reasonahle industrial proposition for manufacturing a 
certain thing on a large scale were placed before the Board, the latter 
should favourably consider the proposition and promise it, after a careful 
preliminary investigation. adequate protection in advance. provided certain 
conditions are fulfilled. The promou>rs of the particular industry may. for 
instance, be required to complete all preliminary arrangements and set up 
necessary plants and machinery to certain specifications on the as.~urance of 
the enforcement of the Protection Act, as soon as they produce and place 
on the market a rf'quisite volume of their output. They should also be 
B!t.qured that a further investigation into their claims for protection for a 
sufficiently extended period woulcl be carried on by the Tariff Board as 
soon as possihle after the coming into force of the original protection. The 
C\lmmittee have thought it proper to discuss this question in detail in this 
connection, in view especially of the fact that there is practically no hope 
for tIle establishment of a metallurgi(,111 industry in India unlpss a policy 

'like the one just suggested is adonW by the Government of India and they 
would earnestly request the Tariff Board to give this suggestion their care
ful consideration when formulating their proposals in connection with the 
grant of protection for a further period to the steel industry. 
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14. As regards the question whether the steel industry requires protec
tion for a further period, the Committee are inclined to answer the question 
in the affirmative. The Committee doubt very much. whether under the 
present abnormal conditions at any .rate, the industry in India can dispense 
with protection. Much older and better established industries in other 
countl"ies are practically finding it impossible to do without protection and 
it is extremely doubtful whether the steel industry in India can stand on its 
own legs unsheltered by a sufficiently high tariff wall. At the present 
moment steel companies of foreign countries are prepared to sell and as a 
matter of fact are selling at cost price, some times even at loss. The 
estimate of the prices of imported steel, both British and Continental, as 
made by the Tariff Board in their Report ·for 1926 has been considerably 
falsified, and the British and Continental steel is being sold in India much 
below the fair selling price of steel determined by the Board in 1926. The 
Committee, therefore, consider that in view of these facts, the steel industry 
M it is at present situated, may require. protection even at a higher rate 
than at present. "The Committee do not suggest any specific amount, as, 
ia their opinion, the question should be settled by the Tariff Board after 
making due investigation into the cost of production of Indian steel and 
the trend of prices of the imported commodity. They would, however, 
stress that the protection should be adequate and for a sufficiently long 
period in order to enable not only the existing Company' to continue its 
operations but also to encourage the establishment of similar industrial 
ventures. 

15. In conclusion, the Committee· would refer to some other matters 
which, in their opinion, have an important bearing on the question at issue 
and they ·would earnestly request. that due and proper consideration would 
be given to these by the Tariff Board. 

16. The Committee understand that the Tata Iron and Steel CompanJ> 
charges a higher price for the pig iron which it sells in India than what 
is charged by it for what is exported to other countries. The Committee 
quite realise that pig iron not being protected does not ordinarily come 
under the purview of the Tariff Board, whHe they are also prepared to 
admit that the Company may have been forced to idoPt this policy in 
order to l11aintain their position in different markets. But they are never
the less of opinion that pig iron being one of the important raw materials 
for some of "the ancilliary industries of the country, its price should be so 
regulated as to enable these latter to keep their cost of production to as 
low a level as is possible, consistent with a fair margin of profit to the Tata 
Iron and Steel Company. They would, therefore, suggest that the Board 
should enquire into this matter and prescribe the correct policy which 
should be followed by the Company. 

17. Another matter to which the Committee would draw attention of 
the Board is the relation between the Steel Company and its dealers, parti
cularly in Calcutta. It has been from time to time reported to the Com
mittee by some members of the Chamber who deal in Iron and Steer goods, 
manufactured by the Tata Iron and Steel Company, that the latter's sale 
policy is being regulated in such a way as to have the effect of driving 
these dealers out of existence. The Committee regret it has not been 
possible for them to investigate into the truth of these complaints and they 
also believe that the Company may be persuaded to modify its policy, 
if the evil effects thereof are brought to its notice. But the Committee 
have nevertheless thought it proper to refer to this matter in this con
ll{'ction in the hope that the Board, while examining the rllPresentatives 
of the Tata Iron and Steel Company, as well as some iron dealers, would 
bl' able to ascertain, if there is any foundation, and if so, to what extent 
of these complaints. .The Committee earnestly hope that the Boa-rd would 
give due and adequate consideration of this question, and if necessary 
prescribe certain conditions so as to ensure a fair treatment by the Ta~ 
Tron and Steel Company to a. large number of dealers in the goods of the 
la-tter. 



~r .. Naresh Nath Mookerjee. and other Indian impor'terg 
and Mer~hants of Galvanized Sheets in Bengal. 

~l) Letter dated the 29th September, 1933. 

GALVANIZED SHEETS. 

With reference to the notification issued by the G<>vernment of India 
inviting representations from interested bodies on the question 31\ to the 
coIitinuance of protection to the Indian Steel Industry we, the undernoted 
Indian Importers .and Merchants of Galvanized Sheets of this province, 
wish to put before you the following representation for consideration. 

Galvanized Sheets are an absolute necessity to the poor ryots of Bengal, 
as they form the cheapest material for building houses and particularly in 
Eastern Bengal, the largest consuming centre, the climatic and other natural 
conditions do not permit of any other more suitable form of housing. The 
question of cheap supplies, of this particular form of Steel, is therefore a 
vital problem for the people ot this province. 

The ecouomic condition in the consuming centres has grown extremely 
distressing and is now worse than we have e\'er known it to be, so much 
80 that our largest markets ha'"e HOW reached a stage where they are even 
unable to buy their barest necessities. In several districts the ryots have 
taken to other chapter forms of roofing like straw and grass which, although 
far more expensive in the long run, owing to its short life. they have 
been compelled to adopt for the sake of lower initial cost. This fact is 
most alarming because the Steel Industry is likely to lose permanently a 
good portion· of its market owing to the fact that consumers are taking 
to new habits and wiII remain content with these cheaper substitutes. 

The purchasing power of the Indian people has been reduced by 
approximately 50 per cent. as compared with the years 1925-29 and the 
object of the steel protection bill has been to maintain tho same level 
of price as was based' on old standards of demand and on old calculations 
of prices and costs with the result that there has been a very serious 
contmction of market to the-extent of nearly 66 per cent. 

'1'he Indian Steel Industry has been the favourite child of the Gov
ernment and the legislature sinre the year 19'23 when the first investiga
tion as to the conditions of this InduRtry was made. Th,,~ last ten years 
have seen successive legislation and tariff changes for the benefit of this 
one particular Industry, which centr('s round one 'single firm. While we 
do not here wiRh to argue a caS(> for the romplete withdrawal of protec
tion to onr Great National Industry we feel that the Government of India 
in' e,'ery instance have overlooked the case of the consumers and that 
the re'al obje£"t of protection has been to support one singla organization, 
whose difficulties and misfortnnes were largely due to nlistakes, inexpe
rience, miscalculations and lack of organization on their own part. Be 
those what they may, the consumers ha"e silently paid for it and now 
feel some relief is dn6 to them after these long ye.'lrs of experiment, 
suffering and investment. . 

The public cannot help believing that our National Indian Industry 
has not tal,en adf'qnate advantage of these ten long year.;; of protection 
and that thA anticipations- of the Tariff Board in this direction have proved 
disappointing and that instead of improving ('fficiency of organization, eco
nomising costs and taking full advantage of its resources and natural 
manufacturing advantages with a. view to making progre~s in a direction 
that might have put it in a position of equality with its ('ompetitor in 
foreign countries. it has constantly applied to the Government for prot.ec
tion in order to help itself to maintain its prires on a. basis of unaltered 
costs of production. We fear a. continuance of this policy will result in the 
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-e'Vehtual crippiing of our Industry if no measures a~ DOW take'll ilo put 
it on .its own legs-or to guide and protect it in a flishiop. that may r~sul,t 
in its becoming a self supporting Industry within a reasona.ble space of ti,me. 

In September last year, a representation was made, setting out all the 
difficulties of the situation, by practically all the Iron Merchants in Bengal, 
to the Commerce Department of the Government of India with a view 
to reducing prices by reduction of Duty as even a·t the time the situation 
had grown quite alarming. In December, the same year, as a. result 
of the supplementary Trade Agreement at Ottawa, t~ duties on British 
sheets' were reduced by Its. 30 per ton and a private commercial treaty 
was arranged between the Indian and British Works and ratified by· the 
Governments of both countries, which while cutting out CQmpetition from 
otl-er sources as well as between themselves, unfol'tunately gave them a. 
practical monopoly of the Trade here. A price an-angement was reached 
and British c.I.f. prices were forced up by £2 per ton to bring prices 
up to the level of what was then consid~red to be Tatas fair selling price. 

At the time of recommending the acceptance of this Agreement the Tal'iff 
Board quite correctly assumed Rs. 215 as the bed rock price at which 
Belgian sheets could land in India but the fair selling price for British 
sheets in India was taken to be £10-10 f.o.b. although the then quoted 
~)rice was between £9 .and £9-5 f.o.b. and the Duty on British sheets to 
India was thel'eupon reduced from Its .. 83-12 to Rs. 53 per ton making 
the Duty paid price Rs. 215 per ton. Within a fortnight of the formation 
of this combine both Messrs. Tata and the British Works raised their 
price from Rs. 210 to Its. 216 and Its. 215 to Its. 225 per ton respectively. 
Thus practically the entire benefit of this reduction in Duty was pocketted 
by r,he manufacturers of both countries and as a matter of fact prices rose 
higher than. what they were prior to the arrangement. It was so over
done than until the very recent rise in Continental Steel prices, B~lgian 
sheets were regularly arriviI)g into Bombay. A fprther analysis shows that 
the benefit of this' monopolistic agreement !las bejln really enjoyed by Tatas 
at the cost of the British Manufacturers and the consumers in this country. 
1'he estimated average annual demand in normal years is approximately 
200,000 tons and Messrs. Tata under this agreement will control the first 
120,000 tons of the demand here from their own sheet bar sheets also sheets 
converted by British makers, leaving a balance IiIf about 80,000 tons to the 
British makers, for which the demand is lilrely <to be very Huctuating in 
abnormal years. I 

Thi~ trade agreement however, while helping to create a monopoly, 
has, at-' the same time, brought about certain definite advantages which 
cannot be overlooked. 

(a) It has stabilized prices. 

(b) It has eliminated competition. from foreign sources and prevented 
dumping. 

(c) It has solved the problem created by ever'falling prices due to over 
production as well as price cutting by British Makers to retain 
their share of the trade in this market, by finding an outlet for 
the surplus Indian sheet bar in the U. K. and at the same time' 
giving the British makers a fixed margin of profit oli the same 
goods by engaging their services in the process of conversion. 

This agreement is of great benefit, therefore, hoth to· the trade as well 
as the Indian Industry and if it could be possible' to continue this agree
ment under certain conditions which would prevent this comhine from 
exploiting the consumers of this country by making IIInduly large profits, 
we feel sure it will help to solve many future problems o! .this Trade as 
well as of our Industry. 

As regards the fixing of a fair selling price the Tats. Iron and Steel 
Co., Ltd., in their recent representation estimate their works eosts during 
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the next seven years at Rs. 116 per ton. To this they add overheads and 
profit of Rs. 50 per ton. They. then ask for account to be taJ>.en of 
various adjustments in: the difficulty of selling and so on which amount 
to Rs. 19 per ton and so ask that the cost of imported sheets at ports 
should be Us. 185 per ton which necessitates a flat duty of Rs. 42. In 
this respect 'l'ata's' figures are questionable as the cost of importing Conti
nental Sheets to-day without duty is about Us. 148 and the minimum cost 
of British sheets without duty is RH. HiS and a duty of only RH. 17 01' so 
on British sheets is necessary to achieve the, l'esults Tatas ask for. It 
seems clear to us that differential duties must continue and we certainly 
regard it as desirable so that the trade may be free from the disastrous 
fluctuations. which have caused us so much trouble. They then estimate 
that if the revised freights announced by the Railway are to continue 
they will need Rs. 7 per ton more to covel' costs and RH. 3 per ton more 
to cover freight on finished goods and so the duty will have to be Rs. 52 
per ton and the cost of imported material Rs. 195 per ton; 

We are at any rate glad to note that there is in these proposals a 
recognition of the fact that the price hitherto realised for Galvanized 
Sheet should come down but the reduction is small and in no sense com
mensurate with the decrease in buying power of the Indian consumers. 
In the first place the Steel eo. has made (of necessity) a theoretical alloca
tion of its overheads to the different products. On Galvanized Sheets the 
figure is put at Rs. 50 per ton. The report of the Indian delegation to 
Ottawa in para. 80 of their report, when working out the duties necessary 
for that agreement allowed 8.12-6 for depreciation and profit on manu
factures of Galvanized Sheet in England. 

We have no knowledge of how this figure was arrived at but we think 
it very pertinent to the Board's enquiry. The figure is certainly at strik
ing variance with the figure of 8.75 given by Tatas for their sheets. Either 
their overheads are far too high for proper working or the "allocation is 
unduly unfavourable to s'heets. 

There is we suggest much to be said in favour of pushing up the prices 
of those varieties of steel for which there is no adequate substitute while 
reducing the duty on those forms which suffer from alternative materials 
as competitors. Galvanized Sheets fall most undoubtedly into the latter 
category. Rails, Fish-plates, and Bars may be said to come into the 
former category. We readily admit that in making this suggestion we are 
arguing against the interests of others but if Tata's must have help 
from the public it seems to us sound policy not te attempt to give it by 
duties which defeat their own ends by reducing consumption. 

Part of the Rs. 19 adjustments, asked for by Messrs. Tata is due to 
the fact, as they state, that certain brands imported command a higher 
price. The imported brands are all made from their own 6heet bar and 
with their :up-to-date equipment it ought to be possible for them to get 
away from this inferiority complex. If they can do so their demand for 
protection is decreased by Rs. 7 or Rs. 8. 

Before finishing with the Ottawa Delegation report We would like to 
draw the Board's attention to the concluding part of para. 86. The dele
gation admits that the erection of new galvanising plants in India only 
accentuates the trouble from which the world, including India, is suffering. 
Yet the high rates of duties prevailing have induced the Steel Company 
to push ahead with new plant and still further extensions are in comtem
'plation. Were their production of Galvani8ed Sheets small in ('omparison 
with their total production of steel it would be less difficult a task to meet 
the consumers needs. Their estimates however providing for making gal
vanised sheets to a tonnage of 16 per ('ent. of their total production and of 
course the cost of this product emphasises its importance. We cannot help 
thinking that the extensions undertal.en. and in contemplation have and 
will forC\il the hand of the Tariff Board to a. great extent. 
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cMessrs. Tata have asked for adjustments of Rs. 19 on galvanised sheets 
and Rs. 10 to cover extra freight charges. We submit that this figure 
is altogether :too high in spite of the disadvantages under which the Com
pany claims to labour. We cannot agree that cash discounts and deferred 
rebates are to be tjl.ken as a diminution of price. They are in fact an in
crease in price to those who do not enjoy them. The average merchant 
when comparing Tata's price with imported prices allows for all these 
deductions and decides accordingly. 

Normally speaking too Calcutta and the good areas should take all 
their sheets. 'fhere should be no freight disadvantage and even if every
thing was Ii9ld in Calcutta it would not be as high as Rs. 5 per ton. 
Nor does the Calcutta. Merchant require any reduction in price because 
he has to take a wagon load. Tons 12 to 18 has always been his normal 
tonnage in one lot: 

These adjustments we suggest ale on far too high a level. To enable 
Tata's to obtain the Rs. 166 or Rs. 175 they require (according to the 
freight} it should not be necessary to raise the price of imported sheets 
above Rs. 175 or Rs. 183 at the most and if it were possible to get a 
guarantee that imported pri~ would not fall below the figure fixed we 
in the trade could, we believe, soon form a combine to guarantee this 
figure to Tata. This would be advantageous to Tata's, to the trade and 
to the consumer; Also We beli~ve to the revenue by stimulating demand. 

On the general question of protection we have little to say. We are 
glad to think that every opportunity has been given to our one big works 
to- succeed and we realise that the tribulations of the past years make a 
further period of protection inevitable. 

We do. however .ask the Board to consider whether there is any sign 
of protectlOn. becommg unnecessary at the end of this period. We imagine ;
that with new plant being installed costs are unlikely to come down very 
much further. European works are largely idle still and prices will only 
vary owing to causes which will affect the Indian Works also. Works cost 
out here is Rs.U6. The cheapest imported sheet costs without duty Rs. 148 
per ton (Continental). If the adjustments claimed by Tata's were needed 
there would be very little margin for overheads without protection and 
even if the adjustments are needlessly high as we claim the overheads of 
Rs. 50, tliey ask for, will remain quite out of reach without a heavy duty. 

There is, too, no sign that another Works will introduce any element 
of a. competition. One of the largest British Manufacturers came out to 
look into the matter a year or two ago but we understand the project has 
been dropp~. It looks therefore as if the consumer is to be expected 
to pay heavily for the benefit of one Cempany in perpetuity. If that is so, 
we cannot pretend to be able to advise the Board, lacking as we do much 
information but we do urge that the Board must give the matter the 
most careful thought. 

We 8ummarill8 our conclusions and submissions as follows:-

- 1. Messrs. Tata submit that they need a fair selling price f.o.r. works 
of Rs. 166. We submit that too much has been aHowed for 
overheads. 

2. They ask that to get Rs. 166 f.o.r. works the cost of imported 
sheets should be Rs. 185, with the old freights. We submit 
that the cost should not be more than Rs. 175 and that to 
obtain this there should be a duty of Rs. 7 to Rs. 10 per ton 
on ~ritish sheet bar sheets and Rs .. 37 to Rs. 40 per ton on 
Contmental Sheets. But the one thmg we need in the trade
is quiet changes in prices and if duties are going up or down 
we would recommend 811ch changes by gradual instalments of 
say Rs.. 5 Per ton on the 1st of each Buccessive month. This 
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will prevent serious dislocation in trade and iosses to stockists 
as before. 

3. We submit that the new freights should not add more than Re. 1-8 
at most to the selling charges since all sheets ought to be 
sold"in the U. P., Punjab and the freight advantage areas 
and Calcutta. 

4. We emphasise the need for ~tability in the trade 'and realise that 
varying prices abroad are unavoidable but we do not welcome 
the prospect of varying duties' also. Changes in costs of 
spelter, etc., will affect all works equally. '. 

6. We believe the Ottawa agreement has been to the belll'fit of this 
trade and is likely to solve variolls problems of the trade, Rnd 
we recommend the continuan(;e of this agreement, if possible. 

(2) Letter dated the 12th F6/WUUI'I/, 1984, I/'oll~ Mr. Naresh Nath Mo·okhe,.jec. 

As desired by the Board I am sending you 5 copies of a statement 
. setting out the course of Continental G. C. Sheet prices during 1931 to 
January, 1934, with parallel British quotations. 

It will be observed from the 1st page of the statement that during 1924-
1925 of the total imports into India of Galvunised Sheets hardly 2 per 
cent. was supplied by the Continental and other sonrces. The percentage rose 
to approximately 10 per cent. in 1927 a'nd about 42 per cent. in 1931-32. 
On the 2nd page is given the. total Belgian exports from 1927 and we finn 
that between the years 1927 to 1930 the total Belgian exports nearly 
trebled itself and also that India took up nearly 65 pel' cent. of her total 
exports during 1930. 

Before proceeding it is worth mentioning that prior to 1924 no Belgian 
Sheets entered India and as far as we know the Belgian and Continental 
makers of Sheets were not interested in the manufacture of Galyanised 
sheets. The entire Indian demand was fed by the U. R., a very small 
percentage only coming from the U. S. ,A. From 1924 onwards this part 
of the industry began to deyclop considerably on the Continent and many 
new mill:'! grew up only for the manufacture of this article. India has 
always been tile largest buyer for this class of goods and serious inroads 
began to be made into her market by Continental makers. The Continental 
makers began underselling the British makers and thePe was a fierce rate 
\Val' I'ight through 1929 and prices fell from about £15-15 in the beginning 
of 19:18 to £12-5 in 1931 (April). In 1930 the British makers called a 
halt a11d attelllPted to bring about peace by a, price agreement also a 
minimum selling price was fixed fer India but it was ,'ery ~hortlived and 
in May, 1931, there was a rupture as a result of the underhand methods 
of continental makor.8 and the mlllllnum price was abolished and price 
cutting again set in till September, 1931, when Great Britain went off 
the Gold Standard. This ended the fight and hostilities had to be ceased 
us the currency disparity made it impossible for them to competE' ann also 
the differential duties in .Indiu. Things remained at this stage till the 
beginning of 193:1 when Belgiun mal,ers began to climb tile Tariff wall 
around India and in April that year "Belgian worj;:s are reported to have 
accepted orders for Bomhay at a. pricE' which worked out, duty, etc., 
paid at rather less than Briti~h prices". 'rhis continued till 'June, 1933, 
and 'they werO) compelled to raise their prices to £10-10 f.o.b. from £9-5 
f.o.b. in May. Prices rose to £11-5 f.o,b. in early DO<'ember and in the 
2ud week it was again reduced to £10-10 f.o.h. and business could he pnt 
through as low as £10-5 f.o.h. or £11-5 c.U. 

In tbe event of & departure from tIle Gold Standard Belgian prices are 
likely to fall considerably an~ pro~tI an. absolut~ menace ~ the trade ,in 
India. Dnd we hope due consIderatIOn WIll he gIven to thIS aspect of tne 
ql\estjon. in tl~ fixing of Duties on imported G. O. Sheets. 
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Enclosure. 

(I) imp:)rts of Galv'1.1I-ized Sheets into India in tons. 

(Table V-Ottawa Delegation Report.) 

K~~J:~; Belg;.an. Co~~:". Total. .Tat ... 

1924-25 205,000 1,000 3,000 209,000 900 

1925·26 272,000 2,000 9,000 283,000 4,000 

]926·27 249,000 10,000 16.000 ·275,000 4,500 

1927-28 298,000 22,000 12,000 . 332,000 2,700 

1928-29 286,000 32,000 8,000 326,000 2,900 

192930 200,000 51,000 7,000 258,000 5,800 

1930-31 .' 90,000 48,0Q9 9,000 ·147,000 12,000 

1931-32 • • 55,000 27,000 2,000 84,000 27,200 

1932-3:1 37,200 

Estimated future 90,000 
output. 

From the above 'fable it will appear that the share of Belgian of total 
Indian imports rose from less than 1 per cent. in 1924-25 to approximately 
33 per cent. in 1931-32. Total imports from foreign countries rose from 
2 per cent. in 1924-25 to about 35 per cent. approximatel~ in 1931-32. 

(2) Total Exports of Galvanized Oorrugated Sheets. 

From the, United Kingdom and Exports to ;rndia. (~anuary to. December), 

Exports tq 
Approximate 

Year. Total Exports. percentage 
India. taken by 

India. 

Tons. Tons. P"r ceu~. 

1928 718,097 274,545. 40 

1929 711,770 240,117 34 

1930 431,654 nO,112 25. 

Belgian Galvanized Sheet Exports (January to December). 

Exports ta 
Approximato 

Year. Total Exports, pereei,ltag~ 
India. taken by 

.lndil': 

Tons. T?DS. . ~er~ent. 

1927 33,773 14.93~ 17 

1928 65,901 311,51~ pO 
1929 94,647 55,5?~ !is 

1930 r 9J,50~ I 5l!!6~~. fif 
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(3) Qr.wtations ot .British and Belgian Galvanized Corrugated Skeets al 

published in the "Iron Monger ". 

Belgian. British. 
£ II. tl. £ B. 4. 

1931. 

ApI·it 25th 11 5 o c.&f. 12 0 o c.i.f. 
May 9th 11 5 0 .. 12 5 0 

" May 23rd 1115 0 .. Minimum price aho-
lished. 

May 30th 11 2 6 c.&f. 11 10 0 .. 
June 6th 11 2 6 

" 11 5 0 
" . June 13th 11 0 0 " - 11 2 6 .. 

June 20th 1017 6 
" 

11 0 0 
" JUDe 27th 1015 0 .. 1017 6 
" July 4th 1015 0 

" 
1017 6 ". 

July 11th 10 17 6 ~, 1017 6 
" July 18th .i 1012 6 " 10 15 0 
" July 25th 10 12 0 .. 10 12 6 ,. 

August 1st 10 7 6 " 
10 10 0 .. 

August 8th o· 10 7 6 " 
10 7 6 

" August 15th · 10 7 6 " 
10 7 6 

" August 22nd 10 7 6 .. 10 7 6 
" August 29th 10 2 6 

" 
10 7 6 " September 5th 10 0 0 "} 10 2 0 9 17 6 " " September 12th 9 17 6 

" 10 0 0 
" September 19th 917 6 

" 
10 0 0 " September 26th No quotation. 10 0 0 " Great Britain off Gold 

Standard. 
October 10th 11 3 9 c.&f. 11 0.9 

" October 17th No quotation. 10 17 6 
" October 24th 10 13 9 c.&f. 1015 0 .. 

November 7th 1013 9 " 
1012 6 

" November 14th 1013 9 
" 

10 7 6 
" December 5th · 10 2 6 

" 
10 5 0 

" December 12th · 10 5 0 " 
1010 O· ,. 

Decemlier 19th 10 1 6 " 
1010 0 " December 26th 10 7 6 " 
10 10 0 .. 

1991. 

January 2nd 10 1 6 c.&f. 1010 o c.i.f. 
January 9th 10 1 6 

" 
1010 0 ,. 

January 16th 10 7 6 
" 10 1 6 

" January 30th 1010 0 " 1015 0 .. 
February 6th 1010 0 " 10 15 0 

" March 6th 10 7 6 
" 

1015 0 
" April 30th 1010 0 " 1015 0 
" May 7th · 1010 0 .. 1015 0 OJ 

May 21st 1010 0 " 
1012 6 

" May 28th • 10 10 0 ,j 10.12 6 
" 
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(3) Quotations of British and Be!gian Galvanized Corrugate"d Sheets as 
published in the "Iron Monger "-oontd. 

Belgian. British. 
£ B. d. £ II. d. 

1932. 
June 4th 10 10 Oc.&f. 1010 0 c.i.f. 
June 18th 10 5 0 " 

1010 0 " July 2nd 10 5 0 " 
1010 0 

" July 16th 10 5 0 10 7 6 
" JUly 23rd 10 5 0 

" 
10 7 6 " July 30th 10 5 0 

" 
10 5 0 " August 13th 10 5 0 

" 
10 5 0 

" August 20th 10 5 0 
" 

·1015 0 
" August 27th I<i 5 0 

" 
10 5 0 

" Septem\Jer 3rd 10 5 0 
" 

10 7 6 
" September lOth 10 5 0 10 10 0 " Se}Jtember 17.th 10 5 0 

" 
1012 6 

" September 24th 10 12 6 
" 

11 2 6 
" October 1st 1012 6 

" 
11 2 6 

" October 8th 10 12 6 
" 

11 2 6 
" October 15th 11 2 6 ,. 

October 22nd 16 2 6 
" October 29th 16 2 6 
" November 5th 9 17 6 f.o.b. 16 2 6 " India. 

1017 6 c.&f. (10 0 o f.o.b.) for other. markets. 

November 12th Do; 
November 19th 9 17 6 f.o.b. 16 2 6 c.&f.India. 

10 0 0 " for othfr markets. 
November 26th Do. 

(4) Prices 01 Belgian Corrugated 24 Gauge She~t8 as published in the 
Hlron Monger", 1933. 

1999. 
January 7th 
January 21st 
January 28th 
February 4t.h 
February 11th 
Feb.:uary 18th 
February 25th 
March 4th . 
March 11th. 
March 18th 
April 1st 

April 8th 

£ B. d. 

917 6 f.o.b. 

917 6 " 
9 17 6 " 

, No quotation. 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" "Belgian works are reported to have accepted. 
orders for Bombay at a price which worked 
out, duty & etc., paid at rather less than British 
prices." 

II The competition reported last week fr~m Belgian 
'Works appears to have increased and it is re
ported that business could be done at a figure 
which makes it nosBibl~ to Ben below the British 
price'in India." . . 
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(4) :Prices 01 Belgian Corrugated 2" Gauge Sheets as publi:>hed in the 
, .. Iron Monger", 193J-contd. 

1933. 
April 15th 

April 22nd 

April 29th 
May 6th 
May 13th 

May 20th 
May 27th 
June 3rd 

June 10th 

June 17th 

June 24th 
July 1st 

July 15th 

July 22nd 
July 29th 

,A.ugust 5th 

August 12th 
August 19th 
August 26th 
~eptember ~4 

September 9th 

September 23rll 
September 30th 
Ol'tober 7th 
October 14th 
October 21st 
October 28th 

.. The Continental Works continue to sell at below 
the British' price for India. But do not appear 
to have booked a great deal of business." 

.. Continental competition ig still felt in the Indian 
market, and according to advices the Indian 
producer has been selling at below British 
makers' quotation." 

Belgian works quote £10 c.&f. India. 
The Belgian works have quoted £10 c.&f. India. 
"Competition is keen from Belgian makers on the 

basis of £9-5 to £9-10 f.o.b." 
No quotation. 

.. Th~ Continental works quote various prices, but 
are understood to have raised their quotation 
on May 31 to £10-2-6 f.o.b." 

"The Continental works have quoteq £9-17-6 to 
£10 f.o.b. for several overseas markets." 

.. Continental competition is still' kf,enly felt and 
the quotation is no"" £9-17-6 to £10 f.o.b." 

No quotation. 
" Belgian makers are quoting 24 G. Corrugated at. 

£10-10 f.o.b." 
.. Belgian works continue to compete in a number 

of foreign markets their quotation being on the 
basis of £10-10 for 24 Gauge· and £10-17-6 for' 
SCi Gauge and thinner. 

No quotatiOtUl. 
.. Belgian works are still competi,ng for business in 

a number of the export markets, their quota
tions being £10-10 for 24 Gange and £10-17-6 
f.o.b. for 30 Gauge and thinner." 

.. The Belgian works have competed on the export, 
market, their quotations heing £10-10 for 24 G. 
and £10-17-6 for 30 G. and thinner f.o.b." 

No quotations. 

" 
'I Belgi~n Works qnote £111-15 f.o.b. Antwerp for 

24 G. and £10-17-6 for 30 G. and thinner. It 
has been intimated" lo' th" Dritish makers that 
they have been awarded ,a large proportion of 
the' Argentine ('ontract for 39,000 tons of sh<.ets, 
but official ('onfirmation' has not, yetlJeen 
recei.ved." 

.. The Belgian worl<8 Quote £10-15 f.o.b. Antwerp 
for 24G. and £10-17-6 for .SOG. and. thinner." 

No quotation!!> .. .. 
'Belgian makers continue to quote £11 I.o.h 

. No quotations. ' 
Belgian. British. 

£ I. I. 
f 16 '1 6 including c:!nty. 
~ n f 0 f,p,b, fPT other ID,u·kcts. 
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(4) Prices 01 Belgian COfTUgated 2" Gauge Sheets as published iA the 
"ITon Monger ", 1933-concld. ' 

British. 
£ 8. d. 

1933. 

November 11th 11 0 -{) f.o.b. { 167 6 including duty. 
11 5 o f.o.b. for other markets. 

November 18th 11 0 0 
" 

Ditto. 
November 25th 11 0 0 

" 
Ditto. 

December 2nd 11 0 0 
" 

Ditto. 
December 9th 1015 0 Ditto. 
December 16th 1110 o c1f. Ditto. 
December 23rd 11 10 0 

" 
Ditto. 

December 30th 11 10 0 " 
Ditto. 

£ II. d. 
193". 

January 6th 1015 o f.o.b. { 16 7 6 including duty. 
11 5 o f.o.b. other marketS. 

Bengal Industries Association, Calcutta. 
(1) Letter date~ the 16th OctobeT, 1933. 

In pursuance of the Government of India resolution No. 260/T.(S)33, I 
have the honour to submit the Memorandum on behalf of the Bengal Indus
tries Associatiol]. on the question of protection to Iron and Steel Industries 
of this country for favour of the Boord's consideration. 

My Association represents a number of industries in Bengal including 
those who fabricate steel, and as protection to the steel industry manufac
turing basic raw materials will have a very far reaching effect on the com
paratively smaller industries, the members of my Association beg to submit 

'their views in the matter of such protection. My Association is in' favour 
of continuing protection to Iron .andSteel Industries in this· cbuntry, an~ 
particularly to Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel 00., Ltd., who supply a.pproXl
mately seventy-two per cent. of the country's requirements of' the kinds of 
steel manufactured by them. But we beg to make it clear that this protec
tion should be granted with such well defined conditions as would make the 
effects of such protect.ion beneficial and condUCIve to the stability of all Iron 
and Steel Industries of the country both' big and 'sinall. ' 

In 1926, protection was granted to Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. 
and to other big steel industries, as the manufacturers of basic. m~terial: 
Those industries have enjoyed protection for more than seven years. But the 
difficulties a.nd hardships of the small industrialists such as manufacturer of 
rain water pipes, cast iron railings, agricultural implements, domestic uten
sils, sani~ary f!.ttin~ and municipal requisites are that they did not get 
any conslderatlOn eIther from the Government or from the protected indus
tries. We therefore, think that in this country which consists mainly of an 
agrIcultural populatIOn who have suffered most on account of the commodity 
prices being at the lowest level for some years, the case of the smaller 
industrialists should receive due share of consideration from the Tariff Board' 
before any broad. rules for protection are framed for the benefit of the 
larger industries. Our contention is that under the present arrangement 
the benefit of protection given to the steel industries are not felt by those 
small and middle-sized factories a.nd village artisans who depend· for the 
basic material on Messrs. Tata Iron and. Steel 00., Ltd., and other steel 
companies. For example iron foundries of Bengal, small factories engaged 
in the manufacturing of fabricated steel, machineries a.nd machinery parts, 
Agricultural implements, cannot buy their basic materials at the same rate 
at which the bigger industries of India 'get their supply of Pig Iron and 
Steel from the protected industries. This happens in spite of the fact· that 
while the Itrotected companies export pig iron .at Rs. 20 per ton ~works, 

STEEIr-IU ' 2 0 
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they cfl~rge the ,small, i~dustries. more than R~. 60 per ton - for the very 
same t1nng. My AssoelatlOn consulers such fixatIOn of rates by the manufae
t~rer.s of basic ~ateria~ ~ be very unfair, because had there been no protec
tlO~ the sm.all mdustrlahsts would have received their supply of imported 
basic ma~r .. als cheapey by at least the import duty enhanced by reason of 
the protectIOn. And If one takes into account the fact that Messrs. Tata 
Iron !lnd Steel Co., ~td., and others" suppLy exactly the same pig iron 
sometimes even to theIr competitors and generally to their subsidised com
panies at Rs. 30 per ton, it is positively inequitable on their part to takp. 
more than RR. 60 per ton from the smaller industrialists whose financial 
position is.. niuch weaker than the aforesaid competitors. Such a discrimi
natory policy during the last seven years have affected the small iron 
industries seriously, and most of them have found it uneconomical to carry 
on their business any longer. Hence our prayer is that protection to basi'c 
ateel industries should be given by imposing strict conditions with a view 
that the benefit accruing from protection should be available to small indus
tries as well in the country. '. All basic material should be protected with 
the primary objeot that they might be sold at the cheapest price possible 
in tbe oountry's markets for conversion into finished products by the small 
industrialists and to help in the stabilisation of the bigger industrip.s. This 
object can be better achieved if discriminatory treatment of e-ompetitors to 
the principal industries be prevented by conditions precedent to the measure 
grantin(l; protection to ~u("h industries. My Association considers that the 
trend of industri'al movement all over the world justify disC"ouragement of 
machinised industries on a huge scale. And in a large and thickly populated 
agricultural country like ours, the interest of the small and middle-sized 
factories and village artisans must receive fair and un fettE-red consideration 
from the Government. The smaller industries find that it is not possible 
for them to get any remedy of their grievances otherwise than by an appeal 
to the Tariff Board and the legislatures. ' ' 

In view of the above my Association is of opinion that in case of protec-
. tion being extended. it should be hedged in by proper conditions safeguarding 
tlw interest of smaller industries. It is also desirable that protection should 
be' granted with such conditions as will enable the general partieJpation of 
benefits by the other indigenous industries and consumers so that after a 
reasonable time the steel industry will be capable of maintaining its /Q"ound 
against all foreign competition,and the causes for further protection will 
be eliminated 88 time progresses. Taking the case of Bengal, my Associa
tion is of opinion that artificial raising of the price of corrugated sheet~ 
will cause intense hardships to the agriculturists ancl the labouring classes 
who are the biggest consumers of this articles. Acute trade depression. 
depreciation in wages, intense fall in commodity prices have rendered 
absolutely bankrupt the agriculturists and the labouring classes and if in 
spite of lIuch distressful condition they have 'to buy corrugated sheets for 
roofinl!: their huts. they will feel the pinch of the high priC"es in doing it, 
and the demand for corrul!llted sheets will automatically diminish. It is, 
therefore. just possible that if protection causes a rise in the price of locaUv 
manufactured corrugated sheets the objects of protection will be frustrau-d 
by insignificant sale of such article a,nd the industrt itself will receive a rude 
shock ultimately. '. 

. _~y Association begs to sUg(l;est that some portion of tIte ~oney that IS 
receIved from increased Customs Duty by measures of proteetlOn Sh0111d be 
set apart for helping the development of small industries in the different 
provinces. For this purpose the provincial Industries Departments may be 
utilised for the proper application of such fund. 

In conclusion, we beg to summarise as follows: - ' 
We reco/.!'lise that the Tata. Iron and Steel Industry is in need for pro

tection all this is the basic industry for all other Industrie~. Manufa("ture 
,of Steel in India was started on a larlte se-ale by Messrs. The 'l:a~a Iron an.d 
Steel Co., Ud., in 1912, but before the G~eat War '~he ne('e~lty for tbls 
Industry in this country was not fully realIsed, a,nd m 1924 It was found 
that protection to this industry was essential and since then fof these 10, 
years protecMon is continuing in some form or other. 
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It appears that without protection for a further period, this' Irldustry 
cannot properly function and my Association agrees that such protection 
should be extended on certain conditions to realise the full effect of such 
protection to the country. 

1. That so long as Steel (Billets and Bars) which is raw "material for 
conversion into steel articles can be sold in this country to small concerns 
which use scrap materials at present (\lnd with the extension of protection 
such concerns are likely to increase in number) the raw materials herein
before mentioned should not be allowed to be exported to foreign countries 
at practically cost price depriving the indigenous industries. 

2. That so long as Pig Iron can be sold ?j; the present export prices 
within the-country, it should not be exported to foreign countries. .In other 
words pig iron should not be exported unless and until all the requirements 
of such industries are fully supplied, and avenues should be found to utilise 
pig iron in the country. It is well known that Pig Iroll '!1anufactured'ill 
this country is the cheapest ill the world, and if it is allowed to be exported 
at cost price or even below cost price, foreign countries will make Iron and 
Steel Products with our Pig Iron only to crush our indigenou& industries 
by unfair competition. 

3. That so long as rejected and off-grade Pig Iron and scrap Steel 
Materials can be sold at export prices in the country, the same should not 
be exported to foreign countries. TheTe are many small industries as well 
as Oottage Industries also which are interested in the rejecteq and scrap 
materials, but they cannot purchase such materials because they are now 
exported to foreign countries' at a very cheap, 'often much below the cost 
price. And foreigners, after turning the aforesaid materials into fini~hed 
products, send these to our country to be sold at competitive prices. 

4. That the policy of combine with competitors with 'a view to keep up 
very high artificial prices of basic' iron and steel materials should be stopped 
and all industrialists of the country should be given' preference. over foreign 
buyers. It is on account of this discriminatory policy so long followed, that 
many of our small indigenous industries and Cottage lndustries have not 
only suffered but most of them have collapsed. 

We would therefore suggest to the Tariff Board that they should recom
mend that in the event of any dispute or difference arising between the 
consuming industries and the protected ones, hoth parties should have a 
right of referring such disputes for settlement either to the Oommerce 
Member to the Government of India or to a permanent Board of experts 
selected by the Government who will be entitled to ,investigate and settle 
the disputes, and whose decision will be binding on both .parties. 

(2) Letter dated the end March, 1991" 
Association. 

from the Bengal Ind'/lst1-iei 

On behalf of the Enamel Factories of Bengal who are members OT this 
Association, our President Mr. N. N. Rakshit' intervie;"ed the PreSIdent 
of the Indian Tariff Board, who graciously granted permission to submit a 
memorandum to the Board immediately detailing the needs of the Enamel 
Industry with special reference to the protective tariff on steel sheets. 

We have the honour to submit that we experience the greatest difficulty 
in securing country made steel sheets of 26. 28 and 30 gauges for the purpose 
of manufacturing enamel hollow-wares. Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Com
pany do not manufacture any sheets lighter than 24 gauge, which thickness 
is not particularly suitable for stamping enamel hollow-wares. M~reover 
the quality of Tata sheets is not suited for the oroduction of average wares 
for which there is a demand in this ma.rk"t. Therefore we have to depend 
almost entirely upon imported steel sheets of lighter weight. which at present 
are admitted into the country under high protective tariff. The high rate 
of duty on the imported steel sheets reouired for this industry affects the 
cost of enamel hoIlow--wares very adverselI., and'the hollow-ware manufac-
1;urers find it extremely difficult to _compete with cheaper Japanese articles. 

2o~ 
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We, therefore,. oog to suhmit that so long as the steel companies of the 
pountry do not manufactUl'e steel sheets suitable for the use of the hollow

.-ware indu~try .no protective duty should be recommended on foreign steel 
~heets commg mto the country for enamelling and hollow-ware manufactur
mg purposes. 

In this connection we beg to refer the Board to the recommendations 
made by the first Steel Enquiry Committee for protection to the steel 
industry. The enamel and hollow-ware industry at that time made out a 
convincing case on the lines specified above and a provision was temporarily 
made to allow steel sheets for enamelling and hollow-ware purposes to be im
ported by paying revenue duty only. But this privilege was withdrawn on 
the recommendation of the Customs authorities that it was difficult to 
distinguish the sheets imported for the manufacture of enamel hollow-wares 
from the consignments imported for other purposes. While we are quite 
alive to the contention of the Customs authorities, we beg to suggest that . 
the difficulties for identifica.tion of the steel sheets required for enamelling 
and hollow-ware manufacture can be overcome if they be imported in circular 
shapes with a diameter varying from 6" to 24" and in gauges of 
26, 28 and 30 only. We beg to point out that in such circular shapes 
and specified diameter, and specified thickness the sheets cannot be utilised 
for any other commercial purpose except for the manufacture of enamel 
hollow-wares. 

In conclusion we beg to submit that if the sheets as specified above be 
imported by paying revenue duty only until such time as the steel companies 
of the country manufacture identical sheets,. there will not be very great 
loss to the Central Revenue. Because the requirements of the enamel and 
hollow-ware industry 'are limited. The arguments which have released 
imported squa;re and round bars oil below half inch section from the burden 
of protective duty may be applied to the importation .of the circular discs 
of thin steel sheets expressly for the purpose of helping the enamel and 
hollow-ware industry, which is still in its infancy. . 

The Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay. 
(1) Letter 'dated the 25th October, 1939. 

I am directed by the Committee of this Chamber to submit their views 
as under, in response to the Government of India, Department of Commerce, 
Resolution No. 260-T.(8)/33, dated the 26th August, 1933. 

My Committee have carefully considered the representation submitted 
by the Tab Iron and Steel Company in this ronnection, and feel' that the 
Company has made out a good case, deserving support both by Government 
and by the public. They wish to draw the attention of the Board particu
larly to the fact that in spite of making elaborate and carefully thought 
out calculations, the previous Tariff Board could not achieve its objective 
on account of unforeseen circumstances, over which it had no cont.rol. It 
seems that the defect lies in the lack of an appropriate machinery to rope 
with alterinl!: conditions, and my Committee therefore would like to sUj!ge~t 
to the Board that some method should be devised for Qreventing the failure 
of protection during the coming period. M:v Committee do not think it 
advisable to make any definite suggestion at this stage because the:v have no 
doubt that the Board is much better placed to do so than themselves. 

My Committee are of opinion that the protection of the Steel Industry 
is a very important matter for the country, and while al!:r6eing entirely 
with the view taken by previous Tariff Boards and the Government in the 
matter of protecting this industry, they are naturally anxious to see that 
after a reasonable period of adequate protection the Company should be 
placed in a position which would enable it to stand on its own lel!:s. If for 
the next seven years the Company gets the protection which is asked for. 
and if the demand of the Railways for the products of the Company should 
remain relatively constant, the Company should be in a strong enough 
position to be able to withstand.,foreign competition without any burden on 
the consumer. 
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Although my Committee support the claim of the Tata Iron and Steel 
~mpany for protection so strongly, they cannot but recognise that there,. 
IS a definite burden on the consumer in consequence of this protection. They' 
are, therefore, anxious that the e:tperiment should be made satisfactorily;' 
once for all, regardless of the reduction in steel prices abroad whether on 
s<'<'Ount of exchange or for any other factor. The consequent extra burden" 
temporarily thrown on the conSUmer will be more than repaid if. thereby,. 
the steel industry, which is a natural and essential basic industr.Y of the 
country, is firmly established, because, ultimately, all industrial progress in 
India will depend on the existence of a strong indigenous steel industry. 

(2) Letter dated the 19th Febr'Ullry, 198.$, from'the Indian-Merchantl' 
Chamber, Bombay.' 

Representatives of the Committee of this Chamber, when they were !>rally 
examined by the Tariff Board in Bombay, refeued to a memorandum sub
mitted to the Board by representatives of the British Iron and Steel Industry 
and observed that the Committee of the Chamber might like to submit· a 
supplementary memorandum regarding the same, if the Board allowed. The 
President of the Board replied that they would gladly receive it if the 
Committee chose to send it on. My Committee have now considered the 
memorandum and its supplement as submitted by British Iron and Steel 
manufacturers. They beg to give here 'the views expressed by the President 
of this Chamber at the last Annual General Meeting of the Chamber. These 
substantially represent the views of the Committee of the Chamber: 

"You are aware that the question of extending protect.ion to the 
Indian Steel Industry is at present being considered by the Tariff Board. 
Your Committee, in SUbmitting their views to the Board, expressed the 
opinion·tha.t adequate protection to the Indian. Steel Industry wallo a 
very important matter for the country. If the Industry got an adequate 
measure of protection, which was asked for, it shou1d be in such a 
position as to withstand foreign competition without any undue burden 
on the consumer. I need hardly stress the vital fact that the Steel 
Industry is an essential Key industry of the countr:v: and as such 
requires to be established on a firnf and permanent basIS by means of 
an adequate measure of protection. . 

In this connection, I would like to draw your ,attention to the 
rlemands made by the British' Steel Industry, in their memorandum 
submitted to the Tariff B!>ard. Among others they have demanded .free 
entry of iron and steel products of the United Kingdom manufacture 
into India, and .increase of the existing duty on non-British products. 
They go even further and suggest that the Indian market should be 
divided on a geographical basis between the Indian and United King
dom producers, respectively. These are really very astounding demands 
on the part of the British manufacturers. ,India is committed to an 
irrevocable policy of protecting her industries to the fullest possible 
extent. a.nd any demands coming from whatever outside .source which 
may tend to the whittling down of this policy stand condemned alld 
should be stoutly opposed. Let us hope that the Tariff Board will bear 
this fundamental aspect of the question, and will not allow any conces
sione to the British Steel Industry in the matter of protection to the 
Indian Steel Industry." 

In this connection, my Committee would like to make some observations 
in regard to the working of the Ottawa arrangement regarding iron and 
steel' between the Tata Iron and Steel Co. and the British Iron and Steel 
manufacturers to show how the ssme has in practice resulted in little. if 
sny, bl'nefit to the Indian Steel Industry, but on the contrary in considerable 
10Rll of Customs revenue to the Government of India. 

As the Tariff Board are aware the Supplementary Ottawa. Agreement 
regarding iron and steel was finally arrived at towards the end of 1932. 
The bl'nefit to the Indian industry as a result of the preference to tho' 
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they cliarge the small industries more than Rs. 60 per ton - for the very 
same thing. My Assol'iation considers 8ueh fixation of rates by the manufa(·
t~ret:s of basic material to be very unfair, because had there been no protec
tIOn the small industrialists would have received their supply of imported 
basic materials cheaper by at least the import duty enhanced by reason of 
the protection. And if one takes into account the fact that Messrs. Tata 
Iron ~nd Steel Co., Ltd., and others, supply exactly the same pig iron 
sometimes even to their competitors and generally to their subsidised ("om
panies at Rs. 30 per ton, it is positively inequitable on their part to take 
more than RR. 60 per ton from the smaller industrialists, whose financial 
position is". niu("h weaker than the aforesaid competitors. Such a discrimi
natory policy during the last seven years have affected the small iron 
industries seriously, and most of them have found it uneconomical to carry 
on their business any longer. Hence our prayer is that protection to basic 
steel industries should be given by imposing strict conditions with a view 
that the benefit accruing from llrotection should be available to small indus
tries as well in the country. _ All basic material should be protected with 
the primary object that they might be sold at the cheapest price possible 
in the oountry's markets for ("onversion into finished products by the small 
industrialists and to help in the stabilisation of the bigger industries. This 
object can be better achieved if discriminatory treatment of ("ompetitors to 
the principal industries be prevented by conditicns precedent to the measure 
granting protection to surh industries. My Association considers that the 
trend of industrial movement all over the world justify discouragement of 
machinised industries on a huge scale. And in a large and thirkly populated 
agricultural country like ours, the interest of the small and middle-sized 
factories and village artisans must receive fair and unfettered consideration 
from the Government. The smaller industries find that it is not possible 
for them to get any remedy of their grievances otherwise than by an appeal 
to the Tariff Board and the legislatures. 

. . In view of the above my Association is of opinion that in case of protE'<'
·tion being erlended. it should be hedged in by proper conditions safeguarding 
th!t interest of smaller industries. It is also desirable that protection should 
be" granted with such conditions as will enable the general partirJpation of 
benefits by the other indigenous industries and consumers so that after a 
reasonable time the steel industry will be capable of maintaining its /!:round 
against all foreign competition, and the causes for further protection will 
be . eliminated as time progresses. Taking the case of Bengal. my Associa
tion is of opinion that artilicial raising of the price of (".orrugated sheets 
will cause intense hardships to the agriculturists and the labouring classp~ 
who are the' biggest consumers of this articles. Acute trade depression. 
depreciation in wages, intense fall in commodity prices have r('ndered 
absolutely bankrupt the agriculturists and the labouring classes and if in 
spite of such distressful condition they have to buy corrugated she('ts for 
roofinp; their huts, they will feel the pin("h of the high prir('s in doing it, 
and the demand for corru/!:ated sheets will automati("any diminish. It is, 
therefore, just possible that if protection causes a rise in the price of 1000anv 
manufactured corrugated sheets the objects of prote("tion wilJ be frustrat .. d 
bv insignificant sale of such article a,nd the industry itself will receive a rude 
.hllCk ultimately. . 

, ,~ry As.'!OCiat·ion begs to suggest that some portion of the !!l0ney that is 
received from increased Customs Duty by meMures of prote("tlOn should be 
set apart for helping the development of sman industries in the different 
provinces. For this purpose the provincial Industries Departments may be 
utilised for the proper application of such fund. 

In conclusion, we beg to summarise as fonows:- " " 
We reeo~;liRe that the Tata. Iron and Steel Industry is in need for pro

tection aR this is the basic industrv for all other Industries. l\{anufarture 
of Steel in India was started on a large 8rale by Messrs. The 'fata Iron and 
Steel Co., J,td., in 1912. but before the Great War ,the necc!<Sity for tbis 
Industry iu this oountry was not fully realised. and in 1924 it was found 
that protection to this industry was essential and sin("6 then fot the..«e 10 
yearlS protecMon is continuing in Borne form or other. 
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It appears that without protection for a further period, this Industry 
cannot properly function and my Association agrees that such protection 
should be extended on certain conditions to realise the full effect of such 
protection to the country. 

1. That so long as Steel (Billets and Ba.rs) which is raw "material for 
('o~version into steel articles can be sold in this country to small coneerns 
whIch use scrap materials at present (and with the extension of protection 
such concerns are likely to increase in number) the raw materials herein
before mentioned should not be allowed to be exported to foreign countries 
at practically cost price depriving the indigenous industries. 

2. That so long as Pig Iron can be sold l'j; the present export prices 
within the country, it should not be exported to foreign countries. In other 
words pig iron should not be exported unless and until all the requirements 
of such industries are fully supplied, and avenues should be found to utilise 
pig iron in the country. It is well known that Pig Iron manufactured ·in 
this country is the cheapest in the world, and if it is allowed to be exported 
at cost price or even below cost price, foreign countries will make Iron and 
Steel Products with our Pig Iron only to crush our indigenous industries 
by unfair competition. 

3. That 80 long as rejected and off-grade Pig Iron and scrap Steel 
Materials can be sold at export prices in the country, the same shouhl not 
be exported to foreign (.ountries. There are many small industries as well 
as Oottage Industries also which are interested in the rejected and scrap 
materials, but they cannot purchase such materials hecause they are now 
exported to foreign countries at a very cheap, of ten much below the cost 
price. And foreigners, after turning the aforesaid materials into finished 
products, send these to our country to be sold at competitive prices. 

4. That the policy of combine with competitors with a view to keep up 
very high artificial prices of basic· iron and steel materials should be stopped 
and all industrialists of the country should be given' preference. over foreign 
bnyers. It is on account of this discriminatory policy so long followed, that 
many of our small indigenous industries and Cottage Industries have not 
only suffered but most of them have collapsed. 

We would therefore suggest to the Tariff Board that they should recom
mend that in the event of any dispute or difference arising between the 
consuming; industries and the protected ones, both parties should have a 
right of referring such disputes for settlement either to the Oommerce 
Member to the Government of India or to a permanent Board of experts 
selected by the Governmflnt who will be entitled to investigate and settle 
the disputes, and whose decision will be binding on both parties. 

(2) Letter dated the end March, 1994, 
AssociatiOfl,. 

/Tom ths Bengal Industrid 

On behalf of the Enamel Factories of Bengal, who ar.e members OT this 
Association, our President Mr. N. N. Rakshit interviewed the PreSIdent 
of the Indian Tariff Board, who graciously granted permission to submit a 
memorandum to the Board immediately detailing the needs of the Enamel 
Industry with special reference to the protective tariff on steel sheets. 

We have the honour to submit that we experience the greatest difficulty 
in securing country made steel sheets of 26. 28 and 30 gauges for the purpose 
of manufacturing enamel hollow-wares. Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Com
pany do not manufacture any sheets lighter than 24 gauge, which thickness 
is not particularly suitable for stamping enamel hollow-wares. M .. reover 
the quality of Tata sheets is not suited for the nroduction of average wares 
for which there is a demand in this ma.rket. Therefore we have to depend 
almost entirely upon imported steel sheets of lighter weight. which at present 
are admitted into the country under high protective tariff. The high rate 
of duty on the imported steel sheetA renuired for thiR industry affects the 
cost of enamel hollow-wares very adverselJt; and the hollow-ware manufac
turers find it extremely diffi('ult to _compete with cheaper Japanese articles. 
. 2o~ 
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We, therefore, oog to submit that so long aa the steel companies of the 
tlountry do not manufacture steel sheets suitable for the use of the hollow

,·ware industry no protective duty sllould be recommended on foreign steel 
~heets coming into the country for enamelling and hollow-ware manufactur
Ing purposes. 

In this connection we beg to refer the Board to the recommendations 
made by the first Steel Enquiry Committee for protection to the steel 
industry. The enamel and hollow-ware industry at that time made out a 
convincing case on the lines specified above arid a provision was temporarily 
made to allow steel sheets for enamelling and hollow-ware purposes to be im
ported by paying revenue duty only. But this privilege was withdrawn on 
the recommendation of the Customs authorities that it was difficult to 
distinguish the sheets imported for the manufacture of enamel hollow-wares 
from the consignments imported for other purposes. While we are quite 
alive to the contention of the Oustoms authorities, we beg to suggest that ' 
the difficulties for identifica.tion of the steel sheets required for enamelling 
and hollow-ware manufacture can be overcome if they be imported in circular 
shapes with a diameter varying from 6" to 24" and in gauges of 
26, 28 and 30 only. We beg to point out that in such circular shapes 
and specified diameter, and specified thickness the sheets cannot be utilised 
for any other commercial purpose except for the manufacture of enamel 
hollow-wares. 

In conclusion we beg to submit that if the sheets as specified above be 
imported by paying revenue duty only until such time as the steel companies 
of the country manufacture identical sheets" there will not be very great 
loss to the Central Revenue. Because the requirements of the enamel and 
hollow-ware industry are limited. The arguments which have released 
imported .squue and round bars ofl below half inch section from the burden 
of protective duty may be applied to the importation of the circular discs 
of thin steel sheets expressly for the purpose of helping the enamel and 
hollow-ware industry, which is still in its infancy. 

The Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay. 
(1) Letter dated the 25th October, 1933. 

I am directed by the Committee of this Chamber to submit their views 
as under, in response to the Government of India, Department of Commerce, 
Resolution No. 260-T.(8)f33, dated the 26th August, 1933. 

My Committee have carefully considered the representation submitted 
by the Tata Iron and Steel Company in this connection, and feel that the 
Company has made out a good case, deserving support both b:v Government 
and by the public. They wish to draw the attention of the Board particu
larly to the fact that in spite of making elaborate and carefully thoup:ht 
out calculations, the previous Tariff Board could not achieve its obiective 
on account of unforeseen circumstances, over which it had no control. It 
seems that the defect lies in the lack of an appropriate machinery to ('ope 
with alterinl/: conditions, and my Committee therefore would like to su~e~t 
to the Board that some method should be devised for Qreventing the failure 
of protection, during the coming period. M:v Committee do not think it 
lldvisable to make an:v definite suggestion at. this stage because the:v have no 
doubt that the Board is much better placed to do so than themselves. 

My o:>mmittee are of opinion that the protection of the Steel Industry 
is a very important matter for the country, and while al!:1'('eing entirely 
with the view taken b:v previous Tariff Boards and the Government in the 
matter of protecting this industry, they are naturally anxious to see that 
after a reasonable period of adequate protection the Company should be 
Dlaced in a position which would enable it to stand on its own legs. If for 
the next seven years the Company gets the protection which is asked for. 
and if the demand of the Railways for the products of the Company should 
remain relatively constant, the Company should be in a strong enough 
position to be able to withstand.foreign competition without any burden on 
the consumer. 
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Although my OJmmittee support the claim of the Tats Iron and Steel 
~mpany. for protection 80 strongly, they cannot but recognise that tbe~ 
IS a defimte burden on the consumer in consequence of this protection. They 
are, therefore, anxious that the e~riment should be made satisfactorily,· 
once for all, regardless of the reduction in steel prices abroad whether on 
a('('Ount ~f ex"hange or for any other factor. The consequent extra burden 
t<>mporarlly thrown on the consumer will be more than repaid if. therehy. 
the "teel industry, whi .. h is a natural and essential basic industJ;Y of the 
mU'.ltry •. is firmly e6tsblisbed. because, ultimately, all industrial progress in 
Jnd,a w,ll depend on the existence of a strong indigenous steel industry. 

(2) LetttT dated the 19th FelYruaTY, 1994. from -the lfldian.-Merchanb' 
Chamber, Bombay.· 

Representatives of the OJmmittee of this Chamber, when they were orally 
examined by the Tariff Board in Bomha.y, refened to a memorandum sub
mitted to the Board by representatives of the British Iron and Steel Industry 
and observed that the Committee of the Chamber might like to submit a 
supplementary memorandum regarding the same. if the Board allowed. The 
President of the Board replied that they would gladly receive it if the 
OJmmittee chose to send it on. My Committee have now considered the 
memoraudum and its supplement as suhmitted by British Iron and Steel 
manuf8l'turers. They beg to give here 'the views expressed by the President 
of this Chamber at the last Annual General Meeting of the Chamber. These 
substantially represent the views of the Committee of the Chamber: 

.. You are aware that the question of extending protect<ion to the 
Indian Steel Industry is at present being «:onsidered hy the Tariff Board. 
Your Committee, in submitting their views to the Board, expressed the 
opinion that adequate protection to the Indian_ Steel Industry Willi> a 
very important matter for the country. If the Industry got an adequate 
measure of protection, which was asked for, it should be in such a 
position as to withstand foreign competition without any undue burden 
on the consumer. I need hardly stress the vital fact that the Steel 
Industry is an essential Key industry of the count~ and as such 
requires to be established on a firnf and permanent bllSlS by means of 
an adequate measure of protection. 

In this connection. I would like to draw your .attention to the 
demands made by the British Steel Industry, in tbeir memorandum 
submitted to the Tariff Board. Among others they have demanded .free 
entry of iron and steel products of the United Kingdom manufacture 
into Indill. and .increase of the existing duty on non-British products. 
They go even further and suggest that the Indian market should be 
divided on a geographical basis between the Indian and United King
dom prodUl'eTS, respectively. These are really very astounding demands 
on the part of the British manufacturers. India is committed to an 
irrev(}('able poliey of protecting her industries to the fullest possible 
extent, and any demands coming from whatever outside ,source which 
may tend to the whittling down of this poliey stand condemned IU\d 
should he stoutly opposed. Let ns hope that the Tarill' Board will hear 
this fundamental aspect of the question, and will not allow any conces
siona to the British Steel Industry in the matter of protection to the 
Indian Steel Industry." 

In this connection, my OJmmittee would like to make some observations 
in regard to the working of the Ottawa arrangement regarding iron and 
steel between the Tats Iron and Steel Co. and the British Iron and Steel 
manufacturers to show how the same ha.q in practice resulted in little. if 
any. benefit to the Indian Steel Industry, but on the contrary in considerable 
1.- of Customs revenue to the Government of India. 

As the Tariff Board are aware the Supplementary Ottawa. Agreement 
...,.garding iron and steel was finally arrived at towards the end of 1932. 
The benefit to the Indian industry as a result of the preference to the-
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rndian' pig iron in the British market and of the special preference to 
British sheets made from that iron had been meagre. My Committee are 

. informed that the benefit can be approximately put down to a sum of about 
Rs. 5 lakhs at the most. On the other hand the los8 to the Indian Exchequer 
by the reduction of duty is much greater as would be seen from the figures 

. tor imports of .British sheets. From April to the end of November 1933, 
imports of British sheets made from the IndilLIl sheet-bars were about 10,000 
tons and, those made from non-Indian sheet-bars about 22,000 tons. The 
loss of revenue, my Committee submit, by charging a lower rate of duty on 
these imports would amount to about Rs. 12 lakhs for a..period of 8 months 
only. At this rate, the loss of revenue for the whole period of the Supple
mentary Ottawa Agreement upto the end of September 1934 might come 
to ~bout Rs . .80 lakhs. This is no quid pro quo to Indian interests corres
ponding to this sacrifice ILIld the whole arrangement lacks reciprocity on 
which alone its continuance in any form can be justified. My Committee 
beg to point out that the situation as disclosed by these figures has already 
becorr.e Tery serious, and if the demands of the British Iron and Steel 
Industry, as contained in their memoralldum to the Tariff Board. are con
ceded it would become much worse and would vitia.te the protection granted 
to the Indian Industry. They, therefore, reiterate their support to the 
obSlll"vations made by the President referred to above, 'lliz., to reject the 
demands of the British Steel Industry, in this regard. In the alternative 
it would impose a sacrifil'e on the part of the Indian consumer out of the 
real'h of the Tata Iron 'and Steel Oompany's products in 'non-Indian interests 
for which there can exist no justification whatsoever. 

Labour Federation, Jamshedpur. 
(1) l'tI.lfTlio. dated the 25th October, 1933. 

India has been under the domination of British Imperialism for nearly 
two hundred years, but it is remarkable that inspite of having been in close 
connection with a country which was the most advanced industrially and 
inspite of ha.ving an abunda.nt supply of raw materials and labour the 
growth of heavy industry in India.has been practically nil. The reason 
for this.is to be found .in thlt colonial poliey of British Imperialism which 
has, made an alliance and' compromise with the decaying Indian' feudal. 
system and with, ~he <;ommercia~ traders of India. Imperialism has kept 
India apart as. a -reserve of raw materials, and only those industries which 
were,.;necessary fO.r the effective exploitation Qf these raw.materials, were 
allow~d to grow up. 

,But I~perialism bad to' I'rcate its own contradiction: Indigenous 
capita.lists, taking- advantage of the development of railways, etc., took to 
organising industries themselves, and the establishment of the steel company 
at Jamsbedpur was ·one of tbese organisations. At tbe outset it received 
no sympathy. 01' support from the Government; on the other band, it wa~ 
definitely discouraged. One membE'r of the Government at. that time really 
ridiculed the iuea by saying that be would eat up every pound of steel tba.t 
was produl'ed (1,ide Tata's evidenNl before the last Tariff Board). The Gov
ernment could not support it as it was against the intere.<;ts of tbe British 
steel capitalists. . 

However, the industry began to grow. Along with it. other contradic
tions Df. imperialism began to appea,r. Different imperialist powers, in their 
competitiPn for the world market and in their mad lust for the division 

.' andre-division of the world among themselves plunged headlong into the 
world war. ·It was from. this time that the Government began to consider 
the possibility of creating an Indian base for the manufacture of materials' 
necessa,ry for war and as such their attention was drawn to the steel 
company of Jamshedpur. The cables, telegrams and letters that passed 
between the -«,ata 00.. the Government of India and the SeerE'tary of State 
for India are ample evidence. of this. From this time we find the Govern
ment supp~rting and helping the Steel Company sanctioning and pressing 

.'. 
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for further extensions and even going so far 'as ~1;o~exertkg pressure on the 
U. 8. A.. Government for the speedy despatck' of materials for extension 
n'ide Tata's evidence before the last Tariif EnquirY Committee). 
. This 8~pathy and support .cnlminated in the grant of tariff to the sw:. 
mdllStrJl: . m 19'26 by the legislature. The representatives of the Indian 
bourgeol8le ~m tJ:le ~ndian National Congress; who$e ambition had aJ.ways 
been ~ remam a Juwor partner of British Imperialism in the exploitation 
of India, gladly supported the Government move for tariff and thus, paved 
the way for further imperialist wars. British imperialism was never willine: 
to aid the growth of heavy industry in India. Only' on the apprehension 
of further wars, did it grant the tariff to Tata. But even now British 
~a~italism (which ~as developed into imperialism) is unwilling to see the 
mdlgenous production of steel increased or to extend the concession to 
co,neerns other: than .the Tatas. The weekly "Capita.\.", organ of' British 
Fmance and mdustrlal Capital, commenting on the memoranda submitted 
by the Tata Co. to the Tariff Board writes under date 12th Uctober, 1933, 
" . . . . . . . one possible line of action is to continue protection on condi
tion that production is not increa3ed. The revenue could then be kept up 
and a stock of the sort of steel required for war tmrposes built." (Emphasis 
ours). This proves both of our assertions namely, that British Capitalism 
is unwilling to see the Indian steel industry further developed and that 
the sole consideration which makes it help the industry is the building up 
of a stock of materials for war purposes. Another fact· may also be noted. 
Tata's major production is pig iron which may be called simply a raw 
material in the steel industry, so when British imperialism granted tariff 
to Tatas, it may be understood that it was done with a view to the effective 
exploitation of the IndialL raw materials. It may also be remembered that -
a large portion of the capital invested in the Indian Steel Industry is 
British and so protection to the industry mealLS some profits to the British 
Capitalists. 

However, Imperialism had reckoned without 'another of its contradictionS. 
Production for profits only led to the competition betweeif different capitalist 
powers. Every power wanted to supply as much as it could without an eye 
to the buying power of the consumers and this anarchy in production led 
to the world economic crisis. . Coming at a period when world. capitalism 
and imperialism were decaying, this crisis, unlike its predecessors, camtl, to 
stay. Unemployment has become chronic-'-inJaltlshedpiI'r' &lone nearly ten 
thousand workers were sacked-aud' this. is the pictur.e all oyer the world. 
Prices fell rapidly,-peasants OBnnot /l:et'llack evm'-their' ~ of praduction 
by selling their produce. This fall in 'prices haa led the peasants to bank
ruptcy, crippling their al .... ady meagre purc:hasing power and as t~ey ~r:e 
the majority of the consumers of the industrial produC!l'-the ..economic e~s 
is daily deepening instead of being lessened. All sorts of attempts,. r811gmg 
from rationalisation to brutal massacre of the workers, have been made by 
the capitalims of the world. But none of this have been of ,any avail for the 
simple reason that the crisis is due to the worthlessness .nd decal' of the 
capitali.t system of production a.nd no amount of' re~dj~tment can prop 
up its tottering edifice. 

The world economic crisis did not fail to visit the Indi~n Steel industry 
though, in a('('()rdance with the unevennes.q of c:'J..litali@l tdevelop~nt, it 
was in a leaser degree. Let us see how the C1"1SlS affc,.ted Tata It steel 
industry and how Tata launched attack after attack 00 tbe' conditions of 
life and laboo.r of the work .. rs with a view to transfer thE!'burden c.>fthe 
crisis on to the shoulder& of the workers-though the cause of. the crisis was 
the insatiahle capitalist lust for wealth. • 

Producfion.-The production of coke, pig iron, steel ingots apd saleable 
steel, taken toltether, was 2,562,328 tons in 1931.,32 and 2,471,880 to~ 
in 1932-33, which means ~. decrease of nearly a hundred thousand F,B8. 

Retrenrhmeflt Wage-eut, etc.-The total number of men employe4 lly the 
steel company ";as, according to 'the report of the Whitley Commission. 
28,660 in 1929-80 and in 1932-33 it was less than 20 thousand 
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which me~s, tha.t nearly nine thousand, men have been robbed of their 
jobs. The ,Ilverage daily attendance at the works was 19,025 in 1928-29, 
1e,771 ili- 1931"-32, and 15,587 in 1932-33. The, extent to which the mill of 

"retrenchment has pound down the workers IS also shown by the great 
difference in the wages bills I of the company. The company paid as wages 
in Mar9h, 1929, Rs. 8,1)4,000, in March, 1932, Rs. 7,99,918 and in March, 
1933, Rs. 7,81;918 only. (These figures are taken from the reports of the 
Directors' of the Company for the respective yeaTS.) 

Apart lrom this huge reduction in staff quite a large number are on 
compulsory leaves. for six months or more. No attempt was made by the 
company tQ absorb them in departments other than their own-and we a,re 
in a position to show that there are men who have been sitting idle on 
compulsory leave for nearly two years., The total number of men on com
pulsory leave has never been published by the company but we think that 
at one time it exceeded a thousand.' Besides, there are numerous records 
of cases to show that many men drawing Rs. 2-8 or more per day we~e 
compelled to work on As. 0-10-0 or a little more on pain of being sent away 
on compulsory leaves for indefinite periods. The Directors of the Company 
in their annual report for 1932-33 state, "No reduction in the rate of 
wages of labour has been made in the case of employees drawing less than 
Rs. 25 per month". But the instances quoted above show this to be a gross 
misrepresentation of, facts. ' 

Decrease in Earning.-It may be mentioned that the earning of the 
workers have also been substantially reduced owing to (i) complete stoppage 
of over-time work (workars used to earn nearly one-fifth of their pay by 
working over and above the usual hours), (ii) the off days of the . month 
did not use to be enforced so strictly formerly and as the off days are 
without pay ,this has decreased the earning. 

Increase .in the Cost of Living.-According to the Bihar and Orissa 
Government's report for 1930-31, Jamshedpur was "the dearest centre for 
the workmen to live in". And with the additional burden of supporting 
the unemployed, with the cut in their wages-the standard of living of the 
workers has gone down. Besides, the company increased the rents of the 
quarters, resulting in an increase in' the cost of living' against a decrease 
in the income of the workers. The rent of quarters of the H/6 type 

, increased from Rs. 8 per month to 15 per month, of H/2 from Rs. 4-8 per 
month to Rs .. 11 per month, of ,RN, from Rs. 1-4 per month to Rs. 2-8 per 
month and so on. ' 

The rent of 'the' land 'to be used for' building purposes by the workers 
has also been increased. 

'In this connection it may be mentioned that at present the company 
provides housing accommodation for only a small fraction of its employees 
and this. want of accommodation has led to the growth of insanitary slum~ 
at Jugsalai, Dhatkidih, Sonari and other places. 

ThEn'e have also been some other factors increasing the cost of living at 
Ja.rnsJmdpur among which may be mentioned the tax on cattle grazing in 
certain .areas where the workers, having cattle, had not to pay anything 
at all formerly. Also, the workers had to pay nothing for their dependents 
lying in the indoor hospitl\ls of the Company, but now-a-days a charge has 
been imposed. . 

, Im.prope; Conditions of Work.-In 1~28 th~ company ha,d made attempts 
tAt redtl&e tbe 'lulnb~r of .mpn, but ml'l'tmg With organised resistance by the 
work~r~ they had given It up. InRtead they agreed to give more in bonus 
and ~ncremt'nt t? . ~h~ .workmen. But in. 1930, ~preading a terror among 
th~ worker~ by. vlCtlmlsmg all workers takmg active part in the local trade 
limon and takmg advantage of the resulting disorganisation and disunion 
among tl1e worl.ers the companYfltortl'd a cruel attack on the conditions 
of the life and labour of the workers, discharging thousands of men within 
the couf,.e of two years and a half, sending away many on compulRory leave 
and forlllnil others to work on rt'duced rates of pay. T.he already heavy 
burden ot..'fol'lt on the workers bAcame heavier and heavier, one man being 
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COlnpeiled to do the work of two. That these indiscrimi:Da~ discliarges,' 
leaves, etc., im~ improper ronditions· of work on. those employed is. 
shown by tlu: great over-working of the men resulting in an increased rate 
of accidents in the works. 

In 19'27· the total number of accidents was 1,535 and that in 1930 was 
1,405, the accident. rate per "1,000 men employed ,having been 4·94 in .192. 
and 6'34 in 1!n)." (Tiseo Review, June 1933). The rate of a('('idents was 
nearly one and a half times as great in 1930 as in 19'27-and this inspite 
of the vigorous .. Safety First" campaign. 

Police PenuutioB.-AJong with this attack on the workers by the 
employers, the Goyernment has also put certain obstaeles jn the way of the 
workers' organisation. To speak of a recent experience, in October, 1933, 
while the workers were peacefully organising· themselves in meetings the 
police broke np one meeting of the workers which was entirely peaceful 
and which is reported to have had the discussion of sending a representation 
to the Steel Tariff Board as one of its agenda. The Sltb-Divisional Officet 
of Dhalbhum banned all meetings for two months from the date of the 
above meeting by an order under section 144; C. P. C. Subsequently one 
active organiser of the workers was prohibited by, the .same officer from 
attonding a workers' meeting whi .. h was being. held in an an>a out of the 
jurisdiction coming under the Sec. 144 order. . 

Spui/ic Dt'marWs.-Tbe crisis brought about by the capitalists themselves 
has given rise to the following immediate demands. Jamshedpur labour 
demands that they be ful1illed at once. They are as follows: - . 

1. Immediate re-instatement of all discharged men. 
2. (a) All men sent on compulsory leave to he taken b ... k immediately 

on their old rates of pay and compensation should he paid to 
them in the form of full wages for the period on leave. 

(b) Anyone made to work on redut'ed pay to have his cut restored 
with retrospective effect from the time of starting the cut. 

3. A General increase of at least 25 Per cent. for those getting helow 
Rs. 100 per month; or 

Reduction of the working day to 6 hours on the present rates of pay. 
4. Fixing up of a minimum wage of Rs: 1-12 per day or Rs. 50 per 

month. 
5. Leave with full pay for one month a year. 
6. (a) Leave with pay to women workers. si:s; lreeks before and six 

weeks after childhirth. 
(b) Provision of suitable creches and cliniques ~ithin the works. 

7. Restoration of the house rents to their oriiPnal rates. 
8. Compulsory off days to he with pay. 
9. Drawing up and putting into effet't of a scheme for providing 

aecommodatiou to all workers within a period of 5 years at the 
greatest. 

10. Gratuity on Yoluntary retiremeut after 10 years service or on 
reduction at the rate of oue mouth per year of service put in. 

11. Improvement of the town lighting system· by providing -lighting 
arrangements in tbe working class area at Sonar.. Mohulbera, 
etc. 

12. No yictimisation for trade union work. 
13. Freedom of meeting, press and speCt'h. 

CoftClusio..,.-The arrangements and facts given g(1 far p~i!lt unmis.
takably to two things: ti) the et'Onomic ('risis is a general crioris of capitalism 
whicb can not he .... t right by any method of readjustments or rationalisation. • 
(ii) tbe crisis affect.~ the Indian steel industry, just as it affects> all oth"r 
industries within and outside India. . ' 

The Onlll Wall.-Indian steel ('apitalists felt the grip of1!he ('risi~ tigliten
iug on the industry and so we find them again ('Iamouring tnr.'protection. 
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;.But t~e reasons and facts enumerated above would make it plain that 
protectIon, call never be the way out of this crisis. When the causes are 
roote~ in the worthl~ness of the capitalist system of production, the only 
way 1S to do away wIth the system altogether and in its place to usher in a 
system. of p~oduc~ion that will not ha.ve profits for' its motive, but the 
collectIve satlsfactlOn'of the needs of the people. . 

But it 'is futile to expect that imperialism or capitalism will of itself 
move forward in the above direction, for it' means the negation of. their 

. ?wn syste~ of production. The sweeping away of the rubbish of capitalism 
IS a questIOn of the strength of the workers-imperialism will always try to 
prevent it. On the other hand, ca.pitalism is fast preparing the world for 
another war---especially against the Soviet Union which is an eyesore to 

.world capitalism on account of its pro\'iding inspiration to the working 
clase of all ,lands, and moving forward towards progress and industrial 
extension as a bold challenge to the capitalist system of production. 
• Against Tariffs.~Imperialism is fast moving towards another world war 
and this has again brought to the forefront of British imperialism the 
question of the Indian steel ifldustry. To ensure the supply of war materials, 
imperialism has again .raised the. question of granting tariffs to the steel 
industry. This particular motive. behind the grant of protection should 
make the idea of Ilteel tariff particularly repugnant to all who are not 
imperialists. War is really a menare to most of the people for the masses 
of the people of any l'ountry nl'ver stand to gain anything l'xcept misery 
and ruin by inlperialist wnr~.. ' 

But again, . it is no use arguing with imperialism against wars-only 
the organised resistanl'e of the masses of the people can prevent it. On 
the strength of our reasoning we may safely predict that imperialism will 
try its best to gra.nt protection to Indian steel at the present time. Tata's 
future programme of extension of the works, which includes the establisiunent 
of a Benzol plant (for manutacturing war che!llicals), also falls in line with 
the imperialist purpose. So, Tata may be sure of having the protection 
asked for. 

But the workers can never support the grant of tariff to the capitalists 
which means the curtailment of the buying power of the masses of the 
people and the worsening of their conditions. ' 

The only way out of this crisis, as we have pointed out before. is to do 
away with the capitalist system of production. So, as we present this to 
the Tariff Board simultaneously we call upon the workers of Jamshedpur 
to mobilise them~elves on the basis of the specific demands set in here. to 
protest against the grant of. tariff and to fight for the achievement of their 
object. 

(2) Letter dated th!'. 29th NOllember, 1933, from the Labour Federation, 
JamshedpuT. 

With reference t. ·your ll'tter No. 507 of the 1st instant, I am directed 
to inform you that.Mr. S. LlIohiri, the benrer of this letter, is the representa
tive ,selected by our· union to give oral evidence before the Tariff Board. 

A resolution regarding strel tnriff passed in a mass meeting of the 
Jamshedpur steelworkers on 28th November 1933 is attached herewith for 
the information of the Board. , 
Enclosure" 

1" 

RESOLUTION.'PASSED iNA MASS MEETING OJ' THE WORItKRS OJ' JAMSHEDPUR ON 
28TH NOVEMBER, 1933. , . 

This' meeting of the workers of Jamshedpur is of opinion that as tariff 
to the steel. industry means the curtailment of the buying power of the 
people' Jlnd therjjby the enhancement of the misery of the workers there
fore tariff •. saould not be gra.nted to the steel industry. This ~eeting 
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endorses in full the' memorandum Buhmitted by S. Mangal Singh, mi behalf 
of the Labour Federation, Jamshedpur, to the Tariff Board and it hereby 
authorises Mr. S. Lahlri to give eVidence before the Steel Tariff Board on 
behalf. of the Labour FederatIon and the general bodJ' of workers. . 

The Maharashtra Chamber of Commerce; Bombay. 
Letter dated ,tile 31st adobe I', 1933. 

Subject: PBOTIK'TIONOP THE INDIAN STEEL INDUSTRY. 

With reference to the Government tlf India Communique in the .Commerce 
Department, No. 280-T. (8)/33, dated Simla, 'the 26th August, 1933, I 
am directed by the Committee of this Chamber to address you; and generally' 
state their views on the above subject, as under:-

The Committee have to state that the period of protection has un
fortunately synchronized with a very acute and prolonged 1rorld-wide depres- • 
sion, and thIS had its effect on the industry and naturally all the hopes 
and expectations entertained are not realised, altltbugh very real and substan
tial progress is registered, as the Company rightly obselVe,..in certaill direc
tions. The Committee have to state that· on the whole the progress made 
by the Company in their view is fair, regard being had to the peculiar 
conditions under which it had to work, aggravated as these were on account 
of. depression. The measure and especially the pe~'iod <)f protection now 
to be granted should be· adequate, so that tbe same may enable the industry 
to establish itself on a solid foundation. The Committee are of opinion 
that the period for which the protection is to be granted for this enquiry, 
should be substantially longer than 7 years, the period for which the Steel 
Company have asked. The Mysore Iron Works have asked protection for 
about 20 years and the Committee have therefore to suggest that protection 
for a period of 12 or 15 years, could easily be considered with' every' 
advantage, as one, assuring continuity, stability and progress to the Ir<?n and 
Steel industry. 

The Committee would like togo further and suggest that various kinds 
of higher class steel at present excluded from the scheme of protection .l1oud,. 
likely to be attempted by the Steel Works in the country, should also be 
brought under the new scheme of protection. 

The Committee take this opportunity to state that the Steel Company 
haye made progress in respect of Indianisation in their various departments 
but they oonsider at the same time that the pace of progress in this direc
tion ought to be quicker and the Committee think .that there should not 
be at the most more than one non-Indian in each department or say more 
than 12 in the whole of the Company's establishment.;l.lld these, should ouly 
be experts in a consultative capacity without any administrative or executive 
charge. After the lapse of two decades since the inception of the industry, 
this is the least that can be expected. 

The Committee do not find any provision, in the scbeme of protection 
asked for, for further reRearch or experiment to produce better and higher 
grades of steel snitable for the manufacture of Engines, motor cars, etc. 
As textile mills are obliged to provide for spinning and ·weaving of higher 
counts. The Tata Iron and Steel Company should be el!ahled by special 
monetary provision to carry on experiments and research. with a view to 
ultimately produce these types of steel. 

The Committee consider that when continuity, stability ana certainty 
both for purposes of expansion and market are assured, there will he possibl; 
automatically, greater scope for research connected with .the industry and 
the results accruing will be encouraging. . . 

The Committee feel that it is not desirahle tbat the Indian Steel industry 
should be content to annually produce only 5 lakhs of tons ·hut it 'must 
expand and aspire to early reach a three quarter million ton production 'and: 
it must aim at Ultimately supplying the wants of the entire Indian market 
in every variety of steel at no distant date. ' 
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The AlI .. lndia Swadeshi Sangha, Bombay. 
Letter dated the 4th Not'emiJer, 1933. 

In response to the Government notification No. 260-T. (8)/33 of the 26th 
August, 1933, calling for opinions from public bodies on' the subject of 
protectIOn to the Steel industry In this country, the Committee of our 
Sangha, whil'h is vitally interested in the promotion of industries in this 
('()untry in such a way as to give the maximum benefit both to the indus
trialist and to the consumer, have gone very carefully into the facts and 
figures adduced by the Tata Iron and Steel Company in its representation of 
whil'h it has been good enough to fornard us a copy. 

A careful study of the statements contained in the representation appear 
to us to prove that the Company have shown progressive results during the 
current period of protection and has to a large extent, so far as it lies in its 
own power, carried out the conditions precedent laid down by 'the then 
Tariff Board. WI! have heard several arguments advanced against the grant 
of protection to the Steel industry none of which, however, appears to us 
to be at all important wlien considered in relation to the great necessity 
of the Steel industty. being kept alive in the country at all costs. We 
are among those who believe that the ultimate prosperity of the people of 
this country lies in large scale industrial enterprises whether owned by the 
State or by individuals. We also believe that it would not be possible to 
achieve that end in the absence of a heavy machine industry using steel 
as its basic material and we therefore support the claims of the Tata Iron 
'and Steel industry for protection provided it is found that the Company 
is making the best l'ossible use in the prevailing circumstances of· indigenous 
talent and materials. 

:We suggest, however, that protection should be given in such a way as to 
minimise the burden on the small consumer as much as possible. We also 
feel that State enterprises such as, Railways, public works, etc., should 
compulsorily buy only Tata Steels for all requirements provided that the 
necessary standards are maintained by the Tata Iron and Steel Company. We 
feel also that the important question of freight on Indian railways should 
be very closely considered by the Railway Board and Government should 
be asked to make concessions in that direction as far as possible instead 
of throwing the bulk of the burden on the general consumer. 

Another question which my Committee wish to emphasise is the necessity 
of reducing the number of non-Indian employees to the absolute minimum 
consistent with efficiency. It is now 26 years since the Steel Company was 
started and my Committee feel that had the policy of training Indians 
been wholeheartedly adopted from the beginning, as it has been during the 
last five or silt ye,lrS, there would have been considerable benefit to the country 
not only in saving of salaries, which we do not look upon as a very important 
item, but in the creation of skilled workers capable of taking charge of large 
scale industrial enterprises. 'Ve are, however, not concerned with the past 
now and note that. the progress during the last few years in this direction 
has been satisfactory and feel that some definite instructions should be laid 
down by the Board as regards the training of Indians to take up higher 
posts in the Works. 

My Committee are interested in the progress of this Company from 
various points of view:-

(1) Because the great natural resources in' the lIhape of iron, coal, 
limestone, etc., of this country were first tapped by this Com~any 
and are now used for the benefit of the country at large In a 
fairly efficient manner. 

(2) Many tho'usands of Indians have heen trained to some kind of 
. skilled ·Iabour.· . 

• (3) A s~lllewhat intangible asset-it has created a sense of self respect 
amongst Indians in that it has proved that Indians are c~pable 
of organising and running concerns which are as great, In the 
particular industry, ns in the world. 
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My Committee, however, do nol; wish it to be understoodthaf the interests 
of the general consumer should be unduly sacrificed' in order to keep the 
Company alive. The Tariff Board must satisfy itself that there is no substan
tial wastage of raw material or of national talent or of money and that 
there is no corruption or inefficiency. My Committee also feel that if in 
HO much as the Company appears to the Tariff Board to be over-capitalised 
it is not in.the interests of the nation to. provide for such protection as to 
give a return on all the Company's capital. We. do not definitely suggest 
that in view of its present growth the' Company is over-capitalised but we 
feel after looking through the statements attached to the representation 
that· this is a pj>int on which the Company must satisfy the Tariff Board. 
Subject to the above stipUlations we· strongly support the claim of the' Com
pany as made out in its representation because as a national association 
formed to promo~ the economic interests. of the country we feel that these 
interests are vitally bound UP. with the ultimate success of this Company. 

The Iron and Steel Consumers' Association, Lahore. 

(1) Letter dated the 10th November; 1939. 

We beg to submit that we are interested in representing the cause of 
persons and firms engaged in manufacture of articles of Iron and Steel and 
users thereof. ' 

The manufacturers in the Punjab whom we particularly represent are 
spread all over the Province and employ thousands of workmen engaged in 
the manufacture of Agricultural Implements, oil engipes and Industrial 
Machinery. 

The price of Iron and Steel effect the price of finished products which 
are not subject to protection, and therefore it is not easy and economically 
possible to compete with machinery, tools, and implements imported from 
Foreign Countries. • . 

The duty on Iron and Steel has . thrown thousands out of employment. 
Protection is. the direct cause of depression, unemployment and lack of 
Industrial enterprise and advancement in India. It is also responsible for 
heavy Railway and Military budgets and unbalancing of India's Foreign 
trade against India's interest . 

. No one single manufacturer is capable of employing large labour and 
so there are no SUbstantially large productions. But the fact that Punjab 
('onsumes largest quantity tt Tron and Steel and leads in the manufacture 
of machinery, etc., and quite a large portion of workmen are employed in 
this Industry, deserves you kind and close attention. 

In view of the iinportance of the subject and the attention the Industry 
deserves, we submit as follows:-

The Government is aware of the criticism levelled against Messrs. Tata 
Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., who chiefly benefit by this Protection, both 
in the Assembly and the Press and matters discussed therein deserve 
particular attention, specially the method of sale, public control on sale 
price, advisibility of allowing export of Iron and Steel in any form and 
particularly at low prices which is ta,ntamount to dumping in other countries, 
methods, ways and means, adopted to crush the growth of other manufactur
ing units, wastage of material, lack of sympathy or support to manufac
turers of articles of Iron and Steel. 

1. That the Protection granted should be the l;Jlinimum based oit the cost 
." production which should be examined keeping in view the production 'of 
the Bame article in other countries, where the labour is mljch dearer. 

2. That the. producers of Iron and Steel should be ,forced to reduce 
the production of cost and make it equal to if not lower than that available' 
in the Continent of Europe within a definite period. This may be achieved 
by guaranting protection on a reducing scale. 
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3. That the ~roducers of Iron and Steel should not be allowed to export 
at a cheaper prIce than they sell in this (·ountry. In case the production 
exceeds the demand in this country and it is found necessary to dispose off 
the sUI'plus to a foreign country at a cheaper rate than its sale in this 
country, then it should only be allowed under a special license from the 
Government, to be granted after due enquiry. 

4. In case the protection be granted. then the sale price of Tata and 
other manufacturel'S should be controlled. . 

5. That the export of Iron and Steel scrap should be definitely and 
strictly prohibited in all forms in order that cheap and abundant .Raw 
Material may be available in the country for establishment of more Steel 
furnares and Rolling Mills. 

6. That the Railway freight rate policy should be examined and freight 
rates should be made just and equitable for produrel'S of Iron and Steel and 
manufacturers of products of Iron and Steel all over the country without 
granting any particular advantage to auy one locality or Province. 

7. That Protective Duty should be imposed on all products of Iron and 
Steel imported into this country. so that the incident of Protection of 
Iron and Steel is equally balanced and the foreign manufacturel'S of pro
ducts of Iron and Steel should have no advantage over the manufacturel'S 
of Iron and Steel Products in this country. This will give the manufacturel'S 
of machinery, tools, and implements in this country a fair chance of compet
ing with the importers of the same goods from other countries. 

We have no doubt that t.he Board will examine the incident of Protection 
on:-

(1) (a) IndiaII', (b) Provincial, (c) Railway, (d) Military and (e) P. W. D. 
Budgets. 

(2) La~ger Industrial Establishments, including 'Vorkshops, Electric 
Supply Concerns, and Mills and other Industries. 

(3) Industrial development in Indian States. 
(4) Effect on Local Industries. 
(5) Progress in Buildings Construction. 
(6) Production of Iron and Steel (cheapened production, increase of 

production, development of more concerns, cheapening of price, 
profit to Capitalist). 

(7) Development of Income of bye-products. 
(8) Checking of wastages in the Industry, and 
(9) Condition of labour engaged in the Industry. 

The questionnaire iS8uE'd by the Tariff Board presumes as if the Govern
ment of India is determined to award Protection to the Industry. No 
questiounaire has been framE'd for consumers of Iron and Steel or for mer
chants dealing in Iron and StE'E'1 who would like to either oppose the protec
tion as undesirable and unreasonable or demand its reasonable reduction. 

We hope the matter will receive your kind and careful consiqeration, we 
remain, dear sir. 

(2) Letter dated the 20th Derember, 1933, from the Iron and Steel Consum/lTs' 
Association. 

With referE'nce to our representation to the Boaru, Wi! ~E'g to observe 
as follows:-

Regarding our demands:-
(1) That the Protection gmnted 3houl.i be the minilnum based on the 

ro .• t of p rodlltfiol\o which .• ho1l1d be examined keeping in view 
the production of tht same arlirlt and in othllr countries, tcheT~ 
the labour is much dearllT, and 
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(2) TW ths producer, 0/ [TOfI, and Bted should bll ,/orced to reduce 
the cost 0/ productwn and make it eqUal to '/, fI~t lower t1~~fI 
tluJt available in the Continent 0/ Europe w.tkm a de/imte 
pe-rWa. This tlwy be achieved by g.-antill9 protection on a 
reducing scale. 

We have carefully studied the representation and the various statements 
therein of Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. We have come to the 
conclusions that the cost of production shown therein is exhorbitant and the 
statements are not complete in as much as the right cost cannot be checked 
from them~ 

We requested in this behalf to be supplied with a copy of the Annual 
Balance Sheet and Revenue Accounts of the Company with a view to discuss 
the cost more fully which has not been supplied to us. In its absence we 
must content ourselves with figures given in the Statements with presumed 
cost of items not given. 

(a) WOII.KS COST. 

The following estimate would represent the ~-OSt of production of 135,000 
tons of Pig Iron and 500,000 tons of Steel during the next 7 years 
annually:-

Iron Ore (1,120,000 tons) Rs. 32'0 lakhs. 

Coal and, Coke 
" 

81'0 
" 

Other Material and Stores 27,0 

Repairs and Renewals 10-0 .. 
Labour " 130'0 " 

280·0 -
Allowing for 30 lakhs for the surplus Pig Iron Production the cost of 

5 lakhs tons Steel is 2'5 crores which gives an average of Rs" 50 per ton 
or the works cost with due allowance of recovery. from waste and bye
products the cost of manufacturer would work down to Rs. 42 per ton. 

The figures for labour and Coal have been presumed as given in Tata's 
representation. 

(i) From the study of labour. figures, one fact is prominent that supervi
sion coat is much in excess than what it might be. Although no separate 
figures are given cost of supervision labour does not seem to be less than 40 
per cent. of the total cost of labour. It would show that the actual labourer 
or workman is paid a very, low scale of w:ages, the supervision labour is 
paid on extravagant scale and is also much in excess of the requirements. 

Total labour properly selected, controlled and reasonably paid and with 
reasonable 8upervision (say 20 per cent. of the total cost of labour) and as 
well paid as labour in European Countries should be less than 1 crore. 

(ii) H an estimate is made of the total wastes· aud bye-prodllcts from 
coal, Coke ovens, Slag, Blast Furnaces (Scrap Pig Iron) and all the Steel 
Produciug Departments, a recovery of 60 lakhs, is easily obtainable even 
under the present conditions. With slight improvements and additional 
plant the recovery can be raised to 1 crore. . 

(iii) We understand that fuel consumption and other stores are also 
much in excess than in other works on the Continent. More accurate' 
figures may be available from the technical publications and papers to the 
Board. 
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We estimate that the cost of Production should be as below:-

Iron Ore 
Coal and Coke 
Other Material Stores 
Repairs and Renewals 
Labour 

Less Surplus Pig Iron 

Less recovery from 
products 

Wastes and bye:-

Nett works cost for 5 lakks tons of Steel. 

B.s. 32·0Iakhs. 

" 
70'0 

" 
" 

25·0 
" 

" 
10'0 

" 
" 

100'0 
" 

" 
237'0 

" ,,- 25'0 
" -'--

" 
212'0 

" 

" 
75'0 

" 
" 137'0 " 

This gives a. works .cost of Rs. 27'4 per ton of Steel and leaves a. margin 
of improvements on it from the bye-products. It is our firm conviction 
thilt Continental manufacturers are not selling Steel below their cost of 
Production but they. make a reasonable profit and it is possible to manufac
ture Steel in India at competitive prices. -

The history of Iron and Steel trade shows that the prices have been 
continuously coming down with the improved methods of manufacture and 
with development and utility of bye-products. 

Temporarily during war and some years thereafter prices of all commodi
ties were bolstered up. The level of prices of Iron and Steel was not only 
destined to come to pre-war level but to fall below, in its natural course 
due to improved methods of manufacture and income from wastes and bye
products. 

Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., have made no earnest attempt towards 
efficiency, better II)anagement and organization or proper management and 
none whatsoever towards realising their huge assets dumped away as wastes. 

We earnestly hope and believe that the costs will be examined by the 
Board (if necessary with the help of auditors) critically and not superficially, 
and that the costs will not be accepted as they are but will be put down 
as they should be. 

(b) OVERHEAD CHARGES. 

(i) Deprcciation.-The demand by Tata Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. for 78 
lukhs is exhorbitant. No allowance is made for appreciation' of pr~perties 
of the concern. The depreciation is also very largely covered by "Renewals 
and Repairs" allowed in Revenue accounts. 

Since works have been in existence for over 20 years, experience must have 
proved the life of many items on which depreciation is demanded. On 
Buildings, S1;(>el Structures, Electric Transmission, Permanent Way and 
other fixtures a depreciation of 2 per cent. or 21 per cent. is ample. No 
depreciation is neC'essary on Tools and Implemehts, as it is covered by 
" Repairs, etc." in Revenue Account. Depreciation of 4 per cent. on Electri
(-III Machinery should suffice. Depreciation of only 6 per cent. is justified 
(and it may be proved by previous experience) should cover the cost of other 
machinery and plants. 

It will be noticed that an average depreciation on all assets of not more 
than 3. per cent. only will bl> justified. Depreciation on Book Value is the 
righ.t criterion and wou!d not be allowed on any valuation by any 
auditors unless a revaluatIOn was made due to heavily depreciated value of 
assets. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd .. -in their representation admit that 
their assets fully cover the share capital and Debentures. The country 
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cannot be taxed or asked to pay for additions to plant and capital expend~
ture programme of the Company. This demand of the company or trns 
excuse for a higher rate of depreciation is presumptuous. 

We hope that if necessary the Board will examine the question of depre
ciation with the help of auditors. We are of- opinion that the depreciation 
will not exceed 40 lakhs. 

L'"TRIlI!sr ON W ORKlNG CAPITAL. 

The amount of working capital involved is not mentioned any where in 
their representation by Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. Presuming a produc
tion of 50,000 tons of metal per month at a working cost of Rs. 40 per ton. 
Capital involved in a- month is 20 lakhs. Stocks on hand fop 1) months 
bring the capital to 1 crore. It mav be mentioned that provision for 3 
months ·stock would- be ample when' it is taken into consideration that 
India mainly buys Tata.'s Products in Steel for its requirements and sales 
are more or less on cash basis. . 

With better and business like 9rganisation in sales, the entire working 
capital can be provided by advances, earnest monies, and security deposits, 
as many otber much smaller concerns manage to do. 

However even if one crore is conceded as the working capital, the interest 
on this only is 6 lakhs. 

AGE!o"TS C-oMlIISSION AND HEAD OFFICE EXPENSES. 

Iluch bas been said on this subject in the press for the past several 
years and we refrain from writing about it at lengt.h here. We only 
sugg:est that the Board may be pleased to check the details of this 
expenditure. 

We are of, opinion that an expenditure of more than 25,000 per month by 
the Agents for their Head Officc is not justified.. They are not entitled to 
any Commission except out of profits. Any agreements with the shareholders 
which .. lIow them Commissions other than out -of profits are unjust and 
should be given up. The Government would -be justified in examiniIl/!: 
these expenses and allowing only such expenditure as the Government would 
incur themselves on their establishment in the management and administra
tion of similar works ... After a" this payment is being demanded from the 
tax payer b:v seeking protection and it is the duty of the Government to see 
that all such agreements are cancelled which are not.justified and which are 
ultimately a burden on the tax-payer. 

If protection was not being granted the case would be one of mutual 
ngreement between the shnreholders and the Agents themselves. 

The"8 Administration ~harges ghould not be allowed to exceed 3 lakhs 
per annum. 

In view of general depression and bad condition of trade as well, the 
rhar!!:"s by the Agents should be written down considerably. 

M.\ .. l'iUPACTURERS PROl'lTS. 

A .inte subsidized concern where profits are more or less assured by the 
Prot~ction grant~d. with Bank rate of less than 4: per cent. and with possibili
tiC9 of ecouomizing: or inl'reasing: their income by better management higher 
"fficienC'v and development of their resources i~ not entitled to more thnn 
6 per ~nt. at the cost of the tax-payer. In faet we would go further- to 
as""rt thnt as Ion!!; as state has to grant protection dividend to preference 
shart'hold .. rs nnd int~re..t on Debentures should be taken into account and 
the Agents should try t{l bi.td dividend for ordinary shareholder bv exercis
in!!: f'('onom:v. by efficient organization. nnd by producin!!; income 'from un
developed resonrces. A poverty stricken country like India should not be 
t:lx('d a pi .. beyond bare neces.sity. 

The mnximnm amonnt to be allowed for profits shonld therefore be 75 
lakhs although we would suggest only 50 lakhs. If the expenses and profits 

STEEL-m 2p 
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are allowed as demanded, there will be no incentive to the Agents for any 
improvement in the state of affairs of the Company and the country will be 
simply faced with a renewed demand for protection at the end of 7 years. 

The incident bf overhead charges and profits on 5 lakhs tons of produc
tions of Steel after allowing for profit from 120,000 tons of surplus Pig Iron 
would be Rs. 20 per ton on an average. 

The average cost including manufacturers profits as we make it does not 
exceed Rs. 50 per ton and we hope that a careful examination of figures 
and facts will convince the Board to this effect. 

Under the circumstances we beg to submit that the demand for protection 
is not justified. We also beg to submit that should any protection be recom
mended after careful examination of facts and figures it should be on a 
reducing scale and should definitely end on the expiry of the next 7 years. 

'Ve hope to be able to address you regarding other demands 8hor1lly. 

(3) Letter da,ted the 21st December, 1933, from the Iron, and Steel Consu.mers' 
Association. 

With further reference to our letter of the 20th December, 1933, we beg 
to submit as follows:-

Regarding our demand:-

(3) That the producers of Iron and Steel should not be allowed to 
ereport at a cheaper price than they sell in this country. In 
case the production ereceeds the demand in this C011ntry and it 
is found necessary to dispose off the surplus to a foreign count'ry 
at ci cheaper rate than its sale in this countT'l}, then it should 
only be aUolV"d under a special license from the G01,ernmen.t, to 
be granted after the enquiry. 

We understand on good authority that large quantities of Pig Iron and 
Steel have been exported at about Rs. 30 and Rs. 40 respectively to Japan 
and Europe. In India the sale price of Pig Iron has been maintained at 
Rs.65. 

Large number of Foundries in Punjab a~ using Pig Iron Scrap which 
they buy_ at Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 per ton. We understand the conditions in other 
provinces are not different. The fact that Pig Iron at lower pri('es is not 
available and the manufacturer must keep up an existence against Foreign 
competition, he is unable to secure quality which he would if he was able to 
buy cheap Pig Iron. The same statement applies to "Steel". Instead 
of exporting Pig Iron at a cheap price at the cost of Indian tax-payer, if it 
had been offered at cheaper pri!'e (average of export and inland price) much 
larger quantities would have been consumed, more foundries would have 
come into existence, the quality and variety of Cast Iron Products would 
have increased. Better quality of products would have become available 
to the agriculturists and others at a cheaper price. trhis would also have 
led to al). increased use of Steel. 

Notwithstanding that Pig Iron ('ould be sold cheaper, the high price was 
maintained to the prejudice of Indian tax-payer: The limited number of 
manufacturers made a combine and the anticipated lowering of prices by 
internal competition did not exist. 

In the case of Steei also as soon as Tata's found that they could not crush 
the "Eagle" Rolling Mills at Kumardhobi they joined hands with them to 
maintain the high level of pri('os permissible by ,Protection. 

India is threatened with dumping of Steel from Japan. A reference 
to this has been made in the representation of Tata Iron and Steel Co .• Ltd. 
It should not be forgotten that the Steel Industry of Japan bas been built up 
with chellp supply of Pig Iron and S('rap from Indin Ilnd Tllta's themselves 
hnve h('ll)n contributors in no I('IAA measure to this end. 
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In fact protection granted to Tata's has been, u~d by them to crush the 
chances of healthy and speedy growth of Industrles for products of Iron 
and Steel. 

Since the prohibition oi. export of wheat from India, .the prices have c0!D-e 
down and maintained a low level with the result that mternal consumptlOn 
has increased and people are better fed and there has been less of disease. 

Similarly in the case of Iron and Steel if the Export is prohibited as 
long as grant of Protection is necessary, the manufacturers should .be made 
to maintain a lower price, and this will help in finding the mcreased 
utility of this metal. Afterall the economical success and growth or develop
ment of Steel works is closely allied and absolutely dependent on consump
tion of metal within the country in the long run. The Steel works m 
America have mainly depended on their " Home". market and their develop
ment and prosperity to such enormous magnitude has been mainly due to 
consumption at " Home", i.e., within the country. In Europe and America 
Iron and Steel has replaced timber in the House, in the Building Structure, 
on the form and on the road to a much larger extent than in India. 
Notwithstanding the fact India can manufacture machinery, implements 
and tools and various produces of Steel, it is partly unable to do so due to 
high prices of Steel and Iron. 

We submit therefore that one of the means of keeping down prices is t<J 
prohibit export of Iron ,and Steel which prejudices the interests of the tax
payer and is affected at his cost. Under all circumstances the prices. of 
export should not be less than the prices to the country as long as protection 
is being granted. 

Regarding our demand:-

(4) In case the protection be gra1lted, then the sale price of Tata aoo. 
other manufacturers should be controlled. 

The Board will without doubt examine the cost of production, other 
incident of overhead charges, the manufacturer's profit, the sale expenses and 

'the import prices of Steel in recommending the protection necessary. The 
Protection will definitely be such as to prohibit import of foreign Iron and 
Steel. It is definitely to be based on certain presumed reasonable sale price. 
The tax-payer is to pay for maintenance of the "Sale Price" on the bases 
of which the scale of protection is to be recommended. 

To' allow the manufacturers of Iron and Steel to take advantage of any 
rise in c.i.f. prices is to allow further taxation which would be unrGasonable 
and beyond the requirements of the case. We submit that the duty recom
mended may be such as may be unassailable or almost so but the price should 
be fixed by Legislation so as to afford no undue advantage to the producers 
of Iron and Steel from the tax-payer. The prices may be revised annually 
or fixed for all the seven years on a reducing scale and they may be different 
for various centres or uniform for the whole of the country but they should 
be fixed on the basis of cost of production and the company or their dealers 
should not be entitled to higher prices than the Gazetted Schedule. 

Tata Iron and_ Steel Co;, Ltd., have been cutting down prices against 
Cawnpur, Kumardhobi, Lahore and Ghaziabad from time to time and 
sustaining he.avy loss. Theyl have also been organizing purchase of scrap 
through speCial agents to the prejUdice of small .re-rolling mills. With 
fixed prices of sale the position of re-rolling mills will become safer and their 
growth and economical development surer. The- in.citor in other 
parts of the country will ~e on a firmer footing. The manufacturer of pro
ducts of Iron and Steel WIll also be in a better position to judge or deter_ 
mine the economical value of his enterprise. 

This will also reduce the " Sales" Department expenses of Tata Iron and 
Steel Co., Ltd. . 

If more than one manufacturer comes into existence, competition will 
1I1~0 result anq there will be incentive for efficiency and better quality. 

2p2 
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'Regarding our demand: - , 
(5) That the export 'of Iroft and Steel scrap should be definitely and 

strictlU prohibited in al.l forms in order that cheap and a 
abundant Raw Mate1'ial may be availal)le in the country jor 
establishment of more Steel furnaces and Rolling Mills. 

The price of scrap would bear a direct relation to the price of new 
Metal in the absence of export prices. 

We have already mentioned, that our scrap has been used by Japan to 
the prejudice 9f our own industries. 

In the Punjab there are 86,000 men engaged in metal works. A reference 
to the Director of Industries, Punjab, would convince the Board that we 
manufacture and are capable of a manufacturing machines and implement of 
good quality. Our raw material is mainly scrap from Railways as the price 
of new Iron and Steel is high and would not allow us to compete with 
the foreign manufacturer. We are manufacturing agricultural implements, 
plumber blocks, pulleys, shaftin, axles, oil presses, Persian wheels expellers, 
sugarcane mills, centripyals, flour mills and rice mills machinery, chuff acltes, 
pumps, machine tools, axles, wood working machinery, spare parts for cotton 
factories and woollen mills, motor car parts, carriage wagon locomotive parts, 
steam and oil engine parts and complete oil engines and many other 
articles. We are handicapped for wl\nt of cheap and good metal. There is 
room for steel, foundries and furnaces locally. 

If export of scrap is prohibited, the entire quantity can be utilized 
and consumed in the country and it will enable establishment of furnaces 
for its consumptions locally. With cheap scrap locally and Pig Iron from 
Bengal there is possibility of bigger works capable of manufacturing heavier 
machinery and on larger ·scale. . 

Other considerations are the same as per item (3) of our demand detailed 
h(lreabove. . 

Tata's scrap if not allowed to be exported would fetch better prices in. 
our market and would be more useful to us. 

We understand that supported by protection and infactuated by high 
prices procurable, Me~srs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Lt.d., at one time, were 
of opinion that it is advantageous to dump the scrap in the Bay of Bengal 
than to be sold in this country. In fact they have sold scrap from Rs. 3 
to Rs. 17 per ton spocifically for export. which may have fetched them Rs. 45 
or more -locally. 

The increased market is obtainable by popularising the use of metal, 
that is, by making the people "Iron and Steel", "Minded" and not by 
maintaining or allowing high prices to be maintained. Increased consump
tion of new Steel would re~ult with cheap scrap rather than dumping or 
exporting scrap, because articles which cannot be manufactured at competi
tive prices from New Metal, can be made so partly from scrap and partly 
from new metal.. Manufacturer using scrap to-day will use new metal 
to-morrow. 

If cheap scrap is made available, the manufacturers of Iron and Steel 
will also be ohliged to bring down their prices .for New Metal. 

We submit therefore that export of. Iron and Steel scrap should be 
prohibited so that its utility in the country mny add to the increased. use 
of New Iron and Steel lind it may a~sist in manufacture of products of 
IIt'm and Steel at competitive prices. We need much more metal in the 
t'IJlIntry than is available. 

R.egarding our demand:-
(6) That the Railway fr~i(1ht ra.te '(loliclI .~hollld "he I'(l'amin.ed and 

'. frei(1ht mtrs .• hould "hP. made 111# and rquHa"hle for producers 
of Iron and Steel (J.nd manmfartllrer .• of produ.d .• 0/ Iron and 
Steel all 01'er the r01J.ntT11 1I'ithollt (1r/J.lltin(1 any partimlar 
rrdvanta.(1e to 0.1111 one Tonality or Province, 
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'Ve understand that it is outside the scope of the inquiries of tilli 

80ard and therefore we refrain from discussing the same. 
Regarding our demand:-

(7) That Protective Duty should be illtposed on aU products 0/ Iron 
and ~teel imported into this cou,ntt'y, so that the incident 0/ 
1'rotection 0/ 1/"011. alld Steel is eqlUl.lly balanced and the foreign 
inunu/acturers 0/ p/"Oducts 0/ lroll and Steel should haee 110 

adra/~age Ot'eT the fIIa,.,t/acturers 0/ macJ.inery, tools, und 
implements in th is country a/air chaltee; 0/ competing with the 
importers 0/ the sallte good.s /roln other countries. 

The price of Iron and Steel in India is kept high due to protection. 
The products of Iron and Steel manufactured from cheaper motal are 
imported and sold at cheaper prices with whieh Indian manufacturers cannot 
compete. Protection granted to Indian Steel is tantamount to granting of 
protection to foreign manufacturers of products of Iron and Steel for the 
Indian market unless prices locally can be controlled and kept at a low 
level. Indian tax-payer in the first instance pay, for the existence, upkeep, 
inefficiency and exhorbitant charges of the Agents and in the second instance 
pays heavily for imported material and machinery made of Iron and Steel. 

'Ve have enumerated elsewhere oS few of the common articles manufac
tured in Punjab. We suggest that a survey of works in India may be 
made through the Directors of Industries to find out the capacity and 
capability of the existing works if the Board is not convinced otherwise of the 
lIdve~ affect of Protection on them. 

Some of the large Engineering establishments in Bengal have closed 
down, others are barely existing. 

It is,but fair that the Indu..otry in the country should have equal chance 
to compete with importer of foreign products. This inability is further 
aggravated by other economical factors and lack of superior technique, 
knowledge and efficiency obtainable in other countries. The inability which 
can be redified and _ which is caused by Legislation to protoct one concern 
at the cost of the whole nation should be rectified and protection made 
equitable for all. 

Power transmission, steel structures, staging and tanks for sugar niill 
machinery and various other items of Steel and Iron which are not 
machinery proper are imported at prices which place the local manufacturer 
.t a disadvantage. 

We submit therefore that all articles of Iron and Steel even those where 
Iron and Steel forms a minor portion of the import should bear an equivalent 
import duty on the equivalent basis as that granted to Iron and .Steel. 

We beg to add that due to high price of Iron and Steel many other 
industries cannot be developed. As for example we beg to point out that 
drums aud tins in various cases increase the total cost of various commodi
ties such as paints, varnishes, oils, tar, and etc., make it economically 
impossible to undertake or start those -industries. 

(4) Letter dated the 22nd DerembeT, 1999, /roln the' Iron. and Steel 
Consumers' Association. 

With reference to our letter of the 20th December, 1933, wherein we 
have discussed the costs of Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., as given by 
them, we beg to bring to your notice the analysis of "Labour" statements 
by ns. 

In the Statement on the next page, quantities mentioned in first column 
are taken from page 14 for certain items and deduced by reference to 
statement 33 on page 102 for other items; columns 2 and 3 have been 
composed from, statements 23 and 35. 
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in statement 21 in the final year cost of covenanted hands is half 
of that in 1927-28 and is 16.17 lakhs. In Indian Labour totals for final 
year are 106-88, and 6.32 and 2.45. In the first there is an increase and 
tho latter there is Ilecrease in cost. The number of men shown as employed 
in produetive Departments in statement 24 is 9,377 whereas the total as 
made by us in column 3 is 6,452 plus 45=6,497 including covenanted 
hands. .A list of all Departments appears in statement 40A and items 
4 to 13 are productive Departments and by· any stretch of imagination 
we cannot conceive an· employment of 8,140 men in the rest of tbe 
Departments. 



Statement made from the various statements 01 Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. 

No. of eave· No. ofIndians No. of eave· No. of Indians Incident of nanted hands nanted hands Desoription of Product and and their cost and their cost Total cost and their cost and their cost labour and 
Quantity. at Rs. 24,328 at Rs. 688 of labour. at Rs. 24,3!!8 at Rs. 688 servioe Labour. 

each. each. each. each. Departments. 

Rs. 
" 

Pig Iron 350,000 tons 5 486 3 327 
Rs. 1,21,640 3,34,368 4,55,508 48,000, 1,93,500 2,41,500 ·57 

Ingots 740;000 open Hearth and 5+15 608+706 
Duplex Furnaces. =20 =1,314 10 1,054 

Rs. 4,86,560 9,04,032 13,90,592 1,60,090 5,270 6,87,000 1·86 

New Blooming Mill 725,000 tons 1 401 1 327 
Rs. 24,328 2,75,888 3,00,216 16,000 1,63,500 1,79,000 ·5 

New 28" Mill 200,000 tons 1 1,022 1 827 
Rs. .24,328 7,03,136 7,27,464. 16,000 4,13,500 4,29,500 4·3 

Bar Mins and Sheet ba.r and 1+1 238+259 
Billet Mills 3 lakh tons. =2· =497 2 357 

Rs. 48,656 3,41,936 3,90,59!} 32,000 1,78,500, 2,10,500 1-4 
I 

Merchant Mills 80,000 tons 1 870 487 
Rs. 24,328 - 5,98,560 6,22,888 487 2,43,500 1,20,000 4·5 

Plate Mills 35,000 tons Nil 270 1 227 
Rs. 1,85,760 J 1,85,760 16,000 1,13,500 1,29,000 H .. 

Sheet Mills 15,000 tons 14 1,305 10 1,087 
Rs. 3,40,592 8,97,840 12,38,432 1,60,000 5,33,500 7,03,500 12·2 

Sleepers 10,000 1 187 1 127 
Rs. 24,328 1,28,656 1,52,984 16,000 6,35,200 3,00,000 9·35 

Totsl finished Steel 630,000 tons 45 6,452 29 24,30,000 
Rs. 10,94,760 43,70,188 54,64,948 4,64,000 4,890 27,20,000 10·0 



It produces an impression that a large number of labour exists on 
registers and not iu I'eality. This is not an unusual practice in lndla . 
.J!;ven in productive departments the numbers employed are in ~xcess or 
any works of similar magnitude elsewhere. 

This may partly account for large profits made by contractors in 
Jamshedpur by labour supply. 

A sudden surprise visit and ch~ck on labour and utility of each hand 
,by members of the Board with proper assistance would we feel throw 
lIght on the affair and may bring out defects in organization and control 
wllich may also be to the advantage of the concern. 

In certain departments in the figures shown the excess is apparent 
and in others the excess appears certam. 

We have already discnssed in our letter dated the cost 
of production of Pig Iron and our views regarding labour therein ar~ 
fully confirmed by examination of details to fhe works. 

In our letter dated 20th December we have suggested the maximum 
figures for labour which may be accepted (one Crore) although we feel 
that substantial r!)ductions over this figure are possible, as indicated in 
the statement on page 581 of this letter. 

We consider that average of Rs. 24,328 for convenanted hands is a 
high-ene and it is higher than that obtained in Civil Service or any other 
Government service and so also the average of monthly paid Indian service 

. 'is high. Amounts of Rs. 16,000 and Rs. 500 are the proper and reasonable 
figures. The number of convenant(ld hands is not very excessive consider
ing that a certain percentage of foreign elements is essential, although 
higher and better qualifications 'may be obtained at the same price. We 
also submit that the average of weekly and daily paid labour is miserably 
low and should not be less than Rs. 360. In columns 5, 6, 7 and 8 we 
ha.v~ inserted figures which we consider reasonable. 

A comparison of labour employed in Tin Plate Company with that 
of Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., in their sheet Mill may be of interest 
regarding average wages paid; production per head and cost per ton of 
production in that department. 

COAL AND CoKE. 

We have already mentioned our views regarding price of Coke, in our 
letter dated 21st December, 1933, when discussing cost of production of 
Pig Iron. 

Considering that Tata's have their own collieries and labour for 
raising coal does not exceed Re. 1 per ton, and ordinarily good coal is 
obtainable in the neighbourhood of is Rs. 3 per ton, the landed cost of 
coal to Tata's should not exceed Rs. 4-8 per ton if Tata's management 
of collieries is as efficient as that of other coal producing concruns. 

In statement 25, total quantity of coal used in 1932-33 is 13.6 lakhs 
tons and coke .7 lakhs tons, which would give total quantity in term of 
coal as 14.7 lakh tons; which gives average of 2.S7 tons coal per ton of 
steel. In statement 32 consumptions of coal is distributed over different 
products. 

In the case of Black Sheet IJ, comparison with Tin Plate Company is 
possible and will hope be made by the Board to check the figures of Tata 
Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. 

We are told that Fuel Consumption is higher than that in sinIilar 
works on the continent. 

No statement showing cost of other materials, repairs and renewals 
and nor any statement of recovery from Dye-products and wastes are given. 



CAPITAL EXPl!NDITUBB~ 

It is not unknown and it is widely criticised that the Company has 
been very lavish both in "Foreign" and "Home" expenditure. l'he 
fact that local contractors have earned several lakhs each from constl"tm
tion works would indicate the extravagance of the Company. 

We hope the Board in recommending Protection will make it obligatory 
on the concern to make purchases and give construction contracts by open 
published tenders and make sales contracts as well by tender and ~ 
open market, rather than restricting sales to a favou!ed few. 



Enclosure. 
Estimate cost (Rupees per ton) of production in -various Departments of an Iron and SteeZ Works. 

Incident , Labour Allowance ot reco .. Incident 
-

and Metal At 4/8 Coal Other Repairs for wast- Total very . Nett of overhead Sale Sale Prodnct. Super. (Basis). Fuel and Stores. and tag. at 5 cost. from cost. charges Expenses. Price. Power. Renewals. wastes vision. per cent. and Bye· and profit. 
products. 

----- ---- ---
Iron ore. 

Pig Iron, Blast Furnoces '57 4'5625 '97 tons 2'35 ,125 '5 11-0725 2 9-0725 12 on '65 2107215 (8'5). =3'965 120,000 
tolllI. 

Ingots (0r.en Hearth 1·86 
Pig Iron. 

'26 tons '31 9-0725 
and Dup ex) 7-25. =1'17 

'25 '5 1301625 Nil 1:1'1625 Nil Nil Nil 

In20t •. , Blooms, 7-25 '5 13-1625 '28 tons ·1 ·125 '65 15·8 1 14-8 Nil Nil Nil 
=1'26 

Blooms. 
New 28' Mills (Bails) 4·3 14'8 '60 tons ·35 '25 ·74 23014 ·14 23'0 25 '65 48·65 2·0. =2·70 

Sheet Bars and Billets, 
Blooms. 

104 14·8 '16 tons ·2 ·123 ·74 17-985 1'4 16'585 14 '65 30-585 3-0. ='72 

Billets. 
Merchant Mill product '8 4-5 16-585 -3 tons '5 ·25 ·83 24·015 1-015 23 25 -65 48-65 

=1-35 

Plate Mills, ·35 
Blooms. 

7-4 14-8 1·1 ton '5 '5 
=4-95 

'74 28-89 1-89 27 20 '65 47-65 

Billets. 
·9 tons 1-0 1'0 Black Sheeto, 1-15 12·2 23'0 1-15 42·4 2·4 40 35 on black ·65 75-65 =4·05 Bheets 

450.1. 
Sleeper., ·1 .. PlateB. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20 .. .. 
Sheets Add 37 to Black sheet price. 110·6 
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Karachi Chamber of Commerce, Karachi. 

Letter No. 20 b.c. 19, dated the 4th November, 1933. 
I am directed to refer to your Notification No. 260-T. (8)/33, dated 

the 26th August, 1933, on the above subject and in reply to oHer the 
following observations:-

The Steel market has gone up considill'ably, during the last twelve months 
on account of the following two reasons:-

(1) The depreciation of the Pound st~rling 'as against the l)Qllar in 
the first instanoe, and, against the various Continental. ex
changes afterwards. For example, at the present moment, the 
price for basic bars is £3-15 per ton gold. An extra of about 
60 per cent. is added to this price on account of the depre
ciation . of the Pound sterling, thereby bringing the price to 
about £5-15 per ton. This extra, \ on account of the deprecia
tion in ~xchange, will vanish as soon as the pound reverts ,to 
the ,gold standard, or, the Continental exchanges go off the 
gold standard, or some settlement of 'the present day inter
national exchange muddle, is made. 

(2) The recent formation of the Continental Steel Cartel, which body 
has put up the pri~s considerably. It is a well known fact 
that Continental Steel Cartels are generally of a short dura
tion, and they take a much lesser time to break than to form. 
It. is therefore long the present Continental Steel Cartel will 
continue. It goes without saying that there will be a sub
stantial drop in prioes immediately this Cartel breaks. 

In view-of the above, the claim of the steel industry should not be lightly 
treated- an account of the present day prices for Continental steel. Pro
vision should be made when granting protection to the steel industry, that 
duty should be immediately increased as soon as prices of steel, on the 
Continent, go down on account of the aforesaid, or any other reasons. 

SteeZ Barges or Lighters.-The"tlresent rate of duty on these is 15.5/6 per 
cent., vide item 159 of Import Tariff Schedule II. Good servioeable steel 
barges are being built in this country. For example, Messrs. B. R. Herman 
and Mohatta have recently supplied 14 barges, of the total carrying capacity 
of 1,500 tons, to the Kathiawar po~. • 

Steel plates and. a small percentage of steel sections are used in building 
barges. Duties on Continental plates ahd angles are Rs. 45 and Rs. 37-8 
per ton respectively. This works out much more than 15i per cent. Can
sequently, this industry is working under a great handicap, and fulfils 
all the conditions as laid down by the Indian Fiscal Commission, 1921-22 
in paragraphs 97 and 98 of th~ir report. ' 

It is, 'therefore, suggested that duty on, steel barges and small steel 
launches should be charged as is done in the case of steel structures vide 
serial No. 102H of Import Tariff Schedule II. ' 

SpeciaZ shaped. bars.-Duty. on these is -at. present being charged an 20 
per cent. for contmental matel'l.al, and 10 per cent. for British material vide
item 102C VI ,?f the Impor~ Tariff Schedule. Some sort of Hex~gonal 
bars over i" thickness were Imported by a local firm of iron merchants 
and were passed under this heading. These bars were sold and used 
in place of ordinary rounds and square bars over i" thickness (the duty for 
which is Rs. 46-4 for Continental and Rs. 32-8 for British) for reinforce
ment of concrete and other purposes. If such practices are allowed to 
grow, the ob~ect of protection will. be frustrated. It is therefore suggested 
that the tariff may be amended m such a manner that this may not be 
practicable again. 

Hoops and Strips.-It is not understood why there is a protective dut 
an cut hoops 1" and *" over 1" width, when there is not a single wo : 
in this country who manufactures these hoops. Moreover, different duUa: 
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are charged on these materials at different ports. For instance, some ports 
charge revenue duties on hoops 1" and n" over I" width, imported in 
coils of 24' or over, lengths, while other ports charge protective duties on 
these hoops. As a matter of fact, th!! coils of n" and 1" hoops are used 
for identically the same purposes, as cut hoops imported in bundles of 8' 
long, the duty for which is Rs. 46-4 per ton. It is therefore suggested 
that only reveuue duties should be charged in the case of all hoops, and 
the duties at all Indian ports, should be uniform. As regards strips i" 
thick and flats as covered by item 102C IV of the Import Tariff Schedule, 
we suggest that these should be charged at the protective rates of duty, 
because these strips can very easily be out from Tatas' plates. Even at. 
the -'present moment, there are several firms of Iron Merchants, in Karachi, 
who cut their own strips from Tatas' steel plates. 

Machinery.-Withregard to the various kinds of machinery imported 
and charged at 10 per cent. duty, under item 96 of the Import Tariff 
Schedule, it may be stated' that there are many articles which are either 
heing manufactured in this country or can be manufactured here. It is a 
great drawback for those who make or can make such articles in the 
country, that they should pay a duty of 40 to 50 per cent. on their 
steel, while a similar article of foreign make can be imported at 10 per 
cent. duty. It is, therefore, requested that a thorough enquiry be made 
in this connection, and those articles which are made or which can be 
made in the country, should be charged at 110 much higher .rate of duty. 

The . Buyers' and Shippers' Chamber, Karachi. 
(1) Letter No. G. O. 21/285, . dated the 15th November, 1999. 

PnOTECTION TO STEEL INDUSTny. 

With reference to Resolution (Tariffs) No. 260-T. (8)/33 dated the 26th 
August, 1933, of the Government of IlMlia in the Comm~rce Department, 
as desired by the Committee of my Chamber, I have the honour to address 
you as under. 

The Steel Industry in India is a natural and essential industry; it is a 
basic ind"ustry inasmuch as of the, industrial progress of the country 
depends upon it. . The country has envisaged its economic emancipation 
very la-rgely through industrialisation, and my Committee feel gratified 
that previous Tariff Boards recognised the full importance of this 
industry, and measures for its protection were passed with a view to 
establishing it on a firm footing to stand against foreign competition. 

However, reviewing the history protection to steel industry in India, it 
will be admitted that the object in view has not been achieved to the desired 
extent owing to unforeseen circumstances over which the Board had no 
control. Nevertheless, the need for a fuller protection to this industry
becomes more pointed by such slow progress, and my Committee hope the 
experience so gained in the. past will be utilised to advantage by devising 
some method of protection to overcome such difficulties as may arise during 
the coming period of protection, which my Commi~tee suggest to_be 7 years. 

In this connection, I am further to state that it has been brought to 
the notice of my Committee that certain articles (Steel Hoops i" and n" 
thick and' Steel Angles of thickness 1" and under) hitherto not manufac
tured by the Tata Iron Company are protected under heavy tariff, the 
benefit of which does not accrue to the Tata Iron Company, and on the 
other hand the CO'llsumer suffers by these heavy duties. It. is therefore 
suggested that the Tariff Board ·should see that Iron and Steel articles 
not manufactured in India must not come under the protective tariff. 

My Committee w~>uld also draw the attention of the .Board to .the fact 
that since the passmg of the Steel Industry (ProtectIOn) Act m 1927, 
there have been set up in many of the provinces. new steel works and 
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factories for wire nails, cutlery, surgical instruments, etc., which being 
in infancy deserve to be granted equal protection along with the. Ta~a 
Iron Company including provisions for cheap raw materia~s, conce~~lOn m 
railway freight, etc., without which they canllot stand foreign and mternal 
competition even in their own respective provinces, with the lesult that 
their growth is impaired, and in fact, some of them have to c~ose d~wn 
very soon after the setting up. They owing to the fact of their. coming 
into existence after the passing of the Steel Industry (Protection) Act 
in 1927 are debarred from the concessions and privileges granted to the 
Tata Iron Company. My Committee therefore strongly urge that equal 
opportunity and facilities be given to the small concerns too with a view 
to realising at full speed the very object of protedion. 

Referring to a. local concern, my Committee understand they' have repre
sented their case to you, and it is hoped that the Board Will be pleased 
to consider their representation and other similar representations from 
other small concerns, and decide on them in such a manner that during 
the period of protection the steel industry in India is put on such a 
strong and independent footing that after the expiration of. the protection 
period, the consumer of steel and the tax-payer of the country are relieved 
of the burden which they have at present to bear in the interests of this 
most important industry. 

My Committee in this connection would further strongly urge that 
the Railway should continue extending their sympathetic co-operation with 
much more vigour to the steel industry of the country, for, without this 
and the demands of the Railway for Indian Steel products and granting 
by them of facilities for cheaper transport, "which are the most important 
factors in the development of this indUstry, the steel inaustry can hardly 
make any progress. . . 

(2) Letter No. G. O. 211565, dated the 10th March, 1931" from. the Buyers' 
and Shippers' Chamber; Karachi. 

In continuation of my Chamber No. G. C. 21/285, dated the 15th Nov
ember, 1933, I am directed by my Committee to address you further on 
the subject as under: - . 

My Committee are informed that represenj;atives of the British Iron 
and Steel industry have submitted a memorandum to the Board, suggesting 
to allow free entry of iron and steel products of ·the United Kingdom 
manufacture into British India, alnd to incl'8ase duty on ;non-British 
products. 

My Committee are strongly opposed to such demands of the British 
Iron and Steel industry, inasmuch as same under the circllmstantes are 
bound to vitiate the principle of protection to the indigenous steel industry. 
My Committee fully endorse the observations of ti,e Indian Merchants' 
Chamber, Bombay, as regards the laek of leciprocity to the disadvantage 
of the Indian industry, Indian revenues and ultimately the Indian consumer 
found in the actual working of the Ottawa arrangement. The figure~ 
presented by the Indian Merchants' Cbamber, Bombay, are notworthy 
and it is' seen therefrom that the situation under the Ottawa Agreemen't 
itself has become serious enou"gh. And if under these circumstances the 
demands of ~he .British iron ~nd steel industry are granted, not only will 
the step prejudice the steel mdustry, but also the Indian consumer who 
at present U8e foreign produch other than those of British manufacture. 

It is therefore earnestly requested that the Board will be plea.ed to 
give little consideratioll. to the Memorandum of the British iron and steel 
industry, in the best interests of the country . 

. The Karachi Indian Merchants' Association, Karachi. 
Lette" Nf). )051,/33, dated the 18th November,1993. 

In ac('ordanC'e with the directions ('ontained in paragfaph 2 of the Gov
ernment of India, Department of Commerce, Resolution No. 260-T. 8 (33), 
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dated the 26th August, 1933, I am directed to communicate to you the 
views of my Committee iu rega.rd to protection to the Indian Steel industry. 

It is an economic principle which has been universally recognised that 
State protection should be afforded for a specific period of a reasonable 
length to an industry that is capable of being developed on economic lines. 
Although the Indian steel industry has enjoyed protection in various forms 
since 1924, it has not as yet acquired sufficient strength and efficiency to 
hold its own against the foreign competition without State aid. Neverthe
less it cannot be deni~d that during this period of protection it has made 
a commendable progress which gives promise that at no distant dat!l it 
will b€l able to stand on its own legs without any artificial props. 

Steel industry is of considerable .national importance. Apart from its 
strategic and commercial significance, the industry in India employs about 
100,000 labourers and pays over one crore of rupees as railway freight in 
normal times, besides, consuming immense quantities of coal, thus serving 
as an outlet for the produce of another industry. The claim of the industry 
to a fUI·ther period of protection cannot therefore be disregarded. 

The rise that has been noted in the prices of steel since June, May, 
perhaps, occasion opposition· to the proposal for extending protection to 
the Industry. In this connection it may be stated that eyer since the 
present scheme of protection was launched since April, 1927, there has 
been general depression, and the industry has not escaped from it. The 
figures of the exports of Indian iron during the period from 1929-30 to 
1~32-33 reveal an imhappy phenomenon as the principal export market, 
VIZ., Japan was gradually closed .. 1.'he following are the figures of exports 
lind their respective value:-

Export (in ton). 
1929-30. 1930-31. 1931-32. 1932-33. 
6,68,000 4,39,000 3,50,000 2,18,000 

T'alile(in lakhs 0/ Rs.), 
2,59 1,70 1,22 74 

Apart. from this the prices of steel gradually and steadily declined o'Ving to 
Continental competition and lack of demand. Under such" conditions the 
lndian steel interests ("ould not therefore have taken the fullest advantage 
of the protection that was afforded. However it cannot be denied that 
the rates that have preowailed since sometime past are high but the cir
cumstances that have been resp(YI\sible for these are not likely to last for 
long. The rise in the prices of titeel is attributable partly to the recent 
formation of Continental Steel Cartel. The past experience shows that 
slwll Cartels are short-lived and talm less time to break than to be formed. 
The moment the Cartel is dissolved the market will experience an abrupt 
fall in prices. Another cause of the present high prices is the depre("iation 
of the point sterling. For example, the price of Basis. ba.rs is £3-15 per 
ton gold. Au extra of about 60 per cent. is added to this price on account 
of the depre("iation of the pound stElrling so that it is quoted at £6. 
Now this extra will vanish as soon as the pound reverts to the Golu 
standard or the Continental countries abandon the gold standard or some 
settII'ment is arrived at about the present day· international exchange 
muddle. My Commit.tee therefore feel that it is not justifiable to oppose 
extMlsion of protection on Il('count of the tl'mporary rise in prices which 
is due to circumstances of a transient character. 

As regards the ml'aslire of protection that is ('aIled for l?nder the prese'!t 
('onditions and the manner it should be conferred, I am directed to submit 
that in till' opinion of my Committee the in.dust;y bas passed the .stage. of 
bountil's. The bl'st form to grant protection IS therefore, by Impo~mg 
import duties: In dett'lrmining ito; t'lxte!lt the Board should. be gu~ded 
gl'nerally lW the pl;ncip~El. of affording a fair a!ld adequat~ prote('t\on agamst 
foreign unequal competition. Generally the Import duhes shQuld be equal 
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to the difference between th9 price of foreign steel at which it can be 
brought into Indian ports without duty, taking into consideration its fair 
cost of production, and the price at which it is landed. 

The past experience has shown that owing to a variety of causes some 
of which are brought about by manipulation by strong vested interests and 
foreign competitors, the prices of steel fluctuates hea\;ly, rendering the 
benefit of protection ineffective. As, in order to foster the industry it is 
necessary to ensure a fair selling price for its produce, it is suggested that 
provision be made in any protective measure that may be enacted that a 
periodical enquiry will be made bv the Executive into the landing prices 
of foreign steel and steel products at the Indian ports with a view to see 
whether they have gone down the level at which protection to the Indian 
industry was determined, and eventually to increase the import duties so 
as to maintain the extent of protection originally intended. On the other 
haud if it is observed that the prices. of foreign steel have,. risen appreciably 
a corresponding reduction should be made in the import duties. Executive 
~ctiou taken on a yearly review of this nature will amply sa£egnard the 
mterests of the industry as well as the consumer. In making these'sug
gestions my Committee are actuated by the desire that while on the one 
hand the industry should get an adequate' measure of protection agaiust 
outside competition and should obt . .'lin a fair selling price, on the other 
hand the consumer should not be forced to pay more than is absolutely 
necessary. . 

The exact measure of protection will, however, depend upon the result 
of the enquiry of the Tariff into the exact requirements of the industry. 
If it is found that a heavy reduction in the existing duties is called for, 
my Committee urge that nothing should prevent the Board from making 
such a recommendation. Care may, however, be takt>n that sudden heavy 
reduction does not bring about a serious dislocation of the trade, to avoid 
which it may be spread over a reasonably It>ngthy period and each instal
ment of reduction be introduced after a cnrt>ful review of the effects of 
the previous one on the indigenous iudustry. 

It will not be out of place to observe hN6 that the Tariff policy of 
the Government of India should be guided solely by national considerations. 
The interests of the indigenous industries and agriculture should be con
sidered paramount in entering into any reciprocal tariff arrangement with 
any Government. It is regrettable that the principle of British preference 
was 3('{'('pted in the Steel Protection Act of 19"27 without obtainiug any 
corre!\poudiug advantage for Iudia. By means of Ottawa Agreement the 
country' is bonnd down to it. In this Agreement, however, the principle of 
reci(lrOcity is recognised. It is therefore urged that if any preference 
is to be shown to British Steel products in auy scheme of protection, it 
should be made conditional on British Government a('('()rding a correspond
ing preft>rential treatment to Indian iron and stet>l imported into Britain. 
It may he noted that the British Govt>rnmt>nt have also imposed a duty 
on the imports of foreign steel and it would be only fair that the Indian 
mawrial' should be givt>n the same trt>atment in Great Britain as may be 
expected for the British Steel products in Indi~. 

. While thus supporting the claims of the industry to protection, my 
Committee wish to poiut out that the interests of small manufaelurers of 
Rtl'l'l products who at present maiuly dt>pend upon Tata Steel Compauy 
for the supply of basic material should not be lost sight of. It has been 
o'-rvt>d that the inland prices of tht> Company are generally very much 
higher than the export prices. '\\'Ililt> my Committee recognise that in
dustril'S have on (K'{'asions to lower tht>ir t>xrort pri<'<'S to meet competition 
in foreign markt>ts, tbt>y cannot ignore the fact that the success of industrial 
dt>vt>lopmt>nt dt>pen"ds upon cheap sup!,ly of raw or basic material. Small 
Steel industries ('annot be started if their cost of production is so high 
as to rendt>r them incapahle to face fo .... ign l'Ompetition even in the home 
markt"t. It is tht>refore nrgt>d tbat tbis It>gitimate grouS(> of small indnstri~ 
should lIE' kept in view. 
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There are certain anemalies in the existing Tariff Schedule to which 
I am directed to invite your attention. While ~n the one hand prote('tive 
duties on certain steel products come in the way of certain industries, on 
the other hand, !luties on certain steel products should be raised to help 
certain subsidiary industries. The following are a few examples:-

Baryes.-The present rate of duty on these is 15i per cent. (vide item 
Aerial No. 159 of Customs Tariff Schedule II). Very good barges.. are 
being built in _this country. A local firm supplied recently 8 barges, each 
of 150 tons capacity to Bhavnagar State and 6 barges, each of 50 tons 
eapacity, to Morvi State. While there is a comparatively small duty on 
the foreign barges imported in the country, there exists a heavy duty on 
some of the materials used in their manuf.acture. Steel plates and sections 
used in building barges are subject to Rs. 45 and Rs. 37-8 per ton respectively 
which works out much more than 15i per cent. with the result that this 
industry labours ,under a handicap. The local firm fulfils all the condi
tions laid down by the Indian Fiscal Commission 1921-22 in paragraph 97 
of their report. It is therefore suggested that steel barges and small 
launches should be assessed as steel structures under serial item No. 102h 
of the Import Tariff Schedule. 

Machinery.--similarly there are several articles classified under this head 
(vide serial No. 96, Import Tariff Schedule II) which are being or can be 
manufactured in the country. While such imported articles are being 
charged 10 per cent. ad valorem, manufacturers in India are required to 
pay 40 to 50 per cent. duty on steel material necessary for the manufac
ture of these articles, even though they are not available in India. It is 
therefore suggested that a thorough enquiry be made in this connection 
with a view to so amend the Tariff Schedule as to give an iJopetus to the 
manufacture of small machinery in India. 

Special shape Bara.-At prellent, duty on these is being charged at 20 
per cent, for continental material and 10 per cent. for British material 
(vide serial item No. 102c, Import Tariff Schedule In.· Some sort of hexa
gonal bars over i" thickness were passed through the Customs under this 
heading and sold locally in place of ordinary round and square bars of 
over i" thickness for reinforcement of concrete and other purposes. It 
will be seen that by these means the object of protection is fraustrated. 
Necessary safeguards should therefore be provided. 

Hoops U1ld Strips.-It is not understood why protective duty is being 
charged on cut hoops of 1" and n" over 1" width when they are not 
being manufactured in the country. These hoops are imported .in two 
forms, viz., in coils of 24' or over and in bundles of 8' long but they 
are used for identical purposes. They are however assesEed at revenue duty 
at some ports and at protective duty at others. It is therefore suggested 
that on these hoops whether imported in coils or bundles only revenue 
duty should be levied at all the ports of entry. 

As regards flats covered.bY serial No. 102 (c) (iv) of the Import Tariff 
it is suggested that these should be charged at the protective rate of 
duty because they can be easily cut from Tata's plates. Even at present 
there are several hardware dealers in Karachi who cut out these from 
Tata's plates. 

Wire and Wire Nail.-Regarding this industry,' it is believed that the 
I'xisting mea~lIre of protection is adequate. But it may be. stated here 
that since the Tariff Board made its report and the ProductIOn Act was 
passed in 1932, another factory has been started in Kar!'chi. At first thill 
newly started company was denied the benefits of protectIOn. afforded to the 
Indi~n Wire Products, Tatanagar, but later they ~ere. glvel! the be~efit 
of rl'bate of Customs duty on wire rod. and concesSIon In RaIlwa~ freIght 
on the North We.~tem Railway although that has been made apphcable to 
importl'd wire produC'ts also. It is now l1~ged that. so long. as. the local 
Company is ahle ·to install its own rod-rol11ng 'machmery whIch It as.~ures 
would be done Boon, protection should be continued, and facilities for the 
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supply ot Indian rod to them at a reasonable cost be arranged With the 
manufacturers at Tatanagar. 

In conclusion I am directed to state that India is a country of vast 
distances-, where the cost of transport from the place of production to _the 
consuming centres is an important factor. It has been found that the 
Railway authorities in India are very apathetic to indigenous industries 
and do not as /1 rule meet with their requirements. Therefore in formulat
ing" any scheme of protection to any bulky article, the Tariff Board should 
keep this question in mind and provide for aaequate concessions in railway 
freight whenever necessary, specially from the place· of manufacture to 
ports and the surrounding places where the foreign articles can be landed 
at a negligible trarnsport cost. 

It is to be hoped that due consideration will be given to the various 
points dwelt upon in this representation, rllc!!ipt of which may please be 
acknowledged. 

IndiaDChamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
Letter dated the 27th November, 1999. 

I am directed by the Committee of the Indian Chamber of Commerce, 
Calcutta, to forward to you hereby their views in regard to further pro
tection to the Steel Industry in India in response to the resolution of- the 
Department of Commerce of the Government of India No. 260-T. (8)/33, 
dated the 26th August, 1933. The Committee of this Chamber have· con
sidered the representation submitted by the Tab Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
to the Tariff Board and are of the opinion that under the present cir
cumstances the claim for further protection to the Steel Industry in India 
should be supported both by the Government and the public. The Com
mittee would like to s~te, however, thai;, they have not been able to 
ascertain definitely the terms of the protection required to be given to the 
Steel Industry -in India a90 this can· be done only after a thorough enquiry, 
which is being conducted by the Tariff Board. . 

There is one aspect of this question, however, which the Committee of 
the Chamber desire to point out. The Steel Industry which enjoys 'pro
tection from the State should adopt a sympathetic policy towards other 
industries depending on it, in order to bring about - the development of 
such industries. Their attitude towards other subsidiary industries ShoiIld 
also be one of definite encouragement in order tp.at various small industries 
can be brought into existence, and thus the industrial pr..ogress of the 
country assisted. . 

The CO?Imittee have to draw ~our. particular attent!onto thequestiori 
of the Iud13n Steel Industry entermg mto altreements WIth non-Indian steel 
in~rests. and would sugg~st a. careful enquiry i.nto the various aspects of 
thIS subject. The Committee addressed a detaIled representation to the 
Government of India. on ~he 7th Novembe~, 1932, regarding the supplEl'
mentary agreement about Iron and steel arrIved at the Imlleria! Economic 
Conference at O~tawa and they do !lot ,w:ish to reitera~ all the arguments 
elaborated therem. But they conSIder It very essential that the Tariff 
Board should investigate into 'this supplementary agreement especially with 
a view to find out how far the Indian Steel Industry itself has been assisted 
thereby and what have been the' effects of that agreement on the British 
Steel interests. The Committee have to emphasise that, apart from' the 
Itll'fleral effect of the preference on home industries about which they hold 
definite views, i.t has lJ.een their considered op~nion ~hat the supplementary 
agreement relatmg t~ Iron -and steel was one In whl(~h the interests of the 
rountry were suhordmated for the purpose of benefitmgthe British manu
facturers. The Ottawa ae;reement, whatever its economic reactions intro-

• duced a fundamentally vicious principle in that the. British Manuf~cturers 
have been gi!en ~ share il!- the pro~tion. a1f<!l"ded ~ an, ~ndigel!Ql,ls industry 
and further unplles that lU those lUdustrles lU which BrItish manufacturers 
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are interested in Slny way, protection to Indian industries would be sub
jected to a preference for British goods on one ground or other, e.g., 
reciprocity, industrial co-operation, specialised production of Great Britain 
or non~oompetitive character of :British goods. It is one thing for an 
industry protected through the sacrifices of the tax-payer and the consumer 
of a country to enter into agreements with industries in their countries 
for mutual benefit of its own free will and it is quite another to compel 
it by -indirect means to agree to giving certain preference to its :British 
competitors. It should be obligatory on the Government to see that the 
scheme of protection recommended by the Tariff :Board is not jeopardised 
and frustrated through any such restrictive agreements. Moreover, the 
'Ottawa scheme for conversion of Tata's Sheet bars int!) galvanized sheets 
in England meant a guaranteed profit to the British manufacturers. It 
was therefore, a most obnoxious principle and was such as to be detri
mental to Indian interests in practice. It should be remembered that the 
Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., is more or less in the position of a mono
polistic concern so far as the Indian market is concerned and that any 
agreement that it makes with :British or other non-Indian interests should 
be examined not only from the point of view of its effects on this one com
pany alone, but also from the point of view of the development of steel 
industry in all its ramifications and of ancillary or subsidiary industries. 

The Committee would also like to state that whenever large projects 
are undertaken by the Government ,and quasi Government bodies in India, 
it should be laid down that all the steel to be used should be such as 
oan be manufactured in India and adequate opportunities should be given 
to the manufacturers of steel in India to prepare and supply the material 
required. The Committee would cite as an illustration the proposal for 
building the New Howrah Bridg9 between Calcutta and Howrah and-they 
have already addressed the Government of India about the use of Indian 
steel and Indian materials in its construction (vide letter dated the 15th 
July, 1933, copy enclosed). The Committee have to point out that while 
the Tariff Board are endeavouring to devise ways and means for safe
I!;uarding the steel industry in India, it would be anomalous if big orders 
like those for the New Howrah Bridge are allowed to be placed outside 
the country. The slackening of railway development programme and the 
diminutionl of railway orders have adversely 'affected the development of the 
Indian steel industry and it is, therefore, all the more necessary for the 
Tariff Board and the Government to see that the steel industry is not 
deprived of large 'orders placed by bodies like Port Trusts, which would 
undermine the entire purpose of protection. The New Howrah Bridge 
Commissioners require the use of high tensile steel in the construction of 
the new bridge, but the committee are informed that the Tata Iron and Steel 
Co., Ltd., are perfectly confident of manufacturing this kind of steel pro
vided the specifications are not unduly restricted and provided adequate 
time is given between the acceptance of tenders and the commencement of 
.work. As the duty on this kind of steel is a revenue duty at present 
it is necessary that a protective duty should be imposed upon such steel 
'a.nd this question needs the immediate attention of the Tariff Board, as 
the proposal for the New Howrah Bridge and other projeC'ts using high 
tensile steel are under consideration and might be decided even before 
the recommendations of the Tariff Board are submitted to tho Government. 

Enclosure. 

Copy of a letter dated the 15th .July, 1933, /rom the Indian Chamber of 
Oommerce, 135, Canning Street, Calcutta, to the Secretary to the 
Go"ernm-ent of Bengal, Commerce Department, Calcutta, and the 
Secretary to the Governme.nt of India, Commerce Department, Simla. 

The Committee of the Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta, understand • 
that proposals are under ronsideration bv the Calcutta Port Commissioners 
for the building of the New Howrah Bl'idge and that the new bridge will 
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require between 30 and 40 thousand tons of steel. In these days there is 
hardly any cOlmtry in the world in which orders for a public work of 
this magnitude would be allowed to be placed by the authorities concerned 
outside the country, if it can be carried out at a reasonable cost and 
efficiency with the use of indigenous materials and labour. In view of 
the fact that the Indian Works for the manufacture of iron and steel are 
situated almost at the doors of the Calcutta Port Commissioners, it is hoped 
that in inviting tenders every opportunity will be given to the manufac
turers, of steel in India to supply the steel material required. 

2. The Committee of the Chamber are also informed that the use of 
special high tensile steel is contemplated, on the ground thflt the utilisa
tion of such steel will enable a reduction to be made in the material of 
the bridge which will more than offset the higher cost per ton. There is 
no reason to believe that high tensile steel suitable for the purposes of 
the bridge cannot be manufactured by any manufacturers of steel in India. 
It is nrged that in inviting tenders, the specifications for the high tensile 
steel should not be so narrowed down as to confine it £0 any particular 
kind or make of high tensile steel, but should be such that it would be 
possible for manufacturers or steel in this country as well as any other steel 
manufacturing company outside the country to tender for a high tensile 
steel which would suit the requirements of the Port Commissioners and 
not depart materially from the general design and contemplated strength 
of the bridge. It should be left open to the tenderers, if they so desire, to 
submit alternative designs of a hridge of the cantilever type, made of 
high tensile steel of their manufacture through the Consulting Engineers 
of the Port Commissioners. 

3. As it cannot be a-oserted that ordinary mild steel of the usual British 
Standard specifications is not suitable for the purpose of such a bridge 
'and as the final consideration in deciding lIpon a bridge made of the 
usual British Standard tested steel' or of high tensile steel will be one 
of comparative costs, it is suggested that alternative tenders may be 
invited for mild steel to British standard specifications as well as high tensile 
steel. The largest bridges most recently constructed or under construction 
in India, such as the Willingdon Bridge and the Nerbudda Bridge, are 
of mild steel. 

(. The Committee of the Chamber would also request that the Consult
ing Engineer of the New Howrah Bridge must be asked to suggest their 
designs in consultation with the Controller of Stamdardisation of the 
Government of India. The Committee of the Chamber trust that the 
suggestion made by them will receive your most careful consideration. 

Merchants' Chamber of United Provinces, Cawnpore. 
Letter, dated the 4th Decfl1nber, 1933. 

I am directed by the Council of the Merchants' Chamber of United 
Provinces to address you as under:-

The Council like to state at the very outset, that they recognise the 
Deed of continuing protection to the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., as the 
Iron and Steel industry is an important basic industry in this modern age 
and they also feel that protection should be given on a scale which will be 
sufficient and adequate in view of the future requirements of the Company's 
development. The Council have also to obS!ilrve that it should be for a 
reasonabl~ long period, ~ithe~ for seven years as desired by the Company, 
or for a httIe longer period, If need be, 80 that there should be no' necessity 
for a fresh Tariff Board inquiry and the Company should be able to go 
ahea.d ~ith its plan of development assured of certainty, stability and 
contmmty. , 

Uufortunately enough, the period of protection, which expires by March 
19M, ~ I!Y1lchronised with a time of very acute prolonged and widespread 
depreBSlOI1 'and naturally all the hopes and expectatio~s entertained allout 
". ,,' '." ~q~ 
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the development of the industry are not realised. The Company ~as, 
_ however, it may be stated, made progress in certain directions and this 

seems on the whole to be fair. 'I'he Council note that the Company haa 
made good progress in respect of Indianisation in that it has reduced 
covenanted non-Indian personnel from 161 to 70. The Council consider that 
this pace ought to. be quickened and it must be early possible for the 
Company to Indianise almost the whole of its personnel. 

The Council of this Chamber feel that instead of trying to produce on 
an average 530,000 tOI!S of steel a year in the next.aeven years, the COlIlpany 
must aspire to produCe more with a view to early meet the entire Indian 
demand. Although the demand may have fallen to-day on account of 
depression,· it does not mean that this fall is permanent; demand for steel 
is bound to go on increasing in years to come. 

The Council, however, like to invite the attention of the Tariff Board 
to one poin~iz., the demand of the Tata. Iron and Steel Co., for a duty 
of Rs. 25 per ton on non-Indian "billets". This duty- at present is 20 
per cent. ad 'Vall?rem, which works out at about Rs. 11 on the c.i.f. price. 
This means that duty paid continental "billets" are delivered tlHiay at 
port at Rs. 68 per ton. If the proposal of ;the Tatas for a duty of Rs. 25 
per ton is accepted, the same non-Indian billets will be delivered at the 
port at Rs. 82 per ton. Tata's demand for an import duty of Rs. 25 per 
ton works out at something in the neighbourhood of 48 per cent. ad 'Valorem 
on the present c.i.f. price of Rs. 57 per ton. This will have an advers6 
effect on the re-rolling mills in India. The Council of this· Chamber have 
no objection to a higher duty, but they would like to state at the same 
time, that the Tata. Iron and Steel Company must supply to the Indian 
re-rolling mills their billets at "a fair and reasonable price". and they 
have the same. to suggest that the Tariff Board must go. into this question. 
There is scope in the country for re-rolling mills. The present attitude of 
the Tata Company js neither reasonable nor fair as, far as the supply of 
billets is concerned and the contention of the Council is that the re-rolling 
mills in India have every right to expect a fair and reasonable treatment 
from the Tata Company when it is' receiving protection· at the hands of 
the State. 

The Bombay Shareholders' Association, Bombay. 
Letter dated the 4th December, 1933. 

I am directed by the Committee of my Association to· submit to you this 
representation in support of the claim for adequate protection for the 
Indian Steel Industry. 

2. The objects of the Bombay Shareholders' Association are inter alia 
to protect and further the interests of investors and in particular to 
encourage the development of indigenous industrial enterprise. 

3. My Committee a.re not in a pCilsition to comment on t('chnical matters 
connected with the enquiry. They have therefore endeavoured to confine 
this representation to general questions. 

4. My Committee take it that the claim of the Indian Steel Industry 
to receive adequate protection has already been 'recognised by the Tariff 
Board. The world conditions as applying to the steel industry have so 
deteriorated as even to drive a. country like England after a hundred years 
of free trade to accord a substantial measure of protection to its old
established steel industry. My Committee would also refer to the enormous 
increase in import duties on Indian pig iron imposed by Japan. 

5. My Oommittoo regret that- the current sC'heme of protection should, 
on' account of various unforeseen circumstances, have gone so far astra,y a.~ 
to lead to a reduction in the earnings of the Tata Iron and Steel Company 
of about Rs. 5 crores as compared with the .estimates of the Tariff Board. 
Statement No. 42 attached to the representatIOn of the Tata Iron and Steel 



Company shows the dividends paid by the Company from 1925-26. It is 
clear from this statement that throughout the current period of protection 
neither the ordinary nor the deferred sliareholders received any dividend 
while even on the cumulative second preference shares large arrears have 
accumulated. Even assuming that the estimates of the Tariff Board have 
gone wrong mainly owing to world conditions which could not be foreseen, 
yet the fact remains that the measure of protection given in the past has 
been insufficient to achieve the desired result, namely, that India should 
be independel1t of supplies of foreign steel. In the opinion of my Com
mittee, it would not be possible for II- basic national industry like the steel 
industry to be fully and firmly established unless it could count upon rea
sonable profits for a sufficiently long period of years to attract the required 
capital. The facts set out in the representation of the Tata Iron and Stepl 
Company conclusively prove that with adequate protection there is every 
chance for the industry to become self-supporting. -

Under the circumstances, my Committee submit that it is only just and 
fair that the further scheme of protection should be so framed both with 
regard to the period as well as with regard to the measure of protection to 
be granted, 'as to enable an adequate return to be obtained on the capital 
invested in the industry and to attI:act further capital in order to allow 
the industry to expand with a view to make India self-sufficient in regard 
to supplies of steel. 

My Committee are of opinion that a period of seven years is the least 
that should be granted for the purpose. Otherwise no capitalist desirous 
of investing money on the establishment of other steel plants would have 
the assurance that the basis on which he launched his enterprise would not 
be altered before he began to earn. 

It has been the unfortunate experience of the industry that the import 
of unforeseen factors like the falling import prices, unfair competition, 
exchange depreciation, dumping, drastic curtailment of railway capital 
programmes, etc., etc., the effects of which could not be estimated by the 
Tariff Board has had the result of upsetting the scheme of protection devised 
by the Tariff Board. 

The strike menace ill another factor which the Tarifi Board will also 
have to take into account. The disastrous effects of the 1928 strike have 
been already set out in the representation of the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company. A general stri1!:e is the most serious menace to which the Steel 

. Company is exposed. In spite of the fact that the Company's labour is 
being treated liberally, yet the conditions are such that a strike may take 
place at any time in spite of the most rigid preca.utions and _ most _ fair 
treatment. The past history of the Company amply illustrates this. In 
the oVinion of my Committee, it is essential that the industry should receive 
some additionlll measure of protection in the even~ of a large scale stri1!:e if 
it is established that it ·was due ta no fault or mIsmanagement on the. part 
of the Company and that in awarding protection, allowa':lce should be .made 
for the all!lost certain risk of such strikes during the perIod of protectIon. 

For the aforesaid reasons, my Committee suggest that there should be 
some statutory guarantee to the industry that on any of these and other 
unforeseen circumstances arising to alter the estimates of the Tariff -Board 
immediate action would be taken by Government to maintain the protective 
duties at the level recommended by the Board. In this connection, my 
Committee strongly support the views expressed by the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company in paras. 111 to 113 of its representation and they urge the Tari!Z 
Board to make recommendations on the lines indicated in the said paras. or 
on any other appropriate _lines 80 as to ensure to the industry the measure 
of protection recommended by the Board throughout the whole period of 
protection. 

In view of what has been stated above, my Committee also urge that 
the scale of protection should, if anything, be slightly more liberal than 
might be strictly .justified on the; basis of the figures presented by the Tata 



iron and Steel Company so as to take account of any unforeseen develQP
ment that might occur in the future and partially to compensate the Com
pany for the severe loss sustained by it during the current period of pro
tection when the estimates of the Board worked out unfavourably to a very 
large extent. 

6. As an instance of the necessity for a liberal measure of protection 
to any individual industry to enable it to supply the whole demand of the 
country a.nd Ultimately to stand on its own'legs, the case of the protection 
granted to the sugar Industry and the assurance for the continuance of such 
protection might be quoted. Under the liberal measure of protection granted 
to the sugar industry a large number of sugar mills have sprung up through
out the country, so much so that it is now estimated that within five years 
of the protection having been granted, India will be independent of supplies 
of foreign suga.r. 

7. My Committee would like to draw the Board's attention to the fact 
that whenever, the question of protection for the steel industry has arisen 
in the past there has been an outcry against the grant of such protection 
in the interest of consumers. , 

It is the opinion of my Committee that consumers' interests are put 
forward indirectly by certain importing interests who supplied sueh con
sumers' wants and who fear, and naturally, so, that the development of 
the steel industry in India will lose to them a very valuable market indeed. 
As a matter of fact, the Indian consumer of steel is paying a lower price 
for his requirements to-day than he was before the present scale .of protection 
waS granted. If the Tata Iron and' Steel Company was not producing steel 
and if India was entirely dependent on foreign supplies, my Committee fear 
the consumer would have been forced to pay higher prices by the foreigr 
manufacturers who would have had a completely open field. 

S. Railway Freights.-My Committee consider that the position with 
regard to freights, as disclosed in paras. 136 to 140 of the Company's repre
sentation, is most serious, not only so far as the steel industry is concerned 
but also in respect of the commerce and trade of the country in general. 
The unsympathetic attitude of the Bengal Nagpur Railway in regard to 
this matter is, my Committee fear, in accord with the rate policy of Indian 
railways which has definitely hampered the growth and development of 
industries in India.. 

The relevancy of the issue of regulating freights, my Committee hope, 
will be appreciated by the Tariff Board from the certain effects of the raising 
of the freights by the !Bengal N agpur Railway which must result in 
neutralising, to no inconsiderable extent, the benefits intended to be con
ferred by the scheme of protection. My Committee would therefore very 
strongly urge the Board to recommend Government the examination of the 
serious consequences on the industrialisation of the countl'Jl which follow 
in the wake of an unregula.ted and ill-planned freight policy. 

My Committee have not had the privilege of perusing the correspondence 
which has passed between the Tata Iron and Steel Company and the Bengal 
Nagpur Railway, but presume that such correspondence will be laid before 
the Board. Neither do my Committee know to what extent the Board are 
acquainted with the position of this Railway Company. My Committee 
therefore feel that it will be useful to quote a few facts, even if they are 
already in the possession of the Board. 

The Company has .£3,000,000 ordinary stock, roughly £4,000,000 of deben
ture stock in the hands of the public and the balance of the capital outlay 
Of over £45,000,000 has- been advanced by Government. 31 per cent. mini
mum interest per annum is gua.ranteed to the ordinary shareholders by 
Government and the ordinary stock is in consequence a trustee investment. 

In 1927 the Bengal Nagpur Railway Company earned gross receipts of 
Rs. S'31 crores. The percentage of working expenses' to gross receipts was 
57·S2.' The net earnings were in consequence sufficient to enable the Com
pany :to ejl.rn and pay 5 per cent. on the ordinary capitll;l. 
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J!'rom 1928 onwuds the Company decided upon an intensive development 
and improvement policy spread over a three year period, 

In 1930 the Company's gross receipts were 9'25 cro~ and the percentage 
of working expenses was as much as 84'5. As a direct consequence, although 
the gross receipts of the line increased by Rs. 1 crore, the net receipts 
declined by Rs. 2 crores odd to 1'47 crore. This latter figure of net earnings 
was insufficient to pay interest on the amount loaned by Government, 
interest on the debentures and dividend to the ordinary shareholders so 
that the Government of India had to pay to the ordinary shareholders the 
3t per cent. guaranteed on the ordinary capital. In 1931 and 1932 there 
was a falling off in gross receipts to just below the level of 1927 given above, 
but as working expenses have not still come down to the same level there 
is still a large deficiency and Government is still having to pay the 3t per 
cent. interest to the ordinary shareholders. 

Until the years 1927-28 the working expenses ratio of the Bengal Nagpur 
Railway was on a par with those of the Bombay, Baroda and Central India 
an~ the Madras and Southern Mahratta Railways, Since 1927-28 the two 
last mentioned companies have maintained their expenses ratio and their 
profits and the Bengal Nagpur Railway is the only main line whose working 
expenses have risen and whose profits have declined unduly. 

My Committee understand that the Bengal Nagpur Railway insists upon 
payment by the Tata Iron and Steel Company of the increased freight 
charges on the ground that its annual working has lately been unse.tisfactory, 
It appears that the falling off in the annual profits of the Bengal Nagpur 
Railway is due to the fact that the Company' has been debiting to revenue 
the expenditure on the development and improvement programme referred 
to above. My Committee submit that, according to the usual practice, such 
programme shonld have been financed out of capital. If this had been done 
then the working of the line would not have been unsatisfactory as is made 
out. If the increase in freight chlllges has been influenced by the so-called 
unsatisfactory working of the line then my Committee submit that the 
matter requires examination at the hands of the Tariff Board in the light 
of the facts quoted above. 

In the event of the Tata Iron and Steel Company not succeeding in 
obtaining relief from the Bengal Nagpur Railway in the matter of increased 
freights, my Committee submit that to that extent protection granted to 
the industry should be augmented. 

9. My Committee submit that the object of protection would be consi
derably furthered if the principle underlying the recommendation made ill 
paragraph 134 of the Tariff Board Report 1927 is faithfully observed by the 
Railways and quasi public bodies which cannot be distinguished for the 
purposes of the recommendation from the railways. It is hardly a secret 
that the Tata Iron and Steel Company has had its efforts considerably foiled 
by the adoption of certain methods as to designs and specifications required 
by large consumers of steel in India,. My Committee would therefore request. 
the Tariff Board to examine how far the recommendation has been given 
effect to during the last seven years. The construction of the new Howrah 
Bridge which has raised some controversy in the country is an illustration 
of the opportunities which should be made available to the industry if the 
fullest advantage of the protection granted to the industry is to accrue. 
[n this connection my Committee support the representation made by the· 
Tata Iron and Steel Company to the Government of India on the desirability 
of raising the import duty on tensile steel from the present scale of revenue 
duty to the level of protective duty applicable to other kinds of steel. My 
Committee fear that unless immediate action on these lines is taken by 
Government, the Tata Iron and Steel Company will evidently be placed at a 
disadvantage with foreign competitors in tendering for this contract. An 
opportunity for the use of a substantial quantity of steel in. India cannot, 
in the opinion of my Committee, be conceivably allowed to go past the 
rndian producer who has been enabled hitherto, with public assistance, to 
bring the industry to its present stage of progress. 
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Bihar and Orissa Chamber of Commerce, Patna. 
(1) Letter dated the 15th !December, 1983. 

I beg to submit the following few observations for consideration of the 
Board before coming to a decision regarding the measure of protection to 
be given to the Steel Industry in India, which is practically the Tata Iron 
and Steel Co., Ltd. _ 

This Company has already enjoyed a large measure of subsidy and pro
tecti?n an?- before burdening the country with a further load, it should .be 
enqUlred mto, whether the work and policy of the Tata Iron and S£eel 
Company had been such as to justify further burdens being imposed on the 
people of this country, and whether their policy has tended or will tend in 
~he ~uture ~ the development and expansion of the iron, steel and engineer
ing mdustrIes managed and financed by Indians, who are required to }lear 
the burden of supporting them. 

Indianisation.-The first point on which the India.n public had been 
insistent and where the management had made unsatisfactory progress is 
the employment of Indians in responsible poste. In a pamphlet issued by 
the Company in September, 1932, it is stated that from 134 -covenanted 
employees in 1923-24 there were in 1931-32 only 93. The management may 
think it very satisfactory progress but my Committee refuse to believe that 
it could not have been improved considerably, if the management had ear
nestly desired it, and did not want the glory of employing highly paid 
Europeans, not unoften with questionable qualifications. It is to be noted 
that while the 134 Hands were drawing 14'80 lakhs salary and 5'22 lakhs 
in Bonus total 20'02 lakhs. 93 Hands were drawing 12'93 lakhs i~ salary 
and 5'67 lills, i.fl., 18'60 lakhs. Although the numbers had been reduced 
by 41; the individual remuneration had gone up. This at a. time when the 
Government had enforced a wage cut, and the public had been demanding 
a reduction in the salaries of the imperial services and asking even the 
Viceroy and Governors to give up their hill stations. The European officer 
is not only expensive himself but makes the whole thing expensive by hi'! 
styles, outlook, a~d methods. My Committee are doubtful how far the 
selection of the management had been happy and desirable. Men in Gov
ernment employ are taken in on fat salaries, and the public suspicion is that 
this is done either for services rendered or for influences to be exerted; and 
not for any regular work and service. A technical officer, associated in the 
previous enquiry is now employed at the Bombay office, though if he were 
an expert he would be expected to be at the Works, controlling, guiding 
and developing. The post of the late Accountant is now filled by a retired 
Government Officer on a much higher salary and on a more glorious. designa
tion. This Officer's conduct in utilising his position as a high officer in 
selling his patent to the Railways had been publicly questioned, and the 
selection of the management could only fall _ on such a man I The most 
glaring cases come before the public,. and not a few remain unknown. 
Another high officer had to defend his character in a law court. . A European 
officer is generally unsympa.thetic and inaccessible and his outlook can never 
be national. The Company is now working for 25 years, but real Indianisa
tion is still far off. The Board is in a. better position to ascertain if steel 
or other industries which are subsidised and protected in the same manner 
in other countries have similar control by foreigners at the top as is the 
case with Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. There can certainly be no vendetta 
against foreign skill, but at the same time services which can be gQ! from 
the people of the country should be utilised and a fetish should not be made 
of foreign experts. From statement 41, it appears that amongst others 
there was a covenanted hand in the Tariff Department. Nothing could be 
more ridiculous than this. While there are Indians holding even the post 
of Agent of large railway systems, the Tata Iron and Steel Company had 
to get a covenanted hand to manage it.~ few miles of railway track. The 
results of control and management of a .. covenanted" may also be enquired 
into, 
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With such selections the management talks glibly that th~re would .not 
be many Indians equipped with the technical .skill and experIence reqUIred 
to handle the huge< plant I 

Welfare Actillities.-These are some of the things by which the visitor 
whether official or non-official, high or low is tried to be impressed and 
~hown round the various improvements, schemes of housing, water supply, 
~anitation and such things and a. visit to the 'plant with red hot sheets and 
bars moving automatically and the furnaces belching out fire and smokE> 
makes him go away impressed with the great magnitude and importance of 
the industry. There is no time or opportunity for considering whether all 
that is being done is necessary and economical, necessary for the majority 
of the people employed, and economical from the point of view of increased 
costs and unnecessary burden on the industry, a burden which in the present 
case is being borne by the tax payer. If it had been a question of the 
~hareholders of the Company only, no outsider had any right to complain. 

The pamphlet issued by the Company in September, 1932, shows twenty 
items under which it spends 13 lakhs of rupees annually. It is difficult for 
anybody not in actual touch with the inner workings of these . to say 
the benefits of such expenses. Some of the items, however, appear to be 
excessive and a close scrutiny should bo made, how far, the Company is 
justified in spending them. and how far it actually benefits the labour 
employed. 

(1) Free Ice and Soda costs Ra. 1,26,000. There are about 20,000 em
ployees in the Iron Works a.nd a large part of them are satisfied with th(' 
water, tap and the spray and so -practically this goes to the benefit of the 
higher paid employees, who can very w:ell pay at least a part of the cost. 

(2) Supply of Boots. The expense is Rs. 41,000. This also is an unrea-· 
sonable' expense and is hardly justified. 

Medical Relief. The annual cost isRs. 3,14,000. 
It is no doubt a very desirable thing to. have a well-equipped hospital 

for the benefit of the employees and of the public but the point to consider 
is if such a lavish expense should be incurred when the Company is running 
at a loss. The QQmpany prides itself that treatment is free and the entire 
cost is borne by tne steel Company; and people from distant places are' aJso 
brought by their friends and relatives as also aborigines. If the Tata Steel 
.Company were a Charitable institution the provision. of such medical relief 
would be a laudable thing and the association could have been congratulated; 
but it is primiraly a profit-making concern, the profits are now here and 
public is asked to pay so that it may exist, and the Company in place of 
utilising its resources to develop its work, maintains a large medical esta.b~ 
lishment. The number of employees is over 20,000, and with dependents 
may be fixed at one, lakh and the expenditure for them may be compared 
with the total expenditure in the whole Province of Rs. 34 lakhs for medical 
relief and public health. 

This is a "Show boy" for the benefit of high placed visitors, maintained 
at an unreasonable cost. 

Technical Education Rs. 97,000. The Technical Institute is a "luxury" 
as at present worked. . The staff is highly paid. It will not be more costly 
to send out boys to Joreign countries and . pay them Ra. 3,000 a year, and 
they would get as good if not better training in Europe and America than 
spend a lakh of rupees a yeM on the educatiOD/ as at present imparted. 

,In five years the Institute at an expense of five lakhs rupees trained 53 
students. 

Dairy Farm Rs. 67,000. It is not clear if this sum is net "expenditure" 
or the total expense subiect to recoveries. The Company prides itself on 
supplying fresh cream butter and milk, and it would be interesting to know 
how many and what class of its employees get the adva.ntage of this expen-
diture of Ra. 67,000. . 

Success in Reducing Costs.-In the memoranda which the Tata Iron and' 
Steel Company has submitted, it is stated tlIat costs of production is one of 
the three main factors governing the success of the scheme of protection 
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and that this item is to a substantial extent within the control of the 
Company and that the Company has done it. I am directed to submit 
that there had been large unnecessary expenses which could have been 
avoided and the costs of production lowered. 

I have cited the above instances, and would respectfully request the Boa.rd 
to examine deeper into the figw·es. It is very difficult for outside people 
to verify all the rumours whieh became current about the methods of work 
and the ideas of management of the Company. One of the statements 
which had been current is that a number of boilers which had 'still good life 
and which the manufacturers had undertaken to recondition were changed 
and new ones purchased at a considerable capital outlay. Every" expert" 
employed has his own ideas and valuable machinery is scrapped. Some years 
ago a large number, of motors were damaged and there was constant in
terruption. 

A Government Director.-I am directed to submit that if the Board 
decides to recommend any protection to be given to Steel Industry, which 
at present means the Tata Iron and Steel Company it should consider and 
recommend that a Government Director should be appointed to see that 
Indianisation is carried out, that costs are kept low, that unfair treatment 
given to Indian buyers and undue preferences to Foreign purchasers, in 
India and outside is prevented. You must be well aware that when any 
Company raises loans by means of debentures a nominee of the debenture 
holders is generally on the Directorate, and in some matters his voice is 
the final and deciding factor. In this case the Government has paid and 
is helping this Company with crores of rupees, in some cases making people 
and industries suffer. Such being the case the appointment of a government 
director is absolutely necessary. 

The Need for Divide·nd.-It has been stressed by the company tha.t the 
return should be adequate enough to enable it to pay dividend on its 
capital outlay. The shareholders are entitled to a dividend. 1'he remedy 
lies in writing down its capillal outlay commensurate with present prices 
and to reduce its expenses. It is unreasonable to expect that when world 
prices have gone down the shareholders of the Tata Company Bhould get 
dividend on money spent by their Dir~ctorSi in post war periods. 

Stiles Policy.-The sales policy of the management had been tQ discri
minate against the Indian buyer, specially the up country. .The Province 
of Behar, which has the good fortune of having the Tata Works in its 
territory is being practically ostracised. It produces the raw materials, it 
has supplied some capital for the undertaking, it supplies the bulk of labour, 
but when the question comes of selling materials then the management find 
out funny reasons for charging it specially high rates. The people of Behar 
have to pay Rs. 2 to 3 per ton extra, than what is charged from people 
living further on in United Province.q. Protests have gone for nothing 
and every consumer is being fined as to say for the misfortune of living 
in Behar. The plea has been put forward that some people can send their 
goods to the United Provinces through cheaper channels, and thus can earn 
Rs. 2 to 3 per ton and in order to prevent this, prices in Behar must be 
put up. The Company will not a.vail of this cheaper method.. It insists on 
getting the freight advantage fQr the largest lead, and to keep up this 
unreasonable position every buyer must be made to pay more in these parts. 

The position as regards pig iron supplies to Indian firms is notorious. 
It is well known that Indian firms do not get the same advantages as 

European firms who are large dealers with large financial resources. The 
result is that the benefits go to non-Indians. The Indian iron merchant and 
the smaller engineering firms have been starved a.nd ruined by the Company. 

The purchase policy of the Company is as anti-Indian. Raw materials 
e.g., coal, fire bricks, lime and other articles are purchased from European 
firms though there are Indian firms supplying these. 

'The Company has no na.tional outlook. It is only where there was a 
direct benefit that it has m()ved its little finger to help any Indian industry. 
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Rolling Milk-There are a number of rolling mills which are working 
profitably and some more are projected but the fear is that this. Co~pany 
with its protected profits would one by one kill these by rate cuttmg m the 
particular areas of each mill. The expa.nsion of the iron and steel industry 
IS being handicapped by such policies. The desire is to keep out all com
petition so that the materials manufactured by this Company at a high cost 
may only sell. In spite" of all that is said my Committee is unaJ!le to 
appreciate the position that materials, iron and steel, should continue to be 
exported to foreign countries, then come back to India rompetin~ with the 
industries of the country, India is to be denied this advantage, and materials 
made by this Company must continue to be sold at a loss. The iron and 
steel industry in India cannot be concentrated in the Tat.'l. Iron and Steel 
Works, and the endea:vours to concentrate it there and kill all competition 
is reactin~ on its own expansion. The Company complains that the failure 
of the Indian demand to meet expectations is one of the main causes ~ the 
failure of the current protection. This is only moving in a vicious circle. 

Sted Prices.-I am directed to submit that with Pig iron being manu
factured at such a lo,! cost, there is no. reason why the cost of steel manu-
facture shonld go up so high. " 

Indian Demand.-That the demand for iron and steel is expanding and 
is capable of further expansion is borne out by statement 14. of the Tata 
Company's representation where a progressive number of total orders booked 
had been of untested -material. This clearly shows that the country can 
absorb more and more iron and steel materials, which must be sold at cheaper 
rates. The views of the Company's Sales Department had been that the 
country had reached the saturation point regardjng the consumptions of 
iron and steel materials, and any lower rates will not stimulate consumption. 
And they have as a result insisted on keeping up and manipulating prices 
in India, entering into cartels and combinations: 

Future Capital Expenditure.-In statement 19, the Company in its repre
sentation has given a list of further capital _expeniliture totalling Rs. 5M 
lakhs. I am directed "to submit that most of these appear to be of doubtfnl 
utility and benefit, and are most likely to burden the Company with unre
munerative loads. Such, so far my Committee can judge are Benzol plant, 
slag cement plant, "brick making plant. They are afraid that the story of 
the .. Greater Extension" will probably be repeated and the Company may 
not only be landed with these but further large expenditure may become 
necessary. My Committee are afraid that the future requirements shown 
have been estimated in a haphazard manner, like the proposed Benzol Plant, 
which the explanatory note has qualified with two big .. ifs ". 

The Company estimates further expense of 30 lakhs on Housing, sanita
tion, etc., in town. 

There does not appear to be any valid reason for embarking on a large 
Housing scheme; already there are nearly 16,000 houses and there are the 
neighbouring villages and Jugesalai, for the total labDur force of about 
18,000. 

My Committee begs to submit that the Tariff Board should not approve 
any new capital expenditure except with the greatest caution and tbe Com
pany should be left to do it on its own responsibility and risk, that th~ 
approval of this Board may not be later on trotted out for more protection 
in the future. 

My Committee wishes to place before the Board that any comment by 
them on the past and future work of the Company cannot be very fuil 
and complete, and they are handicapped by their want of knowledge of the 
inner and technical working the only information is the case prepared by 
the Company. which has been done with the set purpose of magnifying their 
difficnlties, diminishing or hiding their own shortcomings. They would like 
to impress on the Board that so far the management has failed to make 
reasonable profit fOl; its shareholders, has added to the burdens of the 
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Indian people and its policy has tended to retard and injure Indian engineer
ing and maJ).ufacturing concerns-and dealerR. 

If the Board finally decides that the Tab Iron and Steel Company should 
be given further .protection, it should if possible be for a shorter period 
and with proper safeguards that. the Indian public should not be unduly 
burdened that Indian merchants and manufacturers should benefit by the 
work and development of this steel Company, which unfortunately has not 
not been the case up to this. 

Ditty on Pig lron.-My Oommittee begs to submit to the Board that the 
revenue duty on the importation of pig iron should be abolished and in its 
place a small protective duty ma.y be imposed on all iron castings imported 
into India. The question of a bounty on iron castings exported in certain 
tonnage should be favourably considered. ' 

(2) Letter No. 102, dated the 26th March, 1934, from the Behar and Orissa 
Chamber of Commerce, Patna. 

I have the honour to send herewith a copy of resolution passed unani
mously by the Behar and Orissa Chamber of COlJlmerce in their Annual 
General Meeting held in the premises of SiJ).ha Library on the 20th March, 
1934, for favour of your information and necessary action. 

Enclosure. 

THE BEHAR AND ORISSA CHAMBETh OF OOMMERCE, P ATNA. 

Copy of a resolution passed at the Annual Generat Meeting 01 Behar and 
Orissa Chamber of Commerce held in. premises of Sinha. Library on. the 
20th Jlarch, 1994. 

RESOLUTION. 

1. That if the Government of India be pleased to decide continuance of 
Protection to Steel Industry this Chamber would respectfully request the 
Government with a view to safeguard the interests .of all concerned to 
impose the following conditions on the protected industry before granting 
further protection in any shape:- . 

(a) 1'hat Messrs. Tab Iron and Steel 00., Ltd., should sell pig iron 
and finished steel which are essential and important raw 
materials for cast iron and Engineering industries to all Indus
tries a.nd Enterprises in India, Indian or European at the same 
rates without allowing any discount, rebate or concession what
soever so that every Enterprise may have equal opportunity for 
healthy competition. 

(b) That in selling the products there should be no discrimination and 
whenever the demand should be not less -t.han one wagon load 
of one class of materials it should be supplied by the protected 
firm direct. 

(c) Tha.t Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., should not export pig 
iron and steel products to foreign markets at lower rates and 
in no case the rates of its products in home markets should 
exceed the export prices of steel materials for the. time being. 

(d) That the protected firm should not enter into Trust or Pool or 
any other agreement with other firms or industries to the 
detriment of the interests of other Enterprises and should. cancel 
all existing agreements. 

(e) That in case of default or neglect on the part of Messrs. Ta.b 
Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., to observe any of these conditions the 
protection should forthwith be withdrawn or other. penalty 
imposed at the discretion of the Government. 
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2. That. to give effect to these conditions and check wastage,' extrava-, 
ganee, inefficiency; and abuse of advantages of protection and to settle 
disputes between' the protected firm and the public the Tariff Board be 
given power as recommended by the Fiscal Commission, paragraph 306 of 
their report. 

3. That a copy of this resolution be sent to the Secretary, Tariff Board, 
1, Council House Street, Calcutta, the Hon'ble Member-in-cha.rge of 
Department of Commerce, Government of India, Delhi, the Secretary, 
Fl!deration of Indian Chamber of Commerce, the Members of the Indian 
Legislature and to Messrs. Tata & Sons, Bombay, for information and 
necessary action. 

The Iron and Steel Trade~ and Consumers' Association. Bombay. 

Lettcr datcd 26th Deceruber, 1933. 

Our Association has been asked by the Tariff Board here to forward our 
representation directly to Calcutta. I am, therefore, enclosing the same 
herewith. 

Enclosure. 
The question now' submitted to the Tariff Board would be too narrow 

and unduly limited, if it were only dealing with. the present state of the 
Steel Industry in India. 

Time has come to reconsider the situation as a whole and to ascertain, 
according not .only to representations and submissions made by interested 
bodies 'in India, but also to information collected, direct inquiries and 
thorough investigations made by the Tariff Board itself, whether or not, the 
policy now followed by Government haa been at all beneficial to the economic 
welfare of the country AS A WHOLE. . 

When the Tariff Boards, which were from time to time appointed to 
consider the question of the advisability -of granting protection to the Indian 
Steel Industry and the rela.tive submissions made by Messrs. Tata, the 
Board were always called upon to examine the situation of a particular 
industry while the economic position of that industry in India or in the 
world, or the economic situation of the work was better than it actually is 
at present. Everybody knows that the fall of wholesale prices, terrific in 
its depth and duration, hits very hard all the countries in the .world. 

The prices of the agricultural products are specially depreciated: which 
means that the majority of the population of India who, in normal times, 
barely get more than a hand to mouth living find themselves in a situation 
which did not· meet with the indifference of the Government of India. 
Protective duties on wheat, remissions of land taxes and similar .steps were 
meant to relieve the rural population. 

We do not intended to scrutinize here every article of Iron and Steel 
in order to show the excessive burden of the duties, fiscal or protective, on' 
the consumers. - Simply in order to substantiate our submission, we would 
like to draw ll'ainly the attention of the board to the question of GALVANISED 
CORRUGATED SHEETS. 

These commodities are used mostly by tlte poor ryots as a cheap, reliable 
and durable shelter for people, cattle and crops. They are being imported 
into India in very large quantities and in 1932-33 the import amounted 
to 73,000 tons valued at Rd. 1,23,00,000 which represents 23 per cent. of 
the total value of manufactured iron and steel imported in 1932-33. The 
Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., have been manufacturing these corrugated 
sheets since 1923-24, and in 1932-33 their production amounted to 36,000 
tons, i.e., about 50 per cent. of the internal consuml'tion. 
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The Government found expedient to extend the protection granted to 
several articles of steel, to the corrugated sheets and duties were accordingly 
devised. In 1932, these duties were Rs. 40 which was raised to Rs. 67 per 
ton plus 25 per cent. surcharge. 

One can easily realise, without further comments, how heavy a 
burden the customers has to bear for the benefit of the Indian Manufacturers 
of corrugated sheets, whose production amount now only to 50 per cent. of 
the consumption. The Tata Oompany being the only manufacturers of the 
articles in India, the actual result was that to safeguard a limited amount 
of private interests the poorest communities of the Indian population had 
to be indirectly taxed to an amount which could hardly be called fair. 

After the Ottawa Conference, an agreement has been arrived at between 
the Tata Iron and Steel 00., Ltd., and the British Sheet Makers' Con
ference. As per its provisions: the Tata Company sends to the United 
Kingdom steel bars to be rolled into sheets, which are. sold in India 
together with the corrugated sheets completely of English manufacture, 
through a central selling organisation-'IHE ORIENTAL STEEL COMPANY. At 
the same time the price in India is kept at an agreed figure. The duties 
agreed upon in this subsidiary agreement were embodied in the Indian 
Tariff on the 1st January, 1933. 

This agreement, which was practically forced has shown that this agree
ment was quite detrimental to the real interests of the country. It has, 
as a matter of fact, given an easy and ready market for Tab's Steel bars, 
and for the satisfaction of priva.te interests, the rights of the consumers 
have been completely overlooked. -

'Ve will remind here that the duties now in force are the following:
British Sheets Rs. 53 per ton, Sheets made in England from Indian Sheets 
Bars Rs. 30 per ton, Foreign Sheets Rs. 83 per ton. 

The difference of Rs. 30 per ton between the duties on British and 
Foreign Sheets had the immediate effect of killing the continental competi
tion'so that the prices were no more regulated by a fair competition in the 
interests of the consumers but were fixed by the producers (British and 
Indian) irrespective of additional burden on the consumers. The British 
Sheets Makers Oonference and the Tab Company being masters of the 
market, the prices immediately increased without any'other reason than 
the impossibility for the' continental manufacturers to enter the market. 

It is most interesting and suggestive to record here, in illustration of 
what we have s.aid above, the prices quoted during tllese last months-

(1) up to the 20th of September, 1932, (before the .renewal of the 
English Syndicate), c.i.f. £10-7-3, 

(2) from the 21st September, (when the Syndicate had been renewed), 
c.i.f. £11-4-9, 

(3) from the 13th October, 1932, (when the projected duties were 
known), c.i.f. £12-4-9, 

(4) from the end of December, 1932 (when the new duties came into 
operation), c.i.f. £12-7-9. 

Bearing in mind that the price of Sheet Bars and Spclter has not been 
altered, it appears that these sudden alterations of the quotations of the 
corruga.ted Sheets were abnormal and artificial. We will add that they 
were also highly detrimental to the Indian consumers. We therefore wonder 
if the protection of the Indian Manufacturers of galvanised corrugated 
sheets is not actually the exploitation of the ignorance of the poor consumers 
and if the private interests of Shareholders harmonise with national 
interests. All the more so as it appea.rs that quotations for the Indian 
Markets have been also l_ept. unduly high, while' Scandinavian customers 
were receiving preferential treatment. We submit to the consideration of 
the Board, a market report published by the "Metal Bulletin" of Novem
ber 10, 1933, where it is plainly stated: "Prices are unchanged on the 
basiR of 24 G. corrugated in bundles a,t £16-7-6 c.i.f. India with duty paid 
and £11-5 to £11-15 f.o.b. works' port for other markets, except Scandinavia 
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which receives preferential treatment, and £12-15 delivered in 4 ton lots 
for the home trade". 

We here confined ourselves to the question of galvanised corrugated 
sheets because of the evident exploitation of the poor rural classes it now 
involves. We submit that the same receive careful attention of the Board. 
As we feel that several other protective duties on other classes of Iron and 
Steel constitute also too heavy a burden on the masses of consumers, an 
evident need would seem to call for a reconsideration of the whole problem 
from this point of view, bearing in. -mind first the present and future 
economic welfare, of the country. 

In the above paragra,phs we have tried to set forth the consumllrs' points 
of view about the actual incidence of protective customs duties. 

We think that more attention should also be given to the preferential 
treatment granted by the Government of India to the Manufacturers of 
the United Kingdom. My Association would have no objections to raise 
against them, if we were assured that the reduction in duties would corres
pond to a reduction in prices so that the customers in India might be 
benefited thereby. Solemn declarations have proved to·be of no avail. Not 
only the people of India have not derived any advantage of them, but also, 
as in the case of corrugated sheets, the foreign competition has been killed 
leaving our markets at the mercy of English and Indian manufacturers, at 
the expense of the Indian consumers. 

We feel it· is our duty to point out· here that the English manufacturers 
. enjoy already a not inconsiderable advantage over their Continental com
petitors, due to the DEPRECIATION OF THE POUND STERLING. The European 
countries who are the main suppliers of iron and steel after Great Britain 
are still on the Gold Standard, and do not benefit by the same a premium 
of export, as England does. In commodities like iron SoIld steel, we do think 
that the benefit of the exchange should constitute a sufficient preferential 
treatment. And it is our submission that no preferential duties should be 
granted to the English Mat!ufacturers. 

:We should now like to draw the attention of the Board to the very 
substantial preference granted by the Government of India to the galvanised 
corruga.ted sheets made out of sheet bars sent to England by Tatas. This 
preference has been embodied in the Indian Tariff, after the Government 

~ had given strength of law to provisions of the subsidiary agreement arrived 
at between Tatas and the British Sheet Makers' Conference. 

Regulating international trade or even inter imperial trade in such a 
wa;y, seems to us, a negation of all sound economic principles and, further
more in doing so, the Indian Government appear very much to identify 
their'interests, or the interests of the country with those of a single private 
concern. 

Moreover, the export of sheet bars under that special agreement will be 
SO small, when the second Sheet Mill Unit at Jamshedpur is operating, as 
Messrs. Tatas have pointed out in paragraph 28 of their representation, 
tha.t there is no reason any longer to frame a special duty for them. 
Continuous changes and alterations of customs Tariff should be avoided 'on 
account of the dislocations it causes to the trade. ,Duties for temporary 
circumstances of very limited scope should not be included in a Tariff. 

My Association submits therefore to the Board that the preferential 
duties granted on the Galvanised Corruga.ted Sheets made out of Indian 
Sheets Bars should be discontinued. 

My Association deems it necessary to draw earnest attention of the Board 
to the contents and the significance of the paragraph No. 82 of Messrs. 
Tatas' representation wherein it is submitted as a necessity, to include in 
the scheme of protection billets, tinbar and sheetbar, i.e., SEMIS generally. 

This submission is based on the necessity to preclude ·the possibility of 
installation of small re-rolling mills at the !!lore distant Pl?rts which might 
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take advantage of the protection duty on bars and light sections or on 
sheets and produce those articles from foreign steel imported at low rates 
of duty. 

My.Association fails.to reali~ the necessity or the advisability of such 
protection, from. the pOint of view of the economic welfare and industrial 
prog~ess of India. Even in highly industrialised countries like England, 
Bel~lUm a.nd .Germa~y, no ~teps are taken to preclude the establishment in 
~helr terrItorI~s of mdustrles of transformation using imported semis and 
~n fact a conSiderable tonnage of semis is imported yearly by these countr
Ies. 

lfurthermore, we do not see the advantage that India would derive, in 
forcmg people to use products of a concern which from a sound economic 
standpoint, is not suitably located. The consumers 'of distant markets would 
ha,:e to pay, for ~he ~ole adv:antage of Messrs. Tata., very high railway 
freight, and be arbitrarily deprived of more profitable prices offered by com
petition, who are already handicapped by freight, etc. -

A direct consequence of such protective duties on semis would be that 
the prices of this article would normally increaS!l also, in the- absence of 
competition of any -kind. Furthermore, concerns using now Tata's semis, 
like the Tinplate Company and the Indian Steel Wire Products Company 
and similar concerns would be at the discretion of Messrs. Tata. Prices of 
articles manufactured out of semis would also tend to increase. The con
sumers will be the only losers, without any substantial increase in the 
soundness of the industrialisation of India. . 

The submission of Messrs. Tata appears to be mainly actuated by a desire 
shut qut all competition foreign or internal. Without any economically 
sound reasons in their representation, we think Messrs. Tata have failed to 
substantiate their submission. In our opinion, the protective duties asked 
for would be detrimental to the interests of the Indian consumers and we 
therefore, feel entitled to submit that such ext~ion of the scheme of pro-
tection should not be recommended by the Board. -

In the adjustments of prices advocated. by Messrs. Tata and alleged as 
necessary, to establish the" fair selling prices", we note the place occupied 
by the adjustments made on account of internal freights. 

The justification of these important allowances lies only on the assump
tion that India should be a reserved market for Messrs. Tata and for that 
company alc;me, without giving due consideration to th~ -question as to 
whether it is economically sound to take the whole territory, from Balu
chistan to Burma 'Via Cape Comorin, as a market which can be economically 
supplied from Jamshedpur. 

This assumption is obviously open to refutation, and no ~definite proof 
appeats to have yet been adduced. It is evident that political boundaries 
in a widely e:!l.-tended country like Indillj do not necessarily cover a reserved 
market for a partiCUlar industry. If the inland freight from Jamshedpur to 
a place on this side of India, is too high to enable Messrs. Tata to compete 
with imported steel, prices of which are already encumbered by sea freight, 
duties and landing clJarges, etc., it is evident that this particular place 
must be outside the sphere of influence of the Jamshedpur Works. Any 
steps taken and specially any increase of duty advocated to modify this 
situation are economically unf;ound. It is reaJ.ly a question to be referred 
to the Railway Authorities, who will see up to what extent they can allow 
rebates or special rates in order to maintain or increase a current 
of transport. If .the railway companies can not see their way to grant 
such rebates, it is beyond the competence of the Government and it would
constitute an improper use of the public money, to frame duties just to 
to meet the wishes of the Tata Company. These allowances,-represented 

-by Tatas as adjustments, are an unjust burden on the consumers shoulders. 
It should also be borne in mind that if India refuses to· buy from 

Continental cOUIl.tries, the latter will not be able to buy from India eithfll'. 
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Cwalior Chamber of Commerce, l.ashlcar. 
Letter No. 1289, dated the 26th ;December, 1933. 

I am directed by the Committee of my Chamber to lay down the views 
of my Committee in regard to the further protection to the Iron and Steel 
industry in the country, in compliance with the resolution of Commerce 
Department of Government of India No. 260-T.(8) 33 of 26th August, 1933. 
My Committee fully realise the necessity to maintain the existing afforded 
protection to this industry for the further period of at least seven years, 
but the existing management of Tata Iron and Steel Works, the only big 
and monopolised industry in the country; ought to be reformed thereby 
diminishing the present high price of Iron and Steel in the markets. My 
Committee is of opinion rapid Indianisation of the staff of the company and 
efficient management could effectively cure the unhealthy condition .of this 
industry. 

There are cqmplaints from all quarters that Tatas do not give adequate 
facilities to other small industries depending thereon, consequently no small 
industrieB are yet flourished inspite of big demand of small materials in 
the country. My Committee think that every big industries ought to be 
bound under the protection that they should afford facility to the small 
industries depending thereon. 

My Committee urge to the Tariff Board that protection of consumers 
interests should be safeguarded by the Government before affording any 
protection to any industry. Consumers themselves will willingly sacrifice 
their interest if the protection intended to afford is justified in the interest 
of the countrv but in India such protection is absolutely neglected by the 
Government iiltroducing Ottawa Trade Agreement and other measures which 
are of no interest but in other words add burden to the consumers owing 
to increasing price of the articles. 

My Committee hope thai the Indian Tariff Board will consider the views 
of my Committee laid down hereunder and accept them ill toto in their 
report. 

The Dec:can Merchants' Association, Bombay. 

Letter No. 10{34, dated the 10th Janna"'J, 1934. 
I am directed by my Committee to submit the following few_ remarks with 

ref .. rence to resolution (Tariffs) No. 260/T.(8)f33, dated the 26th August, 
1933, of the Government of India in the Commerce Department. 

For the last decade or so the steel industry of India which has practically 
come to be identified with the Tata Iron and Steel Industry has received 
a substantial amount of protection at the hands of the Government. As 
recommended by the Fiscal Committee, before re.commending this industry 
for protection the Tariff Board _ had convinced themselves about the strong 
case in its favonr. Unfortunatelv due to unforeseen situation over which 
the Board had no control, the obi~t of prot .. ction is yet far off from complete 
realization. The industry has developed but the sp .... d of development 
is hardly commensurate with the burden imposed upon the Indian consumer 
and.. for this the general policy of the Tata Iron and Steel Industry is as 
much responsible as the external conditions, which no one could control. 
Since the question has again come up before the Tariff Board, my Committee 
earnestly desires that the experience of the past years should be fully 
exploited before recommending the industry for a further period of protection. 

As the consumer has· already been penalised for over seven years and as 
the steel industry eonstitutes nne of the strongest pillars ov~r which the 
edifice of India's industrial development is to be erected there cannot be. a 
complete reversal of the policy of protection adopted towards it. Bnt this 
does not mean that the management should be allowed to have as free a 
hand in the enjoyment of protection as it has been accustomed to 80 far 
if the policy of protection is to be folluwed in its true spirit: In the hop~ 
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that after the termination of the period -of protection the industry will be 
able to stand on its own legs, the consumer with a sense of patriotism, 
meekly submits to the evil of high prices. But it is the duty of Govern
ment as well as 'the industralists concerned to see that this neceBBary evil is as 
short living as. possible. During the past years the management of the 
Tata Iron and Steel Industry seem to have been a tittle indifferent to this 
consideration, as a result of which they cannot any longer be trusted to 
have IIIn absolutely free hand in directing the policy of the company. 

The grievances against the management are many. Firstly, they have 
not Indianized their higher staff to the extent they could have done without 
any harm to the efficiency. Secondly, they have not taken su!fficient care 
to reduce their costs of production, which is one of the most important 
factors leading to -the success of a scheme of protection. On the contrary 
their schemes for future capital expenditure lend support to the positive 
contention that they are extravagant. Thirdly, the most serious grievance 
against the company is that the management do not view .with favour the 
development of other companies manufacturing iron and steel products like 
wire nails, cutlery and surgical instruments, which goes entirely against 
the fundamental object of protection. Fourthly, in their sales and purchases 
policy the management of the company is said to be anti-Indian . 

.In enumerating these gI:ievarices my Committee is seriously handi
capped by the paucity of information. But the Tariff Board is in a position 
to demand information from -the Company on these points and make 
themselves sure about their truth or otherwise. Hence my Committee urges 
upon the members of the Board to investigate fully into these questions 
before recommending any measure of protection to the industry under 
consideration. 

To sum up, my Committee suggests:-
(1) The Tata Iron and Steel Industry which haSl already received protec

tion for the last so many years should continue to do so for 
a further period of years. But this period as well as the 
percentage of prQtection should be as much as is absolutely 
necessary for the effective protection of the Industry. . 

(2) The Board -of Directors of Tatas should be mooe to give an under
taking to the effect that the grievances enumerated above if 
true are removed and to see that the policy of the company 
does not go against the main object of protection, viz., the 
development of various industries in India, manufacturing iron 
and steel products. 

In making these suggestions my Committee has placed before it the goal 
of an industrially developed India and taken an absolutely impartial atti
tude towards the steel industry as well as the consumer. 

Hoping to receive a favourable consideration. 

Messrs. ICristo DhoD Cangooly & Co .• Calcutta. 

Letter dated the Bard ?eptember, 1933. 
We observe in the Paper that your Board has been appointed to examine 

the necessity of continuing the protection to the Steel Industry and the 
manner in which any protection found necessary should be conferred. 
Although we should not have any objection to the continuance of the exist
ing protection duty we would like to place before your Board the following 
points which require careful consideration of the Board before a decision 
is made. 

1. It is our opinion that as a result of the heavy protection duty the 
general tendency of the market has gone up and consequently every petty 
consumers are to pay higher prices which tells very heavily on their means 
at the time of such economic distress. 
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2. On account of this protection the import Of steel products has been 
reduced to a minimum and resulting in a heavy drop of Government revenue 
and at the same time rendering thousands of Indian labourers unemployed 
at the jetty." 

3. It is quite reasonable that when the industry is required to take the 
protection of the Government the Company should take every care to minimise 
their establishment in order that the cost of production may come down 
to the same level with the Continental materials. 

4. The Manufacturers are now approaohing even small consumers and 
have opened depots at different places and have thus given a death blow to 
the Indian businessmen who had been living on the steel industry of foreign 
materials for years together. 

5. Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., have recently appointed only 
four firms in Calcutta for the distribution of their tested materials and thus 
depriving hundreds of local Indian firms from doiJJg their business. There 
are some firms in Calcutta who have been doing steel business for more than 
50 years with credit, but the above company who wants to be saved by the 
protection duty of the Government does not ca"e to save small Indian dealers 
which are going to be cl'Jlshed as A result of changing their sale policy. We 
must strongly protest against it and should suggest that they should give 
facility to every business man to deal in tested materials. We must point 
out that some Company who has not got the same buying capacity' as their 
distributors at present, may at some future date purchase greater quantities. 
On the other hand we have every reason to believe that it is the duty of 
the 'I'nbs to patronise Indian merchants in supersession of the others when 
they are fully aware" that their existence mainly rests on the protection of 
the India Government. This sale policy of Tatas seems to be a crushing 
poliC:;" of the dealers. 

6. In addition to the above protection the Tatas enjoy a concession in 
railway freight but this advantage is fully enjoyed by the Tatas themselves 
and not by the dealers or consumers. 

7. If the protection duty is found necessary to continue we think that 
this should be abolished in respect of British goods as we are British 
911bjects. ' 

Panclit Nilakantha Das, Puri. 

LetteT dated the 14th October, 1931,. 

In pursuance of the Government of India Resolution No. 260/T. (8)/33, 
dated the 26th Aug:ust, 1933, I beg to submit the following for the considera-
tion of the Tariff Board. . 

I claim to represent the interests of the consumer of the articles protected 
by the various Acts and Amendments for the protection of Steel and Iron 
products in India. The consumer generally belongs to the class of tlie poor 
agriculturist and the lower middle class of the country. He pays for the 
higli price of articles protected. This high price causes high standard of 
living and comforts, which to-d.ay is about to cause disruption and dis
organisation of the long standing social and economic order in the country. 
It must be borne in mind that the mass of the population are to-day on, the 
very verge of economic rnin. ' 

Hence, before giving any sanction or moral support to a. further exten
sion of the protection, i.e., before accepting the entire burden of the Tariff 
on his bare back with" all the calm and resignation traditipnal to the 
Indian peasant, the consumer ought to know why he should be made to pay, 
and where exactly he stands in this system of giving protection to Industries. 
The Tariff Board might be supplied with some informations and arguments. 
But those informations and arguments of the receiver of the money ought 
to be thoroughly examined by the giver of it. What are those informations, 
~nd what bearing have they qD ~~e interests of the \lonsumer. There has 
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been yet publisbed no questionnaire on the subject, and the consumer .has 
no other data properly so called to base. his calculations upon to find out' 
if an extension of. protection asked for is at all advisable in any form. The 
consumer should expect at least to know exactly as to what extent the 
Industry has spread in the land and that with what facilities created by 
protection; how the Indian demand of Iron and Steel articles has been 
progressively supplied by articles of Indian manufacture as a result of 
protection; whether and to what extent the Protective Tariff revenue of the 
State has been reduced year by year as Indian supply increases on account 
of protection; and above all what the protected Firms and the Government 
are doing in the matter to repay or at least to give relief to the consumer 
for the payment which he is making at so great a risk to his economic 
existence. All these and similar informations with detailed facts and figures 
are at leallt necessary, and a yearly .calculation item per item showing the 
quantity and price of the entire consumption of the articles protected and 
of those made in India, and the ratio between the amount given in protec
tive Tariff to the State, and the amount actually required to help the 
Industry are also essential for the consumer to come to a decision. In 
anticipation of these informations, however, a suggestive examination of 
lome well-known points bearing on the question in general and the inevitable 
conclusion deduced therefrom may be briefly indicated. 

Inihis connection it may be re-called that long before the present cheap 
price of produce and the imminent economic ruin of the consumer, when 
the policy of protection first came up for discussion the Legislative Assembly 
on 16th February, 1923, said Mr. C. A. Innes (now Sir Charles Innes), the 
then Commerce Member, on behalf of the Government of India:-

"Our policy of protection must increase the level of price for the 
consumer generally and particularly for the agricultural and middle 
classes. There is no getting away from this fact. By discrimination 
we may mitigate the rise. But the fact remains, and it is so certain 
that I don't propose to argue it, that a policy of protection must mean 
an increase of prices in India. Now, I am well aware that many coun
t~ies have gone in boldly for a policy of protection in spite of this 
disadvantage. But we are considering the case of India. We are not 
considering the case of countries with a high standard of living like 
the United States of America and like Dominions such as Canada and 
Australia. People of countries like that caD. no doubt pay the inevitable 
price that protection demands. But in India, we have a country of 
300 millions. Two-thirds of that population are agriculturists. Most of 
them are poor, and the standard of comfort is low. One thing I think 
is certa·in. If the agricultural classes were able fully to bring their 
influence to bear upon this Assembly. I douht very much whether this 
Assembly to-day would accept my Amendment. I doubt indet'd whether 
I should be putting that Amendment (in favour of discriminating protec
tion) forward. The agricultural classes in every country in the world, I 
think, I may say this with confidence stand to gain the least and lose 
the most hy a policy of protection. But even if we leave the agricultural 
classes out of consideration, is there anyone in this House who can view 
without alarm, having regard to the conditions of- India, the prospect 
of a substantial rise of prices following upon the development 011 a 
policy of protection? It is easy to speak of measuring prospective gain 
against immediate loss. It is easy to say that India must be prepa·red 
for a sacrifice. But surely the experience of last few years has demon
strated even to the most unobservant the effect of high pJ'i('E!s not only 
upon the public finances of India but also upon the political, social 
and economic conditions throughout the country." 

After expressing these sentiments, the Government should not have be..,n 
an interested party' in the policy of proteetion. The people will never beli.·ve 
an interested Government. In fact the Government of India hegan tlll'ir 
protection to Steel Industry by at least R;iving some Bounty to the Tatas in 
1924.. That was good. But sinee 1927, the policy has ~n deliberately 
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changed to one completely of protective tariff, i.a., indirect payment by the 
consumer. Out of the policy, Governinent is making much more money \han 
is, required for the protection of the Industry. 'rhus Government develops a 
vested interest in this policy of protection, which policy therefore, it is feared, 
the Government cannot but support. It may not be irrelevant to quote 
bere a clause from the amendment moved by the Commerce Member on the 
occasion referred to above, i.e., 16th February, 1923. The clause runs as 
follows:-

.. (b) That in the application of the above principle of protection regard 
must be had to the financial needs of the country and to the present 
dependence of the Government of India on Import and Export and excise 
duties for a large part of its revenues." 

Should we not now say that this vested interest was a deliberate creation P 
If the Government want money they may tax the people and take the 
consequences, if any. But to balance their budget they should not take 
shelter under a policy of protection and thus trade upon the patriotic 
sentiment of the people on the one hand, and the self-interest of the 
capitalist on the other. 

Then again the well based misgivings of the Indian consumer in another 
direction must he seriously taken into account. The Tariff policy of Govern
ment of India is intimately connected with the policy of Imperial, or more 
correctly, British preference. Here one may be permitted to say that the 
formidable wrong done to the poor consumer in making the much praised 
Bounty p!>licy of 1924 and 1925, only a thin end of the wedge for a purely 
Protective Tariff Policy in future, was also a deliberate measure for Imperial 
or British preference. The same Sir Cbarles Innes who was then the :Member 
for Commerce and Railways had to represent India in the Imperial Econo
mic Conference of 1923 in London where he said:-

.. Large sums have been set aside for the rehabitation of her (India's) 
Railways, and I hope that we may be able to embark on some new 
construction. On Railway material alone, we spent last year almost 
entirely in this country, more than 8l millions sterling. Other develop
ment schemes are in contemplation, and in one way or another the 
Government estimate that something like 70 millions sterling will be 
spent on Imported Stores during the next five years for the Railways 
and other development schemes. As in the past so in the future, I 
have no doubt that the skill and enterprise of the British manufacturent 
will see to it that the vast bulk of their (India's) moneys will be spent 
in tl!is oountry." 

The" Next five years" of the above statement was to end in 1928 and 
British preference began by 'an Act in 1927, along with the Tariff Protection 
to Steel Industry. . ' 

If preference is really necessary the Indian tax-payer should be asked 
to take to other means, such as, conventions of qnota pnrchase, or purchases 
of particular articles even at a loss. That kind of direct dealing would 
be free, healthy, and manly. But a planned preference to be worked auto
matically nnder a system of Protective Tariff should he stopped at once in 
the interests not ouly of the consumer, but of National Economy and 
National morality. 

If the Government Can still argue with success that in'the real interests 
of the people a policy of Protective Tariff is better than Bounty, and that 
Protection of Iron and Steel Industry is a real necessity still, they ought 
to clearly eliminate preference from protection, and set apart the money 
they get beyond the Revenue Duty. and ear-mark it for promotion of Industry 
or other .... orks of Nation Building. An interested Government combined 
with the interested capitalists onght not to dupe the patriotic mass of the 
consuming public into a policy the disastrous effects of which the latter 
are never allowed either to fully comprehend or to effectively counteract,. 
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The consumer again may be alarmed to imagine the state of tlii:i1gs
the effects of all his protection-under the Government proposed in the 
White Paper, when Statutory elimination of Oommercial discrimination will 
have its full sway in this country. Big competitive English Firms will 
rise up and the perpetually protection-pampered Tatas will either count out 
their days in supplying cheap basic materials to those firms, or will loose 
their existenoe as an Indian concern. This danger ahead, the Tata's un
fortunately don't visualise. The active sense of such a danger will dispell 
the lethargic sense of security under the system of protection supported by 
an interested Government, and make them try at once to stand on their 
own legs to face all Competition successfully. 

Sometimes it is said that an Iron and Steel Conoern for basic materials 
like the Tatas is necessary against war times like those from 1914 to 1919. 
In that case the protection of the Industry must be considered a part of 
the measure adopted for Indian defence, and to that extent, it ought to be 
the look out of the Indian Military Department, and not of the poor 
consumer. That will then be plain dealing, better understood by the common 
Indian tax-payer. 

Now let us- examine the question from the aspect which has a direct 
bearing on our industrialists. 

During the war Indian Industries got an inevitable impetus as supply 
of foreign articles was abnormally reduced. Our Industries made large profits, 
and paid away the dividends from 60 per cent. to 300 per cent. without 
building any rese~ve against a return even of normal times, not to speak of 
future de,'elopments. 

When the protection for Steel Industry first began in 1924 in giviug 
Bounty to Tata Iron aud Steel Concern, I was myself in the Legislative 
Assembly as a member of the opposition. On behalf of the consumer and 
the tax-payer of the land, I and my party blessed the measures for Bounty 
to Tatas, in spite of their want of thriftiness in the past. referred to above. 
We did it in expectation of a steady promotion of the Industry and a 
consequent improvement of the economic condition of the country. I would 
do the same to-day provided it is proved that the help given is for the 
benefit of the consumer. Nevertheless, I have been keenly watching the 
progress of this concern since 1924. when Bounty was given to it, as I 
consider this a basic .Iron and Steel concern of National importance. 

Let us hegin the examination with a little quotation from the same 
speech of Sir Charles Innes in the Legislative Assembly on 16th February, 
1923. In moving the Amendment for discriminative protection and 
formation of the Tariff Board, referring to the dangers inherent in a 
policy for protection, he said:-

"I refer to the danger of political corruption and the danger of the 
formation of trusts . . . . and the danger that the only result of our 
policy may be the fostering up in India of inefficient Industries." 

Unfortunately for the Indian consumer all tbese dangers have come to 
be true. 

The following facts and incidents may, however, be cited in illustration:-
(1) The entire assets of the Tats Iron and Step] Co" Ltd., have been 

mortgaged for a dpbenture loan in English currency at a high 
rate of interest. It deserves investigation, if there has been 
any attempt for repaying tha loan or for a conversion of it to 
one. bearing lower interest and better terms during the period 
that the Company is living in protection. Any ~cient manage
ment must have some convincing explanation on the point. We 
may smell also political and commercial corruption in this. 

(2) Formation of trusts or similar dangers to the nation may well he 
found out in the following:-

(a) Pij!; Iron is exported at Rs. 19 per ton, and is sold in Indian 
Market at Rs. 75 (yery recently reduoed to Rs. 55) per ton. 
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There are other pig iron producing firms. The Tata Iron and 
Steel Co., Ltd., have entered into a combine with them to . 
the effect that all the firms sell pig iron at the same price 
to the Indian consumer. The result is that foreign producers 
of steel are enabled to put finished products cheap in the 
Indian Market, and Tatas want more and more protection, 
while on th@ other hand the poor helpless Indian consumer who 
pays for the protection .not only bears all the heavy brunt of 
the combine, but also our small Indian Iron Industries are 
crushed out of existence. Other raw materials are also 
similarly exported. It is cruel irony of fate that the consumer 
pays protection money to supply cheapest raw materials to 
foreign competitors. 

In this connection short but pertinent editorial remarks in the 
" Statesman" may be interesting: 

" Thanks to the high protective duty on Steel imported into 
India, the price of steel is artificially kept up in this country. 
On the face of it the profit which. Tatas earn. on the sale of 
their steel in India makes it possible for them to dump their 
surplus (whether protected or not) in South Wales. In other 
words the consumer in India pays." (Slst January, 1932-
Delhi Edition.} 

Again:-
"Iron is the basis of steel and at the present time 

foreign countrieS can buy Indian Pig Iron cheaply and turn 
it into steel at such prices as enable it to surmount the Tariff 
Wall." (1.#11. July, 1935-Calcutta Edition.) 

(b) Shnilar policy is followed by Tatas in the sale of their second 
class, rejected and scrap materials which the village artisans, 
as well as small industries require so badly for their very exist
ence. These articles are s.old very cheap in foreign countries 
and Indian consumer is entirely deprived ~f it and that 
perhaps deliberately. 

(c) In the sale of finished products for fabricating and other pur
poses, Tatas make a discrimination and sell cheaper to 
influential and English firms. In consequence, small engineer
ing firms are collapsing. This may also contain an element 
of political and commercial corruption. 

(d) Various similar means are adopted' by the Tatas to create 
monopoly for themselves under the wings of protection. These 
means are for instance, underselling smaller concerns at a loss, 
particularly those concerns that use scrap; holding out threats 
to customers if they deal with those or similar concerns; 
and making pacts and arrangements with firms supposed to 
have political influence. The" Statesman" of Calcutta in 

> its editorial relevently remarks: - ' 
"Tatas would have the Railways and' the builders (i.e., 

consumers in general) restricted to buying Indian Steel at 
the price that the makers choose to fix." (l"th. July, 1935.) 

Thus both the creation of trust in combines and the concomitant political 
lind commercial corruption are going on unchecked and the consumer is 
required to pay for protection of all these without any advantage to himself. 

It may here be relevant to give an instance of Tata's consideration for 
the interests of the consumer. Towards the end of September, 1931, a 
Surcharge was levied by the Government on imported steel amongst other 
articles. Tatas at once jumped to take advantage of these. higher duties. 
During one week between 21st and 30th September, 1931, price of untested 
bars for instance were raised from Rs. 107 to Rs. 125 per ton and so all other 
articles. 
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The Editor' of the" Statesman" in his paper dated the 14th July, 1932, 
makes the foUowing observations with reference to this Surcharge and Tatas 
cry for more pr.otection under the heading "The cry for more". The 
Editor says.:-

"During the past year the abandoning of the gold standard has 
given Indian Steel an additional 20 per cent. protection against 
continental steel and has further given the same extra advantage in 
exporting steel to all countries on the gold standard. In addition there 
has been a Surcharge upon the duty imposed on all steel coming into 
India, which has raised the wall of protection still higher. All this 
is not enough. 'l'atas want more. It is never that the' medicine that 
is at fault; all. that the patient wants in order to get_ well. is bigger 
and bigger doses. ' 

* .. * 
* 

* .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. It .. .. .. 

If in the present lowness of world prices people cannot buy they will 
not be induced to buy charging more." 

. It is often said and sometimes persistently by Tatas themselves that they 
give employment to many thousands of Indian labour. Of course, to know 
whether, the labour is well treated and contented an enquiry is called for, 
for which the Tariff Board may not be prepared. Long continuing strikes in 
the past followed by victimisation and that at a time when people generally 
suffer from unemployment need not be expatiated upon. For argument's 
sake let us admit that Tatas give employment to thousands- and keep them 
contented. But pray, they give to what percentage of our labour population 
and give it at what cost to the tax-payer? Besides the Tatas cannot be 
considered to be a charitable institution for the destitute labour to be main
tained 'at the cost of the tax-payer; The tax-payers' money, if and when 
given, should be applied with caution and judiciousness to- create efficiency 
in the Industry. Huge protection has not made Tatas make any money 
beyond paying the interest and depreciation charges. There is also a 
perpetual dread for internal competition which goads them on for combines, 
monopolies, pacts and what not. This is surely no sign of growing efficiency. 
The consumer's money ought not to be wasted in combines, pacts, political 
and commercial corruption&-Sure indication of inefficiency and ultimate 
deteriorntion and ruin. 

But a word on some constructive suggestion regarding the question of 
labour may not be here out of place for the Tariff Board to include it among 
the conditions of help to the Industry from the tax-payer. Labour should be 
organised in order to create progressive 'efficiency in the industry. This 
organisation, in firms like Tatas, should also be directed as to materially 
contribute to the promotion of skill and outlook in industry, which is the real 
national l\·ealth. In the Tatas there was some arra.ngement for technical 
education and training. Of late, the system has been changed. Investigation 
will show if the change has not been made for the worse. Any way, this kind 
of education and training of the labour in the old accredited way is useless 
at the present time.. Labour organisation and training as well as the 
technical appliances in countries like Japan ought to be studied by our 
young man. Imitation of methods of countries like England should be 
abandoned as they are old fashioned and domineered over by the most 
undesirable aristocratic temperament of' the capital. In the Industry itself 
the labour employed should be made to fear that they are a partner in 
the progress and profits of the concern, and that their skill and adaptability 
will never go unrecognised, and top to bottom the scales of pay and wages 
should be revised with a view to make them fit in with Indian conditions of 
living and comfort as well as the nature, of work performed. The gulf between ' 
the top and the bottom man should not be as vast and yawning as it is to-day. 
This will be the real Indianisation of our labour in industries. 

In this connection a very obsessive element general to Indian industrial 
cOl\cerns should be eliminated in the interests of Industry itself. It is the 



system of management by Managing Agents. It is like a heredit~ry 
monarchy in a State, which the Modern World has discarded. No protectIon 
or help from the State can make such a .crude system produce any efficiency 
for inefficiency is inherent in the system. 

Last but not the least, protection given to an industry at the expense 
of the consumer by a tariff or other indirect payments of the tax-payer; such 
as concession of railway freights and the like, should take particular note 
of the fad that such protections create an undesirable sense of security in 
the industry itself. But the high price must tend in a countr,v like Indi~ to 
diminish the consumption. The industry therefore wants more protectIOn, 
for less sale means less profit. Thus indirect protection creates a vicious 
circle with an ultimate deadening effect on national economy. 

Hence on behalf of the consumer of the land I raise my voice of protest 
and warning with all the strength and emphasis, I command, again.'<t any 
extension of the present policy of giving protection 1Iy a tariff or indirect 
payment by the tax-payer. .f hope, I am not crying in the wilderness, for in 
the present policy, the British industrialists expect preference, the Indian 
Government looks for balancing their budget, and the Indian capitalists seek 
perpetual security and monopoly. The consumer, whose economic ruin is 
almost certa~ to-day, expects no support from these quarters. The Tariff 
Board is expected to be an impartial body and hence is my voice of protest 
on behalf of the consumer of this vast country of poor agriculturitts. 

Nevertheless, I am not a free trader. I yield to few in my anxiety for 
giving all reasonable help to our national industry, and the general tax
payer of the land, must not refuse to do so. But we must not imitate 
methods in other countries, nor be carried away by theoretical arguments 
of interested pal"ties. Temporary help should be provided for our basic iron 
and steel industry if by facts and figure it is convincingly and conclusively 
proved that an extension of the present help is necessary in the interests 
of real economic future of the country. But any help necessary must take the 
fO,rm of giving bounty to particular firms and industries, so that the Govern
ment and the tax-payer cannot but be consciously watching the effects of 
the help which they directly give, and the receiver of the help on the other 
hand cannot but be careful in the use of the money so given. The healthy 
competition in the industry that will follow will then be a real guarantee 
against corruption like vested interests and monopoly. 

The Tariff Board in their recommendations may, however, impose condi
tions and prescribe methods of organisation of work along with their recom
mendations for giving bounty to our Iron and Steel Industry. I have 
given enough of illustrative suggestions for such - conditions, but the repre
.... nhtives ot tax-payers, or the \JiOvernment in that capacity, should be made 
to watch the development of the industry for which there should be definite 
arrangement. A machmery may. however, .be devised to examine from time 
to time and see .that the tax-payers' money is being properly ntili!!8d. All 
this should be provided for the satisfaction of the tax-payer as well as 
the security of the receiver of the money, so that there will be no occasion 
whatsoever. for the tax-payers to blame and the receiver of the money to 
dispute it. -But in any case there should be a definite provision for the 
grant coming up of discussion every year along .with the budget. 

The Siugh Engineering Works, Cawnpore. 

Ldter No. J. 8./316, dated the 21st October, 1933. 

As my name has been mentioned in the memorandum of the Cawnpore 
I. M. A., I wish to inform the Tariff Board, that I was not a party to the 
drawing up of that memorandum. . 

As an independent re-roller of scrap into bars, I have to sell my products 
in ~mpetition with Tats's. Because ~ do not have to spend much on railway 
freIght and I use a cheap raw matenal, I can make a satisfactory profit at 
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whatever prices are suffi.ci~nt for Tatas. But they were'in this market before 
I started producing bars and as I recognised that their position was very 
strong, I saw tha;t it would not be Teasonable to make any special attack on 
their market. I, therefore, carry on my business without getting much in 
Tatas way, and I have always been satisfied with their attitude as they have 
not put any special difficulties in the way of my business. I commenced 
production in. 1929. In the beginning I came into competition with Tatas. 

, But after a short period of price-cutting we came to an agreement, whereby 
I was enabled to market my output with advantage to myself. The agree
ment has worked very satisfactorily to our mutual benefit. I have my own 
selling arrangements and Tata dealers agreement "has not interfered with 
the sale of my production. 
, I do not support the attack of the C. I. M. A. on Tata's. I am running 

a small business independently of Tatas and I have found that there is a 
room for both of us. I have no reason to object to Tatas methods of business 
and I do not agree that they have been competing unfairly. As a roller of 
bars, I hope that su:flicient protection will be maintained, otherwise the price 
of bars might fall to a very low level. But, I think, that whatever protec
tion is su:flicient for Tatas will be enough for re-rollers like myself and we 
can all carryon the business satisfactorily together if we recognise one 
another's .position and do not attack one another's market foolishly. 

Dr. S. Ie. Sircar, Calcutta. 

Letter dated the 20th November, 1939. 
I beg to enclose herewith an article on the advisability of granting further 

protection to the steel industry. I shall be much obliged if you would be good 
enough to draw the attention of the members of the Board, to this article. 

I may add, I am quite willing to appear before the Board, in this 
connection, should it desire me to do so. 

Enclosure. 

FURTHER PROTECTION FOR STEEL. 

It is true that certain classes of industry in India, of necessity, require 
protection during the development period since they have to face tremendous 
competition from countries well advanced and well established industrially. 
As the result of protection, the general masses of the country are compelled 
to pay a higher price for all the articles that could be had cheaper otherwise. 
They are willing however to put up with this hardship for a limited period 
with the expectation that the industry enjoying protection, will soon be able 
to hold its own against competition from outside, absorb an increasing number 
of workers and satisfy the internal demand of the country, to'a large extent. 
The amount of money that was being drained out of the country will thus be 
reduced considerably. 

It is implied that all those connected with the organisation and develop
ment of the industry concerned should make an earnest endeavour to fully 
utilise the advantages gained by protection and bring the industry to the 
expected stage of development by Edficient management and organisation. 
If the organisers fail to obtain the desired results at the end of the prescribed 
period without any justification, they will not be playing the game with the 
masses, who during this period, have been compelled to part with more 
money than they could ordinarily afford, the organisers perhaps, have grown 
richer by a proportionate amount, at their expense. This really is not short 
of a criminal offence. Under such circumstances there is no sense in extend. 
ing the period of protection if the industry is going to be controlled and 
managed by those who have proved to be thoroughly incapable and absolute 
failures." . 
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Some of the inherent drawbacks with most of the Indian indilstrialists 
are (a) conserv8Itive out-look, lack of initiative and fore-sight, (b) desire to 
become millionaires over-night, (c) foolish economy resulting in the employ
ment of third rate men and (d) extreme reluctance to employ capable and 
efficient experts, spend money on researches and on efficient marketing. 

Lack of initiative and research organisation are the greatest drawbacks 
in case of llldian concerns. In this modern world, it is sheer foolishness to 
expect a method good enough for economic production to-day to continue 
to do 80 externally. .\.t is equally foolish to expect an industrial rival to 
help the competitor With the most modern and up-to-date methods that 
have been acquired and ·perfected by years and years of research and an 
enormous expenditure of money. It is impossible for an industry to thrive 
under modern conditions without an efficient organisation for research, for 
marketing finished products and for purchasing raw materials. 

The other day, Sir Lalubhai Samaldas mentioned what a vast improve
ment in the manufacture of cotton goods has been made by Japan. Whereas 
a girl in Japan can look ll-fter or manage aO·looms of a certain improved 
type, the corresponding figure for India is two only. Naturally the cost of 
production in Japan is 1/15th that in India. No doubt Japan can sell 
here goods at a rediculously low price, in India. What were the Indian 
manufacturers doing so long. 'Vere they so busy to fill their pockets during 
the bright days as to forget everything else, to forget that ,their very 
ex~stence will be threatened soon if they fail to keep up with time. Curiously 
enough these manufacturers are always ready to ask for protection but they 
forget that the radical cure lies in ,their own hands. 

In case of certain industries where the manll-gement is confident of a long 
lease of life, the whole thing, naturally, reduces itself to a .family concern. 
Every member of the family, however distantly related, becomes an indis
pensable expert whose services can be had at a very ... price only. The 
Government has to be very careful in giving any protection to such an indus
try lest the management go on accumulating wealth at the expense of the 
sbareholders and the poor masses without any sacrifice on their part and 
without proving it beyond doubt that they are capable of bringing the indus
try to the required stage pf development for which protection was given. 

The steel industry. in India for all practical purposes, has become synonym
ous with the concern of Messrs. Tata Ltd. From the propll-ganda that 
has been carried on by this concern, through newspapers, in form of abstracts 
showing what a marvellously efficient concern it is and what sacrifices it 
made in the past, one is sure to conclude that Messrs. Tata is going to 
make a strong bid for protection. But there are people who will not be 
carried away by-propaganda and would insist on a thorough investigation 
that may reveal the other side of the shield. Messrs. Tata will have to 
show conclusively ~that they are justified in asking for further protection, 
they will have to show what sacrifices that the management has made so far. 

From the latest report published, we learn that Messrs. Tata produced 
practically 10\) per cent. of India's requirement of rails, about 80 per cent. 
of her requirement of steel sleepers, structural sections, plates and bars over 
i", and about 40 per cent. of total consumption of sheets.. In the aggregate, 
the company supplied about 72 per cent. of the country's requirement of the 
kinds of steel produced. We further learn that manufacturing cost has been 
considerably reduced through the fall in price of coal and other materials and 
through economy is using labour and material. Besides protection, it is 
admitted by the company that the concern was greatly helped by the 
fall in price of coal and other materials. Surely, the Tariff Board did not 
expect this enormous fall in the price of coal and other materials when 
they recommended protection a few years back. Further, the Board must 
have been confident that an efficient concern under Indian conditions is sure 
to hold its own against competition at the end of the protection period; 
otherwise they would not have fixed the date of expiry as it is now. 'In 
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view of all these OJ;le would naturally like to know why any more protec
tion should be given, why have they failed to put their house in order. We 
learn that labour and material are being used economically, but what about 
the top heavy aaministration? Has it been reduced to any extent? If the 
highly paid management and experts have failed to effect economic produc
tion, they are not wOl-th the salt. No sensible concern would employ them. 
How long will it take the Tata concern to realise this plain and simple 
fact. Should one conclude from this that they do not bother about it. 

It is the usual practice with any modern fadory dependent on so many 
departments for the production of finished articles to divide them (the 
departments) into separate units sO that, in case of uneconomic productiou, 
the fault cau be located at once. If the cost of production in case of anyone 
of the units is higher than the market price, there is no sense in ,working that 
unit since the final cost of production may be high and uneconomic due 
to the inefficiency Qf this particular unit. If it is impossible to bring down 
the cost of this particular unit to the desired level, it is wise to abolish the 
unit and purchase the required materials from outside. 

The Tariff Board would do well to direct its inquiry as indicated above. 
For this kind of inquiry, an iron and steel concern may be broadly divided 
into the following main units with their respective sub-units:-

I. Production of raw materials: (a) Iron Ore, (b) Coal, (c) Coke 
and By-products, (d) Flux. 

II. Production of Pig Iron. 
III. Production of Steel. 
IV. Milling. 
V. Workshop. 

VI. Purchasing of Raw Materials. 
VII. Marketing of Finished Products. 

VIII. Administration. 
IX. Research. 

It is· not advisable at all to extend the period of protection unless some· 
guarantee to shut down the uneconomic units is forthcoming, some guarantee 
to dispense with the top-heavy administration and inefficient departmental 
heads and to become self-supporting within the recommended period is 
forthcoming. Even then, a strict vigilance is necessary to see that the 
recommendations are being carried out to the word, failing which, protec
tion may be withdrawn forthwith. 

It is very desirable that the Board should include some technical young 
men wit.h up-te-date knowledge, amongst its personnel, from amongst the 
public, who will have the satisfaction of knowing that the Board is fully 
representative. 

French Trade Commissioner in India. Burma and Ceylon. 

Letter No.1, dated the 22nd November, 1983, to the Got'ernment 01 India, 
Department 01 Commerce. 

Referring to the Resolution No. 260-T. (8)/33, dated the 26th August, 
1933, of the Government of India in the Department of Commerce, I have 
the honour to lay before you, on behalf of the French manufacturers of iron 
and steel, the following facts, and I shall feel very thankful if you will 
forward them to the Indian Tariff Board. and place them before the Govern
ment of India at the time when a final decision is reached in regard to the 
renewal of protection to the iron and steel industry of India. 

(1) Tbat on account of the existing rates of protective customs duty 
the import into India of French Iron and Steel have progressively dwindled 
into insignificance. 
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(2) That the existing rates of protective customs import duty against 
foreign iron and steel, were granted to the Indian iron and steel industry, 
on the basis of the prices of continental steel calculated when the pound 
sterling was valued at Francs 124 and the rupee at Francs 9'30. Since 
the pound sterling and with it the rupee went off the gold standard, the 
landed cost of French, iron and steel has become 35 to 40 per cent. higher 
than before. This situation due to exchange has not only given a very great 
additional protection to the Indian iron and steel, but has rendered the sale 
of Frencb iron and steel impossible in this country. 

(3) In addition to the high protective duty, Indian iron and steel articles 
appear to enjoy certain concessions in railway freight in India which are not 
allowed to similar imported articles at the time of their transport from the 
port of entry to the consuming centres in the. interior of this country. 

(4) That French iron and steel on account of their malleability and low 
contents of carbon, are, according to market report collected, quite suited 
to certain requirements of Indian cousumption, but high protective duty 
in India and adverse exchange conditions render their imports into this 
country impracticable. 

(5) That France is a very important buyer of Indian merchandise. Her 
sales in this country do not represent even a third of her purchases, as 
can be seen from the following figures of the imports and exports between 
France and India during the last siX years:-

1927-28. 1928-29. 1929-S0. 19SO-S1. 1931-S2. 1932-3S. 

Exports from India 
to France. 

15,96,83,906 17,76,75,363 16,81,00,449 11,08,00,025 7,63,55,189 7,Sf,98,W6 

Imporbl - from ',SO,15,16i ',77,56,640 4,57,23,403 2,88,89,855 2,17,20,409 2,03,49,366 
France into 
India. 

Balance In favonr 11,66,68,742 12,99,19,S23 12,23,7'1,046 8,19,10,170 5,46,35,380 5,81,49,130 
of India. 

Conclusion.-In consideration of the facts stated above, if a renewal of 
protection be granted to the Indian iron and steel industry, I beg to suggest 
to the Government of India, on behalf of French manufacturers of iron and 
steel, to estsblish the rates of protective duty in such a manner as not to 
eliminate and rnin definitely the imports of French iron and steel into 
India. 

Chief Mining Engineer; caIc:utta. 

Letter dated tlill 9th JanuaMJ, 193.4. 
The State Railways paid the following rates for 1932-33 aO(~ I am sure 

that any Colliery Proprietor would be glad to make long tenn contracts 
at these figures. T~ my mind they are fair ones for both buyers and sellers. 

Desherghur (Gas Coal) Rs. 4-12 . 
.. Super" Jharia (Coking) Rs. 4-12 (few Collieries oBly). 
Selected Jharia (Coking) Rs. 4 to Rs. 4-8. 

Letter lo-o. ,.457, dated the 10th Odo~er, 1931, Irom thll'Se,cretartj, Tariff 
Board, to Messrs. Bal",er Lawrie d. Co" MesS1's. Rlcha,rdsOl~ a.,.,(1 
('·ruddas, Messrs. Jessop d- Co., Messrs. Geo. Ser·vire .& Co., MesSTs. 
Martin .& Co., and Analldji Haridlls, J<:.",. 

In connection with the Statutory Steel Enquiry on which the Tariff 
Board is at present engaged, I- am .directe,d . to. ask if you ~iII .he so ~ood 
as to furnish the following informa.tlon (With SIX spare copies) If pOSSible, 
not later than the 4th November:-: 

(1) C.i.f. prices (in ru.pee) of ~he princ!pal kin~s of l'olle~ s~I*
British and Oontmental-Imported lOto India. The prices given 

It Structnral sections; Bars; plates, rt .; Black Sheets, ;: '; Galvanized 
Sheets, 24'. 
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should be the average of the c.t£. prices for each of the 
following periods:-

(a) 1932. 
(b) January-June, 1933. 
(c) July-September, 1933. 

(2) Landing charges pei ton of steel, that is, port charges, etc., plu3 
the cost of taking the material from the ship and landing it 
at the wharf or jetty. 

(3) Current rates of freight (including insurance) from (a) British 
and (b) Continental ports to Indian ports. 

(4) Whether deliveries of (a) Continental or (b) British steel are 
generally below the weight paid for by the importers and, if 
so, the average deficiency in weight. . 

(5) Discounts, commissions, etc., charged by importers--
(a) the rates at which these are charged, 
(b) whetber the charges are included in the c.i.f. prices or are 

in addition to c.Lf. prices. 
(6) Whether importers as a rule import' on indent or on a basis of 

outright purchase. 
(7) The conditions, if any, embodied in agreements between importers 

and merchauts or dealors. 

Messrs Balmer Lawrie & Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 

Letter dated the 25th Octo/ler, Z9.!.'t. 

With referencc to your letter No. 457 of the 10th' in~tant in reply to 
your several enqniries we have pleasure in advising ns follows:-

(1) C.i.f. prices (in rupees) 01 the principal kinds of r9Ued steel-Eriti"" 
and Continenta/,-imported into lndia-

(a) A vera!1C priCIlS, 1932. 

Plates. Angles. Joists. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

British 11610 8 11110 8 11110 8 
Continental 68 7 5 58 13 4 58 1 9 

G. C. Sheets. 

Average price from January to November, 1932, Rs. 140 ton, c.i.f. 
Calcutta. 

Average price from November to December, 1932, -RH. 215 ton, 
c.i.f. Calcutta, duty paid. 

(b) AVera!16 pl'ices from January to June, 
Plates. Angles. 

Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. 

British ,] 16 10 8 III 10 8 

Continental 78 13 10 63 9 9 

1999. 

Joists. 
Re. A. P. 

111 10 8 
61 1 9 

* (From November, 1932, after Ottawa agreement and the formation of 
t.he Oriental Steel Company in England, prices for British Galvanised sheets 
bve bellD c.i.f. duty paid only.) 
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G. O. Sheets. 

Average price from January to June, 1933, Rs. 218-5-4 ton, c.i.f. 
Calcutta, duty paid. 

(c) Average prices /Tom July to September, 1933. 

British 

Continental 

Plates. Angles. Joists. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

11610 8 

93 7 1 

G. C. Sheets. 

111 10 8 

7311 6 

111 10 8 

70 4 5 

Average price from July to September, 1933, Rs. 218-5-4 ton, c.i.f. 
Calcutta, duty paid. 

We regret that as· we do not import Black sheets to any considerable 
extent. we have no record of prices in this office. 

(2) Landing charges per ton on steel.-'I>ort Commissioners charges 
Rs. 2-13-6 plus As. 4 per <:!lnt. on Invoice value surcharge. To this may 
be added importers clearing charges or clearing agents chat"ges 71 per cent. 
of the Port Commissioners charges. There are no other charges for taking 
material from the ship and landing it at the Wharf or Jetty. 

(3) Current rate of freight from British and Oontinental Port.-£1 (or 
Rs. 13) per ton plus Insurance charges at £0-3-6 per cent. 

(4) Whether deliveries of Steel are generally below the weight paid for 
by the importers and if so, the average dificiency in weight.-

(a) Oontinental Steel.-As our dealings are now almost entirely with 
the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., our imports of Continental steel are 
very small and we are therefor~ not in a position to give a reply to this 
querry. 

(b) British Steel.-This is invariably invoiced on actual weight. 

(5) Discounts, Oommissions, etc., charged by Importers. Items (a) and (b). 
-There are no fixed rates of commission charged by importers. Importers 
profit or commission is usually added to c.Lf. prices. Interest is usually 
charged from the date of B/Landing or shippers draft until the date of 
delivery or payment of- draft according to arrangement. (For estimating 
purposes we usualIJi calculate interest as 1 per cent. on the c.i.f. prices.) 

It is usual to allow a discount of 1 per cent. for cash payment. This 
1 per cent. is added to the c.i.f. prices by the importers when calculating' 
as selling rate. 

In past years when there was a brisk import trade in Galvanized sheets 
it was our usual custom to quote our 'selling price at the English manu
facturers c.i.f. Calcutta price plus 3 per .,QIlnt. (i.e., 1 per cent. commission, 
1 per cent. interest and 1 per cent. cash discount) less 1 per cent. cash 
discount. 

(6) Whether -importers as a rule import on indent or on a' basis of 
outright pu'·chase.-We ourselves always· import on a basis of outright 
purchase but we understand that .G. C. sheets consig~e~ts have been 
imported by other importers on conSIgnment account but thIS IS not usual. 

(7) The conditions if any, embodied in agreements between importers 
and merchants or de~lers.-We enclose herewith a copy of our usual agree
ment form* for imported material. 
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Messrs. Ceo. Service, and Company, Bombay. 

Lette1' dated the 813t October, 1938. 

With reference to your letter No, 457 of 10th instant, we beg to give 
b~low the information required, covering such of the materials as have been 
handled by us during the periods stated. 

1. Rolled Steel Beams, Angles, Tees and Bar&-
Continental Beams.-Average c.i.f. Bombay basis price per ton

!a) 1932, Rs. 58-8. 
{b) January to June, 1933, Rs. 63., 
(c) July to September, 1933, Rs. 71-4. 

British Beams.-Average basis price c.i.f. Bombay, Rs. 114-4 per ton 
throughout. 

Continental Angles.-Average basis price c.i.f. Bombay

(a) 1932, Rs. 60 per t.on. 
(b) January to June, 1933, Rs. 65 per ton .. 
(c) July to September, 1933, Rs. 75 per ton. 

Continental Tees.-Average basis, price c.i.f. Bombay
(a) 1932, Rs. 67 per ton. 
(b) January to June, 1933, Rs. 73-8 ,per ton. 
(c) July to September, 1933, .Rs. 83-8 per ton. 

B1'itish Angles.~Average basis c.i.f. Bombay price Rs. _114-4 per 
ton through~ut. 

B1'itish Tees.-Average basis c.i.f. Bombay price 'Rs. 127-8 per ton 
throughout. 

British M. S. Rounds.-Average basis price c.i.f. Bombay-
(a) 1932, Rs. 95-12 per ton. , 
(b) January to June, 1933, Ri>. 99-12 per ton. 
(c) July to September, 1933, Rs. 102 per ton. 

Contillental Rounds.-Average basis price c.i.f. Bombay
(a) 1932, Rs. 60-8 per ton. 
(b) January to June, 1933, Rs. 67-8 per ton. 
(c) July to September, 1933, Rs. 77-8 per ton. 

2. We generally import all ollr supplies through Bombay Port where 
steamers discharge on· the wharf, and therefore no landing charges are 
involved. The POJ-t Trust, however, recover Dock wharfage cha.rges, and 
on iron and steel this ranges from Rs, 2-4 per ton and upwards according 
to weights of packages pI-us a surcharge of 12! per cent. 

3. All our purchases of Iron and Steel are made on a basis of c.i.f.c. 
Bombay delivery, and we are not aware of the freight rates from shipping 
Ports, . and Insurance charges involved. 

C.i.f.c. means Cost, Insurance_Freight and Commission. 
4. Manufacturers claim a rolling margin on all steel sections and bars. 
The margin on British materials is 21 per cent. under or over theoretical 

(standard) weights, and on Continental Steel it is generally, 4 per cent. 
under or over. The actual weight of material shipped varies within the 
margin; 

5. As stated in Para. 3 abO\'e, our purchases are on a c.i.f.c. Bombay 
basis, which include ·{or all discounts, commisions, etc., due on shipments 
88 made. 

We generally import through ollr London Office. 
15. Our imports are on a basis of outright purchase. 



7. The conditions of agreement between importers and merchants may 
vary accordlUg to the nature of contracts and individnal requirements in 
e"ery case. As m~ of ou,: imports come through our own London Office, 
we have no occasIon to stipulate any conditions and we are unable to 
state Jww far conditions may apply to other impo'rters. 

Messn. Richerdson and Cruddas. Bombay. 

Letter dated the 31st October, 1933. 

ID reply to your letter of the 10th instant, we have pleasure' in replying 
as f.ollows for sucbo of tl'e material as' we have handled ourselves:-

L BoUed Steel BeallJ.S a,ul Angles--

Britisli. Continental. 
Rs. A. 

(a) 114 2 
(b) 114 2 
(c) 114 2 

BaJ's--
(a) 12!) 13 
(b) 120 13 
(c) 120 13 

Plates, "J\w-
(a) 11913 
(b) 11913 
(c) 11913 

P. 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

Rs. A. P. 

58 0 0 
65 0 0 
72 0 0 

60 0 0 
69 0 0 
75 0 0 

65 8 0 
82 0 0 
94 0 0 

2. Landing cbarges in Bombay, through whicIi port practically all our 
material is imported, amount toRs. 2-S-5 per ton including all charges 
from ship to wbarf. 

3. We always buy at c.i.f. prices and regret therefore that we cannot 
give you any reliable information on this point. 

4. All steel rolling mills work within _ rolling margins for British this 
is 21 per cent. and Continental 4 per cent. above or below theoretical weights 
and supplies are usually witbin these margins. 

5. We regret we cannot supply mnch information regarding this matter 
as we always buy through our London Agents. 

6. Our custom is .to purchase on a basis of' outright purchase. 

Messn. ·Martin & .Co., Calcutta. 
Letter No. S12:2075, dated the 2nd November, 1939. 

We beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 457, dated the 10th 
October, in which you asked us to furnish you with certain information 
regarding the subject above quoted. 

We have given this matter ou~ consideration and in. going. through C?ur 
figures we find, that as over 90 per cent. of our busmess. IS done WIth 
Messrs. The Ta"ta Iron and Steel Comp~ny and we only Import a very 
small tonnage of special sections, ~tc .• whICh Tata;s do no~ roll, w~ feel we 
are not as well placed as others to furnish you With the mformaiaon called 
for in yours under reply. . . 

We think if you would appr~ach t!te ~rltIsh and Continental Hou~s 
who have direct representation In thiS city you would get all the ID-
formation you seek from them. . 

"Te very much regret our inability to assIst you and beg to be excused 
from maki':'g any statement in this instance. 

8TEEL--III 28 



Messrs. Jessop & Co •• Ltd •• Calcutta. 

, Letter dated the 2nd Novtmber, 1933. 

We beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 457, dated the 10th 
October, 1933, and have pleasure ill replying to your questions, as far as 
we are able to do so, as under:-

1. C.i.f. prices in rupees (at ld. Ex.}-

January to July to Sep. 1932. 
Per ton. June, 1933. tember, 1933. 

Per ton. Per ton. 

B.s. A. P. B.s. A. P. Re. A. P. 

British (angle basis) 111 10 8 111 10 8 111 10 8 

. { 52 0 0 58 10 8 69 5 4 ) 
Continental (joist basis) to to to 5 63 5 4 6610 8 74 0 0 

2. Rs. 2-13-6 per ton plus 1 per cent. ad valolrem. 
3. From British and Continental Ports, by all lines in the Freight Asso-

ciation, current rates of freight on steel sections and place are:
To Calcutta, Bombay and Karachi, £1 per ton. 
To Madras £1-2-6 per ton. 
To Rangoon £1-5 per ton. 

4. British Steel is paid for against actual .weight supplied, so the 
question of any deficiency does not arise. 

Continental Steel is usually paid for against the book ~ectional weight. 
and is generally up to 2l per cent. below calculated weight. 

5. We find that the discounts charged by importers is about 11 per cent., 
and that this is included in the c.i.f. price. 

6. We import on the basis of outright pun'hase, but we understand a 
considerable amount of steel is imported on indent. 

7. We pay cash against shipping documents in England, and are not 
aware of the terms of agreements between importers and merchants. 

Messrs. Anandji Haridas & Co •• Ltd •• Calcutta. 

(1) Lcttcr dated the 2nd November, 1999. 

Your letter No. 457 of 10th October, 1933. 
We beg to send you herewith information required by you as per your 

letter of the 10th ultimo on all the points except the first. We shall 
require about a week more to furnish you information about the prices. 

Enclosure. 

. Item (2).-Tmporters of steel goods have to pay B.s. 2-13-6 per ton to 
the Port Authorities at Calcutta and Re. 2-4 per ton at Bomhay. The 
char~e at Ca·lcutta is made up of Landing charge Rs. 1-4, river dues 
Ax. 12, differential toll As. 12 and surcharge on differential toll As. 1-6. 
At Bhavnagar there is no char!!e to be paid in addition to the c.i.f .. price 
that is to say' the Rhavn%!:ar Port authoritieR do the work free of anv 
charge. In Calcutta if the goods are landed at Kidderpore or King George's 
docks As. 12 per ton charged for differential toll. are refunded. 

If the imported goods are to be despntchE>d by rail directly from the 
port, they have got to he separately stnckl'd on the port premises and 
this costs about As. 8 per ton. No other landing charges are incurred. 
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. Item (3).~We are not in a position to give you any information regard
mg the freIght charges from England or the Continent as all imported 
~ateri!il is sold c.i.f. the freight is included in the prioe quoted to importers 
In IndIa. 

Item (4).-Among structural sections joists are sold on basis of fixed 
weights pej" foot of each section. Bars and angles are sold by scale weight. 

The theoretical weight for joists forms the basis of charging the price, 
e.g., 7/1 x 4" 14 100. per toot are sold at a little 'higher price than 7" x 4" 
16 100. per foot. The difference in price for light weight and standard 
weight sections ranges from sh. 1-3 to sh. 5 per ton. The difference in 
weight between standard weight and light weight sections varies from 10 
to 25 per cent. Jt has been found that on actual weightment light weight 
beams often turn out to be heavier than the weight charged in the invoice. 
Invoices are made' out according to the theoretical" weight on the basis of 
which the contract of sale has been made. In case of joists therefore the 
actual weight is' if anything a little over the invoice weight. This is only 
natural as light weights are a device empwyed by some makers to undersell 
their competitors but in actual manufacture reduction in weight per foot 
cannot be carried on to an indefinite extent. The consumers are also 
beginning to find out the risk they are running in buying such non-standard 
material. Merchants dealing in light weight joists have often to face 
complaints from buyers and one or two criminal cases had been filed' 
against merchants by customers. 

The case of imported materia.l which is sold by ;J.ctual scale weight is 
quite the reverse of the' above. Importers find that on actual weighment 
.the goods weigh less than the· weight for which they are charged in the 
invoice. One comes across cases of 3 to 4 per cent. shortage, though this 
is 'not very common, about 1 to 2' per l1ent, being the usual shortage. 

Item (5).-Foreign material is generally purchased in three ways. It 
is purchased directly from a firm of London or Continental merchants 
(usually London merchants) or from a firm in India or from an agent of a 
London firm in India. 
_ Prior to 1924 when most of the steel was imported, a large volume of 

business used to be done directly by large importers in India with mer
chants in London or on the Continent. The prices quoted directly from 
foreign countries to merchants in Bombay and Calcu.tta used to be cheaper 
than those of local office doing indent business. A few big firms in Bombay 
and Calcutta were in this privileged position and could buy at ah. 2-6 to 
sh. 5 per ton under the prices quoted by the local indenting offices. This 
business has now for all pra~tical purposes cea.sed to exist. There are 
hardly any big merchants at any of tbe ports who buy foreign steel in 
large quantities. The bazar trade in imported steel is confined ~o ro~s, 
sheets, some sections of angles and hoops only. Almost all the busmess tn 
imported steel is now transacted through the loca.l offices or agents. The 
difference between the local office~ and agents is that the latter act for 
known London merchants while the former sell without disclosing the name 
of their foreign suppliers. 

The agents for London firms are paid a c~mmission On the val~e . of 
the orders secured by them, besides the cost of cabl~. The commISSIon 
varies from i to I per cent. The agents are also paId a salary by the 
foreign principals which is anything from Rs. 200 to Rs. 1,000 per month. 
When the agents are paid a salary they do not get more than 1 per cent. 
commission." . . 

All the charges and commission are included i~ thec.I.f. Price, though, 
as we stated before, the c.i.f. price as qu0t:ed ~l'I"ectly . and as quoted by 
agents here are not the same, but the latter IS shghtly hlgher. , 

Some Continental manufacturers have themselves entere~ the marl,et 
and are working through their own agents. The LongovlCa wo;ks of 
France do not sell to India through 60~e merch~nt on the oth~r SIde. as 
is the universal practice but have appomted thelr own agent m Bombay 

282 
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and Calcutta. Some British manufacturers like Messrs. Dorman Long & 
Co., have also adopted the same policy. They have even gone, some stages 
further in meeting the requirements of the customers alld themselves hold 
a stock in Calcutta from which material is sold retail. 'I'hey also maintain 
a staff .to give expert advice io ownel's of honses in the use of their beams. 
Their prices for retail sale are of course different from the wholesale prices. 

Some European exporters work on an agreement for profit silaring with 
their representative or 'agent in India. They divide the profit equally 
hetween themselves. Such cases are of course rare, as, for smooth work
ing of an arra'ngement of t.his character both the parties must be of a 
simi~ar status in business and must have a good deal of confidence ill 
each other. As the profits of the representative in India under such an 
arrangement are likely to be greater than those under the ordinary agency 
arrangements of Europell;n shippers, his liabilities also may be greater. 

The liabilities of the ordinary type of agents of European exporters are 
of a very limited character. They al'e supposed to possess information about 
the business standing of the customers whose business they take and to 
see that their principals' are not landed into trouble by dealing Witll 
bogus firms. But they do not guarantee the solvency of their customers. 
They do not take any delcredere risk and in cases of dispute no liability 
attaches to them. If there is any dispute about the quality of the good~, 
qualified surveyors or a representative of a European Chamber of Com
merce is called in to survey the goods, and his report is considered binding 
on both parties: Most of the agents in India are merely canvassers with 
a small commission on sales acting on behalf of the European merchant 
firms. The total commission or middlemen's charges on foreign material 
sold to India must amount to, sh. 2-6 to sh. 5 per ton. If the tonnage of 
any order is big the commission may be smaller. The merchants in the 
interior of India who want to indent foreign material have also got to. 
bear some further charges. If they are of very good standing or have a 
branch firm at the port they buy direct from the agents at ports. But 
if they are of the ordinary type of small merchants in the mofussil they 
buy through some firm of commission ageuts called "Challaniwallas" in 
Calcutta and United Provinces and "Adntya'" in Bombay and have to 
pay 1 pOI' cent. cOlllmission. Very often such people Ilre not able to buy 
forward but only what they require from the stocks held at ports by the 
merchants. 

Item (6).-Formerly when most of the steel consumed in the country 
used to be imported big importing firms used to buy up large tonnages 
011 their OWll account and then specified against their sales in India. But 
with the replacemellt of foreign steel by the indegenous this sort of business 
has practically disappeared. Besides, ~hat ~ called " Tatn dealers" arran~e
ment, has made it very risky for any lInpOl·tmg firm to buy n largO' quantIty 
of steel on its own account 011 the chnnee of selling it to retail merchants 
when it arrived in India. It is almost impossible now to get any decent 
steel merchl\lit to buy foreign steel, as almost all important merchants in 
Calcutta and a huge numher of them in Bombay have signed the Tata 
Dealers agreement. Galvanised sheets are the only important exception. 
At the ports Gnlvanised sheets do not come unde~ the ~ata Deal~rs' agree
ment and foreign shoo~ are freely bought. A few 1lldentmg firms III Bombny 
make it a regular practiee of importing consignments of sheets on their 
own account and then reselling them in the market. They have no armngo
ments for stocking the goods at ports and sell them at any price the 
goods can fetch. 

There is a special f'lcility enjoyed by importers in Bombay which im
porters in 110 other part of the country enjoy. They can make their con
trads with the option of taking delivery at Bombny or Bhavnagar. The 
c.i.f. price for Bombay a.nd Bhavnagal' is. the same and ~he buyers call 
exercise thoir option when the steamer carryll1g the goods arrives at Bombay. 
If the Bombay marlcet is not so favourable as the Bhavllagar or Northem 
India markets'the buyer can ask for the goods to h!l discharged at Bhavnagar. 
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Another facility that Bhavnagar port affords is that impOl·ters can get 
about 80 per cent. of the invoice value advanced hy the state at a very 
low rate of interest a ... d caD. keep the goods' in bond without payment of 
duty. When the goods have to be kept in bond the importers have to pay 
a charge of As. 8 per ton for removal of the goods to the warehouse. Besides 
the. above f~ilities Bhavnagar enjoys the advantage of having cheaper 
freight to RalPutana end. Nortbern India than Bombay or Calcutta. Owing 
to these facilities 'some firms both Indian and English import foreign steel 
pal·ticularly Galvanized sbeets on their own account. 

Item (7)-Three sale notes of agents of London firms are enctosed here, 
witb from \Vbich· the board will be able to form an idea. of the usual 
terms of contract. Now-a-days delays of shipment occur very rarely. The 
shippers are prepared to arrange for shipment hy two steamers a month 
for any quantities big or small. Such regularity of shipment and division 
h.to small lots could not be so readily arranged when imports used to be 
bigger, but with the dwindling of the import trade shippers have become 
more accommodating to the requirements of the steel merchants in India. 

Terms 0/ Shipment.-For delays in shipment no liability attaches to the 
sellers when it is occasioned by reason of "force majeure", at the same 
time the buyers are under obligation to give one month's further time for 
shipment under conditions of "Force majeure". 

In eases of short weight it is open to the buyers to get the goods 
weighed by the licensed Measurers' department of the Bengal Chamber of 

'Commerce and their certificate is usually considered satisfactory. In Bombay 
the Port authorities weigh the goods on payment of their fees and grant a 
certificate of weight. 

In cases of damage a marine surveyors' certificate has to be obtained. 
For F. P. A. policies there are practically no claims of damage, but under 
W. P. A. policy the goods must be surveyed by the surveyors approved by 
the Insurance Company or its local agents at the port. 

(2) Letter dated the 9th Noventber, 1933, from Messrs. Anandji Harid.as &: Co. 

Re Your letter No. 457 of 10th October, 1933. 
Further to our letter of 3rd instant, we send you herewith information 

-.required by you regarding prices with six spare copies. 

Enclosure. 

We have annexed a statement of average prices as desired by you. We 
have ginm tbe average prices of Continental material only excepting Gal
... anised Sheets. For Galvanised Sbeets we have given the prices for both 
Britisb as well as Continental Sbeets for 1932. But this price is an average 
for ten months only, viz., January, 1932, to October, 1932. On account of 
the Ottawa agreement shippers had ceased to quote for Continental Gal
vanised Sheets after O"tober, 1932. The great difference in the custom 
duty made their sale impoltiihlp.. We may, however, mention that up to 
Augu9t, 1933, in Calcutta small lots of Continental G. C. Sheets continued 
to be sold at prices varying from £10-5 to £12-5 per t.on. But these pur
chases were made by importers from Nepal Sta:te which is n!>t affected by 
Indian. custom tariff. Some cheap lots of contmental defective sbeets are 
also being off .. red from time to time. 

In 193.':1 the price of British Galvanised Sheets has remained practically 
unchanged at £16-7-6 to £16-8-9 for any Good Brand and £16-10 for nota.ble 
Brands like Double Khela. 

Durina thp. period under reference- the rate of exchange has fluctuated 
about sh~ 1-6. We have not converted the prices into rupees because all 
importers do not pay their hills at tbe same ra.te of ex.change. Some 
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may fix the rate exchange at the time of buying, others at the time or 
payment of the bills which may' be three to four months after the order 
is booked. Business for large tonnages could be booked at prices lower 
than those given by us. 

ANNEXURE. 

Average price Average price Average price 

Continental. from January from January from July to 
to December to June September 

1932. 1933. 1933. 

£ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. 

M. S. :Bars 4 7 6 4 13 3 5 9 10 

" 
Angles 4 8 0 4 9 9 5 910 

" Tees 4 J9 3 5 3 6 6 1 6 

" Rounds below i' . 4 16 5 1 5 6 1 10 

" 
Squares .. i' . 5 3 3 5 9 8 612 4 

R. S. ,Joists Light weight 4 9 ? 4,]4 3 5 7 6 

.. Standard 4 5 1 4 8 10 5 3 4 

M. S. Black Sheets, 14·18G .• 6 6 6 12 3 i 4, 6 

.. Plates,1!r' . 5-1 5 5 17 6 6 J9 9 

-British G. C. Shee~s 1011 6 16 8 9 16 8 9 

*Continental G. C. Iheets 10 7 8 

• In the case of G. C. Sheets the average is for ten months, viz., January, 
1932 to October, 1932. The rates for British G. C. Sheets for 1933 men
tioned above include custom duty, 'L'iz., £4 if made from non-Indian Steel 
and £2-5 if made from Indian· Steel. 

Letter No. 449, dated the 5th October, 1933, from the Secretary, Tariff Board, 
to all Railways. 

In connection with the Statutory Steel enquiry on which the Board is 
. engaged at prpsent, I am dir~cted .to ask if yo~ will be so. good as to su~~ly 

the following information (With SIX spare copies) regardmg the quantities 
and prices of steel scrap sold by your railway during the - past three 
years:-

(1) Double hended rails 

(2) Other rails 

(3) Carriage axles 

(4) Total steel scrap of all kinds 

Qua.ntity 
sold. 
ton. 

Avera.ge 
price 

per ton. 

- The Board will be grateful if the above information will be supplied not 
later'than November 8th. 
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Eastern Bengal Railway. 
Letter dated the 3rd November, 1993. 

Referen_Your letter No. 449, dated the 5th October_1933. 
Agreeable to the request made in your letter under reference, I have the 

honour to enclose a statement (with six spare copies) showing quafltities of 
different st_1 scrap sold by this railway duriog the three years 1930-32 and 
the priC('s realised therefrom. 



Enclosure. 

Sold during 1930. Sold during 1981. Sold during 193.2. 

Items. I 
Average Average Average 

Quantity. Amount. rate Quantity. Amount. rate Quantity. Amount. rate 
per ton. per ton. per ton • 

. 

T. c. Q. lb. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. T. c. Q. lb. lis. A. P. Rs. A. P. T. C. Q. lb. Rs. A. P. no. i. P. 

1. Raila D. H. of olzes 38217 0 0 11,775 0 0 8011 0 444 6 0 0 9,600 0 0 21 ~ 0 1,120 12 0 0 81,525 0 0 28 2 0 

2. Raila F. F. of olzes 2,667 18 020 89,525 14 0 83 8 0 1,896 17 216 64,899 11 3 88 15 0 8,837 17 212 1,41,941 12 0 36 15 0 

3. Steel Scrap 
axles). 

(carriage .. .. .. 85 9 0 0 830 0 0 2811 0 .. . . .. 

.-
,. Steel Scrap (wheels, 

axles. tyrea and cranks. 
etc.). 

1,112 2 2 0 27,363 0 0 24 9 0 212 II 0 0 8,526 .0 0 1610 0 74012 8 0 10,161 0 0 18 11 0 

5. Files scrap 15 15 0 0 2,644 6 0 165 4 0 7 8 0 0 1,107 11 0 158 4 0 9 0 0 0 1,891 • 0 154 9 0 

6. Steel spring scrap 82312 0 0 13,247 14 0 40 14 0 127 8 0 0 4,255 0 0 88 8 0 200 18 0 0 6,645 0 0 83 0 0 
(engine, carriage and 
wagon bearing sprlngo. 
also volute and spiral 
sprlngo). 
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North Weste .... Railway. 

Letter No. 189-8/0, dated the 3rd Novem.ber 193:1. 

III. compliance with your letter No. 449, dated the 5th' October, I b"'g to' 
forward herewith a statement together with six spare copies of s1;l\t(\IlWll~ 
detailing the req:uired information. 
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Year 1931. 

Mogbalpum Karachi Moghalpum I Moghalpura 

Serial Description of stores. 
.JanuarJ 2nd February 4th May 14tl1 October 

1931. 1931. 1931. 1931. 
No. -

Quan- Rate Quau- Rate Quan- Rate Quan- Rate 
tity. per tity. per tity. per tity. per 

ton. ton. ton. ton. 

1- -------- ----- ----
Ton. k A. Ton. Rs. A. Ton. Rs. A. Ton. Rs. 

1 Scrap steel wire rope .. .. .. ., 21 48 6 3 34 

2 !Wrap steel miscellaneous tools collSlsting of snaps, .. .. .. .. I! 94 0 7 29 
planes; chisels, expanders, cog-Wheel, ebain bella 
and pneumatic tools, etc. 

1I Scrap tools collSisting of spanDers, tongs, hammers, .. ., .. .. 4 75 0 .. . . 
chisels and rail Clip., etc. 

4 Scrap steel saw blades and eutten . .. .. .. .. It 97 5 .. . . 
5 Scrap steel crow bars, tommy bars and rail gauges .. .. .. .. S 71 0 1 8 

6 5 

6 Scrap steel Illes of soria and .i.es full and broken • .. .. 9 IH " 10 237 0 8 212 

7 Scrap R. S. Beams · .. .. 4 32 0 19 47 0 .. ., 

8 Scrap spring steel coil In pleees • · 474 S918 57 31 7 322 36 0 .. .. 
9 Scrap sprinS steelllat In pleees • . · 34 at 4 42 18 0 43 SO 8 25 25 

54 H 4 S8 SI 0 

10 Scrap spring steel coil · .. .. .. .. .. ., 25 18 

11 Scrap spring steel volute In pleees · · .. .. .. .. .. . . 3 SO 

12 Scrap steel spring volnte · .. .. .. .. .. ., 52 22 
35 43 

, 
13 Scrap steel spring Ilat 149 4114 55 32 · .. .. .. .' 

20 28 

14 Scrap steel spring lIat wIth Iron eye ends · .. .. .. .. .. ., .. . . 
15 Scrap spring steellamJnated bel.rlng • 12 12 4 .. .. 82 11012 .. , .. 

66 46 1 

16 Scrap steel wire and bands, ete. · · .. .. .. .. .. ., 2 21 

17 Scrap steelllues full and pleees • S6 51 2 .. .. 8S 63 8 .. .. 
28 54 8 
45 65 1 

18 Scrap steel tube cuttings 142 1812 .. .. 17 SO 0 .. .. 

III Scrap cast eteel side rods .. .. .. .. ., ., ., . . 
20 Scrap steel hose pipe wire .. .. .. ., 4 63 8 1 77 

21 Scrap' steel loco. tyros II 25 0 47 15 0 .. . , .. ., 
140 1512 

22 Scrap steel tyros small .. .. .. .. .. ., .. . . 

2S Scrap .teel carriage tyros • 22 1813 .. .. 833 IS 0 .. .. 
24 Scrap steel tyros with Iron retaining rIngs and spokes 15 12 0 .. .. .. ., .. .. 

28 17 0 

25 Scrap steel wheels wIth wee 220 10 II .. .. 17 7 8 . . ., 

26 Scrap .teel ules . · 250 85 0 .. .. 7 21 10 . . .. 
14 81 0 -

Scrap steel cut pleees . · 5 27 , .. .. .. ., . . .. 
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Year 1932. Yc.r 1933. 

Hogbalpura KarachI Hogbalpura Karacbl Hoghalpura Karachi Moghalpura 41·h Febmary 14th March Std October 18th October 4th January 27th !i'ebruary 10th October Re· 1932- 1932. 1932. 1982. 1938. 1933. 1"33. mU1'ks. 

Rate Quan·1 Rate Rate Rate I Rat. ! 
Rate Quan· Quan- Quan- Qllan- Quan- Quan- Rat.e 

tity. per tity. per tity. per tity. per tity. per tHy. per tity. per 
ton. ton. ton. ton. ton. 'ton. tOD. 

--- -- - -- --- ------- t---- -- ---
'Ion. Rs. A. Ton. Rs. A. Ton. B. A. Ton. Rs. A, Ton. Rs. A. Ton. Rs. A. Ton. R •• A. 

lOS 0 22 42 8 

80 10 4. 1 46 4. 9 20 0 
12 9 3 4 48· 8 

8 49 6 19 31 0 22· 30 0 

2 141 0 

10 42 0 11 18 0 13 14 4 

.4 211 4 6 186 0 11 212 0 6 226 0 2 201 0 16 260 0 

51 44 0 11 69 0 9 68 8 1 29 0 12 66 0 

8 22 0 16 28 8 

22 32 2 160 21 6 16 41 6 

11 S~ .0 12 21 0 } .. 
52 40 6 

40 8 

1 S6 8 16 65 0 'S51 SO 0 
2 68 8 16 60 0 

600 40 4 45 S6 1 6 104 8 

160 28 2 162 85 4 2 24 0 
M SO 0 

1 103 0 44 0 

15 46 0 1 60 0 9 76 0 1 42 0 
1 10 0 

SO 21 4 8 41 0 4 10 0 10 21 4 
36 48 4 80 60 0 

24 26 8 30 30 9 

10 126 0 186 0 

112 1812 48 1618 60 21 0 

"' }" 1612 

}310 20 4. 

894 1911 

1 19 0 6 11 4 894 1911 

8 18 0 69 22 4 2 20 4 
20 14 0 

80 18 0 80 0 12 30 0 
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Year 1931. 

Moghalpura Karachi M~f~~~ra Moghalpura 

Serial 
January 2nd February 14th October 

No. 
Description of .to ..... 1931. 1931. 1931. 1931. 

Quan· Rate Quan· Rate Quan· Rate Quan· I Rate 

, tity. per tity. per tity. per tity. per 
ton. ton. ton. ton. 

>------ ----- -- ---
Ton. Rs. A. Ton. Rs. A. Ton. Rs. A. Ton. Rs. A. 

27 Scrap steel boiler tub .. 833 39 1 41 42 8 
1 10_ 0 i 163 . 3_ 0 

28 Scrap M. S. Channela 119 12 5 
73 10 8 
28 '11 0 

170 9 4 

20 Scrap M. S. Cbannela and bcams 67 11 0 35 40 0 
61 1214 

30 Scrap M. S. pip"" of alz.. • 67 17 0 4 76 0 

81 Scrap M. S. beatero 10 85 0 IS 2312 

32 Scrap M. S. vic .. 16 143 0 301 0 

33 Scrap M. S .• tamps and washors, eto •• 

34 Scrap M. S. acrew coupUngB 42 910 22 11 0 

35 Scrap M. S. ChOODS 14 25 0 13 22 9 

36 Scrap M. S. jack. 2- 75 0 3 67 0 

37 Scrap M. S. augers 2 200 0 

38 Scrap M. S. Jim crow 

39 Scrap M. S. Bhovels • S 8 0 4 612 

40 SCrap M. S. npanrlerl metal and gaU7.C "ire, ete .. • 18 8 42 0 

41 Scrap M. S. pan. mortar S 11 0 5 2 3 

42 Scrap M. S. barrow wheel. 11 42 0 33 0 

43 Scrap M. S. phO\\Tsh. 1 40 0 3 16 10 

H Scrap M. S. racks 46 0 11 0 

45 Scrap M. S. pulleya 

46 Scrap M. S. forges portable 61 I) .. 

47 Scrap'M. S. anvils 5 I; 0 

48 Scrap M. S. C ...... iage foot-board 8 2_ 0 

49 Scrap M. S. trolley wheels 6 2512 3 4610 

60 Scrap M. S. nu,,", bolts, lamp bracket., ahRckle 8S -9 6 20 0 

plates, 'parc*,1 racke, etc. 12 26 1 

61 Scrap DUt' mUd .t.\lel nat and hoop Iron 

52 Scrap M. 8 •• Igna.! wire 

63 Scrap M. 8. hoop' 7 88 12 6 32 0 



y_19S!. Year 1933. 

Hoghalpura Karachi Ifoghalpnra Karachi )foghaJpura Kararhl MoghaJpnra 
4th Fl"bruary l~tb Marrh 3n1 O.tober 18th O("tobu .Jth January 21th Ft"bruary I 01 It Orlober R .. 

1932- 1932. 1939. 1932. 1933. 1933. 1933. mArks. 

QuaD- Rate Quan- Rate 
j ~i~.;':-

Rate Quan- Rate Quan.! Rate Quan- Rate Qunn- R8t.c 
tlty. per tity. p.r per tity. per tity. per tity. per tll.y. pr.r 

toD. toD. tOD. ton. ton. ton. ton. 

.----- ------- --- --- ---- - --- -- --- ----- ---
Ton. Ra. ... Ton. Ra. A. Ton. Ra .... Ton. Ra .... Ton. Rs. A. Ton. Ra. A. Ton. Ra. A. 

26 46 2 292 30 4 1 20 0 
6 24 0 

f'2 12 0 160 13 9 5 SO 12 

} 
13 14 1 60 12 4 141 30 7 
13 30 4 

6 47 0 500 44 12 

13 20 0 56 25 0 11 50 0 
127 13 9 
25 10 0 

4 25 0 4, 96 0 2 220 0 6 60 0 10 71 8 
26 26 8 63 SO 4 , 

25 52 O· 22 n 0 

6 201 12 2 96 0 6 201 12' 

Cwt. 
7 52 8 , 22 8 

65 14 4 27 22 8 

3 39 0 26 53 8 7 55 0 16 43 0 

Nos. 
56 851 0 67 63 4. 75 O· 25 0 57 405 0 For 

for lot 101. 

215 0 63 3512 4 115 0 

Nos. 
25 108 13 . 15 121 0 For 

klt. 

8 15 , 11 14 8 

36 0 " 0 21 60 0 

7 , 9 10 , 
2 48 8 51 46 0 

3 60 0 

2 16 0 11 22 0 

NOB. 
2 8 0 154 0 1 60 0 61 200 0 For 

lot. 

48 9 82 99 0 87 0 

Nos. 
4 155 0 6 87 6 31 711 0 For 

for lot lot. 
M 0 2 81 0 11 68 0 

S 66 0 21 1412 8 48 0 

5 36 1 50 0 6 31 8 

... , 60 0 

147 0 3 83 0 

8j 43 0 13 39 0 Ij 43 0 10 40 0 
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Year 1932. Year 1933. 

M"otZhalpura Karadrl Moghalpura Karachi Moghalpura Karachi Moghalpura 
'th to'ebruary 14th March 3rd October 18th October 4th January 27tb February lOth October Ro-1932. 1932. 1932. 1932. 1933. 19S3. 1933. marks. 

Quan· Rate QUaD· Rate QUIID· Rate QUIID· Rate Quo- Rate Quan· Rate Quan- Rate 
tity. per tity. per tity. . per tity. per tity. per tity. per tity. per 

ton. ton. ton. ton. ton. ton. ton. 
-- --- -- --- -- --- -- --- ----- -- --- -- ---
TOD. Rs .... TOD. Rs ..... Ton. Rs. .... Ton. Rs. A. Ton. Rs. A. TOD. Rs. A. Ton. Rs .• ,. 

.. 10 If! 4 

8l 14 4 31 58 0 82 6114 8 65 0 
55 68 8 .. 28· 27 68 0 

176 64 4 1 0 

64 40 4 1 8 iJ 66 8810 8S 40 8 
39 43 8 88 21 4 5 60 5 

9 52 0 
111 40 8 

22 40 0 16 40 8 
40 66 0 

19 76 4 1 60 0 
13 50 0 

8-11 14 4 25 21 0 19 87 0 12 0 25 87 0 

6 29 4 15 59 8 

26 28 8 6 60 0 35 41 0 

11 41 1 127 26 0 2 51 8 68 3512 18 25 0 100 44 8 
27 32 4 

39 51 8 115 46 0 72 60 0 160 56 8 
55 40 4 48 45 0 

13 68 0 

38 71 8 12 84 0 

.. 25 1812 80 14 0 

35 20 0 506 71 18 
Cwt. 

121 21 8 226 29 0 

5 131 

22 11 4 88 14 8 20 14 0 10 20 0 668 25 0 160 21 12 
17 10 4 27 19 8 

19 27 0 16 36 0 24 38 0 24 40 8 

6 70 0 4 71 0 2 73 0 

t 67 0 

27 6112 460 59 4 , 32 0 

30 10 0 l.. f 40 30 0 

1135 
28 11 4 

175 13 8 t.. 2014 

77 613 ) ~ 
16 62 0 8 79 4 14 70 12 

6 68 4 
} 21 24 12 63 72 

11 25 0 30 34 2 25 0 15 36 0 8 42 , 
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.ZZZ.CW42 --~ .. - ... --. ,. 

Year 193ol. 
,-

lIlol!halpura I Karachi .lIloghalpura Mogbaipural 

Serial 
J anu8ll' 2nd February 4th Ma¥ 14th Octobe1l 

No. 
De8crlptlon of sOOr ... 1931. 1931. 193J. i aga!. 

Quan- Rate QU&II- Rate Quan- Rate Qu ... - Rate I 

t1ty. per tity. per tity. p~r tily. per ~ 

toD. OOD. ten. f toD. , 
I 

-- ,----- --r--- i-;::-~ : TOD. Rs. A. : TOD. Rs.A. TOD. Rs. A. Rs. A' 

r 

I 
! 

78 Scr'" lIl. S. retaining rings .. .. I ., ., .- .. .. .. j 
, 

I I 

79 Scrap M. 8. gao receivers ! .. .. 
r 

., .. 8 63 0: .. .. j 
I i 

I I I 
80 Scrap M. S. carriage roof taw . I .. .. .' S 8 0 

" 
.. .. .. 

i i , 
81 Scrap lIl. S. boring .' .. .. ! ., .. , .. .. .. .. 

·t 
82 Scrap lIl. S. stay rods I .. .. f ., .. i .. . . .. 

f 
j 

.. 
83 Scrap lIl. S. brake sbafts .. 18 54 4 .. 

j 
., .. 

j 
.. .. 

84 Scrap lit. S. vacuum chambers and ,CyUnders .. .. ., . . I 12 33 12: .. .. 
: 

, 

I 

i , 
8& Scrap lIl. S. shafting rods and pins .1 .. .. I .. .. I .. .. .. .. 

I 
I 

86 Scrap M.' S. tanks, almirahs, stoves, allllithees , .. .. ., .. I .. .. 1 26 (: 
receivers, etc. I I I 87 Scrap lIl. S. carriage doors tic bars .\ , 

3~. 'I ., .. 41 912 : .. .. 
87-A Scrap lIl. S. chimneys 

I 

.' .. . , .. I . . .. .. .. 
! I I 

I I 
88 Scrap lIl. S. engine dom ... '1 

4 60 S! ., .. I 1 64 12' .. .. 

5' '11 

I I I 

89 Heavy M. S. scarp boilers shells .. ., .. .. ., I ., .. I 

90 Heavy lIl. S. scrap engine frame 1)lates ! 149 i I 

'1 I 
., .. .. .. .. ," 

j 
I 
I 

91 Heavy lIl. S. ftre box doors ·1 ., .. 1 ., .. 159 , 
8: .. .. 

92 Heavy lIl. S. boDer shell plates I 200 7 8 1 1 66 2 4: ! ., 
~70 S 0: 

.. .. .. .. 
i 

13 10 I 
j 

93 Heavy M. S. carriage tender frames 
I 63 

I . , ., .. .. . . , . .. .. I 

i , l 

94 Heavy M. B. tender roof plates . 94 6 2 ., .. , .. .. . . ., I i I 

95 Hcavy M. S. tanks . , .. .. .. .. S 51 0' .. .. 
I I 

96 Heavy M. S. sheets and plates I .. .. , . , . . .. .. .. .. j 
, I 

: 
j 

97 Heavy M. S. boiler roof plates, with stays ·1 102 6 9 ., .. 160 , 8 .. .. 1 
! 

98 Heavy M. S. bridge spans and trough . , .. .. ., .. .. .. 1 45 5: , 
99 Heavy M. S. scrap smoke boxea .. .. .' .. .. .. .. .. 

100 Heavy M. S. scrap signal posts and underlrames • .. .. i ., .. i 21 43 4 ., .. I, 

101 Scrap M. S. signal laddors .. .. ., .. .. .. .. .. r 
, 

" 
102 Scrap M. B. N. O. ralls an.i ercesiDgs Otted with .. .. ., .. .. .. .. ., I 

.teol sleepers. , 
41 

I 
103 Scrap M. S. Mlscellancous 2,169 1611 1,163 21 4 1,626 16 201 67 01 

1 
I . 
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Year 1932. Year 19S5. 

MoghaJpura Karachi Hoghalpnra Karachi Hoghalpura Karachi MoghaJpnra 
4th February 14th Mareh 3rd October 18th October Hh January 27th ~'ebruury 10th October Re-.t93S. 1932. 11132. 1982. 19S3. 19S3. 11133 • marks. 

Rate Quan. Rate Quan. Rato Quan· Rate Quan. Rate Quan· Rate Quan· Rate Quan· per per per per per per Illy. per tity. lity. lity. IIty. lity. tlty. 1oJl. tou. tou. tou. ton. tou. tou. 

-- ---I---- -- --- --- '-'---- --I-------- --
Ton. Ra. A. Tou. R&. A. Ton. Ra. A. Tou. Rs. A. TOD. Rs. A. TOD. Rs. A. "Tou. Rs. A. 

20 15 8 2 18 , 
20 73 , 38 8S 8 9 90 0 20 101 " 
11 56 0 
23 82 0 

7 79 0, 1 72 8 , 82 , 

;. 16 GO 0 

'1 " 0 8 6612 80 '6 8 , 51 8 , 66 II 2 66 , 1 67 4 

Cwt. 
120 67 4 10 0 8 77 0 20 , 80 4 3 63 0 6 66 0 

48 20 4 1 16 0 30 27 4 1 16 0 46 31 8 

44 29 S 15 47 0 11 61 0 

}16 Cwt. 70 4 
71 0 8 101 4 6 81 4 

40 9 0 

88 4 8 151 1012 150 6 9 II S4 0 
841 612 

4 SS 0 

71 4 , 12 35 8· "Cut 69 6 0 uP. 
9 4210 80 50 0 

100 15 2 1 82 0 20 45 0 

7 58 0 ,. 25 3414 20 46 8 
8 6S 8 

72 40 4 26 64 12, 
60 58 6 

40 17 0 

100 7 7 20 46 0 

10 29 4 89 15 '0 50 24 12 
80 11 0 
17 13 8 

8 38 0 9 42 8 15 68 0 

22 64 0 83 0 40 88 8 1 96 8, 

1 - 41 8 8S 26 0 15 70 , 
12 XII 8 

782 2913 1,29S 18 8 2,88' 87 6 166 
S26 

2910 1,800 27 8 
24 1 

734 22 9 38 8814 

STEEIr-IU .' 2'1' 
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Year 1931. i 
Mogbalpura Karachi Moghalpura Mogbalp .. 

Serial 
January 2nd February 4th May 14th Octobellj: 

No. 
DesCription of stores. 1931. 1931. 1931. 

:L:f Quan· Rate Quan. Rate Rate 
Qnan· ~. per Qnan· per 

tity. ton. tity. t:. tity. ton. tity. ~ 
----- r-=.---

Ton. Ra. A. Ton. RB. A. Ton. RB. A. Ton. RB. J 

104 Scrap M. S. tip wagons .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . , 
10. Scrap M. S. (bulb section) ., .. . , .. .. .. . .... .. 

106 Llgbtexport scrap consisting of :-Scrap steel 

1 
I eccentric straps, Guadrant links big and little 

butt ends slide blU'll, brake bangers, wed!! .. , 

! Eccen!.ric rods, stay plates. Scrap cast steel 
axIe box"", ule box guides cross beads, brackets 

l for reversing Jev~rs couplers cross ht'sd, motion . plates. Scrap mild steel plate cuttings, pipe l cuttings, Gu...~et plates. rollt'd section. UDder 5 ft. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . 
washers. pins rivets and rivet ht"Ads bolts and 

j 
i nuts, cotte,... Snap .t..el cut rail pieces fish , 

plat .... bearing plates dog spikes, fisb bolts and 
r Duta. 
I 

Heavy Steel' Scrap. Skeleton engine wheels, \ 
engine frame plates, boiler tube plates and rings 

f engine domes etc. 

t 
! 

. ~ 
I 
I 

" j 
! 
! , , 
i 

, 

. 
. 

, 

I 
, 

, 
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Y_lIllZ. Year 1988. 

,1o{oghaIp1D'& lI:arubl Hogbalpura Karachi ~S:.= Karachi Yoghalpma 
til FebnJal'y 14>10 Mareh SrdOctobe< 18th October 27th FebrulllY 10th October Reo 1932. 1932. 1932- 1932. 1933. 1933. 1988. marks. 

Rat.e Quau. Rate QI\aIl. Rate QuaD' Rate Quan· Rate Quan· Rate Quan· Rate GaB·1 P'"' per per per per per per M. ton. tit)'. ton. tity. ton. tity. ton. tity. ton. tity. ton. tity. ton. 

- --- -- --- - ----- ----- --- ----- ---• lla. A. Ton. lla. A. Ton. lla. A. T.8D. lla. A. Ton.. lla. A. Ton. lla. A. an. Ra. A. Ton. 
I I 

I , 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Nos. .. .. .. 6 81 0 lol. 

I .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 44 12 Sold' 
with 
item 

No. 28, 
600 
tons 

Inall. 

0 

r 20 6 
per ton 

I f.o.r. 
Karachi. 

76·9 .. .. 17 0 .. .. .. .. 5,292 .. 
oj per ton C.S 

f.o.r. Q.1 
Karachi. 

17 6 

I per ton 
f.o.r. 

l Karachi. 

STEEL--III 2u 



Serial 
No. Description. 

, , 

642' 

Quantity sold In 

Average 
rate 

per ton. 

Quantity sold In 

1932. 
Average 

rate 
per ton, 

Quantity sold In 

1933. 
Average 

rate 
per ton. 

1931·1 

--- -~--~--~~-1~ 
"Tons. Re. A. P. Tona. Re. A. P. Tona. Bs. A. P. 

,32 9 6 107 

lOS 

109 

110 

J.l~ 

112 

Serviceable Bat footed 
steel rail ends nf all 
sections and lengths 
below 10' In length. 

Unservle~able double 
headed and headed 
steel ralls of all see-

!~n:el~~~et ~~J~~ 
Ing tongue rails. 

Scrap Bat footed double 
headed and bull head
ed steel rails nf all 
sections and lengths 
Including rail ends 
above and below 10 
feet. 

Servi<~a ble lmd un
serviceable and scrap 
Bat footed double 
headed and bnll head
ed steel and iron 
crossings, rail parts 
of crossings, 8tock 
snd tongue ralls of 
all sections and 

'length. 

l3ervieeable full length 
.teel sleepers for vari
ous gauges. 

Scrap full length and 
pieces of steef sleepers 
for various gauges. 

113 Serviceable steel and 
Iron fish plates' for 
all types and soctlona 
nf ra.lls. 

114 Serviaeable steol and 
iron bearing plates, 
brtdlle chairs, etc. for 
all types tor )'. F. 
ralls, 

115 MisoeUaneous service
able steel and Iron 

, material inclnding 
st",,1 keys and bolts, 

'etc, 

116 

117 

S.~& ~\!~,an~~: 
plates bridge chairs, 
dog spik .. , coach 
screws, tie rods, etc, 
and other miscellane
ous material. 

E~~~1gh scr1"1.:~~ 
('ontroUer nf Stores, 
Karachi. 

433 17 I> 9 

15 27 9 7 

344 1912' 6 

5M 18 13 2 

1,538 1811 6 

6 a 1 

1.493 8 9 8 

651 6 9 4 

270 412 5 

570 'Ii 13 8 

235 88 '1 6 32 

42 2 'I 255 42 410 

877 3312 6 101 28 6 Ii 

491 8013 0 345 28 810 

2,024 24 11 10 9M 80 4 0 

882 1910 11 129 1810 9 

112 '112 5 B 11 0 0 

467 41411 16 11 , 0 

73 '158 1815 0 

1,075 5 9 11 '92 lS.;I 0 

M8 20 II 0 



Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway eo.. Ltd. 

Letter So. JI..!25QlS2, dat~d the srd Sa"ember, 1933. 

With reference to your letter No. «9, dated the Ot-tober. 1933, I have 
the honour to forward herewith a statement ~with six spare ('<'pit'S) f.howillg 
the quantities and priCEoS of steel scrap sold hy this Railway during the past 
three years from 30th September, 1930 to 1st October, 1933. 

Enclosure. 

Stat~meM shmnll9 thc qual/filies alld prius of St~~l SNYlll •• 01.1 during .1uI 
past tArce years from sotA Srptelllber. 1930 to 1 •• t Odobcr, 1933. 

AVllI'IIg& 
Description. Quantity sold. price per 

ton. 
T. C. Q. lb. R& .I.. 

(1) Double Headed Rails 679 8 1 13 39 10 

\2) Other rails 7,886 0 0 1 28 -l 
(3) Axles. Carriage Wagon and Engine 6i5 9 1 13 26 13 
(4) Total steel scrap of all kinds including 

1 7 30 2 items 1, 2 and 3 14,200 :> 

Assam Bengal Railway Co.. Ltd. 

Ldt~r No. A/2JJ, daf~d the 4th Nat,,'tnber, 19S.f. 

Reference-Your No. 449, dated the 5th O('tober 193.'1. . 
With reference to your above quotA.>d letter I beg to givo below' tL ... infor· 

mations Mked for: - ' 

(1) Double headed rails 

(2) Unserviceable salt Golab mi1s, SO·lb. 

2nd hand rails, SO·lb. 

2nd hand rails, 411·lb. 

Q;.antit.y sold. 
Tons. 

Nil. 

34 (appro.,). 

0'50 ' 

2'20 

(3) and (4) Separate statement enclosed with 6 ap&re copies. 

AvMlgt' price 
Jl"rWll. 

Nil. 

Re.5·1-3 per ton oil 
averago. 

Ra. 85 par ton. 

Re.82 .. 



EncloltUre. 
Statement showing the following steel 8craps sold during the past three year8. 

1930 • 1931. . ' _. 
-.' Quarter ending Quarter ending Quarter ending Quarter ending Quarter ending Quarter ending 

:DescrlptlOll ()f Articles. March. June. September. December. March. June, 

Quantity Rate Quantity Rate Quantity Rate Quantity Rate Quantity Rate Quantity Rate 
sold. per ton. sold. per ton. sold. per ton. Bold. per ton. Bold. per owt. Bold. per ton. 

---- ---- ---- ---- - ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -
T. o. Q. Re. A .• P. T. o. Q. Re. A. P. T. o. Q. RB. A. P. T. o. Q. Rs. A. P. T. o. Q. Re. A. P. T. o. Q. RB. A. P. 

Steel oarap axles .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Steel ocrap tyres - 25 0 0 18 0 0 .. .. 20 0 0 10 15 6 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Iilteel ocrap spring platea - 50 0 0 4015 0 .. .. 82 0 0 50 4 0 7 8 0 40 8 0 .. .. .. .. 
Steal scrap spiral and helical .. .. .. .. 5 0 0 16 0 0 .. .. ' .. .. .. .. 

spring. 

Steal scrap flies .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 0 0 5 8 0 .. .. 
.·Steel scrap helical and volute .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
'Cast steel jaws for .tone crush- .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ere. 

MIld steel ocrap plates wagons 919 0 20 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Mild steel scrap Gas holden .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. , 

Mild .teel Bcrap cutting from .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
boiler tender and wagon 
plateo, etc. 

MUd .teel BOrap (Mlscel!aneous) .. '.' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 



1981. 1982. 

D .. crlptlon of Artlol ... 
Quarter ending 

September. 
Quarter ending 

December. 
Quarter ending 

March. 
Quarber ending 

June. 
Quarter ending 

September. 
Quarter ending 

December. 

Quantity Rate Quantity Rate Quantity Rate Quantity Rate Quantity Rate Quantity Rate 
Bold. per ton. Bold. per ton. Bold. per ton. lold. per ton. lold. per ton. Bold. per ton. 

---- - ---- ---- ---- -.--- ---- -------- ---- ----
T. o. Q. RI . .I.. P. T. O. Q. ·RI • .I.. P. T.o. Q. RI. A. P. T. o. Q. RI. A. P. T. o. Q. RI. A. P. T. O. Q;' RI. A. P. 

Steel Icrap axl .. .. .. .. .. 16 9 1 12 9 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
·Steel Icrap tyr .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 0 0 8 0 0 .. .. 
. teel Bcrap Iprlng platel 14 0 0 87 8 0 .. .. 40 0 0 17 9 0 .. .. 9 0 0 17 0 0 20 0 0 20 6 0 

. Steel Icrap .plral and hellcat .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. , .. 
Bprlng 

:Stoel Icrap fll .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Steel Icrap heUcal and volute .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 18 , :I 18 I) 0 .. .. 
Cut ateellawa for ltone cruah·. .. .. .. .. .. .. ' .. 

ere. .. 818 2 7 0 0 .. .. 
MIld ateel Icrap platea wagona .. .. .. .. 5910 1 16 14 0 .. .. 20 0 0 1 4 0 .. .. 

per cwt. 
or RI. 25 
per ton. 

MIld .t.el scrap .G .. holdere 8 0 0 20 8 0 ,. .. 116 :I 18 8 ~ .. .. .. .. .. .. 
MUd f,teel Icrap cutting from .. .. .. .. 84 6 0 15 10 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . bol or tender and wagon 
• platea, etc. 

MIld Iteell.rap (MfBoe!lanooua) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 840 0 0 8 1 0 .. .. 
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East Indian Railway. 
Letter dated the -'th November, 1933. 

With reference to your letter No. 449 of the 5th October, J933, addressed 
to the Agent and forwarded to me for compliance I heg to send herewith a 
statement· giving particulars asked for, with 6 spare copies. 

Enclosure. 
Statemen.t 8howing quantiti"s 0/ &teel scmp sold .by the E. 1. Railway during 

the financial years 19S()-'11, 1931-32 and 193!!-3.' and their average prices. 

DesCription of Haterlal. 

1. Double and Bull·Headed 
Rails • 

. 2, Ot·her Rails, .... , F. F. 
3. Carri"1le .Axl... . . • 
•• Total Steel Scrap of all kinds 

1930-31. 

Quan
tit.y In 
tons. 

6,415 

1,520 
71 

11,859 1 

Average 
price 

per ton. 

Rs. A. P. 
3113 0 

33 8 3 
22 6 0 
27 9 0 

Financial Years. 

1931-32. 

Quan
tity in 

tons. 

2,453 

2,492 
605 

11,650 

Average 
price 

per ton. 

Rs. A. P. 
36 7 0 

35 8 0 
29 8'9 
28 G 6 

South Indian Railway Co., Ltd . 

Quan
tit.y in 
tons_ 

1,868 

3.flll 
1.43' 

13,4.7 

1932-33. 

Av~ 
price 

per ton. 

Rs. A. P. 
37 2 0 

37 2 0 
34 3 0 
31 9 0 

• Letter No. I.·18!1()-'s-,/lJ1, dated the 6th SOt'enlber, 1933. 
Your letter No. 449 ot the 5th October, 1933. 
'Vith reference to the above, I have the honour to !lend you herewith a 

statement, with 6 spare C'Opies, giving the information asked for in the ahove 
quoted letter. • 

Enclosure. 
Statement shou'ing the quantitir.f and prices' 0/ steel. m-ap sold during the 

. . pa.~t th ree yraTS. 

Item 
No. Description of material. 

·1. Stoel S('rap, i5 Ibs,D. H. rails. . 
2. Steel scrap, other ra.ils of different 

sections. . . . 
3. Axles, wheels, wheel N-ntres without 

tYres, cranks, etc. . . 
4. Total steol scrnp of all kinds 

Approxi
matequan
tity sold. 
Tons. 

130 

3,350 

4.10 
2,960 

Average 
rate per 

ton. 
Rs. A. 
56 0 

30 8 

6 0 
24 0 

Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway Co .. Ltd. 
tetter No. S.·110/33, dated tht 6th November, 193~. 

As desired in your lptter No. 449, 'dated the 5th ultimo, I beg to subjoin 
the figures asked for~-

19.10-31. 1931-32. 1932-33. 

DI'IK'rlption. 
Tons, Rate po!" ton. Tons. Rate pe!" ton. To .... Rate per ton. 

-.....:....- --- ---, Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. •. P. 
1.,Rans. 1); H. and B. 11 .. qld 1.Sj; • 34 0 0 1.t\..~. S2 0 0 2,107 S4 0 0 
2. Rail •. F. F .•• U aI&es • 1.731 fill n 0 2,999 M (I (I 1.1192 44 0 0 
a. C. &I W. axl.., . 284 28 0 (I 409 25 0 0 194 SS 0 (I 

'- Other kinds of .t.,..l o""'P. 6,617 25 8 0 8,057 20 0 0 8,202 21 0 0 
·boUl B .. G. and M. (;. -



B~Railways. 

Letter dated ~ 8f" NOf)ember, 1933. 

As desired ~.yo~ let~r·No. «9, dated the 5th October, 1933, I give 
below the quantities and pnces of Steel Scrap sold by this Railway during .the 
past three years:- . . 

Puticulars. Quantity. Average 

sold price per 
tau. 

T. C. Q Rs. &. 

~1) Double headed rails 
(2) Other rails 2,660 6 0 26 0 
(3) Carriage axles 88 2 2 25 0 
(4) Total Steel Scrap of all kinds 4,6!2 2 0 13 7 

2. As regards item 2 the average prioo includes freight, handling and other 
incidental charges pertaining to the sales effected from time to time _d it 
is not easy to differentiate these extraneous costs in all cases, but I consider 
that an a'"'rage rate of Rs. 20 per ton might be taken as a net average 
figure. 

3. The price for item 3 is Rs. 25 per ton f.o.r. Namyao, 
4. Item 4 includes Scrap underfram .. s, tyres, spring -steel sent down to 

Rangoon from Myitnge (3;-7 miles away from Rangoon) fer sale and also 
W. I. and Steel Scrap. 

Sellgal Nagpur Railway Co .. Ltd.· 
Letttr No. E/9919{!U/360, dated the 9th NOf)efltber, 1993. 

With reference to your letter No. «9, dated the 5i;k October, 1933, I 
have the honour. to enclose herewith 7 copies of a statement showing the 
information asked fIJI' therein. . 

Enclosure.. 

Description of 
material 

(1) Double Headed Rails 
(2) Other Rails-
(3) Carriage Axles 

Statement. 

(4) Steel Scrap of all kinds 

Quantity 
80ldduring 
193(1,1931 

,. 1932. 
Tons. 

165 
2,000 

100 
• 21,300 

Great ~ Peninsula Railway. 

Average. 
price per

. ton. 

Rs. A. 

21 0 
200 
20 0 
25 8 

Letter No. C.-Z85-Sf 8, dated the l.&tA/ 15t1l. No"ember, '199$. 

Refel"'Doo: YO'Ilr letter No. 440, dated the 8th October, 1933. 
With refereno& to your above, I beg to enclose herewith. eevell;' copies. of 

a statement. showing the quantities of steel scrap sold by thIS Railway w:"tIi 
the average prices realised year by year ,for a period of three y~ e~diag 
30th September, 11)33. ' 



Enclosure. 
SteeZ Scrap sold for thre,f years ending 90th September lY99. 

-, For one yeo.r ending For one yeo.r ending For one yeo.r ending . For three yeo.rs ending 
30th September 1931. 30th September 1932. 30th September 1933. 30th September 1933._-

-

No. DeSCription. . Approximo.te 
Approximo.te Avero.ge Approximo.te Average Approximo.te Avero.ge toto.l Average 

quantity rate per ton quo.ntity ro.te per 'ton quantity ro.te per ton - quantity of rate 
sold in tons. realised. sold in tons. reo.lised. sold in tons. realised. scro.p in per ton. - tons. 

- ; ~ 

~ 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. -Rs. A. P. Rs • .1. ,. . . 
1 Doubie heo.ded rails • .. .. 163 40, 0 0 26,186 25 3 0 • 28,349 ' ' 25 5 0 . .-, . .-
2 Othel' ra.i1s . . . 2,671 20 4 3 6,132 2011 0 7,199 31 4 0 . 16,OO~ 25 6 0 

. . . 
a Carriage axles • . 536 25 2 6 124 29 3 0 - 12()' 50 1 0 ' 779 30 5 0 

" • . 
4 Toto.lsteel scro.p of all kinds 3,802 17 14 6 2,860 15 12 6 5:709 21 -14 0 12,371 19 4 0 

I 
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